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on the cover, the star
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Scref.nland's gift this

month is adept in the

Terpsichorean Art.
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SCREENLA
Coming Soon! TheTwice~a~Week

paramountJMeutf
Beginning in August
and twice weekly
thereafter, the name of

a new and greater news
reel will flash on the

screens of thousands of

theatres—Paramount
News. It is backed by
the power and re-

sources of the largest

motion picture organi-

zation on earth and
produced under the di-

rection of Emanuel
Cohen, acknowledged

the world's foremost

news reel' expert. Ask
your Theatre M anager

to book Paramount
News and PARA-
MOUNT COMEDIES
(once a week) and
PARAMOUNT NOV-
ELTIES. Only now
can you see short fea-

tures of the same high

standard set by Para-

mount in feature pic-

tures.Watch for them.

N D

T^ichard T)ix in

Knockout

Reilly

AMALCOLM St. Clair

Production, from Al-

bert Payson Terhune's
story, ''The
Hunch."_ With
Mary Brian and
Jack Re
nault.

hmmounttyictum
If its a Paramount Picture its the best show in town/

Paramount Guide to the Best Motion Pictures
Qheck the ones you ba-ve seen, make a datefor the others, and

don't miss anx! Tour Theatre Manager will tellyou when.

TITLE PLAYERS DATE
CASEY AT THE BAT S" Starring WALLACE BEERY. With Ford

Sterling, ZaSu Pitts, Sterling Holloway,
Iris Stuart. Directed by Monty Brice.

BLIND ALLEYS Starring THOMAS MEIGHAN. With
Evelyn Brent and Greta Nissen. Directed
by Frank Tuttle.

EVENING CLOTHES/'' Starring ADOLPHE MENJOU. With Vir-
ginia Valli, Noah Beery and Louise Brooks.
Directed by Luther Reed.

SPECIAL DELIVERY Starring EDDIE CANTOR. With Donald
Keith, Jobyna Ralston and William Powell.
Directed by William Goodrich.

CABARET

* . s
Starring GILDA GRAY. With Tom Moore,
Chester Conklin and Mona Palma. Di-
rected by Robert Vignola.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL Warner Baxter, Madge Bellamy, Holbrook
Blinn, May Allison, Lawrence Gray, Hale
Hamilton. Directed by Herbert Brenon.

AFRAID TO LOVE Starring FLORENCE VIDOR. With Clive
Brook. Directed by E. H. Griffith.

TOO MANY CROOKS With Mildred Davis, Lloyd Hughes, George
Bancroft and El Brendel. Directed by Fred
New rnayer.

ARIZONA BOUND Starring GARY COOPER. With Betty
Jewel. Directed by John Waters.

FASHIONS FOR WOMEN Starring ESTHER RALSTON. With Einar
Hanson and Raymond Hatton. Directed by
Dorothy Arzner.

Elinor Glyn's RITZY Starring BETTY BRONSON. With James
Hall. Directed by Richard Rosson.

CHILDREN OF DIVORCE Starring CLARA BOW and ESTHER RAL-
j/^ STON. With Gary Cooper, Einar Hanson

and Norman Trevor. Directed by Frank
Lloyd.

ROLLED STOCKINGS Charles Rogers, Sterling Holloway, El Bren-
del, Richard Arlen and Debutantes of 1927.
Directed by Monty Brice.

WEDDING BILLS Starring RAYMOND GRIFFITH. With
Ford Sterling. Directed by Erie Kenton.

TEN MODERN
COMMANDMENTS

Starring FLORENCE VIDOR.
by Luther Reed.

Direc ted

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORP, ADOLPH ZUKOR.PRES, PARAMOUNT BLDG, NEWYORK

Qlctra How in

Rough House

Rosie
FROM thenar.

Eve. Post story

by Nunnally John-
son, directed by
Frank Strayer.
With REED
HOWES and all-

star cast.

Hebe "Daniels in

Senorita

THOUGH
they called

her senorita Bebe
preferred being
just Bebe, and
you know what
that meant. With
James Hall and
William Powell.

Directed by Clar-

ence Badger.

The Whirlwind ofYouth

with £ois oJXToran

A ROWLAND V. LEE
Production from

"Soundings" by A. Hamil-

ton Gibbs. With Vera Vor-

onina, Donald Keith and

Alyce Mills.

Ed Wynn in

Rubber

Heels

EDWYNN, famous
musical comedy

star, as detective who
solves a mystery
through sheer stupid-

ity. With Chester
Conklin and Thelma
Todd. Directed by
Victor Heerman.
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THIS SIMPLE WAY TO HAVE

Eyes that speak!

The beauty of eyes is really the

beauty of lashes. If your lashes

look long and luxuriant, your eyes

have a charm that thrills. For it is

the frame of dark lashes that gives

to your eyes the fairy play of lights

and shadows.

Make your lashes appear longer

and thicker merely by darkening

your lashes with Winx, the water-

proof liquid. Applied with the

brush attached to the stopper of

the bottle, Winx dries instantly, is

harmless, and will not rub or

smear.

At Drug or Department stores or

by mail. Black or brown, 75c.

Winxette (cake form) black or

brown, 50c. U. S. or Canada.

ROSS COMPANY
241'E West 18th St., New York

OFFER

To prove the merits of WIN.X,
mail the coupon with 1 2c. for
a generous sample. Another
12c. brings a sample of PERT
moist Rouge—waterproof too!

WINJC
Waterproof

MAIL COUPON NOW
Ross Co.,
J41-E West lsth Street, New York.

Enclosed are 12c. for a sample of WINX.
Another 12c. brings a sample of PERT, the
waterproof Rouge.

Xame ..

Address

City State.

Please PRINT name.

<X Eddie Cantor, Clara Bow and
Wally Beery discuss whose
\nees are prettiest. The post'

man won in a tval\.

An Answer Page of Information.
Address:

Miss Vee Dee, Screenland,
49 West 45th Street

New York City.

Athlete. Yes sir, that's your Babe

—

/\\ Babe Ruth, in a First National

y^X picture which will be released

-^-soon. Just now it is called "Babe
Comes Home", and it is, strangely enough,
a tale of the diamond. Metro'Goldwyn
says "Women Love Diamonds" and now
Mr. Ruth will prove that gentlemen do. too—the baseball variety. "The Babe", while
making his motion picture at the Burbank,
California, studios, trained daily' with the
result that before long he became quite
svelte—for the Babe. Anna Querentia
Nilsson plays opposite him—I suppose he
wins the game and gets the girl, and why
not? The movies seeni to have captured
all the famous athletes—Gene Tunney in
Pathe'-s serial, "The Fighting Marine"; Red
Grange in his F. B. O. pictures, and now
the Bambino.

Joan >{., Toronto. Your friends are very
very much mistaken if they think I don't
answer letters from Canada. I always do-r
what's more, I like to", for you and your

countrymen seem to me extraordinarily po'
lite and charming. Now. bow! I'm sure

Vilma Banky will appreciate your drawing
of her. Did you send it care Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions. Culver City, Cal.? Vilma
is not married or even engaged. Stranger
still, she hasn't even been the heroine of
one of those betrothal rumors. Let's start

one!

F. B. I have no pamphlet entitled "Get-
ting Into the Movies", but how I should
love to write one! But you wouldn't like

mine. It would consist of one word:
"Don't". I think what's the matter with
me is that no producer has ever pointed at

me and said: "You— yes, you over there!
I want you for my next super-special, 'The
Split-Second'." (Yes. one of those sex
dramas.) Darn it! Sure, I'd be in the
movies if I could—who wouldn't? Richard
Talmadge is not really a Talmadge, you see,
which explains why he isn't related to
Norma and Connie and Peg, etc. Richard's
real name is something else. He's Italian.
Clara Bow, Mary Brian, and Betty Bronson
all work at the Lasky Studio. Hollywood,
Cal. Clara is about twenty-six; Mary and
Betty around sweet nineteen. Jackie Coogan
is with Metro-Goldwvn. Culver City. Cal
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Can a truly

Qreat hove
ever turn
to Hate?
Does a girl

despise the man
whose love has
degraded her?

INSPIRATION TOKFUBBSiNean^BMMJSAREWEj>

E1STU11R1IBTION
I

ly COUNT lED^TOLSTOy

cinEDWINCAKEWEM^
UNITED ARTISTS TICTU111

Great human drama! You'll find it in RESUR-
RECTION, one of the classic romances of the

century—famous the world over for its vibrant

people—its striking picture of Old Russia under
the Cossack lash— Its revelry, debauchery, cru-

elty—and heroism!

Sensation wherever it plays

shown at your theatre soon!

it will be
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HAIR touched with the gold of morning's

sunshine . . .

Face so radiantly beautiful that no man ever

saw and forgot her . . .

Eyes tender, alluring, shining with an intensely

magnetic person ility...<ZW Cleopatra dim them

with twin panes of glass?

The Soul of a Woman
projeds itself through her eyes. It is Soul which

attracts. All women may become attractive.

It is Soul that dominates personality. SOUL . .

.

that wonderful thing that peers from behind

the curtain of consciousness through the eyes

of a woman... is always dominant.

To Influence People

you muse bring them into contact with your Soul. The

Soul is contacted only through the eyes. Just as you look

out through your eyes to see me. so must I look in through

your eyes to sec You.

Make your eyes mean more. Learn the new secret of re-

gaining and maintaining the lustre and loveliness of your

natural eyc.undimmed by time.

''Natural Eyesight," a beautiful book, tells in word and

picture of this New Knowledge of the Eye that marks the

dawn of the New Age of Vision. It is FREE! The coupon

below, is for your convenience in sending for it.

Send for your FREE
copy of "Natural Eye-

sight" today. It may

answer vour question,

"What Shall I Do for

My Eyes?"

Natural Eyesight Institute, Inc.

1423 Pershing Square BIdg.

Los Angeles, California

Please send me your free book " Natural Eyesight

'

SCREENLAND
Teddy. Sorry to blast your beautiful

dream; but those love scenes between Ron-

nie and Vilma are just—acting; nothing

more and nothing less. They like each

other, of course; but all their love, love,

lovin' takes place before the camera. Too
bad. Another illusion busted! Mr. Colman

is one of those quiet, moody Englishman

but I'm sure he'll be glad to hear from you

and may even answer— be still, fluttering

heart! The great lovers' — at least, two of

them — address is given elsewhere.

Ralph Graves Admirer. What a lucky

break for you! I hear that Ralph was all

set recently to desert acting for directing

and his first effort was to be a picture called

"The Fast Mail"—not Male— for Columbia

Pictures. Then the producer couldn't seem

to find a leading man to suit him, so he

grabbed the megaphone away from Ralph

and ordered him back into harness—or

make-up. Now what do you think of that?

Address Mr. Graves, care Columbia Pic-

tures, 1438 Cower Street, Hollywood, Cal.

Josher. Don't you wise-crack me. I

know a couple of nifties myself. Just the

same, your letter tickled me: and don't you
know you shouldn't tickle a lady? Your
idol, Shirley Mason, is married—so there!

That's revenge for you. Her new husband

is a director for the films—Sidney Landfield

by name. They were married at the home
of Shirley's sister, Vi Dana. Shirley's first

husband, director Bernard Durning, died

several years ago. Incidentally, Miss Mason,
or Mrs. Landfield, has just signed a new
starring contract. No undiluted domes-

ticity for little Shirley, bless her heart.

H. O. H. Also hah-hah, and hee-hee.

All I know about Alice Terry? Well, to

deliver a blow right off the bat—right now
she's in far-off Africa, in the Garden of

Allah, to be accurate, with Ivan Petrovitch.

But before you judge her too harshly, re-

member that husband Rex Ingram knows,

and approves—in fact, he's there, too, di-

recting like mad. Alice, Ivan and Rex are

engaged in re-making that good old passion-

classic, "The Garden of Allah". Lest you
forget—Alice has blue eyes, is five feet six

inches tall, weighs 130 pounds, and has

pretty, reddish-brown hair. That's a blonde
wig she wears in her pictures—except in

"The Arab", in which she appeared in her

own auburn tresses.

Mickey. I apologize. I said Raymond
Keane is twenty-one and he's only twenty.

In fact, he told you so himself. So it must
be true. And you ve met him and every-

thing. Lucky you!

Fenton Fans. Leslie has been and gone
and done it, in the language of the poets

—

free- verse poets. He married Marie Astair,

on February third, in Santa Monica, Cal.

Mrs. Fenton is a screen actress, though I

can't seem to find out in what films she has

appeared. Bet she's proud of her husband's

performance in "What Price Glory?" Mr.
Fenton combines stage and screen work

—

and he's swell at both.

Too Curious. Curiosity may have killed

that cat, but it can't kill us, tan it? I

should say not. If it weren't for curiosity,

where would Miss Vee. Dee be, anyway?
And Miss Vee Dee's docile lizzie? Thanks
for inquiring about Lizzie. She looks very

pretty in her new gray coat—of paint. I

only wish she would get over her distressing

asthma. How that flivver does wheeze!

You seem to care for Ramon Novarro His
first name is Jose, but he doesn't use it for

screen purposes. He has brown hair and
brown eyes—and what hair, what eyes! If

he's in love he hasn't taken me into his con-

fidence. (That's one way of putting it.)

His latest is "Old Heidelberg" with young
Norma Shearer. Whether or not he is

sarcastic is a matter you'll have to take up
with Ramon himself. And I hope you find

out.

Brown Eyes. Why are you blue? Just

so they're not black. So Larry Gray is

your one best bet. He was born in San
Francisco and is now working at Lasky
Studio. Hollywood, Cal. He isn't married

but the report that he's engaged to Marion
Coakley, New York stage actress, persists.

It's Mr. Gray's real name as far as I'm able

to find out, and you know-how far that is.

If it isn't, all will be discovered when, and
if. Larry signs the license. Come again.

Pat, Houston. Lloyd Hughes' clean-cut

good looks seem to have found as many
followers as some of the more dashing boys.

Lloyd is a First National featured player;

married to Gloria Hope, who used to be in

the movies herself, and the father of little

Donald Hughes. Write to Lloyd care First

National, Burbank, Cal. Gloria won't mind.

(Continued on page 103)

SV'jmc —

CUy
1927

C The training camp of "Knoc\out Reilly" was as realistic

as the popularity of Richard Dix himself.
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WILLIAM HAINES in

SLIDE KELLY SLIDE
LISTEN to that roaring grand stand,

SPRINGTIME'S here, Oh boy!

BASEBALL, romance, love and laughter ....

REMEMBER William Haines in"Brown ofHarvard"?

THAT was one glorious football picture!

AND now this happy, handsome star appears in

THE epic picture of the great National pastime

WITH lovely Sally O'Neil and— wow!

MIKE Donlin, Tony Lazzeri, and the

MEUSELS (Irish and Bob) themselves.

FOLLOW the crowd!

Slide Kelly Slide

»ith William Haines, Sally O'Neil, Harry Carey

An Edward Sedgwick Production

An original screen play by A. P. Youncer

Titles by Joe Farnham

Directed by Edward Sedgwick

"More stars than there are in Heaven"

A Priceless Prize
for the

.
Keenest Eyes

!

from Ramoa Novarro

YOU attend an exhibition of a
truly wonderful Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer picture. Settings,

action, titles pass swiftly before

your eyes. You marvel at them. But
when you get home how much of
the performance can you remember
—and enjoy over and over again ?

It's largely a matter of

—

eyes, alert

vision, keen observations. Things
you merely glance at you rarely

remember. But when you really see

something it stays with you. I want
to help you to see—and thus enjoy
—more of what M-G-M directors

and we ourselves strive to put into

our portrayals.

Here are five questions. The best

set of answers to them will win a

prize that money could not buy. The
man who sends the best set of

answers will receive the guitar I

used in "Lovers" and a cash prize

of $50.

And for the best set of answers

from a woman, Alice Terry will give

the earrings she wore in the same
picture and a cash prize of $50.

The next fifty lucky ones will

receive my favorite photograph
especially autographed by yours

cordially,

lanraon

F:

Novarro

s

In what recent production does

Lon Chaney appear without his

usual makeup?

What do you think ofM-G-M
"Historical Westerns" such asi

"War Paint" and "Winners of the I

Wilderness" starring Tim McCoy?
(Not more than 50 words.)

Who directed "Flesh and the

Devil"? and name two of his

previous productions.

Name a brother or sister of

the following screen players,

Marceline Day, Lionel Barrymore
and Owen Moore.

What photoplay holds the

world's record for length of run

and name two other pictures next

in length of run.

Write your answers on one side of a single

sheet of paper and mail to Competition
Editor, 3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway,
New York. All answers must be received

by May 15th. Winners' names will be pub-
lished in a later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend the picture

yourself you may question your friends or

consult motion picture magazines. In event

of ties, each tying contestant will be

awarded a prize identical in character with

that tied for.

Winners of the Marion Davies

Contest of January

RUTH TRAENKLE
36 Delaware St. Albany, N. Y.

RICHARD T. COINER, Jr.

1091 Vaughn St. Portland, Ore.

Autographed pictures of Miss Davies have
been sent to the next fifty prize winners.
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We train you quickly at home to make money
in Photography.No previous experience neces-
sary. Spare time or full time. New easy plan.
Nothing else like it. This is your opportunity.
Your rapid progress assured.

Easy to Get Started
THIS is the picture age. Never before

has therebeen such a demand for pic-
tures, and this demand is increasing every
day. Magazines, newspapers, manufac-
turers, real estate dealers, and nearly every
line of business are today using photo-
graphs in larger quantities than ever be-
fore. If you want to make money, you owe
it to yourself to cash in on this demand.
Portrait photographers also make more money than

ever before. Commercial Photography is also a big
field. It is easy to get started. Not only do we give
you the training you need to quickly become a Photo-
graphic Expert, but also show you how to make your
photographic training pay you handsome returns.

You can be making money on the side in a few weeks
while securing your training. Many are doing it. C.
M. Cole writes that he bought his home from earnings
made before he was half way through. J. Canaris writes
he made ?300.00 before he finished. Everything is

as easy as A.B.C. No artistic ability required.

Let us send you full details and our new interesting
book, "Opportunities in Modern Photography." It
contains real money-making suggestions and informa-
tion. Delays pay no dividends. Mail coupon now.

American School of Photography
J60I S.Michigan Ave., Dept. 1 3 1 5 Chicago

Send For This
FREE Book!

American School of Photo»r3ohy
3601 S. Michigan Ave, Dept. 1315
Chicago, Illinois

Yes, send me "Opportunities in Modern
Photography." and full details. I am
under no obligation.

Name

Address

City State

(\ Gilbert Roland and 1<[orma

Talmadge enact the beauti-

ful tragedy of Camille's love.

% REAL
By Carolyn Darling

I™
ha:

IKE all great actresses Norma Talmadge
has added "The Lady of the Camellias"

j to her list of roles. Strangely

enough of all the actresses who
have ever played this part. Miss Talmadge
is probably the only one who almost exactly

fits the description of the real Marie Du-
plessis, whom Dumas called Marguerite
Gautier. According to Jules Janin, the

celebrated critic of the Journal des Debats,
"Her face was of an oval shape, rather pale,

her eyes almost black and her lips scarlet.

Her manner was dignified, yet gracious, and
there was a charm about her like an inde-

scribable perfume." What romance and
tragedy her name evokes!
Few realize that this frail heroine, whose

mysterious charm captured the imagination

of all Paris, actually lived and suffered and
that her name was Alphonsine Plessis, and
that she was known in Paris as Marie
Duplessis. She was born in 1824 and died

on the 3rd of January, 1847—just 23 years

of age. Dumas knew Marie Duplessis and
was so interested in her unusual qualities,

in the sad, sweet dignity of her personality,

that upon hearing of her death, he went to

St. Germain and wrote his novel in less than
three weeks—on the back of envelopes, on
any scraps of paper that he could find, so

vividly had the story of this young French
girl's life captured his imagination.

She lived around 1830, in a house in

Paris near the Madeleine, a house which
still stands with the little god of Love over
the garden gate. "She was either a duchess

or a courtesan," that was a man's descrip-

tion of her when he first saw her.

"I remember meeting her for the first

time," Jules Janin wrote, "in an abominable
green room of a theatre on the Boulevards

of Paris. Everyone was there, from a

working man to a gentleman. The general

conversation was about everything, from
dramatic art to fried potatoes, but when this

young woman appeared it seemed as if she

illumined us all with a glance of her lovely

eyes. She walked on the muddy floor as if

she was traversing the Boulevards on a rainy

day. She raised her dress intuitively in

order not to touch the dried up mud, with-

out thinking of showing us—for what would
have been the good of it?—a neatly shod
foot and a well-rounded leg covered by a

silk stocking. She entered the room and
went, with head erect, through the aston-

ished crowd.
"Lizst, the great composer, and myself

were very much surprised when she came
and sat down familiarly at our table, for

neither he nor I had ever spoken to her.

She immediately addressed the great artist,

and informed that she had once heard him
play, and that he had set her dreaming

With the marvelous instinct which
was peculiar to him, he tried to discover

who this woman could be who was so
familiar and so dignified, spoke to him first,

and who, after the first words had been
exchanged, treated him with a certain

hauteur, as if he had been presented to

her at a levee in London, or at a party
given by the Duchess of Sutherland.

"Meanwhile, the three solemn knocks of
the prompter resounded through the theatre,

and the critics left the room as well as the
crowd of spectators. The unknown lady
alone remained with us; she drew near the
fire and shivering, placed her feet near the
small log, so that we could observe with
the greatest ease, from the embroidered

(Continued on page 102)
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(^Another picture triumph
from the DeMille studios

KENNETH THOMSON &. GEORGE BANCROFT
Adapted by Garrett Fort and Marion Orth

> from the play by J. Palmer Parsons

Supervised by C. GARDNER SULLIVAN

A WILLIAM K. HOWARD PRODUCTION
Produced by DeMille Pictures Corporation 7

The amazing revelation

ofa woman's soul /

STARK - REALISTIC - BREATH-TAKING

"Where you go

I shail go"

KENNETH THOMSON

NEVER has such a tremen-

dous conflict of human and elemental emo-

tions been depicted on the screen—the stark

drama of a beautiful woman and three men
—one who loved her, one who wanted her

and one who hated her—played out in graphic

realism on the lonely plains.

Monroe Lathrop, Dramatic Critic of the Los

Angeles Evening Express says:

—

"a masterpiece —one of the ten best pictures I

ever saw, and I find it hard to recall one which

so gripped me in every foot of its progress. Such

a coordination of brilliant direction and forceful

acting is rare indeed, with thought, imagination

and fidelity to truth in every scene."

Coming to Keith'Albee-Orpheum

and other first-run3heatres

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
JOHN C. FLINN, General Manager



10 SCREENLAND

THE authentic lmiuan side of one

of our greatest actors.

Mr. Ullman's book is illustrated

by photographs from the author's

private library.

His sentence to jail ; his reason for

wearing a slave bracelet ; his report-

ed engagement to Pola Negri; these

and scores of other interesting things

about him are told in a manner in

which only a close friend and ad-

viser could tell them.

There were many things said and
written about Valentino in the last

few years of his life, and after his

death, that did him great injustice.

This book has been written primar-

ily for the purpose of setting at rest

those rumors.

Here's what eminent critics have

to say about the book.

"An interesting and exciting book.

It is easy to read, a dignified,

plausible story." — Harry Hanun,
Xeiu Yorlc World.

''Ullman's story is well worth read-

ing." — Ward Marsh,
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"Has an excellent flavor, interesting

and. authentic."— Luella Parsons,

Los Angeles Examiner.

This publishing hit is being offered

by Screenland and by no other
magazine at the publisher's regular
price, $2.00.

SCREENLAND Book Department, Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send me a
copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

Kamc

Address

CREEN
NEVS

Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis
came to town for a grand vaca'

tion just in time to celebrate Mid-
die's birthday at one of the ultra-

expensive and exclusive jewelry shops oo
Fifth Avenue. Harold hustled his pretty

blonde wife right over and presented her
with a magnificent birthday present — a

thing-a-magig of emeralds with a few dia-

monds thrown in. He designed the neck-

lace himself, and it became really precious

in Mildred's eyes the minute he told her so.

Little Mrs. Lloyd admitted she was glad

to be back in pictures again and hopes we'll

all like "Too Many Croo\s". She will

make her second starring feature when, and
not before, she finds a suitable story.

:;

Does Louise Brooks really like Holly-
wood or is she homesick for New York? The
friends she left behind her are wondering,
especially since she wired someone—and
from beautiful Coronado Beach, California,

too
—"How can you people live back there

in those awful cities when out here we have
the birds and the bees and the flowers?"

* % *

Those famous commuters, Samuel Gold-
wyn and Frances Howard, spent seme time
here. Though Goldwyn productions are
made in California, he has so'many interests

in the east that he makes the trip every
few months. Besides, Mrs. Goldwyn is a
New York girl, and there's nothing like a
visit to the old home town. The little Gold-
wyn, Sam Jr., like Mildred Gloria Lloyd the
Second, had to be left in California: but
his pictures, like the Lloyd baby's, were
much in evidence in the luxurious hotel
suite occupied by mama and papa. Who
says picture people are not domestic?

Natacha Rambova is the leading woman
of a new mystery play on Broadway, called

"Set a Thief". The statuesque lady with
her coils of blue-black hair, her Egyptian
eyes, and her gorgeous gowns, is reported
to be trying hard to win an important name
for herself without relying upon the pub-
licity which is hers because she was Mrs.
Rudolph Valentino. The idea that she might
be trading upon the fame of the late movie
idol is extremely distasteful to her, especially
in view of the fact, as she says, that she
had carved a career for herself before she
ever met the beloved actor. He belongs
entirely to her private life and for pro-
fessional purposes she wants to be known
only as Miss Rambova. She is said still to
believe in psychic research and spirit com-
munication with the late star.

^ $

Vaudeville has called and several of our
players have answered. Lou Tellegen, Betty

Compson. Bessie Love, Dustin Farnum,
Eugene O'Brien, Anna May Wong and
Elliott Dexter were, at last reports, all ready

to take a "flyer" into the varieties. But
they'll be back.

Although Paramount is said to have
dangled tempting offers before her big

brown eyes, Madge Bellamy departed for

California upon completion of the Herbert
Brenon picture she came east to make.
Madge says she has been under a long-term
contract most of her professional career and
she would like to try her wings as a free
lance player for a change, so that she can
pick the parts that appeal to her. Madge
and her mother, who is almost as young
and pretty as the star, had v good time
while they were here. They are pals.

* * *

Poor Richard! It docs seem that he has
the darndest luck, and all because he refuses

to let anybody "double" for him in more
or-less dangerous scenes. It wasn't so long
ago that Rich broke several fingers doing
a stunt. Now he has finished "Knoc\out
Riley" with a broken rib. The injury was
sustained while making a boxing scene
"opposite" Jack Renault, professional pugi



A Laugh a Day Keeps the Doctor Away!
AGOOD hearty laugh is the greatest tonic in the

world— the magic key to eternal youth. It is

laughter that helps us to forget our cares,

laughter that banishes wrinkles, laughter that bright-

ens our day.

In these nerve-racking modern days the world needs
laughter. Each one of us needs it.

So if by any chance you've forgot-

ten how to laugh— or think you
have—see one of Educational's
Comedies. You'll find yourself

laughing unconsciously, naturally,

easily, just as you did in childhood.
More, you'll carry the laughs home
with you.

The reason for the popularity of

Educational's Comedies is not
hard to seek—they provide a never-
failing laugh treat. Most people do
like to laugh. Convincing proof of
this is the fact that in this country
alone the number of individuals

who see—and laugh over— these
^sure-fire comedies every day runs
Unto the millions.

I Educational's Comedies are

featured in the largest motion pic-

ture houses—and the smallest.

They lead the field because they

ROMANCE PRODUCTIONS
(In Natural Colors)

N. HAMILTON COMEDIES
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES
BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES
IMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions')

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
JUVENILE COMEDIES

With "Big Boy"
XJ'UXEDO COMEDIES

CAMEO COMEDIES
LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE

FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENIC NOVELTIES

CURIOSITIES LIFE
The Movie Side-show Cartoon Comedies

KINOGRAMS
The NEWS REEL Built Like a Newspaper

deserve to lead. Never has time, talent or money been
spared to make them the best that could be produced.
For clean, wholesome fun they are without a peer.

Why not take the whole family to see one of Educa-
tional's Comedies tonight? Dad and mother and the
children. Let them all have a good hearty laugh. It

will do them good—and it will do
you good to watch their enjoy-
ment. Laughs are meant to be
shared.

ICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Educational's supremacy in the
Short Subject field does not end
with comedies. It includes all those
features for which Educational is

world-famous—news reels, novel-
ties, scenic pictures of rare beauty,
and the exquisite Romance Produc-
tions in natural colors. These, no
less than the mirth-provoking com-
edies, have earned for Educational
Pictures the right to be called
"The Spice of the Program."

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc,

E. W. Hammons, President
Executive Offices

Paramount Building,
Times Square, New York, N. Y.

COPYRIGHT 1927, EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
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Millie Dove
Screenland's

Honor Page Portrait Series

l\ From the color sketch by Arnold Westton
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c r e e n I a n d

"Billie 'Dove

ince that beautiful film, "Wanderers in the Waste-
land" was shown with its gorgeous color, Billie

Dove has exerted a fascination upon us. She is

so pretty and formed so neatly, so wholesome in

her smiling mood and so capable in her acting that her

latest performance in "An Affair of the Follies' comes not

as a surprise but as an inevitable achievement. In the

curious way that fate directs the tides of our destinies,

the wave of popularity has just now picked up beautiful

Billie Dove and it is our sincere belief that Billie is on
her way to being our most popular screen girl. If she

finds the right story and is surrounded with the right

people, the next few pictures will be tremendous successes.

In any event Billie Dove is a charming actress cast

in a perfect mould, an honor to our Honor Page.

% Billie Dove, be*

wigged and be-

witching.

C[ Graceful, beautiful and
mistress of her en.otions,

Billie Dove in "An
Affair of the Follies".

-I
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I
y Greta Carbo and John
W Gilbert in "Flesh and

the Devil", a picture

of a very tempting
lady with no morals

whatever.

he Discoverers
By Eliot K.een

aN another page is "Star\ Love", a picture of the unfrequented mountains.

As "Grass" took us to live with nomads and "Nanook" mushed us to barren

ice packs so again within the confines of a camera we, the ' stay-at home
millions, see the world.

The unknown areas of the soul however, are as much the Creator's handiwork as

the little traveled regions of the earth. Life holds its secret guardedly and the camera

master who penetrates to the wastes of the human heart finds treasure as interesting

as the globe trotter. Perhaps the reason for our delight in "So This Is Paris ", or

"Flesh and the Devil" lies in the fascinating thought that to these strange nights and

days of feelings and thrills, to these oceans of gayety and mountains of delirium, we
too may one day voyage.

There is no life so dull, so cramped in the routine of business but may be a player

in a drama that will hold the whole world breathless, and no quiet dreamy day but

holds enough hours for Adventure to keep its rendevous.

If life holds nothing for you it is because you have locked your door and the key

is on the inside. C
-

18



The most remarkable film of the month

In the Caro-

lina mountains

where man is

master.

TARK £0V8
A PICTURE
OF VIRGIN
BEAUTY

By Delight Evans

T" "p'-OU'RE going to get a shock when you see

Love". It's a mountaineer picture without a

The reason is—it's a real mountaineer picture.

Brown took his little camera down to North Carolina,

made friends with the sturdy sons of the hills and
then took pictures of thenrwhen they weren't look-

ing. I'll bet at least several mountaineers turn "pro"
when they see themselves on the screen. As for

the scenery—it's just filled with lovely pictures but not a"

single still.

It's one of these slices of life in the rough—but there's

no golf in those hills. Oh dear, no. Everything's sordid.

The everyday existence of the mountain folk amid their picturesque

surroundings is faithfully portrayed. You see the drab women going

about their back-breaking and soul-stifling tasks while the men-folks

doz;e in the sun. But you see, too, the awakening of one lad, with

imagination and spirit, who dreams and finally breaks away from the

deadly monotony, taking his girl with him. You will not, I think,

be enchanted with the mountaineers of "Star\ Love" as you were

by Robert J. Flaherty's ingratiating Eskimos in "7^anoo\ of the

pioneer director. K[orth" or his lovable natives in "Moana of (Cont. on page 100)

'Star\

feud.

Karl

C[ The mystery of the

printed page which
opens the door of the

world for Rob and
Barbara (Forrest
]ames and Helen
Mundy).
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^Jmih damjjm

({ Dolores Costello

has her next year's

coat with her and
her most seductive

smile.

(F Louise Broo\s
has a fresh,

impish wholly

irresistible

smile.

0[ Lois Moran has the

sweetest smile.

ell it with smiles.

Whatever it is, prepare

your sales-talk in front of

a big mirror—any old mir-

ror will do, just so it's new, and

not one of the crinkly kind that

makes you look like Lon Chaney

doing an imitation of himself as

a chinaman. Whatever you're

selling, sell it

with a smile.

I know. Be-

lieve me, I do.

I know what

I'm talking

about this
time. If it

hadn't been
for a certain

party's infec-

tious smile, I

20



MILE By

Delight Evans

(^Personality shines out in a smile,

No screen-star is more winning

than his smile, nor greater than

his grin.

({Phyllis Havers
P smile is coquettish

and charming.

({Charles Ray
has a shy
smile.

C[ Renee Adoree's
smile is friendly

and confiding.

would not now be th e more or less proud possessor

of a zither. What did I want with a either? I didn't.

I never ordered it. The darn thing was wished on me.
I don't know what to do with it now that I've got it. . It

sits there in a corner looking neglected, and there's noth-

ing so pathetic as a neglected zither. It's a good zither,

too, as far as it goes—which is far enough as far as my
neighbors are concerned, since I started to learn to play

"Beautiful Heaven" and they all wished I would go there.

But a zither, I have decided, isn't a thing that one cannot
do without.

Just the same, every time I look at it, I have to smile.

That's what he did—the salesman, I mean. He smiled.

Before I knew it he had smiled himself in the door, smiled

himself into the most comfortable chair and, still smiling,

played "Valencia" so brilliantly on the zither, that I began
to smile, too. And when he explained to me how a work-
ing knowledge of the zither, or bell harp, was an indis'

pensable part of every person's cultural education, I fell

for it. He said it with smiles—charming smiles, and who
was I to hinder him from putting that smile through col-

C[ Ronald Colman has the \indliest

smile I ever saw. It's a sort of
saintly smile.

lege? I didn't. I bought the zither that he told me,

smilingly, I was incomplete without. I bought it—and

I'll bet you buy one, too, if he ever knocks at your door

and flashes that smile at you. The personality behind

that smile will be a credit to any college. By this time I

suppose it's sending all his brothers and sisters through,

too. As for me, I have my zither—darn right. I speak

to it kindly en passant, and call it my dear little bell harp,

and that's all the good it does me. Still, it made me stop

and think—and smile. Yes sir, a smile is your best seller.

How are you smiling today, anyway? Let's see! First, let

everything go. Relax those muscles. Turn up the cor-

ners of the mouth. Open the mouth wide—wider. Show
those pretty teeth What good will all that do? Not a

thing; if it comes that hard, it's no use. You haven't

a smile in your system.

Look at that collection of real,

Where, in the old plush album?
In the movies. Movie stars are

super-salesmen. They have high-powered personalities to

sell, and they know that the face (Com. on page 9?)

Other people have,

from-the-heart smiles!

Wrong the first time.

I)



ILL Rogers
OPES Them In and

Strings 'Em

Along

\< (\The cowboy who is our most famous

humorist and philosopher, described

by the man who directed him in the

first satirical comedy.

C Will Rogers and some
of the chips from the

old bloc^.

Q Among the millions who enjoy Will Rogers

are the Follies audiences, the Saturday Eve'

ning Post Readers, the Prince of Wales, the

patrons of the movies and our own President.



By Rob Wagner

C[ Directors resigned and
camera men grew old

while Will Rogers wen.
on exuberantly raising

the devil.

((Will Rogers in make-

up as he Caricatures

Ernest Torrence in "The
Covered Wagon".

Y first
morninc
as Will
Rogers'

new director did not

start propitiously.
Arriving gaily, I

was met by a sad'eyed

ruin with a battered

megaphone. "I hope
you know what you are let-

ting yourself in for," he said

as he saw my beaming smile

"Three of his former direc-

tors are now gibbering idots

in the goosegow and if I'd have
stuck it out one more picture, I'd

have lost the last of my buttons."

'"And see these gray hairs," added
the director of the Kid Komedies
"I got them trying to handle littl

boys, and take it from me, Willi:

Rogers is forty years younger than

my youngest."

"I'll say he]s sumthin' awful,"

piped up the cameraman. "He won't

make up, absolutely refuses clcseups.

and won't give you entrances and
exits. Ask the cutters what they

think of him."

"And the worst of it all is," put

in the studio manager, "he won't

stick to the story. When that bunch
of firecrackers he uses for brains be-

gins to go off, the story goes with

em.

Evidently the Roping Philosopher was not getting on

well in the Temple of Custard.

"Will," I said as I joined him in his dressing room,

"it seems that you are unhappy here. What's the

matter?"

"Well," he drawled in between gum chews as he sat

opening his fan mail. "Goldwyn played me as a char-
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acter actor, an' I'm a rotten actor. An' these birds are were right. Will was all the things they said, and we
playin' me as a red-nosed comical. All I do is to run certainly needed room in which to get acquainted,

around barns an' lose m'pants. I've made ten two-reelers In order to kid from two points of view, Will played

here an' in every one I've lost m'pants." the parts of both Kerrigan and Torrence. The former,

Then one of those miracles of

Movieland happened. A director

was struck with an intelligent idea.

Why not play Will Rogers and try

to get on the screen what the Follies

were paying him $3 500 a week for?

When I mentioned it to Will, and

suggested that we write our own
story and then go crazy, he let out

a whoop that could have been heard

in Oklahoma. We did both. And
as a vehicle within which the great

comedian could get off some of his

classic satire, we decided to kid The
Covered Wagon.

"Let's get away from here,
7 ' said

Will after our script was prepared,

"or these birds will start buildin'

barns fer me to run around an' lose

the only pair o' pants I got left."

And so, with a cast of 75, an ox-

team and a bunch of horses, we set

off for a location a hundred miles

from the studio, where we began on

a comedy in which nobody threw a

pie, sat on a bee or lost his pants.

It was called: "Two Wagons

—

Both Covered
11 And it was just

as well that we went far away, for

I soon learned that the crepe-hangers

glimpse oj ms ]ace.

G[ The home of Wi!I Rogers in Beverly Hills over which community he has recently

been elected mayor. "Politicians must fight for the common people hut there ain't

no common people in Beverly Hills so I guess I II get along all right," says Will.

C[ Will Rogers filmed while

visiting Dublin. Will's

sympathy and understand-
ing are revealed by this

the beautiful hero with the long hair

and smart Stetson, and the latter,

the short, bearded part of the rough

Scout. And it was in the intro-

ductory spots of these two charac-

ters that I ran up against his first

complex.

"Say, whatcha movin' them cam-

eras up on me for? I ain't no dim-

pled film favorite."

"You don't need to tell us you're

no Novarro," I said consolingly.

"But the purpose of close-ups is not

to reveal your dimples to sentimental

school-marms. They are to give dra-

matic emphasis to the action. Even
Lon Chaney has to have 'em."

"And that's why you've gotta

make up better," added Otto, the

camera man. "You don't want to

look like Topsy Duncan, do you?"
"Aw, you fellas make me tired!"

Will exploded, and then set sail on
an argument you could hear a mile.

"Boys," I said to the two camera

men, "Will can talk louder than any
one of us, but he can't talk louder

than all three. So if you'll join me,

we'll lick him by sheer noise."

(Continued on page 94)
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The ^Jvlost ^Beautiful Still of the <^Month

KENNETH HARLAN and BETTY COMPSON
in

r
Cheating Cheaters

Hedue-cric\ets sing, and now with treble soft

The redbreast whistles \rom a garden-croft.

Keats



BEAUTIFUL JACQUELINE GADSDEN, a

newcomer, will have the feminine lead in

"The Thirteenth Hour"—a mystery picture.

Photograph by Clarence Sinclair Bull



1

OLIVE BORDEN gives to the screen charm,

personality and unbobbed hair. She's the

joy in "The Joy Girl."

Photograph by Hal Phyfe



WHY is it that everyone likes to talk about

Patsy Ruth Miller? Her engagement has

been rumored, whispered and denied but little

Patsv is still heart whole.

Photograph by 7^icl{olas Muray

iSl'REEWANO9



ieween fbr^palsyO J (X,

Q Patsy Ruth Miller hangs the

walls of her dressing room

with her favorite color and

all the orchards ofCalifornia

are proudly smiling.

By Dol Marion

T the farthest and darkest corner

of one of Warner Bros, im-

mense stages — unfrequented,

and hidden from view behind

ropes, boards, and old scenery, is a DE-
SERTED STAIRCASE.

Like Field's "Little Toy Dog" it is

"covered with dust but sturdy and staunch

it stands!"

It is as much as your life is worth to

find it in the gloom. Cautiously you
feel your way—over and under things

'—until finally you stumble against a
step. Darkness folds about you like a

mystic mase. There seems no way
jad, nor yet behind.

But the magic "charm" that leads

u safely through is the hand of a

"beautiful lady", for Patsy Ruth Miller

kn .vs all its ups and downs. And she

Every good screen player

must have the soul of an

artist, and Patsy Ruth

Miller's love for color is

her natural heritage.

calls it her "secret stairway".

Led by her, you creep up into the

blackness. Then suddenly you round a

corner . - and find yourself on the

threshold of a doorway.
i

Someone must have rubbed Alladm s

lamp. For after the dusty cobwebby dark-

ness, you step in-

to a room filled

with light— and

mirrors—and the

soft color of ap-

ple-green.

Green swirls of

silken curtains . .

.

:ushions. . . drapes.

And all be-

cause Pat, one

(Cont. on page 92)

C[ Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler's next picture

is "What Every
Girl Should
Know".
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fill You jO,oan

IF you own a dog you

can enter this contest.

Here is what you have

to do to win the $300.

Send a photograph of the

dog with your name and

address on the back of the

photograph. If you send

more than one photograph

be sure that your name and

address is on the back of

each.

IT is not necessary—

To know the breed or pedi-

gree, age or tricks of your

dog nor is it essential to

tell his color as the print

will show how he photo-

graphs.

No Photographs will be returned

and no correspondence will be

entered into with regard to this

contest. If you have a dog that

you believe is suitable enter his

photograph in this contest and

you may win $300.00 at least.

C[ The famous comedian is anxious to procure

the best dog in the world jor a film that he has

in mind. Just which breed, kind or variety of

dog this should be no one knows, but Harold

Lloyd feels confident that when he sees the

right dog he will be able to recognize him.

(^Harold Lloyd's prize

Great Dane, the finest

specimen of its \ind.

While this noble animal
cost Harold $3,500 he
does not seem to the

famous young man with
the horned rimmed spec-

tacles to be the "best'

for a comedy dog actor.

arold Lloyd's kennels at West-
wood, California, have many
noble St. Bernards and the great-

est of all Great Danes. But to

Harold Lloyd each one of these dogs has a

distinct personality and not one of them
seems to him to be quite perfect for the

comedy film that he has in mind.

If you own a dog and will loan him to Harold Lloyd he will gladly

pay you for his services at the rate of $100.00 a week and in order

to bind the bargain he will send $300.00 in cash to the person send-

ing in the photograph of his dog which seems to Lloyd the best

for his purpose.

Through Screenland Lloyd is offering $300.00 to the owner of

the dog which nearest meets the requirements he has established as

qualification for his choice. He is not seeking another Rin-Tin-Tin.

All he wants is just an everyday dog with "personality", with the

something different we repeatedly read that producers want in the

way of human talent. Harold does not want to buy this dog. He
knows that no lover of dogs would part

with his pet for any monetary considera-

tion. He merely wants to engage him for

a period of weeks as he would engage any

human actor. The prize money of $300
would be paid in advance to the owner of

the successful entrant as salary for the first

((Many a little dogs
heart is set on win-

ning the great honor

of being an actor

with Harold Lloyd.
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Harold Lloyd your

DOG?
(\Send in the photograph

of your dog and you

may win the prize.

Harold Lloyd, dog
lover an d screen
comedian, who wants

a dog for a comedy
part—twill a mutt or

a thoroughbred win?

three weeks the dog is used. For each succeeding week, the

Hfarold Lloyd Corporation would pay $100 a week as long as

:he dog was needed for the picture. The prize money $300.00

will be awarded to the winning owner, irrespective of whether

Mr. Lloyd uses his dog or not.

All one has to do to try for the Lloyd honors, is to send a

photograph of his or her dog to Mr. Lloyd in care of SCREEN'
land Magazine. The contest will be open for two months
it the end of which time a decision will be reached as soon

is possible and the money sent to the winning owner.

m

Address—
HAROLD LLOYD

SCREENLAND CONTEST DEPT.

49 West 45th St., New York City

Contest closes June 15th, 1927

C[ Harold and Prince

his blue ribbon Great
. Dane.
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he fascinating

IXON

i

Q How often have we said
(t

her life is like a char-

acter in a book".

Marian Nixon is liv-

ing a best seller.

([W/ien Marian ~Njxon goes

on location all the wise

trout and pic\ere\ go to

the movies.

30
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TRUE Life Story of

Told in the form

of fiction.

C[ One of the daintiest

parts that Marian
J^ixon ever played
was "Spangles".

i

MM

Micksy!"
Marian Nixon turned and

faced the leather lunged lad

who had just demonstrated

his idea of how a future screen star

should be addressed. The freckled youth
stopped running as he approached her,

all out of breath. She set her little lunch
box on the sidewalk while the boy from
next door held out a dirty hand in which
he had been clutching a small piece of narrow pink ribbon.

"Your mother says for you to bring home two feet of

this for your
"

"Don't you mean two yards?"

"Yes. Two yards of this for your
"

"Never mind what for", she replied, coloring slightly,

as girls were expected to do under such circumstances in

the dark ages five years back.

Marian picked up her lunch box while the boy scam-
pered off. She looked at her wrist watch anxiously as

she hastened in the direction of the largest department
store in Minneapolis, where she was employed.

She saw that the locker room was distressingly empty
as she entered it through the employees'

1

door. She was
late again and a dollar would be deducted from .her

envelope at the end of the

following week. This was
disconcerting. She would
have to do without a dollar's

worth of something, but she couldn't imag-

ine what. It took every penny
The bland floor walker smiled indulgently as she took

her place behind one of the long counters. She felt

relieved, for she had expected him to remind her that she

was late. It was late. It was bad enough to lose the

money, without having to hear anything unpleasant.

No sooner had she pinned her regulation black apron

than the floor walker came toward her with all his white,

even teeth surrounded by the smile that kills. Hair gloss

for males was still in its infancy at this period in history,

but this home breaker was so intimate with the newest

French cosmetics that his black hair gave his gleaming

teeth some serious competition.

"You look worried, Miss Nixon," he said, looking at

his watch, "Did you think you were late?"

"Why—yes." She noticed that some of the other girls

were exchanging significant glances, with obvious refer-

ence to her.

"Well you weren't at all," he assured her, "I've fixed

it." Then straightening up with the just pride of one
who occupies such an exalted (Continued on page 101)
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they would not be long alone.

thrust the cut-out box between Beatrice's feet with the
result that she sprawled unceremoniously into the arms
of the unsuspecting John, and as she did so a thick braid
of her chestnut hair fell heavily against his neck

Jim Parker saw with sudden amased delight a startled

expression appear on his stars face which had not been
caused, he was sure, by embarrassment, and noted the
hot blood surge into the young man's handsome face

"Atta girl," Jim mentally and gleefully shouted, "May-
be you'll teach him his onions. I hope to God you do

"

But he would have been surprised indeed if he could
have tapped the thoughts of his victim at that moment
The picture that flashed into John's mind was of a

merry scene far, far away. A Fiesta in Italy, his native

land. Music, confetti—laughter and song He and Zita

were resting for a moment after the dance A sudden
puff of wind had whipped a tress of her long thick hair

about his neck. The blood surged into his face. He
turned in a slow, amased way to his companion—Zita

—

whom he had known all his life—little Zita—why, she

was beautiful—a woman. Dios, how beautiful! He
caught her swiftly in his arms and crushed his lips to her

more lucious ones than ripe pomegranates. He watched
the birth of passion in her clear, pure eyes and kissed the

lids that drooped to hide the knowledge from him.

Next day he passed her on his way to Napoli with his

little donkey cart filled with vegetables. She was swing-

ing along, a basket tray filled with grapes from her

<CV7"">7" "^"HAT's the matter with you John? Haven't

\\ A\ / you ever been in love? Can't you kiss a

\y \V §lr ^ as though y°u meant it?" Thus Jim
V v Parker, pet director of the G. M C. Studios

"If you could put a love scene over you'd be the biggest

man in pictures today. Hells bells I can't make you out

at all. You've got all the physical requirements for a per-

fect lover— added to which you have grace and charm
and one can feel you think. But you handle a woman
as if she were a piece of the furniture

"

The subject of this tyrade burst into amused laughter

"Sorry amico mio," and added, thoughtfully, "The ladies

would not be flattered at that speech but it is true. I

appreciate their beauty, their charm, their talents—but

as women—well, they' don't register with me. Why? I

cannot tell."

Almost under his breath he finished, "I wish one

would " But his director caughf the words and stored

them up for future contemplation.

A few days afterward one of the love sequences was

to be taken, and following his hunch Jim Parker selected

Beatrice Vert, a girl with pure Italian features, for the

romantic bit The somewhat worried director was escort-

ing Beatrice to his star for the introduction when one of

those awkward things that sometimes happen, happened

Beatrice was just stepping over a cluster of electric cables

with which every studio is interlaced, when the electrician

gave one of them a pull to connect another lamp. This
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(^A Studio Romance Interwoven with the

Lovely Plaits of a Woman's Hair

father's vineyard balanced upon her shapely head. To
protect the fruit from the sun the girl had flung sprays

of scarlet lillies over them and these, as well as the

brilliant sash she wore, enhanced the clear olive of her

skin and the glory of her flowing hair. A vivid atom
caressed by flashing sunshine.

To John however, all this beauty was but a frame for

the mysterious radiance that flooded her whole being and
told him that she loved. Like the jasamine flower, when
first it gives its fragrance to the night, she stood glowing

before him.

Again he crushed her in his arms—but to his horror

the picture faded and it was his new leading lady he was
kissing so passionately.

"I— I beg your pardon, signorina—I—really
11

But although startled and unconsciously thrilled, Beat-

rice was an understanding person and she was not vain.

"Don't apologise Mr.
Mario— it is quite all

right," she said so quickly

and impersonally that

John loved her for it.

"I understand," she

added softly. And both

men did her the honor of

believing her.

"Blest if I do though,"

muttered Parker, whose

expression during the sen'

sational moment could

only be truthfully de-

scribed as imbecile. How-
ever he was not the boy

to let opportunity elude

him and that he had his

man where he wanted him

at last was perfectly ob-

vious to him.

"Come on everybody,"

he shouted, and hardly

waited for them to assem-

ble. "You all know the

action— Mr. Mario sees

the girl in the crowd

—grabs her into his arms

for a kiss, then holding

her high in the air runs

off protected by his men.

Picolo," to a slim youth

with shrewd but level eyes,

"you are in that bunch.

Ready now! Lights!—Ac-

tion! — CAMERA! Get
into the. front rank Miss

Vert—you think he is a

swell bandit you know—
now you see her John

—

grab her!—Now—Go for

her'.—Atta Boy—Cut!"
John had needed no

urging this time— Once
more the girl aroused the

slumbering romance in his nature and the lips he pressed

again and again to her mouth and neck were eager enough
to suit any director. Zita—his Zita was in his arms again

—Zita—not the girl that lived

He was still dazed when Parker spoke. "John you were
great—that scene will be a knockout It'll silence all the

torn cats around here that said you hadn't "It"—This'll

tell them a head full all right." Then noting John's agita-

tion he threw an affectionate arm about his shoulders.

"Tell me about it boy," he said gently leading him to a quiet

spot. "That little girl with the date eyes and chestnut

braids—she rang a bell somewhere in your mind, didn't

she? Was there a girl in Italy—?"

"Yes," said John huskily.

"Where is she?"

With an inimitable gesture of finality John uttered

one word. (Continued on page 77)

MADONNA LILLIES

An Easter Verse

W/iite against the green—for consecration,

Star-li\e—to lead thoughts upward to the King.

"Madonna Mary's lillies by the altar

Burst wide their buds at Easter carolling.

d[ Dorothy Cum»
ming as the

Madonna in

"The King of

Kings".
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She played the

Violin
She played for the

6ame

and

then

RA

C[ Eleanor Maynard, as one of

the musicians at the De
Mille studio, delighted the

eyes of the great director.

MONO the thousands of

aspirants for future

film honors to be

"found in the big

crowds of players in a produc-

tion of the magnitude of "The
King of Kings," Eleanor Shelton

Maynard was one of the most

attractive and popular as she

was certainly the most versatile.

She led the attack of the

arpeggios and crescendos with

her first violin directly back of

Rudolph Berliner, the leader of

the studio musicians. When
Cecil B. De Mille installed a

great pipe organ to accompany
the mighty action of the climax,

and Crane the organ master

thus acquired the duties of the

orchestra, the girl, undaunted,

went on the set as a Galilean

maiden, and acted through these

ensemble sequences. She also

understudied one of the princi-

pals, and was always ready to

act or to play, whichever the

occasion demanded!
Born in St. Louis, her mother

was a concert pianist, and she

studied at Madame Pless's school

at Seattle and the Bush Con-
servatory of Music, Chicago.
Thence she came out to Holly-
wood where her skill with the
violin won her a place in

And so Eleanor Maynard
in her first century costume
was given a small -part in

"The King of Kings".

William M. De Mille's studio orchestra

when that director was making "Spring
Magic."

The Thespian career attracted her
even more than the musicianly. She got

her chance, played rather good roles in

James Cruze's "The Garden of Weeds"
and Herbert Brenon's "The Little French
Girl." William M. De Milk's brother

Cecil engaged her for a succession of

"bits" in "The Volga Boatman."

As she wanted a steady income to

keep up her studies—for Eleanor is ever

learning—she went back to music and
accepted the six months' job of leading

the violins in Cecel B. De Mille's pro-

duction of "The King of Kings."

While doing this she went to school

mornings and sometimes evenings at the

Kosloff School of Expression, in down-

town Los Angeles. The subjects she

selected were dancing, plastique, panto-

mime, voice, piano and composition. It

necessitated getting up at 6 in the morn-

ing, working under Mme. Kosloffs tui-

tion from 7.30 to 8.30 or 9, and then

dashing in her little Dodge car to Culver

City in time for the opening scene of

the picture.- The filming often lasted till

7 or 8 p. m., making a very brief evening.

After five months of this Eleanor

Maynard was just as sparkling and alert

as on her first day.

Work is her play. Play is her work.

She enjoys every moment of the art

activity. Almost everybody of note who
visited the set asked to meet her,—her

beauty, grace and speech were widely

remarked upon.

Of course, the cleverest, brightest girl

of twenty may—or may not—prove a

"dud" at thirty. Rash predictions are

not in order. But Eleanor Maynard is

the type of "upward and onward" girl

that generally succeeds in accomplishing

what she sets cut to do.
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"So This Is Paris" re-

vealed Monte to be a
persuasive and subtle

comedian.

^Bhe Kindly

MONTE
/3LUE

By Helen Sloan Welles

G[ In Monte Blue's new
film, "The Brute," his

Indian blood gets into

the picture.

A frightened young writer after her first interview! A well known
/A actor behind that forbidding door. What would he be like? What
/ N\ should she ask him: how had she dared come! True, he had taken

' ^ a sporting chance in answering her lit'

tie note; answering it and granting her an inter'

view. He must at least be a good sport, but what
else? How she wished her ' hands were not so

chilly; he would know she was (Com. on page 98)

C[ Monte Blue who has

ever been interpreted by
experts gave this inter-

view to a beginner.
That's Monte.



C[ Aileen Prgngle, a

society girl before

her studio days,

is one of 'the

leaders of the
social set.

Gay Dogs
Q "The social activities of a

screen player make him

lead a dog's life/' says

Patsy the Party Hound.

C[ Pauline Star\e holds

the Metro-Goldwyn'
Mayer studio cham-
pionship with her

three ivhippets.

H, look at those

whippets strain'

ing to go!" ex'

claimed Patsy.

"Do you know, I

think whippet racing,

is just as exciting as-,

horse -racing!"
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wood

By Grace K/

(C Betty Blythe is

welcomed bac\
jjt jrom her wor\

in Europe and is

the feature of
many a party

these days.

We had gone down to Po-
raoiia to watch these dog races,

and we found a lot of film peo'

pie there.

There were Pauline Starke, Lew Cody, Renee Adoree,
Eleanor Faire and William Boyd, Tim McCoy, Arthur
Rankin, Jack Conway and his wife, Gertrude Olmsted
and Robert Leonard, and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Brown.

GC A scene at the whippet races with many members oj

the moving picture colony in evidence. Among the

movie people in this picture are Edmund Goulding,

Clarence Brown, Tom O'Brien. Lew Cody, Claire

"Windsor, Harry Rapf, Renee Adoree and Karl Dane.
Many of these had dogs en-

tered in the race, and they were
hopping about the kennels and
paddock, all excitement.

Pauline Starke had her dog Silver down there, racing

him, and even took him right into the race herself. Clar-

ence Brown's dog was in too.

All the dogs wore different (Cont. on page 76)
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[Train Q/OUR
(\ln visible, But Always

Beside You, is the Menace

or Charm ofYourPersonality.

The Brilliant Captains and Lieu-

tenants of the Moving Picture

Industry Tell the Secret of

Breaking In.

UT at Paramount's Long Island Studio

Greta Nissen glides across the stage.

Like Spring's own breath. So slim,

fragile and ethereal. Soft music plays.

Strange lights flash. The heart of Greta's beauty is

drawn into a final close-up. The cameras stop clicking.

Another successful picture is completed. And again Miss

Nissen's blonde loveliness floods through the world.

C[ J. M. Jerauld says

"Tour personality,^ v «

is the perceptible

emanation of your How it is possible that this little unknown
dancing girl should have risen to such starry

heights in only a few years? Who gave her her

chance? What strange Goddess touched her on
the shoulder and carried her to fame?

"Miss Nissen, tell me," I asked, following her back to

her dressing room, "how did you get that way? Who
gave you your chance to be famous?'

1
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By

Rosa Rezlly
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D e I i g h t Evans's
REVIEWS

([What 7^[ew Tor\ loo\s li\e to the rest of the world.

ETROPOLIS
Qy4 Celluloid Sky-scraper

H, what a picture! Don't miss

"Metropolis" ; on the other hand,

don't let it give you bad ideas.

Those indictments of efficiency just may go to

your head When you stroll haughtily into your office

the next morning, two hours late, be careful the boss

doesn't catch you. He may not have seen the picture.

And after all, we're not as efficient as this German film

tries to make out—not for a couple of centuries yet, we
aren't.

I wish an American had made it, but we can't see our'

selves as others see us. Native New Yorkers would feel

pretty awful after this glimpse of what they look like to

the rest of the world if there were any native New
Yorkers. But let me tell you that "Metropolis" is one

whale of a picture. It's the biggest thing you'll see for

a long time. Directed by Fritz Lang, who did "Siegfried",

and edited by our own Channing Pollock, it's an im-

pressionistic drama of the Big Town of the future—if

ihings go from bad to worse. We see a city rising high

42

C[A daughter of the

wor\ers pleads for

the children, "They
are your brothers."

into the clouds and deep into the earth, a city

controlled by one man—John Masterman—
who is concerned only with materialism and

not at all with the souls of the workmen who builded his

city for him. So when Masterman's son and a daughter

of the people get together, there is bound to be excite-

ment. Thrills occur when a Frankenstein monster made
in the image of the lovely heroine turns on her creators

and leads the workmen to rebellion. A frenzied mob,

lead by the machine-girl, wreaks havoc on the city—and
so amazing is the direction that a mob of thousands of

extras is made as emotionally expressive as a single actor.

When that mob comes surging toward you, you'd better

toss your wallet at them, or you'll have bad dreams about

Capital and Labor. The grand finale of the film is a

tableau depicting the union of brains and hands through

the mediation of the heart, or something. It sounds fine,

and I only hope it works out.

Briggite Helm is the hard-working heroine, and I think

she is wonderful. A veritable Lillian Gish as the gentle



Mary, she becomes a combination of all the vampires as long-drawn-out chase—and she'll have you shivering, too.
the monster. This girl makes her body act. Without a She's also blonde and beautiful. Fraulein Helm simply
close-up, she portrays the most harrowing terror in a must come over.

Sterling Holloway, Ford Sterling and Zazu Pitts — all together.

6ase y

C[ You don't see the

game but you as'

sume that Casey

(Wallace Beery)
does not stri\e out.

AT THE

3AT

(\"Babe" Beery

as the original

pinch hitter.

AREAL, honest- to-goodness baseball fan, like Uncle

Joe, is apt to prefer Babe Ruth to Babe Beery.

Uncle Joe, in fact, is sure to pull the old one
^- that as a slugger Beery is a darned good actor.

But we can't all be so clever, can we? Some of us are

going to like "Casey at the Bat" in spite and not because

of the baseball atmosphere. If you ever heard "Casey
at the Bat" recited by an expert, don't expect to see

deWolf Hopper stalking about on the screen. They
bought the famous title and wrote a story around it to

suit themselves. "There is no joy in Mudville, Mighty
Casey has struck out" becomes a farce laid in New York
City more than a score of years ago—in the days of the

Floradora Sextette and hansom cabs, with Casey "framed"

on the day of the Big Game but vindicated in time to

play the game over again—tomorrow. You don't see

the game but you assume that Casey does not strike out,

so a happy ending is had in spite of Mr. Hopper's many
recitations on the subject.

It seems too bad that "Casey at the Bat" isn't a better

picture. It has its laughs, but they're not big-league

laughs. Wallace Beery has been stealing other stars' pic-

tures ever since I can remember. But when it comes to a

starring feature all his own, he comes close to permitting

Ford Sterling to walk away with the honors. Beery has

made the smallest "bit" stand out more forcefully than

his first stellar character. Sterling Holloway and Ford

Steading are a couple of funny fellows when .they get

together, and Zasu Pitts does her share. Well, who ever

heard of a star stealing a picture from himself? It can't

be done.
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(T The up\eep is what breads you.

C[ Joslyn (]oan Craw
ford) has several
millionaires on her

trail, not to mention
an e-xhibition dancer.

TAXI Dancer
(\Fare? Fair

^ ver hear of a Taxi Dancer? Me, too— I mean
either. Joan Crawford, however, explains to

everybody's satisfaction in her new picture.

Taxi dancers are just like taxis—that is, you grab

'em and take 'em—but the fare is not so much. It's the

up-keep. In fact, for a dance-hall girl who dances with

all and sundry for the trifling sum of ten cents, Joslyn

—

the girl played by Joan—does pretty well. She has several

millionaires on her trail, not to mention an exhibition

dancer—Douglas Gilmore—and a card sharp, Owen

Moore. (Let's not mention Mr. Gilmore.) Joslyn is just

one of these girls who doesn't know what she wants; it

takes a murder to make up her mind. "The Taxi Dancer"
is a motion picture that doesn't move fast enough. It

might have been the making of Miss Crawford as a popu-

lar star. Here she is, one of the few real dancing girls on
the screen, all ready to strut her stuff. But apparently

the director, as well as the plot, didn't understand her.

Maybe it isn't Joan's fault that she somehow fails to ring

up a big fare.

The \ids can see the picture through twice hy pleading that it's historical.

GENERAL
(^General Gaiety

\l "J7*-ou'll find nothing to complain of in Buster

yY Keaton's "General" behavior. He goes about

making fun in his own quiet, quaint way. He
is also cute. I don't care what you say—down-

right cute. But never at the sacrifice of dignity. Mr.
Keaton does not stoop for a boisterous laugh-—perhaps he
has learned in years of slap-stick experience that he who
stoops is kicked. "The General" is mild comedy but I

wouldn't have missed it. It may not be satire, but it

comes pretty close at times. 'The General" is an engine,

with Buster at the throttle. It gets all mixed up in the

Civil War and almost wins the fray for the Confederates.

You get the general impression that if Gen. Lee had con-

sulted with Buster, that scene at Appomatox would never

have been enacted.

Assisted by Marion Mack—a southern belle in hoop-
skirts who plays maid of all work around the engine

—

Buster outwits the Union forces. The kids can get away
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with sitting through the picture twice by

pleading that it is based on an actual historical

happening of the Civil War.
Any bov who ever wanted to be an

'

*

"_J J
C[ Buster and his Gen.'

eral get all mixed up
in the Civil War.

engineer when he grew up will like "The
General", no matter whether he's grown up
to be a magnate, a clerk, an actor, or an

—

engineer.

RED
JMill

I
have to hand it to

Marion Davies. She

seems to jump at a

chance to play any

part which calls for pig'

tails and freckles. "The
Red Mill" gives her the

opportunity of a life-time

to look homely, and she

seizes it and holds on.

Gosh—I thought she never

would turn pretty! She

glories in slapstick. "She

C[ Marion certainly does the right thing by our \iddies.

<j( Marion Davies and
Owen Moore and it

would take more than

a Red Million dollar.;

to make, us tell who's
in love.
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who gets spanked"—that's Marion. But as long as she

doesn't complain, it's no business of mine. Besides, pretty

is as pretty does—and Miss Davics must have a heart to

match her hair, the way she carries on just to give the

kids a laugh. She's certainly doing the right thing by

our kiddies, and she's rapidly stepping into the place

Mary Pickford used to occupy when Mary was a work-

ing girl.

The old musical comedy which served Montgomery

and Stone so well in their palmy days and which, inci-

dentally, has one of the prettiest scores that Victor

Herbert ever wrote—is rehashed so that Marion can play

one of those helpful little slavics who is Little Miss Fix-it

for the plot. Scenes in the haunted mill are just about
what you'd expect. Red Mill, you're a little bit old-

fashioned. I wish Marion would pull some new gags once
in a while. Think how much harder the kids would
laugh then.

Clara Bow and It.

Tag— You're

It.

(\ Clara Bow and Antonio
Moreno discuss every'

thing else but—

Iet's
play "It". More fun! You hide your eyes, and

count ten. Then you turn around and touch the

j person nearest to you. If they gasp and choke,

then you've got "It" and you can let yourself go

to the movies. But if they just stand and stare, you'd

better organize a good, rousing game of Run Sheep Run,

and leave It to Elinor Glyn.

"Madame" Glyn has been playing It for a long time

now. She has tagged Gloria, Jack Gilbert, Aileen Pringle

and Rex, King of the Wild Horses. And now Clara

Bow. Just between you and me, I think Clara can play

a pretty good game of It all by herself. She doesn't

require grooming and coiffing and manicuring in the Glyn

manner. If Clara ever gets self-conscious about It, all

will be lost. In this picture, her brand of It glorifies a

department store and vamps the big boss. Clara and Tony
Moreno play the game for all it's worth trying to make
us overlook the fact that "Madame" Glyn is contributing

just another Cinderella story to the movies. There are

ways and ways of demonstrating "It"—Lubitsch's or St.

Clair's way, for instance. But what was good enough
for "Three Wee^s" is still, apparently, good enough for

Mrs. Glyn. It isn't good enough for Miss Bow, who can
always Get her Man without outside assistance. You
must see "It", of course—and you will, if only to get a

glimpse of the Glyn lady who started it all and all of "It".

C[ If you don't li\e the plot there's the scenery and the stars.

The LIVING Dead Man
Q^From the French

IF
you have seen German and Russian and Italian

pictures, perhaps you'll welcome a French one for a

change. Here's "The Liumg Dead Man'—not as

gruesome as it sounds, and worth seeing if it comes

your way because of the stars, Ivan Mosjoukine and Lois

Moran. (Mr. M. has kindly changed his name, I hear,

to Ivan Mouskine. That helpsky.) The Russian actor is

a charming mixture of Barrymore and Buster Keaton and
Harry Langdon, stirred to taste. The hero of this story,

by Luigi Pirandello, is a dreamer who's perpetually

thwarted by life—at least, that's the idea according to

the program; if you don't like it you can write your own.
It's supposed to be satire, and sometimes it is. The action

shifts from a French town to Monte Carlo and to Rome;
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if you don't like the plot you can console yourself with

the scenery. Lois Moran appears "for the first time be-

fore any movie camera": this was made some years ago.

She looks older then—honestly; but apparently she had

the same sweet disposition; there's the now-famous Moran
smile, as sunny as ever. Mr. Mouskine should be a big

hit over here if they give him the right sort of story.

Did I tell you he looks like Clive Brook, too?

(f Almost more romance than one little screen can hold.

When a MAN Jjwes
(\Dolores Costello

HO could blame him?

Not your boy friend;

not even you. For

Dolores is one of
these extra-lovely ladies who wins
plaudits even from other girls.

John Barrymore may be your

favorite Great Lover of the

Screen, but you'll never mind his

making love to Miss Costello.

And such love! Almost more
than one little screen can hold.

But that's all right with me. I

do like to see actors apparently

enjoying their work. Both these

stars have more than their share

of what is quaintly called histri'

onic ability; but it is their incom-

parable finesse in the more
amorous episodes of ''Manon

Lescaut, or—•" that will make them—I'm not afraid to

say it—the most beloved lovers since "The Sea Beast"

and his girl friend.

That love scene in the church made this picture for

me. Manon comes to tempt des Grieux from taking

priestly vows, and she succeeds. What a girl! But from
the very first I was enthralled and I think you will be,

too. To Vitaphone accompaniment, the tale proceeds

from a French wayside inn to Paris, where the two young
lovers have their idyllic hour, until a cruel fate, in the

form of brother Warner Oland and villain Sam deGrasse

fif Dolores Costello

and John Barry
more in an idyl-

lic moment.

hisses!—separates them. The suspense right here is some'

ing terrible. John Drew, the distinguished uncle of the

star, among those present at the New York premier of

the picture, just sat there without betraying any emotion

one way or the other. If I'd had his influence with John,

he wouldn't have misunderstood Manon all that time.

But that girl knew her stuff. She came after him and
lured him away to a life of luxury, in one of the grandest

love scenes ever performed on the screen or in Central

Park on a moonlit night or on the top of a Fifth Avenue
bus. The picture follows the original yarn to some extent,

and when it does depart there is awful excitement on
board a convict ship containing our hero and heroine be-

fore, finally, Comes Dawn. And about time, too—the

audience is a wreck.

As far as I'm concerned, "When a Man Loves' repre-

sents Mr. Barrymore's and Miss Costello's finest work
before the camera. Barrymore is superb—he transforms

himself into a boy for the part—a handsome, brave lad,

with no traces of the Barrymore technique. In fact, he

makes no faces for two-thirds of the picture. He looks

young; he acts young; he is young. He grows young
along with Dolores and he also shares most of the close-ups

with her. Besides looking like at least one billion francs,

Dolores packs the most appealing, most potently wistful

ways on the screen. She is given every chance to steal

the picture, including a white wig—and not the kind

movie grandmas wear, either. And so she glides away
with "When a Man Loves". Well, Mr. Barrymore, that's

what comes of being a good trouper and a good sport.

Just unique enough to he pleasant.

<_An Affair of the Follies

T
"S^UT, tut. Don't let your imaginations run away

with you. Despite the fact that its a story deals

with that glamorous existence known as "Back-

stage at the Follies", all the proposals made in this

picture are strictly honorable. It should be called" When
a Chorus Girl Marries—and How". Because the heroine

does marry, right at the start; and if she hadn't married

him, she could have married a couple of other fellows.

All these good intentions make "An Affair of the Follies"

unique—not too unique; just unique enough to be pleas-

ant. Also it stars Billie Dove, who was a Follies girl once,

herself. And strangely enough, just the nice, quiet kind

of Follies girl that this film portrays. Billie is beautiful

—of course. But she is also mighty sweet and nice; and

it seems to me she has the makings of a s;reat, big star

some day, when she has grown up emotionally.

Billie plays a Follies girl whose name, believe it or not,

is neither Maebelle, Yvonne, Trixie or—Billie. Her name
is Tamara and she's as good as she is pretty. She marries

a young clerk—Lloyd Hughes—because she loves him,

and not because his rich uncle promised him a fortune

if he married within twenty-four hours. He hasn't any

rich uncle. He hasn't even a job. And that's where
Lewis Stone steps in. Save your sneers. He's the same
kind, tolerant gentleman you used to know, and all he

wants is to marry the girl. I won't tell you the rest, so

stop coaxing. No, I won't. But how any girl could

withstand Mr. Stone when he wears that hurt look is

more than I can understand.
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SOME NEW

creenplays
Reviewed by Rosa Reilly

C[ Jetta Goudal displeases

her father-in-law by a
\indness to George Ban-

croft in "White Gold".

WHITE GOLD
ight off Fifth Avenue in Duden-
sing's Art Gallery. Recently

while passing there I was
amazed to see no pictures in

the window—no pictures at all but in-

stead a small and perfect Shawl of the

color such as you see only in

dreams, or in the rarest of mid'

summer skies, blue, heavenly

blue. The loveliness of this silk

Shawl is indescribable, embroid-

ered as it was with birds and
flowers. It is a priceless master-

piece.

When I saw the picture

"White Gold" I felt the same
way as when I looked at the

blue Shawl in Dudensing's win-

dow. "White Gold" is a mas-

terpiece — simple perfection.

Each sequence, each action,

every single gesture is—simple

(\ George ls[ichols is

the father who de-

spises his daughter-
in-laiv—]etta Gou-
dal.

perfection. It is the best picture I have
ever reviewed.

William K. Howard, the director, has

taken a modest western theme and trans-

formed it into a drama of bare loveliness.

And how he has handled his characters!

Jetta Goudal has your sympathy from
the first; she radiates simplicity, some-

thing she has never done before; Ken-

neth Thomson as Jetta's husband and
the son of the ranch owner, gives the

best performance of his entire career;

George Bancroft as the villain is inimi-

table. From the moment he enters the

picture you know he is doomed. He
gives you the same feeling that Jannings

does in "Variety". George Nichols is

the father who despises his daughter-in-
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law, Jetta. There he sits on the front porch of the ranch house, rocking and

hating, hating and rocking. And all the time the pitiless drought gnaws at

the heart of the whole countryside. The sheep,—the white-gold, thirst,

sicken and die. And in the ranch house, the hot, passionate love which the

Mexican Jetta pours out on her husband thirsts, sickens and almost dies.

Without and within hatred closes down on you like a smouldering blanket

of fire.

"White Gold" I tell you once again is a masterpiece. It took great courage

both to produce and to direct a picture of this sort. It is life plastered on

the screen. The Director didn't see fit to paint fairy tales about love, he gave

it to you as it is— as unvarnished as a dose of castor oil.

Go to see "White Gold"—everybody—for many a day and month will pass

away before you will have an opportunity to see any film approaching its equal.

THE MAGIC GARDEN
Film Booking Office has taken a simple little story of Gene Stratton Porter's

and woven it into a picture of idealistic beauty. It takes you back to your

childhood, to the only perfect joy most people have ever known. It brings

back to you memories that your heart tells you had better remain unre-

membered.

C[In "Mother"
Belle Bennett
is gentle and
sincere.

Two children learn about
love in a magic garden. The
little boy, Phillipe Delacy,

takes up his violin and plays

to Amaryllis, Joyce Coad,
who stands entranced with happiness,

has never been happy before nor has
ever had anybody to play with her.

That's the story. What happens afterwards doesn't mat-
ter. Just love and music in a magic garden; love and music
so strongly intrenched in two little hearts that neither time

She
she

' Rin-Tin-Tin at his best, and Tom Santschi

choc\ full of "It" as ever.
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nor age can mar its imagery.

Phillipc plays to Joyce all his life through Each time

he guides his bow across the strings his music tells her

just what Shakespeare wrote so many years ago:

"If music be the food of love, play on . .

That strain again. Oh it had a dying fall

Oh it came o'er mine ear like the sweet sound

That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odor."

So truly have J. Leo Mcchan, the

director, and his gifted cast, caught the

spirit of these two happy children, that

when I saw the film, I almost felt my-

self a little girl again; I almost heard a

voice—stilled these fifteen years.

MOTHER
Film Booking Offices'

1

new picture

"Mother" brings back to us our be-

loved Belle Bennett of Stella Dallas,

—

but with a happier climax. Because as

the last light fades, she isn't left out in

the rain, heartbroken and deserted as

other directors love to leave her. Lee

Mcchan lets your last vision of her be

one of gladness. He shows you Belle

and her son, William Blakewell, and

her husband, Crawford Kent, all re-

united.

This is a Kathleen Norris story, so

typical that it might have happened
over and over again right in your home
town. It is one of the fine pictures

of the month and you must see it, par-

ticularly because of the extraordinary

portrayals of William Blakewell and
that despicable little flapper, Charlotte

Stevens.

Motherhood and Belle Bennett are

synonymous. She is a real mother

—

like yours is and mine was. Gentle,

kind, capacious-bosomed. Not one of

these flat brassiered, hard-faced, youth-

chasers. There is a keen sense of satis-

faction in watching Belle Bennett's

work. It shows you what a woman
can be when womanhood really flowers.

And the company! Every single one
from Belle Bennett to Sam Allen,

—

every single one seemed to live—not

to be cast—in his role.

Many of us have outgrown Kipling.

Some of us never liked him at all. But
notwithstanding the ceaseless times he has been dinned

into our ears, one little poem of his stands out immortal

We all know it, have grown weary of it, and yet when
you see Belle Bennett in this picture you will think of it

immediately and it will touch you unbearably:

"If I were hanged from the highest tree,

I know whose love would follow me

—

Mother O'Mine."

HILLS OF KENTUCKY
You can always depend upon a dog. Sometimes a star

will let you down. But Rin-Tin-Tin and his mate,-

Nanette, never! In "Hills of Kentuc\y" you will see Rin

in the best picture of his canine history.

It's a simple enough story about a school teacher and
her crippled brother down in the Kentucky hills. And
if it weren't for Rin-Tin-Tin you wouldn't see very much.

But oh yes you would, too. Because Billy Kent Schacffer,

the little cripple, does some pretty fine acting. I beg

your pardon He doesn't act and that's the grandest sur'

prise of the whole picture That kid is just natural—the

way a child ought to be If they can only keep him from

developing into an "artist

"

Our old friend, Tom Santschi,

chocked as full of "it" as ever, plays

the villain Isn't it strange nobody has

the fore-thought to cast him in the

hero's role. But like the old man who
kept going to the pictures hoping some
day Mary Pickford would "fall", I

keep on taking in the movies trusting

that some time Tom Santschi will win
the girl

Jason Robards plays the hero and
while he didn't have what you might

call a fat dramatic chance he played

his role with a great deal of sincerity.

A year from now you girls will be

fighting for his pictures.

I liked "Hills of Kentuc\y" so much
that I'd go to see another just like it

if I knew where to find one. You can

always depend on dogs They
let you down

never

G[ Thelma Hill, one of the

Mac\ Sennett beauties

wishes to announce that

Screenland in June will

publish an article about the

other ladies of the bath'

ing suits,

DON'T TELL THE WIFE

If you're a brunette and the boy
friend has a fatal tendency towards

beautiful blondes' slim ankles, take him
to see "Don't Tell the Wife". The
chances are he'll think a couple of

times before he asks you to give him
back his ring

And another thing, too, after the

wedding day, the size of the ankles

doesn't make such a whale of a lot of

difference because most of the time

they'll be hidden under the cook stove

or a bungalow aprOn anyway. In the

five years that I've been perusing cook

books I never saw it mentioned that a

rhythmic-ankled blonde could turn oui

a lighter crusted apple pie than a

brunette.

In "Don't Tell the Wife", Irene

Rich is the deserted wife, brunette,

naturally. Lilyan Tashman is the dainty natural (we
hope) blonde who steals the husband. But even with all

her marvelous figure and everything, Lilyan couldn't hold

said snatched property. He comes back home to Mama.
Mostly they do, too. Particularly if Mama keeps her

mouth closed and has a cheerful facility with the skillet.

And I'm not fooling. Size sixteens are grand modelling

at Worth's or Patou's but almost any luciously-rounded

thirty-eight can find a permanent position in the matri-

monial game if she can stick ten cents worth of round
steak into the oven and drag it out tasting like a real

porterhouse.

Don't tell the boy friend but—romance may fade. But
eating retains its kick.
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<&he MILLION DOLLAR
MUSTACHE

Q[ Chester Conklin, the

human walrus, was

once a tramp—now

he's on the merry

road to riches.

By y
Blake McVeigh

G

C[ As the Scotch

barber in Mc-Fad-
den's Flats, Ches-

ter Con\lin gave

only the closest of

shaves.

nce upon a time there was a poor vaga'

bond boy who used to ride in freight

trains. Many nights he was hungry and

cold. Then, one day, he found a magic

talisman and forever after his pockets were filled

with gold. And his fame spread to far lands,

even to the ends of the earth.

Sounds just like one of those good old fairy

tales of childhood, doesn't it?

But really, it is a

true story of Holly-

wood. And the

prince charming is

none other than that

great comedian,
Chester Conklin.

And what, you
may ask, is Chester's

magic talisman?

Answer : A walrus

mustache which any

movie magnate
would appraise at a

valuation of $1,000,-

000. For that tidy

little sum just about

represents its earn-

ing power for Conk-
lin in the days to

come. That walrus

(or soup-strainer, if

one wishes to de-

scribe it in the vul- <CTo his role in

gar vernacular) has Cabaret, Chester

i if Confelm bringsmade Conklin as com ?dy and °a
tamous among even gentle pathos.

C[ Chester Con\lin him-

self—one of the best

bets in pictures.

the Zulus and the Hotten-

tots as Charlie Chaplin and
his baggy trousers, or

Harold Lloyd and his horn-

rimmed spectacles. Lately,

too, the photoplay critics of

the land have discovered

that Conklin, like Chaplin,

is an artist whose comedy
characterizations are rooted

deep in the joys and sor-

rows of real life.

When you think of movie
romance, chances are that

your fancy strays to girls

like Betty Bronson and
Mary Brian who became
Cinderellas over night.

Give a thought to Chester

Conklin, the wandering boy

(Continued on page 91)
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The CLOWN turns RINGMASTER
Larry Semon now a 'Director

As Told to JJthai Vincent Wilcox

"it**

^HAT admonition sums up my phi-

losophy of life. I have evolved it

through encountering some most

disheartening obstacles, and I be-

lieve, overcoming them by grimly refusing

to be beaten regardless of the consequences.

No one in the motion picture profession

it seems to me, had more to overcome than

I. I was born and reared right on the

stage, for my parents owned their own
show and travelled the country, back in

the days when dance halls and tent shows
were quite common, in the West. My first

recollections are of scene shifting and shift-

ing for myself, which was not a very happy
life. Being born with a singing voice, it

was up to me to earn a living when still

a little fellow, singing between the regular

acts of the show. And the practical educa-

tion which I received from fellow actors,

listening to them recite their lines and
recount their travels, was a good one indeed.

I recall that one winter the entire troupe

C[ Larry Semon and Doro'
thy Dwan in his Col'

lapsible Six. Larry is

now directing Eddie
Cantor.

G[ Larry was a famous car-

toonist on the T^ew Tor\
Sun—he wrote his own
scenarios—he played the

leading parts—he pic\ed
out one of the prettiest

girls in Hollywood for
a wife. That's hoiv to

be a director.

was stranded in San Francisco. Wc went
hungry that season and my bed was more
often in a loft than anywhere else, while

the comforts of home were conspicuous by
their total absence. These sufferings that

we endured made my parents determine to

take me from the stage. I was sent to my
relatives in Georgia, where I had two years

of schooling. While there I met with an

injury in a football game that affected my
voice. Then my parents insisted that I

should study art, for which I had showed

some talent.

At the age of eighteen my name was
fairly well known in cartooning circles in

New York. One day while sketching on a

motion picture lot, a suggestion of mine

was well received by a picture company

and an opportunity was given me to direct

a one-reel comedy. I accepted the offer

and received the munificent sum of sixty

dollars for writing, directing and acting the

comedy. - (Continued on page 78)
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DOROTHY DWAN plays a girl from the

wide open spaces in her next picture, "The

Country Beyond Law."

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr



picture will be ''Fashions For Women."
Photograph by Eugene Robert Richee
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ROY D'ARCY, the champion villain of the

screen. His next picture is "On Ze Boule-

vard."

Photograph by ~Hic\o\as Muray
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I °f heinZ iuNNY
Q No feat is too dangerous to attempt when

a comedian goes after the laughs.

By Vaul Henry

(( The airplane hits the shed

with no casualties.

CC Billy Dooley's comedy will

ma\e. you split your sides—
but what it did to Billy!

said, "Oh, let's see them take

the scene." The other one

said, "Oh, let's go. It's prob-

ably only a comedy!'"

"Only a comedy." With
such words were the aches

and the pains and the brain

fag of the comedian and his

cohorts dismissed.

Yet what a lot of effort

and money will be expended,

and what care and time de-

voted, and what hazards taken to make a few laughs

which will amuse people later in the movie palaces here,

and which will be laughed at on the same night by a

bunch of natives sitting cross-legged in a theatre in Cal-

cutta, and by giggling Japanese schoolgirls in Tokio and

by young folks and old folks in Spain and Argentine, in

China and Peru.

For in making the little comedy which runs off in

eighteen minutes in your favorite moving picture theatre,

'someone has burned a lot of midnight oil in doping out

the idea; someone has shot film for three weeks, (about

ten reels of it to be exact) : they've built a lot of sets, and

doubtless rehearsed a lot of dumb animals; they've taken

a lot of bumps on the knees and the head; they've taken

it under their arm three or four nights to theatres to try

it out and cut and edit, and they've spent a lot of money.
Of course they get it back—the money—because there is

nothing more universally salable as laughs all over the

world.

But they don't get much credit, unless they happen to

be a comedian or an "ex-bathing girl" who "graduates"

into the so-called "finer and better things of the feature

picture."

So much for statistics of aches and pains and paying bills.

Let's look at a typical day in the movi" comedv studio

Shouts from the assistant directors, and screams from a group

of girls are mingled with the swish of fire hoses as an ap-

proach is made to the first stage. Rivers of water run down
the approaches to the stage past the offices as you gain

entrance. The first set discloses the interior of a girls'

seminary where Billy Dooley, the eccentric sailor, is in the

midst of being chased round and round the rooms by Jack

Duffy during a fire, while as each approaches a doorway he

is smitten by the full force of a hose line, manned by studio

firemen.

On a staircase at the back of the set are a dozen girls

perfectly drenched and waiting their cue to dash in and be

drenched again. The cameras are under a big beach um-
brella and further protected

by backings from the on-

slaughts of the water.

Little clots of soaked actors

and helpers are gathered
around a salamander, one of

the charcoal burners which
furnish heat to the big barn-

like interiors; they are trying

to get partially dry but there

is little use, for it will all

have to be done over aeain.

(\ It rains ali\e on
the funny and
the unfunny,
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Suddenly there is a mad scramble and yells of delight.

The contents of a bucket of water have suddenly de'

scended from a runway under the roof where the electric

lights arc wheeled up and down, and the director of the

comedy, Bill Watson, is drenched from head to foot. The
entire company of a hundred people howl with glee.

Watson has had everybody on the set soaked since nine

A. M. and an agile youth up in the studio heavens has

been trying all day to duck the director. At last he has

succeeded. All is not work after all; a minute of horse-

play makes all the gang feel better.

When a lull occurs in the aquatic seminary, we take

a look at stage two. It seems to be a fire-and-water day

at Christie's. Standing in the middle of a cabin interior

in six inches of water are Jimmie Adams and Vera White.

More fire hoses are playing up into the

roof in apparent abandon as far as

direction is concerned, and the contents

are coming down like rain through the

leaky roof of the cabin. It is a Ken-

tucky mountain shack where the come-

dian in the course of the picture, is

being alternately shot at and half-

drowned. Around the cabin set, the

stage has been built up and tar-papered

for a depth of ten inches so the water

will stay on the floor. Everybody is

soaked, including the property men,

electricians, and all the actors. The
electrical gang are carefully laying their

cables and moving their broadsides to

avoid the ever-present hazard of high

voltage carried through sheets of water.

The next day the outside of the same
cabin will be shot, and the fire hoses

will be in evidence again. Only the exterior of the cabin

is ten miles from the studio, on the forty-acre tract of

Westwood where the Company has its bigger sets and
street scenes. The outside of the cabin matches, in every

detail of entrances and exits, the interiors which are in

the studios. There's a job for somebody—keeping track

of the sequences of scenes inside and outside, matching

the light effects and the right and left of the entrances

and exits, the adjustment of the streams of water so they

will time with the action, and so on in a hundred rami-

fications.

Four o'clock this same afternoon word is received of

an accident with the Bobby Vernon company which is

out on Lankershim Boulevard taking, supposedly, their

last scene of a new comedy. For several days at the back

of the studio, a special truck has been in process of con-

struction, one of the studio cars with camera platforms

mounted at one side of the front. Bobby Vernon and
Eddie Baker, the heavy, are handcuffed together. Another
car, a roadster, is supposed to come weaving down the

road ahead toward the cameras, suddenly swerving to the

left and making a narrow escape from hitting the camera

truck which is cued to swerve to the right.

Somebody got his cues mixed. At the last second the

roadster swerved to the right. A crash and the camera

truck is head-on into the roadster. Vernon and Baker go

headlong into the highway. A few seconds later when
they come to, the handcuffs are lying in the road. Both

men are bruised and their legs cut slightly but no other

physical damage. The late Houdini, in his palmiest days,

could not have gotten out of handcuffs quicker. Nobody
knows yet how Vernon and Baker got free but out they

were. Of course the equipment was all smashed up, and

the final scene of the picture deferred several days till it

could be re-assembled and the same kind of a rented

roadster obtained. In the meantime, the comedians may
limp around and collect their equilibrium.

One of the most thrilling stunts which I have ever seen,

which will later furnish a few seconds running time in a

Dooley comedy was an aeroplane crash done by "Fear-

less" Finley Henderson out on Ventura Boulevard a few
weeks ago. Henderson has done the stunt only once
before, in Indianapolis, and he says that it is all scien-

tifically figured out how he can crash his aeroplane into

a shack, completely demolishing it and his aeroplane and
walk out of the ruins unscathed. It sounded hazardous
and I still think, after seeing it done, it is a chance in a

hundred.

A shack was built of one-inch thick

boards out in the middle of a field.

Two telegraph poles were firmly em-

bedded in the ground a few yards in

front of the house. Henderson bought

an old aeroplane and flew it from fif-

teen miles away to the scene of the

stunt because the field on which the

shack was located was too small and
too rough for a take-off. He circled

around a few times and was given a
signal that everything on the ground
was ready. He circled once more and
swooped down toward the shack, shut-

ting off his motor. He hit the telegraph

poles first which are supposed to shear

off the wings of the plane, but it all

happened so quickly that the collapse

of the poles, plane and house, seemed

to be one. A deafening clatter and

the whole thing was a mess of splintered boards. A few
seconds later the firemen rushed up with their extinguishers

but there was no fire. Henderson Was crawling out of

the mess, doffing his umpire s mask and lighting a ciga-

rette. The only thing of value left of the aeroplane was
the motor, which Henderson sold for a hundred dollars.

There used to be an old by-word credited to a couple

of comedy producers in Hollywood years ago who were
said to have bawled out one of their directors who wanted
to take a company to Big Bear Valley, a hundred miles

away, to take some scenes, speaking thusly, "Veil, a rock's

a rock; a tree's a tree. Vy don't you shoot it in Griffith

Park?"

From those days may have grown up the impression

that a comedy is just shot anywhere and any old way, in

the least possible time and with the least possible expen-

diture of money. But times have changed from the old

backyard days when anything was good enough for a

comedy.

I found from Al Christie's production manager that

at least two-thirds of all the scenes in the average comedy
are taken in the studio, which means, among other details,

exactly the same kind of electrical generators and lights

of the latest modern invention which are used in the mak-
ing of the finest and most artistic feature production.

I found a complete wood-working shop which takes car-

load lots of raw lumber and turns them out into every

conceivable kind of cabinet work and the finer finishing

for doors and windows and stairways and -whatnots; an
iron-working shop; miles of cables, a blacksmith shop, all

kinds of automobiles for hauling and transporting, and
making wind machines and carrying cameras in doing the

tricky traffic stunts on the streets. (Com. on page 90)

JULIA FAYE'S SPANISH
SHAWL HAS BEEN
AWARDED TO

MISS FLORENCE HURLEY
University of Oregon

1466 East 13th Street

Eugene, Oregon

whose letter of appreciation so

aptly described the brilliancy of

Julia Faye's glowing personality.

The scarlet Spanish shawl will

brighten the scholarly halls of

University of Oregon and will

always recall to Miss Hurley the

many good wishes which Miss
Faye sends with it.
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ĉ
Dhe Stage Coach
Conducted by Morr/e Kyskmd

Reviewed in this Issue:

"WINDOW PANES"
"LOUD SPEAKER"

"JUDY"
"THE HEAVEN TAPPERS'

Lulu McConnell,
the charming
c om e dienn e of
"Peggy Ann."

C[ Helen Gahagan and
John Drew in the

revival of "Trelaw-
ney of the Wells".

The grand old man
of the American
stage again makes his

traditional success.

rrWindow Panes"

lga Printzlau, the well-known scenarist, is the

author of "Window Panes". As press-agent for

one movie firm and another, we have in our

time proclaimed to the world the merits of Miss

Printzlau. As critic, we are compelled, in this instance

at least, to eat our words—and a bad meal, too.

"Window Panes" is laid in Russia, but for all that, it

is a play about what looked to your correspondent like

Christian Science. Now there is no reason apparent to~

us why there shouldn't be a mighty good drama about

Linda Wat\ins and Fredric March in "The Devil in the Cheese", a fantasy of youthful love and whimsical humor.
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this flourishing creed that Mary Baker Eddy founded.

At the san:e time, we have never seen a creditable stage

play with this theme, though the movies have done re-

markably well with it

In "Window Panes", for example, a mute boy is made

to speak—and the audience laughed at the situation. We
were among the laughers, but we recall that one of the

finest bits of drama we have ever seen was in George

Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man", when the lame boy

was made to walk We saw the picture in a projection

room with no music to help give the

mood, and we walked out with tears

in our eyes. The trouble may be,

then, in the medium Miss Printzlau

employed for embodying her idea.

It may be that "Window Panes"

has the makings of a great movie.

Be • that as it may it is terrible

drama, acted much better than it

deserves, especially by Eileen Huban
in the main role. The villain is so

mean he wouldn't tell you the time

unless he was pcid for it. He is a

reincarnation, in this symbolic play,

of Judas, and for thirty pieces of

silver, he, too, betrays his deliverer.

But there is nothing human about

him, as assuredly there must have

been about Judas. No inward strug-

gle goes on inside him; he is a pup-

pet who represents all the evil of

the world And the only puppet
plays we have ever been interested

in are Tony Sarg's marionettes.

And, occasionally, Punch and Judy.

"Loud Speaker"

At the 52nd Street Theatre, five

young men—oh, not too young, for

they are about our age—have or-

' ganized the New Playwrights Thea-

tre, with the avowed purpose of

showing such writers as Owen Davis

and such managers as Al Woods
and Arthur Hopkins just where they

get off As revealed by their first

offering, "Loud Speaker", such

writers and managers as we have
listed above get off very well indeed

And that is a little surprising, too.

For on the board of five are John DosPassos, whose novel

of the war had something to say; Francis Edwards Fara-

goh, whose "Pinwheel" at the Neighborhood we liked so

well; John Howard Lawson, whose "Roger Bloomer",
"Nirvana" and "Processional" showed definite promise
and even fulfillment; Michael Gold, with whom we used

to, in our college days, advance the cause of revolution,

and Em Jo Basshe, whom we don't know so well But
forgetting—if you can—Mr Basshe's name, four out of

five, when it doesn't signify pyorrhea, is eighty per cent

So we went hoping for something. But "Loud Speaker",

in spite of the fact that Lawson wrote it, in spite of its

new scenery—not so new this year, by the way—is just

a bunch of blah. There are one or two wise cracks in it,

but if it is a play, then the Automobile Show is Art, and

we are Euripides It is shows like "Loud Speaker", so

"new" and determinedly modern, that drive us to the

safe, sane and conservative drama of "Abie's Irish Rose".

-Judy"

At the opening several years ago of the Kaufman-
Connolly musical comedy, "Helen of Troy", your corre-

spondent—some of our best people are going in for

open-air confessions openly arrived at, so why should we
have any reticence?-—fell deeply in love with Queenie

Smith. He had been aware, in his previous theatre at-

tendance, of the presence of the

Smith person: but up to the night

aforementioned, he had been able to

take her or leave her. On that

memorable night, however, when
staid first-nighters forgot their re-

serve and let loose the types of

cheers usually reserved for Babe
Ruth, your correspondent became
aware that Cupid had smote him,

hip, thigh and heart. And that,

ladies and gentlemen, to wind up a

long paragraph, is why we liked

"Judy".

"Judy" is an unpretentious musi-

cal comedy. Of course, that may be

because it hasn't so much in its

libretto to be pretentious about.

Still, a lot of people and shows are

pretentious with no excuse at all.

It's the simple Cinderella story

—

even simpler than most—of the poor

young girl and the rich young man
and how they fell in love the first

time they saw each other, and how,
in spite of a snobbish family and a

wicked step-father, they succeeded

in living happily ever after the cur-

tain fell Right out of Grimm's
fairy tales, and pure as a picture

passed by Will Hays

Charlie Rosoff has done the music,

and Charlie has done better—and

will But, after all, "Judy" is the

only show in town that has Queenie

Smith in it Charles Purcell is also

among those present, and much bet-

ter than he's ever been. The song

that we like best is a piece of

Shakespearean verse entitled, "When
Gentlemen Grew Whiskers and Ladies Grew Old".

"The Heaven Tappers"

We really shouldn't be reviewing "The Heaven Tap-

pers". The whole thing is just a dreadful mistake. We
started out to review something else. But suppose we
start from the beginning.

It happened this way We had a dinner date with

three sterling Prohibitionists: Jed Harris, the young man
who produced "Broadway"; Louis Weitzenkorn and

Frank Sullivan, of the New York World, which is a

paper we used to write for in its best days It seems

Weitzenkorn had bet Sullivan that he could convert us

to the cause; Harris, being a shrewd producer, was hold-

ing the stakes, which were in francs and made quite an

impression

Well, first Weitzenkorn told (Continued on page 89)

(C Claudette Colbert in "The
Barker", the circus story

that has made one of the

individual successes of
Broadway.
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({The "Tantivy" sil\ crepe

ensemble worn by Joseph-

ine Dunn is favored by

the fashionable younger
set. The one piece froc\
has the new Jenny tab

and a separate cardigan
jacket of sil\.

osepmae

unn

C[ Josephine Dunn
vjears the "Tan-
tivy" smart coat

in Kash mir e e n
with shawl collar

of American
broadtail.

fit The beautiful gowns
worn by Miss Dunn
especially for SCREEN'
land are from the Fifth

Avenue store of Ave'
don and Company, Inc.

fit Photographs from the
studio of Don Diego, Inc.

C[ A little dance
froc\ of crepe
georgette w i t h
beaded motifs
imported by
Avedon.

I
NJHIS is Josephine Dunn's winning

year. Just the other day the elec-

tric lights shining out on Broad-

way from the Paramount Theatre

spelled out the name of the happiest girl

in New York. Josephine Dunn is the

leading woman in "Love's Greatest Mis-

ta\e".

Screenland, taking advantage of Miss

Dunn's happy mood when it was quite

impossible for her to say no to anything,

asked her to wear these lovely clothes for

its fashion page, and by the magic of her

beauty she has succeeded in changing it to a

gallery of happy youth—lending to every

garment the charm of her own personality.
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By Martin Martin

C[ Richard Barthelmess

ta\es up the study

of evolution. He says

that he will go on
with it as soon as he

gets an organ.

1 course the event of

this month in Holly-

wood was the Warn-
pas Ball, which is the

annual and only occasion, on

which the fans can believe the

advertisements and see all the

stars—for a price.

This year the price was
twenty dollars a couple, and

rry and get a seat after you got

there.

As a matter of fact about

3000 people did, but there was
another 1000 which hovered

.round the aisles and exits like

ghosts in purgatory. The press

agents of Hollywood, who put

on the ball, in doubling the

price of admission, had an-

nounced that only 3000 tickets

would be sold. "Bring your wife and we will guarantee you a place to

leave her," was the oral promise of one of the publicizing gentry.

"

But while those who arrived at a fashionable hour were milling around
trying to find a seat, an announcer rose in a prominent place and narrated

that the Wampas was overcome with embarrassment because it had been

discovered that 1000 counterfeit tickets had been sold by some opportunist

of our city.

The audience laughed gamely at the joke, especially those who were
seated.

But seriously, it was a brilliant ball, and the acts were all that had been

oromised. Everyone naturally was keyed up for the introduction of the

thirteen "Baby Stars" selected by the publicity men as the most promising

G[ Bill Tilden the old time cham-

pion of the tennis world ap-

pears on the screen in "The
Crowd".

C[ Margaret i^uirnby and Edward
Everett Horton all wrapped in

their wor\.
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film newcomers. This is the

annual piece -de' resistance

of the ball.

As most of you know by

now, the selection this year

was : Patricia Avery, Helene

Costello, Rita Carewe, Bar'

bara Kent, Natalie King-

ston, Mary McAllister,
Frances Lee, Gladys
McConnell, Sally Phipps,

Sally Rand, Iris Stuart,

Martha Sleeper and Ada-

mae Vaughn.

In case some of these

names are new to you, and

they probably are because

the publicity men really try

to prophesy, Patricia Avery
is at Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer; Helene Costello,

sister to Dolores, is at War-
ner Brothers; Rita Carewe,

daughter of Edwin Carewe,

the director, has appeared

in several of her father's

pictures including "Resur-

rection'; Barbara Kent was

the little sister of Lars

Hansen in "Flesh and the

Devil"; Natalie Kingston is

at First National; Mary
McAllister is a free-lance

whom you probably remem-

ber as Red Grange's sweet-

heart in "One Minute To
Play '; Frances Lee is at

Christie (do you remember

her dancing act with Billie

Dooley in vaudeville?);

Gladys McConnell has been

playing at Hal Roach's and

incidentally has married a

member of the Wampas,
Arthur Hageman, who put

her over as a "Baby Star";

Sally Phipps is at William

Fox and will have an im-

portant role in "Cradle

Snatchers" ; Sally Rand is

at Cecil B. De Mille's; Iris Stuart is at

Famous Players-Lasky and used to be an

artist's model, particularly her hands, which

are very beautiful; Martha Sleeper is with

Hal Roach in comedy and Adamae Vaughn
is sister to Alberta, who sent out letters,

cigars and sos's to get Adamae's name on

the coveted list.

I went to the Wampas Ball with the

intention of getting the description of the

gown of every "Baby Star", but my wife

and I were wedged up in a corner (lucky

to get it) and could get only a few.

Patricia Avery wore a frock of pink

chiffon trimmed in crystals, silver lace and
flowers.

Barbara Kent wore a gown of white satin

with godets of chiffon in the

skirt, the whole being em-
broidered in pearls and
rhinestones.

Sally Rand had a quaint

costume fashioned with a

white satin bodice and a

very full and long ruffled

skirt of tulle.

Rita Carewe wore black

velvet with brilliant em-
embroidery.

Frances Lee wore a pink

satin gown of the bouffant

type with flower trimming.

Adamae Vaughn was
gowned in a ruffled frock

of pearl colored chiffon.

Of the lot, Sally Rand
m. undoubtedly was the most
'

?\ stunning, in a sophisticated

|j| way, while Mary McAllis-

|1 ter was the prettiest.

To show you how these

girls feel at being selected

"Baby Stars", Adamae
Vaughn wilted like a lovely

flower as she stood on the great stage,

and was carried away in a dead faint.

Fred Niblo, who is the most suave of

all our masters of ceremony, stuck his

head behind the curtain and found she •

was all right. He told the audience via

the microphone: "Being a 'Baby Star' is

such an unusual experience that the

young lady fainted. That's all. She's all

right now. I heard her talking back there

just now." There were no other mishaps

at the ball.

The entertainment was of a high

order. Doug Fairbanks played a set of

that fast-moving game, "Doug", an in-

vention of his

own which is a

cross between
tennis and battle-

dore. Doug and

his three fellow-

players kept the

audience laughing

or applauding by
their footwork.

The Duncan
sisters were seen

in the Topsy and

Eva sketch in

([Bows of the same. Bebe
Daniels falls in with new-
est Hollywood fashion

and what Bebe doesn't

\now about beaux!

which they have

been appearing in

vaudeville. Irene

Bordoni, Ray-
mond Hitchcock, Eddie Cantor and Trixie

Frigansa all were there.

A memorable portion of the evening was

the appearance of twenty stars in sequences

from their outstanding motion pictures of last

year.
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Duplicate settings of those in the motion

pictures had been constructed and_the players

appeared in the same costumes they wore

when the pictures were filmed.

Norma and Constance Talmadge were

there, which stamped the ball as an event, if

you know how hard it is to get them to make
an appearance at a function of the sort.

In fact it appeared to me to be the

most brilliant of all the Wampas
parties.

—o

—

A sad aftermath to the

selection of the "Baby Stars"

is the news that Iris Stuart,

one of their numbers, will

have to retire from the screen

for a long time at least, as

she is threatened with a com-

plete nervous breakdown
Miss Stuart got up out of bed to appear

at the Wampas Ball. Physicians at Famous
Players-Lasky, where she is under contract,

have advised an immediate retirement to a

sanitarium, where she can rest and build up
for a return to the screen.

For one who has had a bitter disappoint-

ment, Iris Stuart is bearing up bravely.

"I am going to do everything I can to

regain my strength," she says, "but if I can

never come back to the screen, well I will

just have to make the best of it."

—o

—

What is your idea of Lya De Putti, I

wonder? Tall or small? I'll tell you, she's

small. And much slenderer than she was,

as she proudly informed me the other day.

Lya is in the hands of the dieticians, as

are most of the actresses in Hollywood.

She is a birdlike creature with a daintily

inquisitive nose, and sharp black eyes.

In her effort to make herself understood

in English, she always seems to be over-

balancing toward you.

And, believe me, in the words of Elinor

Glyn, she has "It."

Lya is very friendly with Joseph Schild-

kraut and his wife, Elise Bartlctt. The Schild-

krauts were out at her house to the same party

that I was, and when they left Lya kissed

the handsome Joseph in a friendly way. (This,

of course, is an old European custom and was
all right because Mrs. Schildkraut was there.)

I understand that De Mille

has signed Miss De Putti on
a long time contract follow-

ing her performance in "The
Heart Thief in which she

played opposite Schildkraut.

There was no rumor of

any temperamental outbrusts

while the diminutive actress

was with De Mille.

% Sally OHeil and
Charles Delaney ma\-
ing "Frisco Sal]y Levy"
fris\y.

C[ The serious Keaton youngsters

get their cues from their daddy,
the unsmiling Buster.

CT Viola Richards, a newcomer,
has the necessary Universal

joints.
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By Marion of Hollywood

C[ An airplane crash for thr

film "Red. White anc
Blue" which fails to in-

terest the Holly wood
bachelor who has caught
sight of Greta Garbo.

I
think that Spring has come! At least, Lizzie and

I rode out today to Culver City and she was in so

good a mood I could hardly keep her on the road,

and can think of nothing else but Spring on whom
to lay the blame.

Of course, the

night before I had

been to the open-

ing of "Flesh and

the Devil", and

that might have

been a reason, al-

though it hardly

would account
for the somewhat
belated youth and
spryness of Miss

Lizzie Ford. The
little dark escort

accompanied me,

and to start the

evening right Joe

Sherman from
over there at

Metro-Go ldwyn

C[ Colleen Moore brings the spirit of her new
picture "Naughty But Nice" when calling

on Natalie Kingston and Charlie Murray.

saw me coming and announced that '"Marion of Holly-

wood, of Screenland Magazine" was arriving! Then,
when I got inside, nearly right next to me sat Greta and
Jack Gilbert. You can see them all day long at the studio;

you can talk with

them for hours in

a corner of a set

or at the lunch

counter; but
there's something

different about
greeting them at

an exciting open-

ing, with every-

body looking on
and wishing for

all they're worth

that they too

could sort of non-

chalantly say

—

"Oh, hello there.

Jack," or, —
"Greta, how are

you tonight? Cer-

tainly you must
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have had to hurry to take

that make-up off and be here

on time.
11 And you know,

ever since that night I've

wondered if they'll really

ever find a minister and say

their "better and for worse?
11

I asked my little escort what
he thought, and with a twin-

kle in his eye he told me that

possibly they would, as

Spring is coming soon, and
lots of things like that are

known to happen in the

Spring. Such silly talk! But
Spring is in the air—or in

my heart; I don't know which

—and even Lu?ie has that

free and wicked feeling in

her tin.

* * *

Elinor certainly started

something with her "it." We
can't get away from it now
no matter how hard we try.

The other night I was glanc-

ing through the evening
paper, and there I found the

least suspecting "it" 1 ever

hoped to hear about Here's

how it read:

"A Home that has

'IT
1

An indescribable charm
prevades this home. It

has that "it" which is as

rare among houses as it

is among people. Would
really serve to empha-

size 'it
1

of person want-

ing to purchase right

kind of home."

Isn't that pretty good? It

reminds me of Tommy, the

office boy, who is supposed to

take a test for the movies

because Elinor accuses him of

having "it". Tommy objects,

because he "doesn't want to

C[ George Lewis and Dorothy
Gulliver in "The Collegians"

demonstrate that a college

education is not wasted.

G[ Greta Garbo and John Gilbert at

the opening of their picture

"Flesh and the Devil".
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I suppose if it happened in a story

or a picture folks would be inclined

to laugh and say coincidence like that

is merely fiction. I met Clive Brook
last week and he tells me that by
some trick of fate he, Evelyn Brent

and Josef von Sternberg are going to

work together over at Paramount in

"Underworld" . A number of years

have passed since that same three

were together, making a picture in

merrie old England. It was a sur-

prise to me, because while I had
always known that he and Evelyn
were from across the sea, I don't seem
to remember when eccentric Josef

wasn't part of Hollywood. That's

like him though

—slipping here

and there, his

cane in hand,
rather unnoticed

and alone. I hope

his "Underworld'
will be a great

success.

be an actor—always out of work and never

knowing where the next square meal is com'

ing from."

* * *

And every month some one of us out here

goes on and up even though things at times

look dull and gray and nobody seems to know
we're fighting long and hard. You've

heard of our Ralph Spence, our George

Marion, Jr., and Mike Boylan title

writers, and pretty quick you're going

to find yourself looking for another

name. It's Don—Don Eddy—Don, of

the lazy smile; the silly talk; "than whom
there is no whomer". You've heard that

nonsense line of his before. Don's just

our one who's hit this month, and when
you see his boy Harry's "Long Pants" in

|

. your town, maybe you'll notice a flash

of credit reading, left to right, like this:

"Titles by Don Eddy". Good luck, Don! Here's to

you, for many is the tired frown you've turned into a

pleasant smile for us in Hollywood.

Without a bit of warning to a single one of us out

here, quiet Donald Keith up and married a nice young
lady yesterday. Of course he told us after all the

promises were made, but that's much too late for rice

and things that make a wedding party real. They
must just have waited until Donald finished

playing Lois Moran's leading man in "The
Whirlwind of Youth" and then slipped

away. It must be nice to be a bride and
'

groom when Spring is in the air!

C[ "Go on in and put some
clothes on! You're

disgrace to the house of
Beery," says J^oah to

"Wallace, who is all

dressed up for his new-
est picture "The Big

Sneeze".

C[ There is standing room
only when Barbara Kent
ma\es a picture or rides.



76 SCREENLAND
The Gay Dogs of Hollywood

colored collars, and looked very gay, espe-

cially with the bright tapes which served

to divide the lanes in which the dogs ran.

What's that man doing with the Turkish

towel?" demanded Patsy.

"Sh, dearie, don't show your ignorance,"

I commanded. "In the bright lexicon of

whippet racing there is no such word as

Turkish towel. The thing that looks so

much like a Turkish towel, in whippet
parlance, is called 'the rag." And that man,
as you call him, is the runner-up."

The runners-iip walked down the lane

with the dogs, which they placed in the

hands of the slippers, who took hold of

the dogs by neck and tail. Then the

runners-up ran the entire course to the end
with their rags. When they waved the

rags, the slippers let the logs loose, and
how they did go!

There were sixteen dogs, and each somehow
managed to keep in his own lane. Some-
times there are awful fights Clarence Brown
told us, when the dogs get into each other's

lanes.

No star's dog won, although several had
dogs in the races. The dogs ran four heats

and finals, and there were eliminations after

each heat. The dogs eliminated were
brought to their owners in the grand stand,

and what a row they made, to be sure!

Aileen Pringle owns a prize whippet,
which won ribbons and cups at the Ventura
County Fair whippet races a few weeks ago,

but her dog wasn't racing that day. Kath-

erine Albert, who writes for Screenland,
was on hand with her dog. I understand
that John T. Murray owns a racer called

Nellie Quick, which he introduces into

nearly every whippet race, and which has
won several ribbons, but he was absent, too.

There seems to be a growing interest in

this sport. Down at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studios, where they cultivate sports,

they had a wonderful race the other day,

with all the stars looking on and many of

them entering dogs.

Several of the members of the "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" company, which went South
to make the picture, grew very deeply in-

terested in the game, as they have whippet
races all through the south, and now Arthur
Edmund Carew and others are buying
whippets to race in California.

"Carl Laemmle's gorgeous grounds
around his gorgeous new home in Beverly
Hills look exactly like a country club this

evening, with these hundreds of automobiles
all about, don't they?" exclaimed Patsy, as

we came within the circle of light from
the immense house, which is built in the

old mission style of architecture, and is most
picturesque with its beautiful arches, flank-

ing the porches or, more properly, corridors,

which run the length of the front, its deep,
embrasured windows, its completely homey,
hospitable air with the lights shining from
doors and windows, despite its immense
size. Great trees and gardens outside add
to the charm of the place. The house has
been named the Casa Grande del Monte.
And lives up to it!

"There must be at least two hundred
people here!" exclaimed Pat in an awe-
struck tone, as we entered the arched door-

way, and had to look for our host and our
hostess, Carl Laemmle and Rosabelle, his

daughter, who were positively lost in the

throng.

Mr. Laemmle was a most kindly and
genial host, managing to express to each

(Continued from page 39)

guest who came to shake hands with him
his pleasure at greeting him or her.

And Rosabelle is an adorable little hostess,

easy, charming, thoughtful, witty, with ex-

actly the right word for everybody at the

right moment.
A buffet dinner was served in the large

dining room, and the living room had been
cleared of rugs, an orchestra played, and
after dinner everybody danced, or sat about
on the deep, comfortable sofas and chairs

and chatted, or toasted marsmallows in front

of the big fire in the huge fireplace.

Claire Windsor looked beautiful in a

fancy sports dress of some soft white
woolen material embroidered in silver, with
a jacket effect. Constance Talmadge came
in sports clothes, too, but very simple ones
—sweater, skirt and little sport hat. The
affair being one from five to ten p. m., and
informal, guests could wear what they
pleased.

Colleen Moore and John McCormick
were there, and Colleen looked awfully
sweet in a charming sports suit.

Both Paul Kohner and that lovely Mary
Philbin were there. They are supposed to

be engaged; and Irving Thalberg brought
his sweet little mother, to whom he is very
devoted.

Betty Blythe, who lately came from
Europe, looked stunning in a black lace

afternoon gown. She was with her hus-

band, Paul Scardon.
Betty herself has taken a new house in

Beverly Hills, and is shortly to give a
house-warming party.

Buster Keaton and his wife, Natalie Tal-

madge, were there, and Joseph Schenck and
Norma Talmadge. Billie Dove and Irvin

Willat, Laura LaPlante and William Seiter,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carey, and dozens of

others of the real film citizens of Hollywood
and Beverly Hills.

Sol Lesser has just come back from
Europe, and Pat and I had a chat with him
and his wife. Sol learned to cook while
in Paris! Which does seem reasonable,

after all, when you come to think of it.

"I do hope he will cook you and me a

dinner some day," confided Pat.

Constance Talmadge has a two month's
vacation, and says that she is going to

spend it right in Hollywood, because she

has more fun there than anywhere else.

For the first time since her baby was
born, Eileen Percy, who is Mrs. Ulrich
Busch in real life, was attending a party.

In fact, she declared it was the second time
that she had been out of the house.

"My baby of course had to have the
name of Ulrich, after his father; but I don't
believe in wishing a name like that on a

child without his consent," she declared

vivaciously. "So I've given him an initial

—his name is C. Ulrich Busch. And he
can get a name for himself to suit the

initial when he is older.

Constance Talmadge told how she met
Eileen, the first day the young mother was
out, down on Hollywood Boulevard, and
how Eileen said, "Have you seen my baby
around anywhere?" as though she expected
the infant to be walking about! Though
of course it turned out that the nurse had
him out for air, and somehow Eileen had
lost track of them while she was shopping.

Earl Williams and Florine, his wife, were
there, too, and of course they had to tell

the latest anecdote about their little girl.

We met Vivian Duncan early in the eve-

ning, and she said that Rosetta was sick in

bed with a sore throat: but Rosetta, much
to everybody's surprise, bobbed up an hour
later with her throat done up in flannels

and a silk scarf. She had been taking a
lot of gymnasium work, because of the

stunts she has to do in "Topsy and Eva,''

and had taken cold.

Somebody demanded that the Duncans
sing for us, and though Rosabelle Laemmle
tried to defend Rosetta against the on-

slaught, the Duncan enthusiasts just wouldn't
let them off. and. however Rosetta felt,

she certainly sang with all her usual vivac-

ity, comedy and pep. We all joined in the

choruses of the songs we knew.
Patsy Ruth Miller as usual had a circle

of beaux about her, though she came with
her father and mother. She danced a lot

with George Lewis and with Carl Laemmle.
Jr., an engaging and clever youth, who is

writing. The last I saw of Patsy, when I

was saying goodbye, she had changed fur
coats with Rosetta.

"We're going to change for a week,"
•said Patsy, "and then whichever of us first

meets the other without the other wear-
in£

"

"Let me get this straight," said I.

"Well, if I meet Rosetta, and I'm wear-
ing her coat, but she isn't wearing mine,
then I claim her coat as well as my own;
and vice versa."

"But supposing neither of you is wearing
the other's coat," I suggested.

"Then we just change back again," said

Patsy Ruth.
Norman Kerry, fascinating as ever, was

on hand with his ever-so-nice wife.

May McAvoy came quite late with
Johnny Hines.

And of course the minute Johnny made
his appearance, there in the big living room,
he had to dance for us. He is splendid in

the jigging stuff, and Rosetta Duncan de-

manded that he do it again slowly, so that

she could get a good look at the steps.

Carmel Myers was with her mother.
"Now isn't that clever of Carmel," re-

marked Patsy. "Gives her such a lovely

chance to flirt with a lot of different men
in all the fascinating corners of this house!"

Irving Asher was quite attentive to Con-
stance Talmadge.

"I don't really prefer blondes," he said,

—

you know Constance is a tow-head,
—

"but
you have brown eyes."

He kiddingly proposed to Constance, and
Constance said all right she would marry
him if he would wait until June, because
she had never been a June bride!

Mme. Aldrich, who used to be in grand
opera, you know, and who is now playing

in "The Miracle" in Los Angeles, came in

around nine o'clock, and sang some won-
derful songs for us in her rich soprano.

After that Eddie Phillips constituted

himself the announcer of the entertainment
features, and declared that as the floor was
all full of holes anyhow from Johnny
Hines's dancing, that Mervyn Leroy would
now be permitted to dance.

"Mervyn is certainly good both at head
and feet, isn't he." remarked Patsy. "You
know he writes all that clever comedy busi-

ness for Colleen Moore, and yet look how
he can dance!"
We caught just a glimpse of George

Fitzmaurice and Florence Vidor. who left

early; and we heard that Eddie Cantor and
his wife had come and gone before we
arrived, which made us very sad, as we
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were dying to chat with them.

I don't know how ever Walter Pidgeon
got out of singing for us, .but probably it

was because he modestly ducked out of the

living room into the corridor or the veranda

whenever there seemed a likelihood of his

being asked.

"And aren't there a lot of famous direc-

tors here!" exclaimed Patsy.

We met Clarence Brown and his wife,

Paul Leni and Mrs. Leni, Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Pollard, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Slo-

man, Mr. and Mrs. Svend Gade, King
Baggot, Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch, Mr.

and Mrs. Mel Brown, Sid Grauman, Lois

Weber and her husband Captain Harry

Gantz.

We heard that Mr. and Mrs. Emil Tan-

nings and Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Denny
had come and gone before we arrived; and
Robert Agnew came just as we were leaving.

That nice Jean Hersholt and his wife

were there, and Kathleen Key, Mr. and

Mrs. Abe Lehr, Abe Stern, Mr. and Mrs.

Conrad Veidt, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Puffy,

Sylvia Thalberg, Mannie Lowenstein, John
Miljan and many others.

Vilma Banky has come back from her

vacation in Canada, and it must have done

her good, as she looked rosy and lovely.

She wore a dark red velvet dress trimmed

in white and a red velvet hat. She said

she had enjoyed the winter sports in Can-

ada, but all in all was delighted to get back

to Hollywood.

"Oh, there's Elinor Patterson!" exclaimed

Patsy, who recognized the actress from

having seen her in "The Miracle."

Somebody introduced us to Miss Pat-

terson, who told us she had just signed

with Universal, and was very much pleased

about it. She has such a vividly expressive

face, she should be very successful in

pictures.

There are such charming little nooks and
corners, such long vistas of corridor with

arched doorways, in Mr. Laemmle's home,
all open for us to have a look at, that we
found it hard to tear ourselves away.
The projection room was built by Thomas

H. Ince, who used to own the house, and
it has been made and decorated in imita-

tion of a ship's cabin and deck, making a

novel feature, especially as the walls were
decorated to represent sea and sky.

We told Mr. Laemmle he should be most
happy to stay in this lovely home, but I

rather think from his answer that he means
to be roving abroad again soon.

"I wonder if Jack Gilbert and Greta
Garbo have made up? They do seem aw-
fully happy together, don't they?" de-

manded Patsy.

We were guests of Mrs. Clarence Brown
at the Montmarte after the opening of

"The Flesh and the Devil," at the party

which she was giving in honor of her hus-

band, and Jack Gilbert and Greta Garbo
were there.

"They dance so divinely together," pur-

sued Patsy, "that it does seem as though
they should be engaged. Jack certainly

seems awfully devoted, but with those

blond, foreign girls, you can never tell!"

Since then we have heard that the en-

gagement is broken off, and that they are
simply friends.

"Well, I don't believe that!" exclaimed
Pat. "Either they are engaged, or they
are hardly friends. Two people like that

wouldn't be just friends!"

But at the party at least they were very
much together. Neither semed to eat any
supper, but they danced together all the
time.

"She surely has that 'come hither' look
in her eye, hasn't she?" whispered Patsy
as the two whirled past in a very beautiful

waltz.

"I thought the waltz went out with the
horse and buggy." said Mrs. Brown, "but
Jack and Greta surely will bring it back
into fashion again."

"Well, all I can say," said Tom Mix.
"is, that I hope they don't dance the Black
Bottom, because that surely would take all

the romance out of it."

Jack told us he meant to go to Europe
this spring, and we wondered if it would
be a bridal trip.

Tom danced with Mrs. Harry Carey, just

a nice Fox-Trot, and Harry Carey danced
with Grace Gordon, while Vicky Mix sat

and chatted with us. She wasn't dancing
that evening.

Everybody was congratulating Clarence
Brown on the success of his picture, but
he was behaving very calmly about it.

"I'll bet if the end of the world were
to come, and he had a commission to film

it for the inhabitants of Mars, he wouldn't
show any excitement," remarked Patsy.

"Don't be silly," I said, "he is a lot more
excited than he pretends to be!"

B
"Dead."
Parker shot out a sympathetic hand.

"Sorry, boy—don't tell me if it gives you
pain
—

" But the other had gone on half to

himself.

"I went to Napoli on business for my
father—a three day's journey, my eyes

filled with the beauty of Zita as I had

last seen her— Vesuvius, she erupt — I

rushed home—to find our little village in

ruins, my family gone—Zita's family gone
— all, all perished. Ah well, I came to

America—no longer could I stand Italy that

reminded me of my beloved one—I started

a little fruit stand—then Picolo, he came.

He was a little, little boy then—but smart!

A newsboy. He taught me English and
stayed always with me. But for him! Ah
Dios! But he understood and made me
laugh sometimes. He told me to take my
fruit stand , to Gramercy Park— that many
rich people live there, so I did. Always
I did what Picolo said.

"Well, one day a man came and stared

at me while I wrapped up his fruit for him.

Next day he came again — I must have

looked funny because I dressed always in

native costume. It is more cheerful than

the ugly clothes we wear here. Picolo was
curious though. "Know that bird, John?"
he asked. I said I didn't. 'Well keep an

eye for him—he's got something up his

sleeve.'

"Sure enough, next day the man came
again—this time with a friend, older and
rather a solid looking person. And they

stared and stared until Picolo could stand

it no longer. Walking up to them he said,

'Say Boss, what's on yer mind? This here's

a friend of mine and I'm lookin' out fer

him'.

"We all laughed at this—except Picolo

T Ct t Cv $— Continued from pa

who was in dead earnest. The older of the

two men patted him on the head much to

his disgust.

"You're looking out for him are you?
Well sonny, how about putting your friend

in the movies?"
Picolo dug both hands in his pockets and

spat contemptuously — always a sign of

pleasure with him. But his eyes never left

the face of the speaker.
" 'Quit yer kiddin', he drawled coldly.

"Well, Jim, you know the rest," John
finished.

For days the studio gossip concerned

John Mario's emotiopal awakening — and
Beatrice Vert was the target of much kid-

ding at the Studio Club.

"So our demure little Trix is the winner
of the mansion, and incidentally of the

sweetest boy in Hollywood," chirped Dor-

othy Gregory, a statuesque blonde who had
worked with John in several pictures.

"No girls, you're all wrong," said Beat-

rice a bit wistfully. "He isn't really in love

with me at all—I know he isn't—Oh,"
as a chorus of derisive exclamations show-
ered upon her

—
"he takes me out and is

charming I know, but there is something
mysterious about it. It's just as though I

were part of a puzzle that fitted into some-
thing he was trying to remember. He
doesn't know yet that I am not the part

he wants—but he will soon—I found it out

today."

"Well," laughed Gloria, whose dark

beauty had captured a dozen Hollywood
scalps, "You'll be a dumbbell, if ^/ou ever let

him guess you're not the whole puzzle!"

"I really think he is in love with Maria's
braids—she loaned them to me for this pic-

ture. He always notices them and he doesn't

know yet that they aren't mine—he never

e 35

sees me without a hat except on the set."

One evening John drove Beatrice to a

plateau in the Hollywood Hills to watch the

sun set, which as everyone knows is a

dangerous thing to do. To look out over

the San Fernando valley at the hills covered

with purple lupins and mile upon mile of

golden poppies deepening in color under
the purple haze. It is almost more beauty

than most people can bear withou.
emotion.

A steady singing sound told of a motor
climbing the steep incline. It meant that

they would not long be alone. John drew

Beatrice into a close embrace while a hand
brushed her hat unceremoniously to the

ground.
"Sweetheart," John murmured and then

his eyes became fixed upon the trimness of

her bobbed hair. "Your— your hair," he

gasped, "Your beautiful hair. Why did

you cut it?"

"It has been cut for years, John,"
Beatrice held his gaze steadily, "The braids

were never mine. They belong to a girl at

the Club, and we all borrow them when
we have a 'long haired call'. She is a

scenarist so doesn't have to bother about

such things. Somehow I always knew that

it was my 'hair' you liked," she said laugh-

ing nervously for John looked as though he

had seen a ghost.

And then the climbing car rounded the

curve and broke the magic spell between
them.

Afterwards, although John told himself

a thousand times that he was an ass, the

fact remained that the "kick" was missing

thereafter in his companionship with

Beatrice.

Once more his career claimed his thought.

The picture was a great success—a power-
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ful love story was chosen as a "follow up"
and Parker wanted Beatrice Vert to play

the feminine lead. But Beatrice, when she

heard of it, quickly accepted another and
outwardly less attractive offer to do a pic-

ture in Hawaii, feeling that continued near-

ness to John would be an unhappy associa-

tion for them both.

Palm Springs, the Hollywood of the

Painted Desert, was selected as the locale

of the new Parker productoin.

John had never been in Palm Springs

before and it delighted him—a tiny oasis in

a tiny desert, it earned its picturesque name
from the Indians because of the brilliant

variety of colors-that played over its sands

and enclosing mountains like the moods of

a beautiful woman.
As John and Parker left the hotel dining

room he noticed a stunningly dressed young
woman standing in an ante room talking

animatedly to an admiring group. Her back

was toward John but there seemed some-

thing vaguely familiar about it. "Who is

that girl, Jim?" he asked.

"Over there talking to Sandby? She is

known as Maria Theresa, a corking scenarist.

Want her to do a picture for you but she's

so all fired busy I couldn't hook her up
for this one. Come on over and meet her.

She's some gal too, though that doesn't

mean a thing to you I know."
John laughed, "Poor old Jim—still trying

to shake me out of my single blessedness?

Let me meet her tomorrow—the desert calls

me tonight," and he sauntered out to the

patio where the company orchestra was giv-

ing a concert. John sat alone outside the

rim of people gathered about the fire. The
music—the silence and blackness of the

desert affected him enormously. Against

the sky and rising moon stood the grim

outlines of Tarqua, a volcanic mountain
someone had told him of that day. A quaint

story too. Many years ago the oasis and
mud baths, famous throughout the state for

their curative powers, had been on the

other side of the mountain. Then one day,

as the Indians put it, Tarqua talked. The
mud baths and the oasis disappeared and
it was many months before they were dis-

covered in their present location. John

shuddered, remembering the horror such an

orke had brought to him in the past. Yet

in the moonlight it looked unearthly, very

mysterious and beguiling. The view would

be wonderful up there. He decided to

climb it.

Standing on the summit John thought he
had never seen anything as lovely. Faint

strains of music floated up to him from the

patio. Everything was touched by the fairy

wand of moonlight.

Early memories crowded into John's mind
—memories both bitter and sweet. He saw
again the limpid waters of the Bay of

Naples—a sheet of moultin sapphire with

little wavelets lapping the hot white sands

of the graceful shore. Purple sloaps of

vineyards stretching mile upon mile over the

surrounding hills.

Happy days those, when life was one gay
song from morn to eve— Close, close these

early memories surged about his heart, and
when, turning at the sound of a footfall,

he was only faintly surprised to see Zita

standing there.

"Zita — Zita, my dearest," he murmured
to the vision before him. But a little warm
paw clutched his and a voice spoke his

name. This, certainly, was not a dream.
"Zita," he cried amazed and frightened.

She was in his arms now, crying and
laughing all at once, "Ah. Pietro. Pietro,

the Blessed Virgin promised me that I would
find you:"

But after the excitement of the romanc
of John Mario, popular screen star, and
Maria Theresa, scenarist, had subsided a
trifle it took the unreligious Jim Parker to

point out that this was a funny world.

"These damned volcanos seem to do any-
thing they take a notion to. They get sick

of seeing mud baths on their north and shift

them around to the south—they separate
two people in Italy for no good reason and
bring them together again in California.
Hot stuff I'll say. But it cans any idea a
guy may have that there's such a word as
'impossible'."

The Clown Turns Ringmaster— continuedfrom page 52

I was unfortunate enough to achieve quick

success as a two-reel comedy producer but

owing to my inexperience I had signed a

l»ad contract. My pictures were tied up and

could not be released, and I could not work
for two years.

Had I admitted defeat to myself at this

time, my name would be unknown today.

Refusing to admit that you're licked is half

the battle, no matter how dark the view

may be. Another demoralizing influence in

anyone's life is self-pity. I'm sure of that.

Whenever self-pity gets the upper hand de-

feat comes in the door.

I kept right on fighting for I guess I

didn't know any better. Then "The Wizard

of Oz," my first Feature, proved one of

the best money makers of the year and I

was glad I stuck. Unquestionably my whole

heart, and soul was in the production, for I

somehow felt that my future success as a

producer of Features would depend upon it.

I was quite excited at the reception of this

picture and plunged into the making of

other features. This year I have concen-

trated my energies upon "Spuds" , a comedy-

feature production of the World War for

fall release. I have ttied in every way to

make this a classic of the ebullient struggle,

trying to live the humble character of

"Spuds," who is the living composite of all

the unfortunate soldiers who ever did K. P.

duty while in the service.

This portrayal of my life struggle inter-

ests the students of philosophy only in that

it proves what can be overcome if we keep

our minds right. Psychology is the keynote

of life. For if you admit to yourself that

you are whipped, you might as well shout

it to the world. The mind absolutely radi-

ates its inner workings and determines our
fate.

Never let the other fellow take your
stamina by his winning the first race. The
psychology of that first victory or defeat

is almost phenomenal. It may pave your
road to future success or ultimate failure,

as the case may be . Just plug on and when
the smoke of battle clears it is often the

sticker who is there instead of the fellow

who flashed on the horizon. Never go home
discouraged to sit down and mope. Go to

the golf course and work your problems out
in the open. The fresh air serves as a

tonic for waning spirits and physical exer-

cise prevents mental depression. If your
mind is discouraged, that knowledge is

broadcast to all you come in contact with,

so keep away from your fellow workers
until your spirits are in the ascendancy
again.

My big problems are always met on the

golf course. When Dorothy Dwan came
to work for me several years ago, she rep-

resented the mixture of innocence, intelli-

gence, womanliness, girlishness, common-
sense and unsophistication which I had long
since ceased to hope for in one small girl.

Each day when work was finished, I went
alone to the golf course, and there it seemed
all my difficulties were ironed out for me.
My career was at its turning point at this

time. Discouragement and inevitable loss

had confronted me for two years, due to

legal entanglements. Dorothy gave me the
incentive to rise above all this, to acquire
new courage to fight the issue. I not only
had my own place to hold with the public

for her sake, but I realised she must be
given a chance as well. We won out in

the end, after a struggle, for we are both

determined fighters. Today we are success-

ful, happy and harmonious in all things.

A man must love some woman more than
himself to succeed. True happiness is being
able to give the girl you love the material

things she wants, and the protection she
needs. No man makes his fullest success

until he marries a girl he loves.

Furthermore, anyone in contact with the
world needs a sense of humor or he is lost!

Life is full of seeming trials and tribula-

tions, but a smile will dispel many troubles.

Those who work on my pictures speak of
the harmony and quiet which surrounds us.

Everything is attuned to the smoothly work-
ing production and its ultimate successful

completion. And why not? No one gains

anything by shouting raucously and trying

to frighten others into subjective obedience.
Everyone works best under kind direction
and helpful guidance. I laugh with my
boys, sing with them during the lunch hour,
and listen to their worries and hopes and
fears. Send your workmen home with a
cheerful thought and kindly feeling in their

hearts, in order to secure the best work
tomorrow.

Competition is very keen in Hollywood.
The stakes are great. And it is hard to
retain one's perspective of life. But I strive
daily to maintain my mental equilibrium, to
keep serene and kindly. I believe if you
will do this with a definite goal in mind,
constantly recalling the slogan NEVER BE
BEATEN, you are going to win out over
the most insurmountable obstacles. Smile
when you are seemingly down, laugh when
the other fellow is sure you are down, sing
when you are at the top, and help the other
fellow up when you know he is down!

Q Mack Sennetfs girls are always in the latest designs.

See his 1927 Beach Shebas in theJune Screenland.
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BEAU GESTE
A remarkable story of the
French Foreigi Legion

OLD IRONSIDES
Beloved in American

History

THE BLACK PIRATE
\ Douglas Fairbanks i lit

SCARLET LETTER
Hawthorne's Masterpiece

BEN HUR
The book which was
translated into every

language!

An Unexcelled Publishing
Offer. See the Titles

and order now
We must go below the pleasing sub-titles or descriptive

reading to really appreciate and understand a picture. And
this we can do if we have read the book from which the picture

itself is made and have gotten the author's spirited interpreta-

tion in its entirety.

Order anyone for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

Ben Hur .

Beau Geste

One Minute to Play . . . .

Stella Dallas

Michael Strogoff

The Country Beyond .

Bardelys the Magnificent . . .

Sparrows
Three Bad Men
La Boheme . .

The Scarlet Letter

The Volga Boatman . . . .

Old Ironsides

Aloma o
c
the South Seas . . .

The BlacK Pirate
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The Great Deception . . . .

The Sea Wolf
Sunny Side Up
Strings of Steel
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The Show Off

The Ten Commandments . .

The Freshman
The Reckless Lady ....
The Covered Wagon ....
Cobra
The Pony Express

She . .

The Mark of Zorro ....
Don Q's Love Story ....
The Iron Horse

Romola
Seven Keys to Baldpate . . .

The Man on the Box ....
The Plastic Age
Peter Pan .......
Captain Blood

The Sea Hawk '

North of 36

The Man Without a Country .

Scaramouche
Monsieur Beaucaire .....
The White Sister

The Dramatic Life of Abraham
Lincoln ........

General Lew Wallace
Percival C. Wren
Harold M. Sherman
Olive Higgins Prouty

Jules "Verne

James O. Curwood
Rafael Sabatini

Marie Coolidge'Ras\

Herman Whita\er
Marie Coolidge-Ras\

]\[athaniel Hawthorne
Konrad Bercovici
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MacBurney Gates

MacBurney Gates

Richard Harding Davis

Geo. Gibhs

Jac\ London
Henry St. John Cooper
Paul Gulic\

Herman Melville

Gaston Leroux
Geo. Barr McCutcheon
Wm. Almon Wolff
Henry McMahon
Russell Holman
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Emerson Hough
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H. J. Forman
H. Rider Haggard
Johnston McCulley
K. & H. Prichard

Edwin C. Hill

George Eliot

Earl Derr Biggers

Harold MacGrath
Percy Mar\s
James M. Barrie

Rafael Sabatini

Rafael Sabatini

Emerson Hough
Edward Everett

Rafael Sabatini

Booth Tar\ington

F. M. Crawford

Your Personality
(Continued from page 41)

"By the strength of your personality you
can compel people to believe in you, to give

you your opportunity. How to make good
—that's brains. But the thing that gets

you your chance to make good, that's the

impression you make on others, the kind of

person you really are, the she of soul you
have, the .

But she broke off blushing, actually e

barrassed:

"Never do I speak of such things. Don
ask me. I'm only the girl who carries th

flag for this film army. Ask the rea
fighters—the people who are responsible fo

my pictures—for all pictures. Ask th

Director, the Camera Men, the Costume De
signer, the Publicity Men, the extras, any
body—but don't ask me. I'm just the litt'

girl . . .
" And she ran away before

she finished, down the steps, into her;

limousine and away to New York.

Hale

A. M. R. Wright

SCREENLAND
49 West 45th

MAGAZINE (Book Dept.) Desk 5

Street, New York City.

for which please send me

Perhaps what Ureta Nissen says is rigu.

Perhaps it does depend entirely upon our
personalities whether we are victors or vic-

tims of life. At least it's well worth trying

to find out. So if you are not satisfied

with your back seat in this world's great

theatre, come on along with me. Let's go
through this big studio and ask some of the
powerful men and women among the klicg

lights just how they made the grade, just

how they got that way?
First let's try the Costume Designing

Department. We'll see all of the pretty

clothes. The very dresses Bebe Daniels,

Greta Nissen, Florence Vidor, Alice Joyce
and all the others have worn. Oh look!

Real ermine, not just rabbit skin. And the

velvets, the brocades, the satins, the chiffons!

Aren't they heavenly?

But here comes H. M. K. Smith, the

Costume Designer himself. He doesn't look
like a fashioner of women's clothes. Why,
he might be a sea captain. He's so strong
and broad and ruddy. More to the wind
r.nd the sea he belongs than in a studio.

You like him the minute he looks at you.
You can't help but want him around—dl
the time.

I wasn't a bit surprised when he told me
who gave him his chance. And who do
you think it was? No other than the world-
celebrated Lady Duff-Gordon. Yes that

same Lucille who designs gowns for coun-
tesses and chorus girls, princesses and
petite debutantes. With one of Lady Duff-
Gordon's dresses you can transform a ragga-

muffin into a grande dame. And this is

the lady w-ho stuck her white fingers into

Mr. Smith's career.
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Few Months Aero

I Play a Note
Now I Can Play Anything— Ballads

Classical Numbers and Jazz

I ALWAYS liked music.

I envied people who could sit down
at the piano and play.

But I never considered taking piano
lessons myself. I couldn't afford to pay a
teacher and I didn't have much time for

practice.

But a few months ago I heard about a

system of learning music which didn't re-

quire a teacher—a system by which you
could teach yourself to play the piano or

the violin or any other musical instrument

by note in half the usual time.

I made inquiries. I found out that this

sj'stem was called the "Print and Picture"

method—that it had been successfully used

for 28 years by the U. S. School of Music
in New York City—that it had taught half

a million people to play musical instru-

ments. When I found out that the cost of

the lessons averaged only a few cents a

day, I decided to try the course in Piano
Playing.

My Big Surprise

What a revelation that course was!
Music isn't difficult! It doesn't take long

|fto learn. The "Print and Picture" method
makes it wonderfully easy—wonderfully
simple!

I was amazed at my rapid
progress! Before I knew it

I was playing simple tunes.

And now I can play anything
I like—stirring marches that
make the blood tingle—haunt-
ing melodies that hold folks
spellbound — snappy, jazzy
numbers that start feet shuf-
fling and shoulders swaying.

What fun it is to play!
And what good times I have
playing at parties and dances

!

The minute I sit down at the
piano I'm the center of a
laughing, singing, jolly crowd.
I've made scores of new friends. I'm
sought after—invited everywhere! Hon-
estly, I'm getting more fun out of life
than I ever thought possible!

What Learning Music Does
For You

This story is typical. Hundreds of
thousands of people have learned to play
musical instruments by the "Print and
Picture" method. You can do the same.

There's real enjoyment in knowing how
to play. You can entertain yourself for
hours at a time—especially during evenings
at home. You can entertain other folks

—

play at parties—make yourself popular.
You can play with friends in amateur

bands. Or you can join a professional

Pick Your
Instrument

Cello
Harmony and
Composition

Sight Singing
Ukulele
Guitar
Hawaiian Steel
Guitar

Harp
Piccolo

Trombone
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

and Tenor)

Piano
Organ
Violin
Drums and
Traps

Mandolin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Cornet

orchestra or band and make
money.' Good musicians

earn $60 to $150 a week
playing in orchestras. Al-

ways a demand for them.

Many pupils of the TJ. S.

School of Music now have
good-paying positions.

How This Method
Works

The "Print and Picture"

method makes every step

clear and simple. First you
are told what to do—then

a picture shows you what
to do—then you do it your-

self and hear it. No pri-

vate teacher could make it

clearer.

Children— some only 7

years old—have found this

method easy as A. B. C.

You don't have to know a

thing about music to start. This system

makes the reading and playing of music

almost as simple as reading aloud from a

book.
Ovide Musin—head of the Musin Virtuoso

School of Violin, in New York said: "How
can you teach Violin through written lessons!"

He was invited to visit the U. S. School of

Music where he was shown the fully illustrated

lessons for violin beginners.
"Ah!" exclaimed Musin, himself a marvelous

Artist, "You have taught me
something. I take the bow and
the violin and show the pupil

how to hold them and tell him
to do the same. He has to go
home and carry that in his mind
until he comes for another lesson.

But you give them a picture of

the correct positions, and they
have it before them all the time I"

One of the reasons, for the
quick results is that learning is

such fun. Instead of waiting a
year before playing tunes—you
learn by playing tunes. You play
simple, familiar melodies by note
right from the start. No tire-

some scales. No laborious exer-
cises. You learn at home in

your spare time and without a
teacher. You study when you

please—and as much or as little as you please.
You learn ticice as fast—three times as fast as
those who study by old-time plodding methods.

Get This Free Book
A 64-page, illustrated book "Music Lessons in

Tour Own Home" will be gladly sent you on
request. You will find it one of the most inter-
esting books you ever read.

The book explains how the short-cut "Print
and Picture" method works—why it gets such
quick results. It contains a set of test questions
which show you whether or not you have musical
ability.

It explains several ways in which the course
enables you to make money even while taking
the course. It tells how our courses qualify
you to teach music— how to get a teacher's
Certificate.

The booklet also contains dozens of letters
from students telling what they think of the
U. S. School of Music courses, and what these

courses have done for them. Here are a few
quotations from these letters:

"I would not take $1,000 for the knowledge I
hare gained from your lessons.
"My progress on the violin has been much faster
than I had hoped for."
"I took piano lessons from you and am teaching
music now."
"Since finishing the course, I have been teaching,
playing in churches and at recitals, and am receiv-
ing a fine salary."

Free Demonstration Lesson
Just read the list of instruments in the panel.

Decide which one you want to play. Then sign
and send the convenient coupon. You will re-
ceive by return mail the free booklet, "Music
Lessons in Your Own Some."-

You will also receive a Free Demonstration
lesson which shows you plainer than any descrip-
tion could, just how our system works. This
Free Lesson tests your musical ability—shows
you that you need no special talent—shows you
how easy the "Print and Picture" method is,

and how quickly you can learn—and provos to
you that you really can learn to play a musical
instrument without a teacher.

Don't let the fact that you can get this Book-
let and Test Lesson easily and without cost or
obligation, keep you from sending for them or
make the mistake of undervaluing them. By
showing you how easily and cheaply you can
learn to play a musical instrument, this" Booklet
and Free Lesson may mean the difference be-
tween a whole lifetime enlightened by the joys
of music and a lifetime empty of music's inspir-
ing influence.

Right now we are making a Special Offer for
new students. Do not delay. Mail the couponNOW—before it's too late to gain the benefits
of this offer. Instruments supplied when
needed, cash or credit. U. S. Schorl of Music,
3225 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. School of Music,
3225 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and parti-
culars of your Special Offer. I am interested
in the following course

:

Have you above instrument?.

Name

Address

City

(Please write plainly)

State..:.
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YOU

MISS ANDERSON'S STATEMENT
When J arrived at the Kaufman &

Fabry Studio my hair was straight as you
may see in the picture at the left. I had
very little faith in any of the so-called
hair-wavers and expected I would have to
visit my hairdresser hefore keeping my
other posing appointments in the after-

noon. To my delight, as you will see

from the center photograph, it was not
necessary. My hair was perfectly waved.
I have proved to my own satisfaction that
Maison Marcellers will save time, money
and the hother of waiting to have one's
hair marcelled. They can he worn any
time which means that you may be doing
useful work while the hair is being waved.

(Signed) Evelyn Anderson

KAUFMAN &. FABRY CO.
Commercial Photographers. Chicago

Maison do Beaute. Chicago. Illinois.

I, Edward .7. Cook, hereby certify that these are actual

photographs taken bv me while Miss Evelyn Anderson's hair

was marcelled with Maison Marcellers. The one at the left

shows Miss Anderson's hair as she entered my studio. That
at the right shows the Maison Marcellers in place. The
center photograph shows Miss Anderson's hair as it appealed
30 minutes later. . „ ,

(Signed) Edward J. Cook.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 24th day of March. 1926.
Emma W. Stolzenbach.

Notary Public.

PUBLISHERS
NOTICE TO READERS

A Chicago representative of our paper and
representatives of over 100 other published
witnessed a demonstration of these ma)
colters and found them to be successful
and very satisfactory.

THEY'VE come from every corner of the land—the
enthusiastic, grateful words of praise from women
who have discovered Maison Marcellers. These let-

ters tell of new hair beauty—new loveliness revealed in

smooth, loose, becoming, lasting waves. They speak of
the compliments showered on them by friends—of the
refusal of these friends to believe that other than the

most skilled professional marceller could have created
such waves. They talk of the difficulties which their hair
presented, of its thickness or thinness, of its softness or
coarseness, and they end by telling of the marvelous,
unbelievable way in which Maison Marcellers triumphed
over these difficulties, and gave them for the first time
an utterly satisfying wave.

A $1.50 Marcel Every Day—With Maison Marcellers
They say that never before have they found a waving method

that offered everything that one could ask—freedom from the
ruinous, hair-destroying hot iron, escape from the constant
nuisance of beauty shop appointments, elimination of the appall-
ing cost of professional marcels. These women, free for the first

time from all the bother and expense and danger of ordinary
waving methods, now know the loveliest marcels that they have
ever had and do it themselves, at home, in 30 minutes, while
they are dressing. • *

Even the Most Difficult Hair Is Conquered
By This Marvelous Waving Method

Perhaps you say, "It may work for others, but my hair is too
difficult." You are just the person, then, for whom Maison
Marcellers are meant. Don't you know that the reason your
hair has failed to take a marcel is that the professional operators
have never waved it twice the same ? With these Marcellers you
can do what no one else would bother to do, set the wavers the
same every time and in a brief while train your hair to wave
exactly as you want it to, in the precise line most becoming to
the shape of your face. Perhaps the first time you try it you
won't get the line exactly as you want it. But no matter how
stubborn your hair, no matter how stiff and inadaptable, you can
give it, not just a passable wave, but as lovely a wave as you
have ever known.

It Waves While You Dress
What if someone does phone a dinner invitation just after

you have come in from a swim, with your hair still damp ?

What if you do return from a blowy motor ride or wave-ruining

M.v hair is invariably beautifully
waved, and I get these results by
only fifteen minutes of arranging once
a week. I wear my hair long now.
I used the Maison Marcellers when
m.v hair was bobbed and they work
as well on long hair as on bobbed
hair.—Edith Lord.

I have a better wave now with Maison
Marcellers than I ever had before.
Seems hardly possible but it is true.
Not only do they give a deep and
lasting wave but also a softer, more
natural one than a hot iron marcel.—Josephine E. Jordan.

I think the Marcellers are great. The
girls at school arc crazy about my
waves and will not believe that my
mother does it with the marcellers.—Virginia Bair.

Maison Marcellers give a smoother,
deeiier, more lasting wave. And they
don't hurt my hair, as did the con-
stant hot-iron waving. Then too. the
same set is used to wave my daugh-
ter's hair. I really got them for her
as I want her hair to be propcrlv
trained.—Mrs. Wm. Bair.
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too can have
gloriously

beautiful waves
Women everywhere are ecstatic in their praise of Maison Marcellers and the un-

matchable loveliness of the waves they produce. In 30 minutes — at home— you
can have the same wonderful marcel— whenever you wish, and without beauty
shop expense or ruinous hot irons!

round of golf to find that the crowd is planning to leave in

thirty minutes for a dance in a nearby town. You can be

ready with hair beautifully groomed. While you freshen up and
change your frock it is waving in a lovely soft, loose marcel
about your face 1 You have only to try Maison Marcellers

—

your mirror proves the almost unbelievable wonder of its results
-—far better than any word can picture.

Read What They Say!
Mrs. M. S ,

Camden, N. J.

I am very well satisfied with your marcellers and is the truest ad-
vertisement I have ever sent for.

Miss C. B. P , Flint, Mich.
I cannot too highly recommend the Maison Marcellers to anyone
desiring a perfect marcel effect.

"I Think They're Just Wonderful"
Miss E. D , Washington, D. C.

I think they are wonderful. My hair was thin and straight and cost

me so much money going to hairdressers to keep it. waved, but since

I have these wonderful wavers my hair looks much better.

Mrs. E. W. C , White Salmon, Wash.
I was certainly pleased. I marcelled my own and my sister-in-law's

hair and would like to say I wouldn't resell it to you for $10.

Mrs. M. N. B ,
Waukegan, 111.

The Marcellers arrived two days ago. And as inexperienced as I

was I had a wave that same day. Yesterday my husband came home
and as soon as he saw my hair he said, "Oh, you got a marcel

today!"
Miss M. Z ,

Duquesne, Pa.

I give a good word about your wonderful Marcellers to all who ask

me "Oh. what pretty marcels. How do you curl your hair( Of

course I'm glad when asked. The marcels are beautiful.

"I Wouldn't Take $20 For Them"
Mrs. M. V. S ,

Elizabeth, N. J.

Am delighted with the wavers. Would not sell my set for 520 if I

thought I could not replace them.

Surely You Want This Wonderful Secret

of Beautiful Marcels
Surely you will want to give to your own hair the same new

beauty that these women are enjoying. You will want to be

able, as they do, to slip Maison Marcellers on your dampened
locks when you start dressing, slip them off when you finish

—

and see your hair lying in the prettiest, softest, most perfect

marcel imaginable! And when you think how your hair under

the kindly ministration of this safe, sane waving method will

recover its beauty lost through destructive hot irons and other

dangerous waving methods, you will rejoice as these other women
do in your discovery of this newest, easiest, most satisfactory

way to a perfect marcel.

For Any Kind of Hair— For Any Arrangement
No matter whether your hair is soft and fluffy, coarse and

It scarcely seems possible that as
pie a device as Maison Marcellers can
produce the lovely marcel with its deep
undulations and graceful curving hair
lines. I was surprised to see such a
nice marcel in my hair when the
wavers were removed.— Miss Thelma
Davis.

straight, long or short, the Maison Marcellers will give you a
wave of unbelievable beauty—a shingle bob, Ina Claire, horseshoe
wave or pompadour, center or side part. And it is the simplest
thing in the world to do. The Maison Marcellers adapt them-
selves to any style, any requirement. Made of soft rubber, light

and flexible, scientifically designed. Lie down for a nap with
them on—you'll never know they are there.

End—TODAY—the Expensive, Time-Consuming,
Hair-Ruining "Beauty Shop" Habit

Don't be a slave to hair care a minute longer. It isn't neces-
sary. You can be immediately and permanently free from all

the nuisance of beauty shop methods and inconvenience and
expense. Yet you can have every day a marcel for which a good
beauty shop operator would charge you $1,501 You can be the
envy of your friends. You can restore all the natural beauty
of your hair. And you can do all these things so easily. Sit

down now. Send for Maison Marcellers.

Our Remarkably Liberal Offer— Now Extended
For a Limited Time

As a special introductory inducement, we have been offering
Maison Marcellers at a surprisingly low price. To safeguard
purchasers who order immediately, we guarantee to honor all

orders received from this advertisement at the price quoted in

the coupon—only $2.98 plus a few cents' postage.
This includes a new and authentic marcel fashion chart, and a

complete set of Maison Marcellers. Nothing more to buy. Just

dampen the hair with water and place the Marcellers in your hair

according to directions.

Take advantage of this special offer right away, because it may
be withdrawn at any time.

Send No Money—Just Mail the Coupon
Even at this special price you need not risk a penny. Just

sign and mail the coupon. In a few days, when the postman
brings your outfit, just deposit $2.98 with him (plus a few cents'
postage). And when you put in your first marcel, you'll say it

was the best purchase you ever made in your life, for your hair
waving troubles are ended. Every time you use this outfit you'll

get better and better results and you'll never have to spend
your good time and money for marcels again.

After you have tried this marvelous new marcelling outfit for

5 days, if you are not delighted with results—if it doesn't give
you the most beautiful marcel you ever had and improve your
hair in every way—simply return the outfit to us and your
money will be refunded. But don't put it off. Be among the
first to take advantage of this special introductory offer. Fill in
and mail the coupon today!

Maison de Beaute
124 West Illinois Street, Chicago, 111.

Everyone comments on my "marcel"
—but no one will believe that it isn't

waved by an expert operator, using a
hot iron. I must admit I never
dreamed Maison Marcellers could
make such perfect waves in my hair!
- Mis. Margaret O'Neil.

COUPON
Maison de Beaute,
124 West Illinois St., Dept. 115, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me your newly invented marceling outfit, in-
cluding Maison Marcellers, Marcel Style Chart, and complete directions,

which I agree to follow. I agree to deposit $2.9S (plus postage) with
the postman when he makes delivery. If the Marcellers do not put a
well defined wave in my hair I will return the outfit within 5 days and
you are to refund the purchase price without argument or delay.

Name

Address - :

City. ...
State.

NOTE: If vou expect to be out when the postman comes, enclose $3.10

witii your order and the Marcelling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
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AFEW weeks ol pleasurable practice
.gives you command of cheConn saxo-

phone which enables you to entertain
yourselt and friends. Be popular, increase

your income ifyou wish! Start now with
an easy-playingConn. Choice ofworld's
foremost artists—and costs no more.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any

,
Conn.Write for Free Book, details.

,G. Conn, 584 ConnBldy.
Elkharf, Ind.

BUST DEVELOPED
My Bipr Three Part Treatment is thoONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I send you aGUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

FREE
14-DAY

TREATMENT
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo, N.Y.

MIDGET NAME CARDS
Trade Mark Keg. U, S. Pat. Off.

THE LATEST NOVELTY SOc. Per Book
Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, size

,

1-8X%. in genuine leather case. Choice of black,

I
tan, preen or red. A perfect name card.

I Name in Old English type. Price complete

50c, name only. Send stamps, coin or

money order. Satifaction guaranteed or

money refunded. Agents XVanted.
MIDGET CARD SHOP, INC.

44 S. MARKET SQUARE HARRISBURG, PA.

SuporflttoufHAIRallGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet
We Teach Beauty Culture

0. 1. MAHLER CO., 35-B Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

PIMPLES
Cleared up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100. Onn cases—used like toilet water—is simply magical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor by telling your
friends; if not, the loss is mine. wit IT E TODAY.

£.S. GIVENS, 411 Chemical Bdlg., Kansas City.Mo.

"MEXICAN ROSEl

DIAMOND
FREES

To get the names of Gem-lovera everywhere, and tell you
about a Marvelous NEW GEM matching: the finest genulno
Diamond SIDE-RY-SIDE—sameperfect cut, dazzling steel-

blue brilliancy and flashing rainbow fire, GUARANTEED
FOR LIFE, yet low in price, we'll give FREE this beautiful,
flory Mexican Rose Diamond (not a genuine diamond). For
Free Gem and catalog send quick your name, address and
30c to partly pay handling cost.
Mexican Gem Importing Co., Dept.SL5-D, Monterey, Cal.

Baby Loves
A Bath With

Cuticura
Soap

Bland and Soothtng to Tender Skins.

' In 1914 H. M. K. was the credit manager
of a merchandising firm. One day he went
out to call on Lady Duff-Gordon at her

country place at Larchmont, near New York.

"Her Ladyship is occupied. She can't be

seen." Mr. Smith was informed.
"That's strange. She is expecting me.

What is the matter?"
"Her Ladyship is occupied. She is trying

to write a paper to be read before the silk

manufacturers. The words will not come
to her and Her Ladyship is frantic."

All that talk didn't deter H. M. K. a

bit. He insisted on seeing Lady Duff-

Gordon. From the moment he spoke he

took all her woes on his shoulders. He
offered to write her paper on the history of

silk, did so and delivered it to her two
days later.

This was Tuesday. On Thursday his

telephone rang. It was Lady Duff-Gordon's
secretary summoning Mr. Smith to her lady-

ship's private studio at 120 Fifth Avenue.
When he arrived, without preamble, the

Lady took him by the hand and said: "Mr.
Smith I want you to be the general manager
of my entire establishment."

"But, but— why my dear Lady Duff-
Gordon, I don't know anything about
women's clothes. And I can't even draw.
Not a line. Not a scratch."

"That doesn't matter. Your personality

strikes a perfect balance between art and
business. I must have you. You are what
I need and want."
Now just suppose, for instance, that

H. M. K. had been a timorous, negative

type. He would never have been given his

chance. He might at this moment still be

a credit manager instead of a highly-paid

executive in one of the largest film studios

in the world. But in the motion picture

industry the gates swing open to the magic

"Sesame" of Personality!

From Lady Duff-Gordon's to Paramount's

studio was but a step . H. M. K. Smith's

personality carried and kept him where he

is. He will never lack for this world's

goods. He will never know that cruel sus-

pense that hounds nine-tenths of us: "Can
I hold my job? What will I do if I lose

it? Am I efficient enough to get another?"

He is beyond all that. He is the master

of his life and his craft. His life and his

craft will never master him.

But now you are saying that's all right

for those fortunate people who have charm-

ing personalities. But I haven't. I'm shy.

Awkward almost. You can't build a per-

sonality.

Gan't you indeed? There is no such

thing as a personality which is cast in an

inflexible mould of bronze. Your person-

ality can change with the weather, with

money, with clothes, with almost any un-

usual circumstance. Let me tell you about

a shy, awkward boy who will, before he
dies, take his place with Harry Leon Wilson
and America's other great whimsical writers.

His name is Blake McVeigh.
Blake was born, went to school, played,

studied just like any other normal boy. He
didn't set his village on fire with his per-

sonality nor nobody would have called him
Lord Chesterfield's little son. In other

words he was just an ordinary lad.

But at the exalted age of seventeen he
got married. Now we all know that pretty

American girls are known for their lusty

appetities so it was up to McVeigh to

hustle around and get a job. But he was
so shy, so awfully awkward and shy.

Nevertheless he stalked up to the City

Editor of the Philadelphia Public Ledger
with his heart almost tied around his Adam's
apple and asked for a position as a cub
reporter. And got it!

There he became accusiomcd to meeting

people ,and coaxing them to open up to

him. It lakes charm to make a person un<

bosom himself and Blake learned this trick.

He had to. Otherwise he would have been
a failure.

To make a success on the Philadelphia

Public Ledger is no mean achievement. And
that's what Blake did—solely through hisi

personality. But Blake couldn't seem to

rest on his haunches. He had ambition and
after only a year with the Ledger he de-.

cided to try New York.
Think what that means for an eighteen

year old boy-man with a young wife and
a child. If he doesn't make good, it's easy

to starve in this big city. There are few
neighbors to drop in mornings with a

pitcher of soup or a pumpkin pic. The
gray wolf of hunger and a whole litter of

cubs can move in on you—if you leave the

door one-quarter of an inch ajar. McVeigh
knew all this but he wasn't afraid. He
came, he saw, and his half-shy, half-humor-

ous personality conquered the ? ? ?

editor of the Morning World. That was
an extraordinary feat. If you don't believe

it. Try it. For five years Blake stayed on
this paper learning how to write, and learn-

ing, incidentally how to develop from a

callow boy into a real cosmopolite, able

and ready to hold his own with all metro-

politan comers.

Now, only a few years later, we find

Blake entrenched in a strong position in

Paramount's Publicity Department. When
you go to him for something you get it.

There is a solidity about him. He makes
you trust him. It's his personality. It's a

sense of fairness, of good-humored under-

standing. He knows what it is to be on
top—and also how it feels to hit the bot-

tom. And with it all he has the real gift

of writing on him. But if you told him
that he'd laugh and probably say: "After
looking after my wife and feeding the kids,

I don't have much time to double in master-

pieces." But he will some day. The mark
is on him, the mark of whimsical humour
and exquisite writing. It can't be hidden.

It shines through the simplest thing he does.

Again the film industry opened its door
to the magic "Sesame" of personality. And
there's no earthly reason why you can'

develop your own personality— just as

Blake McVeigh did.

Of course, now that we're in the studio,

you want to see the casting director righ

off. He is always pictured as the hardest

hearted man in the world, the kind of

person who would pour carbolic acid int"

a baby's milk bottle.

Well, that assumption is all wrong in

the case of Fred Fleck, Paramount's Cast-

ing Director. As I went into his office I

heard him speaking with a stylishly dressed,

bejeweled matron: "No, Mrs.
haven't a thing for you to-day nor for the

baby either." When she had gone he saic

to me: "I wouldn't give that woman a job

—ever. She has plenty of money, plenty

of everything. Just wants to work in pic-'

tures to get an extra kick out of life.

There are too many girls around who really

depend on that money to live. And toc^

many babies who are the family meal
ticket."

Fred Fleck has the saddest eyes I have
ever seen. And there must have been some
overwhelming tragedy back in his life. He1

started out as an extra man with Ricardd
Cortez and Adolph Menjou. He was doing
remarkably well when suddenly, for no
reason, without even a word to his closest

friend, Adolph, Fred went off and joined

the army. This was in 1916 before Amer-
ica's entrance into Europe's bloody arena.
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Thousands Have This
Priceless Gift

-and Never Discover It!
Many men rob themselves of success, popularity, achievement and position wnich
could rightfully be theirs if they would but recognize the presence of a priceless gift

which nature gave them. They go through life timid, self-conscious, fearful and
retiring instead of using this natural gift to dominate and control others and be-

come leaders among men. Seven men out of every nine have this gift. You can now
find out for yourself, by means of this amazing FREE test, if you are one of these.

What

No sane man would deliberately and
knowingly throw away a chance to become
in outstanding, influential and important
figure, occupying a high-salaried job in his

;hosen profession. Yet, without knowing it,

thousands of men are throwing away a
priceless gift which, if they would but
bring out from its hiding and use it, would
obtain for them influence,

position, popularity, pow-
er, leadership and money.
Nearly every man has

in him the knack of

powerful and convincing
speech. This magic power
is that thing which often
rises up within you and
demands expression, but
is never heard because
you lack confidence in

your ability to speak with
force and conviction.

Now Easy to Become
a Powerful Speaker

I don't care what work
you are now doing. I don't

care what may be your
~~~~~~~~~

station in life. I don't care how timid
and self-conscious you now are when called

upon to speak. If you will give me just

fifteen minutes each day in the privacy of
your home I will make you an accom-
plished and powerful speaker in a few
short weeks or not charge you a single

Day15 Minutes
Will Show You

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to propose and respond to toasts

How to address board meetings
How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write better letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power

and ambition
How to become a clear, accurate

thinker
How to develop your power of con'

centration
How to be the master of any situation

penny. You need not have a college

education, nor do you need any kind of

vocal training. By this amazing, easy
method you have only a few simple,

easy - to - remember principles to learn.

Then you will see how really easy it is

to have the power of effective, convincing
speech.

Why Powerful Speakers Are

Picked for Important Jobs

If you will take par-

ticular notice, you will

find that the big, im-

portant, high-salaried
jobs invariably go to

men who are convincing
talkers. Often you will

see a man of
this type forge
ahead in busi-

ness at an
amazingly fast

rate, while
men of even
greater ability

stand tied to—

—

-—"—

—

" one job be-

cause they lack speaking power. That is

the reason you quite often are astonished

to see a man jump over the heads of many
superiors into a job among the big leaders.

It is the power and ability to speak with
force and conviction that flashes men from
obscurity and low wages to prominence

and high salaries.

Amazing Book Free—Mail Coupon

If you will fill in and mail the coupon at

once, you will receive a remarkable new
book called "How to Work Wonders with

Words." This book gives you an amazing-

test by which you can determine for yourself

in five minutes whether you are one of the seven

men out of every nine v,'ho possess the "hidden
knack" of powerful speech, hut do not know it.

Decide for yourself if you are going to allow 15
minutes a clay to stand between you and success.
Thousands have found this to be the biggest step
forward in their lives. If it has played such an
_ _ _ important part in

MfV^AT- ^4^1Tf" t'le lives of many big
^-JV^lAfc men, may it not in.

yours ? Then mail
the coupon at once.FREE

North

^ w American

Institute

3601 Michigan Ave.,

Dept. 6325, CHICAGOJLL.
North American Institute,

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6325,
Chicago, Illinois

Please send me FREE and without obligation rry
copy of your famous book, "How to Work Wonders
With Words."

Name
Address

City State _
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3XNft Fear
the embarrassment of objectionable

odors from

PERSPIRATION
keep your body health

f Formerly 'Charm
Destroys Perspiration Odors—A Charming Deodorant

A superior odorless antiseptic toilet powder that con-
tains No Talcum. Very henelleial to
comfort when dusted on sanitary
napkins, underwear, dress shields,
etc. Refreshing after the hath, elves
instant relief to tired, swollen anil
aehlne feet. An Indispensable toilet

requisite. Price 50c at dniK and dept. stores. Clip
his out and enclose 10c for generous sample.

New York Shield Co.. 55 W. 16th St.. New York

lowder that con-

DR ESENWEIN

IMlUIUIMIHIMIMIIMIMI.riiWIMI'P^TI

Short-Story Writing I

A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingof the ShortStory,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wcin, famous cricic and
teacher: EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

•i;l«jZI«'ZI«iZI«zl».CM.'-|»eMj-M.'^IIU«lNi^^

WkyWas SKc tke

BRIDE ~ ~

At last the hour arrived,
the hour she had long
dreamed of—just a few
minut es, afew words and
he was hers forever. He
chose her, in spite of the fact
that thereweremanyothersmore
beautiful and talented. Her secret was simple. T'hirty
days ago she had read an amazing new book entitled
"Fascinating Womanhood," which shows how any
woman can attract men by using the simple laws of
loan's psychology and human nature. She could just
as easily have fascinated any other man. You, too, can.
lave this book; you, too, can enjoy the worship and
ttdmiration of men, and be the radiant bride of the
man of your choice. Just cut out this ad, write your
name and address on the margin, and mail to us with
10 cents. The little book outlining these revelations
will then be sent you, postpaid in plain wrapper.Knowl-
edge is power. Send your dime today.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
3906 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo., Dept. 29-E

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S PLAPAO-

PADS are different from
the truss, being neebanico-
chemico applicators made
self-adhesive purposely to

bold the distended muscles
securely in place. No straps,
buckles or spring attached
—cannot slip, so cannot
chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have,
successfully treated them-
selves at home without .""J."!.,
hindrance from work—most SSI/J
obstinate cases conquered. *a«»nD rnx

Soft as velvet—easy to apply—Inexpensive. Awarded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery Is

natural, so afterwards no further use for trusses. We
prove it by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely PR FF
Write name on Coupon and send TODAY. 1

Plapao Co., 1335 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo.
Name
'Address

Return mail will brine Free Trial Plapao

Subscribe to Screenland

$3.00 one year

$5.00 two years

After the war, with that mark of sadness

indelibly impressed on his whole character,

Fred decided, because of Adolph's belief

in him, to go back into pictures. Now
it's easy for a man surrounded by a great

tragedy to make a dismal failure. But Fred
didn't. Sad as he looked he never appeared
sorrowful. Humor shone through his con-

versations always. He forced his person-

ality to be what he wanted it. He changed
his very nature. And within a few years,

after assisting nearly every director both

here and on the west coast, Fred was given

the important position of Casting Director.

Because of his vast knowledge of people

and pictures generally, Fred has been
extraordinarily successful. And how he
knows people, how he has learned human
nature from being thrown constantly with

all grades and classes.

"He gave a queer laugh at an obscene
story and that gave me his number. I knew
he wasn't the type we needed for that role",

Mr. Fleck said of an unhealthy looking

individual who had just applied for a job

on the screen. Of another he remarked:
"That man isn't any good. He's too

darn hearty. When they put up that much
front, when they swagger like that, I know
for sure they won't be able to do the things

they say they can."

Personality and only personality is the

quality on which Mr. Fleck must pick his

people. Hundreds of unknowns storm his

gate every day and the only way he can
judge them, since he has never heard of

them before is by the impression they make
on him.

Fred Fleck is a great man. So strongly

has his personality infected me that if I

wanted to go into the movies, if I felt life

held nothing unless I could act on the

screen, I wouldn't try to see Cecil de Mille

or any of those other demi-gods, I would
just go to Fred Fleck and throw my whole
future at his feet. Because I know, if I

have any film talent whatsoever, if there is

the slightest vestige of hope in the world
for my film career, Fred Fleck will be able

to discern it and will give me a chance.

He plays no politics, no favorites. He
choses his people for what he knows they

have. And he doesn't let Four Flushers,

Smart Alecs or Double Crossers pass his

gate. By their personality he knows them
and he is never wrong!

If Fred Fleck could change his entire

personality, his nature, his very soul to

achieve success, you can do the same. If

your house has burnt down, if your sweet-

heart has left you, if your Sunday trousers

are frayed and there isn't a dime in the old

savings bank, stop looking like you had been
weaned on a sour pickle. Give a great

rollicking laugh and go out and mop up
on this cold-hearted world, just remembering
others have done the same.

Stenographers seem to think they have
the hardest time and I agree with them. Of
all the positions in the world from which
it is hard to climb, a stenographer has the

most difficult task. If you are efficient,

your boss wants to keep you forever. He
doesn't wish to promote you to an executive

position because he will lose his right hand
man. If you have ambition and want to

rise, the chances are all against you. It

takes the most winsome personality, backed
by real ability, to get out of a stenographic

rut. Ask Sarah Siegel, she knows.
Sarah is assistant to the head of the

studio's publicity department and so clever

is she that her boss says: "Why I could

go away for a month and I know the work
would continue just the same. Sarah knows
exactly how to handle the routine and how
to manage people. Her middle name is

—

diplomacy."
When you get a death blow to all your

dearest desires, it takes a stout heart and a

stouter personality to survive. Gregory La
Cava, Paramount's gifted director, received

a mortal wound when he discovered that

he couldn't paint and eat. He wanted to

be a great artist—like Rembrandt and Titian

and Michael Angelo. He thought, slept,

dreamed, breathed pictures. But he couldn't

cat them. The time came when he had no
more money to go on. After spending the

years of his early youth studying at the

various academies in Chicago and New York
he had to give up his work. But it was
woven into his heart and he couldn't think

in any other terms but pictures, pictures,

pictures. So he decided to become a car-

toonist. With no experience except his

general knowledge he drew a comic strip,

walked bodly into the office of the editor

of the New York World and sold it.

Right Off.

But that didn't make up for his loss. He
wanted to Paint Madonnas, Saints, Mag-
dalenes. Instead he was drawing buffoons.

Life's like that. But La Cava went on.

From the World to organizing an Animated
Cartoon Department for the Hearst papers

was his next step. Pretty soon he wrote a

couple of two reel comedies and directed

them for Charlie Murray. He did the same
for Johnny Hines and Chic Sale. And
now within a few short years, with most of

his heartbreak behind him. you see him
climbing to the top of his profession, direct'

ing feature pictures: "Womanhandled",
"Let's Get Married

. "Say It Again", "So's
Tour Old Man", "Paradise for Two" and
so on.

If you went back to La Cava's childhood

you would say right off : "That boy hasn't

a chance to make good in any artistic field".

He was born in the hardboiled town of
Towanda. Pennsylvania, in the mining
country where men are men and art is the

bunk. But that didn't stop Gregory. He
started out to be a painter and he is a

painter—a Master Artist. For he transcribes

life—not to a small canvas hidden away in

some musty, dusty museum. But he brings

living creations to that universal canvas, the

screen where you and I and all may go and
see. We don't need an expensive ticket on
a luxurious boat. We don't need a pass-

port nor hundreds of dollars to reach his

exhibition. His salon is your town and my
town. A few cents and a few steps and his

pictures appear before our eyes. Gregory
La Cava is a true artist. He is the modern
Rubens. But he hasn't yet been given the

opportunity to paint his masterpiece. But
that will come. And in a few years from
now La Cava will not be ranked with "other
great directors." These "other great direc-

tors" will be ranked with La Cava. Be-

cause his personality, with all the power
and sensitiveness behind it, will have carried

him past these modern ones with their trick

camera angles back to the strong days of

the early Primitives.

If a great artist like Gregory La Cava
can transform his whole personality to fit in

with his everyday life and his everyday
work; if a great artist like Gregory La Cava
can give up the dearest wish of his heart,

is there any reason why you can't overcome
the obstacle which is holding you back?
Now if I were making a try for pictures

there is certanily one man I'd want for my
friend. And that's Harry Fischbeck, one of
the best, if not the best camera man in

America. He's the man that makes ugly
women pretty and pretty women beautiful
with his new invention the Rotor-Raylo.

Alone, Harry came over from Germany
when he was only fourteen years old.
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Already he had mastered the elements of the

photographic art. He came over here with

nothing but a few hundred dollars. And
only a few years after his arrival he started

the first five cent theatre in America. It

made such a hit that before long Mr. Fish'

beck owned and controlled two more of

these little amusement places.

Then the big interests became jealous

of him. Since they controlled the patent

rights on all cameras, etc., they refused to

let him use any of this equipment. They
wanted to force Harry to the wall. But

the same personality that enabled a little

boy to cross thirty-five hundred miles of

ocean alone, to organize and run success'

fully the first popular priced theatre in the

new world—this same personality enabled

Harry Fishbeck to come through victorious.

For he sat right down and BUILT his own
camera. A man who could hold his own
against the strongest interests in America

can do anything. So don't wonder at the

position he holds in the photographic world

to-day. What he went through to get where

he is nobody will ever know. Because he

will never tell.

The hard experiences, rough edges and
raw life which .'ell to Mr. Fishbeck's lot

before success came out to meet him have
given him a remarkable personality, and
it is to this characteristic that he owes his

prominent place in the moving picture

world. He is so soft-spoken, genial and
tolerant. He is so full of charity and under-

standing for those who work under him.

And it wasn't easy for him to achieve

tolerance and sympathy. Think of this

lonely little boy, only fourteen years old;

handicapped by a lack of knowledge of the

English language; ignorant of our ways and
customs; think of this boy—barely a youth
—pitting his few hundred dollars against

the hundreds of thousands of his com-
petitors.

This man's example alone is enough to

shame any of us who fear to try our for'

tunes here in our own country. If Harry
Fishbeck could discard his German back-

ground and fit himself with an entirely new
personality to meet the exigencies of life

in the United States, shouldn't we too be
able to drop our Main Street characteristics

and endow ourselves with those necessary

qualities which cannot fail to lead us to

the same success Harry has achieved.

Harry's Assistant, Irving Dutcher, won
his place in a strange way. Irving, as a

young boy in High School had always been
known for the unusual charm of his per-

sonality. People never forgot him, some-
how. He stayed in the minds of his school

chums long years after school days were
over.

Irving adopted the profession of a photo-

grapher . But after a few years the game
seemed dead to him. He wanted a change.

More action. He didn't know just how to

go about advancing himself. So for a solid

year, instead of bemoaning his fate he

studied all of the moving picture trade

pa'pers to learn what he could about the

camera angles of this great industry. He
directed his personality intelligently so that

if a chance ever came he would be ready.

One of Irving's school chums was now an
important man at the Fox Studio. There
came a day when there was a vacancy in

their Camera Department. A big position,

top, The head camera man had fallen down
on his job. And there was no one in the

' entire department who could fill his place.

Irving's friend remembered what a crack-

ing good photographer Irving was and how
he had been studying the picture industry

for months. So he picked up his telephone

Charming"
Complexion
in 8 Minutes

Jfatuml!'Smooth i'Soft/ Youthful/

"Cosmetics
that Harmonize"

At last, a way has been
found to protect you from a
very leal danger to your skin—"Cosmetics that Harmo-
nize". No longer need you
risk ruining your complexion
by using inharmonious, clash-
ing cosmetics which frequent-
ly form highly dangerous
chemical compounds. Read
about this amazing new
scientific discovery—the Edral
H armo n i zed Beauty Treat-
ment.

(blmazingty $asy Safe Way
A beautiful clear complexion—free from freckles, blemishes, blackheads, pimples—can now be yours, easily

and quickly. Simply use this amazing new harmonized beauty treatment. Six over-size packages comprise it

—

all scientifically and harmoniously blended to give any skin a natural hue and lovely smooth texture. Now,
within the intimacy of your own boudoir, you can apply this treatment in a few moments, and obtain infinitely

more perfect results than you ever could with non -harmonizing cosmetics bought and used at random. This

wonderful new treatment consists of a thoroughly cleansing complexion soap, an effective cleansing cream, an

antiseptic protective powder base cream, a lovely clinging face powder, a remarkable new cream rouge, and a

wonderfully effective bleaching cream for use before retiring. All are scientifically blended and harmonized by

a master chemist, and the same bewitching perfume is used in all, so there will be no clashing odors. Witli

the first application, you will delight in a remarkably improved complexion. The results of continued use will

positively amaze you.

VALUE J
7

20

Introductory

Price

If purchased separately,
the six articles compris-
ing the Edral "Harmo-
nized" Beauty Treatment
would cost you $4 . 25.

Add to tliis the large
bottle of "Fragrance"
perfume, worth $2.05, and
you get a total value of
$7.20 for only $2.95. This
very special introductory
price is for a limited
time only. Send your
order now and save $4.25.

The New Way to Beautify

For the first time you can obtain at a reason-

able price the highest quality cosmetics, gath-

ered together in one complete, harmonious
treatment. For less than the price of each
visit to a beauty shop, you can now keep your
complexion charming for many weeks.

SAFE! Contents and Odors
HARMONIZE

You do not risk the danger of harming your
skin by the use of different and clashing
creams, powders and rouges. Often the chem-
icals in different preparations counteract the
contents of others, tending to make the skin
sallow, yellow and coarse. The contents of

every item of this Edral "Harmony" Beauty
Treatment are carefully and scientifically blended—"harmonized" to give you a beautiful, soft,

natural complexion. The treatment is abso-

lutely safe even to the most tender and deli-

cate of skins.

With every
introductory

order for Ed-
ral Harmo-
nized Beauty
Treatment

will be in-
cluded FREE
one large 13
ounce bottle
of "Fra-
grance" Per-
fume, alone
worth $2.05.

GUARANTEED — OR MONEY BACK
Send your order direct to us to take advantage of the

special introductory price of $2.05 for the complete Edral

Harmonized treatment. Regular price of treatment items

bought separately is $4.25. Satisfaction guaranteed. If you

are not delighted with results, return unused portion and

your money will be refunded. Send only $1.00 with coupon.

Ray postman balance of $1.95 plus a few cents postage on

delivery. Order now.

Only one set to a customer at this special low introductory

price. Mail coupon now.

The Edral Company
2713 SPRING GROVE AVE.

CINCINNATI, OHIO |_

The Edral Company,
2713 Spring Grove Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Gentlemen:

I enclose $1.00. Please send C. O. D.
for balance of $1.05 (plus few cents postage)
complete Edral Harmonized Beauty Treat-
ment—AND INCLUDE BOTTLE OF FRA-
GRANT PERFUME ABSOLUTELY FREE.
You agree to return my money if I am
dissatisfied and return unused contents to
you.

Name..

Address..

Town. State-

Please check your type

Brunette
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VALENTINO
AS I KNEW HIM

by S. George Ullman

with an introduction

by O. O. Mc In tyre

Macy-Masius: Publ'tshtn New York

$2.00 per copy, postage prepaid.

Write Book Dept., Desk 5.

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
49 West 45th Street

New York City

Movie Acting!
A. fascinating profession that nays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve- Hour Talent-Tester or Key to

Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not you
are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel, instinc-

tive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps today.

A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting

included FKEE.

FILM BUREAU Station 5 Jackson, Mich.

FATGET RID
OF YOUR

Free Trial Treatment
sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-
leduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, without starvation diet
or burdensome exercise, often at a rapid rate.
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN. Licensed Physician

State of N. Y. 286 Fifth Av., N: Y. Desk M

MOVIE STARS
ORIGINAL PHOTOS

BEAUTIFUL—LIFE-LIKE
Post Card Size, 15c each. 3 for 30c or 12

for SI; 8x10 size. 50e each, 3 for $1.25. 6

for S2. FREE One 8x10 Photo of your Favorite Star in Oil

Colors with each orderamountinp to $3. Illustrated cata-
log and sample postcard of VALENTINO for 10c. We are
headquarters for Movie Star Photos. Satisfaction Guaraoteed.

ARTS & CRAFTS CO., 3668 S. Mich. Ave., Dept. B Chicago

Stop Whiskey
Wonderful Treatment Helped Faithful

Wife to Save Husband When
All Else Failed.

Try it Free
Wives, mothers,

sisters, it is you that
the man who drinks
Whiskey, Wine or Beer
to excess must de-
pend upon to save him
from a ruined life and
a drunkard's grave.
Take heed from the
thousand sofmen going
to ruin daily through
vile bootlegger's Whis-
key, and the horrible

stuff called home brev from private stills. Once he gets

it in his system he can't stop—but you can save him.
All you have to do is to send your name and address
and we wil send absolutely FItEE. in plain wrapper, a
trial package of GOLDEN TREATMENT. You will be
thankful as long as you live that you did it. Address

DR. J. W. HAINES CO.
1177 Glenn Building Cincinnati, Ohio

The Happ Reunion

and the result was that his old chum was

given a try. In one interview Irving showed
his calibre plainly. His personality stood

out beyond all the other applicants and he

got the job. Ever since Dutcher has climbed

straight up until now he is Fishbeck's Chief

Assistant.

If Irving had had a vacillating, listless,

untrustworthy personality he might this

minute be working in some photographic
studio for little or nothing a week. Or he
might be around taking pictures on the

street, on beaches, any place, anywhere, to

pick up a slim dime. But he's not. He
is, instead second camera man in one of

the greatest moving picture studios in the

world.
There are all shades and grades of per-

sonality. It isn't necessary to have the "life

of the party" type to win a juicy executive

scat. Take J. M. Gerauld—or Jerry as he is

called. Jerry is in charge of the Par-

amount's publicity at the studio. To look

at him not knowing who he is you'd say:

"Why he must be a Consul, or a Judge, or

maybe the American Ambassador to one of

those foreign countries".

He is strikingly handsome in a finely bred,

distinctive way. He was born in Rhode
Island and is a Brown University .man.

Early in his youth he adopted the news-

paper game as his profession. But he was
dissatisfied with his work in Providence and
wanted to enlarge his sphere.

One time he happened to be in Newark.
New Jersey, visiting the girl who afterwards

became his wife. He liked the town and
its people so well that he thought how nice

it would be if he could get a newspaper
job and settle there. So plucking up his

courage he went to see the City Editor of

the Newark "News". But in a very non-
committal fashion the editor informed him
"that there was nothing open just now.
Would notify him later if a vacancy
occured." Jerry left the editor disheartened

and went back to his Providence newspaper.
Scarcely had he gotten settled before he

received a telegram telling him there was
a position for him on the copy desk of the

"News".

Unquestionably it was Gerauld's person-

ality which got him that position. A city

Editor tells ten people a day: "Not a thing

now. Will notify you if a vacancy occurs."

And it means nothing. But something about

Jerry must have impressed that Editor or he
would never have telegraphed all the way to

Providence for a man when he could pro-

bably fill the position a hundred times over
right in Newark.

From the copy desk Jerry rose in a few
years to an influential position in the Newark
newspaper world. Finally he gave up his

newspaper connections and went into pol-

itics. He had a fine position in the city

government, a large salary, a handsome car,

and many other emoluments. But Gerauld
wasn't satisfied, somehow. His personality

didn't have the outlet it demanded. So one
day he went up to Charley McCarthy. Direc-

tor of Publicity at Paramount, and asked

for a position in the moving picture busi-

ness. And that same rare distinctive per-

sonality of his has again brought him where
he- deserves to be—to an important, execu-

tive position.

But consider this man's case gravely. If

he hadn't been SURE of his personality, he
couldn't, in all justice to himself and his

family have given up a comfortable position

in the world of politics, to start from the

bottom in an entirely new profession. And
again if Charley McCarthy hadn't been
SURE that this man's personality was a

suitable one, he wouldn't have placed him

where he did—in the publicity department

where a tactful personality is the paramount

issue. One undiplomatic sentence on the

part of a publicity man can throw a whole

studio askew.

And now I come to two men whose stories

I approach almost with awe. They are just

two plain, modest, American boys, both

under thirty-three years of age, and yet with

achievements to their credit that rank with

those of the Great Amundsen. And the

strangest part of all is, they have no unusual

background; they weren't born in wealthy

families; they didn't have lavish opportuni-

ties poured into their laps.

The first, Merian Cooper, is a southerner

from Jacksonville. The other, Ernest B.

Schoedsack, is a middle west boy. They
were both war heroes, in different branches

of the service, and never saw each other

until they met in Poland—casualy—after

the war.

Finally in 1923 they were brought
together again. Cooper was on his way
around the world as second officer of the

little ship "Wisdom Second" when Schoed-

sack boarded the boat. While in the Red
Sea, the keel was knocked off this ninety-

eight foot craft and in the fortnight that

followed Schoersack and Cooper planned

a dream. They dreamed of making a great

picture—not a travelogue—but a tremend-

ous dramatic film, created in some jungle,

with natural characters and a natural back-

ground.
A few years later this impossible, this

evanescent vision was an accomplished fact.

Those two boys, with no King, Queen or

Country to cheer them on, with meager
equipment and less money—these two boys
went into the jungles of the Tao country in

North Siam and emerged, after eighteen

months, with a picture whose fame has spread

around the world. What was it? Why,
"Grass". This film "Crass" portrays man's
inevitable struggle against nature. And it

isn't a travelogue—but a tremendous dra-

matic film, created in a jungle, with natural

characters and a natural background.
Twice a year the natives of this country

are forced to make a migration in search

of food
—

"Gross". With them they must
take all their earthly possessions: their wives,

their children, their flocks and herds. Icy
torrents must be forded, snow mountains
of perilous heights must be climbed. Intoler-

able obstacles must be overcome which
would drag a weaker tribe down to crush-

ing defeat. Twice a year this happens; twice

a year this superb drama of man against

nature is enacted with no sound of martial

music to inspire a lagging spirit.

Cooper and Schoedsack went on this

same pilgrimage and transcribed this battle

to the screen. They endured the same de-

vastating hardships but with many additional

burdens. For this two-man studio had to

do all the work They had no assistants.

They were their own stage hands, property
men, camera men, scenario writers, costume
designers—if any—script girls and directors.

With super-human effort, under maddening
circumstances this great film was created.

Then when it was all finished, the
strategic work was just commencing because
they had to find some big film company
which would be willing to release it.

The success of all the Gargantuan work
which they had already accomplished de-
pended upon their personalities—their abil-

ity to sell or release this picture which they
had produced. But Cooper and Schoedsack
with the same spirit that had overcome
tigers, cholera, malaria, and a hundred other
terrors, conquered this last hurdle and the
Paramount Company agreed to take care of
the picture.
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Not resting on their laurels, these two
boys left immediately for Persia where for

the last year and a half they have been
laboring heart and soul to produce a picture

greater in every way than "Grass". And
they have succeeded. On March 12th at

midnight their latest film
—

"Wild" will be

released.

Naturally, not many of us can hope to

accomplish such heroic deeds as Cooper and
Schoedsack. Achievements that make the

average Wagnerian character look like a

Cook's tour. But everybody, even the

lowliest person in the smallest bit of a town,

has a chance to work out, through his own
personality, a successful character.

What's that? You're only a clerk in

Schwartz's Dry Goods Store?

Why that doesn't matter . The smaller

the field, the greater your chance. And I

can prove it. I'll tell you about Joe Cleary,

a smiling young Irish lad who works in

one of Butler's chain stores, at the corner

of Sixth Avenue and Waverly Place.

Joe came over from Ireland a few years

ago jingling two shillings together in his

pocket. And like many other Irish boys he

found work with Jimmy Butler. Not much
of a job. Not much of a chance.

Now this store is situated at a peculiar

spot, just one block from Fifth Avenue and
still very near, on the other side, the Irish

and Italian quarters.

How long Joe has been there I don't

know. He's still a very young man. I

have only seen him behind that counter for

two years, but always with a smile on his

face that would sing a diamond out of a

pawnbroker's safe. And that smile has

made him, not only manager of the store

but also one of the best merchandisers in

New York City. Beautiful ladies from their

spacious Fifth Avenue homes, -half'Starved

artists and musicians from their Greenwich

Village garrets, poor Irish and Italian

women with only ragged shawls and worn
Rosaries to their names, all deal with Joe.

Hundreds of women walk extra blocks each

day, in rain and in snow, to deal with Joe.

And they do it for the same reason that

I do. Because of his smile, his cheerful-

ness, his brightness. Because he is always
ready and eager to do a favor for you, to

go out of his way to help you.

One day I went to do my morning's
shopping and Joe wasn't there. The store

was dead. The other boys did their best

but it wasn't any good. Joe was sick. He
was in the hospital. He would be back
next week. But he wasn't. Nor the next.

Nor the next. Trade fell off. Hundreds
of dollars were lost. I couldn't bear to go
near the place. It was so cold and cheerless.

But one sunshiny, spring-like day the

place revived, for Joe came black. The
store was crowded. Happy old women
rushed in for a couple of rashers of bacon
and five cents worth of tea. Fur coated

women from the avenue were back for their

white rock and anchovies. And the little

musicians and writers swarmed there for

their one can of tomato soup and a quarter

of a pound of thirty-nine cent coffee. I

was there, too. With tears in my eyes

almost . Why? I don't know. I suppose
just because Joe had wound himself around
my heart.

Where does he live?

I don't know. Why I didn't even know
his last name until yesterday. But what I

did know and have always known is that

Joe is good and kind and clean and decent,

the sort of fellow that helps another when
things go all wrong.
How do I know that?

Well, I can't tell you exactly. But it

must just be his personality.

The Stage CjOCtch— Continued from page 68

us of his -experiences, and he certanily weak-

ened us; then Sullivan told us how Prohibi-

tion had practically revolutionized Cornell;

Weitzenkorn and ourself are from Columbia,

which beat Cornell in football this year,

probably as the result of the revolution; then

Harris (of Yale) and your correspondent

cut loose. During the scrimmage the stakes

were lost down a manhole. Well, by that

time it was nine-thirty.

So we remembered that we had tickets

for "Thou Desperate Pilot" and invited

Sully. He had tickets for "The Heaven
Tappers" and invited us. So we shook

hands all around and Sully and Harris

wound up at "Queen High", and Louis and

your correspondent at "The Heaven

Tappers".
Well, at "The Heaven Tappers" every-

thing was just terrible with jokes like

"E Pluribus Omnibus" pervading the sec-

ond act, which happened to be on. So
Louis and we thought maybe it was the

prohibition argument, and the show was not

that bad. But at the end of the act, the

whole audience seemed to feel that way,
and, so far as we knew, they had not had
any prohibition arguments. So Louis and
we hired a cab and spent the third act

inside of it, and it was much nicer than
the show.

So that's how the whole thing happened,
and we are going to cut out all prohibition

arguments—beginning January 1.

Joan Goes Dancing Along— continued from page 37

were comparatively easy. But evidently wc
are all meted out a certain amount of grief

in this world and if we do not get it early

it arrives a trifle late.

Picture the light footed Joan dancing in

the Winter Garden in New York. Picture

Harry Rapf, associate executive at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, watching

Joan and, ever alert for talent, seeing in her
screen material. Then imagine Joan's first

screen test. It was bad, because her make-
up was wrong. But Rapf had faith in her

and he could see through the faulty color

of the grease paint. Then picture the

second test which was better, much better,

and imagine Joan receiving a telegram at

her home where she had gone for the

Christmas holidays.

The telegram was brief, as telegrams are

wont to be, but although it lacked literary

style it contained news. And what news!
Miss Crawford was requested to come to

California at once and sign a contract with
the largest studio in the world!

Joan is a girl of many enthusiams. I

would have liked to watch her face when
she got the news. In fact, any girl's face

would be interesting under the circum-

stance. For what girl does not want a

screen career? Then here was a career laid

at Joan Crawford's feet.

When she arrived in California the con-

tract had been already drawn up. It re-

mained for her to sign it. Another screen

Cinderella, a new "find", a girl who had
skipped the slow and agonizing process of

Take Off
Some Fat

Reduce your overweight.
Don't do it by abnormal exercise or

diet. Such results are hard, dangerous
and transient. Do it in the easy, pleas-

ant way.
That way is Marmola Prescription

Tablets. They are based on many 3
Tears

of scientific research, and they act to

correct the cause.

Marmola is the modern, scientific

help. It has been used for 19 years.

Countless users have told others about
its results and its benefits. Now peo-
ple are using, as a result, a very large

amount.
In every circle you can see what Mar-

mola is now doing. Slender figures are

now common, obesity is rare
If exercise and diet seem oppressive,

try the Marmola way which millions

now employ. Watch the results. Watch,
the weight come down, the vitality in-;

crease. You will be amazed and de-
lighted at the results Marmola brings.;

Then tell others—that is all we ask.
Ask now for a box of Marmola.

Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at SI per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.

Oh
prescription tablets

e T^leasant Way to^Reduce

BANJO UKE
Become popular. Play

the latest sons hits. Won-
derful professional instru-

ment. You can have this one with -

maple finish and good quality
rings for only $1.07. Regular $6 retail

value. Complete instructions free show-
ing you how to play in 5 minutes. Order
now and pay postman $1.97 plus postage.
Wineholt Studios, Box 9, Woodbine, i a.

CAMERA.IREE
Your Choice—$100 Professional

MOTION PICTURE Camera or

Professional View Camera^
Be a Motion Picture Cameraman.

Portrait, News or Commercial Pho-
tographer.Big money in all branches.

Hundreds of positions now open pay

$75 to $250 a week. Easy, fascin-

ating work.

Learn Photography Quickly

In your spare time at home you
can qualify for a big paying po-

sition and you get your choice of

professional cameras FREE. In-

struction also given in our great

New York studios

Write for FREE BOOK
Send name and address for big, new,
illustrated hook on professional pho-
tography. Write for your copy tonight

!

New York I nstitute of Photography
Dept. 60 10 West 33rd St.. I\h Y. City
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What IsTfour

SecretAmbition?
Wluit do you want most
in life—a home of your own
— money in the bank —
dozens of friends — popu-
larity — exuberant health?

The Mysterous Tower of

the Subconscious — how to

make it work (or you.

You have within you the

power to reach glorious heights

of achievement! Your sub- qavID V. BUSH
conscious mind can help you to

realize your most cherished ambitions! For it is

the subconscious mind that controls our actions

and makes possible the greatest success.

But it is only in recent years that a way has been

found to reach the subconscious mind and compel

it to work for you in the direction desired. Once
you can command this power—you will have hap-

piness — abounding health — and glorious success

within your easy grasp.

Control Your Future!
In this remarkable book, "Affirmations and How

to Use Them," David V. Bush, eminent psychologist

and lecturer, reveals to you the secret of building a

splendid career. He tells you exactly how to con-

trol your future—exactly how to make your subcon-

scious mind bring you what you want.
"Affirmations and How to Use Them" explains

Dr. Bush's amazing method in detail. It will prove

of inestimable value to you. This vital book will

teach you how to make the most of your life—how
to attain the heights of your ambition. Yet it costs

only 25c! Send for it at once! Enclose 25c, stamps
or coin. Address: David V. Bush, Publisher, Dept.

B-605, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

A Baby In Your Home

many married couples yearn for children
that thousands of copies of a new book by Dr.
H. Will Elders are being distributed without,

colt to childless women. Any family Interested

In overcoming conditions of nature that hinder
the gift of children should write for this fre*

book today. It describes a simple home treat-

ment based on the use of Sterlltone, a wonder-
ful scleutlflo tonlo that has had marvelous suc-
cess all over the country In relieving constitu-
tional weakness.

Every woman who wants to live a normal,
happy home life with little ones around her
should consider it her first duty to know what
Btertltone is and why It should be so wonderful
an aid to her. Read this little book which li

•ent without charge or obligation in a plain

envelope. It unfolds facts that most women
never have had explained to them. Send NO
Money, NO Obligations. Simply name and ad-
dress to Dr. H. Will Elders. 12U18 Bailing**

Kdg., St. Joseph. Mo.

to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

l^nTfpTnosE apjuster
__J« js SAFE, painless, comfortable,

ip^fjfl Speedy, permanent results guar-
t

xfegSy anteed. Doctors praise it. No
ColdlKdal rnetal to harm you. Small cost.

y^onl923 Write for FREE BOOKLET befobe-afted

ANITA CO...Dept. E-69. Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

going from studio to studio seeking work.
The papers all carried the story that a

novice had been signed by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer and Joan Crawford was the envy of

half a million girls!

But Joan, herself, was not content to fall

into a career so easily. She might have had
parts at once, but she chose to do extra

work and mob scenes for a few months.
However, it is much easier to spend the long

hours on a noisy set when one knows that

the weekly check is coming in, then it is

to go from studio to studio with a day one
week and half a day the next.

And all during the time that Joan was
an extra at the studio that would eventually

give her leading roles, her life was made
pleasant. Everyone helped the new "find".

They advised her about make-up and
camera technique and all declared that she

was a "comer" and that eventually her

name would be in electric lights.

When Joan felt that she had seen the

difficult side of picture life, the extra girl's

side, she took a role in "Sally, Irene, and
Mary". And her work was of such excel-

lent quality that the fan letters began pour-

ing in and the public took under its wing
another potential star.

She was made a Wampas baby star in the

early part of 1926 and immediately after-

wards was given leading roles. She had
served a certain apprenticeship, her fan fol-

lowing warranted the faith that the execu-

tives had put in her and her career and
success were assured.

By rights, that should be the end of the

story. But it isn't! That should have been

the end of Joan Crawford's troubles and
stardom should follow as the night follows

the day. Stardom will follow for Joan
Crawford. Nothing will keep that girl

down, because she has the right stuff, but

her troubles have just begun.

"More than anything else in all the

world," she said. "I want to be sincere. I

want my work to stand for something on
the screen. I love to dance, of course, I

like to go to parties and to be admired like

every other girl, but most of all I want to

do the best work I can on the screen.

"There is not a single minute when I

don't have to be right on my toes, right at

high tension, both at the studio and away
from it!" said Joan.
"Then trouble doesn't end when the con-

tract is signed?" I asked.

"End?" she said amazed. "Why it just

begins! And how!"
Her story reminds me of the southern

mammy who said she had heard "there was
happy. old maids, once they quit a-strug-

glin' ".

But the point about Joan Crawford is

that she will never quit "a-struggling",

because she's just not that kind of a girl.

You cannot look into those deep gray eyes,

that hold hidden secrets of cosmic things,

without knowing that hers is an earnest,

sincere soul. The girl who is known as

Hollywood's most abandoned Charleston
dancer, has something more than a pair of
winged feet.

When she gains stardom it will not be an
easy gain and even then I feel very sure

that she will not have achieved her goal.

Joan Crawford is the kind of girl who will

never have a set goal to reach.

In her own words, she must, in fact she
cannot help but, go "on and on and on!"

The Serious Business of Being Funny
(Continued from page 66)

A photographic department which is

drilled religiously in the finer points and

equipped so that the comedy photography

can be on a par in general quality with the

very best in the industry. The casual obser-

ver of a short comedy running on the screen

may not be particularly struck by the fact

that he is looking at a well photographed

picture, but there would be some thing

unsatisfactory in his reaction to the picture

as a whole if the photography were slipshod

or bad. So they make it the best they can.

Then—in addition to the studio itself—

-

there were forty acres of street scenes and

woods and barns and houses, a part of an

ocean-going ship, and a boneyard of props

which are too big to be stored in the studio,

including everything from old-fashioned

buggies and autos to a queer-looking aero-

plane in the shape of a bird.

I found that this has been Animal Month
or Back to the Farm Month in the Christie

studios for in the past thirty days nearly

all of the comedians have been sharing

honors with an animal or so. Billy Dooley
has been acting opposite a guinea pig;

Jimmie Adams has been in a picture in

which a parrot has one of the leading roles;

one of the chief props* in the new comedy
in which Neal Burns is featured is a live

turkey .and Bobby Vernon has had a flock

of trained (more or less) ducks appearing

with him in a stage act.

Which calls to mind one reason why
comedies take so much patience and so
much time in the filming. I watched the
crowd fiddling around with Neal Burns'
turkey for an hour. It will be just a few
feet of film, but the boys had to very care-

fully fasten two wires to the turkey's neck
with tape, one to guide the turkey's head
under a park bench where the lady of the
picture sat, and one to hold the turkey back
so he wouldn't go too far; in other words,
so he would duck back out of sight when
Burns enters the scene. It all sounds simple,

but try to juggle the wires so they won't
show, time the action so the wire-pulling
takes place at just the right second, do this

a good many times and you've killed a

nice sunny morning, besides perhaps wear-
ing out the patience of at least the turkey.
Do the folks who make the comedies

have a lot of fun making them or do they
sweat and work? I'll say they do. I mean
work. Maybe they enjoy it.

But personally I should think the strain

of wondering what would swat them next
day would be too much for a steady diet.

They would be daily wondering whether
they were going to be swatted with a tan
of water or an iron safe.

Maybe they are like the little boy who
was hitting himself on the head with the
hammer—because it felt so good when he
quit.

HAROLD LLOYD'S OFFER OF $300.00

at least, for the privilege of photographing a dog
will give every dog an ambition to act. See page 30
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The Million Dollar

Mustache
(Continued from page 51)

from Oskaloosa, Iowa, whose weary foot'

steps led him finally to Hollywood, for'

tune and world wide popularity. Chester's

saga is an astounding refutation of that

antique bromide that a rolling stone gathers

no moss, for he himself believes that much
of his success as an actor is traceable di-

rectly to his experiences and observations

during the three years he existed as a

Knight of the Road.
Maybe, like the writer, you always be

lieved that Chester's walrus mustache was
real. It looks as if it belongs. Or, as

Chester himself puts it nicely, "it fits my
face". The appended portrait revealing

Chester as he looks away from the Klieg
lights will convince you that he is a much
handsomer man. Just see what sacrifices

these actors will make for their art!

However, let's start right at the begin-

ning of this Twentieth Century fairy tale

and reiterate that Conklin first saw the
light in Oskaloosa, Iowa. His father was a
carpenter. Now, to show you how impor-
tant a factor coincidence was in the rise

of young Chester, it should be related here
that his dad had a dear friend, the Hon-
orable Tracy, who had represented his

district in the Halls of Congress for years
and years. The Honorable Tracy was a
great public speaker, an orator, begob. And
the elder Conklin, possibly with dreams of

a place in the- White House for his little

boy Chester, resolved to make a public

speaker out of him.
In Oskaloosa at that time there lived a

woman who used to give lessons in elocu-

tion to the aspiring youth of the com-
munity and to her one afternoon each week
young Chester would go and spout outbursts

such as "Friends, Romans, countrymen,
give me your ears, etc." And it happened,
one day, when the boy had shouted the
lines with all the turbulence of the River
Tiber, his teacher said to him, "You've been
a good boy and I'll give you something
funny to say".

What the elocutionist taught him was a
piece in the German dialect called "The
Dutchman's Serenade". It was the account,
with pantomime, of a German musician's
romantic gesture on a rainy night. Came
a day in school when all the members of
Chester's class were called upon to recite.

Chester recited "The Dutchman's Seren-
ade" and it made them all laugh. Chester's

teacher (this sounds like a fairy tale, too)
thought it was so funny that she brought
him to the principal and made him recite

the piece and that worthy laughed so up-
roariously that he took the grinning Conk-
lin boy to every classroom and had him
recite "The Dutchman's Serenade". It was
a riot and ever since Chester has excelled

at making others laugh.
When Chester grew older, his family

moved to St. Louis and his father appren-
ticed him to a German baker named SchoU.
Remember that name, for unwittingly, that

sober dough-mixing Scholz, has been the
cause of more pie hurling, crockery smash-
ing and more roars of mirth than he could
ever imagine.
Young Conklin didn't like the sticky feel

of flour and dough, so after a month or

two he said good-bye to Scholz and started

on his meanderings. For three years he
traveled from city to city, from town to
town. He loved to be on the move. His
feet itched. He worked whenever he could
find anybody who was willing to employ so

uncertain a character.

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

"V^OU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's FreckleCream bleaches
them out whileyou sleep. Leaves the
6kin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-
funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream
Removes
Freckles

Whitens
The Skin

LacQiiers,easvtouse.

beautify vour home
at small cost.

The Stillman Co., Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.

Send me your FREE make-up and skin treat-
ment booklet.

Name

Address..

City . State..

cm

You can do perfectly stunning

book cases, gorgeous screens,

exquisite tilt-top tables, wall

shelves, telephone sets, lovely

end tables, radio cabinets, etc.,

easily, quickly, surely. Choose
any of the undecorated pieces

pictured and described in our
free 1927 Yearbook and new
Spring Supplement—then dec-

orate them yourself, at great

money savings.

Thayer &? Chandler art furni'

ture is splendid three-ply
wood, carefully fitted,
smoothly sanded and finished

and sent to you knock'down,
easily and quickly put together.

You decorate it with Prof.

Hibbard's Wood Lacquers

—

they are applied quickly, and
dry in j or 4 minutes.

The Spring Supplement also

tells of parchment shades,

china, glass, gesso-polychrome,

iron novelties, curtain poles,

trays, etc., all ready to be dec-

orated—and we supply the

very newest and loveliest color

transfer pictures now so uni-

versally used for art furniture

decoration— very "different"

and not to be found in stores.

Besides, there's our 132'page "How-
to-do Book" that tells the easy way
to do all kinds of artcraft work. Reg-
ularly $1.00; only 50c if you mention
this advertisement.

Today, send 50c for the "How-to-do
Book"; the 24-page "Spring Supple-
ment" is FREE.

Thayer & Chandler
Headquarters for homecraft decorators

Dept.37„9l3VanBurenSt.,Chicago 'I

1

"Les Resultats Sont

Absolument Merveilleux"
You can preserve or regain a youthfully slender

figure easily through this really delightful and
simple treatment. Remove superfluous flesh with-

out violent exercise, dieting or dangerous drugs.

Simply a course of luxurious perfumed baths taken
in your own home. Popular among French leaders

of fashion. Introduced to America by a woman
of social prominence. For sale by druggists, department
stores, hairdressers, beauty specialists, etc. If your dealer
does not carry Claries Thinning Salt, we will gladly sup-
ply you direct.

SEL AMAIGRISSANT GLARKS
(Claries Thinning Salt)

THE ORIENT CO., North Wales, Pa.

On sale at such stores as Altman. Stern, Gimbel, Macv, Park & Tilford inNew York; Jordan Marsh & Co., Boston: Marshall Field & Co., Chicago;
Strawbndge & Clothier, and Evans, Philadelphia; Halle Bros. Co.. TheMay Co.. Cleveland; Joseph Home Co., Pitttsburgh; D. II. Holmes Co.,
New Orleans; S. Kann Sons Co., Washington.

REDUCED

Wrote
one

happy
woman

Interesting
Booklet
"The

Charming
Figure'

'

sent 0:1

request.

Class R/ngs and Pins
Largest Catalog Issued Sent FREE

R ing as shown with any one or two letters in
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Minnie Flynn will tell you

about Screen Life. See Page

96 of this issue for details.
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New PHONIC
Reproducer

Makes
An
Up-To-

Date

Phono-

graph

out of

your

old

one!

Gives the New Tone and Volume of
Latest New Phonographs for only
Now at last you

can say goodbye to
the squeaky, nasal,
rasping, metallic
tone of your phono-
graph. Now you can
have the beautiful,
natural, full-round-
ed tone of the ex-
pensive new machines which are startling the
world. Yet you need not buy a new phonograph
if you have an old one. The reproducer is the
HEART of any phonograph — and the new
PHONIC reproducer makes' your old phono-
graph like an entirely new one. Based on the
new PHONIC principle. Makes you think the
orchestra or artist is in the same room.

Never Before Such Tone
Tones never before heard are clearly distin-

guished when the new PHONIC reproducer is
used. Test it on an old record. Hear the differ-
ence yourself. Listen to the deep low notes and
the delicate high notes. Hear how plainly and
clearly the voice sounds. Note the natural tone
of the violin and the piano, and the absence of
"tinny" music. You will be amazed. The new
PHONIC reproducer is ideal for dancing or for
home entertainments. Its volume is almost
double that of the ordinary reproducer.

10 DAYS
TRIAL

Direct
from

Factory

SEND NO MONEY
You cannot realize how wonderful the New

PHONIC is until you hear it. That is why we
want to send it to you on 10 days' trial. Send no
money now — just the coupon. Pay the post-
man only $3.85 plus a few pennies postage when
the New PHONIC arrives. Then if you are not
delighted, send it back within 10 days and your
money will be refunded. If sold in stores the
price would be at least $7.50. Our priceonly$3.85.
Over 350,000 people have dealt with us by mail.
You take no risk. Mail coupon now for 10 days'
trial. BE SURE TO STATE THE NAME OF
PHONOGRAPH YOU OWN.

NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS, Inc., Dept. 53
327 West 36th Street, New York

Please send me a New PHONIC reproducer for

•. "v.v will pay the postman S3. 85
'give name of Phonograph) plus few cents postage. If Iam not satisfied after trial, I will return your repro-
ducer within 10 days and you guarantee to refund my
money. (Outside U. S. $4.10, Cash with Order)

Name

Address

City State..

"I guess I was a tramp, all right," he
says, rcminiscently. "Or maybe I am using
the wrong term and was a hobo. I don't
know. I loved to ride freight trains or,

to be technical, the bumpers. I always was
willing to work, when I could find some
thing to do. Often, when I was hungry I

felt sorry for myself, but now I can see that

life was a good thing and has meant
much to me. On numerous times, as an
actor I have been able to recall types of
people I encountered as a tramp and to

reproduce them on the screen.

"Once, I remember, just outside a little

town in Kansas I fell in with a gang of
hoboes. We were all sitting around a fire

in the woods and the bozos were up against

it for money. They were hungry and des-

perate. They were planning to rob, or as

they put it, 'to knock over", the town bank.
First, however, they needed some guns, so
they decided to rob the hardware store and
get them. They sent me into town to nose
around and get the lay of the situation, to

find out where they kept the artillery in the
hardware store. I left them waiting for me
to come back and I don't know how long
they waited, because I didn't stop in that

town or for five or six towns after that."

Suddenly, one day, Conklin stopped mov-
ing about long enough to do some serious

thinking about his future. He remembered
with a warm glow of pleasure the rendition
of "The Dutchman's Serenade" to his school

back in Oskaloosa and he determined to

become a vaudeville actor. He knew abso-

lutely nothing about the stage or vaudeville.

The full illustration of his ignorance may be
discerned by what he did. He bought a

joke book for $1 and prepared a single act

for himself.

Any vaudeville trouper will tell you that

a single is the hardest thing in the world
to get away with in the variety houses.

Conklin, in the confidence of youth, thought
it would be simple. He quickly learned

otherwise. Time after time he lost his job

but he kept his faith and plugged away.
It was during these bleak days, however,

that he discovered that walrus which has
led him to success. At that time all the

German comics on the stage used to wear
a small chin goatee, such as Ford Sterling

used in the days when the films were
young—about twelve years ago. Conklin,
with a flair for realism, didn't see why he
should copy all the others. He remembered
his old baker boss, Scholz. There he
thought, was a typical Geiman. Why not
wear a mustache like Scholz's? So he took
some crepe and fashioned from it the mag-
nificent soup-strainer which has since im-

mortalized him wherever film unreels.

Stranded in San Francisco, Conklin joined

an animal circus as a clown at $12 a week.

The circus took him to Los Angeles. The
whole city was agog with interest and curi-

osity at the time about the movie actors

who were engaged in some mysterious work
in fenced enclosures outside the city limits.

Back in the Middle West, someplace,

Conklin had met Charley Ray so that he
was delighted to meet him again on the

streets of Los Angeles. Ray told him that

he was acting in pictures and advised

Chester to try his luck.

"You arc funny, and I think you could

make a big success of it," Ray told him.

Conklin walked the three miles to the

Mack Sennctt studio and after some parley

was admitted as an extra. He commenced
the display of his art as a Keystone Komedy
Kop. He was paid $3 a day, when he
worked. It wasn't long, however, before

he forged to the top in the busy pie-heaving

factory. With Ford Sterling, Mabel Nor-
mand, Roscoe Arbuckle and later Charley
Chaplin, Conklin was one of the leading

comedians of those distant days.

During the ten years that Conklin spent

hurling custard pies and dodging plates and
being chased all over the streets of Holly-

wood, the movies have grown up. A famous
personality to the fans, he was really ob-

scured because he only played in two reel

comedies.

The big break for Conklin came about
a year ago when Malcolm St. Clair, that

brilliant young director, chose him to play

Pola Negri's uncle in "A Woman of the

World." There is a story in St. Clair's

choice. As a gangling youth of eighteen

St. Clair, just out of the office of a Los
Angeles newspaper, had worked with Sen-

nett as a Keystone Kop and had admired
the pantomimic skill of Conklin. He told

Conklin to give breadth to his characteri-

zation of the small town uncle who was
visited by the worldly Countess. The result

was, to those who saw "A Woman of the

World," one of the funniest pictures ever

viewed. Wherever it was shown, the theatre

walls reverberated with such mirth that

Jesse L. Lasky heard the echoes in his New-
York office and lost no time in having Mr.
Conklin sign a five year contract. Remem-
ber Chester's tatoo of trains across his arms
that seemed to move as he flexed his

muscles? It was a scream, girls.

Since then Conklin has been seen in "Say
It Again" with Richard Dix, "A Social

Celebrity" with Adolph Menjou, "The
Wilderness Vyoman" with Aileen Pringle.

"The J^ervous Wrec^ . "We're in the

~N.avy J^low", "McFadden s Flats" and in

Gilda Gray's "Cabaret" and Ed Wynn's
"Rubber Heels".

Apple Green for Patsy— continued from page 29

day, had an overwhelming urge to express

herself in "green".
On this wave of enthusiasm she fared

forth to return with yards and yards, and
bolts and bolts, of luscious shimmering silk.

And for days when anyone wanted Pat.

she was not to be found . . . until some
knowing soul came to the rescue, and bur-

rowed under mountains of apple-green.

Then from out the billows, would emerge
Pat herself, all tumbled hair, accompanied
by needles, pins and scissors.

"You know, I really can't sew at all,"

Pat tells you, "except when I am inspired

by an idea."

This then was an inspiration! For she

did most of the making.
At last it hung resplendently around her

dressing room.

Even her lovely rooms at home, became
"The Rhapsody In Green".

It developed into charming cushions . . .

bedecked with silken flowers and lace.

You reclined upon it—you sat upon it

—

you leaned against it. And with Pat, you
revelled in it.

The whole world seemed clothed in

apple-green.

It was a heavenly shade!

So now, you sink into a cool green

cushioned chair. And "the beautiful lady"
brings forth a huge box.

"Flowers", flashes across ypur mind. It

is in such boxes that Stars and Heroines of

Books always receive American Beauties.

You watch her silhouetted against the

green, like a lovely painting, as she bends
over the box, the dark hair glinted with



burnished copper, the folds of a soft coral

negligee, clinging and trailing around her.

It is the costume she is wearing in a

scene for "What Every Girl Should Know".
The gown is just a fascinating froth of lace

and chiffon. The heels on the gold slippers

absurdely high. But so very French! So
irresistably frivolous and feminine.

Again the Lamp is rubbed. And from
out those apple-green silk curtains, so like

the magician's high silk hat, appears a de-

lightful "tea for two", with everything com'
plete—china—silver—linen!

"I love to keep house—in miniature,"

says Patsy as you feast "upon strawberries,

sugar and cream" deliciously dainty sand-

wiches and luscious little pastries.

And in this miniature house of hers you
see an outline sketch or two upon the wall,

a bowl of flowers, a case of books full to

overflowing. All kinds of books from Balzac

to Anita Loos, for Pat is never without a

book. From then comes her greatest enjoy-

ment—books and music.

"And when I read or hear something
that specially appeals to me, I want every-

body else to see it just as I do. I don't

know how many different copies of favorite

books I have farmed out among my friends

and acquaintances."

"In fact," she laughs, "I conduct a reg-

ular circulating library."

In one of Wilde's "Fairy Tales," where-
in he depicts human traits so clearly and
delicately teaches such a beautiful philos-

ophy of life, there are a group of people,

who, when they were glad, bought a caged

bird and set it free to make their joy the

greater.

And you feel something of this in Pat,

that she enjoys a thing the more when she

has made someone else enjoy it too.

And when "a fella needs a friend" Pat
is right there.

She has an impulsive sympathy that

would bring home to dinner, all those whom
she meets . . . that seem "lonesome and
strange and far from their own fire-side.

But the best of parents have a way of
objecting, and the best natured cooks of
leaving, so to keep peace Pat has to some-
what curb her impulses.

With tea even "tea" one talks of many
things. "Of shoe and ships and sealing

wax, and cabbages and kings".

And you find yourself liking Pat more
and more.
A good sport, she takes things as they

come—for better or worse. Temper she

has, when it is needed, but there are no fits

of wild temperament.
"Oh! I used to have them," she tells

you. "I had a terrible temper. But I made
myself get over it.

"There was one grand climax when I

was about twelve.

"We went away for the holidays, and a

governess was taken .along to chaperon me.
To my way of thinking, I was far too
grown-up and important to have anyone
tagging along and telling me what to do.

So after a few attempts on her part to dis-

play authority, I couldn't stand it any
longer. I was furious, and I went after

her with the hairbrush.

"I wore myself out and the next day
she departed with all sorts of threats, and
several black and blue marks to remember
me by. Of course I was relegated to bread
and water, and that, from the mantel-piece.

I wasn't a bit sorry though, for what I'd

done.

"But I began to do some deep thinking

on the subject after that. And I decided
that such outbursts hurt me more than any-

one else, and didn't do any special good
anyway."
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ASTOUNDING~

YES!
Wherever This Man Goes
Seeming Miracles Occur

Miracles—NO. But what is this astounding power that

is so driving, so all-embracing, so all-conquering, and yet
so simple, so easily understood that any man or woman
can work wonders with it? Thousands have done it

—

thousands of despairing men and women, failures, de-
pressed, sick—who have heard David V. Bush lecture in

. America's great cities.
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avid V. Bush,

merica's Fore-
most Author-

Lecturer on- Practical Psychology.

Now— His Amazing Secret Revealed
Psychology! But a psychology

made easy ! A psychology de-

veloped and made practical ! In New
York, Chicago, Kansas City, San
Francisco, Denver, Boston, Washing-
ton, D. C, and others, Dr. Bush has
proved that psychology had hidden
in its walled crypts a tremendous
power that can sweep down every
barrier. By this great force he
himself rose from poverty. And then
he startled America by bringing his

messages to thousands that crowded
the Nation's largest auditoriums. He
made this tremendous force so plain,

so simple and so easily applied, that

he has astonished scientific bodies,

and investigators everywhere.

He Has Shown Thousands a
Simple, Easy Process of For-
mula — That Always Works
Dr. Bush lias made his mission in life

helping others. His chief happiness is that

he has shown thousands how to have suc-

cess, power, money. "Ten Thousand Dol-

lars would not pay for the benefits I have
received," James C. Smith, of Somerville,

Mass., writes him.

Another says, "I

was making no
money, my health

was bad and I
was heavily in

debt. Now I have
a stoie of my own
and am doing a
good business. My
family and my-
self enjoy the
best of health."

A man who
learned of this

power in Pitts-

burg — he had
never earned more
than $25 per week
—stepped out the

first month and
made over $1,000.

Another: "I was
always told that I

had no memory.
I have never been
able to memorize
a piano composi-
tion to play it all

the way through.
Through Dr. Bush
I started to work
on my memory,

Partial List of
Contents

Psycho—Analysis and the
Subconscious.

How to Have Amazing
Memory.

How to Destroy Fear —
Man's Worst Enemy
—The Unseen World.

What is Love and How to

Keep It.

How to Be Popular.
How to Overcome Failure
and Adverse Environ-
ment.

How to be Beautiful
Through Mysterious Force.

Vibration — How to Win
Success—How to Develop
Personality.

How to Conquer Illness.

Poverty a Disease—How
to Overcome It.

How to Double Your Effi-

ciency.
Visualization — How to

Make Your Dreams Come
True.

The Mastery of Fate.
How to Use Suggestion for
Health, Success and
Happiness.

The Greatest Law in the
Universe, Just Lately
Discovered, and How to

Use It.

What the World Owes You
and How to Get It.

After This Life WThat

—

What is God?
Smile, Smile. Smile!
Psychology of Health

—

Building the Body Beau-
tiful—Long Life and Full
of l'ep.

and lo, I memorized four pieces since then.
I have composed a big overture, then wrote
the orchestra parts myself and found my-
self doing things I never thought I could."
Dr. Bush has thousands of" letters like
those. They are his proudest possessions.

This great psychologist has tried to
carry the secret of this success to people
everywhere. In the large cities, this won-
derful power has brought success to failures,
health to the sick, courage to the nervous
and despondent, money to the poor, and
greater wealth for the average worker.
But there are countless people who cannot
attend his lectures. So he now has put the
full story of this amazing power into a
fascinating book called "APPLIED PSY-
CHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC LIVING."
The startling facts told and proved in this
remarkable 540-page book will be a reve-
lation to you—a short cut to happiness
and success. There in simple language is
the whole secret and clear explanation of
exactly how you—in your home—can apply
it quickly and easily to your own life.

Luther Burbank, plant wizard, said: "This
book appears to me the most practical and
useful work which has been published on
this subject."

Make this Test Free
And now here is Dr. Bush's special FREE

test offer. Mail the coupon below today
and this great book will be sent you. Read
it five days. Then if you have acquired a
new vision and a new strength, if you have
acquired this great secret that has given
wealth and health to many thousands, send
only $3.50—which covers the cost of print-
ing, advertising and sending out this 540-
page volume. Other-
wise return the book
and it will cost you
nothing. But take the
first step towards suc-

cess today. Be strong.
Have power. Know
prosperity. This edi-

tion, is limited. Fill

in and mail this cou-
pon at once. David
V. Bush, Dept. 605,

225 N. Michigan Ave-
nue, Chicago, 111.

| David V. Bush, Publisher.
Dept. 605, 225 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

| Send me "Applied Psychology and Scientific I

Living" Postage prepaid. I will read it for 5

J

days and then send, you $3.50, or return the book.
|

|
Name

APPLIED
pSYCHOlOGV
\ AND
Scientific

| Dvihg

Address..

City...„ State„

| (Remittance from Foreign Countries and U. S.
|

possessions must accompany all orders)
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Only $2.°°

for this

Encyclopedia

of

MOTION PICTURE
FOLKS

Charles Donald Fox

has compiled

. . . always at your hand the

things you'd like to know about

your favorites.

Real, romantic and authentic ac

counts of 242 stars—illustrated.

It is written in a brief concise

manner, and will improve your

"talking knowledge" of the stars

—and who isn't talking about

them these days?

Fill out the coupon below and

MAIL IT TODAY!
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And those were the days when she was

dreaming of being in Pictures.

"But," says Pat, "Fate evidently had it

all planned out that I should be right where
I am to-day, anyhow! It wasn't a bit of

use Daddy's objecting, and trying to take

me away from the movies."

Four times they attempted to get Pat

back to St. Louis, and each time, just as

they were leaving, a good chance to do
something in Pictures presented itself.

First— it was a bit with a famous dancer.

Pat had rehearsed, and all was ready for

"shooting day". But when Mrs. Miller saw
the costume that she was to wear—con-

sisting of a few leaves—and those not very

large—there was no "shooting day" for Pat.

Instead, she was packed up again.

Then came a chance to play with Doug'
las MacLean. It was just a small part but

Pat came out with flying colors.

Pat's father, back in St. Louis, became
impatient! But on the eve of their third

departure they met Nazimova. And Nazi-
mova, seeing Pat, immediately wanted her

for a part in "Camille". which she was
just beginning.

The last attempt to say goodbye to Holly-

wood was followed by the offer of a two
year contract from Goldwyn.

So they finally gave up and
stayed.

And the "Master of human destinies"

looked quietly on, and smiled . . . a

Mona Lisa smile.

"So here we are," says Pat. "And now

Daddy likes California so well that he has

bought a place in Beverly Hills, and his

hobby is making the garden a^ "thing of

beauty and a joy forever more".

"We look out of the window in the

morning . . . and things seem to have

sprung up over night like Jack's beanstalk.

Rose bushes all in bloom, and orange trees

filled with fruit and blossoms that were not

there the day before. And Mother has a

terrible time keeping him and my young
brother from painting everything in the

house."

Mrs. Miller is the power behind, who
keeps the wheels running so smoothly and

noiselessly in the big house with its dusky

servants. She keeps a watchful eye on Pat

and Winston— is their companion and ad-

visor and always a charming hostess.

"And I," Pat tells you, "am so busy that

only once in the four years have I had a

chance to make a flying visit to St. Louis.

I haven't even time to do my own shop-

ping, and hardly ever get a vacation. But

I love it. I would much rather work than

play around. And I don't ever intend to

settle down. There are endless things I

want to accomplish."

And then, as delightful times can not

last forever . . . you say goodbye to

"the beautiful lady". At the head of her

"secret stairway" she stands in her trailing

lace, coral chiffon and her high heeled gold
slippers against a background of soft apple-

green.

Will RogerS Continued from page 24

But we didn't. Will looked upon make-
up as an effeminacy too shameful for a

grown man. A cowboy with a powder-
puff! Sneaking off behind a tree where
nobody could see his depravity, he would
dab his face with grease paint like a little

boy. missing all the depressions and never
reaching behind the ears or the neck.
Nor was he any less stubborn regarding

our other technical necessities.

"Why do you want me to exit from this

scene?" he asked impatiently in one of the
first sequences we shot. "It's the other
fella that exits."

"Will." I replied with my well-known
smile, "it only takes a few feet more film

to have you enter and exit from these

scenes, and I want them for 'protection'.

We never know how a bit of business is

going to look on the screen, and maybe we
will have to cut something. If we haven't
an exit, how are we going to take you to

the new location? We can't jump you.
Be fair to the cutters. Will; their job is

hard enough at best, so we must give them
stuff to cut from or to."

Laboriously I argued for an hour or so,

but I could see by the quizzical look on
his puzzled face that he wasn't very much
impressed.

Finally seeing that I was getting nowhere,
I said, "Will, I love you to death, but it

spoils all the fun of making pictures hav-
ing to argue with you for technical things

that are entirely my responsibilities." And
I walked away.

"You've hurt his feelings." said Otto.

In an instant he was patting me on the

back with the gentleness of a hippopotamus.
His mind wasn't convinced but his heart
was touched. From that moment the fun
began.

"Come on, boys!" he shouted joyously.

"Knock on it! We're goin' to make a pic-

ture of nothin' but close-ups of the homliest
face in motion pictures!"

Disdaining the little local hotel on Lake
Elsinore. Will preferred to bunk and eat

with the cowboys in charge of the stock

half a mile away, and Ross, our assistant

director, who had worked with him before,

had thoughtfully brought a goat along so

that Will could play at roping. And so in

between scenes, our little-boy star would go
Whooping over the marsh flats pursuing the

electrified goat like a Mexican full of

marijuana.

Our story was constructed for the pur-

pose of giving America's greatest humorous
philosopher a chance to get off his best and
gentlest satire. It opened in the outskirts

of Hoboken. where Torrence,— imper-

sonated by Will— was preparing to go
west with a bunch of pioneers in an ox-

drawn covered wagon, there "to found a

new empire." (A most unpatriotic under-
taking in a republic!)

Presently his party was joined by "the
Palm Beach boys," who arrived in a horse-

drawn covered wagon in charge of the

handsome J. Warren Kerrigan — also im-

personated by Will.

Then the two wagons, with forty or fifty

sturdy "empire builders", started west, and
for purposes of stocking the new empire,

they took with them a crate of roosters (!)

and one bull (!), Will's idea being that

the great west should be a man's country!

Will, as Torrence, being a rough per-

son, assigned Will, as Kerrigan, to take

charge of the stock on the long trip across

the country, and so when he was not
gallantly making eyes at the pretty girl in

the first wagon, he was dashing back on his

prancing, high-school horse, rounding up
his lone bull.

But at last the caravan came to the sign

post, "Where Friendships Part", as the
title said, labeled "To Los Angeles— To
San Francisco". Whatever became of the
northern empire builders was never told,

but the southern bunch was attacked at
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the city limits of Los Angeles, six hundred
miles out in the desert, by the "Escrow
Indians", who stripped the poor creatures

of everything they owned as first payments
on promising subdivisions.

"Say, Bill," said one of the character

men when we were nearly through shoot-

ing, "Is this a comedy? It seems to me we
are just making The Covered Wagon all

over again."

"Sure we are," replied our dual-roller,

"the only difference is our comedy is de-

liberate."

Location was finished in two weeks, and
with three days more shooting to do at the

studio, we joyously returned to the lot,

expecting them all to be bursting with

mirth, but to our chagrin and surprise, we
were met by the most mortuary greetings.

"I think we'd better wait until we get

this stuff cut together before you go on,"

said the studio manager. "Perhaps we
won't need it."

"Need it?" I exclaimed, "Why I've shot

everything but the verb. I've got to shoot

the studio stuff or our story won't make
sense. Besides, we've started a lot of gags

that are unfinished."

"Well, we'd better wait," was the cold

reply.

Chopfallen and distressed, I hurried over

to Will's dressing room and told him my
suspicions.

"I know they don't like it," he said, "but

I think it's funny, an' I'm goin' right over

an' offer 'em twenty-eight thousand dpllars

-—the negative cost—fer it. Then we'll go

out an' make a three-reeler of it."

But alas, they wouldn't sell. They had

their contracts, release dates and all that

sort of stuff.

And so I was fired! Ignominously fired!

"Bob," said the studio manager, "we love

you personally, but you don't know comedy.

There isn't a laugh in this stuff."

Three weeks later it was announced they

were to preview the picture at Ocean Park

—without a verb and half the gags un-

topped. Gosh, what a kick in the shins

to get on my first comedy.
Now I know how dramatists feel on their

first nights, only my feelings were hopeless,

for besides the ragged production I was
about to witness, I had come to believe that

perhaps they were right. They had been
making successful comedies for years, and
who were Will and I?

Sneaking in alone so as not to meet the
studio bunch, my sympathetic side kick and
I crouched low in our seats and sat through
something or other—I don't know what

—

awaiting the blow.
Finally the main title appeared with my

name emblazorred shamelessly forth as the
director. Then the opening sequence! It

got a laugh, then another, then another!

We both sat up.
As the verbless tale unfolded, the audi-

ence got to squealing at Will's delicious

humor, and every squeal was like an old-

fashioned cocktail to us both. Well, to

condense this critique, they did everything

but pull up the seats.

As we emerged from the theatre, there

was the whole studio crew blinking in

amazement. "Well, by gad, you never can

tell," said the sporting manager as he rushed
up and grasped my hand.
Nor was that all. The picture then went

to one of the big down-town theatres where
it was scheduled for a week's run. It ran
nine!

But we must not blame the studio. For
years, they had made successful comedies
based upon cataclysm and custard, and they

did not know there could be another idiom
of humor—the quiet, slow-moving, de-

liciously satirical humor of Will Rogers.

Will is extremely sensitive and his ad-

ventures in two-reelers have not been happy,
but some day perhaps he can be lured away
from his pen and lecture platform, and his

amusing duties as "Mayor" of Beverly

Hills, long enough to make a few comedies
in his own whimsical idiom. If so, the

cinema will see something new in humor.

Smile, Darn You, Smile!
(Continued from page 21)

with the grin wins. Oh, they have other

expressions, too—they can act, and every-

thing. But the reason you take them to

your hearts, if you'll think it over; the

reason that you love them like a brother,

or like a boy friend or a girl friend, is

because their smiles have won you over.

Of course, there are smiles and there

are toothpaste ads. You can tell in a min-

ute which is the real thing. I can, anyway.

The dental smile shows a swell set of teeth

and that's all. But the smile—yep, "the

smile that belongs to you"-—is the result

of an inner radiance; it can't help itself;

it shines through—that's the smile for you.

You know as much as I do about the

smile-sales-talk the stars give you from the

screen. But wouldn't you like to know what
kind of smile your favorite reserves for his

very own, his private life—supposing the

poor darling has such a thing, what with

personal appearances and picture premiers

and all? When a star is off-duty, he is

pretty apt to give himself away—to show
you his real self, minus make-up, stripped

of sham. I've had a chance to watch,

and I know. Lucky me!
The first screen smile I ever saw—off-

duty—was Doug's. Not smile—grin. It

was, and is, the most infectious he-grin I

ever saw. When Fairbanks smiles, you do,

too. Can't help yourself and don't try.

He grins when he is interested; he smiles

when he talks— and he's always alert and
almost always talking. Somehow Bill Haines'

grin reminds me of Doug's. There's some-

thing of the same exuberance, the same
"Don't mind me, I can't help it" sort of

thing. Eternally boyish . When they're

old men-of-the-world, thinking how cynical

they must be, both Bill and Doug will smile

like that, and give themselves away!
Tommy .MeigLan '

s— that's different.

Tommy doesn't go around grinning. He
saves up his smiles, it seems, and then lets

'em loose all at once. He has a slow, quiet,

winning smile—not typically Irish, just

typically Tommy. But when you see it,

you can understand why the boys at the

Lambs Club in New York made Tommy
their Shepherd and why he's one of the

most popular men stars on the screen.

That smile suggests the rugged strength,

the honest dependability that is Tommy
Meighan. You can lean on" that smile!

You've heard people say, "Why, I never

thought that girl was pretty until she

smiled!" That's the way it is when Lois

Wilson smiles. Lois once won a beauty

contest and everybody knows she is a very

pretty girl. But somehow she doesn't stand

out in a crowd—until she smiles. Then
she's transformed. She's a small riot. That
smile of hers sold her new personality. It

expresses all the gaiety, the humor, and
the pertness in hiding for so long; and it's

DOES GRAY HAIR
With ai/onnqFace c\

MAKEONE BEAUTIFUL;
SOME say Yes—others

say No. Answer it for
yourself. Gray hair

makes anyone look ten to
twenty years older. If a
young fare with gray hair
is beautiful, just picture
how beautiful this same
person would be with a
young face and hair of a
natural color.

Gray hair is faded hair
that has lost the beauty
of its natural color. It
means that the pigments have gone from the
hair. When the cheeks of our lady fair become
pallid we expect her to use a touch of rouge.
When her hair becomes gray, we expect her to
restore the charm of her youthful appearance.
Woman was meant to be beautiful. It is her
duty to use every means to create and preserve
this attractiveness.

YOU CAN DO IT
Are those gray streaks appearing in your hair?

Whether it has just started or has completely
faded you may now cease to worry. Wm. J.
Brandt's EAU DE HENNA will surely restore
it. And you can do it yourself in the privacy
of your home.
You can also make your hair ever so soft and

pretty. Yes, you can bring back all its natural
color and at the same time improve the very tex-
ture of the hair itself. Just a few moments at
the mirror. No mess—no pack. We give you
complete outfit and full instructions. The rest
is simple.

AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
We absolutely guarantee . satisfaction or we refund

your money at once. EAU DE HENNA is not affected
by bathing, curling, or anything. It will not rub off. Its
use does not interfere with permanent waving. The price
is so moderate that it is almost ridiculous—$2.50 cash
with order or $2.77 mailed C. 0. D. It comes in Black.
Dark Brown, Medium Brown. Light Brown. Drab.
Blond and Auburn. Be sure and mention the shade
when you order. Remember we guarantee to satisfy.
You take no chance, so why hesitate to restore that
youthful appearance. You owe it to yourself to order
today.

HAIR SPECIALTY COMPANY,
Dept. 565E, 112 East 23rd St., New York

DANCING
HERMANN & DEMUTH

SCHOOL OP ACROBATICS
1658 Broadway

New York
Phone

Circle 10319

DON LENO
Assisted

by MARIE LOUISE
ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston. Tango, Stage. Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Itudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Itoy Barnes. Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581

2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, Argen-
tine Tangos, l'arisien Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes.
Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.

Phone and let us talk it over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS
1658 BROADWAY Room 603 CIRCLE 7933

CHICAGO

PROFESSIONAL STAGE DANCING
HOME COURSES—Soft Shoe Tango,

Charleston, Ballet, Waltz Clog, Buck
Wing, $2.00 each, three for $5.00.

Classes at studio; ten lessons $10.00.

Address—Harvey Thomas, 59 East Van
Buren Street, Chicago.
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FRANCES
MARION

America's highest paid screen
writer, who has helped the rise of

such stars as Mary Pickford and
Norma Talmadge, and who has

written a majority of the biggest

pictures in film history has given

us in

MINNIE

FLYNN
a new treatment of Hollywood. It

is a romance of the movies but it

is more than that. It takes an
every-day girl and her family

—

types we all know well—and car-

ries them through unusual experi-

ences to the very top of the Holly-
wood ladder; it shows their little

vanities and their human weak-
nesses and then, because it is a tale

of LIFE, it carries them on re-

lentlessly to an ending so gripping
that one can not put down the

book until the story is finished.

The author strikes the keynote of
the story in the opening sentences
where she describes a "leaf of
tinsel'' which "rose with the swell
of the wind, sought the last ray of
sunlight shot between gaunt build-
ings spun in gay pirouette, then
sank once more into the dust
stream, its golden promise lost in

the dun and grimy debris."

MINNIE

FLYNN
By Frances Marion

4th Edition - - $2.00

Screenland Book Dept. (Desk 5)
49 West 45th St.

New York City

For the enclosed $-.(<(> please send
me a copy of "Minnie Flynn."

E Address '. - _. :
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Classified Advertising
Rate 20c a word. Formi tor June clou April 12th

"OLD MOM Y W ANTED"
$2 TO $500 EACH PAID for hundreds of Old

or Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be

very valuable. Send JO cents for Illustrated
Coin Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed Cash prices,

(let Posted. Clarke Coin Company, Desk 22,

LeBoy, N. Y.

CHICAGO POSTCARD VIEWS 24— 25c.
MOVIE STAR PHOTOGRAPHS 5— 25c.

Portraits 50c. Belmont Shoppe, Downers Grove,
Illinois. «*

SONG POEM WRITERS—Address Ray Hib-
beler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED
$$$ FOR IDEAS. Photoplay Plots revised, criti-

cized, copyrighted, marketed. We are right on
the ground in daily touch with studios. We know
the market. Send for free booklet. Universal
Scenario Company, 204 Security Bldg., Santa
Monica & Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent paving work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
East 83rd Street, New York.

HELP WANTED—Female
LADIES—$25-$50 Weekly addressing cards at

home; experience unnecessary. Particulars 2c
stamp. H. Lichty, Newcastle, Indiana.

WOMEN— Earn $8.50 dozen sewing aprons

;

easy work; materials cut; instructions fur-
nished; opportunity beginners. Addressed en-
velope brings particulars. Idol, 156 East 42nd
N. Y.

AGENTS—If you want to give your customers
the best house dress values in the country

and make real money. Write B & G Mfg. Co.,
Dept. 189, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AGENTS—NEW PLAN, makes it easy to earn
$50.00 to $100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct

to wearer. No capital or experience needed.
Represent a real manufacturer. Write now for
FREE SAMPLES. Madison Shirts, 562 Broad-
way, New York.

SONG POEM WRITERS. ' Address, Monarch,
1472 Broadway, Dept. 102, New York.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will
point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 711, 236 West 55th Street, New York City.

LIGHTNING STORAGE BATTERY Compound.
Charges discharged batteries. Eliminates old

method entirely. Gallon free. Mickman Co.,

St. Paul, Minn'.

SALESMEN WANTED- Nationally advertised,
universally needed product. Sells to Stores,

Garages, Factories, Schools, Homes, Farmers,
Auto Owners. Used by everybody. Big de-

mand, ready sale. Big commissions. Complete
sales training given. Credit extended to cus-

tomers. Sample can be easily carried. Concern
rated very high— established many years. Ad-
dress Territory Manager, Dept. 59, Post Office

Box 983, Dayton, Ohio.

MIRRORS RESILVERED AT HOME—COSTS
LESS 5 cents per square foot

;
you charge 75

cents. Immense profits plating auto parts, re-

flectors, tableware, stoves. Refinishing metal-
ware, etc. Outfits furnished. Details FREE.
Write SPRINKLE, Plater, 31, Marion, Indiana.

A Baby In Your Home
Thousands of copies of a new book by Dr. TT. Will

Elders are being distributed to women without cost.

Every woman who wants children should read this book
and learn all about STERILTOXE and its wonderful
effect in constitutional weakness. Many things are
unfolded that the average woman has never been told
berore. For Free Book send NO Money. XO Obliga-
tions, simply name and address to Dr. II. Will Elders.
17 Ballin^er Bldg.. St. Joseph. Mo.

one of the prettiest smiles I ever saw.

Lois doesn't seem to know its power. She
is just as prodigal of it when she's talking

to a girl friend as when she is surrounded
hy famous male stars. Maybe its charm;
who knows?

Did you ever have an encounter with a

very fresh kid who, after perpetrating some
outrage on your dignity, such as tripping

you up or dropping a live frog in your
lap, suddenly smiled at you—a fresh, impish,

wholly irresistible smile? If so, then you
know how I felt when Louise Brooks first

turned her smile on me. I'd just met her

and she was talking in a very bored, blase,

Broadway way. I didn't like her very

much. Then the conversation turned to

dogs; and Louise told me about a wire
haired terrier she had—that she couldn't

keep because she had to be at the studio

all day; so she gave it to a nice-looking

chauffeur standing at the door of a Park

Avenue limousine, because, as she said,

chauffeurs always seem to be taking dogs

out for walks. Then she smiled—for the

first time that morning. If she weren't a

beauty, her smile would be a grin. It's

really a very nice smile— frank, disarming,

and very young. Any time you get to

thinking of Miss Brooks as a very sophis'

ticated beauty, just wait until she smiles

again; and you'll like her as much as I did.

She's only twenty by the calendar; but

merely ten by that smile.

The first time I ever saw Ronald Colman
off the screen was at a very swell film

luncheon at the Ritz. Ronald was supposed

to be the guest of honor—or one of them.

There was a place reserved for him at the

head of the long table, among the Mag-
nates. The time, incidentally, was just after

he had made his first great success; and
the Colman fans wouldn't speak to the

John Gilbert fans, Mr. Colman slipped in

late at that luncheon and, instead of going
to his appointed position at the head of

the table, as any other star would have
done, he sat 'way down at the foot—next

to me. So, after that, can you blame me if

I like his smile better than any star's? It's

worth watching for. It's the kindest smile

I ever saw. It's—don't laugh—it's a sort

of saintly smile! There's very little of ego

in it, or pride; or vanity. It's tolerant and
it's wise. Watch for it in his next film,

and see if you think that my opinion was
formed hastily because he smiled when he

passed me the celery.

That school-boy grin that Johnny Hines
uses before the camera is all part of the

day's work for Johnny. He takes his work
seriously—all comedians do, and don't let

anyone tell you different. Making comedies
is a painstaking business, and Johnny can
turn his smile on and off at will—his own,
or his director's. His private smile is a

whole lot nicer; it's more spontaneous.
Incidentally, here is one funster who never
laughs at his own jokes. He leaves that

to you. Johnny, like Harold Lloyd, is first,

last, and always a business man—a smile-

salesman.

Of course, if you want dazzling smiles

—

flash of white, white teeth and red, red lips

—well, there is Gloria's. And there is

Jack Gilbert's. It seems to me they have
the same smile-technique. And don't you
think their personalities are alike—both
romantic, dashing, daring? I do. Jack's

smile is the sort that takes your breath away

.

a little—if you're a girl. And Miss Swan-
son's is the kind that sweeps you off your
feet if you're a man. They're—strenuous
smiles; and they express strange, picturesque
personalities.

On the other hand, or face, there's Norma
Shearer's smile. I'd call it the most radiant
smile that ever brightened an already de-
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C[ Ursla Fisher, who is playing

in "The Joy Girl".

lightful face. You've read of these smiles

that are like sunbeams breaking through the

clouds? Fd never believed in them, either;

but Norma's is a smile like that. Fd like

to be able to see it every rainy day—as I

did when she was in New York last and
invited me to lunch with her. Oh, but it

was a day—just one of those days, with

traffic piled up to the accompaniment of

slush and sleet and swear words. I was
late and sat waiting for her for half an

hour. Fd about given her up when in she

came into the hotel lobby—and she brought
California sunshine with her. She'd been
delayed by the traffic, too; and she'd been

posing at the photographer's all morning;

but when she smiled—everything was all

right. She wasn't tired or ruffled; she

hadn't lost her sense of humor. She smiled.

And I think—I don't know, mind you

—

that she's one of these rare creatures who's
in a good humor even before breakfast, and
whose serenity of soul spares her all the

trouble of worrying over such trifles as

weather and flat tires. With a smile like

hers, who could worry?
Did you ever see a kitten smile? They

do, too!

Ask Carl van Vechten. Ask anybody
who's ever played with a fat, contented,

jovial little kitten. I can tell you that

kittens smile, when they're happy; and a

kitten's smile is the most roguish thing in

the world. It's an arch, over-the-shoulder

smile; it invites you to join in the fun, to

drop your cares and come along and smile

too. I don't know how Renee Adoree
will like it, but I just have to make a catty

comparison. I don't know whose smile Fd
rather watch, Renee's or the kitten's.

They're both so friendly, so confiding;

they're infinitely coquettish and wholly

charming. In the same category is Phyllis

Haver's smile. Don't you love it?

Betty Bronson is still remembered as the

Peter Pan Girl. But did you know that

Mai St. Clair calls her "the most sophisti-

cated girl in pictures"? Since Mai started

it, I'll continue, and confess that I find

Betty's smile a mocking one. Go ahead and

HOTEL AND TRAVEL HOTEL AND TRAVEL

P ATLANTIC CITY
NEW JERSEY JV V?S^

Where you may expect,.

•^1

Comfortable Beds
v

Good Meal£
Smiling Service
Pleasant Surroundings
Reasonable Rates

|\\\\|
:
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JOEL HILLMAN
VretMent

JULIAN HILLMAN
^'iccPreiidcnl &Mnnager

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut and 39th Street

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

Oscar W. Richards, Manager

FIREPROOF Unrestricted Parking GARAGE

600 Rooms 500 Baths

Rooms with Running Water from $2.50 per day

Rooms with private Bath and Shower
from $3.50 per day

Food and Service the best

Near West Philadelphia Station Pennsylvania Railroad
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ENTERTAINING AND

INSTRUCTIVE BOOKS
The Romance and Reality of Film Life Is

Reflected in the Bocks Listed Below

IP you are interested in photoplay

writing, screen acting, directing

or production, the books listed below

will be oi' great interest. Each book

is handsomely bound in gold deco-

rated cloth cover and will be deliv-

ered anywhere in the United States

at prices mentioned; Canadian and

foreign orders extra for shipment

and duty.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Klumpk)

Tells what the opportunities are and the
training required. This work was developed
ihrough the valuable assistance and advice of
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mae
Murray, William S. Hart, and other distin-

guished screen stars, directors and experts.
PRICE — $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter ililne)

Of special interest to those in or intending
to enter this field. The author, a well-known
ritic, was a member of Scenario and Produc-

tion Department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. This work contains data about Wil-
liam C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil B. DeMille,
and other famous directors. . PRICE—$3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. O'Conor Sloanc, Ph.D., LL.D.)

The enormous growth in number of motion
picture theatres has created a large and in-

creasing demand for operators. It is an inter-
esting, good paying field and requires but a
short time to qualify as a projector. This book
includes the fullest details of practice.

PRICE—$5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
{By William Lord Wright)

The author was formerly Editor for Pathe
Exchange, and Universal. The book is a thor-
ough and authoritative presentation of this
lucrative field for writers. Every year new
writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pic-
tures and how and where to submit your ideas.

PRICE— $3.00

Screenlaxd (Book Dept.)

49 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

' Pete Smith, presiden

Martha Sleeper a ba

jeer. But just you watch out for it. At
first glance it's just a nice, girlish gurgle;

and then it becomes something much, much
more. In fact, were I casting for "The
Romance of Leonardo da Vinci", I should

pick little Miss Bronson for my Mona
Lisa. There!

For sheer Irish humor, I recommend
Alma Rubens' smile. Alma does not go
about wearing a broad grin; quite the con'

trary; she smiles seldom. But when she

does, it's a joy to watch. It's the quintes-

sence of Irish wit. It's expressive of the

real Miss Rubens rather than the cool and
stately young lady you see on the screen.

And I like it. While on the subject of wit,

we can't forget Marion Davies, who has

one of the world's most famous smiles; and
perhaps the most expressive of honest, old-

fashioned good humor.
When you have met Colleen Moore, and

have shaken hands with her, and talked to

her a while, you'll feel as if you've known
Colleen all your life—grown up with her,

in fact. And do you know why? Because

Colleen is genuinely friendly. And that

spirit of frank friendliness shows in her

smile. Colleen convinces you she's not

t of the Wampas and
by star.

really a million-dollar movie star after all,

but just another girl who likes the same
things you like, works as hard as you do,

and gets the same kick out of accomplish-

ment. Her smile is ' companionable. It's

everyday—homey. And it holds the secret

of Colleen's success—a success which rivals

that of Mary Pickford. Colleen makes
friends easily—and honestly, too. She's an
everyday girl at heart, and that's why she

can play everyday girls so successfully on
the screen. The whole world is smiling

with Colleen.

Lois Moran has the sweetest; Estelle

Taylor the friendliest; Dolores Costello the

most seductive; Lya de Putti the most
impish smile. Bill Powell's smile has the

most menace—some girls say! Lillian Gish's

slow, sweet smile is unique—it's as if Lillian

had a little secret joke with herself. Corinne

Griffith has a reluctant, sad smile on the

screen, but in real life Corinne's lovely

lips curve in a smile half the time—her

sense of humor is always working. Patsy

Ruth Miller's smile is brilliant—as scin-

tillating as Patsy herself.

How's yours?

The Kindly Monte l$lue
(Continued from page 37)

nervous and perhaps regret the chance he heart." and someway she felt as if she had
had taken. The door was being opened, been blessed.

and before she knew it the green little in- She waited a few minutes while he dic-

terviewer was putting one of those icy tated a letter to a young friend who was
hands into a big warm one, and gazing up faced with failure at school. It was a letter

into the understanding eyes of Monte Blue, full of all the encouragement and advice

And just as quickly as those eyes met of a man who had himself faced failure,

hers she read in them sympathy, tolerance and then reached the heights. The letter

and humaneness. Here was a real person! completed he rose slowly, quietly, always

She felt her hands grow warm, and relax, perfectly at ease, and, what is more the test

Then, "You certainly are sporting," she of a true gentleman, making everyone else

heard herself say. A slow, deep voice as feel at ease, smiled down at the young
kindly as his eyes answered her, "Bless your writer, who by now you have guessed is I,
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and invited me to visit the studio. He
showed me so much, told me so much, my
dazed mind grasped only one fact — that

here was the most sympathetic, likeable and
gentle man I had ever met.

His manners are not of the flamboyant

type: rather he wears them casually, care-

lessly, like an old garment of fine weave but

simple cut. If one thing is outstanding in

Monte Blue's makeup it is simplicity. In

him one feels the great, calm mind that

seems so serious, yet so carefree; but a mind
that would at all times be ready in an
emergency.
"What type of pictures do you prefer,

Mr. Blue?" I asked him.

Thoughtfully, but without hesitation he
replied. "Personally, I prefer the subtle,

delicate type after the manner of 'Kiss Me
Again', and 'So This is Paris'. The world

of sophistication most interests me, where
the raise of an eyebrow, the shrug of a

shoulder is pregnant with meaning, with

significance. Like all actors, I want to do

things which remain in the public mind
as worthwhile and lasting. One cannot

always play the same sort of role, however.

To have the public say, 'When you have

seen one of Monte Blue's pictures, you
have seen them all'—that would be bad.

If variety is the spice of life it is also the

test of true histrionic ability.

"I love the lasting and the beautiful in

everything", he continued. "Books and

art, for instance. I have a wonderful library

and read incessantly. I am a self educated

man. What knowledge I possess came
through hard study. To read, to act in

plays with a degree of finesse: all that sore

of thing helps to btoaden one."

"You have certainly succeeded in what
you strove for," I assured him in all sin-

cerity. "Yet you do not pose, you do not
affect anything."

"No, that affectation doesn't go. I know
if I should fail tonight, now, I could share

pottage with any of these fellows." (He
indicated the workmen on the sets.) "I

could not say this if I attempted to high-

brow them. I was one of them once; I

have not forgotten it. Why should I?"

I knew by the "Hello Monte", and the

smiles I saw on every side that he spoke
the truth. The simple understanding heart

and ready smile of Monte Blue have en-

deared him to everyone on the sets, from
directors to carpenters.

Suddenly the seriousness of his face, like

a mask brushed aside, was twinkly with

little smile-lines as the famous "Blue" grin

appeared to greet Patsy Ruth Miller, who
is at work on their new picture, "Wolf's
Clothing". After introducing us, he kidded
the delectable Patsy about the little bristly

black hairs which appeared on her neck
below her blonde wig, threatening to use

"dad's razor" on her. He warned Patsy

she looked altogether too much like a

"movie actress" with all the fake jewels she

had donned for her role.

Patsy gone, Monte again became serious.

"Are there any questions you would like

to ask me?" he enquired helpfully.

"Yes, how did you get into pictures," I

asked. "I have heard so many different

tales."

"Well, I was a laborer working on a set

at the old Triangle studios," he answered
frankly. "The men threatened to leave

because of some disagreement. I faced a

hungry winter if we quit so I argued with
them to stay, and, well D. W. Griffith saw
me and engaged me as a 'heavy'. In those

days directors thought all actors must be
the same size, so Griffith didn't think I

could act. He called me and Wally Reid,
and two other fellows the 'Big 4'. I played
along with 'D. W.' until Cecil De Mille

BARRETT

Pen-Pencil
"Why carry two when one will do?
RELIEVE your pockets of their usual pen and

pencil burden—the Barrett Pen-Pencil is the ideal

writing equipment—a big, easy-writing fountain pen
and the perfect mechanical pencil in a single compact
unit. .

Nothing can eq-ual the Barrett Pen-Pencil—for your
own use or as a gift—and think of the saving at
only $3.00, when a separate pen and pencil of equal
quality cost $7.00 to $9.00 in a store!

Read the distinctive features of the Barrett Pen-
Pencil described below and study the full-size illustra-

tion. 'We are proud of the Barrett Pen-Pencil, for it

is a product of superior quality, as well as a novelty.
Be the first to own one in your vicinity. Tell your
friends about it—now I

Remember—we stand squarely behind the value of
every Barrett Pen-Pencil sold

—

your money back if

you are willing to part with it after five days trial.

Fill in the coupon—and mail it TODAY!
Dealers and Agents! Write for special proposition

COMBINATION PEN-PENCIL CO.
Graybar Building, Suite 1457

420 Lexington Avenue New York City

Every PEN-PENCIL has
Combination fountain pen and me-

chanical pencil in unit form.
Barrel looks like polished ebony and

has 14-K gold-filled mountings.
14-K solid gold pen point, with

iridium tip.

Pencil action that propels, repels
and expels.

Six extra leads in pencil.

Cap fits either end.

Actual
Size

How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

•HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

X cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost . two years since I first

used The Rational. I am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
jigure is even better than ever. I do
appreciate so much what the T^lational

has done for me. I have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the National. Friends

tnvy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-

developed cirl or woman will want to know. .

If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. AH tin's charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace

that is your birthright all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's

Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.

If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under

sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, DeDt..30,CLARINDA,IOWA, U.S.A.
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111 TeachYou to Read People

At First GUnce~0/-M?a>st/
Salesmen ! Would you try to sell

a prospect with your eyes shut?

Business Men! Would you try to

run your business blindfolded?

That is just what you are doing

unless you know how to read and
analyze the characters of the

people you deal with. Let me
open your eyes. I'll teach you to

read people at first sight or the

trial costs you nothing.

By DAVID V. BUSH
The Man Who Astounded America

THROUGH a remarkable new method

of reading people at sight, I have

i-iabled thousands of salesmen, execu-

tives aud employees to increase their

earning power to a really astonishing-

degree.

Most people do not appreciate what a

tremendously important thing it is to

be able to read people at sight. But
here is an interesting test that will con-

vince you. Just close your eyes. Imag-

ine that you are a sales-

man about to meet a pros-

pect. But instead of look-

rig at the prospect you
keep your eyes shut. You
can't see him at all. You
know nothing of his fea-

tures or physical charac-

teristics. You don't know
whether he is old or young,
jean or stout, intelligent or

stupid, calculating or emo-
tional. Could you sell him?
Think how difficult it would
Vie ! You wouldn't know
now to interest him. You
wouldn't know what to talk

about. You wouldn't even
itnow how to begin without
norne knowledge of his
character as revealed by his

face.

Everyone develops an unconscious
character analysis of his own. But
vague and unconscious as this character

analysis is, they find it extremely val-

uable. They are lost without it. Think,
then, how much more valuable a defi-

nite scientific system would be — a
proved system which would give you the

exact character of a man at a glance.

As a salesman you would be assured
ef more orders, more friends, more
earnings. You would know just how
.o approach each prospect. You would
be able to suit your appeal to each par-
, icular man or woman. You would un-
derstand each man's temperament and
peculiarities before attempting to sell him.
As a business man you would be able

to better understand other business men.
You would know precisely how to deal
with each customer.
As an executive you would know how

to pick the right man for the right job.
You would know exactly how to manage
each employee to get the best results.

Five Types of Character
There are five types of character. In

every man, one of these types predomi-

Contents of

this Book
How to sell the differ-

dif-

ent types
Vocations for the

ferent types
Love and marriage
The eyes
The ears

The nose
Head shapes
The handshake
The voice

Personal habits
How to make

like you,
and 18 other
interesting chapters. Also
150 diagrams and photo-
graphs explaining these
rules and just how to
apply them.

nates. Each type must be appealed to

differently. The correct appeal for one
man may be the worst possible appeal for an-

other.
Some men think slowly. They cannot be

hurried into a deal. They are suspicious of any-
one who attempts to hurry them. Others decide
quickly. They pride themselves on their quick
judgment. You must convince them in a short
time or you will never convince them. Some
men are strictly practical. Hence, only the
practical side of a proposition will appeal to
them. Others are theoretical. They must be ap-
proached in a still different manner.

I can teach you how to size

up each different type at a
glance. Each man's character
is plainly written on his face
by certain unmistakable signs.

I can show you precisely the

best appeal for each and every
man.

Send Today for This
Remarkable Book

people

vitally

111 my tours throughout the
United States I have personally
met hundreds of thousands of

people. Each year I lecture to

millions. This book, "How To
Read People at Sight," is the
most comprehensive of its kind.
It is the result of years of
close observation of millions of
people.

The book fully explains the
five types— how to recognize
each type—how to deal with
each type. It explains the pe-
culiarities of blondes and bru-
nettes. It covers the front face,
profile, hands, skin, nose, eyes,
ears, mouth, chin, the walk,

voice, handshake, personal habits, expression, and
hundreds of other points that have a direct bear-
ing on character. The book contains 84 charts
and pictures, each one a direct illustration of
some feature bearing on a particular type.

Special Reduced Price Offer
Send No Money

You must see this wonderful book—a regu-
lar gold mine of valuable knowledge. 550
pages, substantially bound in cloth. Formerly
sold at $7.50. Now being offered at only
$5.00 as a special introductory offer. Clip anil
mail the coupon now and this book will be
sent to you by return mail. Pay postman
only $5.00. If after 5 days you are not de-
lighted, return the book and your money will
be refunded instantly. You are the judge.
David V. Bush, Dept. A-605, 225 North Michi-
gan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

DAVID V. BUSH,
|

Dept. A-605, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.
Chicago, III.

I You may send me the volume entitled "How to
1 Read People at Sight." I will pay the postman

the special introductory price of only . $5.00. If I
I
am not delighted I can return the book within five
days and you will refund my money instantly.

Name

^ Address

1 City _ _ state
Remittances from foreign countries and U.

1 possessions must accompany aU orders.

saw me and spent some time asking me why
I thought I was a 'heavy'. He gave me a

small part in 'We Can't Have Everything'

.

That broke the ice for me. I stayed with

De Mille until Mary Pickford decided 1

should he Piefaec Vibbard in her war time

romance 'Johanna Enlists'."

"And, Mr. Blue," I asked in all inno-

cence, "what was your first starring part?"

"Star! I am not a star," and the brown
eyes seemed just a little graver, the voice

just a little gentler.

"Well, who ivas the star of 'So This is

Paris?
"

Again the crinkly lines about his eyes

and mouth, as Monte Blue's whole face

joined in his infectious merrymaking. "Why,
Lubitsch!" he exclaimed with delightful,

spontaneous boyishness.

"Then you have it ahead of you. It is

bound to come soon," I assured him.
"Bless your heart; that is dear of you

to say," he replied—and I felt right there

that no matter who your favorite actor on
the screen is, I know who would be off

screen!

"Do you know, some people think we
are paid too highly," he remarked, apropos

of something. "However, when one .con-

siders how short-lived is our career— ten.

twelve years at most— it is not much. An
actor can never tell when his popularity

is going to diminish. Two or three poor
stories and he is done for. He may die

in a condition bordering on poverty unless

he has prepared himself for some other

branch of the industry."

"What will you do when your period of

acting is over," I wanted to know.
"I? I hope to direct; I have been study-

ing it for ten years now. When my candle
is burning near its base, I shall quit and
turn to directing."

"But will you know when that occurs

—

few do."
His face grew intense, the Indian blood

showing in every line. "You just bet I

will know. I can feel the pulse of the pub-
lic's regard for me!"

The interview over, I turned to go, so

interested and thoroughly satisfied with the

afternoon that I forgot to ask for photo-
graphs. Monte Blue walked with me to

the gate.

"If you get stuck anywhere on this in-

terview you just call me up. Ill help you
all I can," he offered.

"I will."

"Good luck," he called. Like his "God
bless you" his "Good luck" rings as true

as the man himself.

"He's a peach," I said to myself as I

boarded the "double-decker" on Sunset
boulevard.

"Stark Love"
(Continued from page 19)

the South Seas ". This may be because the

mountaineers lack "It ', or it may be that

Mr. Brown, the director, tried too hard
to point out the drama. There's drama,
all right, but it's supplied by Ma Nature,
bless 'er.

Just the same, you should see it. Helen
Mundy, the high-school girl who became a

movie actress for this picture, is refreshing.

Without any make-up at all, and made to

wear a long, scraggly wig that should have
been saved for the Chief Witch's use in

"Macbeth", Miss Mundy is still interesting.

The mountain-boy hero is surprisingly ex-

pressive, while the "villain of the piece",
another real mountaineer with the amazing
name of Silas Miracle, has as much real

menace as any of the Hollywood boys.
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The Fascinating Marian Nixon
(Continued from page 33)

position that he can turn the clock back at strange things

will, he added, j'A girl with eyes like yours

couldn't have been late."

If Marian had been a character in fiction

she would have stiffened with lofty scorn at

this caddish display of personal favoritism

and told the fellow, in pompous language,

to go fly a kite. But she was just a regular

working girl to whom a dollar was a dollar,

so she smiled and said, "Thank you."

"Do you dance, Miss Nixon?" he wanted
to know.

"No, I never do."

"Do you like the theatre?"

"It's against my religion," she replied dis-

dainfully.

"Do you—now don't try to tell me you
never eat," he challenged, holding up a

forefinger in fair warning: She thought

she heard one of the girls behind her

whisper. 'Sickenin'!"

"Yes, I sometimes eat," she admitted.

"How about to-night?"

"Can't. My mother is down from

Superior visiting me for a few days."

'Superior? Is that where you're from?"
"Yes. I was born and raised there."

"Just come down here this summer?"
"No. I've been here for some time. I've

been going to High School in Minneapolis."

The floorwalker leaned forward, his

elbows resting on the counter. His broad

smile broadened and his face lighted tri-

umphantly with a forthcoming wisecrack.

However, there are limits even to the

strange acts of actors, and the floorwalker

was not prepared for the thing that this

actor did.

He seemed to be less interested in chiffon

than he pretended to be, and more inter-

ested in the pretty saleslady than the floor-

walker was willing that he should be. All

the time he fingered the flimsey material a

spirited conversation was going on between
the customer and the girl behind the

counter. She was bubbling over.

"Oh, yes! I just KNOW I could!" she

replied to one of his questions.

The floorwalker could not hear what the

actor said next, but his face wilted like a

leaking hot water bottle when Marian
Nixon replied eagerly, "Oh, I just LOVE
the theatre!"

She had just gotten through telling him
that for her the theatre was taboo. It was
more than he could bear, but a moment
later he was called upon to bear more. The
showman asked her another question and
she trembled with eagerness as she ex-

claimed, "Dance? Why, I do nothing BUT
dance.'

The glossy haired young executive could

endure it no longer. His youthful springi-

ness was gone as he turned into one of the

side aisles and dragged himself out of the

picture.

When he returned a few minutes later

the show people had left. Marian looked

But the remark that was destined to be the happy—hence approachable. He leaned

most brilliant lady killing nifty in the floor-

walker's young life was never made, for

just as he was about to speak a rough voice

at his elbow said, "Here's the chiffon".

He of the varnished hair turned dis-

gustedly and gave way to the chiffon buy-

ing male who was crowding him out. The
man, who was accompanied by two attrac-

tive women, was perfectly groomed, but

perhaps a trifle overdressed. He carried

himself with the peculiar flair of a showman.
The good looking young women with him
were likewise covered with the theatric

aura. Ten to one they were with a show
of some sort. It no longer seemed funny
that the man should be buying chiffon.

Actors were strange people and they did

' Anne Cornwall in Educational'

Christie Comedies.

toward her as before and started in where
he had left off. "Well then, how about

next week?"
"I'm afraid I won't be here next week,"

she replied, "I'm going on the stage."

"No!"
"Yes. With Paisley Noon and Company

in vaudeville. It's a dancing act on the

Pantages Circuit. You know I have already

done some prologue dancing in the theatres

here in Minneapolis. Oh, isn't it WON-
derful!"

So Marian Nixon became a full fledged

trouper.

Her vaudeville tour, in which she became
noted as a toe, ballet, eccentric and ball-

room dancer brought her to California. She
fell in love with the Coast country and
decided to remain permanently. Curiosity

brought her to Hollywood, where she was
seen by a motion picture official who gave

her a small role.

When the finished picture was screened,

her small bit stood out so well that she was
given better parts and soon she made an
enviable name for herself in the film colony.

Now she is under a five year contract

with Universal. She appeared in the lead-

ing feminine role opposite Bert Lytell in

"Sporting Life", in support of Reginald

Denny in "Where Was I," "I'll Show You
The Town," "What Happened to Jones"

and "Rolling Home." She then co-starred

in "Spangles" with Pat O'Malley and fol-

lowed this with the great laugh hit, "Taxi
Taxi." with Edward Everett Horton.

Miss Nixon is an excellent barijoiste and
often regales her friends at home on that

instrument. She is an omniverous reader

and has a fine library, but she is particu-

larly partial to Knut Hansen, Galsworthy
and DeMaupassant. She is five feet tall,

has brown eyes and hair, which is yet un-

bobbed. Among her close friends she is

still known as "Micksy" a nickname that

is peculiarly befitting her diminutive stature

and the impish twinkle in her large eyes.

Takes all

Weariness

Out of Your

Feet

IF your feet are naturally tender,

any unusual stress, such as golf-

ing, dancing, shopping, long hours of

standing, or a lengthy walk. tires

swellthem and makes them ache,

and burn.

An application of Dr. Seholl's Foot Balm
immediately relieves this condition. It sti-

mulates circulation, ends the pain, reduces
the swelling, opens the pores, and makes
the feet feel normal and comfortable,
delightfully cooled and refreshed. It puts

you right back on your feet, entirely

relieved of your distress.

Soreness, tenderness, irritation and chaf-

ing is quickly dispelled. It relieves pain-

ful corns, callouses and bunions. It is also

excellent as an external application for
stiffened joints, muscular soreness and neu-
ralgic-like pains in any part of the body.
Buy a jar of Dr. Seholl's Foot Balm

todav at your druggist's or shoe dealer's—35c.
For Free Sample write The Scholl Mig. Co., Chicago

DZScholl's
FootBalm
I'll Give You

BULLDOG COURAGE
In48 Hours

—OR NO COST!
Are you timid? Bashful? Self-

conscious? Afraid of people?

—

afraid of superiors? Give me
48 hours and I'll make you
bristle with bulldog courage
—or no cost!

Thousands of men and women
are being held back — made
miserable — made unhappy.
Why? Simply because of bash-
fulness — self-consciousness —
fear of criticism—business wor-
ries—and dozens of other fears.
Yet fear is ABSOLUTELY

UNNECESSARY'. I have discovered an amazing method
which banishes fear forever! No trouble! No incon-
venience! No Ions waiting for results. My method is

perfectly simple—perfectly natural—perfectly logical. It
works almost instantly. Try it. Y'ou will be aston-
ished! In just a few hours you will find yourself
brimming over with splendid new courage—new daring—new self-confidence.

Only 50 Cents
Dr. Bush gives you his secrets of real, he-man cour-

age in his book, called
'

' Spunk. " It is one of the
most startling books ever written. You can't read it

without a Quickening of your pulse—without a surge of
red-blooded courage.
This book is declared to be the masterpiece of Dr.

Bush, who has astounded throngs in America's greatest
cities and shown thousands the one way to health,
prosperity and self-confidence. Write for this amazing
book today. Send only 50 cents in full payment. If
you are not delighted, return the book within 5 days
and your money will be instantly refunded.

DAVID V. BUSH, PUBLISFIER
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Dept. K-605, Chicago, III.

OU CAN Oil, PAINT
[Amazing new method teaches men or women to N 3
I earn after first lesson. OIL PAINT photos

—

'portraits, landscapes or art subjects. Earn $18 to $5n

and more a week. OIL PAINT OUTFIT GIVEN. Send
now for free illustrated book. PICTOMAT, Alt'!

STUDIOS. Inc.. Dept. AS. 2923 Broadway, Chicago.

DAVID V. BUSH
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Have a Figure Like

Ann Pennington!
The "Magic" Reducer and

10 Minutes a Day Will

Roll Away the Fat
—0—

Give Nature a ChanceT—o—
HE unique scientific massage obtained

by using the "Magic" Beducer breaks down
fat tissue and stimulates blood
action sufficiently to let nature
have its way and you your own
beautiful figure.

By following the directions

for use of the "Magic" Re-
ducer you will enjoy daily ex
hilaration and soon notice the

beneficial effects of this

unique scientific massage.
Use the "Magic" Reducer
in the morning and again
at night ... a morning
massage will pep you up
and at night it will soothe ;

your fatigued body. This
j

is just what nature fi

needs to aid in the JfJ

washing away of
superfluous fat.

Sold by leading depart-
ment stores or if you
prefer to keep the secret

the "Magic" Reducer
will be mailed direct
to you in an unlabeled
box.

SEND NO HONEY

Industrial Rubber Corporation
Desk S. 133 Harris Ave.

Long Island City, N. Y.

MAIL ME
PI "MAGIC" REDUCER at $0.50

I

-
! JUNIOR "MAGIC" REDUCER at $3.75

and I will pay postman.

Name -

Street :

City State

The Real ^Camilk"— Continued from page 8

folds of her petticoat to the curls of her

black hair. Her gloved hands made you
think you were looking at a picture, her

handkerchief, marvelously trimmed with

costly lace, while in her ears two pearls

glistened, which might have made a queen

jealous.

"The last time I saw her, she was sitting

in a box at the opera. She was acquainted

with a great many gentlemen of the upper
classes. From the mere movement of her

opera glasses you felt that the fair looker-on

could have told more than one story con'

cerning these young men of the highest

rank. She indiscriminately directed her

glass first here and then there, without

bestowing more attention on one than on
another, as if indifferent to all, while every-

one repaid her notice by a smile, a rapid

gesture, or a sharp and quick glance. Lastly,

as if by chance, she directed her opera glass

on the recognized female leaders of Parisian

society. There was suddenly in her attitude

a certain indescribable air of resignation and
humility that was painful to behold.

"The gentleman who accompanied her

was a handsome young man. obviously proud
of being with Marie Duplessis and not sorry

to increase his own importance by showing

that she was really his, and by annoying her

by those many marks of attention so dear

to a young creature when they come from

a man she loves and so disagreeable when
they are addressed to a mind otherwise

occupied. She listened to him without hear-

ing him; she looked at him without seeing

him.

"This fair sinner, surrounded by the

admiration and homage of youth, was weary.

Lassitude was the great misfortune of her

life. She had seen so many of her affec

tions shattered, had been compelled by
necessity to enter into ephemeral 'basons,*

to pass from one love to another, without
knowing why she stifled quickly of a par-

tiality just springing up and feelings of

tenderness just dawning, that she had be-

come quite indifferent to all things, forget-

ting the love of yesterday, and scarcely

thinking any more of the love of today

than of the passion of tomorrow.

"What an unfortunate creature! She had
need of solitude and she was besieged by
admirers, she would have longed to be loved

and she was told she was beautiful! She
abandoned herself, therefore, without resist-

ance, to the vortex which was swallowing

her up.

"At the conclusion of the opera, the

beautiful creature left. I saw her leave her

box and wrap herself up in a cloak lined

with costly ermine. I even recollect I

assisted her to lift her cloak on one of her

shoulders, which was very white, and she

looked at me, without recognizing me, with

a gentle, mournful smile, which she trans-

ferred to the tall young man, who was at

that moment engaged in paying the box
opener and in making her change a five-

franc piece. 'Keep it all Madam,' she said

to the woman, bowing to her politely. I

saw her come down the grand staircase on

the right, her white dress standing out

against her red cloak."

The astonishment was general when peo-

ple heard that so young a creature was so

seriously ill, the doctors recommended quiet,

rest, sleep and silence. On hearing this

advice she began to smile, she knew that

everything was possible for her except keep-

ing those hours to herself which certain

ladies can keep.

Soon she became the life and soul of all

parties. She made the orchestra play her

favorite airs, and when night would come,
when a little sleep would have done her so

much good, she terrified the most intrepid

gamblers by the heaps of gold she piled up
before her, and lost at a single stake, as

indifferent to gain as she was to loss.

She fell desperately ill without complain-
ing, and she found kind assistance and pro-

tection among the passionate adorers of her

happy days.

Thus she died, gently lulled to sleep.

She had no longer any lovers, but she had
never had so many friends.

(^Victor Varconi is playing

around with "The Little

Adventuress."

Her death produced a sensation and was
talked about everywhere. At the expiration

of three days, the door of her house was
unlocked. The tall windows looked out on
the Boulevard opposite the Church of the
Madeleine. Not a single odor of death re-

mained amidst those silky curtains, in those
long draperies, with their ever-changing
colors or on the Gobelin carpets, where
flowers seemed to spring up scarcely touched
by her childlike feet. The bed in which
she had died scarcely bore a mark that

anybody had slept in it. At its head a stool

retained the impression of the knees of the

friend who had closed her eyes.

She died silently, as reserved in her
death as she had been in her life. She ex-'

pressed only one wish: she wanted to be^

buried at the break of day. without fuss and:

without noise.

She now lies in the Montmartre Cemetery;
in Paris.

For years afterward the demi-mondaines.
of Paris visited her grave, leaving the

camellias that she loved on the mound that

bears her name, often putting their name
and address on the cards. Poor creatures,

in the midst of death, they had to think
of living
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Continued from page 6

]ulia, Broo\lyn. I can grant your first

request but I can't publish a picture of

William Boyd. I can ask the Editor if he

will. I did, and he said there was a whole
interview with pictures in March number of

Screenland. Bravo, bravo! Ben Lyon is

American—he was born in Atlanta, Ga.,

educated Baltimore Park School and Balto.

City College, Md. He made a hit on the

stage as a juvenile actor. His screen sue
cess did not come all at once; he played a

variety of secondary roles, including the

younger brother in "The White Moth"
with Barbara La Marr and Conway Tearle,

before First National signed him for "Flam-

ing Youth" and eventually, stardom. Ben
has dark brown hair and deep blue eyes.

He's five feet eleven, weighs 160. And
since Marilynn Miller has emphatically de-

nied she is engaged to Ben Lyon, why, I

guess Ben Lyon isn't engaged, that's all.

Laura Snow. Have you .seen Phoebe
lately? But she was before your time, I

suppose. Patsy Ruth Miller hasn't been
engaged for a week or two. What's the
matter, Pat? She's a Warner Bros. star.

Marie Prevost's lovely dark curls are all

her own. Your other questions are an-

swered elsewhere. Come again.

Tony. If you get a photo from Lon
Chaney, you're in luck. I understand that

Lon pays no attention whatever to his fan
mail, let alone answering it. The old
meanie! But try, anyway—Metro-Goldwyn,
Culver City, Cal.—also for Lew Cody.
Jack Holt may go with M'G'M when his

Famous Players contract expires. No, he
doesn't get tired of westerns. He'd rather
ride the range any day than doll up for a

drawingToom picture. Jack is a real out-

door fellow; he raises cattle as a side line

to acting, did you know that? He's mar-
ried and has three charming children. By
the way, when I .say Paramount, Lasky, and
Famous Players—it's all the same company.
The Paramount eastern studio in Astoria
and the Lasky plant in Hollywood bow to

the same big bosses, Messrs. Zukor and
Lasky.

Jersey Gentleman. Sounds like a new

"The King of King's" completed,
Jacqueline Logan steps right into
"One Hour of Love".

brand of canned corn. Virginia Browne
Faire was married in Los Angeles, February
6, to Jack Daugherty, the Universal athletic

star; the same Daugherty who was once the

husband of the late Barbara La Marr.
Here's wishing them happiness.

Edward Fox. Child, I can't send you the

addresses of "all the different stars." Surely
you must have some favorites. Write and
let me know who they are and I'll be glad

to help you. As a starter—how about
Doug? Most every boy likes him. Address
Douglas Fairbanks at the United Artists

Studio, Hollywood, California. Write again,

Edward.

A Friend. So you immediately conjure

up a vision of a "young, very snappy girl"

when you hear the name "Miss Vee Dee"?
Well, Friend, I can only admit that you're
right. Snappy in a nice way, I suppose
you mean? I hope so. Rudolph Valentino
was born in Castellaneta, Italy, thirty-one

years ago. Ricardo Cortez was born in

New York City, I believe, although one
report says Vienna. Anyway, he was
brought up in New York City. Cortez; is

an assumed name. Write to him at Lasky 's.

Grace D. P. Buck Jones on the cover
of Screenland? But Grace—the cover is

the prerogative of the lovely ladies, and
you wouldn't want them to be crying their

pretty eyes out, now, would you? Address
Buck at the Fox Studio in Hollywood, Cal.

Maxine Brown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.,
seems to resemble both parents. At any
rate, she's a very pretty little girl, and may
be in the movies herself, some day.

Janet Robinson. Roy D'Arcy and his

smile seem to have hypnotized you. Roy
smiles and sneers for Metro-Goldwyn. He's
been seen lately in "Valencia" , "The
Temptress"

, and "Bardelys the Magnifi-
cent". He's married to Laura R. Duffy,
daughter of an M-G-M executive. Others
are answered elswhere. Please look for
them. Thank you.

Jasmin. Don't blame me if you don't
see John Roche more often. It's reported
that John was offered the leading male
role opposite Dorothy Gish in "Madame
Pompadour" but turned it down. Tony
Moreno took it and went to London to
make the picture. Mr. Roche is quite a
singer, you know, and may have thought
that the London atmosphere might have a
bad effect on his voice. (English readers,

please skip. I'm only in fun. anyway.)

Vera Taylor. Thanks for all the nice

things you say about us. I hope you'll

be a steady customer. I'm sorry I can't
give you Leatrice Joy's home address but
a letter to her care Cecil deMille Studio,
Culver City, Cal, will surely reach her.

Yes, I've met Leatrice and I can tell you
she lives up to her last name. John Gilbert's

latest are "The Day of Souls" and "Twelve
Miles Out". Please call on me often, Vera—if you don't mind my calling you that,

she added in a refined manner.

Burton Wilson. Now I call you down-
right fussy!. You get a nice letter from
Vilma Banky and then worry because the
signature may not be her own! I ask you,
does Vilma look like the kind of girl who
would let anyone else sign her letters for
her? Doris Kenyon is now Mrs. Milton
Sills. Address Mister and Missus at First

Go to High
School at Home
You can secure a high school education
right at home by studying the splendid new-

courses recently prepared by the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools.

These courses are equivalent to the courses given
in resident high schools. They have been specially

arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a busi-

ness position, or to make up the education they
missed when forced to leave school too soon.

The College Preparatory Course, the High School
Commercial Course and the High School English
Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,
«modern and U. S. history, physiology, literature,

geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,
shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, adver-
tising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American busi-

ness law, corporation finance, money and banking,
business and trade economics, etc. A diploma is

given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you will
make rapid progress because you will be in a class

by yourself and you will study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping
you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of
life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly
send you interesting free booklets describing the High
School Courses of the International Correspondence
Schools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 23G9-C. Scranton, Penna.

Without C03t, please tell me how I can Qualify (or the
position or In the subject before which I have marked
an X:

D College Preparatory Course
D High School Commercial Course

High School English Course
High School Vocational Course

O High School Agricultural Course
Business Management Salesmanship
Industrial Management Advertising

3 Traffic Management Better Letters
Business Law Show Card Lettering
Banking and Banking Law Stenography and Typing
Accountancy (incl'g C. P. A.) Business English
Nicholson Cost Accounting Civil Service
Bookkeeping Ballway Mall Clerk

3 Private Secretary Common School Subjects
Spanish French Illustrating Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
ArchitectElectrical Engineering

Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Bailroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Steam Engineering
Radio

Name
Street
Address..

Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman

O Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Navigation
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

City State

If you. reside in Canada, send th is coupon to the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,make3them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty
and expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. BLACK or BROWN. 75c at yout
dealer's or direct postpaid.
MAYBELUNE CO.. CHICAGO

Liquid
Form
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Are YouHungry
ForAdventure
Popularity...

BigPay?

THEN CHOOSE
AVIATION!

ARE you a red-blooded,
l daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-
dustry—the greatest ad-
venture since time began
—the greatest thrill ever
offered to man?

Think what Aviation offers you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. Ordinary salaries up to $75
and better than $200 a week! And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Com-
mercial Airlines aud airplane factories arenow being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing mil-
lions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
eee its great possibilities.

Become An Aviation Experts
Get into this thrilling

profession at once while
t!he field is new and
uncrowded. Now— by a
unique newplan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
you need to get started in
the Aviation Industry at
home, in spare time. Ex-
perts will teach you the
secrets andfundamentals
of Practical Aviation-
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this
remarkable method is al-
most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!

Send coupon for our new,
free book, just out—"Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane In-
dustry." It is vitally interest-
ing, reads like a romance and
tells you things about this
astonishing; profession you
nevereven dreamed of. Write
for your copy today.

AMERICAN SCH03L OF AVIATION
3601 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 8823 Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 8825 , Chicago, III.

Without any obligation, please aend me your FREE Book, "Op- I

portunitiea In the Airplane Industry." Alao information about I
your Courao in Practical Aviation.

PICK YOUR JOB!

Airplane Instructor

Airplane Engineer

Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler

Airplane Mechanician

Airplane Inspector

Airplane Builder

Airplane Salesman

Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor

Airplane Motor Expert

Airplane Designer

Name-

Address _

C[ Miss Vee Dee telling Lei

Hyams all about it.

City.

National Studio, Burbank, Cal. So you
heard that Mary Pickford has red hair and
freckles? Someone's been kidding you,
Burton. Mary's hair is golden and she

has a beautiful pink-and-white complexion.
Rin-Tin-Tin is still going strong and may
be addressed care Lee Duncan, Warner
Brothers Studio, Hollywood, Cal. Mr.
Duncan is his owner and trainer. Rinty
is married and the proud father of a grow
ing family.

Cherie. The reason you didn't see your
answer sooner was because there were
so many ahead of you. I try to give every-

one an answer in these columns, but some
times there are so many requests for the

same player's address that I can answer it

only once. So please read my department
thoroughly, won't you? As if you need to

to be urged! Antonio Moreno is married
to Daisy Danziger, member of a wealthy
and aristocratic California family. They
have a home in Beverly Hills. Tony and
and Mrs. Tony are abroad at this writing,

where Tony is making a picture; but they'll

be back soon.

Mary L. S., Tampa. Rod La Rocque
finished his role in Tolstoy's and Edwin
Carewe's "Resurrection" , in which he plays

opposite Dolores del Rio, the Mexican
beauty, and then he sailed for a vacation
abroad. His permanent address is care C.

B. deMille, Culver City, Cal. Rod is not
married. Jack Mulhall's wife is Evelyn
Winans, who used to be in pictures but is

now content to be Mrs. M. They have no
children. Jack will soon be seen in "The
Poor J^ut"—it offers a dandy part for him,
but he has to appear in specs— regular

Harold Lloyd goggles. How will you like

that, I wonder? Jack is crazy about it; he
likes parts which offer opportunities for

characterization. He's now a featured

player, having risen rapidly in the past year.

Norma Shearer, Marion Davies, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. — Metro-Goldwyn. May
McAvoy is now a Warner star. George
O'Brien will be seen in "Sunrise", for Fox.
under Murnau's distinguished direction,

opposite Janet Gaynor. And that's all for

you this time, Mary. And no wonder.

Lumber ]ac\ of the Great J^orthuest.

So you 'beg to disagree with Delight Evans

about her "Fillies" story in the November
issue and believe that the ingenue race is

between Norma Shearer and Patsy Ruth
Miller. Well, these two girls have already

arrived; that story was mostly about the

girls who had not yet achieved stardom.

See? No hard feelings, I hope. Ella Hall

has retired from the screen. She is Mrs.

Emory Johnson in private life—or she was;

I'm not sure whether *they are divorced or

not. Your other question is kind of hard

to answer. There is no specific "early to

bed and to rise" clause in any stellar con-

tract that I ever heard of; but every star

knows that if he can't face the camera in

the morning with a clear conscience and a

clear eye his contract won't last long, any-

way. There is no profession which de-

mands more wholesome living than screen

acting, let me tell you. Write to me again,

Jack; and give my regards to those men
who always get theirs, 'way up there in

that Great Northwest.

"Adanac" Mac\. I have your list of film

people who were born in Canada and have

compared it with mine and I am unable to

add any to yours. So Bert Lytell said he

was born in Canada. According to my
records. Bert was born and brought up in

little old New York. Suit yourself.

Du\e, Phoenix. Conway Tearle is now
a free-lance player' and so is rather hard

to keep track of. The latest information

about him is that he is making a picture

for F. B. O. Studios in Hollywood, Cal.,

called "Hello. Bill''—I think it's a picture

about the Elks. Hurry and you may catch

Conway there. Yes. he's still married to

Adele Rowland. Billie Dove is now a star

for First National— at Burbank, Cal.,

studios. Virginia Valli is with Fox; Vir-

ginia is divorced and shows no signs of

taking a new husband. My first name is

not Bee. How could it be? Now will you
be good? I hope to hear from you again,

Duke; and if you can find Conway let me
know and we'll trail him again; in other

words—we'll co-star in a serial called"The

i^uest of Conway", and Ell bet we make
good.
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laugh day when-
you see

MONTY BANKS
»jHorse Shoe

lA feature, comedy

"Horse Shoes" got 200 separate, deep-chested

laughs from the big crowd at its preview in

Los Angeles—that's almost a World's Record!

Now ready forYOUR entertainment!

Ask at your local Theatre

when it will be shown.

Pafhepicture
MARK.:
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Paramount

lights Broadway

—.and the Broadways

of the World!

"Broadway welcomes you to New
York." In Times Square, gate-

way to the great white way, a

giant electric sign welcomes you
to the most famous street in the

world. The Paramount Theatre,

luxurious home of Paramount
Pictures, echoes "welcome" and
four times more in this lane of

pleasure the great lights of a the-

atre showing Paramount Pictures

only blazon their message of cheer—"Abandon care all ye who
enter here." Paramount lights

Broadway

!

Like moths to a flame come
thousands, drawn to these the-

atres by the lure of the Paramount
name and the great Paramount
Stars whose names shine over

them. But for these thousands

there are millions who never see

Broadway who thrill to the same
pictures and the same names with-

out even leaving home.

Wherever you see a Paramount
Picture, you see it exactly as it is

shown on Broadway—"with the

Original New York cast."

"Broadway welcomes you to

New York." But even if you
never come, its pleasures are yours

to enjoy no matter where you are

because Paramount—the name
that lights Broadway, lights the

Broadways of the world 1

In August you will see the complete 100% Paramount Program— Para-

mount Features, Paramount News and Paramount Comedies. Ask your

Theatre Manager now to book it and enjoy a complete program of the

same high standard as Paramount Pictures.

{paramount {pictures
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP.. Adolph Zukor, Pres., Paramount Bldg., New York

Ifit's a Paramount Picture it's

the best show in town !".
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Discover the

AMAZING
WHITENESS
of Your Own Skin/
I beg to present one of the great
beauty discoveries of all time . . .

a three-fold skin-whitener. Ex-
pect results that will amaze you.
For now, in just three to six days,
you can triple the whiteness of your skin
. . . smooth it to soft, creamy texture . . .

and clear it of every blemish.

New Natural Method
Whitens Skin in 3 days
Your skin is far whiter than you imagine, but
its whiteness is masked beneath years of ex-
posure to sun, wind, dust, etc. My new-type
lotion unveils it and multiplies it. In six days
this lotion undoes the havoc of years of exposure.
In a perfectly natural way, amazing whiteness
and smoothness are brought up from underneath
the darkened, weather-roughened surface.

Freckles, Blackheads Vanish
Blemishes, roughness and tiny imperfections are
erased from the skin surface. All trace of
freckles, tan, blackheads and roughness disap-
pear almost as if you had wished them away.
You actually see your skin grow clear, fresh,
ivory-white. . . and this beauty is in the skin
itself—smooth, delicate, flawless beauty that
powder can never give I

Now Used in 28 Countries
Never before have women had such a cosmetic.
In a few short months its fame has spread to
three continents and 28 countries. Now, in just
three to six days, you can have the glory of a
clear, milk-white skin.

Positive Guarantee
Will you try this amazing treatment? Test it

to whiten hands, face or neck. Apply in three
minutes at bedtime. See what a remarkable
improvement just three days make.
Send no money—simply mail coupon. When
package arrives pay postman only $1.50 for the
regular large-size bottle. Use this wonderful
cosmetic six days. Then, if not simply delighted,
return it, and I will refund your money with-
out comment. Mail coupon todav to (Mrs.)
GERVAISE GRAHAM, 25 W. Illinois St.,

Chicago. (Canadian address: 61 College St., Toronto)

GERVAISEGRAHAM
Jetton FACE BLEACH

MA | L NOW - »---»--
(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM.
Dept. SC-6, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago

Send me, postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleach.
On arrival, I will pay postman only $1.50. If not
delighted after six days' use I will return it and
you will at once refund my money.

Name

Address

City and State

An Answer Page

of Information.

Address:
Miss Vee Dee,
Screenland,

49 West 45th St.

New York City.

ee of Texas. Where is thy

sting? You seem to like al-

most all the players. That's

fine. Anthony Jowitt oppo'

site Gloria Swanson in "The Coast of

Folly ". Dorothy Sebastian was born

in Birmingham. Alabama, not so very

long ago: let's say about twenty
two years ago, and see what Dorothy
will say. Greta Nissen is a decided blonde;

one of the beautiful pure Scandinavian

types of beauty. She isn't married or en-

gaged. I can't send you her picture but

perhaps Greta can. Address her at Para-

mount Studio, Astoria, Long Island, N. Y.

I believe her brother, Eric, acts as her

secretary.

}{elda, Kansas. Yours is the kind of let-

ter I like—especially the part where you

say I seem nearer to you through my pages

in Screenland than the stars. Of course

you mean the studio stars; I understand.

Thank you. Ronald Colman was married to

Thelma Ray, an English actress: but they

are divorced. Richard Dix isn't married and

never has been, although Richard is reported

engaged regularly. Dix works at Para-

mount's Astoria Studio. And how.

Gerry. Yes—Douglas Gilmore is now
with Paramount and works at the Lasky

Hollywood Studios. You probably did see

him on the stage; he first played the re-

porter in "Liglitnin' " with_ Frank Bacon;

then he was Elsie Ferguson's leading man

in "The Varying Shore"; with Helen Hayes

in "We Moderns"; and in "Top Hole".

Metro-Goldwyn sent him to California,

where he played in "Paris" and "The Taxi-

Dancer", both with Joan Crawford; and

also on the stage in "White Cargo". Now
he's devoting himself exclusively to the

films. Born in Chicago and educated at the

University of Chi. And I can't think of

another thing to tell you about Douglas.

Victor McLag-
len as\s as he

rests on his

honors —
"What price

now'"

Except that I can't imagine calling

him "Doug"—

Catherine O. What a lot of letter-

writing you must be going to do.

I'm game if you are. Here goes.

Evelyn Brent. Clara Bow. Bebe

Daniels—Laskv Studio. Hollywood,

Cal. Sally O'Neil. Conrad Nagel
— M-G-M Studio. Culver City, Cal.

Alberta Vaughn. F. B. O. Studio, 780

Gower St.. Hollywood, Cal. Laura La

Plante, Universal Studio, Universal City,

Cal. Madge Bellamy. Fox Studio, 1400 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

La Marquise Forever! Aren't you

emotional! Sic Transit Gloria Swanson,

whatever that means. Keep your eyes open

for your idol; after her long sojourn in the

east she has returned to your dear Cal-

ifornia to make pictures for six months.

"Henry"—or la Marquis de la Falaise de la

Coudraye — went along, of course. This

noble pair is as devoted as ever. For "The

Love of Sunya"—don't you know yet that

Gloria is now a United Artists star, having

left Famous Players far behind? And that

reminds me—Gloria's former bosses have

decided to change the official name of their

famous organization to Paramount-Famous-

Lasky— just to give this poor Answer'

woman a little more work, maybe.

Jello. Where did you ever get the idea

that John Gilbert is retiring from pictures?

Can't a poor star — poor, comparatively

speaking you understand—indulge in a lit-

tle attack of appendicitis once in a while?

Jack left the M-G-M Studio for several

weeks' rest after his illness— believe he

dashed up to Canada: but he is back on the

"lot" now making "Twelve Miles Out". A
nice, thirsty title, isn't it

1

Court Jester. So you consider me the
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They Grinned When the Waiter
Spoke to Me in French

—but their laughter changed to amazement at my reply

WE had dropped into Pierrot's for
dinner — Pierrot's, that quaint

French restaurant where the waiters speak
nothing but French. Jack Lejeune, who
boasted a smattering of French, volun-

teered to act as interpreter.

"Now tell me what you want to eat,"

announced Jack grandly, after we were
seated, "and I'll 'parley' with the waiter."

With halting French phrases and much
motioning of hands, Jack translated our
orders to the waiter. Finally Jack turned
to me.

"What's yours, Fred?" he asked.

"Virginia ham and scrambled eggs," I

replied.

Jack's face fell. He knew that my
order would be difficult to translate into

French. However, he made a brave effort.

"Jambon et des et des
"

but Jack couldn't think how to say
"scrambled eggs." He made motions as
if he were scrambling eggs in a frying-

pan, but the waiter couldn't get what he
was driving at.

"I'm afraid you'll have to order some-
thing else, Fred," he said finally. "I can't

think of the word for 'scrambled eggs.'
"

Everybody smiled— everybody except

me. With great ceremony I beckoned to

the waiter. "I'll explain my order to the

waiter," I said. A chuckle ran around the

table.

"Fred can't speak French, can he?" I

heard a girl whisper to Jack.

"No—he never spoke a word of French
in his life," came the answer. "But watch
him. This will be funny. He'll probably
give an imitation of a hen laying an egg."

A Tense Moment
The waiter addressed me. "Monsieur a

fait son choix?" he asked.
There was a pause. All eyes were on

me. I hesitated—prolonged the suspense
as long as possible. Then in perfect French
I said to the waiter : "Oui. Donnez moi
du jambon aux oeufs brouilles—jambon
de Virginie."

The effect on my friends was tremen-

dous. The laughter stopped. There were
gasps of amazement. In order to heighten
the effect, I continued for several minutes
to converse in French with the waiter. I

asked him all sorts of questions—what
part of France he was from—how long he
had been in America, and many other

queries. When I finally let the waiter go,

everybody started firing excited questions

at me.
"Fred! Where did you learn to speak

French like that?" "Why didn't you tell

us you could talk French?" "Who was
your teacher ?"

"Well, folks," I replied, "it may sound
strange, but the truth is I never had a
teacher. And just a few months ago I

couldn't speak a word of French."
"Quit your kidding !

" laughed Jack_ "You
didn't develop that knowledge of French in

a few months. I thought it took years to

learn to talk like that."

"I have been studying French only a
short while," I insisted. And then I told

them the whole story.

How I Learned French Without
a Teacher

"Did you ever hear of the House of Hugo?"
I asked.

Jack nodded. "That's that famous Language
Institute over in London, isn't it?"

"Yes," I replied. "They've been teaching lan-

guages for over a century. Thousands of Euro-
peans have learned foreign languages in a sur-
prisingly short time by their 'at-sight' method."

"But what's that got to do with your learning
French?" asked Jack. "You haven't been over
there taking lessons from the House of Hugo,
have you?"

"No, I couldn't go to the House of Hugo, so
the House of Hugo came to me," I replied
quizzically.

My Friends Look Startled
"Here's what I mean," I said. "The authori-

ties of the House of Hugo got together recently
and decided to condense their knowledge of lan-
guage instruction—their experience in teaching
French—the secrets of their wonderful method
into a course of printed lessons—a course which
anyone could study at home.

"This course turned out to be the most
ingenious method of learning French ever de-
vised. It was simply marvelous. It enabled
people to learn French in their own homes, in
an incredibly short time.

"I can scarcely believe it myself, but just a

few months ago I did
Now I can speak and
is spoken to me. A
just a few minutes a
ous exercises to do

—

class-room drills. It

Everything was so
Honestly, the Hugo
the most remarkable
ever seen I"

n't know a word of French,
understand French when it

nd I didn't study much

—

day. There were no labori-

no tiresome rules—no dull

was actually fun learning,
clear, so simple, so easy.
At-Sight' French Course is

thing of its kind I have

Try It 5 Days FREE
This story is typical. You, too, can now learn

French at home—quickly, easily, pleasantly—just
as thousands of others are doing by the cele-

brated Hugo "At-Sight" Method. Twenty-four
fascinating lessons, carefully planned. The most
ingenious method of learning French ever dis-

covered. Whole generations of language-teaching
experience in all the leading European cities are
behind this French course.

The wonderful thing about this simplified
Hugo method is that it makes you your own
teacher. At home—in minutes that might other-
wise be wasted—you learn phrase by phrase, sen-
tence by sentence, to speak the language correctly
and well. To be able to speak French is deci-
dedly a cultural attainment, and is recognized as
such. Use those spare minutes to master French,
this fascinating Hugo way!
No money is necessary now. We shall be glad

to send you the complete course FREE FOR 5
DAYS so that you may see it and judge it for
yourself. Within the free examination period you
have the privilege of returning the course without
cost or obligation, or keeping it as your own and
sending only $2 as a first payment, and there-
after $2 a month until the full price of $12 has
been paid.
You are the judge. Simply return the course

within 5 days if you are not fascinated and de-
lighted with it. If you act promptly, a valuable
French-English Dictionary, containing 45,000
words, will be included without additional cost.

We urge you to clip and mail this coupon to-
day. Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-606, Gar-
den City, New York.

Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-606,
American Representatives of Hugo's
Language Institute of London,
Garden City, New York.

Please send me the Hugo "French-at-Siglit" Course
in 2-1 lessons, tor free examination and include the
French-English Dictionary. Within 5 days I will either
return tire course and dictionary or send you $2 at
that time and $2 each month thereafter until $12 has
been paid.

Name .-. _

Address .-.

City State

Occupation
5% discount for cash with order
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So Slender
It Pays to Reduce

Over-fat people suffer a handicap, to-

day more than ever. People know that

obesity is largely due to a gland dis-

order. Exercise and diet, carried to ex-

tremes, may correct the result for

awhile. But the right way, the easy

way, is to correct the cause.

That way is Marmola Prescription

Tablets. They are based on many years

of scientific research. They act to cor-

rect the cause of excess fat. No abnor-

mal exercise or diet is required.

Marmola has been used for 19 years.

The use has grown, by users telling

others, until people now are taking a

very large amount.
You can see the results wherever you

look. You can learn them frorn your
friends, if you will. Excess fat is not

nearly so common as it was.

If you need help, learn this easy,

pleasant, scientific way to fat reduction.

Do that in fairness to yourself. Watch
the fat reduction, watch the new vital-

ity. You will be amazed and delighted.

You will know that this way is right.

Test Marmola now, and learn what mil-

lions know about it.

Marmola prescription tablets are

sold by all druggists at $1 per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get

\ them at once from his jobber.

^Prescription tablets

VAe Vleasant Way tofteduce

o rev e

r

Hundreds of hairs removed
with their roots in less than
a minute! NU-ART, the new
scientific preparation, is far in

advance of temporary surface

hair removers. Permanently
destroys the growth by gently

lifting out the roots until they
cannot retutn. Safe. Rapid. Harm-

less. Thousands of women are
using it. Formulated by a physician.
Guarameed. Only Si. 00. Ask your

dealer or send coupon for free offer.

The iN'ca Art of Destroying Embarrassing Hair.

// your dealer can't supply yon, mm! coupon
•••••••••••••••••••••«•»••••••»••••••••••••

DELF1N INC. Dept. 107 South Orange, N.J.
I enclose SI.00 for a package of NU-ART and under-

siand you will also send me without charge, as a

special offer, a large jar of NU-ART Massage Cream
and a six months supply of Antiseptic Astringent.

Name —•

Address

City & State-

queen of all answer ladies? Well, I should
hope so; I'm the first and, as far as I know,
the only one. Lillian Gish's films for Metro-
Goldwyn-Maycr have been, in order of

their release: "La Boheme '

, "The Scarlet

Letter", "Annie Laurie", and, now in the

making, "The Wind". Miss Gish will, some-
time in the future, appear in the screen

version of Channing Pollock's war drama,
"The Enemy". Lillian isn't married; and
she has never confided her salary to me,
one way or another; but I hear it's some-
where in the neighborhood of ten thousand
a week— and a very exclusive neighbor-

hood, too. Don't we wish we lived there?

Rose Marie. Don't you go singing that

Love Call around Richard Aden or you
may hear from Jobyna Ralston. She's

now Mrs. Arlcn, you know. Richard's real

name, I think, is Richard Van Mattiford.
He's under contract to Famous Players and
is seen in "Wings" and perhaps in "Rolled
Stoc\ings", although both Buddy Rogers
and James Hall are also mentioned for the

latter lead. Jobyna left the Harold Lloyd
company upon completing "The Kid
Brother" to sign with Paramount-Famous-
Lasky. The new Mrs. Aden is Eddie Can-
tor's leading lady in "Special Delivery".

Alhambra, Col., Fan. So your chum
lives on the hill across from Tony Moreno?
I suppose, being a good little fan, you find

lots of excuses for admiring the view from
her front porch. Tony is married to Daisy
Danziger; they have returned from Europe
where he made "Madame Pompadour" oppo-
site Dot Gish.

Audrey. So it took an actor from Eng-

land to work up your enthusiasm for leading

men. Well. Clive Brook is stimulating I'll

admit, in his own quiet charming way. He's
married to Mildred Evelyn, formerly an
actress in England; they have two small

children. He was born June 1, 1891. Clive
will next be seen in "Underworld"—the

role Ricardo Cortez was to have played
opposite Evelyn Brent. Ricardo, incident-

ally, has signed up with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer for the lead in "Anna Karenina",
according to latest report.

V. M. D.. Cleveland. Fred Thomson
is coming ahead by leaps, bounds, and
hurdles—on Silver King. It's Fred's real

name, and also Silver King's. Fred is all-

American. He's a champion athlete, col-

lege graduate, war hero, and his hobbies

are Mrs. and Master Thomson, Silver King,

all outdoor sports, and the Boy Scout move-
ment. A regular scout—you said it.

Anxious Anastasia Reilly Fan. What are

you so anxious about? The young lady in

whom you're so much interested seems to

be doing very well, thank you, as one of

the leads in a musical comedy called "Yours
Truly", now running in New York, with

Leon Errol starring. Miss Reilly has never
made any film appearances that I have any
record of. But she is playing at the Shu-
bert Theatre, New York, if that will help

relieve that anxious feeling.

Mary Margaret. Patricia Avery has been
called the "Wampas Baby Bride" lately

because it was discovered that she has been
secretly married for almost a year to Merrill

(Continued on page 104)

C[ "Dynamite", UniversaVs canine star, is

via\ing "Fangs of Destiny" supported by
Edmund Cobb and Betty Caldt'.'ell. Fran-

cis Ford at the megaphone.
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WILLIAM HAINES in

SLIDE KELLY SLIDE
LISTEN to that roaring grand stand,

SPRINGTIME'S here, Oh boy!

BASEBALL, romance, love and laughter ....

REM EMBER William Haines in"Brown of Harvard"?

THAT was one glorious football picture!

AND now this happy, handsome star appears in

THE epic picture of the great National pastime

WITH lovely Sally O'Neil and— wow!

JliilKE Donlin, Tony Lazzeri, and the

MEUSELS (Irish and Bob) themselves.

FOLLOW the crowd!

Slide Kelly Slide

WllllAM Hainfs, Saliy O'Neil, Harry Case*

An Edward Sedgwick Production

Al> original screen play by A. P. Younger

Titles by Joe Farnham

Directed by Edward Sedgwick

b(chvun^\&ftx
"More stars than there are in Heaven"

Where are eyes
the keenest?

North, South, East, West?

These rare prizes will decide it

!

WHAT a difference there

is in eyes—and between
merely looking at things and ac-

tually seeing them. Thousands
of people miss half the enjoy-

ment M-G-M pictures could

givethem. Theydonotw—and,

of course, can't remember—
anywhere near all that produc-

ers put into settings and players

into their characterizations.

Here's a testthat'll helpyoudiscover
how keen your eyes are. If they're as

sharp as we hope, they'll win one of

our prizes for you! Send us your
answers to the six questions below.
Thepossessorof the keenestwoman's
eyes shall receive th ^ favorite"Ail een

Pringle" choker necklace.The sharp-

est male optics will win the silver-

topped "Lew Cody" cane used in

"On Ze Boulevard."

To the SO next best, we'll give our

favorite portraits specially auto-

graphed. Luck and keen eyes to you
all—North, South, East, West!

Here are the six questions!

In what recent M-G-M picture

doesLon Chaney play the role of

a son, a father and a grandfather?

With what type of picture has

Reginald Barker been long;

identified ?

3 Give your estimation of William
Haines' work on the screen with

particular reference to "Slide, Kelly,
Slide." (Not more than 50 words.)

M What M-G-M picture has for

its background the Citizens'

Military Training Camps ?

Name six M-G-M pictures

which will be shown at your
local theatre in 1927. Give name of

theatre and manager.

In what M-G-M picture does
an imaginary island figure and

what was the name given it ?

Write your answers on one side of

a single sheet of paper and mail to

Competition Editor, 3rd Floor,
1540 Broadway, New York. All
answers must be received by May
15th. Winners' names will be pub-
lished in a later issue of this magazine.

NOTE:—If you do not attend the pic-

tures yourself you may question your
friends orcon suit motion picture mag-
azines. In event of ties, each tying
contestant will be awarded a prize

identical in character with that
tied for.

Winners of
the Joan Crawford Contest of March:

HARRY D. BROWN, Mayor
Gillispie, Illinois

SADIE M. MOORHOUSE
815 Pacific Ave., Osawatonic, Kansas
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

"VOV can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it,

StiMman's FreckleCreambleache9
them out w hile you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of

natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-

funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillmans
Freckle Cream

^jQ$Removes
Freckles

Whitens
The Skin

The Stillman Co., Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.

Send me your FREE make-up and skin treat-

ment booklet.

Name

Address

City State

CAMERAPREE
Your Choice—$100 Professional
MOTION PICTURE Camera or
Professional View Camera.
Be a Motion Picture Cameraman,

Portrait, Ne*vs or Commercial Pho-
tographer. Big money in all branches.
Hundreds of positions now open pay
$75 to $250 a week. Easy, fascin-

ating work.

Learn Photography Quickly
In your snare time at home you
can qualify for a big paying po-
sition and you get your choice of
professional cameras FREE. In-
struction also given in our great
New York studios.

Write for FREE BOOK
Send name and address for big. new,
illustrated book on professional pho-
tography. Write for your copy tonight!
New York Institute of Photography
Dept. 60 10 West 33rd St., K: Y. City

YOUR PICTURE
on a DOUBLE VANITY

Beautifully

Colored

$1!

FARGO ART CO.. 12 John St.,

Mail us your
favorite picture
(any size). We
will forward

Double Vanity filled
with Rouge and Pow-

der. Send no money. Pay
mailman when delivered.
New York, Dept. 9

SCREEN NEWS FROM
^Broadway

GONE, but not for-

gotten! And they

may be back
within five

months. Who? Why, al-

most all of the stars and
directors who have been
working at the eastern

studios of the Paramount'
Famous ' Lasky Company.
The Astoria film factory is closed,

with the understanding that all fu-

ture productions will be made on the

west coast. However, it's just possi'

ble that the magnates may change

their minds, and that another six months

or so will see the big plant humming again.

New York hopes so, that's certain.

Two of the most famous of the directors

refused to continue with the company when
the westward'ho movement began. They
are Herbert Brenon and Malcolm St. Clair.

Mr. Brenon purchased his contract from

Paramount for some fabulous sum, and will

produce independently under the auspices

of United Artists. His first film will be the

best-seller. "Sorrell and Son", by Warwick
Deeping. The sequel to Mr. Brenon's "Beau
Geste" — "Beau Sabreur" — will probably

be directed by James Cruze. Brenon will

go to England to confer with the author of

"Sorrell and Son" and may film some of

the scenes in the original locations. St.

Clair's future plans have not yet been

announced.
Richard Dix, when the order to move

west was issued, tried to buy his contract

for one million dollars. Another company
offered Richard the million for his release

from Paramount and also promised him
$7 500 a week salary. But Paramount re-

fused to let him go—with good reason. He's
just about their best box-office bet. So. Mr.
Dix has gone to California to begin work
on a new picture, "under the same man-
agement".

C[ Ramon T^ovarro and
Horma Shearer are

now ma\ing "Old
Heidelberg".

The Paramount-Famous-
Lasky exodus leaves only a

few companies working in

and around New York City.

Robert Kane will continue to pro-

duce his First National releases here,

with Ben Lyon and others starring.

George Walsh will keep on working
in the east, as usual. The huge Cosmo-
politan Studios in the Bronx—where Marion
Davies made all her big costume films, and
where Gloria Swanson produced "Sunya —
have been purchased by Warner Brothers,

and will be the home of Vitaphone. Space
will also be rented to other companies. In

other words, New York City seems to be
out of the running right now as a film cen-

tre; but it's all happened before, and the

wise boys are predicting a come-back already.
. * * *

There was one Famous Player who flatly

refused to go west. She's one of the Para-

mount School Girl Graduates—Iris Gray,
and she was just beginning to make good
in vamp roles when the call came for Cali-

fornia. Did Iris pack her trunks? She
did. but only for a honeymoon trip. The
actor to whom she was engaged had to

open in a new musical comedy any day,

and if Miss Gray had left for Hollywood,
their marriage would have been postponed
indefinitely. It was a case of marriage
versus career; and marriage won. Iris is

now Mrs. Frank Lynch, and very happy,
thank you. "High Hat" is her farewell to

filmdom.
-4* 4* ^>

Jeanne Eagels, famous as the original

Sadie Thompson of "Rain", and now play
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New^^lS^li^ girdle

reduces waist and hips
^two tofour inches in TenDays
Ml. T^ASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies the marvelous

Jl new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hip and waist almost as if by

W '% JH magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful figure you desire.

Perfolastic is entirely different from any other reducing girdle you have

ever seen— lighter in weight, cooler, more comfortable, more slenderizing.

Cool— Comfonable— Slenderizing

Don't confuse Perfolastic with the old ter still, with every breath you draw,

style, heavy rubber garments that were with every step you take, Perfolastic

so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a exerts a continuous, gentle massage that

featherweight, ventilated girdle that lakes off flesh.

weighs just seven and a half ounces In an amazingly short time bulky hips

9 (garters included), and is full of tiny and waist become slim and shapely—
holes to let the skin breathe and the f

our fi

f
ure ^gams the slender, straight

H pores function as thev should. It is
Imes of you h-you look and teel years

1
, n iii 1 1 i ,i

younger. Manv women have found, to
• 1 so cool, so comfortable that you hardly

their astonishment and delight, waist
I know you have it on. and hips reduced two to four inches

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict in TEN DAYS,
the figure in any way. Bend, twist, turn, nq Dieting—No Exercises

! exercise as vigorously as you choose, you .

,
will find that Perfolastic "gives" with Thmk of what this means

!
No more

UK ->J every movement of vour bodv. Made of wearisome dieting no more tiresome

finest quality pure plantation rubber, it
exercises, no more bitter self-denial m

combines wonderful elasticity with a vain attempt to get thm. For with

extraordinary strength. Perfolastic is a Perfolastic you can now regain a slen-

product of the famous Goodrich Rubber der, youthful figure without the slightest

Co. and is guaranteed by us not to rip, discomfort.

tear or stretch out of shape. Free Booklet and Sample

How Perfolastic Reduces matter now much overweight you are, no
matter what other methods of reducing you

Long experience has shown that the have tried, no matter what other girdles you

safest, surest way to reduce is through ^je worn— Perfolastic a trial Write
i . , /

i
. . „„n„ today for interesting FREE BOOK telling

massage, which breaks up the fat cells mor/ about this rema
e
rkabie gircue and pictu*

SO that they can be absorbed and carried ing the many delightful Perfolastic models,

off by the circulation. also sample of Perfolastic and full details about

PpvfnljiQt^ wxWpq thrrmo-h massage the sPecial 5 "day trial offer and Money Back
1 ertolastic reauces tnrougn massage

Guarantee . No obligation. Don't delay. Mail—automatic massage, it tits With glove- coupon below NOW. Address Perfolastic, Inc.,

like smoothness, closely encircling waist, Dept. 35, 225 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

hips and thighs. The instant you

put it on vou look slimmer, for 1

Perfolastic, Inc.~'
it gently straightens out fleshy I ^ 35

>
225 w

- 57th St., New York, n. v. i

miTvoc <rivp« vnn lpnoth of line Without obligation on my part please send me FEEE 'W CUl\eS, gives yOU IfcllgUl Ol ™, ROOK describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Re- I

Sjp*^ helDS VOU Stand erect. And, bet- I ducing Girdle, also sample of Perfolastic and special 5-day I
1

i Trial Offer. . ..

PERFOLASTIC, Inc. - -
Dept. 35, 225 WEST 57th STREET .Address .

NEW YORK CITY I I

j

Oty State

j
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TJ [E authentic human side of one

oL
f our greatest actors.

Mr. Ullman's book is illustrated

by photographs from the author's

private library.

His sentence to jail ; his reason for

wearing a slave bracelet ; his report-

ed engagement to Pola Negri; these

and scores of other interesting things

about him are told in a manner in

which only a close friend and ad-

viser could tell them.

There were many things said and
written about Valentino in the last

few years of his life, and after his

death, that did him great injustice.

This book has been written primar-

ily for the purpose of setting at rest

those rumors.

Here's what eminent critics have

to say about the book.

"An interesting and exciting' book.

It is easy to read, a dignified,

plausible story."— Harry Hanun,
New York World.

"Ullman's story is well worth read-

ing." — Ward Marsh,

Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"Has an excellent flavor, interesting

and authentic."— Luella Parsons,

Los Angeles Examiner.

This publishing hit is being offered

by Screenland and by no other

magazine at the publisher's regular
price, $2.00.

SCREENLAND Book Department, Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send me a
copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

Kamc

Address

<3[ Mary Ann Jac\son
cussing the scanda
Smith's"—their next

ing in "Her Cardboard Lover", may soon
become a screen star, they say. Metro-
Goldwyn made tests of Miss Eagels and
the results are said to be gratifying. But
didn't Jeanne appear in a picture a long
time ago, failing to set the film on fire?

Even if she did, came "Rain"—and a new
celebrity was born.

* * *

No, sir—the old town just doesn't seem
the same. No sooner had all the Para-
mounters departed, bag and baggage, for

sunny California, than Gloria decided she
must make her second independent produc
tion on the coast. And before we knew it.

we were attending her farewell tea and re-

ception at the Ritz, and then the same
afternoon, seeing her off at the train. Her
send-off was what you'd expect in honor
of such a popular young lady—crowds,
flowers, fans, clicking cameras, reporters

—

not to mention the Marquis, several maids,
and three Chow dogs. Gloria went regret-

fully—yes, she did too, Hollywood! She
hated to leave her palatial bungalow atop
a skyscraper. She'll miss her country house
in Croton. And she promised to be back in

six months—just as soon as she completes
that picture. Albert Parker, who directed

"The Love of Sunya" , will wield the mega-
phone again; while John Boles, Gloria's

discovery, will once more officiate as leading
man.

* % *

Broadway is saying: "Keep your eye on
Helen Chandler". Helen is one of the big
street's favorite children. She scored an
amazing success in "The Wild Duc\" several

seasons ago. Allan Dwan gave her a small

part in "The Music Master" for her screen
debut—and she stood out. Then the same
director offered her another part in "The
Joy Girl" and Helen left the cast of the
stage play, "The Constant Js[ymph", to go
to Florida for exteriors with the Dwan com-
pany. So you see she likes pictures. And
it looks as if pictures will like her.

Can it be that Lois Wilson will have to

get her sunbonnet out of moth-balls after

all? After all her rebelling against sweetly
simple roles? At any rate Lois is now star-

ring in "The Gingham Girl", for F. B. O.

—

right after stepping out in satins and sables

for "Broadway Njghts", too! One of her
strongest reasons for leaving Paramount, her
friends say, was that she preferred working
in New York. And then came this starring

offer, and Lois had to pack up and leave
for California. You never know your luck,

in pictures. But she was reconciled when
she thought of seeing her parents again, and
of re-unions with old film friends. Besides,
her chum, Gloria Swanson, had to go to
Hollywood about the same time. There's
always the silver lining if you look for it.

F. W. Murnau, the German director who
made "The Last Laugh", and who recently

and her gang dis'

s of "The Jimmy
Pathe picture.

completed "Sunrise", his first American film,

for William Fox, has sailed for Europe.

But he will be back, for he's signed a five-

year-contract to make more films for Fox in

California. At a luncheon given in his

honor before he sailed, the famous director

said he enjoyed making pictures in Ameiica,

and observed, among other things, that

"camera angles" are important only if they

help to tell a screen story, not if they

hinder the dramatic progress of a photoplay.

Incidentally, "Sunrise"
,

although it has a

cast of only three players—George O'Brien,

Janet Gaynor, and Margaret Livingstone

—

is said to be the most expensive production

ever turned out by the Fox studio. No
wonder he likes working over here! Just

the same, the genial German will make one
more picture in his native land before re-

turning to us.

$ *

Blanche Sweet and Marshall Neilan—let's

call him Mr. Blanche Sweet just to be dif-

ferent—and Bess Meredyth made New York
merrier while they were here. Miss Mere-
dyth, in case you don't know, is one of

filmdom's champion scenario writers. Yes
—just for a vacation. The Neilans gave a

tea party and invited all their old friends,

and made some new ones. And everybody
left exclaiming over Blanche, who today
might be mistaken for a brand new Baby
Star if you didn't know who she is—one of

our best actresses, and first known, back in

the good old days, as "the Biograph
Blonde".

* # $

There have been first nights and premiers

and openings. And then there was the

Roxy. "The Cathedral of the Motion Pic-

ture" opened its doors to one of the most
brilliant audiences seen on Broadway in a

blue moon or a new electric sign. The
long-awaited opening night brought thous-

sands to the doors who didn't have tickets

—who couldn't buy tickets for love or
money or anything. Those on the outside

looking in helped to make the occasion more
exciting. In fact, when la Marquise de la

Falaise de la Coudraye stepped from her
limousine, she took one peek at the surging
mob, as the flashlight cameras boomed, and
it looked for a moment as if the star of the
evening would run home, scared to death.
But she recovered and kept on going—into

the most successful evening of her career.

It was her first independent production,
"The Love of Sunya", which inaugurated
the

^
new theatre. As for that theatre

—

you'll have to see it when you come to
town, that's all. A few adjectives such as
gorgeous, beautiful, and impressive might
help to explain it to you—but only a visit

can really reveal it. The handsome, smartly
uniformed, exquisitely polite ushers alone
are worth the price of admission. And you
simply mustn't miss that disappearing or-

chestra!
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<CThe new J 927 size

]ac\ie Coogan in

"The Bugle Call".

Every month hereafter there will

be in this magazine something
from the pen, the very gifted

pen, of

^Wagner
He is most entertaining, the best

informed and the most famous
writer in Hollywood.

EVERY MONTH in

SCREENLAND

Beauty will shinefrom your 6yesi

It is the magic of her lustrous eyes that makes her
so lovely! It is the fringe of lashes — dark, luxuriant
lashes— that lends to her eyes strange enchantment.
Give your eyes that magnetic appeal in this simple

way: Just darken the lashes with WlNX, the water-
proof liquid. Instantly, your lashes appear longer and
more alluring, your eyes more fascinating. WlNX is

harmless and will not rub or smear. At drug or depart-
ment stores. Black or brown, 75c. U.S. or Canada.
Beauty hint: always, after powdering, shape your

brows with Wl NXETTE (solid-form eyelash beauti-
fier). Black or brown.

Send i2c.for a generous sample of WlNX. Another 12c.

brings a sample ofPERT, the Rouge that stays on until
you remove it.

ROSS CO., 241-F West 18th St., New York

/

PERT! Do you
know it? It is the
moist %puge-> that
gives such charm-
ing natural rosi-
ness. Waterproof,
and lasts all day.

1NX

How To Develop

The Bust
There IS aWay!

•HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since I first

used The Rational. I am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. 1 do
appreciate so much what the Rational
has done for me. I have proven that
any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the K[ational. Friends

envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-
developed girl or woman will want to know.

If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write
us at once. All tin's charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace
that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-
ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,CLARINDA, IOWA, U.S.A.
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You can have a

Beautiful

Complexion

Amazing

new Method Rids Skin

of Blemishes in 1 5 Days

Your skin may be marked with a thousand blemishes.
But don't give up hope. If you have pimples, black-
heads, red spots, white spots, oiliness or several of a
dozen other horrid disfigurements, you CAN get rid

Df them. Quickly, too! My method has helped count-

less hundreds, after other methods hopelessly failed.

Because MY method goes right down to the roots ol

'.rouble. Positively nothing else like it. Let .me
PROVE, absolutely FREE, thai I can give you a clean,

clear skin, velvetv smooth beyond even your fondest

dream. Read what thankful thousands say about my
Method.

Both Men and Women
Marvel at the

Sureness of My Method
day I have not one."— Mr.

S. M., Connecticut.

IN 15 DAYS
"Nothing else did any
good. Y'our method cleared
aiv complexion in 15 days."
—Miss M. S., Ohio.

BLACKHEADS
BROWN SPOTS

"Mv face and arms are
cleared. The blackheads
and brown spots are all

gone."—Miss F. S., Iowa.

TRUE
"It has done all you said

N. C,

now
The

it would."— Mrs.
Texas.

GONE
"My complexion is

smooth and white,
pimples on my forehead are
all gone."—Miss E. C,
Virginia.

IN ONLY A WEEK
"One week ago my face
was full of pimples. To-

FREE BEAUTY
BOOK

Explains the Dorothy Ray method. Shows how. without
plasters, masks, lotions, salves, oils, creams, diet, appa-
ratus or medicine, my method takes away the blemishes
and leaves in their place, a skin of startling beauty.

PROVES it the quickest, surest way to a gorgeous
complexion regardless of how bad your skin is now.
Sent absolutely FREE. Doesn't cost you a cent. Mail
coupon for it NOW.

646 N. Michigan Ave.,DOROTHY RAY Suite 73A, Chicago

| MAIL THIS NOW —
Dorothy Ray,

j 646 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 73A, Chicago.

, Send me your FREE Book. "The Complexion
1 Beautiful". I understand this does not obligate

. me in any way.

Name

Address

State..

"Books

for

FANS

DIRECTORS
DON'T DO
^Mystery Films

Bj' 'William Johnston

Author of

"The Affair in Duplex 9B"

Campbell StuJu

D[ William Johnston, author

of mystery boo\s and short

stories who \nows his sus-

penses.

y OTHING delights me more than
trying to solve a mystery. I read
all the mystery novels issued and
I have written nearly a dozen

myself, so you can see I am pretty well up
on mysteries, but there is one mystery I

never have found the solution for.

Why do film producers and film directors

fight so shy of screening mystery stories?

I could name a score of mystery novels,

by prominent authors, well-written, full of

suspense and action, offering an abundance
of intense situations, stories that would hold
audiences spellbound, tales that afford every
facility for character parts and for the
highest degree of artistry, widely read books
that if filmed would uphold the highest
standard of the screen, not one of which
has ever been seriously considered by
scenario editors or producers.
As a writer of mystery novels with a

wide acquaintance in screenland, I naturally

have discussed the subject frequently both
with scenario editors and directors. All I

ever can get out of any of them is the
unsupported statement:

"The public does not like mystery
stories."

Doesn't it?

An unsolved murder mystery every time
will shoot newspaper circulation up by leaps

and bounds. Any newspaper editor will

tell you that it never fails. Any book pub-
lisher will tell you that mystery novels are

read by business men, bankers, lawyers,

everybody. Two presidents of the United
States that I happen to have known per-

sonally were voracious readers of mystery

yarns. E. Phillips Oppenheim has been
writing three novels of this sort every year

for many years and finding readers by the

million.

Maybe the reason is that film directors

take the toplofty attitude assumed by some
book reviewers toward mystery novels—that

they are not real literature. In reviews

of my books I not infrequently find the

phrase "For a mystery story it is well-writ-

ten." As if it was not as easy to write

good literature in a mystery novel as in

any other kind of a novel. Did not that

great master of English, Edgar Allen Poe,

write mystery stories? Has not every great

novelist tried his hand at it? As a matter

of fact it is only one author in a thousand
who ever succeeds in mastering the pecu-

liar technique of the mystery story.

Some day some extra-intelligent director

is going to wake up to the possibilities of

this vast, almost untouched field of mystery
fiction. He is going to take cognizance of

the great popular interest in mystery. He
is going to study mystery technique until

he has mastered the art of translating it

into screen action. It would not surprise

me, if after he has put over one or two suc-

cessful mystery pictures and counted up the

profits if he does not organize a company
to produce nothing but "mystery pictures",

and whoever does it will make a clean-up.

When that director does wake up I want
to be at his bedside. There are at least

four of my own mystery novels I would like

to call to his attention. My book "The
House of Whispers" did not make a bad
picture, but there is still a better one in



N D
"The Tragedy at the Beach Club." The
flapper detective in that book, "The Ter-

rible Kit" would be a screen knockout. I

cheerfully recommend, too, to the attention

of intelligent directors this latest book of

mine, "The Affair in Duplex 9B." It is

full of good character parts.

But I am not selfish about it. If any

director wishes to explore" this new field,

and fails to find material in my mystery

novels, if he will drop me a line, I'll send

him the names of ten good mystery novels

I didn't write and make him a good-sized

bet that any of the ten he picks out will

make a box office success, if he does his job

as well as the author has done his.

The Parisian

({Doris Kenyan (Mrs. Milton Sills)

Bigger Anyhow

—

The July issue of Screen-

land will be better we hope;

but certainly it will be big-

ger. The margins of the

pages will be wider and will

give a nicer presentation to

your favorite's photograph.

Getting better, improving,

smoking up, that's

SCREENLAND

Perfect Shaves
Shaves that leave your face like

smoothest velvet and put a sparkle in

your eye. You get this face-saving

service with every Valet AutoStrop

Razor— the only razor that sharpens

its own blades.

Handsome razor sets, built to jewelry

specifications. A scientifically correct

razor; improved— wherever improve'

ment was possible, Years of shaving

comfort await you.

Each outfit is complete with case, razor, strop

and extra blades. All stores carrrying shaving

supplies handle Valet AutoStrop Razors; also

extra supplies of blades and strops.

\&let/4uto>StiT)p
Sharpens its own blades

or

AutoStrop Safety Razor Co., 656 1st Ave., NeivYork, N.Y.

-a r -3 f -3 r -3 f -3 f if i f ir i e-
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A step toward the

Real Scenario

Money
with

FRANCES MARION
America's highest paid

screen writer.

Miss Marion has written

thirteen scripts for Mary
Pickford, a half dozen for

Norma Talmadge, and in

the past year has done the

screen versions of "Stella

Dallas," Winning of Bar-
bara Worth," "The Scarlet

Letter," and The Wind."
She has seen too many "Min-
nie Flynns" come and go

before her to miss any of

the high spots in their singu-

larly similar stories. She has

made practically every one
of the characters in her novel

so faithful a portrait of an
actual "movie" celebrity that

many readers will guess the

identity of each before they
have read three chapters.

The title of Miss Marion's
book scarcely portrays its

excellent qualities.

An associate editor of
Screenland, after reading
this book said: "It has the

true atmosphere of the Mo-
tion Picture Studios and
should interest every screen
fan."

This book is in its 4th
edition.

It offers more insight to the
screen than any current book.

Write for Frances Marion's
success: MINNIE FLYNN.

Screenland Book Dept. (Desk 5)
49 West 45th St.

New York City

For the enclosed $2.00 please send
me a cow of "Minnie Flynn."

Name

Whafs Doing in Times Square
By Helen X^udlam

ROxy's beautiful
theatre is shelter-

ing the exotic Jetta

Goudal in "White
For some reason it

fl[ Anne
signing

screen

"Abie
Rose"
Las\y
million

Address

r£]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniMiiiQ

Gold
has a very alluring sound

—

people want to see it, and
they aren't disappointed by
the way, when they do.

Roxy has a sign on Broadway that is as

individual as his theatre. Just the name
Roxy in gigantic graduated letters and a

flash like lightning pointing to the theatre

which stands on the corner of Fiftieth and
Seventh Avenue. The letters are in white

lights and the flash in red.

John Barrymore is at home in two thea-

tres on Broadway. A couple of weeks ago
he was receiving at three. But "The Be-

loved Rogue" after holding the Strand for

two weeks wandered about to other houses

on the Gay White Way and you find it

popping up all the time. The others are

"Don Juan" still captivating audiences at

Warners and "When a Man Loves" at the

Selwyn. They do say however, that the

great open spaces have been calling so

imperatively for a sight of "Don Juan" that

it will go out to meet them, so by the time

this sees print it will probably have hap-

pened.
The Capitol Theatre is always a good

place for entertainment aside from the pic-

ture—they frequently have a soloist there,

Miss Celia Turrill, who I understand sang

often at Covent Garden, London. Be that

as it may be, she has a very beautiful voice,

rich in quality and feeling and it floats out

to you in pure tones as sweet and clear as

the water of a mountain brook. The Cap-

itol ran "The Show" with John Gilbert and

Renee Adoree this month, also "Tell It To
The Marines" with Lon Chaney, Eleanor

Boardman and William Haines. This week
Sally O'Neil is capering about in "Frisco

Sally Levy". The Strand had "See Tou in

jail" with Jack Mulhall one week and this

week "The Notorious Lady" with Lewis

Stone, Barbara Bedford and Ann Rork is

Nichols
away the

rights of
'

s Irish

'° l esse the attraction. The Para-
or one mount accommodated

"Casey at the Bat" with
Wallace Beery one week
and now it is "Afraid to

Love" with Florence Vidor
and Clive Brook. "Star\e

Love" a gripping and prim-

itive picture of the Ken-
tucky mountains caused a riot at the Cameo
with every paper in New York giving it

marvellous editorials and now a reissue

of "The Count of Monte Cristo" with John
Gilbert, Estelle Taylor, William V. Mong
and Renee Adoree pleases packed houses.

"The Fire Brigade" is burning things up
at the Loew's State while the perennials

such as "The Big Parade", "Beau Geste",

"What Price Glory" and "Old Ironsides"

reel majestically upon their way.
It seemed to me yesterday that Broadway

was a little more difficult to navigate than

usual and I finally discovered that a crowd
had gathered. This doesn't necessarily mean
that anything interesting is going on

—

Broadway has nothing on Main Street when
it comes to curiosity. So the unusual

crowd didn't pique my interest until I got

within a block of the subject of their regard

and directly in front of it. Something in

the difference in atmosphere attracted my
attention—rather as the changing sky line

intrigues the interest of the European com-

muters. Some workmen were putting up a

gigantic sign for the opening of "The King

of Kings". It is a land mark at that par-

ticular point in Broadway, coming as it does

at Forty-sixth Street and just at the point

where Seventh Avenue crosses the famous

cow path so that it is visible for several

blocks on four intersecting streets, and the

objective of seven directions. Which is

certainly a fitting location for -a film, the

theme of which draws all men unto it.

As though to counterbalance the spiritual

flight of Broadway directly next door to the

home of "The King of Kings" "Camille"

opens at the Globe. -
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BETTER than his BEST!

£T"\OESN'T seem possible to extract more
laughs in a single evening than you got

from Johnny Hines' "Stepping Along,"
"Brown Derby," "Rainbow Riley," "The
Live Wire," and other world-wide hits . . . .

But you'll do that very thing when you see

his new one—"ALL ABOARD."

Johnny on the Desert—Johnny as a Sheik!

Alone on the Sahara with a lonely little Sarah!

—And when he goes big - game hunting,

there's a Kick in every Camel— a Roar in

every Lion

!

'ALL ABOARD' has more good gags in it

than a slot machine has nickles," says the

N. Y. Telegraph, "and each one of them is

good for a wonderful laugh. This looks like

just about the best picture Johnny Hines
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rv ) OU Were a Graceful Lan-

V guid Lady and all the Time

you had a Spirit of Comedy Hid-

den Away. But "Fashions

for Women" Revealed it and

so Here Of Course is Your

Honor Page.

Congratulations!

Esther %alUon.

CC As subtle as the

color of a shaded

blush—Esther.

s a cigarette

girl — sophis'

ticated and
alluring.

17



NSEEN

<£ The great spiritual

message in the "King
of Kings" causes a

mighty stir in one's

emotions.

By Bitot K.een

In
a great picture the greatness lies in the invisible spirit. "The King of Kings" is

made of actors, people, sets and something else. And this atmosphere which

permeates this work of art lifts each scene and you as well to a sense of supernal

beauty.

Great directors put this quality into their work and have ever since the day the

conquering spirit of mighty adventure carried "The Covered Wagon" triumphantly

throughout the world. "The Big Parade" gave us the horrors of war as Stallings

knows it but through it was the mighty uplifting spirit of purpose. Forward they

moved, to death perhaps or to hideous suffering but you gloried in the greatness of

the spirit that carried them onward and you felt humble before that irresistible force.

Always the greatness lies in the thing unseen.

In every day life we all go onward day after day and each man is accompanied

by an atmosphere of his own making.

If your heart is kind and if within you there is the sterling metal of honor unafraid

there goes with you, unseen, a quality that warms even the handclasps of strangers.

18



ORSES!

7? ORSES!

C[ Little Olive Borden, en-

thusiastic equestrienne,

believes that nowadays
to ma\e a film go over

it must have a horse
in it.

Q Flivvers own the High-

ways — Taxicabs

hare the cities be-

cause the horses have

allgone to Hollywood.

€T Rex the wonder horse

goes through his parts

without a rider— a
star in his own right.

C[ Colonel Tim McCoy
in "War Paint"

—

the reason screen

shei\s have never
been effeminate is

that no man can be

a lover on the screen

unless he is a great

rider.

G[ Who \nows but
what the posses-

sion of a good
horse is as much
help to an actor

as sex - ap peal.
Gary Cooper and
"Flash".

1 ?
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r James'

By Grace YJngsley

(^Parties and pets make a

new house feel homey —
says Jfe^r\ %
Patsy

E*-^^^
the

Party &
Hound,

an you imagine a set of

people to whom work

is more fun than fun is?" de-

manded Patsy.

You see we had gone up to the "Work
Party" which Gardner James and his bride,

Marion Blackton, were giving at their new

home in Hollywood. Everybody who was

invited was supposed to do something to

help about fixing up the new estate, and everybody that

morning had drawn lots as to what work each would

have to do.

Gardner
] ames' new
ome is near

]ohn Bowers'

house, and of ,

course John I

came over to

help.

"I do hope," confided Patsy, "that Marguerite de la

Motte won't have to pull weeds, because there is sure to

be some poison oak about, and (Cont. on page 82)
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C[ Many a timid shei\

has ta\en a cold

date to the pictures

and come out
bravely whispering

"You've got 'It' ".

<CWhen Coll e en
Moore went rid-

ing she carried

along a pair of
roller s\ates.

upid, that fat little fellow with his bow and
arrow, who used to hang around the young folks,

especially in spring, will have to take a back
seat—at the movies. He has a lot to learn. But

I wonder if those darling new ushers at the Paramount
and the Roxy will let him get by?

"Where's your pass?" .they'll demand—in their nice,

polite way, of course.

"My pass? My good fellows, is it possible you don't

know who I am?" (He always was a snooty boy.) "I'm

Cupid!"

Just then the ushers will look over his shoulder and
see someone else approaching, and bustle forward. "Run
along, little boy, and don't bother us," they'll call back

at him. "Here comes Mr. S. Menace, and we must escort

him to the Royal Loge!"

There will be nothing left for Cupid to do but jump
into the marble fountain and grab the duck's neck.

Serves him jolly well right, too. He thinks he can

still take us in with all his foolish talk about Psyche this

22



A B(^on io

By Delight "Evans

ASHFM
OVERS

Ben Lyons
technique is the

"adoring" line.

Perhaps it ta\es

Billie Dove to

inspire it.

and Psyche that.

He should take a

ook at Greta
Garbo. A little

more speed, Cupe,
old kid, or you're

through.

When I think of your
old-fashioned methods—

!

You depended on the moon to

come out and light the way for

your lovers—played it over the

water, or over the garden wall, never even egging them
on to hold hands until you imitated a nightingale. Some'
times you were daring enough to rock the canoe to give

the heroine the excuse she had been pining for—to clutch

C[ Greta Garbo blew
out John Gilbert's

match — Do you
\now what that
meansl

C[ William Haines
grabs his girl and
gives her severe

huggings and
\issings.

the hero's hand.

But more often

you just let them sit there you
heartless thing — never worry-

ing about the girl's catching cold

or anything. Just an old-fash-

ioned boy, that's you! If you
really want to learn, though, maybe it isn't too late yet.

A lot of lovers still depend on you, I suppose; so it's only

fair to recommend a course in love-making that will make
you throw aside your bow and arrow for good, and take

up match-making in a really light-hearted way. This

way, Cupid—and Boys:

First, you call up your Girl. If you haven't got a

Girl, grab the other fellow's. You might do that anyway,
just for practice. You take her to the movies; sink, with

her, into a comfortable, soft chair— (Cont. on page 100)

2'



'"Rehearsing

MEANS
^Artistic

RUIN"
says

John Gilbert

(J There is no method

for a genius ex-

cept his own.

By

Mary Bosshard

C[ John Gilbert "off-

stage". A quiet,

studious gentleman.

PLACE: The anti-

room of John Gil-

bert's dressing room
at the Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer studios, Culver
City, California.

Time: Afternoon— (Fauns are conspicuous by their

absence.)

Characters: Said Interviewer and Said John Gilbert.

(As the curtain rises it may be seen that the two prin-

cipal characters have been chatting of this and that and
are now in the midst of a more or less heated
conversation.)

The Interviewer: (In a voice awed at the very men-
tion of that grand old institution, the stage) Ah, but
the constant repetition of the lines makes the actor

attain a fuller understanding of them. Night after

night he learns, he grows, he achieves. He truly lives

with his character and is able to bring out finer shadings,

more subtle re-actions, fuller meanings

—

(The Interviewer grows incoherent as a vision of such
scholars as Booth and Barrett pass before her mind.)

Gilbert: I never have a rehearsal before a big close-

up. I always do my best work the first time. After the

first time the action grows cold. It lacks fire and spon-

taneity.

Interviewer: Never have a rehearsal?

Gilbert: One doesn't rehearse life. If—to use a trite

example—you were to receive a telegram saying your
mother was dead you wouldn't dash in and rehearse

your emotions, now would you?
Interviewer: (Grudgingly admits that this is right, but

wants to put

up some kind

of an argument so. . . .)

But after all that isn't an analogy. In

order to impress an audience with a dra'

matic situation the situation must be

timed, it must tell. No art can be utterly

realistic.

?ert: Why not?

Interviewer realizes that there is no reason

art cannot be utterly realistic. She made
remark because she had heard a lot of other

make the same remark. She has not yet

realized that she is talking to an absolutely original

person. But because she is a woman, as well as an

interviewer, she finds that she cannot keep silent.)

Interviewer: But there must be study. There must
be a finished performance. Isn't spontaneity and

freshness, after all, rather amateurish?

Gilbert: I wonder if we're talking about the same
thing. The camera must catch a mood. It must show
life. I never want to play the role of a hero. I never

knew a hero and it is not my desire to show on the

screen a character beyond the limits of my imagination.

By the same token I object to "great lovers". I never

knew a great lover. If there were one he would pro-

bably be a bore. I want to do roles that live and breathe

and sweat

—

(The Interviewer starts at the last word which is, so

she has been told, not used in polite dialogue.)

Gilbert: (Who has seen the start) Certainly sweat

—

why not—people do, you know, although they call it by
another name. They do other ugly things, too. I want
to give not finished, scholarly performances, but real ones,

that are fresh and spontaneous and living.

Interviewer: (Feeling rather limp at the intensity of

the last speech.) But people do beautiful things, too.

Gilbert: Certainly. Who said they didn't? Life is

beauty and ugliness, joy and sorrow, contentment and

misery. I want to do all of this on the screen—all of it

—but I can't do it with constant repetition which takes

away all the verve, all the sparkle. Doing the same part

night after night, night after night. How it would pall!

Take "The Big Parade", for (Continued on page 98)
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JOHN GILBERT'S masterpiece "The Big

Parade" still goes marching on. While John

himself makes "Twelve Miles Out".

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise

mm



The K_Most ^Beautiful Still of the *JMonth

THE GOOD SHIP MARY LANGDON
in

t(

Crimson Flash"
'Change as ye list, ye winds; my heart shall be

The faithful compass that still points to thee."

J Gay
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BEAUTIFUL EDNA MURPHY plays the

feminine lead opposite Johnny Hines in

his next picture "All Aboard".



Johnny Hines'

saxophone
(\The comedian of "All

Aboard" offers his jazzy

horn fir/ the funniest letter.

T-SJHINK of it. A
beautiful saxo-

phone may be
yours just for a

letter. Johnny Hines had
just completed his scream-

ingly funny comedy "AH
Aboard" when we ap-

proached him
with the idea that

many of his
friends would like

to compete for a

prize. And al-

though every one

in Johnny's com-

pany is a personal

friend of the
merry star, there

was a feeling of

relief when we
left the studio
with the sax

G[ Johnny Hines developing
sax appeal. It was just

after this spirited occasion

that Johnny decided to

give his horn away.

Johnny Hines and
the beautiful sax-

ophone which he
is offering to the

writer' of the fun-
niest letter.

which Johnny offers to his fan

friends.

It has been Johnny Hines'

work for years to make people laugh; to

respect and enjoy laughter and to develop

a little wit of their own. And so Johnny
Hines offers his saxophone to the writer of

the funniest letter.

The letter should not be too long and should be about Johnny
Hines or Johnny Hines' sax and his noteworthy attempt to encourage

jazz art. So write what you feel on this subject in a humorous
letter and the sax will be sent to you if your letter proves to be

the funniest.

<3[ Once a come-
dian, always a

comedian.
Johnny Hines
and his golden

pipe.

Address—JOHNNY HINES
C/O SCREENLAND

49 West 45th St. New York City

This contest closes June 15th, 1927
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Send Your
^DOG'S photo

A

to

Harold Lloyd

C[T7ie youthful Harold
Lloyd loo\ed out on
a friendly world with

the same good na-

lured smile that has

won him a million

friends.

Harold

at

Home

fl[ Harold Lloyd and his

wife, the screen fa-

vorite Mildred Davis,

who has just com-
pleted "Too Many
Crooks". It mar\s
her return to pic-

tures.

By

yiarion brooks Ritchie

I
think Til have to call them the boy and girl who kept on

playing together. After I had visited the mansion home of

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd, and we had spent a long, long

time on a tour of inspection over all the extensive grounds

of the estate, and I was back again in Hollywood, the beauty of

it kept me wondering, sort of dreamy like.

We started from the house, the live of us—Harold, Mildred

Davis, little Mildred Gloria, Prince, (of

course) and myself. It was what you
might call a "'homey

1
' band of escapaders,

because for some unknown reason we
seemed to be adventuring. Maybe it was
the spring air; maybe it was Harold's

enthusiasm or Mildred Davis' approval

G[ Harold Lloyd is a do;;

lover and has many
thoroughbred St. Ber-

nards and Great Danes.
Here is Prince, a blue

ribboner.
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Q Harold is looking for a dog

for a comedy part and he

will select the photograph

of the dog that seems to

him best suited to the role.

$300 wil1 be sent t0 the
" person submitting the

photograph selected and instruc

tions will be sent to him later on

when the studio is ready for the

dog.

IF you own a dog

you can enter this

contest. Here is

; what you have to

do to win the $300.

N the event the dog's services

are required longer than three

weeks he will be retained at

a salary of $100 per week.

Send a photograph of the
dog with yeur name and
address on the back of the

photograph. If you send
more than one photograph
be sure that your name and
address is on the back of
each.

of everything he said or did; or perhaps it

might have been that dog and baby following

up the rear. I really do not know. But for

some unknown reason it suddenly occurred to

me—and with a start—that the Harold Lloyd's

have been married now for four whole years!

It doesn't seem possible.

We trudged along. "Trudge" hits it to per-

fection—we just trudged along. We walked

to where the tennis court and swimming pool

will be. We passed through the orchard,

where the peach and pear and apple trees are

blooming till they can't hold up their heads. And
strangely enough, it all seems sort of hasy to me
now as I sit writing at my desk. It's green and

bright and clean and
very beautiful. So very

beautiful that it has

reached its spell on me,

and only because of a

G[ Little Mildred
Gloria Lloyd, the

cutest \id with

the funniest papa
and the prettiest

mama in Holly-

wood.

C[ Dogs all over the

country are prac-

ticing up on reg-

istering curiosity,

hate, surprise and
love.

fi[ The pup that

claims he has

"It".

IT is not necessary

—

To know the breed or pedigree, age

or tricks of your dog nor is it essen-

tial to tell his color as the print will

show how he photographs.

No Photographs will be returned and
no correspondence will be entered into

with regard to this contest. If you have
a dog that you believe is suitable enter

his photograph in this contest and you
may win $300.00 at least.

A ddress—HAROLD LLOYD
c/o SCREENLAND

49 W. 45th St., New York City
Contest closes June 15th, 1927.

boy and girl, with a dog and a child, who had kept on playing

together.

Peanuts are funny things to blend into the scenery of Spring.

I know they are, and yet I smile when I think of them. Mildred

Davis was telling me about them while we laughed and talked

and made the rounds of the estate.

They had had an afternoon off, together—Harold, Mildred,

the baby and Prince. They took the flivver, discarded the

chauffeur and nurse-maid, and went to the movies with peanuts,

pop-corn, ice cream cones and candy! Nobody knew who they

were; they giggled and ate, and ate and giggled. I'm still

wondering how they got that great big Prince into the theatre,

and how they found room enough to sit him down
under any chair after they had sneaked him in. I

say "sneaked him in," but whoever could sneak a dog

like Prince anywhere is more than my imagination

understands. They were the boy and girl, you know,

who didn't forget to keep on play-

ing, and together.

We reached the kennels of the

Lloyd estate. You never saw such

kennels— perfectly designed and

housing every kind of dog from

little mutts to the most beautiful

Great Danes. I hardly had glimpsed

a bit of a Scotch (Cont. on p. 97)
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She "Was Qood ONCE
A STUDIO STORY

By Marcelme Da)

i
«<T7" tell you Jeanette Dian was never an actress and

never could be an actress," and Hal Wallace
snapped off the tape with a decisive twitch. Hal
was an electrician at the Simpa Studios and as he

twisted the end of the insulation on the wire, he thus

definitely gave his estimate of the often revered former

.star of the organization.

The property man was in a reflective mood and with

:he air of carefully stoking his thinking apparatus got it

and his pipe under way. Placing the roll of grass mat
in a position adjacent to the wall, George lowered him-

self to a discussion which, while it had little chance of

being deep, gave indications of being deliberate.

"Well, I remember Jeanette Dian in 'Hearts that Stri\e'

rand the girl was good. And when I say she was good

once, I mean
never a plastered lily of a

star this side of the Rocky Moun-
tains who could show her a trick."

The electrician dropped his wire,

stood up and slipping his pliers

into his blue overalls, gazed at the

property man in amazement.
"Do you mean to tell me you

C[ jeanette slipped to

her \nees and. uu-

mindful of on-loo\'

ers, clasped the
unconscious boy in

her arms.

(Cont. on page 95)

HOODOO HERO
By Olive Brook

/" W\|HE cynics may scoff and the jesters may sneer,

but no matter what you may say to the contrary,

the public is right when it demands suffocating

clinches and burning kisses at the climax of every

icture. For the secret dream of every maiden, and the

nope of every man, is concerned with one of those grand
" -nmantic love affairs that will sweep them completely off

« di common ground and deposit them blissfully on some
sunlit slope of Arcady.

This is the brief account of a young actor who had

never been in love and what happened to him when ne
unexpectedly felt a strange tug at his heart one day.

Robert Lane had everything in the world to make him
a brilliant success on the screen and the one thing—keep
him from it. That one thing was a strange kind of jinx

that . sometimes attaches itself to an actor in Hollywood.
Nearly every studio has someone like Robert Lane on

the lot under contract, an actor who has youth, person-

ality, manly good looks and sincere ambition. He may do
fairly well in a few pictures and (Cont. on page 93)
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The <JMost %emarkable Film of the ^JvLonth

Chan
By Rosa .Retlly

(\The men
who made
"Grass" have

found a

greater picture

this time in

the jungle of

Siam.

'ITH the Siamese Jungle

for a backdrop, with the

sickening tropical sun for

Kleig lights,, with mon-
keys for comedians and CHAHGS
for villians, with a courageous, half-

naked native for the hero, Merian
Cooper and Ernest Schoedsack, two
young Americans, have achieved the

unachievable. They have created a

picture— a tremendous melodrama
made in the jungle—in the heart of

mother India—with a native cast of

three hundred people and with thou-

sands of animals.

This isn't an animated news reel

nor a travel picture with the lily-

white heroine picking her dainty way
across a tropical path. Nor does a

young Adonis save her in the nick of

time from a cobra, a tiger or a leopard

(^Ernest Shoedsac\ above, and
behind him Merian Cooper
the two American lads who
with an idea in their heads

and the world at their feet

have proven that a film,

rich in travel lore, may tell

of struggle and also a ten'

der message of love.

The blood in

this picture races beneath brown skins but it is no dif-

ferent from yours or mine.

Cooper and Schoedsack didn't make a journey around

the entire world to bring back to us a whacking lot of

sentimentality.

This picture is the Jun-

gle with its myriads of

orchids and passion flow-

ers; with its black magic

and its white magic; with

its weird moods and awful

terrors. This picture drips

with love and hate and
passion and fear. And

over it all are overflowing life, superabundant
fertility and man's never-ceasing struggle for

existence.

Life is a struggle for existence—we know
that—whether it is in the depths of the

Siamese Jungle or in an Arctic igloo. The
hard-working father out in Peoria has the

devil's own time meeting the interest on the

mortgage on his home in the fashionable country

club district. Here in New York—more often

than not—people find it mighty difficult to dig

up at the first of each month the huge sum neces-

sary to pay the rent on a wholly inadequate

Park Avenue apartment. Struggle. Struggle.

Struggle. Yet we, in our comfortable homes, do

not comprehend what the word STRUGGLE
really means.

Try building a home for yourself in the Jun-

gle where trees, vines, saplings, grass, weeds,

bushes, flowers, ferns, mosses, and tendrils grow
so thick and so high that you must HACK your

way through them with giant strokes of a sharp

axe or knife. Try building a habitation where
hundreds of snakes coil themselves invisibly upon
the branches of the trees; where tigers stalk and
leopards slink, where soft-padded feet prowl the

night through filling the air with the moist live

stench of their cruel breath; where each tree and
green river has its ill-omened Spirit, where each single

step into the green twilit forest must be accompanied by
a never-dying philosophy that can accommodate itself to

a thousand daily defeats. That is struggle. That is life.

That is the Jungle. And that is what Cooper and



vSchoedsack have

^ ]
enwrapped in the

fragile tape of cel-

luloid that will

come to us as

,
(

''Chang".

The story of
Cooper and Shoedsack is itself

a romance. These two boys
give the lie forever to that vast

majority of whiners who go
through life snivelling: "No-
body ever gave me a chance".

Cooper and Schoed-

sack never had an
opportunity pushed
into their laps. They
rolled their own. So
if you are lolling in

your little corner
thinking what a dis-

pirited world this is,

get hold of yourself,

sit down and
listen a min-

ute or two to

a saga un-
equalled in mod-
ern pictorial times.

Cooper and
Schoedsack are
both adventurers,

war heroes. By
chance they met
in Poland in

1919, saluted,
drank a cup of

coffee, spoke a

(£ Chantui, Jsjah, the son, and Kru the hus-

band, setting a very primitive form of
deadfall which they still use in Siam.



Shoedsack's life would
have been forfeit save for
tf
sure shot" Cooper always

behind him.

reefs. They could not put

enough sail on the little ketch

to cruise outside in the rough water. So throughout long moonlit

nights, anchored in the reefs of the Red Sea, these two boys lay

and dreamed of making the perfect adventurous picture.

And they have succeeded beyond even their own dreams. But

that did not come in a day—nor in a year. First, with little money
and less equipment, they journeyed to Persia and in spite of in-

human obstacles, accompanied and photographed the wild tribes of

the Baktyari on their migration across (Continued on page 79)

£[ Kru and a royal Bengal tiger forever re'

moved from his motion picture activities.
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STORY

Q The story of Tom and Owen
and Matt whose reputations

are daily growing Moore ana

Moore and Moore.

C[ Omen blends many
of the qualities of
Tom and Matt in

real life

—

and on the

screen. There are

jew actors better
qualified for the role

of romantic gentle-

man than Owen
Moore.

C[ Tom as a fireman.
His characteristic

I r i s h s mile has
played many a
a pan for him.

1
-^HEY were born in County Meath, Ireland. Each

has a . distinct screen personality which America
loves. Tom, Owen and Matt Moore are among
the highest salaried men in films. Tom and Matt

are free lance players. Owen is under contract with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Their combined salaries for a

week amount to between seven and eight thousand dollars.

They have traveled a far, hard road to attain such opulence.

Their father, John Moore, owned a farm in Ireland,

which he was forced to mortgage when the long drought
came. The mortgage was foreclosed, and then John
Moore held a sale. When all was over he left for

America with a few hundred dollars, his wife, and six

children. He arrived in Toledo, Ohio, with his family,

and later became a sexton at a church and brought up
his family in the ways of America.
When Tom was in his early teens he ran away with a

small theatrical troupe. Owen soon joined him. Together
they toured the Middle West. That fall they returned

to Toledo the heroes of their small world. It is unique

in the screen world that three brothers should acquire and
retain the same popularity in all countries. They gave

no indication of popularity with audiences in the early

years.

There was strong parental objection when
the youngest Moore boy decided to become
an actor also. Tom waited until Matt be-

came of age, and sent him a telegram with

instructions to join him.

Matt arrived in a small Michigan town
where the Alvin Stock Company was play-

ing. It was a new world to him. He had
never been on the stage. But that did not

worry either of the Moore boys. Tom sent

Matt to see the afternoon performance.

After the show he was rehearsed once in

the part he was to play that night.

Matt had memorized the part in three

hours. He went on the stage that evening

and promptly forgot it. Tom prompted
his younger brother through the part and
somehow or other he came to the end at

last. When the play was over the owner
of the show exclaimed to Tom:

"I thought you told me your brother was
an actor!'''

"Well he is," replied Tom. "But he's

been playing in Yiddish in New York and
he's not used to English yet."

In the second and third acts of the play Matt was a

Bowery tough. In the first and last acts he was the

village postmaster in love with the heroine.

The three brothers were now safely launched on the

stage, and remained with small traveling or stock com-

panies for several years. Their father had died, and their

mother now aging, watched the careers of her sons with

interest.
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4 4

3rokhers

(![ Tom is the

irascible, deb'

on air laugh'

ing type —
the Irishman

of fiction.
Here he is in

"The Song
and Dance
Man".

She lived to see her three boys become

famous in the films and to have them near

her in Hollywood.

Her heart took in all the film world.

She literally ran an amateur casting agency

for players out of work. Her sons were

constantly besieged by her to help this or that player

obtain work.

Mary Pickford was later to love her as a daughter unto

the end. It is possible that Mary's love for Mrs. Moore
kept her matrimonial ship afloat with Owen at the helm

for a much longer period than otherwise.

It was Miss Pickford who asked Mrs. Moore, when the

latter was very ill, if she would allow a Christian Science

practitioner to call upon her.

"Yes," replied the daughter of Ireland, "I'll do anything

if it will help me get up so I can go to Mass."

At last strange news came to the Moore family. Owen
had "gone into pictures". In those early days it was not

considered proper for an actor to enter films. It was a

period when screen players talked of the "legitimate

stage" with awe. No matter how accomplished a player

might become before the screen, he was not of the elite

unless he could boast of a legitimate career.

Owen wrote interesting letters about films. One letter

told of his having come under the observation of a

twentyeight year old man by the name of David Wark
Griffith. The latter had been a small time actor for

many years before accidentally vaulting into the film

saddle of fame and fortune. This was eighteen years ago

—a long time, as the history of films is measured. Owen
Moore was several years younger than Griffith.

It is interesting to record that but few of those who
had entered the new work were over thirty years of age.

The films were, at the time, a harbor of stage failures,

or rather, of youthful human craft that had not found
a safe anchorage.

Owen Moore soon became leading man for the Biograph

Company, of which Griffith was a director. He was the

first film player to be given "screen credit"—that is, to

be called by name on the screen.

Even Florence Lawrence, a popular actress of the time,

was known as "the Biograph Girl". Mary Pickford sue-

ceeded Miss Lawrence and fell heir to the title.

During the time Owen ap-

peared with such people as

Mary Pickford, Mack Sennett

and Flora Finch. The latter

was to become famous playing

opposite John Bunny, the first

really great film comedian. Miss

)

mi \

y^

([Matt is the youngest Pickford's career is a household
of the three Moore WQrd Mack Sennett, a one-
brothers. Because of . 111 -a 1 1 ,

his quiet nature he time blacksmith and later a

- is usually ta\en for theatrical vagabond and singer,

the oldest. is now a millionaire producer of

film comedies, with a mighty

sense of the ridiculous and no sense of humor.
Miss Pickford, then Gladys Smith, was slightly more

than seventeen when she appeared at the Biograph Studios.

Her hair was in golden curls and her eyes were inno'

cently unaware of the far and golden road she was later

to travel.

Griffith was. casting for "The Violin Ma\er of Cre.-

mono.", an early sentimental story. He had his camera-

man, Billy Bitter, make a test of Miss Smith as she walked

before the camera holding a violin. (Cont. on page 86)
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(\How a movie com-

pany survives a rainy

day
(t

on loca-

tion

<i

fl[ Lars Hanson, Pauline

Star\e and George Faw
cett, artists in drama
and expression.

The MAKING of

1^ "Captain Salvation

hat! you've never been on location?"

That phrase has been my nemesis for the

past year. It has wrung in my ears wher-
ever picture folk gather. For it seems that

everyone has been "on location" at least once.

It really amounts to a social error in Hollywood not

to have been. I began to be sensitive about it.

Well, I've been on location! It's like going into escrow
and once or twice during the trip I thought it was all in

vain as I felt sure that I would never get back to Holly-

wood to tell the story.

You probably believe as I believed that a location trip

is a neat little pleasure jaunt away from the studio, where
everyone assumes a holiday mood. If you've ever been in

By Catherine Albert

the south you'll know what I mean when I tell you if you
cherished any such illusion you thought like Carter's

niggers. And, as every good southerner knows, Carter's

niggers included in the disgraceful mental habit of be-

lieving that "buckeyes was biscuits". If you don't know
what buckeyes are and how ridiculous it is to confuse

them with biscuits, cross the Mason-Dixon line and find

out. But don't go on location!

I was told out at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio that

John Robertson and company were "on location" at

Catalina Island filming some of the exterior scenes for

"Captain Salvation", a vivid story of the sea, the locale

being the Nova Scotia coast and the period being 1840-50.

I was invited to go along and (Cont. on page 102)

(COff Cata-
lina the cam'
eramen too\

the dory
scene with
George Faw
cett, Pauline

Star\e and
Lars Hanson.
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C[ Marceline Day and Lars

Hanson in "Captain Sal-

vation" the romantic tale

of the sea.

C[ On Catalina Island the "Cap-
tain Salvation" troupe lived

again the picturesque days o~f

long ago.



ach girl a pearl, each pearl a queen,

1 count them over one by one—
l/j My Rosary, My Rosary."

So might sing the Mighty Mack, Monarch of Pulchritude

and Patron of the Supple and the Svelte. Each year sees

his standards of beauty raised a little higher and each day

his comedies gain a little slap to the slap sticks. He rents

girls, he hires girls, he brings them out and he signs them

up but never crosses one of the

of his book of friendship-

some details about the girls showr

ALMA BENNETT
Ben Turpin was desolate when Mack Sennett an'

nounced that Madeline Hurlock would be featured in her

own comedies a month ago. After three years as his

leading lady, Ben simply couldn't get used to the idea of
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(\The girls who
brought one piece suits

to every beach in

America are still set-

ting the styles in

figures.

Mary Mabery the

U. of C. delegate

to the University

of Comedy.

C[ Madeline Hurloc\ to be the
lead in "The Romance of

a Sennett Bathing Girl"
now being pictured.

And then along came Alma! Fickle Ben quickly wiped
the tears off his shoulder and permitted himself to be
vamped by the dark-eyed beauty to the satisfaction of

Mack Sennett and everyone else concerned.

A call for a vamp for Ben was sent out, similar to the

call that brought Madeline Hurlock into the Sennett fold

three years ago and started her on the way to stardom.

Beautiful Alma Bennett Was
cruit from dramatic pictures, having^^^^^f^^^l
"The Lost World" and many Cecil deMiile promotions,

as well as playing a leading role in Harry Langdon's

latest comedy "Long Pants".

Miss Bennett is under contract with Mack Sennett now
and is playing leading lady for Ben Turpin in a new
comedy about a millionaire daddy. (Cont. on page 96)
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J

s

REVIEWS
(TA "he" picture all right.

/LIDE KELLY SLIDE

C[ The most realistic young
love ever filmed.

Has everybody here seen Kelly? If not, why not?

Kelly must not be missed. If you can give any
good reason for non-attendance, get in touch

with me. I have a standing date with Kelly,

and as a special favor you may come along. Peanuts,

Pop, Hot Dogs!

If you are a baseball fan in the first place, you'll like

"Slide, Kelly, Slide". If you aren't, Bill Haines and his

team will make you one. I never was so excited over the

National Game myself, but now—just try to keep me
away. Here I always thought baseball couldn't be as

exciting as football or prize-fighting or Marines—espe-

cially on the screen. I was wrong. Baseball is a riot.

Edward Sedgwick, director, A. P. Younger, author, and
William Haines, star, must be fans themselves. They
couldn't have done such a good job if home-runs left

them cold. There are real ball games and real ball players

in the picture. It glorifies the Game in general, the Yanks
in particular. It's about Jim Kelly, the freshest bush'

leaguer who ever hurled 'em over the pan. He twirled

himself into the big league, and "Slide, Kelly, Slide" be-

came the slogan of the fans. But success went to Jim's

head; he thought he owned baseball; he stooped sliding

and slipped. Of course—it's a part that's made to order

for William Haines. And how he plays it. His team-

work with Junior Coghlan, the most lovable movie kid

since Jackie Coogan, is great trouping. You'll sniff at

some of those scenes. Why do they call that marvellous

youngster Junior, anyway? He deserves a full-sized name.

He plays Kelly's adoring protegee whose childish faith

helps to make a man of the wise guy . Hokum? But it's

the way it's done! Maybe you'd like to hear about Bill's

scene with Sally O'Neil. It's the porch-swing scene, prob-

ably the most realistic young-love ever filmed. No Barry-

more-Costello idyll, you understand; but a love scene just

the same. Bill is up to his old tricks; he meets up with

Dorothy Sebastian, whose smile, brief, but flashing, is one

of the things you'll remember about "Slide, Kelly, Slide".

Here's another of the features that seems to have been

made with an eye to luring mere males to the movies.

It's filled with regular guys, real ball-games, masculine

psychology, and things like that. A he-picture, all right.

But don't let's worry, girls. As long as they give us

William Haines, what do we care about fashion shows,

anyway.
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C[ Beauty, chic and first class emoting.

GJhe TELEPHONE Girl

Q[ Wrong number!

Hello, Central—give me Herbert

Brenon. Hello, Mr. Brenon? Well,

well, how are you? I feel awful

—I just saw your "Telephone

Girl". No, Central, Em not talking about

you. But really, now, Mr. Brenon, where
did you dig up that story? You didn't?

Folks, he says it wasn't his story at all. It

was an old stage play by William deMille,

entitled "The Woman": about the candidate

for Governor whose past threatens to rise

up and smite him at a crucial moment; yes,

that one. In that case, I suppose we can't

very well blame the director, can we? And
come to think of it, you did squeeze some
thing out of the plot, at that. You gave

Madge Bellamy the best chance of her career

in that one scene in which the nasty, mean
old politicians are trying to force her to tell

the telephone number that will gum up the

whole gubernatorial campaign for Warner
Baxter. And she won't, although her future

happiness with Larry Gray is at stake. Three
cheers for the Telephone Girls! There's no
need to get huffy, Central. As I was saying,

Mr. Brenon, I haven't seen Madge do much
acting since her Ince days—through no fault

of her own, of course. Now, after kidding

us into believing that blonde flappers are her

The beans are

almost spilled

for Mrs. Robin-
son (May Alli-

son and H oV
broo\ Blinn).

C[A cruel politician tries to force the

operator into telling an important
number. (Madge Bellamy, Lawrence
Cray and Holbroo\ Blinn).

forte, the little minx plays a plain, sensible part

and causes a landslide for herself—and the Gov'
ernor. She wears the same severely simple little

dress in every scene, instead of the fluffy creations

she has been donning; she is entirely surrounded
by troupers who act, and act; yet the impression

she leaves is of extreme beauty, chic, and first-

class emotion. In other words, all Madge ever

needed, all those years of comparative obscurity,

was—not a henna rinse or a French dress-maker

—but a good old-fashioned chance. Don't you
think so, Mr. Brenon? What? hel—where's my
party, Central? He did not hang up on me.

You cut me off you Telephone Girl, you!
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(£A monument to Teddy and his boys in the littie spat with Spain.

Glhe tough RIDERS

D ee-lighted" and "Bully" are the

two adjectives to use in describing

"The Rough Riders' when your
friends ask you if it's worth see'

ing. And if you can imagine a Roosevelt grin

at the same time, all the better. This picture is a monu'
ment to Teddy and his hard-riding boys in the little fight

with Spain a few years back. It's an "epic" of the days

of 98, when women had waistlines, men had mustaches,

and courtships were conducted on bicycles-built-for-two

instead of in chummy roadsters ("The Rough Riders''

also presents the first known snapshot of a girl walking

home from a buggy ride.) It's rousing melodrama, tender

romance, and slapstick comedy in one. It's more typically

American in theme, treatment, acting, titles, than any film

I've ever seen. The music score features such old favorites

as "Dolly Gray", " A Hot Time in the Old Town To'
night" and "Break the News to Mother". You'll hear

cautious humming around you if you listen.

C[ That long, hot march
is so moving that

the audience is in an
agony of pity before

it's over.

Roosevelt, played by Frank Hopper, is the

heroic central figure; but the story of "The
Rough Riders' chiefly concerns itself with the

romance of one girl, Dolly, and two boys

—

a daredevil and an angel, deadly rivals, each

aspiring to Cuban heroics for her sake. The angel finds

death in a brave charge against the Spaniards and his own
cowardice; the daredevil risks his own life to carry his

dying rival back to camp. That long, hot march is so

moving that the audience is in an agony of pity before

it's over. The performance of the two boys will get you:

Charlie Farrell's as the daredevil, and Charles Emmet
Mack's. The latter's death "scene is all the more poignant

because it was that fine young actor's last scene before

any camera. It was a fitting farewell.

Whether you like it or not, there's another one of the

comedy acts played by Bancroft and Beery—Noah, this

time True to tradition among "epics", the big boys carry

on in the same old way. I think I must be growing old

along with their gags.
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C[ A girl never \nows.

enus of

ENICE
Q In your gondola

ll those things you have heard about

Venice are apparently true. Take
it from "Venus of Venice". It s a

paradise for beautiful young girls

—

preferably pickpockets; it abounds in rich and

fascinating and easily imposed-upon heroes.

And its gondolas are just too cute for any-

thing. This new Constance Talmadge picture should be

called "The Diving Venus of Venice". Yes—she swims

home. When the villian pursues her, she simply walks,

not runs to the nearest window and does a neat dive into

the handy canal. So that is Venice.

Naughty Carlotta has long been the despair of the

Venice police force, who never seemed to think of equip-

ping themselves with water-wings when on her trail. She

has everything her own way until Tony Moreno turns

the tables on her by doing a little thieving of his own.

He does a good job of heart-snatching—and our Venus
decides to reform. First, she has to square it with her

former accomplice, whose name, of course, is Marco. And
it involves a lot of explanation, let me tell you—and a

couple more dives. It's only at the Carnival that things

are cleaned up—both ways. When Connie-Carlotta does

her next, and final dive she is accompanied by Tony, who

C[ Constance Talmadge has
everything her own way
until Tony Moreno springs

a surprise.

believed in her all the time. Madcaps in any vicinity are
advised to adopt Connie's Carlotta costume—it's equally

effective for street or canal, walking or swimming. A girl

never knows. The surprise of this comedy, however, is

Julanne Johnstone. She plays one of those fiancees who
arrives on the scene unexpectedly and inopportunely.

Usually her advent makes no difference whatever to the

story. The hero and heroine proceed just as if she weren't

there, and so does the audience. But when the beautiful

Julanne appears, you wonder—if only for a second—if

she won't win the hero back after all. That's how attrac-

tive she is. She reminded me of Renee Adoree and
Claire Windsor, all at once. Try that before your own
mirror sometime.

C[ Gilda \nows her Broadway—and she'll show you around.

CABARET
(\Hey, Hey —Here's Cabaret!

roadway! If you've been there you know what it

means. If you haven't, you've dreamed about it,

I
and you're probably saving your pennies to pay
it a visit. But now you can put it off a little

longer. Broadway is here—right before your eyes. Jump
right in and have a good time. Gilda Gray will help

you. From the time she makes her dazzling entrance as

the star of a night-club show, all the way through a

sizzling melodrama of crooks and cabaret girls to the grand

finale in which she out-dances all the other dancing stars

of Broadway, N. Y., and Broadway, Movieland—Gilda
is the life of her own party. And now's the time for all

good men to come to the aid, too. And because she's

swell to her mother and father, sweet to her little sisters,

and loyal to a weakling brother, the ladies will like our
heroine, too, thus ensuring a pleasant time for all. For
the first time that I can remember, you're taken behind
the s.cenes of Broadway by an insider instead of a tourists'

guide. Under Gilda's guidance, you're inside looking
around, and you don't feel like a boob in a big city, You
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belong. This intimate, confiding air is what makes
"Cabaret" different from all the other white-way pictures.

You're on speaking terms—first names, too—with gun-
men and cafe owners, detectives and chorus cuties. You're
even mixed up in a murder. Now, now, don't run.

Detective Tom Moore knows who did it, and he's after

'em with his own little gun and a grin. Chester Conklin
and his mustache and Charles Byer and his help things

along—Mr. Byer, by the way, is a gentleman you'll

enjoy hating, he's so good. Robert Vignola's direction,

plus a cameraman who knows his shots—all kinds—make
"Cabaret" a vivid, jazzy frame for the star. And now
that we have dutifully discussed the highlights of the pic-

ture, let's get together for a good frank chat. What's
that? Why, of course she dances. She does the Black

Bottom, and the Charleston, and there's a close-up of the

world-famous shimmy that will shake you out of your
seat. Hey, hey!

QAlso a closcup of the

world famous shimmy
that will sha\e you out

of your seat.
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C[ The French air is certainly exhilarating.

EVENING Clothes

(\A Perfect Fit

You've seen Adolphe Menjou in

evening clothes before—but this

suit fits him better than any he

has worn in a long time. The first

gent of the screen has found his ideal tailor

—Luther Reed. The result of this combina-

tion is not only sartorial perfection; it is

good entertainment. From the French, yes;

but if you'll notice, the movies seem to be

losing their awe of that dear Paris, and this

is only one of many recent efforts which

nobly refrains from ooh-la-laing on a large

scale. A friend of a friend of mine who
really went to Paris says that the Parisian

atmosphere is practically perfect; so you

can go ahead and enjoy yourself openly.

Adolphe plays a Marquis—yes, yes, the

same kind of Marquis as Gloria's, not the

DeLuxe Theatre's. At the outset, M.
Menjcu wears a beard—not one of those

lovely, becoming ones, but a real beard just

like any other old beard. Virginia Valli

takes one look at it and marries him; then

she's oh, so sorry. Naturally, he gets rid

of the beard, also most of his fortune, habits

and inclinations to win her back. And now
—as a reward for your patience—the scene

shifts to Paris, Louise Brooks trips in, and

dull care is swept away. I didn't care if

Adolphe ever regained his wife. That's

what this French air does for me. Between

Adolphe's faultless manners, Lilyan Tash-

man's gown, and Louise's new bob and

svelteness, I was all set to enjoy Paris.

But "Evening Clothes'' begins to wear a

little thin. You'll feel just awful when you

see the best-dressed man of the boulevards

parading in the rain with a sandwich board

round his neck why, even

that hard-hearted wife cf

his cried her eyes out

—

there, I've given away the

ending. You'd guess it,

anyway.

{( Adolphe plays

a Marquis

—

and wears eve'

ning clothes.

(^Hard-boiled. That's what times were in the days of Louis XI.

(~jhe BELOVED

J
ogue
Q That Adorable Scalawag

"OHN Barrymore must
have had hysterics
when they told him
the title of his latest

picture, if I know John. (I

don't.) And what the late Francois Villon would have said if he had heard
himself called a beloved rouge couldn't be printed today. The picture, praise be,

doesn't live up to its title. Mr. Barrymore refuses to be roguish; he is content to

be just a knave—a knave of hearts—ah, there, John! Certainly there was nothing
in the least roguish about the times of Louis the Eleventh—not so you could notic

it. Picturesque is a good word; hard-boiled is better. The fact that Francois

stayed alive at all spoke volumes for his speed and his wit, especially as soon as

Louis took a fancy to him. Conrad Veidt s Louis the Eleventh is not the kind
of a king that little children would choose to tell their troubles to. John's Fran-

cois has more escapes from death, probably, than any other screen hero of the

season except John's Chevalier. Francois is a scalawag—a rapscallion—a devil

—

just about everything like that but a rogue. He loves a high-born maiden,

Charlotte of Vauxcelles, alias Marceline Day, and more Marceline, it seemed to

me, than Charlotte. She loves him; but she's the royal ward, he's only a poet

—you know. He scales castle walls, is shot and tortured, and all but fades out

when to the rescue come those brave boys

—

not the U. S. Marines this time, but

the King's soldiery. Huzza, huzza! At that, there's a kick to it. If you like

Barrymore, you'll like "The Beloved Rascal"; but if you don't, this exhibition

isn't likely to convert you. It's historically inaccurate, what's more. Well, that

doesn't make much difference to me, either, to be honest with you. Shake!

" Mr. Barrymore portrays

Villon as a Knave—of
Hearts.
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(( "There's always a boy that's lonely for a girl that's lonely too."

^FRAID to

Q Who's Afraid?

1 DECLARE we might just as well postpone that

European jaunt another year. Here's Florence

Vidor and company, to show us London and

Paris via the honeymoon route. That leaves us

practically nothing to look forward to. But I

can't hold it against Miss Vidor. I'd like to see

anyone grudge her anything. I know; I never

used to appreciate Florence. But Fm making up
for lost time now. She can play the most ridic-

ulous parts—such as this young, reduced English

gentlewoman who lets her family lawyer persuade

her to marry a perfect stranger—Clive Brook,

and isn't he!—to save his fortune from an adven-

turess; and she can make you believe it's being

done every day by the best people. That patrician

calm is the first requirement for the heroine of

a slightly snappy farce. So farce, so good. But
after the honeymooners get to Paris— accom-

panied by the siren, Jocelyn Lee—and participate

in some rather amusing moments, it ceases to be

quaint and becomes just silly. "Afraid to Love"

is in something over seven reels, and you know
darned well that even well-behaved heroines

can't register the hesitation blues that long.

Florence Vidor shows her sporting blood by
marrying a perfect stranger—Clive Broo\.

fi[ Glorious Gloria.

C[ Miss Swanson demon'
strates that she is an
actress, first, last and
always.

OVE of UNYA
(\Let Us Look Into Our Crystal Ball

I
SEE—I see—what is it I see? Oh, yes—I see a great star, all alone in

the cold, cruel world; no bosses to guide her; standing or falling by her
own merit. The crystal clears. What does it show? Does she succeed,

or does she fail? In plain language, friends, the crystal seems to tell me
that Gloria is going to put it over. "The Love of Sunya" isn't a great pic-

ture, not even a very good picture; but for a first independent attempt, it's

praiseworthy in that it tries honestly to tell a story instead of stringing

together a series of close-ups of the Star-Boss. The story isn't striking but it

does afford Miss Swanson a chance to demonstrate that she's a real actress,

first, last, and always. Though her original act of five, count 'em, five distinct

characterizations has been cut down to three, these serve to accentuate her

versatility. She's the charming modern girl, the temperamental prima donna,

and the neglected wife in turn, in this tale of reincarnation and prophecy.

It isn't a one-star show, though, by any means. All of the supporting players

have their chance to show what they can do: John Boles, the new leading

man; Flobelle Fairbanks, Doug's niece, making her debut; Pauline Garon,
Ian Keith, Hugh Miller, Anders Randolf, John Miltern, and Andre de

Segurola, the opera singer—all "names", But Gloria's leads all the rest.
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C[ Try and stay outside when John is spieler.

CAN you resist a side-show? When did you? Yes,

Til bet you did. But Fd like to see you stay out'

side and sneer when Jack Gilbert is the "barker".

"The Show" is not the biggest and best on earth,

but it beats all the side-shows I ever saw just the same.

There's a spider woman and a be-heading and a Gila monster

and what do you want? Tod Browning, who just loves to

mess around the underworld on the screen—remember "The
Unholy Three"?—takes you on this tour of a Budapest side'

show, where John is the spieler, Lionel Barrymore a tough

customer, and Renee Adoree is Salome, all that the name
implies.

As a Hungarian rough-neck, a blood-brother of Liliom,

Jack was never rougher, or more exciting. He's a bad, bad
boy; women fall for him in droves, and he never even stops

to pick them up. That's the Gilbert I like to see, don't

you? The cynical sinner. After he fell a willing victim to

Greta's wiles in "Flesh and the Devil" I was afraid he would
never be the same bold, bad man again. But Mr. Browning
has saved him from an awful fate. I hope he always beats

up girls and takes their money. He's the only man on the

screen who can get away with it. In "The Show" he

almost loses his head—in the Big Decapitation Scene that is

the sensation of the side show; but Renee saves him. Later

on, he and Lionel are chased by the Gila monster; and if

this scene doesn't give you the creeps then and there, and a

nightmare later, you're shock-proof.
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EW Screenplays
Reviewed

Keilly

THE YANKEE CLIPPER

I
Horn,
waters

y 7? N|H£ Yankee Clipper sails again! Out of Boston
Harbor for China and the turquoise seas. Off to

wrest the tea trade from the hated English rivals.

Down across the Spanish Main. Around the

Up across the storm)'- Pacific. And into quiet
Quiet waters of Foo Chow where the Daughter

of Joy sings her lute-sad songs to the men who sail and
brawl and fight and love under all flags.

The captain of the Yankee Clipper is a young New
England skipper, William Boyd by name. But the ro-

mance of his heart cannot get under full canvas. He
loves Elinor Fair but she, the daughter of the rival English
sailing master, is engaged to a fellow countryman.
On the speed of the Yankee Clipper hangs the fate of

the China tea trade. In Foo Chow, Boyd and the English
Captain get their cargoes and their orders from the
wrinkled old Oriental who is emperor of the tea market.

The craft that first

makes Boston Light

shall win for sister

ships the right to be

the tea fleet of

China.

From Foo Chow
Harbor to the Port

of Boston Town!
The Daughter of

Joy and the English

Fiance; Boyd and
the English woman
he loves; the British

Captain; the hard

boiled mate; the
urchin who shipped

before the mast—
and who chewed to-

bacco fore and aft;

these, and wind and
sky and sea and sail

are there for you in

a gallant tale, with
is intrigue, knife play,
c^ thirst and typhoon

^ to blow you from
your every day 1927

moorings.

Go down to the

sea with the Yankee Clipper and hoist your sails to a

spanking good dramatic breeze.

Yo Hoo and several cans of good moving picture!

SENSATION SEEKERS

EXTRA! EXTRA! Big sensation in Universal movie.

Huntly Gordon does not get the gal!

It's Billie Dove, too. It was an awful shock to me
because I like to see these bad-good- men like Huntly get

along. But this time he simply would not reform. I

thought for a time he might, considering what Billie Dove
is—one of those girls any man might reform for. But

it was not to be. Huntly just got his Scotch-Irish up,

and that night on his yacht when waves and wine were

running high, wide and handsome he—well, I shudder

even now when I think of it.

Uncle Carl Laemmle should give Huntly a nice boy

scout medal or something for playing in one of his movies
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C[ Marie Dresser's
dream of sending

her boy, Malcolm
McGregor, to

co lie ge is sh.au

tered.

good picture and after I saw it I rushed right out and
tried to buy a picture hat like Billie wore the night she
wrote Huntly and told him she would marry him. Oh
yes, it's like that. Keeps you guessing.

MADAME WANTS NO CHILDREN
The best entertainment of the month!
Risque?

I should say not. Madame does want children.

Madame is only young
and thoughtless and

(Cent, on page 78)

where he loses a gal like Billie

Dove. You might gather from the

title that Sensation See\ers" would
open with the Great American
Ballroom Set where the tired

housewife is forgetting the cares of the day and yearning to

get away from it all. Nope. Lois Weber is directing this

picture and if you will remember "The Marriage Clause" which
she produced you will know that Lois doesn't do things that way.

There is a cabaret scene later on, however. It's

one of those wicked "Black and Tan places" and
there is some silhouette entertaining with a kick in

it. Then there is a minister, young,

curly-headed. Played by Ray Bloomer.

He is the pastor of the flock Billie is

supposed to belong to.

Only she doesn't. That is,

not until—well anyhow,
as I was saying it is a

((William Boyd, Captain of the
Clipper, loves his sailing rival's

daughter,
J(
F-Hnor Fair.

.13V3V/-

((Helen Foster and
Rex Lease supply

the sw e eth e art

hac\ground for
Ranger's splendid

picture.
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HOW

Bj/ Vaula Gould

week ago, Goldie was an unknown
little chorus girl in the Fred Stone

show "Criss Cross" in New York.

She danced and she sang with

thirty or forty other little girls. But Goldie

was a bit different. Because Goldie

dreamed. Beautiful golden dreams about

the day she would become a famous stage

star, or better yet, a screen star. But that

day seemed very far away, and sometimes

Goldie became a bit discouraged. Not so

discouraged that she stopped studying, or

working, or striving with all her might

toward that coveted goal, however.

Then, it happened.

One evening, Joseph P. Kennedy, the

president of Film Booking Offices, attended

a performance of "Criss Cross". An un-

canny knack of detecting embryonic screen

talent made him go back stage and talk

with Goldie. The next day a screen test

was taken; she passed her examination

100%, and the day after that, a five year

contract was signed.

It all happened so quickly that the little

chorus girl is still dazed. Already in Holly-

rrs

ft;

vi

mor

wood, she writes me that she keeps

pinching herself to realize that it isn't

all a dream, and that some wretched

clock might strike at midnight, and she

would find herself again in the chorus

doing the '"Black Bottom".

But the beautiful realized dream would

not break with the signing of the con-

tract. Oh, no. President Kennedy had

other plans up his sleeve for Goldie.

First of all, her name must be changed.

A aame befitting the personality of the

gorgeous creature she was to be. Names,

names, names! Irish names, American

names, fancy names and plain names,

colorful names and colorless names. All

were suggested, and discarded. Finally,

Goldie herself sug- (Com. on page 57)

3

GOLDIE FLYNN, one of the "ponies" in

a Broadway show— BEFORE she was

'discovered.

5creenund3
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AND now as ELINOR KING, coiffured and
jC\ manicured, she is ready for her screen

career.

Photograph by Hal Phyje



ETTA GOUDAL exotic and individual finds

a sympathetic role in ''White Gold"

.

ESciiUnundS



LOVELY MARY PHILBIN and her crown-

ing glory. You will see both in "The Man

Who Laughs".

Photograph by Freubel



EACH new picture makes DOLORES COS-
TELLO'S popularity stronger. She is busy

working on "A Million Bid".

ESatftwuai



I 'Reviewed in This Issue
\

\ "HER CARDBOARD LOVER"
[

! "THE SPIDER"
[

f "THE NEW YORKERS"
J

|
"SPREAD EAGLE"

j

C^Lynn Fontanne
and Alfred hunt
appear together

once more in
"The Second
Man", the last

Theatre Guild
offering for the

season.

world. Years ago, we wrote a ballade whose
refrain gave the successful formula for a melo-

drama: "Lights out—and a shot in the dark."

That the authors of "The Spider", Fulton

Oursler and Lowell Brentano, ever read our

refrain, is doubtful—but they certainly know
their insects. This show has about forty shots

in the dark.

It is a show that is not

so much written as it is

staged. This one was
staged by Albert Lewis

—

and a sweet job, too. The
show opens with the Inter-

national News Reel, and

these first few minutes

contain lots of shots, but

no audible ones. After

that the reverberations are

deafening and continuous.

If you saw "The Bat"

and "The Last Warning",
you have a slight idea of

what you're in for. Only,

however, a slight idea.

For this combines the best

features of each. We
were requested by the

management not to give

away the secret, and tell

you who the murderer is.

To tell the truth, that

isn't our only reason. We
simply don't want to get

mixed up in any murder

cases. If we told you, one of the gang

would simply bump us off.

where would criticism of

drama be, we ask you?

"The New Yorkers" .

Our advice about this intimate review

—though intimate is really a mild word:

this one is so personal that it's offensive

—is to buy the sheet music of "Slow
River" and "Floating Through the Air"

and let it go at that. These two songs,

words and music, sounded pretty good
to us. The sketches, however, with a

rare exception, are compounded of the

And then

American

C[ Mary Eaton, the

dancing star of
"Luc\y".

nasty little words that small

boys are wont to put on a fence.

And nothing short of fumigation will

ever make you feel the same.

We are the last one to kick about

morality. We heard the cuss words in

'"What Price Glory" and gave three

rousing cheers for the show, cuss-words

and all; we saw "The Captive" and
thought it was a fine, poignant drama,

and ours is only bitterness against the

Puritan attitude that forced its with-

drawal. Also, we have read Freud and
Rabelais and never once thought of

committing suicide.

But the fact remains that it takes a

master to handle such subjects. Rabe-

lais' sense of humor and irony is a rare

thing. It lets him see the fun in sex

as well as in other things. Still, even his

famous catalogues of synonyms for various

things are apt to grow a bit wearisome. A.nd

mere words, even though forbidden, are • apt

to be boring. And what we are trying to

say—though you may have wondered—is that

there may be and (Continued on page 78)
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ossom
— j

dime
at # tloe

i

(\A beautiful woman deserves

beautiful clothes. The pic-

ture girls get their deserts.
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C[ Louise Lorraine
loo\s lovely in a

blae\ frost crepe

with s\irt of three

scalloped tiers and
decorated sleeves.

riff

Jftha.

C[ At a recent Holly-
\

wood opening Ger- (

trude Olmsted ap-
j

peared in this stun-
j

ning evening wrap

of silver cloth shot
j

with lavender. The 1

two velvet flowers
j

are lined with sil-

ver cloth.

C[ A two piece sport

suit of blac\ and
white chec\ worn
by Gwen Lee is

.featured by a blac\

l^id belt, blac\
shoulder flower
and buttons.
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IT
was mid-after-

noon when we in

Hollywood heard
scant details of the

Charles Emmett Mack in an auto-

mobile accident in Riverside.

I was at Famous Players-Lasky,

talking to Bebe Daniels, when an

>xtra sidled up: "Have you heard?

Charles Emmett Mack is dead," he

said. Immediately he went on,

spreading the news among the

troupe.

Within an hour, long before the screech-

ing newsboys on Hollywood Boulevard

were telling the sad story, every studio in

the colony knew that Charley Mack had

been killed.

It is uncanny the way news spreads.

CHATTER^
Hollywood

By

(f Sally Rand
the "Queen
of Queens"

of the Ce-

cil B. De
Mille lot.

Martin

Martin

C Richard Barthelmess and his

four year old daughter at her

fancy dress birthday party.

Hollywood is like a great hall, the work of some super'

architect, in which the acoustics are so finely developed
that a whisper in one end reverberates in the other.

Everybody loved Charles Emmett Mack. I remember
when the Lasky company had gathered together as many
of Roosevelt's original "Rough Riders" as possible, and
the actors who were to duplicate their fights on the screen

were present as interested listeners.

After members of the company had recited stirring ex-

ploits, the actors also were called on to make speeches.

Some spoke quite a good bit about themselves, Finally

Charley Mack's turn came. He got up and said: "After

the things I

have heard here

it makes me al-

most ashamed to

try and imitate

you on the
screen. But I will try.

Thank you." And then

he sat down.
And he meant it too.

That was his quality

—

sincerity.

A queer parallel

seems to have run be-

tween Mack's portray-

als on the screen and
his fate. In "The Un-
\nown Soldier" he was
killed and in "The
Rough Riders" he met

the same fate. Casting

directors picked him to

play the boy who died

because of his wist-

fullness.

He was a diffident

man in real life. Few
remember that he was once

a prop-boy for D. W. Grif-

fith, who gave him his first

chance in "Dream Street".

Mack clicked. He went
on up. You remember him

in "The Un\nown Soldier"; "A Woman of The ^orld"
with Pola Negri; "The Devil's Circus" with Norma
Shearer, and "The Rough Riders" would have made him
if he had lived. He had just finished "A Million Bid"

with Dolores Costello before he started the ill-fated pic-

ture on which he met his death.

As it happened the script girl on the same picture had
been killed in another automobile accident only a few
days before.

The coincidence made a profound impression upon
Hollywood where superstition is deeply imbedded. "There
will be a third," they say. "Those things always come in

threes."

If I heard that once I heard it twenty times during

the course of the afternoon. Nothing more has hap-

pened. But when I reminded one prophet of that he

said: "Just wait; you'll see. There'll be another death

in that picture."

For some months the people who tell me things have

insisted that the engagement between Bebe Daniels and
Charles Paddock, world's champion sprinter, is ended.

I believe that is so, but Bebe refuses to confirm it. She

scoffs at the rumor that James Hall is the lucky man at

present. (Yes, Hall is the same fellow that Joan Crawford
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was said to be engaged to a couple of months ago.)

Undoubtedly Bebe has more accidents than anybody in pictures. The

other day, in a fencing scene, she made a lunge then returned to guard

so swiftly that the hilt of her rapier caught her eye- lid tearing it clean

through.

She was out for days waiting for the wound to heal slowly so as not to

leave a scar, and the second day after her return she fell off a balcony

narrowly escaping broken bones.

Bebe is as vivid off screen as on. She has a quick nervous laugh which

begins and ends abruptly, causing you to look at her suddenly to see why

she stopped.

At present she is very much interested in Spanish houses. She is build-

ing three at the Beach in addition to remodeling a section of a Lasky

dressing room building in Spanish style.

At this studio none of the stars

are allowed to have bungalows. Con-

sequently Bebe tore off the outer wall

of the lower story of a dressing room

building and is having a four-room

Spanish style suite of rooms fixed at

her own expense. When they are

completed she plans a wall and a tiny

patio in front—that is if the studio

will allow her to encroach upon

about a foot of sidewalk. And
there will be three small cacti

planted. It certainly will be a

queer looking building with a

little Spanish bungalow exterior

on the lower floor and the sec-

ond story of dressing rooms for

a roof.

Continuing her hard luck to

her architecture, Bebe has discovered that the beach house

she planned to occupy herself had a balcony which can

not be reached except through a bathroom or by ladder from
the patio.

In Bebe's own words: "Isn't that dumb?"
o—

o

Patricia Avery, baby star, is a secret bride, has been in fact since

April 3, 1926, I discovered this month. Her husband is Ben Pye,

art director for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, who is at present in Colo-

rado with Clarence Brown on "The Trail of Ninety Eight."

Their acquaintance began thirteen years ago in grammar school,

but was interrupted by another marriage of Patricia's, which most

C( Charles Emmet
~Mac\, whose
sudden death

bereaved all Hollyvjood,

and a scene from his last

picture "The Rough
Riders". He has gone on
the long, long journey.

people in the film colony never

knew of either. Pye got Patricia

her first job in motion pictures and
it was not acting but a stenographic

position in the research department

at M. G. M.
One day studio officials decided

Patricia would be good as an ac-

tress, so, after a successful screen

test, she was signed on a contract.

At present writing, however, she

intends to free-lance as soon as

this contract is

'When Anna
T^ilsson was
as\ed if Babe
Ruth made a hit

in "Babe Comes
Home" she
said "Hit! Its

a triple."

completed.

Patricia, by
the way, is re-

lated to John D.
Rockefeller.
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<^Ruth Hiatt and
little Mary Ann
] ac\s o n, the
cutest \id in
pictures.

C Mary Pic\ford and
Douglas Fairbanks

at the ground
breaking ceremonies

for the new United
Artists theatre in

Los Angeles.

Dolores Del Rio steps from one important role

to another. It has just been announced that she

will play opposite Douglas Fairbanks in his new
picture to be called, "The Gaucho." It is a story

of South America.

Harold Lloyd collects dogs about as

fast as a rabbit multiplies. He now has

thirty-two, the latest being a St. Bernard

boasting the name, "Hercu-

veen Bravo."

This dog, along with six

great danes, furnished canine

melody for the trainmen

when Harold and Mildred
Davis returned from the East

this month.

There was a touching
scene at the station where the

film couple saw their baby

daughter, Mildred Gloria,

for the first time in six weeks.

Mildred Gloria tearily

asked her mother: "Will

you go home with me to-

day?" And then Mildred

wept and Harold got tangled

up with the rope of Hercu-

veen Bravo" and there was
general confusion.

"Never for anybody in the

world will I leave this baby
again," Mildred told me. "When I go the next

time she goes with me."

Don't get the idea that Mildred Gloria was
neglected in her parent's absence. She was with

her grandmother, Mrs. Davis, and had a nurse

to take care of her too.

€[ George O'Brien in

training for "Is

Zat So".

Mabel Normand has recovered very slowly from her
illness which brought her close to death last month. As
I write she still is at the hospital but expects to return

home soon. Lew Cody has been devoted during her sick'

ness, having practically disappeared from the places we
used to sec him in Hollywood.

fl[ Dorothy Gish and Will
Rogers making "Tip-
toes" in England.



All the players whom we have not seen for years seem to have come back
to Hollywood this month—Richard Dix, Lois Wilson, Gloria Swanson.

Gloria had even put her house up for sale, but fortunately nobody had
purchased it, so she just moved in with husband "Hank" and her two
children.

She will make pictures at the United Artists Studio where Norma and
Constance Talmadge, John Barrymore, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks

and Corinne Griffith also have headquarters.

Corinne, by the way, is to have Walter Morosco, her husband, as man-
ager of her company. The story is that she insisted on this provision in

her contract.

Walter is no mere' hanger on to his wife's glory, however. He is a

capable scenarist and director and is very popular around the film colony.

Lois Wilson comes west to play her first role as a free-lance for F. B. O.
Richard Dix, of course, followed the Lasky immigration to Hollywood.

And speaking of returns, there is the promised return of Roscoe "Fatty''
1

Arbuckle to the screen. Roscoe has been working as a director for a number
of years, but now he tells me he has signed a contract with Abe Carlos

to make a series of feature length comedies, the first of which will be filmed

in Germany this coming summer or fall.

In the meantime, Roscoe will tour the Pantages circuit of vaudeville

houses.

The news was a surprise to. everyone ... in fact I understand even Joe

Schenck, who has carried Roscoe over many bad spots in the past, knew
nothing of the contract until it was signed.

For those who don't know, Roscoe has been a director at the Educational

Comedy Studios, has directed a part of "The Red Mill" in which Marion
Davies starred, and a part of Eddie Cantor's

new picture.

From all reports he is not a very successful

director of feature length comedies, having a

tendency to revert to slap-stick a little too

strongly.

C[ Adolphe Menjou now
and a few years ago.

It ta\es years of prac-

tice to handle a cane
the way Adolphe does.

Pola J^egri follows her success in

"Hotel Imperial" with a picture

named "Barbed Wire."

Mrs. Arbuckle, who acted

on the screen under the

name of Doris Deane, is to

accompany her husband on
his tour and to Germany, I

understand.
And Roscoe says he has to gain sixty pounds. That is how much

he has lost since you saw him last on the screen. How did he do it?

Simply by dieting, and by playing indoor baseball with Buster Keaton
and his studio team.

—o

—

"Marry again? Never! My fans want me single," declared

Adolphe Menjou to me some months back.

But between me and you I'm not so sure about that, Adolphe is

certainly acting the part of a faithful swain to Kathryn Carver,
former artists model, who is cast opposite the French star in his

new picture. Once she was in a few pictures under the name of

Kathryn Hill. She is blonde with the bluest eyes in Hollywood.
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SAY
Q There is plenty ofgossip in Holly-

wood but the rumor that flies

Jastest is the word that some

player has scored with the public.

His name is "Hughie," and if you don't

know who he is, you simply can't be

knowing all you should around these

parts. As far as I'm concerned, Hughie
is a very, very old time-worn friend of mine! He's

seen 'em come and go, all right; he's been the door'

man at the Ambassador Hotel for years and years,

and those he's helped into their cabs would fill a

"Who's Who" book. I think his Irish soul is full

as full can be of emerald blarney just for the sake

of the movie folk. The line he pulled a couple of

weeks ago when Marcus Loew was leaving our land

of sunshine and roses is a classic. Says he: "Good-
by, Misther Loew, good-by. Good luck and goo
health to ye; bad cess to the divil, and may he
always be a day's march behoind ye." That's it,

Hughie—take care of your screen friends in all of

your prayers; and there'll be trouble brewing sure

enough if that same divil doesn't keep himself even

farther removed from your

good old Irish self!

* %

If Emil Jannings' face is

still sort of stinging and

somewhat red when you
see "The Way of All

Flesh" on the screen,

simply blame it to the

wallop given him by

the little hand
of one Phyllis
Haver. Of course

({.Ann Christy leading lady

in Christie Comedies—no
relation to the boss.

fl[ Charles Spencer Chaplin is

establishing himself in a
J<[ew Yor\ studio to com'
plete "The Circus."

it was in the action of the scene, and all that, but it

was a beauty, and even Phyllis was worried to death

that she had really ruined "Emiel," as she calls him.

"Emiel" couldn't understand what the apologizing was
all about until Phyllis came up to him and went
through the motions of the slap all over again. First

she pointed to his face, then went through the swing

of her arm to his cheek, and last but not least spoke

one of the two words she knows of "Emiel's" language:

"Verletzt? Verletzt?" After Emil understood that

Phyllis was trying to ask him if she had hurt him, in

such fast talk that she didn't know what it was all

about, the big European told her that such a chit of a

girl couldn't possibly even disturb one little whisker of

his face! We do have a lot of fun out here.
^ ^ ^

Shlvhh-h—don't breathe it to a soul, and I for

one wouldn't even go so far as to mention what set

it was on or the name of the picture

it's in, or anything that would so

much as give you a clew, but I heard,

I heard sh-h-h that there are

three-hundred men in Hollywood
wearing uniforms for a certain pro-

duction with— sh-h-h—with corsets

on underneath! Whadda you think

of that? They put 'em on Floradora

sextets once in a while, and on folks

supposed to be back in the "gay nine
ties," but for honest-to-goodness men
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By Marion ofHollywood

g. Sally Phipps the

debutante of the

Fox studios.

—oh, golly, please don't ever men-
tion to a soul that I spoke about

it without blushing. But that's not

all—you should see them try to sit

down, sort of gingerly-like, and on
the very edgiest edge of a sub'

stantial looking chair. Hurray,
hurray! Here's wi'shing them luck

for the rest of the days in their

terrible, terrible bondage!
* * *

I remarked to a friend of mine
yesterday that there's at least one
1927 bride and groom who I'm
sure are going to be true as gold

forever after. The reply I re-

ceived was something to the effect

of how I could feel so pretty cer-

tain of what I was saying when
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Keith have
been married only four short

weeks. Go ahead, any of you folks

C[ Bebe Daniels.

who like to wonder about whether
they will or whether they won'
"make a go of it"—think anything

you want to! But I was talking

to Donald, and from the way he
spoke to me even if it is only four
short weeks, I'd wager my only
worldly possession that it's forever
and ever with them. It's not just •

that Donald said how eager he is

to get home at evening time to his

sweet bride; it's not just that he said they want to buy a place
of their own, or that they both hope for maybe a little Keith or
so in the not too-distant future. But it's the way he said it that
counts—the way he said it. So really and truly, it doesn't seem
to me there will be much chance of Lizzie changing tables on any
kind

^
of wager I could make on Mr. and Mrs. Donald Keith.

Here's luck, you two, and keep your romance banner swinging
high up in your dream clouds, always.

Here's something I'd like to know, too! What about Clara
Bow and Gary Cooper? - Clara hasn't been feeling quite so well
these days, and for that reason I haven't been able to corner her
and get the latest, but Gary—I did get Gary cornered on the
"Arizona Bound" set, and from all that I could judge he's much
more "Clara Bound" than Arizona ever had a chance of getting
him. Oh, I didn't find out an awful lot, at that—he walked the
floor and paced the set, back and forth, back and forth; he smiled
a bit and, yes, he blushed a bigger bit, and admitted that he and

G[ The yodel master teaches

Wallace Beery to yodel

in "The Big S?ieeze".
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I'm Chester Conklin." "Well, said

Chester to me, "He gave me the

dirtiest look I ever got and then

asked me if I was trying to tell him
that I was Chester Conklin, the

fellow playing in the picture on his

screen. 'Yes/ says I, 'I'm the guy.'

And then the fresh fellow threw
back his head and simply haw-
hawed. Believe me? Why, I had
no more chance of making that man
believe I'm myself than anything in

the world. I went out and got in

line!" Which, as I've told you be-

fore, is very true, because Chester

doesn't look the least bit like him-

self, and as like as not some day a

director will grab him with his

({Sally O'Heil and William
Haines in "Slide Kelly

Slide."

Clara stepped around somewhat. In fact, perhaps it is four

months since the first cupid's arrow sped. But has the Bow
still aimed his way—aha, there's the burning question! Listen,

Gary didn't dare commit himself. I give you my word, he

didn't dare commit himself, whether he would or not. Come
on, you big six-footer—Clara's only a bit of a four-foot girl,

and never a time, you know, when faint heart won fair maid!
* * *

That rascal— that little rascal— Chester

Conklin is back amongst us again, pulling his

nonsensical lines and just generally making us

feel clever clear through. Of the

many things he tells us, one thing I

do believe is that no one knew him
no matter where he went.

He told me that "McFad-
dens Flats

1
' was playing

at the Strand while he was
in New York and that he
decided to take a peek at

it one afternoon when he

had a couple of hours off.

But the street was lined

up, and he decided he'd

have to see Mr. Joe Plun-

kett, the manager. He
approached a doorman.
"I'd like to see Mr. Plun-

kett," he said, "I'm Ches-

ter Conklin." The fellow

merely gave him a dis-

dainful look. Up to an-

other door-man went
Chester. "I'd like to see <C Douglas Fairbanks

Mr. Plunkett," once again, \

rr a
* ' 1 ?%\°n'

.
,

' &
,

the son o] A[at>0'
1 11 nave to tell you that }eon .

C[ Julia Faye finished with "Turkish
Delight" her new picture, tends

to -mocha and java for comjort.

make-up off and try to make a lead-

ing man out of him! Chester, you
little rascal, have a care!

$ :£

And talking about coming back
from the big city, Gloria Swanson
is here with all her retinue. Mc-
thought she had left us for good, but

here she is, opening up her great

Beverly Hills home and says she's

going to be one of us for keeps. It

seems a tremendously long time since

the whole family was here, and 1 11

bet I'd never even know little

Gloria. That kid certainly was a

cute baby, little as anything and
kind of wondery looking with her

eyes. Gloria used to bring her
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to the studio with

her once in a great

while, and I always

thought it was be-

cause she couldn't re
sist wanting to show

her off. Believe me, I

don't blame her. Any-
way, here's welcome

to the whole family.

How is it that

when a fellow's true

blue and fine that -it

shows right through

and you can't help

knowing it any more

than if he had a

placard pinned right

across his chest? Up
on location making

this new Rex horse

picture, Theodor Von
Eltz, had Fred Jack-

man working everybody

night and day, night and

day, because he wanted to

get home. He simply had

to get home. Although Von
talked with Mrs. Von over the

phone, wired her, and had a

letter from her every day, I

never in my life saw a man so

nervous. He said there was
something wrong at home; he

said he knew there was some-

thing wrong at home, that his

wife wasn't telling him every-

thing-—he could read it between

the lines in her letters, in her

voice over the phone, even

though she assured him to the

contrary. They
worked, all right <m

—night and day

—and finished in i

just about half

time. I met Von
on the Boulevard

last Saturday.
"Well," I said,

"were you satis-

fied when you got

home?" "Was I?"

answered Von.
"Do you know
that my little girl

was sick with
double- pneu-
monia when I

came and that we
almost lost her?

Can you imagine

many women like

Mrs. Von Eltz;

who would have

gone through all

that without a

C[ Here is 'Warner
Baxter's famous
recipe for

CHILI-BEANS

Yi cup Crisco
2 large onions
4 pods garlic

2 lbs. ground round steak

1 large can tomatoes
2 or 3 heaping tablespoons

Gebhart Chili Powder
1 lb. red beans
Salt and pepper to taste.

To boiling Crisco add chopped onions and garlic. Cook
until slightly browned and then add ground meat and
cook 20 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add tomatoes
which have been heated separately and strained (puree of
tomatoes is better). When the above combination starts

boiling add chili powder and allow to simmer on slow fire

two hours. Add cheyenne pepper if one likes a real
hot dish.

Betty Bronson and her

favorite flower, the lowly
nasturtium.

word to me? But I

\new there was some-

thing wrong, and
when there is then

there's only one place

I have to be, no mat-

ter what is or isn't

done."

$ * *

If any of you folks

happen to visit us out

in Hollywood this

month and find a

young man over on

the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer lot hopping
around sort of joyful

and unusual-like,
don't be alarmed or

even surprised. It's

only that fellow called

Bill Haines who's feel-

ing chipper because

he has a visitor from

down Virginia way. Nope
—you're wrong—it's not an

old-time sweetheart, but just

an old-time feminine ad-

mirer of his. She's only Bill's

Mom, and she actually thinks

Bill is pretty good! He says

there is not a chance of her

going back again—he has made

up his mind and Mother Haines

has got to stay in Hollywood

with William. No use talking,

I agree with Bill that mothers

know their stuff, and you can't

blame him for wrapping his

arms around that little Mrs.

Haines and holding her tight to

keep her here with him.
* * *

Maybe it's in

the Hollywood
air; maybe it's

that romance
about the picture

business which

you can't get

away from. Any-
way, whatever it-

may be, I don't

think I ever wrote

a line which
makes me feel

happier or more

content all over

than that Joseph

Schildkraut a n d

his wife, Elisc

Bartlett, have
waved adieu to

to the divorce
courts. Could
there be any bet-

ter news for the

month?

7



78 SCREENLAND
New Screen Plays

Continued from page 31

silly as every one is before the steadying
things of life teach us sense.

This little comedy, charming, delightful,

beautifully directed, is taken from a novel

by Clement Vautel, the well known French
satirist. Maria Corda plays the leading role

and her husband, Alexander Korda directs

it. You'll want to remember this couple

because now they are making pictures in

America and you'll be seeing them often I

hope.

And the hero. Harry Licdtke. Well, he
suits mc! And I'm hard to please. Not
only is he superb looking, in a distinguished

interested way, but he is a consumate actor.

They know their business. Trude Hester'

berg who plays the mother of Maria is as

gay a matron as I've seen in a long time.

And Maria Paulder. Harry's light of love

is a clever, humorous woman. Just watch
that part where she sends Harry away—

-

and learn a lesson. Not one woman in a

million has the sense to smile when she

sends a man away. No, we love to grovel

and whine and plead and beg. Well, when
a man wants to go—he's going and not all

the hysterics in the world can keep him
back. As Oscar Wilde used to say:

"Women arc too fond of that word
'Always'."

1 And it's true. "Will you always

love me? Will you always be true to me?"
Always this and always that. Don't be

dumb. Wake up. Do a Maria Paudler on

the boy friend the next time he gets snorky

—rand watch him come back.

WHITE FLANNELS
HURRAY, HURRAY! Louise Dresser,

my favorite screen actress, is in town. War-
ner Brothers brought her last week in a

story called "White Flannels". All Louise

does is walk away with every picture she's

in. But why isn't she in more? I haven't

seen her since the "Blac\ Eagle".

What a girl she is! What a flesh and

blood woman she is! And how she plays

the mother in this "White Flannels".' I'm

getting so tired of these sticky, sweet over-
(f Clive Broo\ and his daughter Faith

at his Beverly Hills home.

sentimental mamas that I would like to step

right up to the stage and hand Louise Dres-

ser a clothes basket full of orchids. She
plays a mother as a real mother is. So
honestly does she portray the role of a

miner's wife that the tears come. She in-

sists upon sending her boy to college. But
her dream is never realized. Higher educa-

tion does not reach up to expectation and he
is expelled.

Louise Dresser is just so good in this

picture that she lifts it from where it really

belongs—second rate material—to a plane

where it will prove strongly appealing to

every movie goer.

Come on, Warner Brothers. Let's have
some more Louise Dresser films. And I

don't mind at all seeing Jason Robards play

the hero. That's the boy I said you'd be

asking for fan photographs this time next

year. Well, if he has any spares now, I'd

like to add to my collection. And there's

only one in it now—guess who?

THE OUTLAW DOG
Omar Khyyam seems to have needed a

loaf of bread and a jug of wine, to say

nothing of a book of verses and other things

to complete his paradise. But I'm not so

choicy. All I want is a picture with a dog

in it—and my happiness is complete.

"The Outlaw Dog" has all of that and

more. Ranger, himself, has the title role,

of course, and Helen Foster and Rex Lease,

supply the background of young sweet-

hearts—which every dog must have.

Helen and Rex are fellow telegraph

operators in two loftely railroad stations in

the adventurous west. And if it hadn't

been for Ranger, there might have been

serious consequences for—but I'm not going

to give away the secret, go to see the pic-

ture yourself.

Spencer Bell as "Snowball" Black carried

away all the acting honors. He is a real

negro comedian with a sure, fine sense of

what is humor and what is not—a distinc-

tion not all white comedians seem to grasp.

The Stage Coach

undoubtedly is humor in sex and even in

sex perversion, but there isn't in the way
Jo Swerling has handled the subjects. The
matter is made a little more obnoxious by

Mr. Milt Collins, who handles most of it.

In brief, a nice, clean evening may be

boring, but an evening at the "New York-

ers" is just a little disgusting, And we'd

rather be bored.

"Spread Eagle"
Here is what we like to call an intellec-

tual drama. It has an idea in it, which is,

of course, liable to prevent its being the

success that "Abie's Irish Rose" is. Never-

theless, it's a show which deserves a longer

run. It has a theme that should be called

to the attention of the citizenry. And it is

barely possible that the citizenry—which is

a word we just made up to represent you
and me—attending "Spread Eagle" may
have a perfectly grand time at the show
and may decide, as a result of its attendance

when the next war comes along, to remain

Continued from page 69

just plain citizenry, letting who will wear
the uniforms. And if that be treason, you
know what Patrick Henry said you could

do about it.

Here is a mythical war with Mexico,
which may not be so mythical pretty soon.

And it shows grimly, plainly, and unhesi-

tatingly how a war may be fostered. For
the purposes of the play, the authors have
caused an ex-President's son to be slain.

That is cause enough for any war. Indeed,
we remember one or two—oh, not American
wars, of coufse—fought with less pretext.

And the authors show also the skilful

maneuvering of Big Business for the war.
Of course, this is a mythical case. And,

obviously, such things don't happen. Yet
we remember reading somewhere in a tract

by one of those radical writers—and, of

course, he didn't fool us for a minute

—

that England used to get a couple of mis-

sionaries murdered every time it wanted to

protect British interests. And, of course,

nobody wants Mexican intervention to pro-

tect our oil interests. And if we ever do
go to war with Mexico, you can bet your
bottom cent the reasons we give will be
sentiments that nobody can really attack.

And don't let anybody ask you why
we're helping Nicaragua put down a revo-

lution, either. It's a cinch that the gov-
ernment has good and sufficient reasons,

which are probably unwise for the general;
public to know at the present time. And,
besides, all the reasons haven't been thought
up yet.

But what we started to do was to d:3*r-

cuss "Spread Eagle" and not give you ouij-

patriotic ideas. Well, then, it's a gran|§
show. It has smart, crackling dialogue; J8
has curtain lines that are wisely theatrical"

and effective; it has one of the best per-

formances of the year—that of Osgood
Perkins as ]oe Cobb—and it is staged
deftly. Our hats are off to the American
flag, the authors—Geo. S. Brooks and
Walter B. Lister— the stager, George
Abbott, and the producer, Jed Harris.
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mighty mountains and frozen plains

—

for grass. They were the first white men
ever to make that migration. This they did

alone, unassisted, with no quarter being

given them by any man. Here was a price

less scenario which unfolds twice each year

when these tribesmen with their wives,

children and flocks, ford icy rivers and fight

through glacial barriers to get to—GRASS.
This was what those boys called life.

They knew if they could translate it to

the screen they would have the perfect

picture. And they did almost. It was a

glorious long-shot. But it did not have

that close-up of hero and heroine in actual

struggle. That is what we want to see

when we go to a picture for that is what
our every day lives are. Their picture

GRASS was a tribal effort rather than a

personal conflict.

Together they took their picture to Jesse

Lasky; explained to him just how they had

missed in Grass the personal element. They
unfolded to him an even greater effort. And
so high did their own belief run, so vividly

did they describe their dream that Lasky

made it possible for them to attempt a real-

ization of it. And this time they have come
home with the greatest pictorial

_

epic of

modern times, the picture "Chang".
Look on your map at Siam. It seems

just a meager little lemon colored square

stuck on the Indo-China peninsula. Why
do you suppose Cooper and Schoedsack

picked this spot out? Because millions of

years ago, when the earth first stirred—the

Jungle was. And to-day the Nan country

of north-east Siam is just as it was then

—

at the first crack of creation. This Nan
country is the last out-post of civilization,

untouched by modernity, undominated by

the white race.

Alone, accompanied by no ' expensive

movie entourage—with no electricians, cos-

tume designers, musicians, property men,
scenarists or carpenters, Cooper and Schoed-

sack got on the boat at New York and
headed for Marseilles, France. There they

took a smaller ship which carried them

—

'({Barbara Kent in "Flesh and the Devil"

established herself forever. This is

one of the famous scenes.

after many days—to Singapore, that famous

city of India. Again they transshipped,

and finally reached Bangkok, the capitol of

Siam.
Bangkok is the little Venice of the east,

built as it is on an alluvial plain with

thousands of tiny picturesque waterways,

winding through the ancient city. Strangers

in a strange land, these boys entered this

old town. But they were welcomed—and

given most cordial permission by the prime

minister to proceed into the interior to

make their picture.

Siam is governed by a king, Rama the

Seventh, and it is one of the last three

absolute monarchies in the world. Abysin-

nia and Afghanistan are the other two.

Rama the Seventh, is a charming cultivated

man with high ideals regarding his duties

to his people. He was educated at Eton
and Oxford and has visited in this country

which he admires enormously. In one of

his elaborate palaces—Dusit by name—the

Rama received Mr. Cooper.

As Cooper entered the palace he found
it surrounded by guards with halberds.

Then the Chamberlain, escorted by an offi-

cer, came out. Cigars, cigarettes and soda

water were served by court attendants -

—

on their knees. A few moments later Mr.
Cooper was taken in to the Rama himself

who received him alone.

With the King's good wishes following

him, Cooper got on a Pullman—yes a real

compartment train, built by the Germans

—

and travelled four hundred miles on a single

track railway to the interior—to the little

town of Meng-Prae. Schoedsack had gone

on before. Here the railroad ends. The
telegraph ends. The mail service ends.

Here the world ends. And that cruel, throb-

bing, mysterious jungle begins.

From Meng-Prae to Nan proper—a dis-

tance of over a hundred miles, Cooper and
Schoedsack had to travel on ponies, with

thirty or more carriers transporting their

materials. This trip consumes six or seven

days in the dry season and is over moun-
tains and across hills. Treacherous rivers

must be forded and tortuous rapids must

be ridden.

When night fell, these boys camped—as

do all travellers—in the Buddhist temple

—

the Wat it is called—in whatever village

they happened to be. After their army cots

were set up, they calmly tied their mosquito
nets to a mud, gilt or plaster Buddha and
dropped off to sleep.

Finally Nan was reached. And there in

the bush — separated from the world by
every known means of modern communi-
cation—these men started their picture.

The first thing they had to do—and it

is something we amateurs never understand
—was to learn the* ways of the Jungle
people and the Jungle animals. Before you
can tell a story pictorially you have to

know what you are "shooting" about. So
from the village clearing Cooper and
Schoedsack went into the Jungle-:—trapping,

shooting, studying, watching. Day in and
day out, week in and week out they "shot"
these experimental pictures. And at the

end of four months the stage was set, the

actors were ready.

Here for thousands upon thousands of

years the forefathers of these three hun-
dred Jungle actors had been working out

their strange destinies and surviving in the

warmth and wonder of the sun. In addi-

tion to the actors themselves there were
hundreds of animals and reptiles and birds:

tigers, leopards, bears, snakes, lizards, deer,

goat, dogs, pigs, monkeys, and last of all

C[ Ted Wells a new sombrero boy.

In "A Made to Order Hero" he
will show his stuff.

from three hundred to five hundred
Chang. And enveloping everything, like

the loveliest of multi-colored mists, millions

of butterflies.

Imagine this picture if you can — two
sun-burned, heat-wrinkled men in the secret

fastness of a lush world—where the blood
in life's arteries runs cruel and hot and
fast. Tall, spare Schoedsack—blinking with
malaria, sometimes almost in delirium

—

crouches behind his camera. Red-headed
Cooper stands at his side with a high-

powered rifle always at his shoulder. Much
depends upon that rifle. One bad shot on
Cooper's part and the chances are the lead-

ing man and a dozen or so extras would be
lost forever — to say nothing of the two
Americans themselves. But this Cooper's
fire is as sure as everlasting life. Over all,

sapping all, is that terrible tropical sun with
its temperature of one-hundred and ten

degrees Fahrenheit.

The difficulties of directing this picture

were almost insuperable. The natives knew
nothing of film technique, never so much
as having heard of a movie in all their

lives. Added to this was the fact that all

orders had to be given through an inter-

preter. These people speak a dialect of

Siamese, a tonal language of five tones.

And naturally neither Schoedsack nor
Cooper had had time to familiarize them-
selves with this method of communication.

Nevertheless, the drama which these boys
have brought back to us is drenched with
romantic beauty, passionate lusts, primitive

hatreds, and saturating all is that never'

ending combat which has existed from the
time of the first inhabitant on this earth

—

MAN against NATURE.
It isn't fair to tell you the story so I

will give you just a hint of how the pic-

ture goes. The hero, Kru, is a courageous,
clever, quick-witted native of this Nan
country. He lives with his wife, Chantui,
and his three children in his native village.

But the pioneer spirit is calling him. He
wants his own place, his own rice field, his

own home. Like our pioneer grandfathers
—those glorious men who started out in

their covered wagons to conquer our wilder-

ness of the west—Kru leaves his village

and goes out into- the Jungle to carve him-
self a home.

Carve is the right word. The vegetation

in this Siamese Jungle is so superabundant
that no sooner have you cleared yourself

st tiny fragment that the Jungle closes in

on you. But Kru—real pioneer—with the

ability of the Jungle man to adapt himself
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to hardships — manages to establish a

clearing.

Then he builds a house of bamboo—high

up on piles so that he is protected from

leopards, tigers and the other treacherous

animals. The sides of his home are of

woven Bamboo, the roof of grass and palm

leaves. Everything is tied together with

strands of split bamboo. Kru wouldn't

know a nail if he saw one.

Finally the house is all finished. Even
to a pen down below for the goat and her

kids. So Kru goes back to his native vil-

lage to get his family. Chantui, his wife, is

light brown in color, pretty, with heavy
black hair which she wears very much like

the slender models in our New York shops

—combed straight back with a huge wad
on the neck. She isn't a savage at all but

is altogether appealing, totally feminine.

She wears a sleeveless bodice and a tight

skirt clear to her ankles. It's really a full

skirt or sarong—which she wraps in at one

side closely around her. Her figure is

lovely. Hard work and none too much
food keep her from that gross appearance

which all too often afflicts more civilized

beauties. In her arms she carries the baby

of the family, a healthy boy about a year

old. The other children, Ladah, a tender,

soft-eyed girl about three years old and
Nah. a fun-loving boy, complete the Jungle

household. But I forgot—there's Bimbo

—

a great big monkey, almost as tall as Nah,
and pure white. He's what you call a Gib-

bon. Bimbo never leaves Ladah or Nah.
Hand in hand he accompanies them in .all

their travels — stopping only to search an

errant flea.

Kru's days are much the same. In the

morning he goes out to his one rice field

—the sole crop in this country and man's
sole economic support. The path is so nar-

row that he touches the Jungle with either

hand. To a white man with high-powered
guns, the wild is a fearful enough spot.

But to Kru, half-naked, with only his broad
knife or his old gun for protection, the

Jungle is a place of awesome terror. Sup-
pose a tiger comes. What can Kru do?
Even if he hits the tiger with a bullet

from his gun, it won't stop the tiger's

charge. Besides, Kru doesn't hold with kill-

ing tigers. Because he believes that this

animal is the horse, namely the abode or

vehicle of a Great Spirit. And if he kills

the tiger, the Great Spirit will have no
horse and will come and take Kru for his

horse.

Always wary Kru threads this Jungle
path. His eyes can't penetrate the Jungle
fastness but those cat eyes within the Jungle
can see him all to well.

Now it might interest you here to learn

a little about these deadly enemies of Kru's.

There are three kinds of tigers in this

Siamese Jungle. The first feed naturally on
smaller game. They are tigers in full

strength, and are not much feared by the
natives as they stick pretty closely to their

animal depredations. The second class is

the buffalo killing tiger. He too is in full

strength but is getting a little old. Still he
is sufficiently strong to kill buffaloes and
domestic animals belonging to the villagers.

All Siamese Jungle animals have a natural
fear of man and they do not stay in man's
vicinity unless they are man-killing animals.

The third division— the man-killer— is a

tiger that is old and weak, or one that has
been injured so that he has lost his strength
for killing buffaloes. There is only one
soft, easy thing left to prey upon—MAN.
(Of course, if a tigress is a maneater, she
will teach her young to kill from birth.)

In addition to these, Kru has still another
dangerous enemy, the leopard. A leopard
to Mr. Cooper's idea, is much bolder, more
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C[ Natalie Kingston blooms again

in "Lost at the Front".

daring and courageous than a tiger. He
has not the tiger's strength nor killing power
but for each tiger that will come near a

village, twelve leopards will dare.

The colossal task of photographing these

scenes is scarcely conceivable to us as we
sit at home among our books. Cooper and
Schoedsack aren't shooting faked tigers, nor

enfeebled old zoo beasts, but young, cruel

animals fresh from the Jungle. Cooper
stands on a high platform near the camera
so that he can shoot straight down on
Mister tiger. And more often than not
Schoedsack is flat on the ground or in a

hole under the ground, protected only by
a few logs, as a leopard charges right over

his head. And added to all is that terrific

blanket of steaming heat crushing out every

particle of human and animal vitality. But
the picture must go on.

The question of light presents another
great drawback. Of course, there isn't any
artificial light whatsoever. And the Jungle
vegetation is so thick that scarcely any natu-

ral light penetrates it at all. And it is

impossible to get the men or the animals

out into what sunlight comes through—so

fiercely hot and enervating is its glare.

Even the gay little comedians—the monkeys—refuse to budge from their shady perches.

But heat or no he^at, light or no light,

Cooper and Schoedsack' must carry on.

They show you Kru, plowing his rice

field with a water buffalo instead of a horse.

This is his only beast of burden, his entire

fortune. Towards evening he starts for

home with a few fish he has caught to

vary the monotonous diet of glutinous rice

and fruit. Across his path a python crawls.

That doesn't bother Kru much. A python
isn't poisonous but it can give a danger-

ous bite or a blow with its tail. But if it

had been a deadly cobra, Kru's day might
have had a different ending. But no mis-

chance occurs. Kru reaches his happy fam-
ily safely, ties the buffalo under his house
to one of the piles and mounts the tall lad-

der up to his high-pitched home.
Bimbo hangs by his tail from the ceiling

directly over the cook pot. Ladah and Nah
are drinking cocoanut milk— which they

share with the kittens—from a big cocoa-

nut. Chantui serves the rice which she has

cooked by roasting it in a stalk of bamboo.

After supper, just before the tropical sun-

set when the sun seems to slam itself below

the horizon in the flame of a split second,

the family go outside to make everything
j

secure for the night. Kru brings the goat

and her kids into the pen. Ladah brings
j

in the puppies. Nah looks after the cat!

and her kittens.

The peace of Buddha rests upon the little'

household. The baby nods in his cradle,

the other four lie all together in one impro-
(

vised bed, one parent on each side—the

children in the middle. The father sleeps

with one arm around Ladah. Even in her

dreams the mother clings to Nah. Bimbo
hangs over them all by his tail—musing on'

a flealess world.

Suddenly Bimbo awakes. His animal in-

stinct warns him of danger even before

sickening, blood-curdling cries tear the

night. Kru rushes out, his old gun in his

hand. Fearfully Chantui grabs her child-

ren—and follows.

But—too late. The Jungle has demanded
its own. A cruel, slinking, but

I can't spoil this for you.

Daily, hourly, every minute and second

of the day, Kru fights this never-ceasing

battle against the Jungle. One moment Kru

will be victorious; in the next flash, the

Jungle has dealt him a back-breaking defeat.

In this sinister and deadly Jungle the

tireless combat continues . . . One night,

Kru wakes up violently. The floor in his

house is shaking up and down—like a leaf

in the summer breeze. From the Jungle

comes that horrible -volume of sound—never

heard before in Kru's life time, nor even

in his father's days. Like a poisonous

dream there shoots to Kru's cunning mind
the meaning of this sound THE
CHANG. THE CHANG. THE CHANG
he shouts to his family as he runs down
the wavering ladder. What good a gun
against five hundred trumpeting beasts with

the battle lust in their wicked little brains?

THE CHANG. THE CHANG. THE
CHANG!

For the first time in Bimbo's whole life

he is left behind, about to be crushed by
the falling house. Even the baby doesn't

whimper as Chantui plunges into the night

air, followed by Ladah and Nah.
Into their scooped-out wooden canoe

they jump and start for their native village.

A curious sound floats across the water

—

the mixture of a bleat and a whimper:
"Don't leave little Bimbo, don't leave little

Bimbo. ..." but this tiny wail is drowned
in that maddening clamor of furious beasts

after their prey, like millions of giant war
gods, hurling blody thunderbolts.

Boom, Boom, Bam, Bang, this maddened
army advances. Faster, and Faster, Closer

and Closer, in terrible, tumultuous Jungle
rythm. A vast path of utter desolation fol-

lows in their wake. Nothing can survive

this mightiest of herds which sweeps
through the Jungle like the throb of a mil-

lion animal Tom-Toms.
And where is Cooper all this time? God

alone knows. And Schoedsack? Schoed-
sack is down in a hole in the ground, under
these thousands of huge trampling feet.

Just a few Jungle logs between him and
certain death. Yes, jungle wood is strong.

But one misstep—one tiny miscalculation

—

one mischance of the Jungle gods—and
Schoedsack is Out in Beyond. A
thrill? Well, say.

This then is the story Cooper and Schoed-
sack have brought back to us—the greatest

natural drama that has ever yet been filmed !>— the Jungle man's supremacy over the

Jungle.
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Miss Anderson's statement:

When I arrived at the Kaufman & Fabry Studio, my
hair was straight as you may see in. the picture above.
I had very little faith in any of the so-called hair-
wavers and expected I would have to visit my hair-
dresser before keeping my other posing appointments in

the afternoon. To my delight, as you will see from the
center photograph, it was not necessary. My hair was
perfectly waved. I have proved to my own satisfaction,

that Maison Mareellers will save time, money and the

bother of waiting to have one's hair marcelled. They
can be worn any time which means that you may be
doing useful work while the hair is being waved.

(Signed) MISS EVELYN ANDERSON.
NOTICE TO READERS

A Chicago representative of this magazine and
representatives of over 100 other publishers

witnessed a successful and satisfactory demon-
stration of these wavers.

KAUFMANN & FABRY CO.
Commercial Photographers

Maison de Beaute,
Chicago, Illinois.

I, Edward J. Cook, hereby certify that these are
actual photographs taken by me while Miss Evelyn An-
derson's hair was marcelled with Maison Mareellers.
The one at the left shows Miss Anderson's hair as she
entered my studio. That at the right shows the Maison
Mareellers in place. The center photograph shows Miss
Anderson's hair as it appeared 30 minutes later.

(Signed) EDWARD .1. COOK.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of
March. 102G.

EMMA W. STOT.ZENBACH. Notary Public.

Now You Can Marcel Your Hair

Yourself at Home in 30 Minutes
The Maison Mareellers give most beautiful results—equal to the expert work of
finest beauty parlors—in 30 minutes at your convenience, for two or three cents

instead of dollars. Be sure you read every line of this wonderful offer.

Marcelling your hair with the Maison Mar-
eellers is both simple and fascinating. First you
moisten the hair witli water. Then the hair strands
are brought through a specially designed loop and
caught in place with a metal pin. The hair is

thus held in "waves" from 15 to 30 minutes until
dry, when you take the mareellers out—and there
is the most beautiful marcel you ever saw!
With our Marcel Fashion Chart to guide you, it

is a simple matter to get any type or style of
marcel you want with the Maison Mareellers1—side
part, center part, horseshoe wave. Ina Claire or
shingle "bob." pompadour, etc. Detailed drawings
show how to apply the Mareellers for each style.
The Style Chart also contains suggestions for se-
lecting the kind of marcel most becoming to your
type of beauty.

out of the beauty parlor! No going around with a
week-old marcel; no straight and straggly locks to de-
tract from the beauty that is rightfully yours. Just a
few minutes with your Maison Mareellers once or twice
a week—that's all you need. Soon your hair will be
trained to hold the kind of marcel you like and you'll
have a lovely, natural wave all the time!

Now Is When You Need It Most
The summer social season is on. With the many

games, beach parties, sports and outings that most girls

attend at this time of the year, the need for looking
one's best is greater than at any other time. And
"looking one's best" these days means keeping your
hair marcelled in a beautiful becoming way. No other
feature is half so important to looks as your hair.
Nothing can do more to enhance your loveliness than a
beautiful marcel; nothing can detract more from your
looks than straight, straggly, unkempt hair. Every girl
owes it to herself to make the most of 'woman's crown-
ing glory."
The diagrams will give you some idea how the

Maison Mareellers work. Although they produce the
most astonishing results, still their application is the
simplest thing in the world. With each outfit is in-
cluded a Style Chart showing the newest and most
fashionable types of marcels. All you need do is select
from the chart the style of marcel you like best, fol-

low the simple directions for that particular kind of
marcel and soon you have all the Mareellers in place.
Then you can finish dressing or read while the hair
dries. In 20 to 30 minutes you take out the Mareellers
and—there is the most beautiful marcel you ever had
in your life!

Yes, it hardly seems possible to marcel your hair so
naturally and beautifully with so little fuss and bother—but mirrors don't lie! Y'our trusted mirror tells you
that there is the kind of marcel you've always wanted—that wonderful, wavy marcel which makes the most of
your natural beauty. And your mirror will go on, day
after day. week after week, telling you this same glad
news

!

No Hot Irons Ever Touch Your Hair _T

before hundreds of thousands of these Maison Mar-
eellers will be beautifying women all over the country.
As a special introductory inducement we have been
offering Maison Mareellers at a surprisingly low price.

To safeguard purchasers who order immediately we
guarantee to honor all orders received from this adver-
tisement at $2.98 for the entire outfit. This includes
a new and authentic marcel fashion chart and a com-
plete set of Maison Mareellers.
By taking advantage of this special offer right away

you will be getting, for the cost of two or three marcels,
everything you need to keep your hair beautifully mar-
celled the whole year round. And your hair will not
only look better all the time, but be kept in a much
healthier condition due to the elimination of the harm-
ful artificial heat.

SEND NO MONEY—Just Mail the

Coupon
Even at this special price, you don't have to pay for

this marcelling outfit in advance, nor do you need risk
a single penny. All you do is to sign and mail the
coupon. In a few days, when the postman brings your
outfit, just deposit $2.98 with him (plus a few cents
postage). And when you put in your first marcel,
you'll say it was the best purchase you ever made in

your life, for your hair waving troubles are ended.
Every time you use this outfit, you'll get better and
better results and you'll never have to spend jour good
time and money for marcels again.

After you have tried this marvelous new marcelling
outfit for five days, if you are not delighted with results

—if it doesn't give you the most beautiful marcel you
ever had and improve your hair in every way—simply
return the outfit to us and your money will be refunded
quickly and cheerfully. But don't put it off. Be among
the first to take advantage of this special introductory
otter. Fill in and mail the coupon today!

MAISON DE BEAUTE
124 W. Illinois St. Chicago, Illinois

This Way

Here is news—good news—glorious news! You now
may have, in the privacy of your boudoir, such a marcel
as only the finest beauty parlors could give you hereto-
fore—the newest, smartest, most fashionable marcel
direct from Paris. And at practically no expense! Look
at the photographs above. They are actual photographs
of a marcel produced by an amazing new invention.
This is only one of the many different styles of marcels
you can easily have with this new waving device. For
it will give you any kind of marcel you want, regardless
of how you wear your hair—shingle bob, Ina Claire,
horseshoe wave pompadour, center or side part. And
this, too, whether your hair is easy or hard to wave,
whether it is soft and fluffy or coarse and straight,
whether it is long or "bobbed."
Think what a saving this will mean to you in dollars

and cents! Instead of $1 or $1.50 every time you want
a marcel, now you can have one for two or three cents!
But the saving of money isn't nearly so important as
the added loveliness it means. With a set of Maison
Mareellers you can always look as if you just stepped

Never in the entire history of hair and beauty culture
has there been anything like this amazing new inven-
tion. It does away with the old-fashioned curlers and
so-called "wavers." It does away with the dangerous
curling irons that sear the hair and dry the scalp. It
does away with all the muss and bother of the old-
fashioned water waving combs.

If you have had a "permanent" wave and are now
experiencing the usual trouble keeping your hair in
shape; if your hair is unusually hard to wave; if you
seem to have more trouble with your hair than any of
the other girls you know, then you'll appreciate the
Maison Mareellers all the more. For. regardless of the
kind of hair you have, they will positively give you the
most beautiful marcel you can imagine. We guarantee
this without any reservations and let you be the sole
judge.

Get Your Set of Maison Mareellers for

Only $2.98

As this is the most revolutionary' invention of the kind
ever produced, we believe it will be but a short time

Maison tie Beaute,

124 W. Illinois St., Dept. 120, Chicago, Illinois

I Gentlemen

:

I
Please send me your newly invented Marcelling Out-

I fit. including Marcel Style Chart and set of Maison

I

Mareellers. I agree to deposit $2.98 (plus postage)
with the postman when he makes delivery. If the

mareellers do not put a well defined wave in my
hair I will return the outfit within five days and

I you are to refund the purchase price without argoi-
' ment or delay.

Same

: i

I Note: If you expect to be out when the postman
|

comes, enclose $3.10 with your order and the
Marcelling Outfit will be sent postpaid.

Address
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Gardner James' Work Party-

Marguerite catches it if she looks at it!"

The guests arrived about eleven o'clock

in the morning, and each was given a pair

of overalls and a smock, both men and

women. These they donned, and then they

drew lots for the work.

Patsy Ruth Miller drew a job of shovel-

ling dirt for the fish pond, but traded off

with Percy Marmont, who had drawn a slip

telling him he must make curtains, and

Percy declared that was altogether out of

his line, but he put on a sunbonnet and

gave us a funny imitation of a woman
sewing.
Commodore Bluckton was head carpenter,

and put in a couple of windows.

The house is a pretty bungalow on top

of a hill, with a lot of ground space about it.

John Bowers did some heavy shoveling,

and looked exceedingly handsome in his

farmer's outfit.

He sang as he worked, "A farmer's life

is the life for me," so loudly he scared the

goldfish in the bowl which had been set

outside the door.

Patsy Ruth Miller chided him for not

letting the goldfish get their natural beauty

sleep.

"It's perfectly awful to keep those gold-

fish up!" she declared.

Patsy looked awfully cute in her overalls,

which were a lot too long for her, how-

ever, so that she had to roll them up.

Priscilla Bonner was there, and also

looked very cute in her outfit. She sewed

curtains, and proved herself as clever a

seamstress as she is an actress, which is say-

ing a whole lot, as everybody knows.

Marion Blackton, Gardner's wife, made
the sandwiches, and after a while Patsy Ruth
gave over making curtains to help her.

Dan Van Trene, a director newly arrived

from New York, was there, and aided Gard-

ner James in shovelling dirt for the fish

pond, and also in putting shakes on the

roof.

Even the dignified Henry Kolker got into

his overalls, and helped plant some flowers

in the garden.

Everybody worked like mad
v
for two

hours, and then began to cast longing eyes

toward the lunch; so Marion relented, and
everybody changed back to his or her reg-

ular clothes, following a shower bath, and
gaily ate the excellent food prepared for

them.

After lunch, Patsy Ruth Miller and
Marion played the piano, and the boys
gathered around and sang.

"And," said Patsy the Party Hound, "a
good time certainly was had by all."

"Speaking of everybody in the world
passing by you when you sit at the side-

walk cafe tables in Paris!" exclaimed Patsy.

"That stunt hasn't a thing on attending a

party at the home of the Duncan sisters.

If everybody isn't here tonight, I don't

know my Blue Book!"
The Duncans are living in that sup-

posedly ill-fated house where Mary Miles
Minter once lived when she was quarreling

with her mother, where the unhappy Max
Linder dwelt during his stay in Hollywood,
and where later somebody tried to shoot

a certain beautiful actress: but they say, do
the Duncans, that they adore a little ex-

citement that way, and that they don't be-

lieve in hoodoos anyhow.
"I think a hant is a great thrill!" ex-

claimed Rosetta.

The whole house was alight at all events

when we arrived, and the Duncans brought
to their social hospitality the same warm,
radiant, genial, spontaneous spirit that they
bring to their stage entertaining—a spirit

that reaches right out and takes everybody
to their hearts.

Johnny Hines brought May McAvoy, but
we hear there is really nothing at all serious

between them, even though they do go
about together a great deal.

Lois Moran danced for us,—a marvel-

ously graceful dance, a sort of waltz. She
wore a sheer black lace dress, and looked
too lovely for anything. Then she danced
a sort of idealized Black Bottom—even
making that dance graceful.

"Oh, look at John Considine holding his

eye in!" cried Rosetta Duncan.
Mr: Considine went over and sat down

by Lois as soon as she had finished danc-
ing, and we wondered if his interest wasn't
at least partly professional, as he seems to

be signing up all the talented people for

United Artists that he can find.

" Continued from page 21

C[ Colleen Moore and Donald Reed
in "Naughty but Nice".

Fannie Ward, looking as though she had
just refreshed herself at whatever fountain
of youth she patronizes, was there with her
husband Jack Dean, who is looking quite

distinguished these days in that little French
beard he is wearing.

"But I do hope the style doesn't spread
to Hollywood, so that all the male picture
stars come on the screen looking like French
duelists." remarked Patsy.

"Mr. Gillette hopes so too!" exclaimed
Rosetta.

Ben Lyon was so disconsolately far away
from New York and Marilynn Miller that
the only comfort he could find was in talk-

ing about Marilynn apparently.
"He is such an awfully nice boy that I

am sorry he is going away so soon," said
Vivian Duncan.

Jetta Goudal was dressed in her usual in-

dividual fashion,—this time in a lace dress,

long and with wide panniers on the sides,

so that she had rather a hard time navi-
gating through the crowded rooms, but
managed somehow to appear graceful.

Belle Bennett has allowed her hair to

grow dark, and looks exceedingly nice that
way. Of course she was with her husband,
Fred Windermere.
"What a lot of girls are letting their

bobbed hair grow'" exclaimed Patsy, as we
looked about at Claire Windsor, Carmel
Myers, and some of the other girls.

"I think it is awfully mean," confided
a certain director's wife. "You see it does
give us old girls a chance to look young
to have our hair bobbed, while young ones
can look young anyhow."

"Well, did you ever see anything look
handsomer or younger than Lois Weber
does?" demanded Patsy, indicating Miss
Weber who had come with that nice hus-
band of hers, Capt. Harry Gantz. "She
has never bobbed her hair!"

Claire Windsor came to the party alone,
and Patsy suggested that she and Ben Lyon
really ought to go to parties together, let-

ting it be socially stipulated that they were
simply two lonely souls. Bert Lytell, Claire's

husband, is away on a vaudeville tour, you
know.

That awfully good-looking Gilbert Ro-
land was there, flirting quite impartially
with all the young actresses, and making a
very favorable impression on everybody.

"Talk about your sweet young married
couples," confided Pat, "Where did you
ever find anybody nicer than Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Hughes?"

Charlie Farrell as usual danced quite
kindly and dutifully with every lady he saw

C[ Betty Bronson practices her morning eye

exercises on James Hall.
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oubt ifYon Must /
~ but here 's

myguarantee !

rirtn Avenue ' \

New Hair ForYou in 30 Days
- or I Pay All Costs /

A RE you skeptical about hair
^"treatments? Do you laugh at

claims to banish dandruff—stop fall-

ing hair—grow new, healthy hair?
Are you really beginning to doubt
that anything in the world can save

you from baldness?

All right ! Doubt if you will. I

don't blame you ! But will you do
this for me? Will you give me a
chance to remove your doubts ? Will
you let me prove my
scientific treatment can
grow new hair without
risking a cent of your
money ?

I don't care how fast your
hair is falling out! I don't

care how many expensive
treatments you have tried

unsuccessfully. I don't care
how, skeptical you are right

now! Here's my contract in

black and white. I positive-

ly GUARANTEE to banish
dandruff—stop falling hair
—grow new hair in 30 days
—or I will pay all costs

myself! And what's more,
you alone are the judge!

My Secret!
I've proved that in most

EVIDENCE

!

Hair Coming Back

''Having used your
Thermocap Treatment for 30
days, I find a new growth of
hair coming back on bald
spot. It is growing in very
fine. The Thermocap is a

treatment that every one who
is losing his hair should buy."
—G. H. C. Portland, Me.

Dandruff Leaves Entirely

"I want to tell you how
wonderful your treatment is.

The first week my dandruff
left entirely, and by the
third week a new growth of
hair could be seen all over
my head."
—Mrs. H. S., Port Angeles,
Wash.

eases of loss of hair the hair roots are not
dead—but merely dormant, temporarily
asleep. Ordinary methods fail because
they treat only the surface skin, not the

roots.

You can't make hair grow by massag-
ing the scalp with an ordinary tonic any
more than you can make a tree grow by
rubbing the bark with growing fluid. You
must get to the very roots themselves.

You must stimulate action and life by
stimulating the dormant roots that con-
tain the life.

And that's what my system does. It

wakes up the cells that have
been sleeping and inactive.

It gives them the nourish-

ment they need and stimu-

lates hair growth. My sys-

tem gets right down into

the roots, right down to the

cause of the trouble and
goes about correcting ap-
proaching baldness in a
scientific, sure way. The
fine thing about it, too, is

that this treatment can be
taken without the slightest

discomfort or inconvenience
in any home in which there
is electricity.

Already my method has
given new hair to hundreds
of others. Men and women
who were fast losing their

hair have been astonished at
the rapidity with which this

new scientific system has restored it to new
life and health. And I am so downright
positive that it will do the same for you
that I am entirely willing to let you try

my system for 30 days at my risk. Then
if you are not more than delighted with
the new growth of hair produced, just tell

me so. Tell me my system has not done
what I said it would. And the 30-day
trial won't cost you a cent.

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet
• There are a feu- eases of loss of hair that
nothing in the world can help. But since I've
grown hair for so many hundreds of others,
isn't my method worth finding out about—isn't

it worth trying for 30 days without risking a
penny ?

Don't be a Doubting Thomas! No matter how
thin your hair is now—no matter how many
other methods you have tried without results,

just send for the 32-page book telling about
this new, scientific way of growing hair. You'll
find in it, besides a complete explanation of
my method, scores of reports from others which
will be an indication of what this treatment
may mean to you. Just fill in and mail the
coupon below—NOW 1 ADied Merke Institutes,

Inc., Dept. 676, 512 Fifth Ave., New York City.

ALLIED MERKE INSTITUTES, Inc.
Dept. 676, 512 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Please send me in plain wrapper without cost or
obligation a copy of your book, "The New. Way to
Grow Hair," describing the Merke System.

Name ..

Address

City State..
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Stnarty Swarty Smarty
Going to a Party? You bet I am! And
see these Jeweled Garters I am wearing?

No. 17. (The Pearlastic worn in the picture) One
strand with Alternating Pearls, £2.50 per pair.

So. 37. Forget-Mc-Not,
£2.75 per pajr.

No. 19. One Strand of

Pearls, £2.00 per pair.

Gorgeous Silk Garters PEARLASTICS (patented).
Mounted with indestructible pearls in lovelv designs.
I'acked in beautiful gift box. THE SMARTEST THING
EVER. Inexpensive, Charming. What's More They
Cannot Be Cheaply Imitated. Order Yours NOW.

C. B. NAMIOT, Dept. 96,

90 East 10th St., N. Y. C.

Hease send me Nos. 15 ; 19..

itate colors wanted.
12..

Is" a me..

Address..

City ....... - State

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Send No Money—Pay the Postman

Here'show tobe\

/*7>Y new, easy methods you can [earn to play
a Conn saxophone in a few short weeks.

Entertain yourself and your friends. It3 zest-
ful, cheering music makes you the life of the
party; you're welcome everywhere.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn

instrument for band or orchestra. Exclusive,
easy-playing features, yet Conns cost no more
than others. Write today for free literature

C. G. CONN, jCtd., 684 Conn Bldg.
Elkhart, lnd.

A Subscription

Bargain

SCREENLAND
One Year . $3.00

Two Years . 5.00

being momentarily neglected, in that truly

nice and gallant way he has.

Out in the dining room, source of the
nice buffet supper, we found John Bowers.
He had just dodged out of the kitchen,

and wouldn't really come to the party be-

cause he was clad in his golf clothes and
was nursing a two days' growth of beard.

You simply had to go and find him, because
he refused to show himsell.

Rosamond Pinchot, who may join the

picture colony, and who has been having
some tests made at United Artists studio,

is staying over after the closing of Max
Rinehardt's "Miracle," in which she played

the Nun a part of the time. Aside from the

fact that she is perhaps too tall, she should

do very well.

"Jane Winton just can't get along without
an author or two on her beau staff!" cried

Patsy, as we glimpsed the radiant Jane
coming in on the arm of Charlie Kenyon,
her favorite current author.

Indeed we found this party quite well

graced with authors, since there were also

John Colton. author of "Rain." and the

very youthful and handsome Poland Banks,
who is making a sensation with his scenarios,

and who came bringing Grace Gordon, one
of the rising young actresses of Hollywood.

Jack Dempsey is having a very nice social

time these days, going about .with Estelle

Taylor, his wife. But his social life is to

cease in a few days, since he is to go away
to a training camp. They didn't dance very

much at the party, either together or with

anyone else, but sat in a corner, where they

entertained the dozens of people who came
over to talk with them.

Don Alvarado flirted as only a Spaniard

can, flitting from flower to flower.

"This looks as though it were going to

become a high-brow party!" cried Patsy, as

Jan Rubini and Mme. Aldrich came in.

Rubini played his violin exquisitely for

us, and didn't disdain even to play for the

romping Rosetta and Vivian to sing, and of

course he played for Mme. Aldrich.

Then Mme. Juliet who had come from
the Orpheum, did some of her clever imi-

tations for us, Johnny Hines danced his

most comical dances, and Herbert Rawlinson
warbled some of his funny songs to his

ukulele playing.

"What a wonderful audience those Dun-
can Sisters are!" exclaimed Patsy. "They
applaud every other artist as though they

weren't themselves the cleverest things in

the world."
Harry Crocker came, but had to go home

early, as he was getting up at the shriek of

dawn to go to work.
Lovely Billie Dove came with her hus-

band, Irvin Willat, and both seemed very

gay and most devoted to each other.

Even though they were our hosts, we
wouldn't let Rosetta and Vivian Duncan
off, and they sang a lot of new songs for

us. with a Floradora bit, in which Rosetta
wore a derby hat and a long-claw hammer
coat over her dress with the most comical

effect, and Vivian donned a table cloth for

a long skirt over a big bustle, the funniest

thing they did.

Nearly everybody stayed until five o'clock

in the morning, and then, as everybody was
passing out of the gate, Johnny Hines, who
had, by the way, taken May McAvoy home
several hours before and returned, seized
one of the Chinese lanterns adorning the
front verandah, swung it, and cried out,

like an old-fashioned watch of the night—
"Five o'clock and all is well!"

"Well, of course I wouldn't miss one of
Victoria Mix's parties for anything in the

world!" cried Pat, as we ascended, in our

car, the winding road which leads to the

Tom Mix mansion on the top of the hill.

Mrs Mix was giving a farewell party in

honor of that dear, delightful Mrs. Clarence

Brown, who is leaving for Paris shortly.

We found the party—which, by the way,

was a Cat Party, so the men came later

—

overflowing the house—some in Mrs. Mix's

vast, beautiful French boudoir, others in

the charming drawing room below, and still

others in the big living room, outfitted with 1

Tom Mix's trophies of war and hunting, i

where both men and women gather at the

Mix parties.

Vilma Banky, was lovely in a charming
white lace frock. She has never bobbed
her hair, by the way, and when we asked

her why, she explained:

"Oh, I am always finding some director

who wants me photographed with the light

shining through my locks!"

Asked if she enjoyed her stay in Canada,
Miss Banky said no, she hadn't—she had
gone there for a vacation, to go sleigh-

riding and skating as she did in her native

land—and it simply rained and rained all

the time, so she couldn't go out of her room
in that Vancouver Hotel.

We found a group of girls sitting on
the floor in the drawing room, among them
Florence Vidor, who is looking very well

again after her illness. She said that she

had really "enjoyed poor health," since she

had received a glorious lot of attention in

the hospital; and as she simply couldn't

work if she wanted to, she had had a good
rest.

"Helen Chadwick ought to be working
in the pictures these days, surely," confided

Pat, "She is looking so very young and so

pretty."

Naturally a lot of directors' and stars'

wives were present to greet Mrs. Brown,
including Mrs. Monte Blue, Mrs. Mary
Carew, Mrs. Victor Schertzinger, Mrs.
Douglas MacLean, Mrs. Chester Franklin,

and others. Later their famous husbands
arrived.

We all adjourned to the big dining room

C[ Ann Ror\ and her carried pin which
according to the latest Hollywood fad
replaces the flower.
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A Publication's Contribution
A CABIN

Cabin Bo-Di-Lac—Community House—A Warm Welcome Awaits You

SPORTS AFIELD
Bo-Di-Lac Lodge

For the benefit of true Sportsmen and
all lovers of the Great Outdoors

A SECTION RESERVED FOR SCREENLAND
A Sjiecial Lodge will be built for you

Sites $65, only $15 down, $5 month
50' x 125', others larger $95 and $200

._IF—
You Read

SPORTS AFIELD
Established in 1887

America's First Outdoor
Magazine

#2.00 per year—included in price of cabin site

25,000 NEW SUBSCRIBERS OUR AIM
We Are Committed to the Service of the come

• Outdoor Lovers and Are Establishing Sports back to

Afield Bo-Di-Lac Lodge purely for these two Bo-
ends— Service to Sportsmen and More Readers— All Cabin Sites —

J)J.
well wooded, high and dry — Good sandy beaches, good fishing, Muskies,

j^a£
bass, pike, deer in season.

DON'T WATT—ACT NOW

!

1

I

First Gome— First Served

They
always

Date.. .1927

Sports Afield Bo-Di-Lac Lodge Dept.
Room 861, 1st Nat. Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Please reserve for me the best Cabin Sites available upon
receipt of my check for $10 each down payment herewith
enclosed. (It is understood that if I am not satisfied with
your selection, my money will be returned if I so advise you
within fifteen days from date.)

iddress
Full information gladly furnished.

The limited number of Cabin Sites in Sports Afield Bo-Di-Lac Lodge will not
supply all of our readers—first come, first served. Not more than four to one
customer. We reserve the right to withdraw this1 exceptional offer when all Summer
Cabin Sites have been sold.

We Are Not in the Real Estate Business
We do not make one dollar out of the sale of these Cabin Sites. We need new sub-
scribers and we believe our friends throughout the length and breadth of this land will
appreciate and cooperate with us in this unusual effort to help forward the causa of
true sportsmen and the outdoor life in general. These Cabin Sites are worth tnore.
Simply send the names of two friends with your check. The cost of two subscriptions
is included with the price of the Cabin Sites.

WE NEED TWO LIVE SALESMEN
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DOES GRAY HAIR
With aJ/ounqFacc c\

MAKEONE BEAUTIFUL!
SOME say Yes—others

say No. Answer it for
yourself. Gray hair

makes anyone look ten to

twenty years older. If a
young face with gray hair
is beautiful, just picture
how beautiful this same
person would be with a
young face and hair of a
natural color.

Gray hair is faded hair
that has lost the beauty
of its natural color. It

means that the pigments have gone from the

hair. When the cheeks of our lady fair become
pallid we expect her to use a touch of rouge.
When her hair becomes gray, we expect her to

restore the charm of her youthful appearance.
AVoman was meant to be beautiful. It is .her

duty to use every means to create and preserve
this attractiveness.

YOU CAN DO IT
Are those gray streaks appearing in your hair?

Whether it has just started or has completely
faded you may now cease to worry. Wm. J.

Brandt's EAU DE HENNA will surely restore

it. And you can do it yourself in the privacy
of your home.
You can also make your hair ever so soft and

pretty. Yes, you can bring back all its natural
color and at the same time improve the very tex-

ture of the hair itself. Just a few moments at

the mirror. No mess—no pack. We give you
complete outfit and full instructions. The rest
is simple.

AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
Wo absolutely guarantee satisfaction or we refund

your money at once. EAU DE HENNA is not affected
by bathing, curling, or anything. It will not rub off. Its

use does not interfere with permanent waving. The price
is so moderate that it is almost ridiculous—$2.50 cash
with order or $2.77 mailed C. 0. D. It comes in Black,
Dark Brown, Medium Brown. Light Brown, Drab.
Blond and Auburn. Be sure and mention the shade
when you order. Remember we guarantee to satisfy,

you take no chance, , so why hesitate to restore that
youthful appearance. You owe it to yourself to order
today.

HAIR SPECIALTY COMPANY,
Dept. 565E, 112 East 23rd St., New York

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,makesthem appear
naturally dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty
and expression to aDy face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely

women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. BLACK or BROWN, 75c at yout
dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELUNE CO.. CHICAGO

Liquid
Form

beforeafter

A LOVELY COMPLEXION
ALMOST OVER-NIGHT

Why look old? Why let skin blemishes destroy

your happiness? PARIS BELLE Bleach Creme-
a wonderful French discovery - can make you a

permanent beauty. Just apply a little on your
skin at night and in the morning you will be a -

mazed with the delightful transformation. AI -

most over-night it whitens your skin and gives it a youthful ap-
pearance. Wrinkles 3nd all signs of approaching age quickly fade
away . Pimples, blackheads/'muddy" complexion, freckles, blotch-

es, and roughness disappear. Send $1.00 for a jar postpaid. Results
guaranteed or your money will be cheerfully refunded.
QUALITY LABORATORIES, 296 Broadwa y, Dept. R N.Y.C.

NOW—YOUR FAVORITE
PERFUME IN SOLID
FORM-NO BOTTLE—NO
WASTE — HANDY FOR
POCKET OR PURSE

Special $1 Offer
Women — Men — Make yourself alluring —
charming! A wee dab of Le Perfumette and
your favorite perfume lingers—entrances for days. Neat
?ompakt. Cannot break or spill. Outlasts $10 worth of
liquid perfume. Special Introductory Offer. Choice of
Kose, Jasmine, Violet, Lilac. Send No Money. Mention
idor desired. Pay postman on delivery only SI.
Money back promptly if not satisfied.

U Perfumette Co., Dept. I7A—34 W. 28th St., N. Y.

JUZffMI/lCffC
'COMPACT

for supper, where Mrs. Mix's army of ser-

vants waited on us at little tables.

I found myself seated with Hope Loring,

Mrs. Mix and Faith Maclean.
"But please," I admonished, "don't call

me Charity. I simply won't be!"

Mrs. MacLean told me how she was now
a motor-boat widow, as Doug insisted on
going down to Los Angeles harbour every

day to run that motor-boat of his.

"And he won't let anybody else touch
it," she explained. "He insists on running
it himself. I must say he looks very hand-
some in his blue cap and uniform."
Hope Loring told us how she had been

the promoting cause of Faith marrying Doug
—how she had even been present at the
proposal.

"But I was certainly punished!" exclaimed
Hope. "Faith stayed all night with me that

night, and I didn't get a wink of sleep,

because she insisted on talking about Doug
all night long."

After supper, we went into the down
stairs living room where Tom Mix was
already present in his best bib and tucker
to greet the men guests, who were arriving

fast.

Tom's eye was badly hurt not so long
ago, you know, when some shot got into

it, but it doesn't really look as bad as one
would expect.

"That's lucky," we said.

"Oh, God's arm always seems to be
around my shoulder," answered Tom, not
flippantly, but with genuine feeling in his

voice.

Johnny Hines was among the men pre-

sent, and he proposed to teach everybody
the Black Bottom. Estelle Taylor, who had
come rather late with Jack Dempsey, was
one of the pupils. Johnny also whirled
Mrs. Mix in the dance, but as Vicky wore
a demurely long skirt, we told her that

quite clearly she should be dancing the
minuet.

Even Tom Mix came in later and tried

to learn the dance.

Upstairs a fortune teller held forth, and
a long line of actresses, including Claire

CT Pauline Star\e the

menace of "Captain
Salvation".

Windsor, Kathleen Key. and others, sat

patiently in front of the door awaiting their

turns.

"This is the second time I've been told
I'm going to be married within a month!"
exclaimed Vilma Banky. "And the month's
almost up!"

"Brothers"— Continuedfrom page 37

After successfully passing the test the young
girl was chosen to play Giannina, the violin

maker's daughter, at the then high salary of
five dollars a day. When success came, the
name of Gladys Smith was changed to that

of Mary Pickford.

Mary was the daughter of a worker on
a Canadian river boat who had perished in

an accident. While playing tag with other

children on the streets of Toronto. Canada,
she was discovered by an advance agent
for a theatrical company. Her vivacity and
beauty appealed to her discoverer who has
now passed forever out of the picture.

However, it was through him that Gladys
Smith at five years of age began her career

on the stage, and as a consequence, has
remained ever since, the economic mainstay
of her family.

The Smith family has long since been
lifted from poverty to opulence, and the

poor Toronto widow is wealthy in her own
right.

It has often been said that Mrs. Smith
dominates her daughter. Such is not the

case. I was present once when Mrs. Smith
entered Mary's reception room and said,

"Daughter, I'm offered a hundred thousand

dollars for the house at the Beach."

And Mary said quickly, "Mother dear,

don't be silly—there is no need of you
selling it—besides, it will be a pleasant place

for you this summer."
Mrs. Smith turned away dejectedly and

said slowly, 'But I only paid sixty-five

thousand for it."

• A slight profit of thirty-five thousand
dollars had apparently made no impression
upon the cinema queen.
Mary Pickford married Owen Moore, her

leading man, while they were still with
Biograph. When the finale of that romance
came, Miss Pickford established her resi-

dence in Nevada to facilitate the obtaining

of a divorce.

One must live in Nevada for six months
before a decree can be obtained, unless, of

course papers can be served on the opposing
party within the limits of the state. Then
a divorce can be had immediately.

While still in New York, Owen Moore
was said to have been offered one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars "just to travel

through Nevada." It is said he agreed pro-

viding the check would be made payable to

a certain charitable organization he would
name. At any rate, he passed through
Nevada later, and papers were served on
him. Mary Pickford was given a quick

divorce and married Fairbanks.
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111 GivelbuMagnetic Power
24 Hours-OrNo Cost/

I'LL give you the magnetic power to at-

tract people to you instantly, wherever
you go—

I'll give you the magnetic power to be
popular anywhere, in any society

—

I'll give you the magnetic power to in-

fluence the minds of men and women, to

make them do what you want them to

—

I'll give you the magnetic power to be-

come a dynamic, forceful, fascinating
personality

—

I'll give you the magnetic power to dom-
inate situations

—

I'll give you the magnetic power to win
quick and conspicuous success in your
business or profession

—

And I'll give you the secret of these

magnetic powers in just twenty-four hours—or I don't want a cent of your money.
That's my unconditional guarantee! I

don't care how colorless your personality

is—how lacking you are in the qualities of
leadership—how timid and self-conscious

you may be. Unless my secrets of in-

stantaneous personal magnetism give you
new magnetic powers within twenty-four
hours

—

you don't pay a cent!

Results Are Instantaneous
I'll show you how to sway the minds of

others—how to always appear at your best
—how to dominate all situations through
the sheer force of your personality.

You can't expect life to bring you suc-

cess when your entire attitude invites fail-

ure! You can't expect to rise to glorious

heights of achievement when you are
shackled by fear and worry and self-con-

sciousness !

The moment you read my secrets of
personal magnetism you can apply them.
Instantly the fetters that have held you
down are struck off. You are FREE. You
will laugh at obstacles that once seemed
unsurmountable—you will toss aside timid-

ity and awkwardness—you will feel your
powers doubled, trebled!

My methods of personal magnetism
should enable you to achieve your fondest
ambitions. They will give you individual-

ity, show you how to acquire a vibrant,

charming voice, a fascinating manner.
With the power of personal magnetism at

your command, you will be enabled to go
through life supremely happy— reaping

the glowing rewards which a magnetic
personality—and only a magnetic personal-

ity can give you.

Personal magnetism is not limited to a

fortunate few—it is Nature's gift to every

man and woman! You need only release

the full sweep of your magnetic potential-

ities to become the dynamic, forceful, fas-

cinating person you were intended to be.

The Facts Are Free
My secrets of personal magnetism have

been put into a beautiful extra large size

volume under the title of "Instantaneous

Personal Magnetism."

The scope of "Instantaneous Personal

Magnetism" is as broad as life itself.

"Fires of Magnetism," "Sex Influences,"

"The Magnetic Voice," "Physical Magnet-
ism," "The Magnetic Eye," "Oriental

Secrets," "Rapid Magnetic Advancement,"
"The Magnetic Mind" and "Magnetic

Healing," are only a few of the subjects
covered in this amazing book_ A magnifi-

cent book— entirely different from any-

thing of the kind ever published—that

tells you just how to cultivate the magnetic
influence of your nature.

Originally published to sell for $5—this

remarkable volume, bound in handsome
dark burgundy with the title gold em-
bossed, is now being offered, for a short

time only, at the special introductory price

of only $3. Send no money with the

coupon—pay no C. O. D. You get the

book first.

Remember, if this book does not do all I

claim, for it—simply return it within 5

days, and it costs you nothing! Otherwise

keep it as your own and remit only $3 in

full payment.

You are the sole judge. You do not

pay unless you are absolutely delighted.

And then only $3. You simply can't de-

lay! Clip and mail the coupon NOW,,
Ralston University Press, Dept. 184-K,

Meriden, Conn.

Ralston University Press,

Dept. 184-K, Meriden, Conn.

All right—I'll be the judge: You may send

me the volume "Instantaneous Personal Magnet-
ism" for 5 days' FREE EJAMINATION in my
home. Within the 5 days, I will either remit

the special low price of only $3. or return the

book without cost or obligation.

Name

Address

City State..
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"A NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS"
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READ THIS FREE OFFER!
Worry no more over your "terrible" skin and com-

plexion! Forget your failures with lotions, clays, creams,

powders, massage, steaming pots and "coverings."

Throw away your rubber masks, plasters, and beauty

makeshifts. Because—here's where you get a new,

true skin! Your blackheads, pimples, large pores,

freckles, tan, sallow complexion, surface wrinkles,

blemishes, and signs of approaching age. go, definitely

—"because they're OFF!"
Most astonishing discovery in the history of beauty

culture. All explained in an amazing free book called

"Beautiful New Skin in 3 Days." Learn how to do

what eminent doctors have charged enormous prices

for. Make your own skin and complexion the envy

of all who behold it. Send your name and address

only—no money 1

MAKE YOUR FACE YOUR FORTUNE!
Hundreds of men and women are now doing it them-

selves—

i

n the quiet of their own homes—without the

knowledge of their most intimate friends. They come out

with a new, soft, velvety, clear, spotless, youth-like skin

on face, neck, arms, hands or any part of the body

where a new skin is desired. The method is abso-

lutely harmless and easy. It's astonishing—almost be-

yond belief. Send now—the book is absolutely free

to readers of this paper. Address. Marvo, Book Dept.,

G3-1I, No. 170" Broadway, New York, N. Y.

FATGET RID
OF YOUR

Free Trial Treatment
sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-
reduced" offer. I have successfully reduced
thousands of persons, without starvation diet
or burdensome exercise, often at a rapid rate.
Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician

State of N. Y. 286 Fifth Av., N: Y. Desk M

A "different" vacation with
the charm of a trip to Europe

8 day tours—$97
and up, including every expense for

steamer, hotel and side trips. Longer
tours in proportion. Rates effective

June 1st.

Two sailings weekly on the trans-
atlantic liners

FORT VICTORIA
FORT ST. GEORGE
to this quaint little foreign land.

A happy sea voyage and a real

vacation with all sports.

The St. George (Hotel, in historic
old St. Georges, with its beautiful
location, excellent service, and large
tiled swimming pool, offers the last
word in modern hotel luxury. $6.50
per day and up, for room and meals.

Note : Bermuda is free from hay fever.

For illustrative booklet and
reservations ivrite

FURNESS
BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall St., New York

or any authorized agent

Ei.ro AT

Larry Semon
ought to have

In the meantime Tom, following Owen,
was becoming successful in pictures, while

Matt remained on the road and barnstormed
about the country with small theatrical

companies.

For several years after his two older

brothers had become well known, Matt was
not interested in films.

At last, being bored on a rainy day in

a small Kansas town, he entered a motion
picture theatre to pass the time. He saw
his brother Owen on the .screen and sud-

denly his prejudice vanished. He resolved

to enter films.

As he was earning but twenty dollars per

week, and was not always able to work
steadily at that amount, he was three years

in saving enough money to pay his fare to

New York.
On the way east he stopped in Toledo

to visit his mother. There they went to see

Owen in a picture. In the picOure was a

young man who was playing a sort of

juvenile "heavy". Matt felt that he could

do as well in similar roles. The next day
he went on to New York. Owen met him
and introduced him to his director. Matt
was immediately engaged, and strangely

enough, took the place of the young actor

whose work he had seen in Toledo.
Owen was playing opposite Florence Law-

rence in the picture. Matt was cast and
made-up. He had one of the principal

parts. Motion picture technique confused
him—the lights, camera and lack of audi-

ence, as well as the radically different effect

of the sets. After he had rehearsed his fit it

scene a few times, all the other members
of the company left him and had a con-

ference in the corner. Later he learned
that no one was satisfied with his work. . .

except Florence Lawrence. She insisted that

he be retained. As it happened, he made
a hit in his role, and was considered a
"find".

He remained with this company, a branch
of Universal, for just six weeks. Owen was,
of course, the leading man. As Matt had
no wardrobe, Owen supplied him with

says Eddie Cantor
been a stor\.

clothes. It was soon discovered in the pro-

jection room that the brothers resembled

each other on the screen. The cut of their

clothes being the same the resemblence was
accentuated. Matt was fired.

However, he immediately went to work
with Universal, where he remained in com-
parative obscurity for many months. Pro-

ducers at the time felt that two brothers in

films were enough. It required two years

before he got a foothold, and another year

before he could get from behind the sha-

dows cast by his more famous brothers.

Meanwhile, he kept working continuously

—

and learning. He remained with Universal
until given a leading part in "Traffic in

Souls", a film directed by George Loane
Tucker, who later became famous as the
director of "The Miracle Man". This pic-

ture was the vehicle in which Lon Chaney,
Thomas Meighan and Betty Compson rose

to fame and fortune.

Matt then directed, wrote, cut, and co-

starred with Jane Gail in domestic comedies
for one year.

His next important role was that of play-

ing opposite his sister-in-law, Mary Pickford,

in a film entitled, ironically enough, "The
Pride of the Clan". There followed a pic-

ture with Elsie Ferguson called "Hearts of
the Wild".

Matt's finest screen work was in "The
J^arrow Street" and "The Unpardonable
Sin", both Marshall Neilan productions.

His most sensational picture was made
a year ago and entitled "The Cave Man".
It was directed by Lewis Milestone, a young
Russian Jew who is considered by many
critics to be the most promising of all the
younger directors.

Milestone arrived in this country at fif-

teen, and unable to speak a word of English,
he worked at everything that offered the
scantiest livelihood. After six years in

America he was still a house to house can-
vasser of photographs.
He became interested in motion pictures

and after many months succeeded in obtain-
ing a position as a drudge in a film lab-
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They LaughedWhen I Sat Down
At the Piano

But When I Started to Playh
ARTHUR had just played "The Rosary."

The room rang with applause. I de-

cided that this would be a dramatic mo-

ment for me to make my debut. To the

amazement of all my friends, I strode con.

fidently over to the piano and sat down.

"Jack is up to his old tricks/' somebody
chuckled. The crowd laughed. They were

all certain that I couldn't play a single

note.

"Can he really play?" I heard a girl

whisper to Arthur^
"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed. '"He

never played a note in all his life. . . But
just you watch him. This is going to be
good."

I decided to make the most of the situa-

tion. With mock dignity I drew out a silk

handkerchief and lightly dusted off the

piano keys. Then I rose and gave the re-

volving piano stool a quarter of a turn, just

as I had seen an imitator of Paderewski

do in a vaudeville sketch.

"What do you think of his execution"?

called a voice from the rear.

"We're in favor of it!" came back the

answer and the crowd rocked with laughter.

Then I Started to Play

Instantly a tense silence fell on the

guests. The laughter died on their lips as
' if by magic. I played through the first

. few bars of Liszt's immortal Liebestraume.

I heard gasps of amazement. My friends

sat breathless—spellbound!

I played on and as I played I forgot the

people around me. I forgot the hour, the

place, the breathless listeners. The little

world I lived in seemed to fade—seemed
to grow dim—unreal. Only the music was
real. Only the music and the visions it

brought me. Visions as beautiful and as

changing as the wind-blown clouds and
drifting moonlight that long ago inspired

the master composer. It seemed as if the

master musician himself were speaking to

me—speaking through the medium of music

—not in words but in chords. Not in

sentences but in exquisite melodies!

A Complete Triumph!

As the last notes of the Liebestraume

died away, the room resounded with a

sudden roar of applause. I found myself

surrounded by excited faces. How my
friends carried on! Men shook my hand

—

wildly congratulated me

—

pounded me on the back in

their enthusiasm! Everybody
was exclaiming with delight

—

plying me with rapid ques-

tions. . . "Jack! Why didn't

you tell us you could play like

that?" . . . "Where did you
learn?"—"How long have you
studied?" — "Who was your

. teacher?"

"I have never even seen

my teacher," I replied. "And
just a short while ago I

couldn't play a note."

"Quit your kidding," laughed Arthur,

himself an accomplished pianist. "You've
been studying for years. I can tell."

"I have been studying only a short

while," I insisted. "I decided to keep it a
secret so that I could surprise all you
folks."

Then I told them the whole story.

"Have you ever heard of the U. S.

School of Music?" I asked.

A few of my friends nodded. "That's

a correspondence school isn't it?" they

exclaimed.
"Exactly," I replied. "They have a new

simplified method that can teach you to

play any instrument by note in just a few
months."

How I Learned to Play Without
a Teacher

And then I explained how for years I had
longed to play the piano.

"It seems just a short while ago," I con-
tinued, "that I saw an interesting ad of the
U. S. School of Music mentioning a new
method of learning to play which only cost a
few cents a day 1 The ad told how a woman
ha<l mastered the piano in her spare time at

home—and -without a teacher! Best of all, the
wonderful new method she used, required no
laborious scales—no heartless exercises—no tire-

some practising. It sounded so convincing that
I filled out the coupon requesting the Free
Demonstration Lesson.

"The free book arrived promptly and I started
in that very night to study the
Demonstration Lesson. I was
amazed to see how easy it was to
play this new way. Then I sent
for the course.
"When the lessons started I

found it was just as the ad said—as easy as A. B.C. I And, as the
lessons continued they got easier
and easier. Before I knew it I

was playing all the pieces I liked
best. Nothing stopped me. I

could play ballads or classical

numbers or jazz, all with equal
ease ! And I never did have any
special talent for music 1"*****
Play Any Instrument
You, too, can now teach your-

self to be an accomplished musician—right at

home—in half the usual time. You can't go
wrong with this simple new method which has
already shown almost half a million people how
to play their favorite instruments. Forget that
old-fashioned idea that you need special "talent."

Just read the list of instruments in the panel,
decide which one you want to play and the U. S.

School will do the rest. And bear in mind no
matter which instrument you choose, the cost

in each case will be the same—just a few cents
a day. No matter whether you are a mere be-
ginner or already a good performer, you will be
interested in learning about this new and won-
derful method.

Send for Our Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

Thousands of successful students never dreamed
they possessed musical ability until it was re-

vealed to them by a remarkable "Musical Ability

Test" which we send entirely without cost with
our interesting free booklet.

If you are in earnest about wanting to play
your favorite instrument—if you really want to

gain happiness and increase your popularity—

-

send at once for the free booklet and Demonstra-
tion Lesson. No cost-—no obligation. Right
now we are making a Special Offer for a limited
number of new students. Sign and send the con-
venient coupon now—before it's too late to gain
the benefit of this offer. Instruments supplied
when needed, cash or credit. U. S. School of
Music, 3226 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. School of Music,

3226 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson and particu-
lars of your Special Offer. I am interested in
the following course

:

Have you above instrument?

Name .

(Please write plainly)

Address -

City State.

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano Violin
Organ Clarinet
Ukulele Flute
Cornet Saxophone
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Mandolin
Guitar 'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

Piano Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (5-String, Plectrum

and Tenor)
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til Give YouAmazing
Powers of

CONCENTRATION— or No Cost
My method has quickly shown thousands
how to develop startling powers of concen-
tration. If I can't do the same for you—if

I can't multiply your thinking and earning

capacity many times over, then I don't want
a cent.

DAVID V. BUSH
The Man

Who Astounded
America

Send for the Proof— 5 Days FREE!
T.HROUGH my new method of devel-

oping concentration I have given

health, happiness and business success

to thousands of men and women the world
over. Few men know what real concen-

tration is. And yet, without concentra-

tion, no man or woman can achieve even
one-tenth of the success they are entitled

to.

Since earliest times, concentration lias

been man's most wonderful power. This

power, which is closely

allied to the power of

reason, was primitive man's

best defense against the

lower animals. It was what
differentiated m an fro

m

the lower animals. Man's
ability to concentrate has

contributed more to pres-

ent day civilization than

any other single factor.

And today this power is

what distinguishes great

men from ordinary men
— successful men from
failures.

What Makes Men
Successful ?

This Book Teaches

You

How to banish stray thoughts

How to pick a definite goal

How to develop powers of

observation

How to overcome change-

ability

How to develop imagination

How to discipline the mind
How to visualize

How to develop persistency

How to gain health through
concentration

How to make your brain build

your muscle

How to be hopeful, optimistic

How the mind affects the body
How to focus the mind
How to develop a love for

your work
And many other subjects

Great men become great,

riot because their brain

power is so much stronger

than the brain power of ordinary men.

Science has exploded that theory. Experi-

ments have proved that brain capacity

varies but little—that most men use only

a small portion of the brain power that is

actually theirs. Success comes only to

those men and women who have learned

to concentrate every ounce of brain powrer

on a single objective.

Concentration in the lesser sense means
focussing the mind on a single problem.

All other problems are forgotten for the

time being. The mind becomes completely

absorbed, in a single train of thought. All

else is excluded.

Concentration in the larger sense means
focussing one's efforts on a single ambi-

tion. All minor ambitions—all petty dis-

tractions are subordinated to this main
ambition. Mind, body and soul are bent

towards the winning of a single goal.

With proper concentration, this goal is

bound to be attained.

Here is a striking example of the power of

concentration. Take a magnifying glass and
focus the nays of the sun on a piece of paper.

If the magnifying glass is not focussed prop-

erly there is no result. After hours of wait-

ing you will find that the paper has hardly

been affected. But once you get the proper

focus, the paper will catch fire instantly.
_
That

is exactly what concentration is. It is the

focussing of the mind on a single problem.

Once the proper focus is obtained, the mind
attacks the problem and solves it easily. This

intensified action of the brain is like a hot

flame. It attacks and consumes all it comes in

contact with. Such is the fire of genius—an
intense and prolonged concentration that ac-

complishes the seemingly impossible.

What Concentration Does
for Men and Women
Once you have mastered this

power of concentration, which
I now disclose to you in my
book "Concentration Made
Easy," you have success with-

in your grasp. No ambition is

too "exalted. No aim too high.

You can quickly and easily

accomplish things which here-

tofore seemed impossible.
Whatever your work is, you
will learn to love it—become
absorbed in it. You will be
fitted for greater work. You
will astound your friends with
your rapid strides towards
success. You will astound
your employers with your
powerful concentration — your
ready and easy grasp of all

kinds of problems.
One man writes, "I had al-

most discarded my efforts even
though I saw others obtain
wonderful results through psy-
chology. Then I read CON-
DENTRATION MADE EASY
and after that I had no more

difficulty. I realized then that for so many
years I had made no effort to concentrate—that
1 seemingly had lost the ability to do so. But
it is very easy now."

Examine It FREE
Mail the coupon. This book will be sent at

once. Read it five days. Practice concentra-
tion yourself. If you find it the most inspiring,
the most valuable means to obtain health, wealth
and happiness, send us only $3.50—which you
will realize pays only the cost of printing, "ad-
vertising and distributing the 260-page "book.
Otherwise return the book within five days and
you will not owe a penny. But begin to enjoy
the benefit of concentration at once. Mail the
coupon today. DAVID V. BUSH, Dept. C-606,
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

I David V. Bush. Publisher. Dept. C-606,
| 225 N. Michigan Blvd.. Chicago. III. 1

I
Please send me a copy of "Concentration Made

Easy" for approval. I asree to remit $3.50 or |
remail the book in five days.

.\ddress

oratory. While performing all sorts of
menial tasks he found time to study film and
film-making for the next three years. He:
was eventually given a chance to learn to

be a film cutter.

A cutter is unknown and underpaid. His
salary is very small in comparison with other

salaries paid in film land. He is neverthc
less, one of the most important spokes in the

cinema wheel.

The cutter must have a sense of story

continuity. He must be able to weld the
film story into proper sequences after it

leaves the director's hands. And it may be
added here that many a director has been
helped by an unknown film cutter.

For often as many as a dozen pictures will

be taken of the same situation. The cutter

must choose the best from the point of view
of action, drama, and facial expression of

the players.

It follows that the cutting room is the

greatest training school imaginable for a
future director. So far as I know, Lewis
Milestone is the only director who took
advantage of it.

Milestone left the cutting room to become
a scenario writer for Universal. He was
later engaged by Wr

arner Brothers to write

one script. If it proved successful he was to

be given a chance to direct.

While writing the story he was told to

"go out on the lot" and do some retakes on
' How Baxter Butted In". The director of

the picture was ill. All the actors had been
called for the scenes.

Not knowing the story, he realized that

he was placed in a dangerous position sq

far as his future "was concerned. If his

retakes were not up to the standard set by
the director, his chances of becoming a
director would be given a severe set-back.

Undaunted, he talked the story over with
the asistant director and went on the set.

Matt Moore was featured in the picture.

He was displeased when he learned that an
unknown scenario writer was doing the re-

takes instead of the original director. Mile-

stone saw Moores" expression. He told

Matt that he could not help the situation

and that it was also distasteful to him. M:itt

was quick to see that Milestone was in the

more difficult position. Impressed by the

manner in which the young Russian Jew
went about his work, Moore being under
contract with Warner Brothers at the time,

requested them to allow Milestone to direct

his next picture. The Warners agreed.

Milestone was given orders to look for a

story in which to star Matt Moore. After

a long search he discovered "The Cave
Man" a story bought with the rest of the

Vitagraph property.

r

City State

ltemittances from Foreign Countries and U. S.
possessions must accompany all orders.

(•{Maria Corda nvw playing in "Private
Life of Helen of Troy".
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IsYoutNatural Giftfor
Public Speaking Hidden

By Stage Fright?
WOULD you like to be able to sweep a

giant audience off its feet—to win
the applause of thousands? And yet are
you held back from attempting to speak in
public because you dread stage fright

—

because you are nervous, timid, and bash-
ful?

Nearly everyone has the undeveloped
knack of convincing speech.
It is that power which you
have often felt rise up
within you and demand
expression, but which is

never heard because you
lack confidence in your
ability— because you are
actually afraid of your
own voice.

Have you ever listened

to an argument and be-

come so keenly interested

that you wanted to voice
your own opinion? Yet
for some reason have you
remained silent? Does a
clear, forceful, definite idea
which you could easily

write down on paper escape
you the instant you start to express it

before others? Do you hesitate to advance
your own ideas because you are uncertain
of what words to use?

If you answer "yes" to these questions
your answer indicates embarrassment, lack

of logical thought, and a lack of confidence

in your vocabulary. These are all but
natural weaknesses which can be quickly

and surely overcome. The fact that you
have something to say but find difficulty

in expressing your thoughts indicates that

you have a natural speaking personality

which you are hiding under these minor
Weaknesses. By overcoming these your
natural speaking personality will be

What This Course
Teaches You

How to talk before your club or lodge

How to address board meetings

How to propose and respond to toasts

How to make a political speech

How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches

How to converse interestingly

How to write better letters

How to sell more goods

How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary

How to overcome stage flight

How to develop self-confidence

How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power
and ambition

How to become a clear, accurate
thinker

How to develop your power of con-
centration

How to be the master of any situa-
tion

Send for This Amazing Booklet
This new method of training is fully

described in a very interesting and infor-

mative booklet which is now being sent
to everyone mailing the coupon below. This
booklet is called, "How To Work Wonders
With Words." In it you are told how this
new easy method will enable you to con-
quer stage fright, self-consciousness, tim-
idity, bashfulness and fear—those things
that keep you silent while men of lesser
ability get what they want by the sheer
power of convincing speech. Not only men
who have made millions but thousands of
others have sent for this booklet and are
unstinting in their praise of it. You are
told how you can bring out and develop
your priceless "hidden knack"—the natural
gift within you. You can obtain your copy
absolutely free by sending the coupon.

brought out and you will be able to use
it, as thousands of others have, to attain
advancement in salary and position, pop-
ularity, standing, power, and leadership.

There is no magic, no trick, no mystery
about becoming a powerful and convincing
speaker—a brilliant, easy fluent conver-
sationalist. You, too, can conquer timidity,

stage fright, self-conscious-

ness and bashfulness, win-
ning advancement in sal-

ary, popularity, social
standing and success. Now,
through an amazing new
training you can quickly
shape yourself into an out-

standing, influential

speaker able to dominate
one man or five thousand.

This new method of
training was developed by
one of America's eminent
specialists in Effective

Speech. Through this won-
derful training he has
raised thousands from
mediocre, narrow ruts to

positions of greater pres-

tige and wider influence, simply by show-
ing them how to bring out and develop
their own individual, undeveloped abilities.

In 15 Minutes a Dav North American Institutein 10 iviinuies a u<iy
36fl| Michigan Ave Dept 632 .A Cnicago , ,„

The advantage of this new method is

that it is so delightfully simple and easy I ,, , , .

i » ;i j • n North American Institute,
that you cannot fail to progress rapidly, r 3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. C32-A

Right from the start you will find that it ,
c'Wcas°. »•

• x, „ • -, I Please send me FREE and without obligation my
IS becoming easier and easier to express

, copy of your inspiring booklet, "How to Work
vonrself to others Thousands have nrovprl I

Wonders with Words." and lull information re-youiseii to ounis. inousanas na\e pio^ea i
garding V0U1. Coul .

se ia Effective speaking.
that by spending only lo minutes a day m
the privacy of their own homes they can .

Name

acquire the ability to speak so easily and ! Address

quickly that they are amazed at the great I
•

gtate
improvement in themselves. (_

"" """

NOW
FREE

/ flbh 7o ,

Hbru/ers
fVort/s
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Try it 10 Days FREE

New PHONIC
Reproducer

Direct
from

Factory

Makes
An
Up -TO'

Date

Phono*

graph

out of

your

old

one I

Gives the New Tone and Volume of

Latest New Phonographs for only

Now at last you
can say goodbye to
the squeaky, nasal,
rasping, metallic
tone of your phono-
graph. Now you can
have the beautifuU
natural, full-round-
ed tone of the ex-
pensive new machines which are startling the
world. Yet you need not buy a new phonograph
if you have an old one. The reproducer is the
HEART of any phonograph — and the new
PHONIC reproducer makes' your old phono-
graph like an entirely new one. Based on the
new PHONIC principle. Makes you think the
orchestra or artist is in the same room.

Never Before Such Tone
Tones never before heard are clearly distin-

guished when the new PHONIC reproducer is

used. Tect it on an old record. Hear the differ-

ence yourself. Listen to the deep low notes and
the delicate high notes. Hear how plainly and
clearly the voice sounds. Note the natural tone
of the violin and the piano, and the absence of
"tinny" music. You will be amazed. The new
PHONIC reproducer is ideal for dancing or for
home entertainments. Its volume is almost
double that of the ordinary reproducer.

10 DAYS
TRIAL

1 You cannot realize how wonderful the New
PHONIC is until you hear it. That is why we
want to send it to you on 10 days' trial. Send no
tnoney now — just the coupon. Pay the post-
man only $3.85 plus a few pennies postage when
the New PHONIC arrives. Then if you are not
delighted, send it back within 10 days and your
money will be refunded. If sold in stores the
price would beat least $7.50. Our priceonly$3.85.
Over 350,000 people have dealt with us by mail.
You take no risk. Mail coupon now for 10 days'
trial. BE SURE TO STATE THE NAME OF
PHONOGRAPH YOU OWN.

SEND NO MONEY

NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS, Inc., Dept. 53

327 West 36th Street, New York

Please send me a New PHONIC reproducer for

t. I will pay the postman $3.85
fgive name of Phonograph) p] U9 few cents postage. If I

sm not satisfied after trial, I will return your repro-
ducer within 10 days and you guarantee to refund my
money. (Outside U. S. $4.10, Cash with Order)

Name .

Address

City ..State..

At one time Tom Moore, anxious to play

the lead in this story, had offered ten thou-

sand dollars for it. Milestone told Matt
that he had found a story which had

appealed greatly to his brother. After talk'

ing the matter over with Tom, Matt decided

to make the picture.

There was one sequence which really had
to bfe taken in New York. Warner's refused

to send them east for merely one sequence
. . . but Milestone and Matt felt that it

was necessary to go.

Matt hit upon a scheme. In both of
their contracts they were allowed a four

weeks vacation each year without salary.

Neither of them had taken their four weeks
off. So Matt talked to the firm and ex-

plained they both wanted their vacations

when all the sequences but the New York
scenes were taken. He wanted to go east

and Milestone could go with him. They could

shoot the sequence there. They would do
it on their own time and pay their own
expenses. Would the firm furnish the props

and cameraman if they managed to get to

New York? Warner Brothers agreed. For-

tunately in this sequence only Matt ap-

peared. All that was needed was a team
and a coal wagon. Matt paid both fares

to New York . . . such was his interest in

the picture.

Upon reaching New York they went to

the Lambs Club. Here they encountered
Thomas Meighan, an old friend of Matt's.

Meighan was to leave for Florida to make
a picture as soon as he could find a director.

Matt excused himself from Milestone and
went upstairs with Meighan. There he "sold"
Milestone as Meighan's next director. As
they returned to the hotel Matt asked Mile-

stone if he would like to direct Meighan.
Milestone was astonished at the mention

of so great an opportunity. Matt told him
he had arranged everything, and that he
would leave with Meighan the next morning
for Florida. This meant that Matt had to

direct the New York scenes himself.

Matt is the youngest of the three Moore
brothers. Because of his quiet nature he is

usually taken as the eldest. He is self-con-

scious, even bashful, off the screen. He has
become quite wealthy.

Tom is the most typically Irish of the

three. He is impulsive, sentimental, roman-
tic and a spendthrift. His Japanese valet

always travels with him and keeps his eye

on the finances. When they become low he
often says:

"Time to go to work, Meestah Moore."
Tom Moore has been married to two of

the screen's most famous and beautiful

women . . . Alice Joyce and Renee Adoree.
Owen is now married to Katherine Perry.

Matt has remained a bachelor.

Owen is usually considered more carefree

than he really is. But his nature is cautious

like Matt's. He is the wealthiest of the

three brothers.

Both Tom and Owen have a characteris-

tic of saying two words, then pantomiming
five, then saying another word and thus

complete a sentence. It is absolutely neces-

sary to watch as well as listen to them,

otherwise it would be impossible to under-

stand them. This is doubtless due to the

many years in pictures.

There is a strange bond between the bro-

thers which few people understand. Un-
demonstrative toward each other, they are

nevertheless very close.

Once after Owen and Tom had been in

New York for a year they returned to

Hollywood and passed a table in a fashion-

able restaurant at which Matt was seated.

"Hello Matt," they both said quietly in

unison.

"Hello Boys," was the even more quiet

<C Bebe Daniels

—

madcap Bebe whose
next picture is "Senorita".

reply as the two brothers passed on with-
out stopping.

No touch of jealousy or envy has ever
disturbed them, no matter which of the
three happens to be the most successful at

the time.

Each brother has his own individual fol-

lowing on the screen. Even directors arc
divided as to which is the best actor. Their
work is distinctly different.

Tom is the irascible, debonair, laughing
type—the Irishman of fiction. His best

work has been achieved in Rupert Hughes'
well known film stories, and in such films

as "A Kiss for Cinderella". Beneath his

carefree screen manner is a flawless artistry

which can hold in restraint or release a fas-

cinating and effusive personality.

Matt is a past master at depicting timid

and embarassed young men in all sorts of

amusing situations. His restraint rises from
technical skill and makes no sacrifice to

strength or subdued intensity. He has at

his command movements of rare precision,

telling glances and half-smiles which express

with minute detail the necessary screen

emotion.

Owen blends many of the qualities of

Tom and Matt in real life—and on the
screen.

The Moore boys have now been before
the public, either on the stage or screen

for more than twenty years. Opinion may
be divided regarding their qualities as

actors, but their appeal over the world is

b'eyond question. Let no man mistake their

shrewdness. They are keen observers and
deep students of life. After two decades
their popularity is greater than ever before.

They have the affability and magnetism
of Irish politicians. In the garrulous film

capitol of Hollywood they know when not
to talk. Harsh in their criticism of each
others work, they are likewise generous
in their praise. Unusual, being brothers,

they never quarrel. If a crisis approaches
in either of their lives, it is threshed out
by. the council of three.

This detached quality of regarding each
other despite ties of blood they doubtless

inherit from their mother. She would never
side with her sons because of relationship.

Once Tom and Matt came home one eve-

ning with Marshall Neilan. Mrs. Moore
had gone to bed. Matt and Tom and
Micky were talking. Finally Tom and
Micky got into a heated argument that

lasted over an hour. Mrs. Moore came to

the head of the stairs. It was two o'clock

in the morning. She called down the stairs

in her rich Irish brogue ....
"Tom, Tom . . . Micky is right!"

So too are her three sons capable of

honest judgment of each other—a judgment
that springs from deep loyalty.

They have, through long training become
the most successful salesmen of personality

in America today. Theirs is the ultimate

of sophistication—how to remain naive.



The Hoodoo Hero
(Continued from page 32)

then flop in one, possibly not through his

own fault entirely. Or some director may
not like his type and the prejudice spreads.

If several directors objects to having him
in their cast he is suddenly up against a

stone wall. The studio jinx has attached

itself to him and though he may weep for

a chance to show what he can do and vow
that he has the stuff of which film heroes
are made, the jinx leers over his shoulder
and frightens directors into their shells.

Robert Lane fell into the clutches of the

jinx through a role unsuited to him. For
six months thereafter he lost out on every

part that he made a bid for. His tall frame
took on a slight stoop and tiny creases of

worry began to show at the corners of his

brown eyes. He would report at the studio

every morning, an unlighted pipe clenched
in his teeth, and the Great Dane hound
that followed him everywhere would regard

him with a serious, unwavering stare.

Everyone in the studio considered it a duty
to deliver that time-worn lecture which all

failures must submit to; about bucking up,

showing some spirit, getting out and selling

yourself, things are never as bad as • they

seem, and when luck is as bad as it can be,

it has to change because it can get no worse.

To all of which he listened respectfully

and agreed with. In the evening he and
the Great Dane both would slink away from
the studio and go home to think discon-

solate thoughts.

When Lane had been an actor with no
part to act for nearly a year and rumors
were growing into realities that his contract

as a member of the studio stock company
would not be renewed, he met Janet King.

Janet King was the sweet girl type.

Everyone liked her on sight. No one ever

fell madly in love with her, yet she was a

successful leading woman, a girl of twenty-
two, with a splendid attractiveness more ef-

fective than perfect beauty, a lithe, graceful

little figure, and a determined purpose in

establishing a career that one would scarcely

associate with her demure blue eyes and
chestnut-gold hair.

She had been signed by Peerless Pic-

tures Studio for the feminine lead in an
aeroplane thriller, and Lane's first sight of
her came one day as he was making the
rounds of Director's Row a journey from
room to room that bore no results.

C[ Julia Faye the delightful part

of "Turkish Delight".
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HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
East 83rd Street, New York.

AGENTS—NEW PLAN, makes it easy to earn
$50.00 to $100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct

to wearer. No capital or experience needed.
Represent a real manufacturer. Write now for
FREE SAMPLES. Madison Shirts, 562 Broad-
way, New York.

MEN WANTING FOREST RANGER JOB,
$125-$200 month; nice cabin. Hunt trap and

patrol. Nat'l Forest list free. Write, Rayson,
Dept. B-42, Denver, Colorado.

$1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand. Estab. 1917. Send Mss. for free criti-

cism. Booklet on request. Universal Scenario
Company,
201 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

AGENTS WANTED
SELL ELECTRIC FIXTURES to every home

owner, complete lines, easy sales, no invest-
ment, beautiful catalog, big commissions. National
Illuminating Company, 1123 Broadway, New
York.

A Baby In Your Home
Thousands of copies of a new book by Dr. H. Will

Elders are being distributed to women without cost.
Every woman who wants children should read this book
and learn all about STEKILTONE and its wonderful
effect in constitutional weakness. Many things are
unfolded that the average woman has never been told
before. For Free Book send NO Money. NO Obliga-
tions, simply name and address to Dr. II. Will Elders.
17 Ballinger Bldg.. St. Joseph, Mo.

DANCING
HERMANN & DEMUTH

SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
1658 Broadway Phone

New York Circle 10319

DON LENO A8S
bfd MARIE LOUISE

ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and *"A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to lludolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor. T. Roy Barnes, Her-
man Timberg. Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. ni. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, Argen-
tine Tangos, Parisien Apache Adagios, Novelty Waltzes,
Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS
1658 BROADWAY Room 603 CIRCLE 7933

CHICAGO
Professional Stage Dancing

HOME STUDY COURSES: Buck and Wing, Soft Shoe,
Waltz Clog. St Each. 3 for $2. Send M. O., stamps,
check, currency. HARVEY THOMAS, 59 E. Van
Buren St., 3d Floor, Chicago. Dancing Classes. 10
for $10. Private. 10 for $25. Open Sundays.

Frances Marion's
book tells you all about
SCREEN LIFE
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"OLD MONEY WANTED"
$2 TO $500 EACH PAID for hundreds of Old

or Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be
very valuable. Send 10 cents for Illustrated
Coin Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed Cash prices.

Get Posted. Clarke Coin Company, Desk 22,
LeRoy, N. Y.

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR offers Criticism, Sales
Service, Collaboration, Coaching. (Recom-

mended by Editors.) Laurence D'Orsay, Box
2602-E, San Francisco.

"THE PATHWAY TO THE SIXTH SENSE,"
multiplied earnings, perfect health. Write

Supply Dept., Port Huron, Mich.

SONG POEM WRITERS — Address Ray Hib-
beler, D14, 2104 No. Keystone Aw, Chicago.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will

point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 1101, 49 West 45th Street, New York City.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
1472 Broadway, Dept. 102, New York.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24, 1912, of SCREENLAND, published
MONTHLY at NEW YORK, N. Y., for April
1, 1927. State of New York, County of NEW
YORK, ss. Before me, a NOTARY in and for
the State and countv aforesaid, personally ap-
peared WALTER G. SPRINGER, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the PUBLISHER of SCREEN-
LAND and that the following is, to the best of

his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publica-
tion for the date shown in the above caption,
required by the Act of August 24, 1912, em-
bodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regu-
lations, printed on the reverse of this form, to

wit: 1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness managers are : Publisher, WALTER G.
SPRINGER, 49 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW
YORK, N. Y. ; Editor, ELIOT KEEN, 49 WEST
45TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. ;

Managing
Editor, ELIOT KEEN, 49 WEST 45TH
STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. ; Business Man-
ager, NONE. 2. That the owner is: (If the

publication is owned by an individual his name
and address, or if owned by more than one
individual the name and address of each, should
be given below ; if the publication is owned by
a corporation the name of the corporation and
the names and addresses of the stockholders
owning or holding one percent or more of the
total amount of stock should be given) THE
MAGAZINE BUILDERS, INC., 49 WEST
45TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. ; WALTER
G. SPRINGER, 49 WEST 45TH STREET,
NEW YORK, N. Y. ; E. E. ADAMS, 49 WEST
45TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. ; ELIOT
KEEN, 49 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW
YORK, N. Y. 3. That the known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If
there are none, so state) NONE. 4. That the
two paragraphs next above, giving the names
of the owners, stockholders, and security holders,
if any, contain not only the list of stockholders
and security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given ; also that the said two paragraphs con-
tain statements embracing affiant's full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securi-
ties in a capacity other than that of a bona fide

owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or corpora-
tion has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so
stated by him. WALTER G. SPRINGER,
Publisher. Sworn to and subscribed before me
this first day of April, 1927. (SEAL) G. A.
POETSCHKE, Notary Public, New York and
Queens County, No. 8081. (My commission ex-
pires March 30, 1928.)
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BEAU GESTE
Ai remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

OLD IRONSIDES
Beloved in American

History

THE BLACfcTPIRATE
A. Douglas Fairbanks Hit

SCARLET LETTER
Hawthorne's Masterpiece

BEN HUR
The book which was
translated into every

language!

An Unexcelled Publishing
Offer. See the Titles

and order now
We must go below the pleasing sub-titles or descriptive

reading to really appreciate and understand a picture. And
tbis we can do if we have read the book from which the picture

itself is made and have gotten the author's spirited interpreta-

tion in its entirety.

Order anyone for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

Ben Hur General Lew Wallace
Beau Geste Percival C. Wren
One Minute to Play .... Harold M. Sherman
Stella Dallas Olive Higgins Prouty
Michael Strogoff Jules Verne
The Country Beyond .... James O. Curwood
Bardelys the Magnificent . . . Rafael Sabatini

Sparrows Marie Coolidge-Ras\

Three Bad Men Herman Whita\er
La Boheme Marie Coolidge-Ras\

The Scarlet Letter ~h{athaniel Hawthorne
The Volga Boatman .... Konrad Bercovici

Old Ironsides A. M. R. Wright
Aloma of the South Seas . . . MacBurney Gates

The Black Pirate MacBurney Gates

Ranson's Folly Richard Harding Davis
The Great Deception .... Geo. Gibbs

The Sea Wolf Jac\ London
Sunny Side Up Henry St. John Cooper
Strings of Steel Paul Gulic\

Moby Dick Herman Melville

The Phantom of the Opera . . Gaston Leroux
Graustark Geo. Barr McCutcheon
The Show Off Wm. Almon Wolff
The Ten Commandments . . Henry McMahon
The Freshman Russell Holman
The Reckless Lady . . .

' . Philip Gibbs

The Covered Wagon .... Emerson Hough
Cobra Russell Holman
The Pony Express H. J. Forman
She . . H. Rider Haggard
The Mark of Zorro .... Johnston McCulley
Don Q's Love Story . . . . K. & H. Prichard

The Iron Horse Edwin C. Hill

Romola George Eliot

Seven Keys to Baldpate . . . Farl Derr Biggers

The Man on the Box .... Harold MacGrath
The Plastic Age Percy Mar\s
Peter Pan James M. Barrie

Captain Blood Rafael Sabatini

The Sea Hawk Rafael Sabatini

North of 36 Emerson Hough
The Man Without a Country . Edward Everett Hale
Scaramouche Rafael Sabatini

Monsieur Beaucaire .... Booth Tar\ington
The White Sister F. M. Crawford
The Dramatic Life of Abraham

Lincoln . . . . . . . A. M. R. Wright

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Book Dept.) Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.
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He swung into the office of James Bell'

man who was to direct the air production,

and there she was seated across a desk from
Bellman "talking story." He glimpsed a

pretty profile shaded with a half-moon of

):old-brown hair, and was about to excuse

himself for the interruption when Bellman,

who had scarcely observed his entrance, said

something arresting.

"We need a young daredevil pilot," Bell-

man remarked. "One who isn't too par-

ticular about his life. If I could find a

leading man to fill the bill my casting

troubles would be over."

In the instant before speaking the thought
flashed through Lane"s mind that he was
fairly disgusted with life anyhow, that he

didn't much care whether he was killed in

a plane crash or died of ennui: that he had
been a flyer in France and emerged safely

from several risky bits of fighting, and, last,

that he wanted to know Janet King a whole
lot for some reason which wasn't quite

clearly defined as yet.

"Mr. Bellman," he said. "Pardon my
overhearing you. I want that part more
than anything else in the world right now.
Give me a chance to take my jinx up in

the air and drop it overboard.

By God, sir, you've got to give me a

break! Do you hear? You've got to! Or,

I'll !" And he shook his fist for

emphasis.

Bellman and the girl both looked at Lane
for a moment.

Neither spoke. The girl smiled faintly

and arched her brows in a questioning way.
Then Bellman frowning thoughtfully intro-

duced Lane to Janet. After which he re-

marked:
"I hadn't considered you for this role,

Lane. I've always felt you lacked some-
thing—I can't just put my finger on it. But

I'll think things over and maybe . Well,

see me in the morning."
"Thank you," said Lane abruptly and

walked out cursing all directors and the

motion picture industry generally under
his breath.

But he waited near the studio gate for

Janet and when she appeared he planted

himself directly in her path.

"Miss King," he said with a grimness

that was the last spark of defiance in his

system, "I want to play opposite you. I

want that part and you can get it for me."
And of a sudden he softened and added,
"Please, Miss King. This is the breaking
point if I fail. It's my last chance."

CLois Morton and "Beppo". He
boasted of evolution until he
reached Hollywood.
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Marceline Day, her mother and
sister Alice on location.

She was winsome and merry as she

answered, and perhaps very tender with

sympathy, too.

He could hardly believe his ears, but

what she said, was:
"You already have it. Don't worry, Mr.

Bellman said you had just shown the first

spark of spunk in a year. And now you
may take me somewhere for dinner."

That night as he drove home after bid-

ding Janet goodnight. Lane's heart sang with

a new feeling of courage and delight.

"I love her," he repeated with a fierce

joy to himself. "Damn my soul, how I

do love her!"

Everyone who has seen "Comets" knows
the rest of the story. The breath-taking

crashes in mid-air were not faked. The
plane that fell in flames was manoeuvered

by a young airman whose dauntless feats

took him time and again into the very
shadows of Death's wings. When he at

last was safe back to earth he found himself
crushed in the arms of the sobbing heroine.

The love scene that ensued was as touching
and perfect as the screen ever has revealed.

Did you know that in the final scene

—

the wedding—an ordained minister officia-

ted, that the license was a real one, and
that Director Bellman, although he was off

to one side behind the cameras, was the

best man? That happens to be the case.

For, from the moment Robert Kane had
first set eyes on Janet King, the studio jinx

had fled howling with disappointed rage.

And Robert and Janet are firmly convinced

that the public knows what is good when it

demands love for a climax.

She Was Good Once
(Continued from page 32)

never heard the story of 'Hearts That interesting objects

Strike'? Where have you been? I thought
everyone knew the story of how Jeannette
came to get by with that."

In the strife and hurry of a motion pic

Jeannette was very
angry.

And now comes the unexpected, the un-

calculated happening which often breaks

and sometimes make actresses. As she
ture studio there is often time for a lengthy sailed off the set, head high in the air, one
narration if it describes the life that goes of the flying panels of her dress caught
on beneath the electric suns. Here is the securely on a hook protruding from a scaf-

story.

An elaborate set with lights, lights every-

folding which held a baby spot. And in

far less time than it takes to tell it or
where and streams running down small tar before anyone could draw a breath, the baby
paper troughs, paper mache rocks, and can- spot, the scaffolding and Jeannette crashed
vass hills surrounded William Picknay, the in a heap upon the defenseless head of one

Ed Martin, assistant director, who was un-
fortunate enough to be standing in the

director.-

The director was obviously unhappy and
his mood of frustration was evidenced by danger zone. A shriek of dismay was heard
his groping hands and the unpleased ex-

pression on his face. Once he spoke to his

star apparently repeating an oft-repeated

sentence.

from Jeannette as she stared at the blood
dripping from Martin's wounded forehead.

Kind hearted little Jeannette forgot all

about her wrath and the hatefulness of
"Now, Jeannette not like that. You are directors. She could only think that here

was a boy, quite a nice boy too, who was
lying unconscious because of her. She
slipped to her knees and without a single

Jeannette seemed disposed to argue the artificial gesture, she clasped, comforted,
point but before she could more than open caressed and consoled the injured young

supposed to care about this man. This is

not a dance. Don't think about your ges-

tures.- Grab hold of him."

her mouth, Picknay roared. man. So unconscious was she of the others

"Supposing you do turn your face away around her and so striken with guilt that

from the camera for a second. I suppose she hardly noticed the sudden illumination

the motion picture industry would be able of the set and when she at last arose dis-

to survive." Of course he was exasperated traught to demand, "Can't someone do
and tired but he had not given considera- something for this boy?" she was astonished
tion to the enormous egotism of a pretty to find the cameras clicking and directed
girl. Jeannette Dian glared at him and upon her.

rose from her seat beside the hero

"Nobody can speak to me like that,

director or no director. You can make your

own closeups. I
" She turned and

started for her dressing room,

even to pass the director and camera man

Thus ended the scene. "Cut" yelled the
director. The ingenious Mr. Picknay dressed
his hero to resemble the assistant director

and because the hero was an actor he was
„ able to assume the character that the assistantKetusing ,. , ,° director seemed to have.

'''Hearts that Stri\e" was at last corn-
she made her way directly across the lines

pieted . Jeannette Dian never returned to
of cables, the paper mache rocks, the cut the set, but her fame as an actress grew to
out boxes, the powerful lamps and other a stalwart flame.
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Aching
Swollen
Burning

Feet
It is almost unbelievable how quickly all

throbbing, burning, tenderness and swelling

leaves the feet when Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm
is applied. The pores welcome its cooling,

soothing, reviving influence.

The tissues quickly absorb its grateful heal-

ing properties. You will never forget the de-
lightful ease and comfort it gives you. At
drug and shoe stores— 3 5 cents per jar.

mScholl's
FootBalm
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Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingof the ShortStory,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling

J
dr esenwein constantly to the leading

j
publishers.

j 150 page catalog free. Please address

] The Home Correspondence School
I Established 1897

I Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.
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PIMPLES
Cleared up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100,000 cases—used like toilet water—is simply majrical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor bv telling your
friends; if not, the loss is mine. WRITE TODAY.

£.S. GIVENS, 411 Chemical Bdlg., Kansas City,Mo.

Luticura
Loveliness
A Clear

Healthy Skin
Insured by Every-day
Use of Cutlcura Soap

juporfluoufHAIRallGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet
We Teach Beauty Culture

D. J. MAHLER CO.. 36-B Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

Big illustrated book—64 pases. Writ-
|

ten by world-famous physical director.
Priceless secrets of health, strength,
vitality. Become a muscular marvel, I

develop the body of a Champion—be I

a Panther-man. Rush name and ad-r
dress. No cost—no strings to this offer.

|

TITUS, 105 East 13th St. (Dept. 36) New York City.
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VALENTINO
AS I KNEW HI M

by S. George Ullman
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HowtoGet
Rid of
Siomach Trouble, Constipation,
Headache, Indigestion and scores

of kindred ailments.

Don't let ill health keep you
from enjoying life! Already thou-
sands of men and women all over
tlie country have regained new
health, strength, energy, vitality
and high efficiency through the
help of Dr. Bush, the world-
famous authority on right living.
His remarkable, scientific method goes direct to the
root of the trouble and removes its cause.
Wrong eating—wrong selection of food—wrong com-

binations which throw the meal out of balance—are
responsible for nine-tenths of all sickness. Such ail-
ments as stomach acidity, torpid liver, constipation,
headache, indigestion, stomach ulcer, rheumatism, are
all due to wrong eating. And these ailments are merely
the forerunners of more dangerous diseases and the
final breakdown of the whole system.

Only 25c
"What To Eat." a vitally important book on this

absorbing subject, has just been published by Dr. Bush,
who has spent years in the study of foods. This re-
markable book fully explains the principles of correct
eating. It tells how to combine and balance foods so
that they contain the exact proportion of the elements
which your body needs to keep it healthy and strong.
Besides, a family of five can save $250 a year in the
purchase of food stuffs.

"What To Eat" will add golden years to your life.

It. will make you vigorous, vital, overflowing with health—yet its cost is only 25c! Send for it TODAY! It
will prove a revelation to you. Enclose 25 cents (stamps
or coin). Address David V. Bush, Publisher, Dept.
W-606, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.

LATEST STYLEWRISTWATCH
directfronz^^^LUit^erlaild

DAVID V. BUSH

G( Ben Lyon and Tola D'Avril rivaling

each other at hand ball.

Mack Sennett Girls— Continued from page 41

FULL JEWELED
,

PLATJ NO' D 4
movement ^^^SUHS***^ crWhite Gold Finish

This folly guaranteed dainty Ladies' Watch cannot be manufactured
iu America for less than $12.00. Beautifully engraved case and dial.

Send No Money. Pav en delivery S3.99 plus postage. "Federal."
u. s. Swiss Agents, SSI Broadway, New York City, Dept. L-34

Alma's name in the comedy is "Cherry".
* * *

THELMA PARR
Thelma Parr was born in Grants Pass,

Ore., October 19th, 1906. Her early child-

hood was spent in Portland. Her family

moved to California in 1920. and Thelma
was sent to school at Notre Dame in San
Francisco and also to the Academy of the

Immaculate Heart in Los Angeles.
She received a classical education and is

a talented pianist, as well as an artist of
ability. Several of Miss Parr's sketches

have been exhibited.

Thelma Parr is a direct descendent on
her mother's side of Thomas Paine, eminent
political writer and freethinker of the Amer-
ican Revolutionary period.

It was while Thelma Parr was doing
extra work around Hollywood that she ob-

tained a few days' work at the Mack Sen-
nett Studio. Sennett. ever on the lookout
for new beauty noticed Thelma in the

studio "rushes" that night, and sent for her.

The result of the interview was a contract

to play leads in Mack Sennett comedies.
^ >l: £

marion Mcdonald
Every little extra girl in Hollywood har-

bors the secret thought that she is a second
Gloria Swanson. But here is one who even
looks like the famous star. And a further

coincidence is that she has just signed a

Alack Sennett contract.

The resemblance of Marion McDonald to

Gloria Swanson has been remarked by
everyone who has met this new Irish beauty
just come to Hollywood. Her photographs
keep the studio casting director wondering
whether he is handling pictures of the new
girl, or old ones of Gloria still in the Sen-
nett files.

Marion McDonald came to Hollywood
from Boston, a graduate of the Mary Cliff

Academy there. She played a bit in a

Mack Sennett comedy that attracted the
producer's attention, and a contract was
awarded the new beauty.

MADELINE HURLOCK
"The Romance of a Sennett Bathing

Beauty" is the title of a seven reel feature
comedy drama that Mack Sennett will pro-
duce this year. It is to be the story of a
little girl who begins her picture career at

$7.50 a day in a bathing suit, and rise to

fame and $15,000 a week.
She will be a composite personality of all

the girls who have passed on to fame and

fortune via the Sennett bathing suit. No
one is better qualified to tell the story of

this girl than the man who has observed

her at first hand. Mack Sennett's movie

Cinderella promises to be a human, inter-

esting and believable character. All the

little human weaknesses of femininity will be

depicted in the girl's rise; how she discards

her Kansas lingo to adopt an English accent;

how the Ford is turned in on a Buick, the

Buick on a Lincoln and the Lincoln on a

foreign car; how her domicile gradually

changes from a single apartment to a fash-

ionable flat, to a house in Hollywood, to an

estate in Beverly Hills. And so on.

Madeline Hurlock has been chosen by
Sennett to play the girl in "The Romance
of a Bathing Girl". When Miss Hurlock

signed a new contract with the comedy
producer a few months ago. he promised to

feature her in this full-length comedy drama
—the first to be made by Mack Sennett in

five years.

MARY MABERY
Mack Sennett had an idea not long ago

that youth and beauty might be found else-

where than in the musical choruses and
beauty contests. He sent one of his scouts

to the Universities around California to see

what he could see.

He saw Mary Mabery at the University

of California, Southern Branch, which is

not very far from the Sennett comedy
studio. Mary was studying to become an

instructor of athletics in high schools and
universities. She held nearly every athletic

record at the college. Contrary to popular
belief, her athletic prowess had in no way
impaired the beauty of her figure. She
qualified in every respect to wear a Mack
Sennett bathing suit.

It was not hard to persuade Mary herself

to sign a contract to act in the movies. But
her mother was not so easily brought
around. Mrs. Mabery had spent most of
her life on the English concert stage as

ballardist, under the name of Clara Frances.
She was finally prevailed upon, however, to
let her daughter try pictures during the
summer vacation. By the time the Fall

school term opened, even Mamma, was sold
on the idea of a movie career for Mary, and
the U. of C. lost one of its prettiest and
most intelligent students.

There is at least one Sennett bathing
beauty now who can really swim.
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Harold Lloyd at Home
(Continued from page 31)

terrier— Harold"s Christmas present from
the office gang— when Gloria, all excited,

took me by the hand. She pulled me hur'
riedly along, and with a "Look, oh Look!"
brought me up in front of what I since

have learned has been rightly dubbed "The
Thundering Herd." Yessir, there they were
—a beautiful Great Dane, with ten of the
cutest, hungriest little pups imaginable. I

have to admit that I was just as fascinated

as was the entire house of Lloyd. And
Harold Lloyd knew every single, solitary

spot of every one of them by heart!

We were watching Prince. You know,
he's the pet of the household, and gets

away with almost anything. Whatever he
does is perfectly okeh with Harold, and
Prince believes that he should be the only
member of the kennels to be petted and
pampered. So when Harold took a little

Thundering Herd up into his arms. Prince
was jealous as could be. He sidled up to

Harold and tried to have him put the puppy
down. He caught him by the sleeve and
shook his arm and whined. That little pup
was getting attention which belonged to

nobody else but him. If dogs do cry, then
Prince was surely sobbing out his heart
before the baby pup was out of Harold's
arms and safely in his mama's nest.

So we left the kennels and walked on
over the brow of the hill, from where we
could see the blue Pacific. Imagine us again,

trudging along, with Prince carrying a tired,

sleepyeyed baby Gloria on his steady

shoulders.

We reached the house—a mansion built

on laughs. In a very cozy room, we had
some tea and cakes, and joked and fooled

before I left.

I'm home now. The Harold Lloyds have
no idea how beautiful their great estate has
come to be as far as I'm concerned. I see

it filled with peanuts, cracker-jack and ice-

cream cones. It's green and bright and clean

and very, very beautiful, for standing in the

door, you know, I see a boy and girl who
never will forget to keep on playing.

Q Who wouldn't want to lead a

dog's life if this is a sample.

May McAvoy and "Aspirin".

How Can You Fail
to take advantage of this Special Introductory Offer

—and tell your friends about it:

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE subscription for

One Year (Regular $3.00) and a silver-plated Valet

Auto-strop Safety Razor in case as pictured. Sold in

stores for $5.00.

'

We offer you both

$8.00 worth for only |)6.50
a saving of $1.50

What a gift for a friend! What a bargain for yourselfI

SCREENLAND is the most art-full, sprightly and

informative screen publication. Filled with lifelike

up'to-date, authentic photos of ail your favorites—
Men, Women & Children of the SCREEN. Color text,

two roto sections and many features provide delight

in any family.

USE THIS COUPON NOW!

Publisher,

SCREEXLAXD MAGAZINE,

49 West 45th Street,

Xew York City.

Enclosed herewith $6.50 for which you are to send me
SCREEXLAND for one year and a silver plated Valet Auto-
Strop Razor in Case as pictured, and do so without further

payment on my part.

Xa m e

Address
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ENTERTAINING AND

INSTRUCTIVE BOOKS
Tbe Romance and Reality of Film Life Is

Reflected in the Books Listed Below

r F you arc interested in photoplay

JL writing, screen acting, directing

or production, the books listed below

will be of great interest. Each book

is handsomely bound in gold deco-

rated cloth cover and will be deliv-

ered anywhere in the United States

at prices mentioned ; Canadian and

foreign orders extra for shipment

and duty.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Elumph)

Tells what the opportunities are and the

training required. This work was developed

through the valuable assistance and advice of

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mae
Murray, William S. Hart, and other distin-

guished screen stars, directors and experts.
PRICE — $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter Milne)

Of special interest to those in or intending

to enter this field. The author, a well-known
critic, was a member of Scenario and Produc-
tion Department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration. This work contains data about Wil-

liam C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil B. DeMille,

and other famous directors. . PRICE—$3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D., LL.D.)

The enormous growth in number of motion
picture theatres has created a large and in-

creasing demand for operators. It is an inter-

esting, good paying field and requires but a
short time to qualify as a projector. This book
includes the fullest details of practice.

PRICE—$5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
(By William Lord Wright)

The author was formerly Editor for Pathe
Exchange, and Universal. The boSk is a thor-

ough and authoritative presentation of this

lucrative field for writers. Every year new
writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pic-

tures and how and where to submit your ideas.

PRICE— $3.00

Screenland (Book Dept.)
Desk 5

49 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

instance. That could never have been done
on the stage. The screen was its only

medium. Remember the scene in the shell

hole with the German boy? We did not

rehearse that—not even once. We did it

just as it came, as we felt it, as we would
had we been those people instead of our-

selves. I remember that during the scene

the film ran out. No one spoke. We lay

there in the shell hole and waited until more
film was put in the camera and we could

go on. It was the same with the chewing
gum scene. That was one of the longest

scenes ever taken and we did not rehearse

it. We simply did it as we felt it to be

right.

Interviewer: (Still unwilling to admit

that anybody but herself can be right).

But you can't prove a theory by an ex-

ample. That was one time where it hap-

pened to work out right— well two times— but I can't see how it can always work.

I remember seeing Bernhardt do rehearsing,

weeks of study, performance after perform-

ance in order to perfect it. That tragic,

pitiful death scene.

(At the word "death" Gilbert's face

changes. Something infinitely supreme
passes across his vision. Perhaps he is con-

templating death, but it is not the death

that the interviewer—who, as her conversa-

tion has shown has a very trite mind—had
commonly supposed to be death. There is

a naive fearlessness in Gilbert's face, a

universal death, neither tragic nor defiant,

simply inevitable. The interviewer is im-

pressed although she does not show it, as

interviewers consider it highly unethical to

be impressed at anything. She realizes,

however, that here is a living example of

Gilbert's theory. At a chance word he has

done a real bit of acting. Spontaneously he
has reacted to a word. His face mirrors

death. If a camera were there a great scene

might have been immortalized. He has

done this without a rehearsal, without weeks
of study, although the interviewer hates to

admit it, being a woman as well as an in-

terviewer. )

Gilbert: One of the greatest scenes I've

ever watched was in Chaplin's "The Cold
Rush". It was the opening shot. Here
was this long line of men struggling up the

mountain side. They carried many things

on their backs. They were in an agony of

struggle. At any moment a foot might turn

and they might be plunged into the bottom
of a precipice that lay before them. They
struggled. They suffered. Immediately
after this agonizing shot, along came little

Charlie. He carries nothing on his back.

He is whistling. He is gay. He twirls his

cane. He is a symbol of humanity and
its immunity to the knowledge of danger.

His foot turns and he almost falls into the

precipice below. A bear rounds a corner.

He does not see it. In the face of all this

danger he maintains a naive fearlessness. I

liked that because it is a symbol and it is

real. Humanity is pathetically fearless. If

we could conceive of all the things that

the future might hold for us we would
never know a moment's peace.

Interviewer: You're growing irrelevant.

Gilbert: I'm not!' I'm just telling you
about a spontaneous scene, something fresh

and real.

(The Interviewer suddenly has an idea

—

even if she is an interviewer. She remem-
bers Gilbert's expression of a moment ago
when she mentioned death. She will put
his theory in practice. She will become a

([John Gilbert the most famous doughboy
of the screen and the Pup Parade.



director. The protagonist has reacted to

the word death in an unusual manner. She
tries something else.)

Interviewer: Youth has always impressed-

me as being difficult to portray. I remem-
ber Jane Cowl in "Romeo and Juliet". Both

she and the boy who played opposite her

seemed to inject into their portrayals;—
which, my good man, they had rehearsed

again and again and had played over and
over many, many times, something very

vivid and intense.

(Gilbert suddenly projects himself into a

role. He becomes youth incarnate, but not

the obvious kind of youth, not the kind

of youth that writes poetry in spring. His

face takes on an eager, unhappy, discon-

tented expression. Is this youth, then? Has
the interviewer failed in her directorial at'

tempts? The interviewer tries to recall her

own youth as against the joyous kind that

she has read about. Surely adolescence is

an unhappy time. There is always some
causeless melancholy lurking in the back-

ground. Gilbert's expression has held the

mirror up to life. In one fleeting moment
he has shown youth as it is, discontented,

striving, ambitious, intense, and not the

youth that age contemplates in roseate hues.)

(The interviewer now suffers a series of

mixed emotions. She hates to give up her

ideals of the stage, but she sees that spon-

taniety is more successful than a perfected

role done night after night. Perhaps she

is too gullible. Perhaps she has only imag-

ined that these expressions have crossed the

actor's face. It was all so fleeting. Yet as

she watches Gilbert, she knows that she

read true. She suddenly understands why
Gilbert does and must work without pre-

liminary rehearsals, without the dragging

monotony of performance after performance.

She has found what real temperament is,

a human being alive and sensitive to emo-

tions. Not merely a bundle of nerves, but

a man capable of expressing instantaneously

the mood of a given situation and express-

ing that mood in an original fashion, minus

the rubber stamp of conventional ideas.)

(The Interviewer is loath to admit that

she has been wrong so . . . )

(Interviewer: Then you are, John Gil-

bert, an exponent of the New Art.

Gilbert: If you mean by the old art

pedantic ideas, set theories that a man must
work like a mechanic to get an effect, I am.

Emotions are instantaneous and fleeting.

When you live too long with a role it is

only monotony. It is ridiculous that you
must live everything you play. You must
simply react to the moment. I could play

the role of a saint before the camera, and
be, in real life, the most hienous of villains.

A mood, a word, a flash. It's in the box.

It's recorded on the screen. It is emotion.

I hope it's real.

(Secretly the interviewer knows that Gil-

bert is right, but being a woman as well as

an interviewer she will admit nothing. She
rises to leave. Gilbert also rises.)

Interviewer: (Doggedly) The stage is a

great art.

Gilbert: It is. It simply isn't a medium.
I couldn't stand the monotony.

Interviewer: I will admit nothing.

Gilbert: I didn't try to make you admit

a thing, did I?

Interviewer: You didn't try.

Gilbert: Maybe I'm all wrong, anyhow.
I can't abide seeing myself on the screen.

(The Interviewer glows at the first sen-

tence of this speech, but it is a faint glow.

She has been convinced against her will.
'* She realizes that if she stays a moment
longer she will admit that she has been

convinced so she makes a quick exit as

THE CURTAIN FALLS)
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DAVID
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BUSH

How to Work Wonders With Your

Subconscious Mind
Give me just 24 hours and I'll show you how
to unlock the Hood-gates of that vast reservoir

of mental power— your SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND. You will be amazed at the immediate
effect on your business, social and everyday life.

By DAVID V. BUSH
The Man Who Astounded America

AVAST reservoir of mental energy!
A huge storehouse of brain power!

That's the Subconscious Mind. You've
got it Your friends have it. Everyone
has it But not one in a thousand knows
how to use it.

I can show you exactly how to awaken
your Subconscious Mind—how to harness
it—how to make it work for you—how
to make it solve problems—how to make
it remember things—how to use its ' vast
creative powers to boost your success

and double your money-making ability.

Here is a simple illustration of how
the Subconscious Mind works: Suppose
you go to bed at night desiring to awaken
at 7 o'clock in the morning. As you go
to sleep you keep saying to yourself, "I
am going to wake up at 7 o'clock." You
resolve to awake at that time. That is

auto-suggestion—one of the

recognized ways of using
the Subconscious Mind.
What happens? The an-

swer is almost invariably
the same. You awaken at
exactly the time you resolve

to awaken. This has been
proved thousands of times
by thousands of people.

Your Subconscious Mind
counts the hours — counts
the minutes—watches over
the time like a silent guard-
ian. The Subconscious
Mind is always there —
waiting to serve you. It is

your faithful slave. It can
do great things as well as
iittle things. You need only

know how to command it.

This Book Tells

You
How to keep cheerful
How to overcome timidity
How to end worry
How to stop pain
How to develop a perfect
memory
How to overcome mental lazi-
ness
How to gain confidence that
insures success
How to overcome fear in tense
moments
How to end sickness by
mental healing
How to use auto-suggestion to
get what you want
How to make your mind work
for you while you sleep
How to develop a wonderful
imagination
How to banish stage fright
How to solve knotty problems
with the Subconscious Mind
And many other vital topics

Why I Can Help You Succeed

In my extended lecture tours over the

United States and Canada, I have met
thousands of people — helped them in

countless ways. I have lectured to mil-

lions . I have filled to overflowing the

greatest auditoriums in the greatest

cities. I have come in direct contact
with all classes of men and women—rich

and poor— young and old— proud and
humble—thinkers, toilers, and workers of

all kinds.

Again and again I have seen men and
women succeed because they learned to

ase the vast powers of the Subconscious

Mind. Again and again I have seen men
and women do just the opposite—seen

Jiem fail—seen them remain in unpleas-

ant, poorly paid jobs, simply because they

never learned to use the Subconscious
Mind.
The Subconscious Mind can work

wonders. It can keep you cheerful when
others are downhearted. It can boost you
to success when others are heading for

failure.

When others are worrying, you can be

free from worry. When others fear, you

•:an have complete self-confidence. When

others hesitate, you
can forge ahead.
When others are doing low-paid, dis-

agreeable work, you can get high pay for

doing work you love. It all depends on
you—whether you are willing to unlock

the flood gates of your Subconscious
Mind.

What the Subconscious Mind Can Do
For You

In this soul-searching book, "How To
Put the Subconscious Mind to Work," I

show you exactly how to re-

lease this great force—how
to control it—how to multi-

ply its effect—how to make
it work for you.

I show you how to end
worry— how to gain self-

confidence — how to develop
a perfect memory—how to

make your mind accomplish
things while you sleep—how
to solve difficult problems.
Once you have mastered

this power of releasing the

Subconscious Mind, you
have success within your
grasp. You can command
a better job. You can de-

mand bigger pay. You can
work shorter hours and ac-

complish more.
No ambition is too high—no goal too

distant. You can quickly and easily ac-

complish thing's which in the past have
seemed impossible. You can astound your
friends with your rapid strides towards wealth
and high position. It's up to you. It all

depends on whether you are willing to let me
unlock the flood-gates of your Subconscious
Mind.

Examine It Free

Mail the coupon. This book will be sent

at once. Read it five days. Practice its re-

markable teachings. If you find it inspiring—if you find it the most valuable means to

obtain health, wealth and happiness, send us
only $3.50, which you will realize pays only
the cost of printing, advertising and distributing
this 450 page book. Otherwise return the book
and vou will not owe a pennv. Mail the coupon
today. David V. Bush, Dept. Q-606, 225 N.
Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

' David V. Bush, Dept. Q-606,
1 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.

j

| Please send me a copy of "How to Put i

. the Subconscious Mind to Work," for ap-

I proval. I agree to remit $3.50 or remail
j

I
the book in five days.

I Name

Address '

City _ State '

I Remittance from foreign countries and U. S. |

possessions must accompany all orders.

C[ Lois Wilson and Edna Gertrude
Hogan. Lois's next will be "The
Gingham Girl".

The Movies a Boon to

Lovers

(Continued from page 23)

well, then, two chairs; and wait while the
lights go down and the orchestra comes up

—

we're at the New Roxy now. Sweet music is

heard—and none of your nightingales, either.

Then gorgeous curtains part, exposing the
screen. As you sit there, the darkness en-

folds you, and you watch—there on the

silversheet—a marvellous romance, it may
be of the South Seas, it may be of Man-
hattan—but romantic, alluring. And then

you—what do you do? No, you don't. You
don't, either. You ought to be ashamed of

yourself learning so fast. Drop her hand,
now, I tell you. Pick up her hat and your
program. You should try to look at the

screen once in a while, anyway; that's what
you're here for. To pick up a few pointers

in tender technique. Look up there, at

those wonderful lovers! That slender, sloe-

eyed girl, that handsome, dashing man. Yes,

they're in a garden, all right, with a moon
—but that's not all. Oh, no! A moon and
a garden might have turned the trick in the

old days, but now they need encouragement.
They're going to get it, too. That girl is

lighting the man's cigarette for him —
thoughtful of her. Umm; she's gazing into

his eyes— deep— deeper. Whoops— she's

blown out the match! There's something

for you to think about, you and your girl

friend! What would you do if you were

in -a garden with a lovely girl and she blew

out the match? Light another? I should

hope not. You'd accept the lady's engraved

invitation to a long, lingering kiss.

Greta Garbo's little gesture to John Gil-

bert in "Flesh and the Devil" set a new
standard in love scenes. Girls everywhere
began to debate if the game were worth

the match. Some of them will have to give

up smoking, that's all. Others are refusing

flatly to give any dates to men who sport

cigarette lighters. There's such a thing as

being too modern.
Once when a girl asked a man, "When

do you love me the most?" he would answer,

"When you smile, dear," or "When the

sunlight plays upon your lovely hair." But
now he says: "I love you most at the

movies". And he's no gay deceiver. Look
at the inspiration he has. And look at the

beautiful examples she has. The screen helps

the lovers who help themselves.

Maybe you think the movies aren't a



boon to the bashful young man. He wants
to tell her how he loves her—but he can't

find the words. And even if he does there's

always somebody else there to listen—Ma
or Pa, or Junior—usually it's Junior. What
chance has a lover in the home? If he's

wise, he takes her to the movies. There
with the splendid spectacle of ardent man'
hood contemplating lovely womanhood, he

can grope for her hand, and whisper:

"That's what I think of you!"—and she'll

know what he means without waiting for

the sub'titles.

Romances are made for movie theatres

and in them. Think of the setting: a

modern movie palace, with its dim lights

and its soft music, its atmosphere of luxury,

and—sometimes—even incense! What lover

could ask for mere? And what a selection

of techniques on the screen. All you have
to do is make your choice.

There's the get-em-rough and treat'em

young school, best illustrated by John Gil'

bert. John's specialty is the careless kiss,

the chuck under the chin, and occasionally

the glancing blow. The worse he treats

them the better they like him. On the one
occasion in which he reformed and fell for

the heroine, she didn't appreciate it. He
never made the same mistake again. Today,
a black eye bestowed by Gilbert is more
to be prized than roses from any other actor.

In "The Show" he sneers even at lovely

Adoree, and she loves it. The Gilbert

method, however, is not to be lightly copied

—I warn you. There are pitfalls. If you

are brave enough to go in for it, take my
advice and, while approaching your prize

with knotted fists and menacing scowl, take

the precaution of glancing into the mirror

before hauling off—and see just how much
you resemble Mr. Gilbert in the same pose.

If you forget to do this, your heroine may
laugh at you—and you're lucky if you get

off with just a laugh.

A safer bet is the William Haines bear-cat

clutch. This boy throws a mean one. He's

a natural. Put him in a porch-swing with

a pretty girl and he can take care of himself

C[ Molly O'Day as Curley Calahan in

"The Patent Leather Kid". Richard
BartheJmess is the star.
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—and the girl. His director can call it a

day and go home to the wife and kiddies,

for all he's needed around Bill's set. Boys
aiming at a portion of Bill's popularity will

do well to see "Slide, Kelly, Slide"—also

"The Little Journey" and "Tell it to the

Marines". In all three of these films, Bill

goes through all the emotions. He grabs his

girl and gives her severe huggings and kiss-

ings. In "Slide, Kelly, Slide" Sally O'Neil
struggles; but you can see it's just a matter

of form, because the more she struggles, the

harder Bill hugs. When you attempt your
Haines act, you'd better be fairly certain

that your advances will be warmly wel-

comed. A sock in the nose is never pleasant,

even from the dearest, sweetest, prettiest lit-

tle hands in the world. When you try the

scene over on her porch-swing remember to

kiss and then duck, quick, duck twice, in

case she's smart enough to allow for the

duck. Come up smiling—then start all over

again. I'm not promising sure-fire results

because you have to work fast if you want
to be in Bill Haines' class. But it won't do

any harm to try—and think of the fun

you'll have!

If, on the other hand, you are the stu-

dent, the scholar—if you just love your
books and your pipe and quiet evenings at

home in front of the fire—or even a brisk

tramp now and then with your dogs—then

Ronald Colman's love-making is your meat

—the roast-beef of jolly old England. Don't
think that just because Ronnie is so meek.

SO' mild, he doesn't have a good time. That's

just his way—and it seems to be a very good
way. It works. You remember how in "The
Dar\ Angel", he did his best to renounce

Vilma Banky, and she wouldn't be re-

nounced, but came right after him? That's

Ronald—timid, but intense. When he clasps

Her hand in both of his, you know he is

wondering if he can get away with kissing

her. Just let him try to get away without

kissing her.

There's Ben Lyon's technique—its the

adoring line. If you think you can imitate

successfully Ben's worshipful look, go ahead.

It usually goes big with the more sophisti-

cated femmes. Adolphe Menjou's bored

smile causes lovely ladies to stoop to con-

quer; but if you're out to capture the Men-
jou trophies, don't forget your evening

clothes must fit. Practice pressing now.

This Advice to Boys has gone far enongh.

How about giving the girls a chance? They
will take one, anyway. There's not so much
for them to learn. They know who has It

and who hasn't; they even know why. If a

girl's line isn't good to begin with, can^ the

movies do anything for her? That's a

question. She learned how to walk home
from a buggy ride from Mary Astor in

"The Rough Riders". Colleen Moore
taught her how to roller-skate home from an

automobile ride; and now Connie Talmadge

in "Venus of Venice is teaching her how
to swim home. What Every Young Girl

Should Know.
Screen competition is something terrible,

I'll admit. But can't you fix it so your

future dates at the movies sort of even up?

He may insist upon seeing that red-hot baby,

Clara, one night; but if he remarks that she

seems to have cornered all the It _there is

in the world, you can retaliate by dragging

him to see a William Haines picture the

next night. While he murmurs sweet noth-

ings into your ear, pretend —you won't

have to try very hard if you're like me—
to be so absorbed in Bill that you can't

hear him, much less see him. Then, when

the lights go up after the show, you look at

each other and you look pretty good after

all. Besides, there aren't any stage-doors

at movie theatres and if you waited all night

you wouldn't see William come out.
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Only $2.00

for this

Encyclopedia

of

MOTION PICTURE
FOLKS

Charles Donald Fox

has compiled

. . .. always at your hand the

things you'd like to know about

your favorites.

Real, romantic and authentic ac

counts of 242 stars—illustrated.

It is written in a brief concise

manner, and will improve your

"talking knowledge'" of the stars

—and who isn't talking about

them these days?

Fill out the coupon below and

MAIL IT TODAY!

Screenland Book Dept. Desk 5 I

| 49 West 45th Street

. New York City.

1 Gentlemen: ,

I I enclose $2.00 in full payment for my
j

|

copy of FAMOUS FILM FOLKS.

1 Name J

I 1

| Address j
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Stop
BeingMi'didf*^

Make \bur \^/f
Personality

DOMINATE
Don't let timidity and self-consciousness hold vow back!
Don't let others take the lead because vou lack confidence
to assist yourself, to stand up and TALK. Don't plod
alone in a low-pay job because you are afraid to change.
Conquer the negative forces of your personality. Release
I he mighty floodgates of power that will make vou a
dominant, lion-hearted LEADER. Learn the secret of
personal attraction that will draw others incsistablv to
you. that will win you friends and popularity. Here is
proof that you can have the priceless gift of PER-
SONALITY.

THIS AMAZING BOOK — ONLY 50c
David V. Bush, the world's most famous authority on
practical psychology, has written an astounding book that
tells how anyone can develop a dominating, winning per-
sonality. Prove to yourself that he can transform YOU
into the happy, successful man or woman of vour
dreams. For a limited time only "How to Develop Your
Personality" is only 50c! And your monev back if you
ilo not consider it worth a thousand times this small
sum. Send name, address and 50 cents NOW.

DAVID V. BUSH
225 N. Michigan Ave. Dept. 606-P2 Chicago, III.

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S PL AP AO-

PADS are different from
the truss, being meehanico-
cliemico applicators niado
self-adhesive purposely to
hold the distended muscles
eeeurely in place. No straps,
buckles or spring attached
—cannot slip, so cannot
chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have
successfully treated them-
selves at home without
hindrance from work—most
obstinate cases conquered.

Soft as velvet—easy to apply—Inexpensive. Awarded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery la
natural, so afterwards no further use for trusses We
prove it by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely rprc
write name on Coupon and send TODAY. *

Plapao Co., 1335 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo.
Name
Address

Beturn mail wiU bring Free Trial Plapao

DEVELOPED
?J?,

Bi
P,
Three Part Treatment is tkeONLY ONE that gives FULLDEVELOPMENT without bathing

exercises, pumps or other danger-

GUARANTEED 'TWO DOLLA°R
U '

14-day rprc
TREATMENT T l\£i£
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail
Address NOW, with ten cents only

Madame K.C.Williams. Buffalo, N.Y.

y®to lieeautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

frtnrfrTnosE awuster
is SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar- <

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
edal metal to harm you. Small cost.

Von 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET before-afteu

ANITA CO.-i Dept. F-69, Anita Bldg.. Newark, N. 1.

The Making of Captain Salvation
(Continued from page 38)

witness the phenomonon of a company
working away from the studio. I felt it my
duty to rectify the social error I had com-
mited and make at least one location trip.

Now Catalina Island is a pleasure resort

shines everything is hotsy-totsy. But the
sun had refused to shine.

"The extras," said Robertson, "thought
they were coming on a pleasure trip. They

brought evening clothes along." I

and on the sunny day that the trip was blushed, for this hit me. too, and I thought
proposed it seemed as if it might be thril-

ling, but upon the morning that we shoved
off from San Pedro for the island in a lit-

tle speed boat appropriately named "The
Bear Cat", the rain came down in blankets—sheets being too comfortable and cool a
word to apply to that cloudburst. More
than that it had rained for two days prior the harbor of the isthmus,
to the trip. This vessel deserves a paragraph all to
The least said about the roughness of the itself. It is an Alascan sail boat, 57 years

sea going over and those facetious ones on old, a four rigger with a history. (Don't
the speed boat who insisted upon quoting get excited, I'm not going to recount its

"Roll on thou deep and dark blue ocean", biography). It is anchored at the isthmus

of my own dinner frock reposing in the
valise.

Rain, rain, rain and each drop of it cost-

ing the company dollars, for they must
remain until the exteriors could be taken.

We weathered the storm once more to

go aboard the "Santa Clara", anchored in

the better.

We arrived—not at Avalon, the pleasure
resort town on the island, but at the isthmus
many, miles away, where the company was
supposed to be working. Sets had been
erected on the wharf and a few rain soaked
buildings and many tents were all that we
could see. A car took us up to the Banning
house—the former residence of a wealthy
Los Angeles' family, where the principals
were housed.

Wet, bedrabbled, ill tempered, we were
led into the living room where, God bless

you my children, a cheerful open fire burned
on the hearth.

At first nothing occupied our atention
but the taking off of our wet shoes and
coats, but we were not to tarry over this

long because the occupants of the room bore
down upon us with a thousand questions.

There was Pauline Starke. Marceline Day,
Lars Hanson and wife, George Fawcett,
Ernest Torrence, Eugenie Besserer, Joseph-
ine Lovett (wife of John Robertson, who
writes the director's scripts) Sam De Grasse
and others.

There is nothing so pitiful as actors who
have nothing to act and for two whole days
the company had been imprisoned in the

Banning house on account of the rain.

Their eagerness for outside news and act-

ing was enormous in consequence.

Pretty little Marceline Day, incongruously
attired in a lounging robe of Chinese design

and a tweed sports coat, carried us off to

her room.

"You're stopping here tonight?" she

asked hopefully.

I proundly announced that we had reser-

vations at the St. Catherine, the very, large,

very grand hotel at Avalon. Pauline Starke

from the next room overheard me. She
passed out completely. . . Eight. . . Nine
. . . Ten. As she came to I think I heard

her mumbling incoherent nothings that had
to do with steam heat, hot baths, real

dinners.

"But a location trip is supposed to be

fun,
,v

I said in my innocent manner.

"Fun?" said Marceline. "My dear the

water pipes up here have gone on the bum.
All we have is what we get out of buckets.

There is no heat except the fireplace in the

living room and the stove in the kitchen.

And we didn't do a tap of work all day
yesterday."

A few minutes later, at luncheon, John
Robertson, director of "Tol'able David",

"Shore Leave" and "Annie Laurie", elabo-

rated upon this. It appears that all location

trips are not like this one. When the sun

for a purpose, for when the company fin-

ishes the work on shore sixty-five of them
are to set sail and will not touch land for

ten days! Now that's a location trip for

you! All during that time scenes will be
taken on the deck.

Captain Bill Collins, the skipper, was a

grave disappointment. There's not a cast-

ing director in Hollywood who would give

him a job as a sea faring man. I should

say that he is not more than thirty-three or

thirty-four. He wears no beard, does not
chew tobacco and although I listened

closely I didn't hear him say "By Gar" once.

The crew—who are, by the way mostly
Scandinavian, much to the delight of Lars
Hanson—semed to resent the fact that land
lubbers were invading the sacred precincts

of the "Santa Clara". Half heartedly they

white-washed the captain's cabin, making it

ready for Pauline Starke—a woman, mind
you, on a seaworthy four rigger!

We came up on deck and the miracle

occurred! I wonder if I can paint for you
the scene that took place. Nothing more
dramatic will ever be filmed.

While we were below^ the rain had stop-

ped and just as we came up on deck the

glowering clouds parted and the sun literally

burst out. A second before the isthmus had
been clothed in gloom. Not a soul was to

to be seen. But at the appearance of the

sun the place seethed with activity. The
whole world blazed with glittering light.

John Robertson—he is a powerful man,
and very tall—seemed to burst out of the

little studio by the wharf, followed pell-

mell by the company. The extras— 160 of

them—poured out of their tents. Camera
men ran toward the wharf with their cameras

across their shoulders. Suddenly all of them
stopped short and looked at the sun. We
were too far away to see their faces, but

we could feel the atmosphere. I would
not have been surprised if they had all

dropped on their knees and sung a Te
Dcum. Three days marooned by the rain!

Three disheartening, inactive chill days! And
now the sun! Work! Activity! Warmth!
A chance to finish up and get back home
to civilization! Although they sang no Te
Deum I'm sure that there was one in the

heart of each one.

We hurried off the Santa Clara but be-

fore we had gotten there Robertson, in his

little red knitted hockey cap, was working
like a fiend and the cameras were grinding

on the sunshine.

In brief, the story of "Captain Salvation"
,

concerns a sea faring minister, played by
Lars Hanson, who in spite of the fact that
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C[ Barbara 'Worth will next be seen as the

queen of "The Prarie King".

he is loved by a village girl, played by
Marceline Day, harbors a lady of ill repute

from Boston (Pauline Starke) and incurs

the horror and disgust of the villagers. He
becomes the captain of a hell ship, which
he names the Bess Morgan, after the woman
of the streets. The most intense moments
take place aboard the vessel.

The first scene that Robertson took that

day was one where the villagers are gathered

on the wharf listening to Hanson deliver

the Lord's prayer. Hanson, being off stage,

the actors were cued by the director, and
I believe that I detected more than mere
directorial fervor in the manner in which
Robertson managed that scene. His mag-
nificent recital was really a prayer of thanks-

giving for the sun.

Everyone basked in the sunshine as the

scenes were taken, one following another.

Pauline Starke worked away on embroidery.

Lars Hanson and his lovely wife, a celebrity

in her own right in Sweden, got busy over

their English books. The others chatted

and really seemed to be living again.

It was nearing four o'clock when we
decided to take advantage of our reservations

at the St. Catherine. Rather proudly we
told them all goodbye. We had simply fli-

ted in and out and now we were leaving

them still marooned on the isthmus with

the prospect of that devlishly hard trip on

the old "Santa Clara".

'You'll see my sister Alice when you get

back," Marceline Day said. "Give her my
love." We took messages and letters and

warnings. They all hung over the wharf

as we stepped into the speed boat that was
to take us to hot baths and a change from

our muddy clothes.

So this was a location trip! Now wait!

Really and truly it was just as we stepped

into the boat that a seaman came running

down the steps and literally jerked us out.

"Can't make it to Avalon now!"

Dazed, we again appeared on the wharf.

I know how an anti-climax feels. We
begged for information about the suddeness

of all this. From the incoherent speeches

of people in a great hurry we gathered that

word had just come that a nor'easter or

so'wester or something of the sort was
headed that way and it would be un-safe

for us to even attempt Avalon. Must we
spend the night at the isthmus? The night?

Maybe several days if the storm materialized.

And we had better phone our families

quickly for the telephone was to be shut

down. The little speed boats hurried into

coves for safety. And the "Santa Clara"

shoved off to fight the storm away from
the all too un-safe harbor.

Did I detect looks of fiendish glee on
the faces of Marceline and Pauline? You
know that old one about misery. Well, we
were to be marooned, too.

My memory jumbles right about here.

There was much talk about where to sleep,

every bed on the island being taken and
there being six of us. Ernest Torrence,
Lars Hanson and George Fawcett were
noble in offering to sleep in the living room
of the Banning house while we took their

beds. There was much telephoning to be

done and because of the clouds, shooting

had stopped for the day. At last someone
offered to vacate a cottage for us. Mar-
celine and Mrs. Day and Pauline came up
to see if we were all right and if there

was anything they could do and we settled

down to wait for the storm. There is

nothing more ghastly. So far the location

trip had been—though hard—an adventure.

But adventures stop when you're to be

marooned in one for days. We tried not

to wail, but we couldn't help thinking of

dates and appointments that would never

be kept.

I can't describe that wait—that ghastly

wait—with absolutely nothing to do. When
suddenly—yes, it was suddenly—a car drove

up and the driver announced that the storm

had blown over and that we could make
it to Avalon.

The rest is about a joy that only we
could know. That will be locked in our

hearts forever, if you know what I mean.

We made the St. Catherine. We had hot

baths and steam and dined luxuriously. I'm

afraid we didn't think about the company
over on the isthmus with that ten day ocean

trip ahead of them as much as we should.

That's human, isn't it? The rest is simply

ordinary. We went back home on a gor-

geous sea in gorgeous sunshine the next

morning.

But my social error has been rectified.

Now when anyone says, "Have you ever

been on location?" I can answer, "I have!"

And, if its that kind of a party, I add, "And
how!"

"I'm going to raise

is salary"
"I've had my eye on him for some
time and I know he can handle big-

ger work.
"He studies those I. C. S. text-

books every chance he gets, and I

want to tell you it has made him a

valuable man for this business.

"I'm going to raise his salary and
give him that new job we were talk-

ing about. I wish we had more men
like him."

How do you stand when your employer checks
up his men for promotion? Does he pass you by as

just a routine worker, or does he think of you as
a man who is ambitious to get ahead? Won't you
be far more likely to get the promotion if he knows
you are studying at home and are really preparing

yourself to handle bigger work?
Think it over. Then act. It takes only a moment

to mark and mail the coupon and find what the
International Correspondence Schools can do for you,

yet that one simple little step may be the means of

changing your whole life. "Do it now."

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2365-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of

your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full particulars

about the course before which I have marked X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship

Advertising
Better Letters
Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing
English

Business Management
industrial Management

Personnel Organization
Traffic Management

Business Law
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (including C.P.A.)DChil Service

Nicholson Cost Accounting DRailway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping ncommon School Subjects

Private Secretary DHigh School Subjects

Spanish Illustrating
French Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer

Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy Mining

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work

Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Steam Engineerine Badlo Mathematics

Name -

Street Address

City .'. State

Occupatien ,

7/ you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited, Montreal

Subscribe to Screenland

$3.00 . . One Year
$5.00 . . Two Years

Enhance the nat- nm Ml
ural beauty of MaSCarillO
your eyes with
An absolutely harmless preparation for re
touching and beautifying eyebrows, eyelashes,
beards and hair. NOT A DYE. Prepared in all

shades. Meyer's Masearillo has been Stand-
ard for over 50 years. For sale
at Drug and Dept. Stores or
sent on receipt of $1.00. Six
generous samples sent on re-
ceipt of

CHARLES MEYER, 21 EAST 12th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

10<
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Aviation!
T~)0 you love adventure? Do you want to make big

money? Although aviation is still in its infancy
thereisa cryingdemand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Amazing Opportunity in
the Airplane Industry

Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is

the time to get in. In the

Fascinating—
Daring — Big

Paying
Prepare Now for One, of

These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to S 1SO per week
Aeronautical Engineer
$100 to S300 per week

Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
S60 to 575 per week

Aeroplane T'echanicfln
$40 to S>60 per week

Aeroplane Inspector
. $50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at
thestart. They madetbeir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-

freight lines — organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young
man.

Be an Aviation Expert—
$50 to $100 a week

The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
T)nly one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They Belect the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want? Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book just out en-

titled,"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is inter-
estingandinstructive. Get yours before editionis exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 882A 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

^AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 882A 3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago I

"t:*.( * „ ui: Jt * »Without any obligation send me your free book ' 'Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane Industry," also information
about yourHome Study Course in Practical Aeronautics.

Name.

I

I

i

I

^C£?y State ...

j

Address.

f-

(T Clara Bow and her "Rough House Rosie ' gang do a

Blac\ Bottom on the Paramount lot— just to develop
concentration.

Continued from page 6

Pye, an art director who helped "discover"
Patricia while she was pounding the type
writer in the research department of the

M-G studios. Miss Avery has continued
"clicking", on the screen, as Lillian Gish's

sister in "Annie Laurie", and in other roles.

Pat is said to be a distant relative of John
D. Rockefeller. Wonder if she ever gets

in on any of those nice, shiny new dimes?

A. D. T., Kansas City. Would I call

Vilma Banky pretty? No—I certainly

wouldn't. I'd call her beautiful. She was
born in Budapest, Hungary, January 9,

1903. She's five feet six, a gray-eyed

blonde. Samuel Goldwyn discovered her

for America and first presented her in "The
Dar\ Angel ", with Ronald Colman. She
also appeared opposite Rudolph Valentino
in "The Eagle" and "The Son of the

Shei\"; then with Mr. Colman again in

"The Winning of Barbara Worth", "The
Njght of Love", and, now being released,

"King Harlequin" . Miss Banky recently

announced her intention of becoming an

American citizeness.

Brown Eyes. Sorry you have had to

wait so long for your answer, but it can't

be helped. I can't tell you to come early

and avoid the rush in this department be-

cause there's always a rush. Now I know
how Mary Pickford must feel when she

looks over the one day's mail. Mary was
born in Toronto, Canada, in 1893. You
say you wrote to Metro-Goldwyn Distribut-

ing Corp.. 831 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

111., for Red Grange's picture and received

a "wonderful large one". Are you sure

it's of Red and not of Bill Haines? As far

as I know. Red Grange has no connection

with M-G-M: but since you wish me to pass

this on. I'm doing so. Don't blame me if

the picture of Harold Grange turns out to

be some other star. They're both swell guys,

anyway.

The Seranader. I'm sorry I can't give

out Greta Garbo's home address so you can

warble "neath her window, and I hope Greta

is sorry, too. Try addressing her care

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Greta is an elusive lady. Nobody knows
just what she will do next. Not long ago
she signified her willingness to work out

her original contract at $400 a week play-

ing any old role, large or small. But when
she accepted a part in support of Aileen
Pringle and Lew Cody in "Her Brother

from Brazil", Miss Pringle is said to have
objected, on the grounds that Greta is too

well-known not to receive stellar attention

no matter what part she may play. Finally

it was settled that she should star in "Anna
Karenina" at S 3.000 a week. She's one of

the most exciting things that's ever hap-

pened around filmtown. isn't she? Miss
Garbo was born in Stockholm, Sweden,
in 1906. She's five feet six inches tall,

weighs 12? pounds, and has golden hair

and blue eyes—that devastating color com-
bination, which, alas, doesn't show on the

screen. A great many people still think

Greta is a brunette: but her hair is real

spun-gold. Not married, nor yet engaged
—except occasionally "by report".

Lola. So Ronald and Clara sent you
photographs. Three cheers. Miss Bow was
born in Brooklyn, July 29. 1900. She won
a magazine beauty contest while still in high
school and this lead to a screen test from
which she also emerged victorious. Her
first film appearance was in a Billie Dove
film, "Beyond the Rainbow" , but no one
ever saw Clara, because her scene—a cry-

ing scene, too—had to be cut out. A
novice at make-up, her amateur cosmetics

flowed with her tears. This experience dis-

couraged Clara and she decided to forsake

films for business school. But it was not

to be. Elmer Clifton saw her photographs

in a magazine and sent for her to play one
of the leads in "Down to the Sea in Ships".

We all know the hit she made. Now she's

one of Paramount's pet stars, and going

strong. Clara is five feet two and a half

inches tall, weighs 109. has auburn hair and
brown eyes. NOT married. Ronald Col-

man is English. His first film success was
with Lillian Gish in "The White Sister".

He was married to an English actress but

isn't now. That's all.



golden hair
begins to darken

MARCHAND'S
Golden HairWvsh

quickly restores
its natural charm
and beauty . . .

Write for booklet "The Care and
Treatment of the Hair!Address
Chas. Marchand Co., Dept. S,

.22oW 42-* St. N.Y.C.



LUCKY STRIKES are mild and mellow

—the finest cigarettes you ever smoked.

They are kind to your throat.

Why? All because they are made of the finest

Turkish and domestic tobaccos, properly aged

and blended with great skill, and there is an

extra process in treating the tobacco.

44

It's toasted
Your Throat Protection

I
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John Mc Cormick

Do you believe in Borrowed Husbands?
* * *

Do you approve of The Freedom of the Knees—
for men? * * *

What is the proper way to introduce yourself to a
Strange Young Man who finds you hiding in his

bedroom ? * * *

Is it good form to introduce the Strange Young
Man asYour HUSBAND when your maiden aunt
finds you in the said bedroom?

* * *

How can you get out of going on a honeymoon with
the StrangeYoung Man when all your friends are

waiting outside with the rice and the old shoes?

"ASK NE ANOTHER!"
laughs COLLEEN MOORE, as she answers every one of these

baffling queries with 100% entertainment accuracy in her sparkling

NEW comedy hit—the gayest funfest of all from the Prima Donna
of Pep

!

—Look for it at the leading movie house in town.

Adapted from Lewis Allen Browne's
"The Bigamists"

For real Radio entertainment tune in on the FIRST
NATIONAL TO-BE-WEDS every Tuesday at 7:45 p.m.
Eastern Standard Time. Millions call them one of the
best features on the air. Stations WJZ, KYW, WBZ,

KDKA, WBZA.

presents

COLLEEN MOORE
99in"NAUGHTY BUT NICE

Scenario by CAREY WILSON - Directed by MILLARD WEBB
A *3iiat Ilotionat Picture
Takes the Guesswork Out of "Going to the Movies"
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Paramount— the Whole Show! Soon, at the best theatres

in the country, you will see two whole hours of Paramount.

Paramount News "The Eyes of the World", a Paramount

Feature Picture, and then, to round out a glorious eve-

ning— a Paramount Short Feature ! News Reel, comedies

and cartoons of the same high standard, the same un-

varying quality as the Paramount Pictures you know so

well! Now, "if it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show

in town," in news reel, and short features, too! Tell yOur

theatre manager you want to see the 100% Paramount

Program—you want Paramount in theWHOLE SHOW!

O v5S iff-- ^9 » I
CM

mmm

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP., Adolph Zukor, Pres., N.Y C.
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Now—the most famous
LIPSTICK
in the world!

NOT only in America, but in London. Paris. Rome.
Madrid ... in all the principal Capitals of

Europe . . . where beauties from the four corners
of the globe gather to toy with the hearts of kings
and princes . . . where crowned heads' bow at the
feet of feminine charm . . . Tangee is favorite!

But what will this remarkable lipstick do for YOU?
It will give your lips a new kind of color—not a harsh

color—not an obvious greasy smear—but the soft, allur-
ing glow of Nature's loveliest blush-rose . . . and
it will be permanent and waterproof.

Let Tangee start you on the road to beauty today.
Ask for it by name, and see the name on the box . . .

For Tangee is the only lipstick in the world that
changes color, as it goes on, to harmonize with every
complexion, blonde or brunette ... a modern
marvel of color that gives added power to woman's
greatest weapon—her lips I

Lipstick, $1, Cremc Rouge $1, Rouge
Compact $.75—Prices 25c higher m Canada

Dept. 154
The George W. Luft Co.

417 Fifth Ave., New York

Please send me the trial "Tangee Beauty Set,"
eluding Lipstick. Creme Rouge. Rouge Compact. Day
Cream. Night Cream, and Face Powder. I enclose
20 cents to cover cost of mailing.

Name

Address

DOES GRAY HAIR
ivith aJ/oungFace c\

MAKEONE BEAUTIFUL;
SOME say Yes—others

say No. Answer it for
yourself. Gray hair

makes anyone look ten to

twenty years older. If a
young face with gray hair
is beautiful, just picture
how beautiful this same
person would be with a
young face and hair of a
natural color.

Gray hair is faded hair
that has lost the beauty
of its natural color. It

means that the pigments have gone from the

hair. When the cheeks of our lady fair become
pallid we expect her to use a touch of rouge.
When her hair becomes gray, we expect her to

restore the charm of her youthful appearance.
Woman was meant to be beautiful. It is her
duty to use every means to create and preserve
this attractiveness.

YOU CAN DO IT
Are those gray streaks appearing in your hair?

Whether it has just started or has completely
faded you may now cease to worry. Wm. J.

Brandt's EAU" DE HENNA will surely restore
it. And you can do it yourself in the privacy
of your home.
You can also make your hair ever so soft and

pretty. Yes, you can bring back all its natural
color and at the same time improve the very tex-

ture of the hair itself. Just a few moments at
the mirror. No mess—no pack. We give you
complete outfit and full instructions. The rest
is simple.

AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
We absolutely guarantee satisfaction or we refund

your money at once. EAU DE HENNA is not affected
by bathing, curling, or anything. It will not rub off. Its

use does not interfere with permanent waving. The price
is so moderate that it is almost ridiculous—$2.50 cash
with order or $2.77 mailed C. O. D. It comes in Black.
Dark Brown. Medium Brown, Light Brown, Drab,
Blond and Auburn. Be sure and mention the shade
when you order. Remember we guarantee to satisfy.

You take no chance, so why hesitate to restore that
youthful appearance. You owe it to yourself to order
today.

HAIR SPECIALTY COMPANY,
Dept. 565-H, 112 East 23rd St., New York

An Answer Page of Information,
Address:

Miss Vee Dee, Screenland,
49 West 45th Street,

New York City.

Ramon J^ovarro on
the "Old Heidel-
berg" set introduces
his pup "Volstead"
to some near beer.

weet Petunia. Sorry to blast your
sweet, spring-like mood; but James
Hall is married. Yes, I know—we
all thought he wasn't. But the latest

is that Jimmy, in denying a reported en-
gagement to a girl, announced that the
reason he wouldn't marry her was because
his wife won't let him. Some people are
so fussy! But don't let his matrimonial
status effect your honest admiration for Mr.
Hall. He's still doing good work at the
Paramount Studio in Hollywood.

Blue Eyes. So your favorites are Mary
Pickford and Lillian Gish. I can tell you
must be a nice, sweet girl, and I'll bet
you're good to your folks too, aren't you?
You're right—Lillian hardly ever poses for

a portrait in modern clothes. She's the
original old-fashioned girl. Write to her at

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, Cal.

Lillian was born in Springfield, Ohio; she's

five feet four inches tall, weighs 112 pounds,
has blue gray eyes and blonde hair—no, not
blonde; it's pale spun-gold; sure it is. Mary
Pickford, who by the way is Lillian's best

friend, was born in Toronto, Canada, 1893.
Mary's just five feet high, and weighs 100.

Her eyes are hazel, while her hair—well,

you know that without being told. (Yes,
the curls are real.)

Coletta. Naughty, naughty Coletta! Three
dozen addresses you want—but you won't
get. ' Here are some to keep you busy. Ann
Rork, Billie Dove, Anna Q. Nilsson, Col-

leen Moore—First National Studio, Burbank,
Cal. Florence Vidor, Evelyn Brent, Para-
mount Studio, Hollywood, Cal. Now ask

me another—some other time.

C. M. P., Sandus\y. Doris Kenyon, I'm
sorry to say, has retired from the screen,

at least temporarily, due to serious illness.

Miss Kenyon is now in a sanatorium in

New York City. Her husband, Milton Sills,

is at this writing in the east to see her.

But his film work keeps him in California

most of the time. I'm sure we all hope
Doris will be better soon.

Tom Tyler Fans. And there are lots of

'em. Tom is the western star who is being

groomed by F. B. O. to fill the place left

vacant by Fred Thomson's desertion to the

Famous Players fold. Tom is just twenty-
two years old, born in Port Henry, N. Y.
He learned to ride on his dad's ranch in

Wyoming. He's a champion athlete, and

is sometimes
referred to

as ''the
strongest
man in
Hollywood".
Wonder how
Bull Mon-
tana likes
that? Write
to Tom Tyler care F. B. O. Studio, 780
Gower St., Hollywood.

^
Harold. Toledo. Dick Sutherland? Well,

I've never had any requests for informa-
tion about him before. Dick is one of the
menace-ingest actors there is. He terrorised
Harold Lloyd— and the audience— in
"Grandma's Boy". Sutherland was born in

Paducah, Kentucky, suh—he and Irvin S.

Cobb, if I'm not mistaken. Dick spent two
years on the stage as a blackface comedian.
He's six feet tall, and those wicked eyes are
really a nice, mild gray. He's a southern
gentleman in private life, but oh, what a
bogey-man on the screen!

Annie, Montana. If you sent a quarter
to each of the players whose addresses you
require, you'd be broke, Annie; and then
you would blame me. So I'll just hand you
out a few and you can save the other two-
bit pieces. Jack Mulhall is a First National
star. Natacha Rambova, former wife of the
late Rudolph Valentino, is not in pictures

now; she's playing in "Set a Thief", at the

Lyceum Theatre, West 45th St., New York
City. Ann Pennington is dancing in George
White's Scandals, Apollo Theatre, West
42nd St., N. Y. C.

Louise Browne, joplin, Mo. Thanks for

your letter. I agree with you that Rock-
cliffe Fellowes deserves attention. Well, he
has mine. But I suppose you mean bigger

and better attention. He was born in

Ottowa, Canada, in 1885: he had a distin-

guished stage career with Mrs. Fiske, Grace
George, and others. He's five feet eleven,

and weighs 175. Married to Lucille Wat-
son, of the "legitimate". You wish he

would have a chance to play other roles

besides villains? But that's why I like him.

He's such a swell villain on the screen, it

would be a shame if he reformed.

R. Bell. Detroit. The Costello sisters,

Irene Rich, and Monte Blue all do their

chores for Warner Brothers at their Holly-

(Continued on page 99)
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irdle

reduces waist and hips
-two tofour inches in TehDays

FASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies the marvelous

new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hip and waist almost as if by

magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful figure you desire.

Perfolastic is entirely different from any other reducing girdle you have

ever seen— lighter in weight, cooler, more comfortable, more slenderizing.

Cool—

Don't confuse Perfolastic with the old

style, heavy rubber garments that were

so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a

featherweight, ventilated girdle that

weighs just seven and a half ounces

(garters included), and is full of tiny

holes to let the skin breathe and the

pores function as they should. It is

so cool, so comfortable that you hardly

know you have it on.

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict

the figure in any way. Bend, twist, turn,

exercise as vigorously as you choose, you
will find that Perfolastic "gives" with

every movement of your body. Made of

finest quality pure plantation rubber,_ it

combines wonderful elasticity with

extraordinary strength. Perfolastic is a

product of the famous Goodrich Rubber

Co. and is guaranteed by us not to rip,

tear or stretch out of shape.

How Perfolastic Reduces

Long experience has shown that the

safest, surest way to reduce is through

massage, which breaks up the fat cells

so that they can be absorbed and carried

off by the circulation.

Perfolastic reduces through massage
—automatic massage. It fits with glove-

like smoothness, closely encircling waist,

hips and thighs. The instant you

put it on you look slimmer, for 1
perfoiaSric, inc.

ter still, with every breath you draw,
with every step you take, Perfolastic

exerts a continuous, gentle massage that

takes off flesh.

In an amazingly short time bulky hips

and waist become slim and shapely—
your figure regains the slender, straight

lines of youth—you look and feel years

younger. Many women have found, to

their astonishment and delight, waist

and hips reduced two to four inches

in TEN DAYS.
No Dieting—No Exercises

Think of what this means ! No more
wearisome dieting, no more tiresome

exercises, no more bitter self-denial in

a vain attempt to get thin. For with
Perfolastic you can now regain a slen-

der, youthful figure without the slightest

discomfort.

Free Booklet and Sample

No matter how much overweight you are, no
matter what other methods of reducing you
have tried, no matter what other girdles you
have worn

—

give Perfolastic a trial. Write
today for interesting FREE BOOK telling-

more about this remarkable girdle and pictur-

ing the many delightful Perfolastic models,
also sample of Perfolastic and full details about
the special 5-day trial offer and Money Back
Guarantee. No obligation. Don't delay. Mail
coupon below NOW. Address Perfolastic, Inc.,

Dept. 35, 225 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

1

it gently straightens out fleshy I ^ 35
>
225 w

-
57th St -> New York

>
N

-
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m-i-rirPQ (rivpa vnn lpncth nf line „ ^-J?011* obligation n my part please send me FREE I

CUl\eS, gl\CS JOU lengLIl Ol iine, . B00K describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Re-
|

helps VOU Stand erect. And, bet- ' during Girdle, also sample of Perfolastic and special 5-day I
1

* Trial Offer. .

RFOLASTIC, InC. . ! Name _
Dept. 35, 225 WEST 57th STREET

NEW YORK CITY
Addr

City ..State
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How Folks

Qrow Thin
Folks do grow thin, as you know. Excess

fat is not nearly so common as it was. But
so many do it by abnormal exercise and
diet.

The modern way is Marmola Prescrip-

tion Tablets, based on many years of scien-

tific research, here and abroad. They act

to correct the cause. People have used them
for 19 years, and reported the results to

others. You see the results in every circle.

Almost everyone has friends who can tell

them.
The use of Marmola requires no abnorm-

al exercise or diet. One simply takes four

tablets daily until the weight comes down
to normal. The results are healthful, and
many other benefits accrue.

You should learn this fact, as millions

have done before you. Watch the reduc-

tion, watch the gain in vitality. You will

be amazed and delighted.

Do this now, for your own sake. Excess
weight is usually unnecessary. It is a
blight. Learn how easily you can over-

come it, and how the reduction lasts. Go
try Marmola now.

Marmola pre "cription tablets are
sold by all dr ^ggists at St per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.

MARMOLA
prescription tablets

Jhe Pleasant Way toReduce

UM1HIHIHIHIHIMIHIHI>

Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketing of the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

Tbe Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Springfield, Mass.Dept. 25

USSBSBSMSSHMIESBSBSSSS^

SKIN ikrHsheD
Blackheads removed in 24 hours. Pinlples, Spots,
Eruptions, Oily Skin, Enlarged Pores cleared up in>

a week. Eczema and Itch benefitted immediately.
That is what ROBB'S COMPLETE SKIN TREAT-
WENT will do. Proved in thousands of cases. See fop
yourself. Write today for Free Information.
Bobb Laboratory, " 823 SuJ Ross, Houston, T«xa$

new screen ro-

mance, boys and
girls— and one
of the best! By

the time you read this

—

unless she changed her
mind—Pola Negri will be
the Princess Serge M'Di-
vani. Yes—Mae Murray's
sister-in-law. It was a

radiant Pola who sailed

for Paris one sunny
Spring day. On the same
ship was Serge M'Divani,
and they were on their

way to be married, some-
time in May, at Pola's

chateau near the French
capitol. It's a real ro-

mance. Pola and Serge
knew each other in child-

hood. He, they say, has
always been in love with
the beautiful Polish girl.

When he and his brother,

David, came to Hollywood
some months ago, the first

thing they did was to look
up Miss Negri and renew
their old friendship. It

was at her home that Mae
Murray met David, whom
she married after a tem-
pestuous courtship of three

weeks. At the time of the death of Rudolph
Valentino, according to the story, Serge

M'Divani proved himself a loyal and sym-
pathetic friend to the grief-stricken Pola;

and, some time later, it is said, the child-

hood playmates became engaged. And now
—a happy ending!

Mae Murray and her husband saw Pola
off for Europe. They have their own plans

which include a little jaunt into the wilds

of Africa to shoot lions. Can you imagine
the petite and luxurious Mae confronting

the king of beasts with gun and camera?
But then, she had some experience with the

Metro-Goldwyn lion. The production Miss
Murray was to make for United Artists has

either been postponed or called off. Hence
the vacation.

^ % %

Not that Lya de Putti likes Los Angeles
less—but New York more. She just had to

see Manhattan, having been out west for

several months. So she dashed east between
pictures, just to say hello. She was a de-

lightful hostess at the luncheon she gave to

see all her friends. Lya's real personality

has never yet been registered on the screen,

but we are still hoping. She's just the

shadow of the de Putti you saw in "Sorrows

of Satan' and "Prince of Tempters" . She
weighs about one hundred, and in the smart,

simple .suits she usually wears, resembles

nothing so much as a well-bred but excitable

child. Her English? It's remarkable, espe-

cially when she's in a hurry. Then she'll

gesticulate wildly, call her interpreter, and
cry: "Schnell, schnell—vas ist das?" Lya
will do "Midnight Rose" and one more pic-

ture for Universal on the west coast; then

she hopes to visit us again. You'll never

guess who is one of her most intimate

friends! Billie Dove.
& ^ &

Dorothy Gish came home from England,
and the first thing she did was to rush to

the Broadway Theatre where James Rennie
is playing the leading role in "Crime". She
couldn't wait to see it, and no wonder; Jim
is her devoted husband. No less devoted
because Dorothy's film work keeps her in

London and his stage contracts call for his

presence in New York—now, now, take that

(C Bonaparte, sending
in his entry for
Harold Lloyd's
contest for a doggy
actor.

the way we mean it! After a flying trip

to California to greet sister Lillian and Mrs.
Gish, Dorothy returned to town—but not
to stay. She's off to London Town to make
more pictures. They like her so well over
there they won't let her stay away very long.

And Dorothy admits she would be per-

fectly happy there if she could have her

family with her. The next Gish picture

to be made in London will be "Alice in

Wonderland" , with Dorothy, of course,

playing the immortal Lewis Carroll heroine.

Nelson Keys, British comedian, will be the
Mad Hatter; while the March Hare, White
Rabbit and other beloved characters will

all be portrayed as faithfully as possible.

We have Dorothy's word for it.

Mary Hay, former wife of Dick Barthel-

mess, and the mother of little Mary Hay
Barthelmess, motored up to Greenwich,
Conn., from Manhattan one day—and re-

turned Mrs. Vivian Bath. Mary senior's

new husband is only twenty-one years old.

but a big india-rubber man from Singapore,
Straits Settlements. After their marriage
the young couple hurried out to California

to confer with Dick about the future of the

Barchelmess baby, whom Mrs. Bath hoped
to take to India with her. But her proud
father refused to let her go, and Mr. and
Mrs. Vivian Bath had to sail without her.

It looks as if Mary Hay has given up her
stage career. Singapore is a long, long way
from Broadway.

Tommy Meighan said a reluctant fare-

well to his beloved New York, and left,

with Mrs. Meighan, for Hollywood and a
new Meighan picture. Their departure
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LF an occasion arose whereby you would be compelled
to part with your most valued possessions, one by one,
would you consider for one. moment giving up the
beauty of your complexion? The answer you know
well—of course you wouldn't! Yet if you live a modern
life, the life of this hustle-bustle age, you are sacrificing
a part of your good looks every day.

OU rise just on time—a hasty breakfast—powder
and rouge—and hurry to the office; a little cold cream
before you go to bed—and then the same routine the
next day.

low through a new and entirely different face cream
EFAGE, you may treat your skin properly in just a
few minutes—five will do—with very little effort. Rub
EFAGE well into your skin, let it remain a few mo-
ments, and then wash your face with water!

ThIS new cream, created to meet modern methods of

living, is used and endorsed by hundreds of stage-folks.

It removes make-up for them in one-third the time
usually required. And the removal of make-up has
always been a tedious job, as any stage person will tell

you, especially if they make two or three appearances
a day.

EfACE goes to the bottom of every pore, dissolves

every particle of dust or powder, and when you wash
it from your face it carries every bit of waste matter
with it. Its solvent qualities do in a few moments what
it would otherwise take you perhaps half an hour to

accomplish.

EfAGE is guaranteed to be absolutely free from in-

jurious ingredients. It contains no alcohol and may be
used as often as you wish.

COURTESY OF METRO-GOLDWYN MAYER

Start today to care for your skin the new, cor-

rect way—the way many famous actresses do
—and in a week you will see wonderful results

and have freedom from skin cares with very
little effort on your part.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

r~
Petropalm Corp. (Dept. 1-A)
21 Washington St.

New York City

Enclosed please find $1.00 for which please send
me post-paid one tube of EFACE.

(Name)

[
(Address)

[
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

"V^OU can banish those annoying,
* embarrassing freckles, quickly
end surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with Dew beauty of
natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-
funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream PjQt
Removes
Freckles

Whitens
The SKin

The Stillman Co., Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.

j
Send me your FREE make-up and skin treat- _

ment booklet.

Name

Address-

City . State

, tl" ..jupni" -

You can quickly qualify for big-paying positions in Mo-
tion Picture. Portrait, Commercial or News Photographs*,
or start your own business. No experience needed.

Learn at home or in
our great New York

Studios. Earn while learning. Write today for Free
Book, Job Chart and Free Camera offer.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 60 10 West 33rd St. New York

CAMERA FREE

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,make3them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adda wonderful charm, beauty
and expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. BLACK or BROWN 75c at your
dealer'8 or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO

leaves one more vacant estate in Great Neck,
Long Island, the paradise of wealthy theat'

rical people. The Meighan mansion on the

Sound is closed for the summer. Albert

Parker's place—he's Gloria's director, you
know—is also deserted; while Ed Wynn has

sold his country home. Mr. Wynn may
film work seriously—but not too

His business is laughs, and lots

take up
seriously,

of 'em.

A young visitor arrived to see the sights,

and became one of the sights himself. He
was a centre of attention whenever he went
out to walk, with newspaper reporters and
cameramen hounding his footsteps. Before
long he began to take it all as a matter of

course, and went right ahead and had a

good time. We're speaking of Bill Hart,

Junior.

He's only four, but already he looks a

lot like his famous father. He has the same
deep-set gray eyes and determined chin.

But he doesn't want to be an actor when
he grows up—no, sir. He has made up his

mind what he wants to do, and it isn't

acting, and it isn't riding the range. In

spite of his tender years, young Bill scorns

baby-talk, so let him tell you his own ideas:

"First, I'm going to be a lawyer; and then
a judge; and then a senator; and then the

President. And then I'm going to take up
writing and stick to that." He may have
heard somewhere that most Presidents take

up writing before— or after— they're

through.

Bill's beautiful mother, Winifred West-
over, attracted as much attention at first

nights as her .son did on bright days along

the Avenue. You'll remember her as Bill

Hart's leading lady in some of his westerns?
Well, she hasn't changed a bit. She may
go back to pictures soon, and if she does,

she wants to play peasants—a type that no
other actress, she says, has specialized in.

As Winifred is a daughter of Sweden, it

looks as if she has a good chance to come
back to the screen and make a sensation.

The camera is kind to ladies from Sweden.

The world premier of "The King of
Kings" was the film event of the month.
And when we say "world premier", we
mean world premier. It was the very first

showing of the picture anywhere. Cecil B.

deMille decided that, while Hollywood
may be—we're afraid it is—the picture pro'

duction centre of the civilised world, New
York is and always will be the business and
executive centre. So he brought his master-

piece east with him to make its public bow.

There were really two opening nights—one
for the press, and one for the public—

a

public which included representatives from
every walk of life. Clergymen, educators,

diplomats, famous authors—thronged to see

"The King of Kings". Although the thea-

tre is conspicuous for the enormous electric

sign over it—said to be the largest sign

ever seen on New York's "Main Street"

—

the presentation of the photoplay is most
dignified in every respect and handled in

a manner worthy of its great subject.

Cecil deMille was present at both pre-

miers, but very much in the background.
Mrs. deMille, a charming, gracious woman,
accompanied him, with their young daugh-
ter, Cecilia. Jeanie MacPherson, who has
written the scenarios for all the important
deMille pictures, including "The Ten Com-
mandments" and "The King of Kings",
was a member of the deMille party which
came east to attend the opening. Julia

Faye, who plays principal roles in many
of the director's films, also made the trip.

Probably never before in the history of

motion pictures has one film inspired so
much interest and enthusiasm in all con-
cerned with its production.

Anita Loos and John Emerson have
sailed for a rest abroad. Yes—we said

"rest". The far-famed tiny author of—oh,

you know as well as we do—is still so

besieged by business and education in New
York that she has to find some quiet place

to retire to once in a while—some place

like Paris, for instance. When she returns

she will be plunged into the production
details of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"—
there, that's out—which Paramount will

produce on the west coast. Mai St. Clair

will direct—hurrah! Miss Loos will select

the lucky girl to play Lorelei Lee, will assist

in the production, and will, of course, write

the titles.

& %

Ben Lyon and Pauline Starke are keep-

ing the home fires, or the studio Kleigs,

burning. Pauline, whose Metro-Goldwyn
contract seems to be finished, came east to

be Ben's leading lady for "Dance Magic",
which Victor Hugo Halperin is directing

for Robert Kane.
^: %

George Jessel, the stage comedian, has

left to make his second Warner Brothers

feature in Hollywood. The successor to

"Private Izzy Murphy" will be "The Jazz

Singer", from Jessel's successful stage play.

May McAvoy will be his leading woman.
Lucky George.

C[ Oliue Borden on her way to do
"The Secret Studio", her next
picture.
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Speechless,,When a FewWords
Would Have Made Me

!

But now I can face the largest audience
without a trace of stage fright.

THE annual banquet of our Associa-

tion—the biggest men in the industry
present—and without a word of warn-

ing the Chairman called on me to speak

—

and my mind went blank!
I half rose from my seat, bowed awk-

wardly and mumbled, "I'm afraid you'll

have to excuse me today,"

and dropped back in my
chair.

Speechless—when a few
words would have made
me! The opportunity I

had been waiting for all

my life—and I had thrown
it away! If I could have
made a simple little speech
—giving my opinion of

trade conditions in a con-

cise, witty, interesting way,
I know I would have been
made for life!

Always I had been a vic-

tim of paralyzing stage
fright. Because of my
timidity, my diffidence, I

was just a nobody with
no knack of impressing others—of putting
myself across. No matter how hard I

worked it all went for nothing—I could
never win the big positions, the important
offices, simply because I was tongue tied

in public

What This Course
Teaches You

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to address board meetings
How to propose and respond to toasts
How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories
How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write better tetters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to overcome stage fright
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power
and ambition

How to become a clear, accurate
thinker

How to develop your power of con-
centration

How to be the master of any situa-
tion

to overcome my stage fright—and I was
amazed to learn that I actually had a nat-

ural gift for public speaking. With the

aid of a splendid new method I rapidly

developed this gift until, in a ridiculously

short time, I was able to face giant audi-

ences—without a trace of stage fright!

Today I am one of the

biggest men in our indus-

try. Scarcely a meeting or

banquet is held without me
being asked to speak. My
real ability, which was hid-

den so long by stage fright,

is now recognized by every-

one. I am asked to con-

ferences, luncheons and
banquets as a popular,
after-dinner speaker. This

amazing training has made
me into a self-confident

aggressive talker—an easy
versatile conversationalist

—almost overnight.

No matter what work you
are now doing nor what may
be your station in life; no

matter how timid and self-conscious you
now are when called upon to speak, you
can quickly bring out your natural ability

and become a powerful speaker. Now,
through an amazing new training you can
quickly shape yourself into an outstanding,

man or five thousand.

In 20 Minutes a Day
This new method is so delightfully . simple

and easy that you cannot fail to progress rap-
idly. Right from the start you will find that
it is becoming easier and easier to express
yourself. Thousands have proved that by spend-
ing only 20 minutes a day in the privacy of

their own homes they can acquire the ability

to speak so easily and quickly that they are
amazed at the great improvement in themselves.

Send for This Amazing Booklet
This new method of training is fully described

in a very interesting and informative booklet
which is now being sent to everyone mailing
the coupon below. This booklet is called, Hoiv
to Work Wonders With Words. In it you are
told how this new easy method will enable you to
conquer stage fright, self-consciousness, timidity, bash-
fulness and fear. Not only men who have made millions
but thousands of others have sent for this booklet and
are unstinting in their praise of it. You are told how
you can bring out and develop your priceless "hidden
"knack"—the natural gift within you—which will win
for you advancement in position and salary, popularity,
social standing, power and real success. You can obtain
your copy absolutely free by sending the c~ ,an.

North American Institute
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept 632-B, Chicago

^ North American Institute.

I 3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 632-B, Chicago. I

(Please send me FREE and without obligation I

my copy of your inspiring booklet, How to Work '

Wonders With Words, and fuU information re- i

| garding your Course in Effective Speaking.

I Name...: I

[

[

Address..

And then like magic I discovered how influential speaker able to dominate one [_

City - State..
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rHE authentic human side of one

of our greatest actors.

Mr. Ullman's book is illustrated

by photographs from the author's

private library..

His sentence to jail ; his reason for

wearing a slave bracelet ; his report-

ed engagement to Pola Negri ; these

and scores of other interesting things

about him are told in a manner in

which only a close friend and ad-

viser could tell them.

There were many things said and
written about Valentino in the last

few years of his life, and after his

death, that did him great injustice.

This book has been written primar-

ily for the purpose of setting at rest

those rumors.

Here's what eminent critics have

to say about the book.

"An interesting and exciting book.

It is easy to read, a dignified,

plausible story." — Harry Hanun,
New York World.

"Ullman's story is well worth read-

ing."— Ward Marsh,
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"Has an excellent flavor, interesting

and authentic."— Luella Parsons,

Los Angeles Examiner.

This publishing hit is being offered

by Sckeenland and by no other

magazine at the publisher's regular
price, $2.00.

SCREENLAND Book Department, Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send me a
copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

Name ...

>C[ fames Montgomery Flagg,

Emil ]annings and the

portrait s\etch made by
the famous J^ew Yor\
artist.

By Helen Ludlam

ROADWAY, the thermometer of the en-

tertainment world with its mercurial

temperature raises one theatrical

offering to success as it drops an'

ether, according to its well established cus'

torn. This month it is more brilliant with
glaring announcements than it has ever been;
more crowded, more critical and more than
ever given over to the reign of the motion
picture.

Above the abode of the "King of Kings"
flash seven electric signs, one of them a bit

larger than any on Broadway. From these

signs there flashes a mellow yet poignant
radiance that compels the attention of every
eye, even in that pathway of brilliance

—

Broadway at Night. It is a fit expression

of the Spirit that dominates the attraction

within.

The signs have been changed in front of

several long run houses this month. A great

yellow one with the fearful word "Chang''
flanks three sides of the Rivoli's portico,

while alluring pictures of the Siamese jungle
and its fascinating inmates decorates the

facade of the playhouse. All sorts of ideas

have gained circulation as to what the theme
of "Chang" was, the most amusing though
not unnatural deduction being that it had
to do with the Chinese war. It is not my
job to tell you what it is about but I can
tell you that it is not even remotely con-

nected with the hurricane of emotion that

is sweeping over the Oriental mind. Above
the Globe Theatre shines a name that has
wrung thousands of hearts with pity

—

"Camille". Camille, that fragile lady of

beauty and pathos—the unwilling Magda-
lene of the Nineteenth Century. Across the

way at the Embassy, Lillian Gish shines

torth in "Annie Laurie" and a little farther

down at Loew's State Richard Dix packs
the house with "Knoc\out Reilly" . At
Warner's Dolores Costello and John Barry-
more have settled comfortably in "When A
Man Loves" and across the street at the

Colony "The Missing Lin\" presumably
clears up the question of evolution. The
Capitol played "Venus of Venice" with
Constance Talmadge last week and this

week "The Understanding Heart" with Joan
Crawford. The Strand has "Coniioy" with
an all star cast, and Charlie Chaplin in

"Easy Street". Why no one ever revives

"The Kid" I can't understand. "Old Iron-

sides" has taken possession of the Criterion

and it looks like a long run, while "The
Rough Riders" still sways the Cohan.
Across the street at the Paramount, Bebe
Daniels may be seen in "Senorita" and from
the line I saw last night in front of the

box office it would be wise to get there early

if you want a good seat. Even a house
with 4000 capacity has its limit. Next door

at the Rialto Clara Bow and Esther Ralston

are making things merry in "Children of
Divorce". Clara's big black eyes and saucy

nose lure one from one side of the theatre

in an enormous colored photograph while

Esther Ralston's blonde beauty intrigues

from the opposite side. "What Price Glory"
blazes away at the Harris. Roxy presents

Laura La Plante in "The Love Thrill and

Misha I '.vitski, the pianist. Last week it

was "The Yankee Clipper" with William

Boyd and Elinor Fair and the week before

that it was "Angles Preferred" with Madge
Bellamy. The Cameo offers Norma Shearer

and John Gilbert in "The Snob" and "The

Big Parade" still plays to capacity houses

at the Astor.

T TQW do you like the new large-sized Screen-

land? It is printed in colors, written by experts

and has the finest portraits and cover paintings to

be \ound among jan magazines.

Address
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Who Said That

AGABN the lion leads

THE most dazzling constellation

OF talent in all screendom

"More stars than there are in Heaven"

Are Sharpest?

ThesePRIZESwilldecide it!

COME on, you blue and hazel

!

and gray eyes — and brown
ones too. Which are the keenest?
Which eyes really see motion pic-

tures— and which merely look at

them? Which catch the vivid details

of plot and acting that increase so
much your enjoyment ofan M-G-M
classic and help you remember it?

We would like to know. These
prizes and the six questions below
will tell ! For the answers that reveal

the sharpest feminine eyes, George
K. Arthur will give his favorite

cigarette case and a cash prize of $50.

And to the lucky possessor of the

keenest male optics, Karl Dane will

award his personal wrist watch and
a cash prize of $50.

To the next 50 best, our favorite

portraits specially autographed will

be sent.

Let's go! And may
the prize eyes!

yours prove

5

Our Six Questions!

IWhatM-G-M picture has a scene

laid on a Patagonian island and
|

where is Patagonia?

2 How many laughs did you get I

out of "Rookies"? Name the|

author and director.

3 What do you think of the newly
|

formed co-starring team of!

Aileen Pringle andLewCody? (not
J

over 50 words).

4 In what M-G-M picture does!

the star soak the old apple for{

a circuit clout? Name the star.

Name two individual starsl

M-G-M developed this year.

6 How many M-G-M pictures!

did your local theatre show inj

the first six months of 1927? Givej
titles and names of theatre.

Write your answers on one side of a single!

sheet of paper and mail to Competition;-:
Editor,3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway, New!
York. All answers must be received by Julys

I5tb. Winners' names will be published in ag

later issue of this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend pictures yourselfB

you may question your friends or consult motion I

picture magazines. In event of ties, each tying!

contestant will be awarded a prize identical inj

character with that tied for.

Winners of the William Haines
Contest of April

MISS MARTHA MANSKI
547 Main Street Webster, Mass.

WILLIAM E. JARY
1505 Grand Ave. Ft. Worth, Texas!

Autographed pictures of William Haines havejj

been sent to the next fifty prize winners.
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OneAmazing
6-fold Creme
Now Creates a

Skin Like Ivory!

Whitens Skin Smooths lines

Banishes Freckles Reduces Pores

I CALL this new creme discovery Beauty
Secret, for there is no other cosmetic

like it. It is one of the costliest cremes
ever made—either here or abroad. In it

are the best beauty aids known . . .

beaten for hours . . . blended a new
way so that each element imparts its

utmost benefit to your skin.

Note This 6-fold Action
Beauty Secret is one of the very rare cremes that
really feed the skin. Scientific laboratory tests prove
this. Thus it is remarkable in erasing fine lines and
crowsfeet. Beauty Secret not only cleanses the skin
perfectly ... its tonic oils keep the skin elastic,
firm, alive! Another amazing tendency of Beauty Secret
is to reduce coarse pores to smoothest, finest texture.
Blackheads dissolve completely. Freckles steadily fade
out. Under this complete skin treatment you will see
the texture of your skin grow flawless in its creamy
white smoothness.

Skin like ivory! Do you want it? Then send for one
month's treatment of this new kind of creme.

Now Double-Size Jars
As Beauty Secret is as yet available only in the lead-
ing drug stores of the largest cities. I will send it

directly to you ... in double-size jars . . . for
only $1.50, postage prepaid. Thus you get one of the
costliest cremes ever made at no greater cost than
ordinary cleansing creme. I believe every woman
interested in truly' effective skin-care should avail her-
self . .

"

. for regular daily use ... of the six-
fold benefits of this new kind of facial creme.

Send no money—simply mail the coupon. When the
package arrives, pay the postman only $1.50 for the
double-size jar. Then, if you do not feel that this is

the kind of creme you have always wanted, I guaran-
tee to refund full price simply for the asking. Mail
coupon to day to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM. 25
W. Illinois St.. Chicago. 111.

Canadian Address: 61 College St., Toronto

Gervaise GmhxmBeautySecret

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM
Dept. 7-SC, 25 W. Illinois St., Chicago

Send me, postage paid, one Double-Size Jar of Beauty
Secret. On arrival I will pay postman only $1.50.
(Note: If you expect to be out when the postman calls,

you may enclose money order or check with this coupon.

)

Name

"Books for FANS

Address

iATarl
o/ME

J
lies on every

BOOK
SHELF"

By

Greta Garbo

I
lay no claims to being a literary per-

son, but were I forced to limit my
library the book that would stand at

the head of the list would be Tolstoy's

"Anna Karenina".
Nor is this preference due to the fact

that I have been cast in the title role of

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production,
"Love", adapted for the screen from "Anna
Karenina".
My love for the tragic heroine began

when I was just a child. I read the book
at the age of fifteen and I still am thrilled

to contemplate that time. "Anna Karenina"

is not a book but an experience!

Some books are merely printed pages to

read and enjoy. Other books are out of

this class and become not merely an amus-
ing hour or so, but a vital part of the

individual's experience. Of such is "Anna
Karenina".

Certain books are stamped with the locale

and the period in which they are written.

Although Tolstoy was Russian and his story

is laid in St. Petersburg, his theme is so

great that it touches the lives of people

from every part of the world.

Of course, I read the story in Swedish
and when I traveled in other countries in

Europe I discovered it in the libraries of

the world, translated into French, German,
Italian, Spanish and English. And I found
gray bearded gentlemen reading it in their

prim gardens as avidly as tropical eyed
Italian girls.

(C Greta Garbo un-
der stands and
loves "Anna
Karenina".

And now imagine, if you can. how ex-

cited I am over creating the part on the

screen. Loving the book as I do, having

felt its enchantment as I have felt it, it

seems almost too much that I should be
entrusted with such a role.

My hope is that I will be able to bring

the character to the screen in all her glory

and that the screen story will thrill the

world as the novel and the play did.

Like everything that is truly great, the

story is a simple one. It is the story of a

woman, her elderly husband and her lover.

But Tolstoy has introduced an element that

is usually left out of the eternal triangle

stories. Anna loves her child and is forced

to choose between her child and" her lover.

It is my belief that the love of her baby
is predominant, although her terrific mental

battles show that she does waver between
the two.

In bringing Anna to the screen it is my
hope to keep all trace of super-woman out
of the characterisation. Above all else I

want her to be human, with the same hopes,

the same joys, the same emotions of woman-
kind of yesterday, today and tomorrow in

Greenland, India or Africa. Anna is a toy

of fate. To me there is something sur-

prisingly admirable about her. Perhaps you
may actively dislike her. At least you do
not feel negative on the subject. She im-

presses you strongly one way or the other.

Both Dimitri Buchoweuki, the director,
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and I want to sound the universal note in

this production. We both want the power

and the glory of the story to overTule local

atmosphere.

For instance, there are the gowns that I

wear. Rene Hubert, who created them,

took many liberties with the period. He
made them the gowns of yesterday, today

and tomorrow. They are typical of no

period and this was done to impress the

audience with the story and the character^

nations rather than the background. Anna
did not act as she did because ,she was

born in Russia in the period before the war.

Anna acted as she did because she was a

woman. It is not the influence of surround-

ings, but of circumstances, that affected her.

She is a woman of great wealth and social

position, yet had she been born in a hovel

her problem would have been the same.

Do not think that Anna is the only

interesting character in the story. Each

person is drawn by the master's hand.

Ricardc Cortez, who is very near to me
because he played with me in my first

American picture, "Ibanez Torrent", is

Vronsky. Lionel Barrymore—what a great

actor he is!—is the husband of Karenina

while the other parts are held by such fine

actors as Zasu Pitts, Dorothy Sebastian,

Helene Chadwick, Andre Beranger, Mario
Carillo, Albert Conti and Maude Turner
Gordon. Do you know that we all of us

feel that we have the chance of our lives

to work in this story?

It is rather amazing that the works of

Tolstoy, which are always so concerned

with psychology, works that delve so acutely

into the human mind are as adaptable to

the screen as they are. Lorna Moon is

responsible for the adaptation and the con-

tinuity and the screen story has lost none
of the vitality of the original. The fact

that Tolstoy lends himself so admirably to

the screen proves that real drama is not

always dependent upon blood and thunder
action. It only proves that thought may
be photographed and that mental battles are

more startlingly dramatic than hords of

advancing armies. More and more is the

screen coming into its own. The producers

are realizing that this medium is capable of

expressing thought. The camera is able to

delve into the recesses of the human mind.
The role of Anna is not an easy one for

me. In spite of the fact that I am so en-

thusiastic about it. I have loved Anna for

so long and have literally lived with her

during my many perusals of the book, I

feel that I know her almost too well and
I must struggle with myself to display to

the world a character with all her weak-
nesses, but with all her charm, in the nudity

of mind that the characterization requires.

It is always "difficult to show the world
something that is very near and dear to

you. Anna has ceased to be, for me, a

character in a book and has become some-
one whom I know, someone as alive and
vital as a sister. For that reason bringing
her to the screen, displaying her before

thousands is no easy task.

Motion picture fans have made many
requests of their screen favorites. When
they write to us they ask us to bring cer-

tain parts to the screen. They suggest that

we arrange our hair a certain way or do
away with certain mannerisms that they
find annoying. I want to make one request

of those who are interested enough to see me
on the screen. It is this: Before you see
"Love", give yourself the treat of reading

"Anna Karenina", if you have not already
done so. And if you have read it in your
youth, re-read it now.

H

•heath shadowy

"ow her eyes beckon as they dart their
thrilling glances! See how her eyes are
framed in dark, luxuriant lashes. That
gives the expression of radiant ro-

mance. She has simply touched up her lash-

es—darkened them a bit

—

that is her secret.

Do you know it? Just use WlNX, the mag-
ic eyelash beautifier. Instantly your lashes
appear longer and lovelier, your eyes more
beautiful. To try it will delight you with the
new wonder in your eyes.

WlNX will not smear or streak the face,

and it stays on beautifully no matter how
warm the dance or theatre. Bob through
the waves—swim, dive—WlNX is waterproof
and will not run, even should you cry. And
it is harmless ...Black or brown, 75c, U. S.

or Canada.
After powdering, trace a bit ofWINXETTE

(the solid-form eyelash darkener) through
the eyebrows to give an added charm. Black
or brown.
EOSS CO., 241-G West 18th St., New York

Qfi

WlNX,
Liquid

gff Try this way for "lovelier lashes—
* lovelier eyes. " Mail coupon with 12c.

for a generous sample of WlNX. Another 12c.

brings a sample ofPERT, the waterproof%puge
that lasls all day.

Yor.K

Boss

WlNX
M1 .C, W»» «™ JwX*" AK*«Co.

M30
12c. brings i

tiame —
Address

AFE^^weeks of pleasurable practice

gives you command oftheConn saxo-

phone which enables you to entertain

yourselfand friends. Be popular, increase

your income ifyou wish! Start now with
aneasyplayingConn. Choice ofworld's
foremost artists—and costs no more.
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adge ^Bellamy

Wmt

\HIS Honor Page is to hold

up to admiration and ap-

plause the wor\ of little

Madge, Madge with the

Eyes of Shining T^ight.

The wor\ which Madge did was—thinking. She \new she was not

being herself in pictures and she

decided she had really a blonde tern-

perament, blonde behaving legs and
other enticements. So the little stud-

ent fixed her hair, flashed her \nees

and made the hit of her life. See

"Ankles Preferred" and don't forget
un j *>*>

bandy ,

C Madge Bellamy in

"Sandy". Her next

vehicle will be
"Colleen", a horse

racing picture with

Madge as an Irish

lassie.



By Eliot Keen

Word comes from the West Coast that Jannings has surpassed himself in "The
Way of All Flesh". If he has, all we can say is that he makes a new record

in altitude. In our opinion, Emil Jannings in "The Last Laugh" and "Variety"

gave the best performances to date. He was so wonderful that anyone could

feel with him. He was as intelligible as a real experience in life.

Our editorial enthusiasm is aroused over the thought of this man's bravery. In far

off Germany, surrounded by his friends, he won his pedestal in the film world. He was
offered work here in a strange place and among strange people. His problem was whether

or not he should come to the greatest of cinema cities. He came and did the best wor\
he has ever done.

When you have done your best work on the home team and are enjoying the fruits

of your good work among friends, the opportunity may come for you to go to the big

league, the home office, or wherever the money calls.

Perhaps you will be afraid to try it. This is to tell you that luck is on the side of

the venturesome.

When your time comes in the new surroundings you will find yourself letting out a

couple of unexpected notches and doing better than you ever did, or than you ever thought

you could do.

Conquerors can't stick around the house.
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G[ The Twentieth Century Lirw

ited of the T^lew Tor\ Central

Lines almost daily carries a

freight of famous beauties.

(\The orbits of the

stars of the screen

world.

^HB^^' 1

**! )( *S R( )M Hollywood to New \ irk

^ and back again to Hollywood
they go—the Glorified Ones,

your home lies near the

New York Central, the Santa Fe or

the Rock Island Rail Roads, you have no doubt seen

glimpses of some of the beauties of the screen.

And then the roar of the train dies away and the

rushing transcontinental whisks out of your sight.

Sometimes the stars from the train see the admiring "natives" and sometimes one of

these self same features of the landscape comes to life and climbs aboard and rides away
to the great adventure.

Jack Hoxie once upon a time sat his horse, thought his cowboy thoughts and looking

across the prairie let his fancies go far away with the smudge of smoke of the "Limited".

And now his dreams have come true as he rides the range of a thousand movie screens.

C ]ac\ Hoxie rode the

range of Oklahoma un-

til he could no longer

resist the lure of the

train to Hollywood.

Pauline Star\e
too\ the train
from ]oplin, Mis-

souri, that won-
derful, mysterious

train that she had
so often watched
with eyes of long-

ing.

17



<CIf, as the high brows
say, all good pic
tures have rhythm
perhaps that's why
Joan Crawford with

her dancer's body
has found the screen

as easy as an encore.

(( The per\y chorus

of "The Circus

Princess". Which
girl ifill be the

next movie sen-

sation?

ring on the

Dancing
Girls!

Now where
have you heard that before?

It might have been back in

Babylon, when the King was bored,

and, clapping his hands thrice—twice

is no good at all—called, for the love of

Bal, for a little honest, decent amusement.

He was sick and tired of running up and

down to his towers, or inspecting those,

there, now, Christian slaves; he wanted a

little original excitement; a little good, clean

fun. Well, hardly had he finished speak'

ing when a bevy of perfectly beautiful girls

rushed in and began to dance. The King

18



ROADVAY
is a step toward

didn't know much
about dancing but he

knew what he liked, and this

was it. The girls danced and
danced and danced; and still the King
kept applauding for more. The girls

tripped on—and some did. They per-

formed the great'great-great, etc., grandmother
of the Charleston; and then they swung into the

Babylonian Black Bottom. Whereat the King
was so excited that he clapped his hands again

and shuffled his royal feet and tried to do it, too,

until the queen came in. Even so, he insisted

upon rewarding the girls with all manner of

strange gifts, and ordered a feast prepared of

flamingo tongues seasoned with pomegranate
seeds, boars' head pasty with honeyed wine, pies

of thrushes' tongues, baby shark stuffed with

Syrian plums—doesn't that make you hungry, though? But
the girls had earned it, bless their little hearts—and feet, too.

That was only the beginning. Ever since, Kings have

called for Dancing Girls. They are positively guaranteed

to pep up any party, however dull. Whether they are car-

ried in by Nubian slaves, or come out of a big golden egg,

or trip in on their own trim little feet, they are welcome.

When in doubt, just bring in the Dancing Girls. It's the

same today. Never were Dancing Girls more popular.

They're better than ever—though not bigger. Decidedly no.

These days, it's quality, not quantity, that counts. There

are fewer, and more beautiful, dancing girls. The work is

harder but the rewards are greater. The girls get big con-

tracts instead of banquets—in fact, banquets are practically

taboo. The Kings nowadays don't encourage feasting.

They sit back in their swivel chairs— Cont. on page 92)

C[ So brings delicacy

and grace to every

part she plays.
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/jAJSE

(\The ONE man who

has known ALL the

stars from the begin-

ning becomes confi-

dential.

((Rob 'Wagner \new
Monte Blue when he

was just a studio

laborer. Rob Wagner tells

how Douglas
Fairban\s studies

to protect his

Mary Fairban\s.

4fe

r
"S it true that Pola Negri eats eau de

cologne on her shredded wheat? Does
Lew Cody sleep in a dress suit? Does
Greta Garbo do this and does Ramon

Novarro do that? In other words are the film stars anything like their

flickering characters? If not, what are they like in the intimacies of their

homes? What do they do when they are not acting—if ever? The Editor

of Screenland says these are the questions his readers are asking and he

has urged me to answer them. And I've promised to do it.

But, you ask, who the devil is Rob Wagner, and by what authority

does he pull aside the curtains of Movieland and allow us a peek at our

heroes as they really are? A perfectly fair question. And with my well

known modesty 111 answer it.

Fifteen years ago I was a lily-handed portrait painter living a life

of dolce far niente among the sun kissed hills of Southern California.

20



HOLLYWOOD

>C( A few years

ago Malcolm
St. Clair was
a pupil of Rob
Wagner's in a

C a I if or ni

a

University.

({Rob Wagner,
nurse to the

infant Holly-

wood.

Something told me that this was a most mv
portant event and as nobody seemed to be celc

brating it properly I dropped my palette and
began to write. And through the ensuing years

It looked as though I were set for life in peace

and quietude. Then a miracle happened. A
new art was born. The Seven Arts were as old as man' I cut loose with a long series of articles in the Saturday
kind yet a new one was on the way and it was my good Evening Post and other magazines.

fortune to be present at its birth. Furthermore, in the preparation (Cont. on page 98)
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Some /3IG Boys come

some Very /mall

from

toivns

(\Many of the movie actors who

fill the Broadway Theatres are

just "boys" to the folks

back home.

Bj/ Rosa Reilly

HEN you've made up your mind

to leave town and have packed

your little near-leather bag with

a few belongings and many

dreams—as you step

on the slow accommo-

dation train that will

carry you to the Big

City, there will be

one persistent thought

that will keep you

company. It will be

heard in spite of the

drums of adventure

pounding in your
ears. The car wheels

will sing it to you.

"Some day I'll come

back and show them!"

Neighbors and
friends may regard
your career rather

skeptically but can
you blame them?
They knew you when!

—They remember the

time! — To them
you're still that
freckled-faced brat.

That movie which

Tommy Meighan
played in about two
years ago explains

small town psychol-

ogy better than I ever could. You remember the

picture

—

"Bac\ Home and Bro\e". How Tom came

home and pretended to be penniless when all the time

he had a great fortune. And the way folks changed

their minds and drew their noses down out of the air

as soon as they found the home town boy had made

22

C[ When a picture

with a local boy
comes to the old

home town.

((William Boyd
gave to "The
King of Kings"
his own religious

training.

({Harry Langdon
"wasn' t much
good" the neigh-

bors said in Coun-
cil Bhijffs, Iowa,.



'

7^[eil Hamilton
grew up for
the priesthood,

but found his

best pulpit on
the screen.

C[ June Marlowe
has raised the

entire coun'
try's opinion

of St. Cloud,
J^evada.

good. Coming back to

the home town is what
the motion picture player

doesn't do anything else

but.

Take Harry Langdon
for instance. His latest is "Long
Pants" but the folks along the

river at Council Bluffs remenv
ber him in nothing but "shorts."

Of course, Harry hasn't any
wild youth to live down because

you can't be very wild when
you're earning your living peddling papers, which is the

way Harry started out—selling the Omaha Bee around

the theatres. Harry's youth was sad—not wild. And
somehow, if you study every great clown and comedian,

every famous comic writer and humorous composer, if

you look at them closely you will (Cont. on page 77)
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({Victor Varconi
began studying

his "Volga Boat-

man' part when
a boy.



NIERS

By Ben Markson

hen custom officials at the Canadian bor'

der examined the luggage of a neat, sweet

little girl, crossing into the United States

some years ago, they didn't realize she was
smuggling in a million dollar career, great treasures of

beauty and priceless gifts of talent.

But that is what the girl from the great Northwest
had with her when she landed in the Great Southwest.

All Fay Wray had to

do was draw a draft on
destiny—so surely were

her footsteps pointed

toward fame.

There were devia-

tions, yes; some disap-

pointments, too. Her
story might well be
couched in the phrase:

"From the ridiculous to

the sublime; from two-

reel slapstick comedies

to splendid drama".

And, if we must have

a moral, let it read:

(Com. on page 88)

G~ Erich von Stroheim has

made "The Wedding
March" around the ap-

pealing beautv of Fay
'Wray. It is already

spo\en of as the best

1927 picture.
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CHARMING FAY WRAY now with Emil

Janriings in ''Hitting For Heaven", a role

rich in the beauty of sincerity.

Photograph hy Melbourne Spurf



The <JVLost ^Beautiful Still of the JMonth

MAY McAVOY
in

"Irish Hearts"

"Some isle or vale enchanting,

"Where all loo\s flowery, wild and sweet.

And nought hut love is wanting:"

T. Moore







(\Given Lee is her

i

/'';
. / / own elevator boy.

(if Colleen Moore and
Gwen Lee in a

scene from "Orchids
and Ermine". This

is somewhat of a

rise for Gwen
since-

For the benefit of those who haven't been to Hollywood let

the professor explain just what this means.

Gwen Lee, I'll wager, has as many friends as any young
woman in cinema land. She's that kind of a girl. She's tall

and blonde and honest and you can't help but like her, because

she doesn't know how to pose and she couldn't be "ga-ga"

if she tried.

Now you may think that she had a break when she

left the extra ranks and signed a long term contract

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. That was a break in

its way. But then what happened? Bits? Lots of

'em. Small parts? Sure. Disappointments? And
how!

The executives knew that Gwen had the stuff.

They would not have signed her otherwise. But
they also realized that she was new to the game.
It takes something more than just the desire, to

really act in pictures. It takes more than a mop of

blond hair and a lucious figure. Gwen had to serve

an apprenticeship. She had to be content only with
bits while she watched the parts go to others with
more experience, the parts (Cont. on page 86)

"Pretty Ladies" was

made, with Gwen Lee

just "the girl in the

front row in the

middle".

C[ Dancing Gwen Lee,

a s\irt of film cut-

tings and a future

merry and bright.
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arie c^revost Offers

(\Write a letter

which tells your

opinion of

cute and
sassy Marie.

"

S^HROUGH the kindness of

Marie Prevost, Screen-

-AND is able to offer a

ittle encouragement to

studious-minded readers. Miss Pre-

vost is working at the Metropoli-

tan Studios in Hollywood. The
letter Screenland received from
her, offering the bag as a gift to

her friends, was typical of the

spontaneity of this girl who wriggled from her bathing suit to an

envied position among the stars of the screen.

"When a girl steps from a Pullman car and points out her luggage

to the porter, she just feels mortified to death if the bag doesn't look

nice. I know I always did and I want some girl friend of mine to

stick out her little snake skin shoes and her black bottom stockings

and give her bag a proud little kick. Tell her to open it carefully at

first because it is full of my best love."

(Signed) Marie PREVOST

Address—MARIE PREVOST
c/o Screenland's Contest Department

49 W. 45th Street, New York City
Contest closes July 15, 1927

C[ Marie wears an
R. S. V. P. ex-

pression as if

she meant it.
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ITTEDDAG for a

Letter
C[ Marie Prevost and

the gift bag. The
tray of the bag with

the fittings may be

carried separately.

QThe writer of

the best letter will

receive this bag

which was pur-

chased by Marie

Prevost.

*C Try to express clearly

and sincerely the feeling

that you have for Marie
Prevost. Remember that

a good letter is straight'

forward, sincere and
clever.

G[ Three of Marie Prev

sessions, one of them
the winner. Would
Marie Prevost's fitted b
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HEN Flagg, the famous artist-illustrator, visited the

Mack Sennett studio he was captivated by the beauty of

Mary Mabery. His admiration shows in his sketch, in

the delicacy of the drawing. Miss Mabery may climb to

greater heights than her present job but she will never

sit to a finer artist.
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CDreams 'That Come Across
By George Mitchell

HE was twenty ... she was eighteen. Neither from nine to five in a publishing house, reading the
had a nickel to throw at a cat. But they were mediocre output of men he deemed to be nothing better
breathlessly in love with each other, more, oh than literary adventurers. He earned a salary scarcely
yes, much more than any other two people in large enough to hold his great soul within his fine young

all the wide, wide world . . . yesterday, today and vigorous body,
tomorrow.

He had had a good schooling

a classic background with one leg in
ffl

~^

Greece and the, other in Rome . . .

his middle distance was rather wabbly

but his future was pitched so high,

so thoroughly amongst the stars, you
couldn't see it for the clouds, pink,

golden fleecy clouds behind which he

assured himself lay the pearly gates

and the golden stairway that led to

Success and up which he was going

to carry her on and on to that per'

feet joy; that beatific heaven which

is the ultimate aim of all young dreamers.

He was full of great beauty. His the

soul of an artist. In the years to come he

would develop. He needed nothing more
than a few pounds of lead in his heels to

hold him down to the earth . . . But he

was young, he loved her mightily and he

might be forgiven if he was eager, impetu-

ous to begin, get going, started on the road.

He had no material values . . . other-

wise he might have been said to be prac-

tical. Neither had she . . . and they were
alone in the world . . . Two orphans
with but a single ambition.

He was a dreamer. So was she. But
i&m dreams were of beautiful things. He
dreamed of painting. He would rekindle

,TW
Vf am* art""i~Je read biographies

un, .vuau wun nis aiu n & ±-

of all the great masters, Angelo and Da

Vinci and the other great giants

who had left Gargantuan foot-

prints on the sands of Life, ne

would have lived in those cays

when the dollar mark was

not the symbol of success.

He dreamed of writing.

He would have walked

with Dante or Plutarch

when an intellectual was

an aristocrat and not a

picturesque beggar.

He would have been a

Beethoven to lift the sor-

did world to heights of

great joyousness with the

gorgeous patterns of melo-

dic art . . .

He dreamed . . . this

lad of twenty.

Meanwhile he worked

And because he dreamed great

dreams, he fell woefully behind in

his work and found himself out in

the great open spaces

where he could the bet-

ter see the stars to

, 4
which he had so firmly

hitched his wagon.

(Com. on page 95)

C[ "T^ever were there
more glorious stars,

pin\er, downier
clouds . . . He
wrote poetry be
tween spadefuls."
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(\George Herman Ruth,

known wherever the

azure ispunctured with

circuit clouts as
f(
Babe

Ruth
,}

, has acted the

part of a base-

ball performer

in "Babe

Comes
Home"

' Ruth loo\s chal-

lengingly at the

pitcher. "Throw
it and duc\".

AYBE they're

happy in a

certain big'

league base-

ball park in Little Old
New York right now;
maybe he's slugging out

home runs galore and

whooping up the east-

ern air with howls of

joyous glee. Which is,

of course, as it should

be. But to put it plain

and from the heart,

there's a lonesome spot

in Hollywood since Babe went
home.

Babe, you know, came west to

"do'" a picture out First National

way. For some unknown reason, I had had no inclina'

tion even to watch them shoot a single scene until one
day I met a bosom friend of mine, young Mickey Bennett.

34

Oh boy! as Mickey says, I'd

be worth the least of the least

in my pal's eyes if I didn't

go out to the lot to see hjm
work with George Herman
Ruth, the hero of the hour!

You can do a lot of things
to grown-up folks, but you
simply cannot disappoint a

kid who thinks you're gcod. To clinch his point, Mick
pulled a brand new baseball out of his pocket "ToMickey—my pal—from Babe—your pal" it read

"Golly," my ignorajt self was further informed "I
have two more at horn- just like it—all from Babe Say
I could pull just one of these on any gang of fellas and
zipp, like that, Id >e cap n of every baseball team in
Hollywood.

In the usual way, Vlick shined it up a bit. I couldn't
possibly concere of anything so marvellous as that-capn P/ evry baseball nine in movieland was
more

: thf anyme could hope to understand' By
all thefts a>ove, I d have to see this wonderman vf> nad ome out of the east

Mick tooV^e to th b ^ tW ^
Babe Con/ Home That s the name of the picture

The minut^ reached the set I felt the happy atmosphere



BATS OUT a
By Marion Brooks Ritchie icture

of harmony. And with that harmony,
I felt a something else which Anna Q.
Nilsson immediately proceeded to explain.

They had him "framed!" The whole, entire gang
had framed against The Babe, and all were sort of

nudging_jDne another because the time had come to

play the ace,
1

tn<J>lot was laid and they were simply

itching for the grandinale.

At last

—

"Now, Babe," startecDirector Ted Wilde, "here's

your action for this nex You've lost the game for

your pals, you think yourirl has gone back on you,

and when Mickey, your maot, bothers you a bit, you

give him a shove and knockim down. It hurts him.

Then you see what you've cne, you feel terribly sorry,

and you go over to him and te him in your arms. Now
then, let's start. Mickey knos his action already."

"Mickey knows his action alrdy!" You bet your sweet

life he did! The whole gang, frii the prop boy, through

to the grips, to the camera fillefthe second cameraman,

the cameraman, Director Wilde, roducer Wid Gunning

and the whole cast knew the actii of that scene a couple

of times by heart. Mick was to get" Babe. He was to

make Babe cry, and then—ha, i—tVy'd have a great

old laugh.

The camera started grinding. /Babe ave Mickey the

push and knocked him over had. It Ust have hurt

for sure. A bit of movie pain fobbed c- ss the little

villain's face. Babe turned, hesitated a fract{on f

a second and then grabbed the kid. * Asw.fick," from

Babe—"I didn't mean to hurt you—honest, Two

big tears dropped from the little devil's eyes. "Honest, I

didn't mean to hurt you, Mick," begged Babe, and a

great big guy who's only a great big kid, started to sob

for sure.

The cameras stopped grinding. "I suppose," thought
I, "the fun will now begin."

And it did. I never saw such a crowd of shamefaced
men, turning their heads away, forcing would-be sneezes

into vacant sets to hide their guilty tears from each other,

and with Babe not quite understanding what the whole
thing was about.

So they went along, kidding each other, laughing and
fooling together, with Babe making almost more friends

in the movies than he has in his own good game. I

watched them work many days after that because of the

unmistakable air of camaraderie of the set. Though it

was rush, rush, rush all day long (Com. on page 93)
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<3T—>K
"

"Slim", the ancient sourdough,

who as an extra lived again the

days when hopes were high.

He sits beside Tully Marshall.

<{Dog teams,
pac\s, men,
sleds, cold and
above all the

call of gold.
, . 1 . . , , .

G O L D! A A snow plough, two komotives and a blinding bliz-

scene from the /_\ zard heralded our :vent into Corona, Colorado!
picture. /\V Corona is a nam on a map. It is nothing but

a snow shed and .lew scattered cabins. Now it

has a claim to fame because it was choseruy Clarence Brown for a four
weeks' location trip during the filming of "he Trail of '98".

There were a hundred or so people on t train that left Denver, members
of the cast, some particular type extras ar the staff. Several thousand men
were to be brought up from Denver to acts extras.

The altitude, 11600 feet above sea levehad already affected us and when
we saw the biting snow and the wind, wch never blew at a rate less than

30 miles an hour, we were loath to leay tl warm train to view the location

set which had been built before the a/3va of the company. We had been

told that it was an exact reproduct/1 ofChilkoot Pass and Sheep Camp
that had figured so strangely in thaf Pione.r Klondike gold rush, when, in

1898, thousands of men and wome/u^ed up home stakes and followed the

crowd to Dawson City.

We did venture out however f/1 tne train that was to be our home and
our protection from the weather / a month.
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Ralph Forbes

as "Larry" in

Clarence ^
Brown's great

epic of Alas\a.

Q Yukon Gold Rush days on

the screen, ivhen the roughest

were the kindliest.

By Katherme Albert

'CC Harry Carey, as Jac\
Locasto, a personifica-

tion of the evil that

ever follows the trail

of gold.

C[ Few prospec-

tors in the

Yu\on days
mined as much
gold as Johnny
Downs will

find on the

screen.

The thermometer indicated a tempera-

ture of 20 below zero, the wind whipped
the snow into our faces and the altitude

so took our breath away that it was at a

snail's crawl we fought our way to the

location site.

It rather bursts upon you. Up an almost

perpendicular mountain, steps had been

carved in the ice on the trail. At the foot

of this a few scattered tents and cabins had
been erected. The trail goes up, up, up.

Not a tree, not a twig. Nothing, abso'

lutely nothing but snow. White—blaring

white!

I was struck with it all and in my mind's

eye I saw those thousands of struggling

men and women who had pulled themselves

up "The Golden Stairs" so many years ago. Clarence Brown, Ralph
Forbes, Charles Dorian, the assistant director, Karl Dane, Harry Carey,

Tully Marshall, Polly Moran, George Cooper and I were well toward the

front of the group.

"How do you like it?" asked Brown.
I had no time to answer for back of us someone shouted, "That 'ain't

no movie set, that's Chilkoot Pass!"

We turned to see a man, dressed in the warm clothes that all were wear'

ing, bdAeclike the rest of the men, ploughing through the snow toward us.

Hejjjas 1 excited as the blizzard would allow him to be. "Why there's Injun Charlie's

tent ri^t ov&*here and there's the cabin Swede Swanson died in and up over that there

trail thWs gm I tell yu." His eyes rested on the scene for a moment and then he
turned to Ikov>7> "Say, this ain't no movie set!" he exclaimed in an agrieved tone.

The bliz,zar<-
kjppecj Up suddenly. The wind in a new burst of energy carried our

remarks across
_ nountain and the cold and height took our breath away. We all

turned toward tnt^ng wnere our train was. I linked my arm (Continued on page 96)
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Every one in Hollywood loves her, so they

IA (urprise
(I I/1V*>1**J \A MflYC ^^^^

By Grace Kingsley

"n^his is a great joke on Carmel, isn't it?" de-

manded Patsy the Party Hound, as we
ascended the steps of Carmel Myers

1

pretty

seaside home in that picturesque canyon at

Santa Monica where all the millionaires live.

"But a perfectly delightful one,
1

'

I qualified.

Carmel's mother had planned a surprise birthday

party for her, and Bessie Love had been given the job

of keeping Carmel away from home all day, with the

result that Carmel arrived in the midst of her party

clad in a tennis suit, and with her hair, which she is

letting grow, flowing rather wildly over her shoulders.

But of course anybody young and pretty like Carmel
doesn't have to worry about a little thing like that.

Bessie, we found, was all worn out with her stren-

uous day.

"I got her out for lunch and tennis," declared

Bessie, "and then I wondered what I should do with

her in the evening until her party was ready. Carmel
kept saying that she must go home, and that it was
her birthday and

"

"Yes," put in Carmel, as we four went upstairs, Pat

and I to get rid of our wraps, "and I was pretty hurt

at mother for not seeming to notice my birthday."

"But I finally hit on the plan," explained Bessie, "of
asking Carmel to dinner at my house, and though I

had a hard time persuading her, I finally did manage."
A while before we arrived, Carmel had come into

the darkened house, and everybody had shouted "Boo"
as the lights were turned on.

"Yes," put in Gertrude Olmsted, "and we nearly

got nervous prostration before Carmel arrived, as every

time the assembled guests heard a machine coming
down the road, we had to switch off the lights."

The party was a fancy dress affair, and everybody

was masked. So they made poor Carmel guess who every-

body was before the masks were removed. All the boys
were dressed as gobs, since the party was by the seaside,

and of course Irving Asher had to make a wise crack:

"Fm a sailor but I can't get a broad!" he exclaimed.

"That's horrid slang!" Rosabelle Laemmle admonished
him.

Carmel was very keen at her guessing, even if the boys

did look pretty much all alike in their gob suits. Bessie

Love was hard to gu because she wore boy's clothes,

but of course arriving ' Carmel had a suspicion at once.

Gertrude Olmsted^3 ver>' funny in a Bowery cos-

tume but really isn/Qv:e rough enough for that sort of

dress as it turnedA s^ce, when she tried to put on a

sort of apache d/e wltn one of the boys, she suffered

rather a hard f/ But she picked herself up at once,

and though pafmiled brightly.
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Olive Borden in this picture is a different

woman. She leaves all her past performances

a thousand miles behind her. And rises to

starry heights. Both dramatically and in a

new sort of physical and spiritual loveliness.

Second: there's Don Alvarado—John Gil-

bert's true screen brother. Right now I want

to go on record as saying that he is as

handsome and as fine an actor as any lead-

ing film man to-day. It's not only that he's

unusually good looking—with tremendous

sex appeal. It's not only that. He has both

looks and appeal—and something infinitely

more. What it is

I don't know.
Just go see the

picture. And then

you'll understand

what I mean.

Third: There's

Jacques Lerner

upon whose char-

acter acting the

whole show de-

pends. What a

pathetic, appeal-

ing fateful actor

he is! When a

clown falls in

love with a beau-

tiful circus lady,

he can always
wash off his paint

and play Don Quixote after hours . . .

but Jacques Lerner . . .

Well, I can't tell you about him. Just go

to see the picture. Go to see Olive Borden

and Don Alvarado and poor little Jacques

Lerner.

MATINEE LADIES

When any boy or girl considers the mov-

(( A dashing hue- ies from a personal angle what is his

first idea? Why shining as the beau-

tiful heroine or the strong hero!

And what stupid miscalculation

that is!

Take the case
{Com. on p. 82)

caneer— Milton

Sills in "The
Sea Tiger".

(S^May McAvoy and Malcolm
McGregor in "Matinee Ladies".

*S5

<C Mary Astor and Larry Kent in

a picturesque scene from "The
Sea Tiger".
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Photograph by

Dc Mirjian Studios

"Hit the Deck"

IT
is a pleasure to

find ourselves in

accord with the

advertisements.
We used to be an ad-

vertising man ourself

once. So when the

press-agent tells you
that "Hit the Deck"

is a great show, we
want a chance to rise

and cry "You said it!"

Herbert Fields did

the book, which is an

adaptation of the play

"Shore Leave". Vin-

cent Youmansm of

"No, No, Nanette"
fame did the music.

In the cast are Louise

Groody, Charles King,

Stella Mayhew and
Madeline Cameron.
John Wenger made the

sets and did nobly. But the star of the show is Mr.
Seymour Felix, who staged the dances. Without Mr.
Felix it is conceivable that "Hit the Deck" would have

been a good show. With him it is a show youVe got to

see. And we don't mean maybe.
If you saw Dick Barthelmess in the picture, you Know

the story of the little girl and the gob named Smith.

And how, despairing of finding him, she threw a party

for all the Smiths of the fleet and found him again only

to lose him because she had grown rich. And of how
she deliberately went back to her coffee-house and put

her money away so that he could come back and claim

the poor little rich girl. It's all there and done very

nicely, too. With some of the best dancing these old

eyes have ever seen.

We don't have to tell you about Miss Groody and
Mr. King. But more years ago than a gentleman would
mention we saw Stella Mayhew stop the vaudeville show
at Hammerstein's Victoria, now the Rialto Theatre with

movies de luxe. And so you can guess at the warm glow
that was ours when we saw Stella Mayhew, a little more

Ann Milburn and
James Marshall in

"Cherry Blossoms".

buxom perhaps, step out of "Hit the Deck"
and stop the show again. Yes, sir, "Hit the

Deck" is my baby. And yours.

Mixed Doubles'

It may be that with old age comes toler-

ance. It may be that we are blessed with

vision denied to other men.- At any rate, in

spite of the hammers hurled at "Mixed Dou-
bles" by practically all of the daily reviewers,

we found it a mildly amusing evening.

The girl we took with us—her name es-

capes us at the moment—took advantage of

an opportunity in the second act to make her

escape from the theatre, so you get a slight

idea of how she felt about it. But, as we look the

matter over in its broad aspect, we come to realize that she

is a girl limited in vision. She has a bigoted way of

looking at things. Anyway, if it hadn't been "Mixed
Doubles", it would have been something else. The break

had to come, and it's probably for the best. Of course,

she is pretty, but you know those good-looking blondes.

Just dumb. And, anyhow, her cooking was bad.

"Mixed Doubles", as we started to say when somebody
brought in personalities, is labeled as a farce. And when
a play calls itself a farce, we, for one, are willing to

waive something in . the way of plausibility. It is just

possible that this case of not being sure who your wife

is couldn't quite have happened. Our answer is: what
of it?

"Mixed Doubles" has Margaret Lawrence in the cast,

so even if it were bad, we would like it. It seems Miss

Lawrence is a divorcee, who has contracted a second

marriage before her decree is made absolute. Before the

evening is over, she turns out to be the wife of no less

than three of the cast. The rest of the males are willing
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OACH
Conducted by

o!M orrie ^ yskind

to assume marital responsibilities, and
so was at least one member of the

audience. A woman like Miss Law
rence is too good for just one man,
anyhow.

"Wall Street"

Every now and then a play comes
along that just leaves a reviewer noth-

ing to say : to be concrete, take "Wall
Street'

1

. Of course, you don't have

to take "Wall Street"; indeed, our
thesis for the day is that "Wall
Street" is the kind of play you can
take or leave alone.

It is not so bad, this play of bulls

and bears, that you are driven out of

the theatre before its conclusion. It

is not so good, on the other hand, that

you come out shouting about it. In

fact, the whole trouble with it, from
a reviewer's standpoint, is that you
can't get excited about it. The girl

we took, to be personal, has not re-

fused to talk to us as a result; and
there have been times when, taking a

young lady to a show, what looked like a real love match
has been suddenly broken off. Suddenly, but not with-
out cause.

It is the idea of James N. Rosenberg, who wrote "Wall
Street", that a good deal of gambling goes on in the

Street that gives the play its name. That as a result of

this gambling some people get rich and some get poor,

and that some of the former don't know what to do with

<C The girls of "The Circus

Princess" give Morrie's

old bus a little pep.

Photograph by White Studio C[ Donald Mee\ and
Aline MacMahon in

"Spread Eagle", the

stirring drama.

their money, and that some of the latter commit suicide.

Mr. Rosenberg is a lawyer, and he can cite instances to

prove his case. As a matter of fact, we are in a position

to say definitely that, as a result of trading in stocks, some
people get poorer. That anybody ever gets richer we
doubt, but some day that oil stock of ours may turn out

all right. And, if by that time we haven't committed

suicide, we expect to go in for (Cont. on page 76)
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Gilbert

d^J^orma Talmadge and Gilbert
Roland in a dramatic scene

from "The Dove". Here his

Spanish cynicism finds expres-

sion, and is enhanced by his

cosmopolitan nonchalance.

OLAND
the

Screen's

latest

"GREAT
^OVER"

By Beulah Livingstone

Np-EW
York is marvelling at the

mercurial rise of Gilbert Roland.

A year ago he played a small

part in a program picture—to'

day his name is featured on Broadway as

the hero of Norma Talmadge's "Camille"

.

He was not chosen for that role by mere
chance. Before it was assigned to him,

almost every actor in Hollywood had passed

critical scrutiny. Roland seemed to have
the peculiar combination of characteristics

necessary for Alexandre Dumas' famous
hero, Armand Duval. And those who
chose him were not disappointed. Like

the flame in a Roman torch-race, the word
has flown round that Roland is a handsome,
stirring, vivid Armand—a new hero for

popularity contests.

Now a thousand questions about Gilbert

Roland spring to a thousand lips. Where
did he come from, how was he discovered

for the screen—who are his antecedents

and what is his future? A new star in the

Hollywood constellation is as important a

development in the motion picture world

as is a new peony in a botanist's collection.

Roland is a Spaniard, twenty-two years

old. His father was one of Spain's leading

matadors, his grandfather and his great-

grandfather were well-known bull-fighters,

too. It is no wonder therefore that his

family expected young Gilbert to carry on
in this pursuit, which that vocation cer-

tainly is! Born in May, under the sign of

Taurus, the Bull, he seemed especially

predestined for bull-fighting.

His childhood was spent in a country

place near Seville. Matadors came and

went discussing the different methods of

bull-fighting, famous arenas, great bull-

fighting heroes. This (Cont. on page 77)
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GILBERT ROLAND—is it the eyes that best

tell of love or is it the chin that girls can-

not resist? The line forms to the right.

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr



GRACEFUL GRETA NISSEN'S next pic-

ture with Thomas Meighan is "We Are

All Gamblers". One hundred to one it's good.



BEAUTIFUL JOSEPHINE DUNN, Screen-

land's candidate for the part of Lorelei Lee.

She has the only feminine role in "Fireman

Save My Child" her next.



RICHARD BARTHELMESS and his dis-

covery Molly O'Day in his new picture

"The Patent Leather Kid".
Photograph by Harold Dean Carsey



By

Media Mistley

And when Molly O'Day smiles, your

own heart skips a beat and you look into

a pair of hasel eyes, fringed with long dark

lashes and reflect that if Ireland never

produced anything but lovely women it

would merit a place in the sun.

Of course Molly wasn't born in Ire'

land; but she is a direct descendant of

the Celtic race

and her mother

was a singer
with a remark'

able voice. She
surrendered a

five year con'

tract with Met'
ropolitan Opera
in New York
to marry and
become the
mother of ten

children — six

boys and four

;irls. Which
gives to the world little Molly
O'Day with a saucy face that

just invites— well, admira-

tion. Full red lips, a rounded
throat, wavy dark hair, and teeth like the proverbial pearls

and you get a mental picture of the sort of girls that spring

from the royal line of Kings in the Emerald Isle.

I met Molly at the First National Studio during Christmas
week, just after she had signed a long term contract and
had received her first role—leading woman with Richard
Barthelmess in his starring picture, "The Patent Leather

CC Molly in her pretty

dr ess which she
wears in "The Patent

Leather Kid" with

Richard Barthelmess.

Kid". Isn't that the luck of

the Irish with a vengeance!

No wonder that Molly

O'Day was almost speechless

at first; but when she had re'

gained her wind, she became
voluble enough and told me
in a breath all that I have

been writing about her
mother and her new en'

gagement. (Cont. on page 77)
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Coming Films
At the Paramount Lasky Studios

Florence Vidor in "The World at Her Feet"
Raymond Griffith in "Time to Love"
Warner Baxter in "Drums of the Desert"

George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent in "Underworld"
James Hall, Louise Brooks in "Rolled Stoc\ings"

Richard Dix, Mary Brian in "Who's Tour Friend?"

Esther Ralston in "Ten Modern Commandments"
*Adolphe Menjou in "Service for Ladies"

*Pola Negri in "The Woman on Trial"

Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton in "Fireman, Save

My Child"
Clara Bow, Charles Rogers in "Wings"

At the First National Studios

Richard Barthclmess in "The Patent Leather Kid"
Lewis Stone, Anna Q. Nilsson in "Lonesome Ladies"

Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes in "The Stolen Bride"
Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall in "The Road to

Romance"
Ken Maynard in "The Demi's Saddle"

Johnny Hines in "White Pants Willie"

Constance Talmadge in "Breakfast at Sunrise"

Ben Lyon, Pauline Starke in "Dance Magic"
*Milton Sills in "Framed"
^Colleen Moore in "haughty But 7\(ice"

At the United Artists Studios

Mary Pickford in "My Best Girl"

*Norma Talmadge in "The Dove"
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Gaucho"
Buster Keaton in "College"
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky in "The Magic Flame"
William Boyd and Louis Wolheim in "Two Arabian

Knights"
Duncan Sisters in "Topsy and Eva"

At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Lars Hanson, Marceline Day in "Captain Salvation"
*Alice Terry in "The Garden of Allah"
Tim McCoy in "California"

Sally O'Neil and Laurence Gray in "The Callahans
and the Murphys"

*Ramon Novarro, Norma Shearer in "Old Heidelberg"

John Gilbert in "Twelve Miles Out"
Greta Garbo and Ricardo Cortez in "Love"

At the Universal Studios

Claire Windsor, Norman Kerry in "The Claw"
Mary Philbin in "Viennese Lovers"
*Laura La Plante in "The Cat and the Canary"
Hoot Gibson in "A Hero on Horsebac\"

At the Fox Studios

Madge Bellamy in "Colleen"
Olive Borden in "The Secret Studio"

*Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in "Seuenth Heaven"
George O'Brien in "East Side, West Side"
Tom Mix in "The Circus Ace"
Buck Jones in "Good as Gold"

Producers Distributing Corporation

H. B. Warner in "His Dog"
R. Schildkraut in "The Country Doctor"
*May Robson in "The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary"

At the Warner Bros. Studios

Louise Fazenda in "Simple Sis"

Dolores Costello in "The Heart of Maryland"
Irene Rich in "Dearie"

At the F. B. O. Studios

Ralph Ince in "N,ot for Publication"

*Pre-Showing in this issue

fi[ Hale realizes that he loves

Beryle and that Wellman is

straight. (R-alph Ince, Rex
Lease and Jola Mendez)

Directed by Ralph Ince

"Big Dick" Wellman . . . Ralph Ince

Brownell . .
•

. . . . Roy Laidlaw

Philip Hale Rex Lease

Beryle jola Mendez

Pike ..Thomas Brower

(( The bright spot in Well'
man's busy life is his

orphaned sister Beryle.

(Ralph Ince and ]ola

Mendez)

Pre-Showing of

7\[OT for

Publication
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Directed by Mauritz Stiller

Julie Pola K[egri

Pierre Bouton .... Einar Hanson

Gaston. Napier .... Arnold Kent

Ruth ....... Vera Voronina

[ Julie realizes that she

must tell the truth for

her baby's sa\e. (Pola

Klegri and Baby Broc\)

mm

Pre'Showing of

C Believing him to be

her friend, Julie wal\s

into Gaston's trap.

(Pola T^egri and
Arnold Kent)

%he 'Woman on %rial



((Martha (Phyllis
Haver) gradually

gets Aunt Mary
(May Robson) out

of the habit of
using an ear trum-

pet and cane.

It upsets Gu
(Arthur Hoyt)
to see Aunt Mary
(May Robson)
growing younger
and giving cousin

]ac\ so much
money.

Directed by Erie C. Kenton

Aunt Mary . May Robson
Jack Watkins Harrison Ford
Gus Watkins . Arthur Hoyt
Martha . . Phyllis Haver

C[]ac\ (Harrison

Ford) shows
Aunt Mary his

"sanitarium"

.

Pre-Showing of

The Rejuvenation of

AUNT MARY

CCAnnahelle (Laura La Plante)

is horrified to see a secret

panel open above her bed.

Directed by Paul Leni

Annabelle West . . Laura La Plante

Paul Jones Creighton Hale

Susan . Flora Finch

Hendricks .... George Siegmann

' Mammy, (Martha
Mattox) a Voo-
doo worshipper,

frightens the
heiress (Laura La
Plante) and her

fiance (Creighton
Hale) by predict-

ing a death be-

fore dawn.

C[ Crosby (Tully
Marshall) doubts
that there is an
escaped maniac
in the house.

Pre-Showing of

me CAT and the

CANARY
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Directed by Rex Ingram

Domini Alice Terry

Boris Ivan Petrovich

Count Anteoni .... Marcel Vibert

C[ Count Anteoni (Marcel

Vihert) warns Domini
(Alice Terry) against lov
ing the mysterious Boris.

((.Ghosts of his neglected duty pursue the tormented Boris.

(Ivan Petrovich, Alice Terry, Armand Dutertre and Mme.
Paquerette)

Pre'Showing of

% Garden

([Domini (Alice
Terry) gives Boris

(Ivan P etr o vich)
strength to fight his

terrible battle.

^Allah
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C[ Love comes but once

to the recluse and
the Diamond King's

daughter. (Milton
Sills and l^atalie

Kingston.)

({Tric\e d and
betrayed bv a

Spanish ad-
venturess (Mil-

ton Sills and
T^atli Barr).

Directed by Charles Brabin

Etienne Hilaire . . . Milton Sills

Diane Laurens . . K[atalie Kingston
Lola Jsfatli Barr
Lola's Husband . . . John Miljan

Pre-Showing of

FRAMED

€[ Dr. Juttner welcomes his royal pupil

to Heidelberg. (Ramon 7*[ovarro

and jean Hersholt.)

C[ A moment
of idyllic love.

(Ramon ?\(o<

varro and
7>l o r m a
Shearer)

Directed by

Ernst Lubitsch

Prince (Karl Heinrich)

Ramon J^ovarro

Kathie . l^orma Shearer

Dr. Juttner
Jean Hersholt

Princess, Lillian Knight

G[ Romance gone, the Prince
and the Princess face real-

ity. (Ramon J^ovarro and
Lillian Knight.)

Pre-Showing of

Old

C[In honor of
their young
sovereign.
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I Circumstances
at Miss Per-

\ins* Scho ol

force Berenice
and Paul to
pretend they
are married.

(Colleen
Moore and
Donald Reed)

...
--<—«Xj

An S. O. S.

from one pal to

another. (Col-
leen Moore)

Directed by Millard Webb

Berenice Summers . Colleen Moore
Paul Carroll . . Donald Reed

Judge John R. Altwold
Claude Gillingwater

Alice Altwold, Kathryn McGuire

PrcShowing of

G[A tense moment (Colleen
Moore, Hallam Cooley and
Kathryn McGuire).

ISlAUGHTY but NICE
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C[ Where beauty and

strength are found

in the world be-

neath the pave-

ments.

<£

Directed by Fran\ Borsage

Diane . Janet Gaynor

Chico . Charles Farrell

Brussac . . Ben Bard

Nana . Gladys Broc\well

m
CC Chico (Charles

Farrell) whose
honesty, joyous-

ness and indus-

try ma\e him
one of nature's

noblemen.

ico (Charles

Farrell) rescues

Diane {Janet
Gaynor) from
her s

i

s t e r ' s

ruelty.

Pre-Showing of

SEVENTH

eaven

({Dolores (7"{orma Tal'

madge) tells Don Jose

CHoah Beery) that

where the heart is not—the body is no good.

Directed by

Roland West

Dolores
J\[orma Talmadge

Johnny
Gilbert Roland

Don Jose

J^loah Beery

An Adventuress
Olga Ba\lanova

C[ Spanish di-

plomacy and
American spirit

versus universal

villainy.

({Realizing her

lover's great
danger, Dolores,

(Tsjorma Tal-
madge) pierces

Don Jose's guard
with ridicule.

Pre-Showing of

e
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(fit's pretty tough to

be a head waiter
when you're in love

with an heiress.

(Adolphe Menjou) Q Where frosty air

fans fires of love.

' Believing him to be a Du\e in dis'

guise Albert is included in many
parties. (Adolphe Menjou, Kathryn

Carver. Einar Serrano and Pearl

Varvell)

Directed by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrasp

Albert Adolphe Menjou

Elizabeth Foster . . Kathryn Carver

King Boris . . . Lawrence Grant

[What a thing
conscience is when
it starts you on a

tramp li\e this.

(Adolphe Men-
jou)

d( A dream that ends
in a ni g htm are.

(Adolphe Menjou
and Kathryn Carver)

Pre-Shoiving of

o/ervice Sadies
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Gilda Qtif
DRESSEh WHEN SHE

ilda Gray used to dance in the FolfiSHJJId perhaps

she envied the fame and the raiment of the

visitors. Few clothes were hers to be sure and
fame seemed so far away. Then "Aloma"

along and in it as you well know Gilda Gray played the

dancing native girl. The picture proved to be one of the

hits of the year so "Cabaret" was fashioned to give her

another opportunity and now a third picture is being made
in Hollywood. So Gilda had to go to the cinema city, the

royal court of the famous girls of the screen, and show her'

self their equal in good taste as well as in success. Here are

the dresses that Gilda took with her to adorn the most beautiful

body in pictures.

When Gilda Gray walks it is music en promenade and when she

dances no director can tell her anything. Gilda's clothes are simple

and in good style for 1927 but her wonderful figure is a bit of the

perfection that Eve introduced to the everlasting despair of all the

artists of the world.

C[ Gilda Gray in

her smart Pari-

sian motor coat

of genuine sna\e
s\in.

came
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i

(^Especially posed by

Gilda Gray
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N Easter morning I

stood beneath a cop-

per placque bearing

the inscription, Ro-

dolfo Guglielmi Valentino,
18954926. About me were

laid shelf upon shelf, the dead. Easter lillies

bloomed and within the marble walls of the crypt

there was a sweetness of blossoms.

Closing my eyes, it seemed only yesterday that

they brought his body down the narrow aisle,

through the crush of mourners and the curious.

And but another yesterday removed, I saw him

in neat tweeds, hatless upon the green lawn of the

studio, holding in his gloved hand the leash of a

straining dog.

Rudolph Valentino—his name still quickens.

Almost 300 people a

day, day in and day

out, ask for the loca-

tion of the marble lined

cell in which the body

of the actor rests. Last

winter, when the state

was full of visitors,

1400 persons made the

request in one day.

The caretaker told

me that 40 visitors

from Australia, whose
around - the - world ship

was in Los Angeles

Harbor, came seeking

Valentino's tomb only

i few days ago.

Some are timid about asking. One woman sought

the location of crypt No. 1200. Valentino rests in

1199. She would not confess the name of the per-

son whose crypt she wished to see.

This modern apartment house for the dead holds

all that is mortal of Barbara La Marr; Virginia

Richdale Kerrigan, daughter of Wallace Kerrigan;

the father and mother of June Mathis; Fred J.

Talmadge, father of Norma and Constance and
Natalie; and William C. Deane—Tanner (the mur-
dered William Taylor).

By Martin Martin

And Hollywood remembered its

dead on Easter morning. Many film

stars came to leave flowers and to

pause for a moment before one of

these crypts. They came in sincere

tribute and would not want their

names mentioned. When they had
gone their flowers remained, hun-
dreds of blossoms.

V

C[ Syd Chaplin in "The
Missing Link" and his

fireside companion.

C[ Saucy Clara

Bow remarks
to tire mon-
\ey — "Gee
you remind
me of some-
body!"

C[ Esther Ralston s rubber bathing suit

has its good points.

Strangely enough
the death of Valen-

tino brought to Hol-

lywood his family

which, except for a

brief visit of his

brother, remained in

Italy while he was
alive.

I was talking to

Alberto Guglielmi,

the other day. He
tells me that he still

plans to erect a vault

for Valentino, but

must await money
from the estate.

Debts were so many
that Valentino's
beneficiaries will
only receive their

share of the estate

after the returns
from his pictures
start to come in.

Alberto Guglielmi

expects to be in Hol-

lywood for a long

time. His wife has

come from Italy to

join him.

Valentino's sister

also was here re-

cently . . . .may
still be ... I have

never met her.

Meanwhile,
George Ullman, the

late star's manager,

is gathering the Val-

entino Memorial
Fund for the estab-

lishment of a per-

manent memorial of

some sort.

Harry Langdon
can teil you how
fast good news trav-

els. A month ago

he received a letter

from two little boys

in New York's East

Side, asking for
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passes to his picture when it showed in that

city.

By the time that the letter was received

and came to Langdon's attention it was too

late to send the passes, or to even arrange

for them to be sent from New York, so

Harry sent his personal check for one dollar

to each of the boys.

Yesterday he showed me a stack of 43?
letters received from boys in the East Side

since that time. Did they want passes?

Guess .

One evening this month I experienced
the conventional qualm of alarm when a

telegraph boy called at my home.
Thoughts of disaster to friends or rela-

tives were quickly dispelled for it

was from Irene Rich, telling me that

she was married. Friendly Irene. Fm
glad she's happy. The man is David
Blankenhorn, of Pasadena, who
owns and knows real estate, and
who has been trying to persuade
Irene to marry him for a year
or more.

During our many talks on the sub-

J*
G[ Emil Jannings

has made two
pictures in

H oily w o od
which are re-

ported to he
his best wor\.

Dr. Hitchcoc\ an Episcopalian Clergyman
from Dublin, Ireland, visits his son Rex
Ingram and Mrs. Ingram (Alice Terry)
in France.

C[ Samuel Goldwyn, Vilma Ban\y, Rod
La Rocque and Mrs. Goldwyn
(Frances Howard), and the diamond

ject of marriage for film actresses, Irene's

chief objection has been that she was afraid

to jeopardize her independence ... to

risk the career which she has fought so

hard to obtain. But that didn't bother her

when the time came.

I talked to her on the set at Warners
the other day and the career is going right

along. She and Mr. Blankenhorn had
planned to wait until they could take a

trip to Europe for their honeymoon. But
there came a time (it was full moon) when
she had a week off and before they really

had time to think up any good objections

they were married. They went to Del

Monte for a while and now are back fur-

nishing a house here. Irene intends

to make two more pictures and then

take a vacation. She is delightfully

enthused over marriage. Her two
daughters love her new husband . . .

"I never would have married a man
they didn't love," she said firmly.

As for me I certainly wish her

"bon voyage." She is one of my
favorites, on or off-screen.

Joe Jackson, scenario writer, and
Ethel Shannon, the red-head, also are

learning now the fallacy of the old

saying that two can live as cheap

as one.

Joe and Ethel were married this

month before a large number of film

people and are house-keeping in a

bungalow up in the hills. Ethel will

give up the screen, she says, for good

and all.

—o

—

Tom Mix, reading that Chaplin's

strong boxes may be opened, drove
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C[ James Hall has been play
ing with the children in

"Rolled Stockings". Louise

Broo\s's picture of course.

out to Carey's ranch and sought to rent

some gopher holes. "It's the only safe

place for a married man to keep his money
these days, bury it," he said.

But to expose the joke-loving Tom, he

presented Mrs. Mix, on her birthday, with

a check for $25,000, and another for

$100,000 to be spent on her proposed trip

to Europe. If her health permits it, Mrs.

Mix will tour Europe with her mother this

summer. She is recuperating at present

from a serious operation, but hopes to be
able to get away from Hollywood within

a month.

While she is gone Tom will be making
more pictures and writing her letters.

—o

—

Romance cetainly does bloom in the

spring . . tra . . la. The experienced Pola

is now being borne over (I hope) smooth
seas to her wedding with Prince Serge

Mdivani, brother of David, of the same
last name, who
is Mae Mur-
ray's husband.

It was a

bracer to me
to learn that

Pola kept it so

secret that no-

body in Holly-

wood knew
mything about

it until she was
on the high
seat with her

fiance.

I am told—
I have never

seen him —
that Prince
Mdivani is one

fine fellow,

C[ Billie Dove, from the

tips of her shiny rid'

ing boots to the top'

most glory of her

blonde hair, is beau-

iful.

phine Borio
her first part

The Woman
Trial" with

Hegri.

who will make Pola a good husband,

if she marries him. We in Hollywood

are so toughened to seeing them come
and go with Pola that we can't believe

she really intends to get married. But

we hope she does. Pola is a lively adornment

to the film colony and we have long wished to

watch what she would do to matrimony. It is

our bet that she finishes it off with the same

Polish polish that she gave to her harmless and

entertaining philanderings.

—o

—

Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky too. But

at least we had a little preparation for their

engagement. They were seen together several
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ICC Carl Laemmle and "Snoo\ums

the 1<leui\yu>ed' s baby.

...J

Any small boy who
agrees to match ideas with

Doug Fairbanks is just a

sap. Doug is overflowing

with them. His most re-

cent is to paint the view

of a golf course on the

wall outside Joe Schenck's

office at the remodeled

United Artist's Studio.

When the distinguished

husband of Norma Tab
madge returns from New
York, temptation will ever

be before him.

—o—
Syd Chaplin is tired of

making feature comedies

in six or seven weeks. His

contract with Warner
Brothers is at an end and
he is going to sign elsewhere after

a vacation.
.

I was out on the set the last day of

his final picture for Warners and he
and Chuck Reisner, his director,

were worn out. They had been
working day and night to finish

the film and the air was thick with fatigue.

Syd wants to go 1 away for a while before he decides what
he does next. He admitted to me, however, that he has had

some negotiations with United Artists of which
Charlie is a member. Nothing definite has come
of them, he declared.

Chuck Reisner also is talking of leaving Warners
in a few months. He has directed nearly all of

Syd's pictures and before that was assistant to

Charlie.

Mary Hay is in Hollywood visiting her

daughter, little Mary Hay Barthelmess.

Dick is up north working on a picture.

Miss Hay was married on April 9 to

Vivian C. Bath, a rubber broker from

Singapore. She and Dick were divorced

in Paris. (Cont. on page 76)

C[ ]ason Robards cele'

brating Fourth of

July with a dummy
firecrac\er.

times and denied their

engagement twice That

took the sting off the

announcement.

Naturally the first thought of

Samuel Goldwyn, who has Vilma
Banky under contract, was to film a pic-

ture between the two. Sam has seen what

the authentic flame did for "Flesh and the

Devil" and he is for it. Loud cheers have

also risen, I understand, from the exhibitors.

Seriously, Rod and Vilma make an ideal couple and the film colony is

very much pleased that they have decided to marry. I must say I thought

it was a publicity stunt at first, but have since been convinced that this is

the real thing. Everybody likes Rod, everybody admires Vilma. I hope

they have a church wedding. It will be a treat to see the turnout.

] Avonne Taylor one of the

pretty buds of the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer lot.

G[ Raymond Griffith and
Vera Voronina in

"Time to Love".
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'OUNG Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.—he's about six

months old now—gave a Sunday afternoon tea

for his mother not so long ago and started using

all his wiles upon his poor defenseless guests.

No, it's no use letting them get a start on you! You are

invited to their Mommy's tea. You say 'how-do', you
talk awhile, and then in say about a half an hour's time,

if you're polite and know your P's and Q's, you leave.

However, when you're partial to the practiced charms of

smiling Sammy Junior, suddenly you gaze upon your

watch and realize you've over-staid the proper leaving

time by just about an hour and a half!

By Marion of

Hollywood

At last it looks

as if the tempera-

mental Pola is gc
ing to let us stop

our useless guess-

ing about her love

affairs. Hollywood
sages question not

the oracle this

time; the thing is set, that's all. The dress is ordered

from the gay Parisian shop, and young Mdivani soon will

be the well-known Pola Negri's spouse. At least I don't

have to learn that name again, which is a consolation for

us all. His brother eased our troubles on that score when

he became the husband of Mae Murray. I hope with

all my hopes that, they'll find happiness.

* . * *

Which reminds me of Bobby Agnew

and Ann Rork—I can't quite get it

straight about the new reports that they

are engaged. Nobody seems to know as

yet. We met Bobby at a preview of

"Modern Madness"—he's in the cast

and so is Ann—but Bobby wasn't Ann's

escort that night. I hate these "don't

you wish you knew" affairs. I d like

to get 'em all en-

_ _ , c , . gaged and married
C[ Dorothy Sebastian & &

dancing, and ]oan off for keeps.

Crawford who is * * *
admiring the blac\

bottom of the This Richard Dix,
phonograph. ^ ^ ^ ^

York-itis, admits he
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Sunset Boulevard at Mr. Fox's studio. It seems a disagreement
is on as to whether George O'Brien, Charles Farrell, Richard
Walling, Barry Norton and Clifford Holland will still be en-

joying single blessedness by the time the pendulum comes around
to 1928. I don't know where Tom Mix gets his inside informa-
tion, but he has bet a goodly sum with Winfield Sheehan that

at least two of them will be lost to the fold 'ere tulip time comes
piping in again. Mebbe so, as Uncle Al would say, but why
not give us just the slightest hint about the fairer side of the

bargain?

It really isn't fair the way they're doing things out here this

month! Secrets, always secrets, and then coming forth entirely

married before we know the least little thing about it. Cross

your heart to die, did you ever suspect that lovely Irene Rich
would bring forth a handsome Lochinvar without one moment's
warning? Never! Never, say I! But good luck and happiness

to you, Irene, for there is certainly no other one deserves it

more.
% % %

Lubitsch beams as he makes "Old Heidelberg". I think I

could say that his heart is aching with joy and with memories

while he goes through the work of his day. He was feeling

particularly happy one morning when I went visiting the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer place. He simply radiated so much
smile and good-nature that I had to ask the reason. Here's

what he told me. He and Doctor Locke were having a heated

discussion as to where an old bench should be placed.

"It goes so," argued Ernst, "It goes so, this side of the

fountain!"

"No, no, no, no!" replied Locke. "You've sat there many
times, Ernst, and I'm surprised where you'd put it. I must

say you are wrong."

Just then came a voice from above.

"Pardon me, Mr. Lubitsch, but will you permit me to say

that neither one of you is quite right? Don't you remember

it's not on either side of the fountain, but belongs on the other

side of the walk?"

Can you beat that and who do you suppose it was? Yessir,

an electrician, sitting way up in the clouds, tending "juice."

There he was and there he had been all through weeks of the

production—about the only other graduate of Heidelberg in

Hollywood. His name is John Kemple and he's been a great

help to Ernst Lubitsch and Dr. Locke in the technical work

C[ "Alle—oop"—Mary Brian

and Gary Cooper.

does like us out here in Hollywood a little

bit. Yessir, I cornered him, and very much
between us two, and quiet- like, he says he

does enjoy the place in spite of how he hated

to come out. He is not engaged, and there's

no girl in any way connected with the case!

Of course, we all slip on an extra dab of

drug-store stuff with such another handsome
bachelor in our midst, but we're just kidding

Richard, and Richard's only kidding us. Hold
on, Richard—hold on tight. You know I've

told you how you're going to fall some day
and how it's going to be a humpty-dumpty never-put-

Richard-together-again affair. And I believe you're really

waiting, rather anxious for the fatal, fatal fall!

Which reminds me of the five bachelor boys down

_ V ,

' , i

G[ Wallace McDonald. Marietta Milner
and Warner Baxter, the clever trio

of "Drums of the Desert".

for the picture. No wonder Ernst was smiling so that

one day in particular.
* H= *

I don't like beaded dresses either, and I don't blame

Florence Vidor one single, solitary bit for going into
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the phrases. Then came a soliloquy from Hamlet. I didn't know
it was John until after the town-crier took the microphone, but

the Master always has his audience sort of spellbound. Gee, it

was simply great!
* * *

I guess there's a very good reason why Bob McGowan has

been so successful with that parcel of kids of his over Hal Roach

way. Bob, you remember, directs our gang, and has his hands

chuck full to overflowing. Can't you see him, tired out, finished

with kids for four whole months, and starting on his vacation

with a vow not to even look at a kid in all that time? Now look

at him, though—sneaking home with a kid under his arms from

C[ Adrienne Truex
the beautiful new

battle with the Paramount designers! ita,

r no ™ with
a t?i 1 " 7 i i Robert Kane.
As rlorence says, she abhors the

things," and forever and ever they are

putting beads here, and there, and ab-

solutely everywhere on her . However, you'll see her wearing
her final beads in "The World at Her Feet," for she's had it

out with the powers that be and never again will she have to

wear them. Of course it's hard on the poor designers, because

beads photograph beautifully. Beads make a great showing in

front of the camera, and for that reason are used again and
again. But for Florence—bah—nevaire!

% $t %

I knew young Peter Pan didn't ever want to grow, and I

understand he had an awful lot of trouble with his funny
shadow, but I hadn't ever heard it said that he was wanting to

get fat. Betty Peter Pan Bronson wants to gain some weight,

and for the first time in many, many moons we leave v*^^^H
the two lamb chops and slice of pineapple far behind.

Betty's going at it right, too, and I imagine it's her

Mom behind the guns, 'cause Betty minds her Mom.
She's going to stay in bed for a solid week, eat noth-

ing, but drink milk, milk, milk, and then some more.

By the end of the seventh day, she'll doubtless shoot

the first cow on sight.
* * *

As I sit here in Hollywood writing, I wonder
how many of you folks were listening in with

me when John

—

the John—did Shakespeare via

radio? I was positively thrilled!

I hadn't read the papers and didn't

know the Barrymore program was
arranged from coast to coast. I

just happened to turn the dial on

to KFI, and there

a voice was
speaking, rather
slowly and with

a very definite

pause between
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premiere danseuse at the Roxy,
dances for the Vitaphone.

€( Lena Malena a

new player—and
a pretty one,

with De Mi!!e.



Cuba! Aw, Bob, quit 'kidding' us—you can

no more keep away from the kids than the kids

can be scary of you. Don't you know the

gang is wise to you?

Maybe when Will Rogers goes to Congress

for First National he'll tell 'em something

about the distinguished guest he entertained

at his high-class jail this month! There's no
use talking, Will ought to have that place

fixed up more comfortably so that folks

a-visiting there won't pack up bag and bag-

gage in so short a time. According to little

Johnny Gilbert, the bed's too hard, and no-

body stays round to do the entertaining. And
Johnny never did like eating out!

again. Gilbert started—
oh, long ago. Over two
years have passed since

even that "big chance" they
talk about arrived and sup-
posedly slipped right out
of his grasp. Folks shook
their heads—too bad—the
boy was just n. g. And you
know, they almost had Gil
thinking that same thing!

Then, out of the sad, sad
wreck Old Opportunity
grabbed him by the hand
and pulled him down the

street United Artists way.
Quick as a flash he found
he was signed as leading

man for one of the best

known players of the screen.

And now they say he'll be
the year's sensational find

as Norma Talmadge's lover

in "Camille." No-sirree,

the lane that has no turning

somewhere down the line is

just a myth!

Richard ArJen, a

talented young man
of the Paramount
lot.

Any of you who are discouraged; any
of you who have struggled and struggled

and have seemingly lost the game that

you're aiming to win—don't be sad.

Simply look up statistics on one Gilbert

Roland, smile a broad smile, straighten

your shoulders and start going all over

Photograph by
Preston Duncan.

Myrna Loy has

starring possi-
bilities equalling

any girl in pic
tures.

Mary Pic\ford and Virginia Cray
who plays the part that Mary used
to play in "Uncle Tom's Cabin".
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76 SCREENLAND
Chatter from Hollywood— continued from Page n

The little daughter of the film couple will

stay with her father until Miss Hay tries

out the climate of Singapore at least. She
and her husband expect to sail for there

shortly, but will return within a few months.

The most famous prisoner ever to occupy
the Beverly Hills jail was Jack Gilbert.

Jack spent twenty-three hours there this

month owing to his exuberance, and evcry-

Leroy is one of the most popular men at

the First National Studios and Colleen her-
self told me: "1 will work harder for Mer-
vyn than I ever worked for anybody. We're
going to make his first picture good."

First National is gambling $250,000 on
its being good. None of Colleen's pictures

cost less than that.

Because Henry King wanted "love birds",

body got a good laugh. Crowds mobbed the three trees on Western Avenue, Los Angeles,

police station to see him, while inside the

offices, film officials were in deep conference

with the powers of this little city.

There was no hard feeling on either side.

Jack made friends with the police, talked

amiably to his visitors and departed after

his twenty-three hours with a smile on his

face.

"I'm reformed," he asserted

cheerfully.

The never-ending stream of

young people to Hollywood seek-

ing extra employment has be-

come a problem which is receiv-

ing full attention from the office

of Will Hays.
This month I met a magazine

writer who is in the film colony,

under Hays' sanction, gathering

material for fiction stories depict-

ing the bitter part of an extra

girl's experiences. By this, I

mean, of course, the crowded
condition of the industry, the

difficulty in finding jobs and the

small chance of success beyond
the role of an extra.

There are now in Hollywood
at least five times too many peo-

ple to work steadily.

were almost denuded of foilage, two police-

men of the same city suffered rents in their

trousers, and Samuel Goldwyn's "The Magic
blame" company lost three hours of shoot-

ing time, valued at $1000 per hour.

"Have two love birds on the stage by
one p. m. today", Henry King requested of

Jack Slotkin, who runs a bird and pet store

in the film center.

"Birds escaped enroute to studio and
have taken refuge in trees at Western Ave-
nue and Washington", Slotkin reported by
telephone an hour later.

"Climb the trees and get those birds.

The Company will wait your arrival", or-

dered King.

Whereupon Slotkin and two cops climbed
three trees while Western Avenue passers-

by gathered to laugh and make helpful re-

marks along with their wise-cracks. Finally

at 3 o'clock the birds were captured and
brought to the studio.

"Where do they get that 'love bird'

stuff?" snorted Slotkin as he handed the
birds to King.

And Marion Nixon, after all

this time, has just had her hair

bobbed. I must say it is very
becoming, though she looked a

little teary as she sat in the bar-

ber's chair for pictures to be

taken.

"It's almost as serious a step

as marriage," she said. "Thank
goodness it's over."

—o

—

Colleen Moore's new director

is only twenty-seven years old.

He is Mervyn Leroy, for some
years the "gag man" for Col
leen's pictures.

JeanneUe TarmerUr
FLORIDA, NEW YORK

has been awarded

Gloria Swanson's Atomizer and Perfume

The offer which appeared in the April issue of Screen-
land was made by Gloria Swanson to her fans, for the

best letter.

Miss Parmerter's letter was selected because of its sin-

cerity and for its delightful spirit. It expressed as well,

true insight and a sense of values. There is no writer

however successful but might well envy the simple charm-
ing fashion in which Jeannette sets her beloved Gloria

above "the rest of us".

Below is an excerpt from her prize winning letter:

"Some people have wondered just what it was
about you that made people your loyal fans forever,

and many have defined it in various ways, such as

your compelling personality, your infinite variety, and
so forth, but I believe it to be something even more
than that. I believe that it is because you are so

human, and never attempt to rise above the level of

the rest of us, why even when you became a mar-
quise, to prove that you had not acquired a swelled

head, along with your title, you gave us that delight-

ful semi-slapstick movie
—

'Stage Struck'.

"As you are about to launch out upon the sea of

independent producing' you will find that the prayers

of all your loyal fans go with you, for your complete
and successful journey".

The perfume and atomizer have been sent to Miss Parmerter.

Mary Astor has undergone a strange

metamorphosis. The demure
Mary has turned vampire!

In "Two Arabian Knights", a
lavish post-war comedy directed

by Lewis Milestone, Mary
emerges from her shell of un'
sophistication for the first time,

and portrays the role of an
Oriental charmer. It marks her
definite ascent into the ranks of
the sex sorority, and her initial

departure from the unsophisti-

cated roles which made her fa'

mous in the movie world.
William Boyd is featured in

the production. In a strong sup-

porting- role is Louis Wolheim,
nationally famed as the Captain
Flagg of the original stage play,

"What Price Glory". In "Two
Arabian Knights" Wolheim and
Boyd are seen as two army bud-
dies who experience a series of
amusing entanglements in the
Orient after escaping from a

German war prison.

For the first time in her screen
career, or for that matter, in her
life. Billie Dove has succumbed
to nicotine.

Billie has never taken up the
habit in real life, and her vari-

ous film roles have never called

for her to smoke before.

After some discussion, how-
ever, it was decided that her
characterizatipn of an Hungarian
countess in "The Stolen Bride"
would be more enhanced if she
were to cap her dinner with a
cigarette.

The Stage Coach— Continuedfrom page 51

high life, even though there's no fun in it.

"The Circus Princess"

It may be successfully argued that "The
Circus Princess" is an old-fashioned musical

show. To which your correspondent can
only say that it is the sort of show he
likes. Give us a new-fashioned girl and an
old-fashioned musical show, say we, and
you can have "The Desert Song" and "The
Student Prince" and "Rosemarie". It may
be argued in behalf of the last three named
that they too are old-fashioned shows: to

which your correspondent can only say that

they are the kind of shows he doesn't like.

"The Circus Princess" is full of color,

local and imported. And the Messrs.
Shubert have given it the flavor of Barnum
and Bailey. The circus is there before you,
full of clowns, acrobats, confetti and glow-
ing colors; the eye has a feast that is rare,

not only because of the costumes but also

of the splendid lighting the Shuberts know
how to give a spectacle.

And as for the ear, let it be said that

Emmerich Kalman again comes through with
insidious tunes that sneak their way right

into your heart. There is a gorgeous ring-

ing thing called "The Hussars' Song" that
is sung with a grand male chorus. There
are sentimental tid-bits that make you want
to go right up and propose to the nearest
good-looking chorus girl. When Kalman
tries jazz, he is not quite so happy; he is

no Gershwin. But you can't have every-
thing.

Still, "The Circus Princess" comes pretty
close to everything at that. It has Poodles
Hanneford, certainly one of our grandest
clowns; it has Guy Robertson to sing, James
C. Morton, Desiree Tabor, George Hassell,
Ted Doner. Gloria Foy and George Bickel.
See it, is our advice.



SCREENLAND
Molly O'Day Continued from page 57

77

"I never had any screen or stage expe-

rience," she said, "but one day my brother

suggested that I accompany him to the Hal
Roach studio. Right away they gave me a

job! I worked in twenty comedies—one
and two reelers—with Clyde Cook, Charlie

Chase, Jimmie Finlayson, Glenn Tryon and

others. I never had a test made and it

seemed to be all right. But I am so happy

now that I can't hold myself in. At the

time of the Roach contract, I supposed it

was just that they wanted someone of my
type, who had a saucy face and an Irish

look. Maybe there was some other reason

—at least they never complained about my
acting. This time there were a lot of tests

made and they all seemed to agree that I

was the type for Mr. Barthelmess' picture.

You see, I'm an Irish girl in the picture

and he is a prize fighter and he sort of

takes me by storm. It's perfectly won-
derful."

Molly's father was a Judge of the Su-
preme Court in Bayonne, N. J., where she

was born—and Molly went to school at the
Notre Dame Convent on Staten Island.

Three years ago the family came West and
settled in Los Angeles. Her sister got into

pictures and Molly followed. Her brothers

are all athletes. One, Jerry, was full-back

on the Notre Dame team four years ago
and another, George, was invited to play
with the American Ice Hockey team at the
latest Olympic Games. So Molly herself

come naturally by her love of outdoor
sports and excels as a swimmer, at running,
hiking, and the like. Also she is an accom-
plished dancer and is up-to-the-minute on all

the new dances such as the Charleston,

Black ' Bottom and similar terpsichorean

revels.

"My great ambition," declared Molly,

with one of her flashing smiles that sent

dimples chasing one another up and down
her peach-blossom cheeks, "is to go to

Ireland."

Anyhow—Kitty is just another evidence

that the Irish have a lot to be grateful for

and that the world owes a lot to the Irish.

They've brought sunshine into the world

since first they became a distinct race of

people and if they've been a bit given to

scrapping—at least they have no malice in

their hearts.

And their women—well, see Molly O'Day
some time and you'll know what I mean!

Gilbert Roland— the Screen's Latest Great Lover Continued from page 52

was Roland's environment from boyhood to

young manhood ... with Spain, warm,

sunny and dramatic the background.

At nineteen, his parents permitted him to

travel. Roland journeyed to the United

States. That was three years ago. While

in California his imagination was fired by

the romance of the motion picture world.

He had unusual luck in being cast for a

small part in "The Blonde Saint." Imme-

diately he proved to his director that he

had that enigmatic priceless quality called

"screen personality". After that he had

roles in "The Campus Flirt" and "The

Plastic Age". By this time Roland decided

to make America his home and the screen

his profession. Having a camera follow him

around a lot seemed so much more civilized

and interesting than following a bull around

an arena.

While the leaders of the Joseph M.

Schenck organization were casting "Camille ,

they were searching desperately for the per-

fect Armand Duval. One evening the

producer and his wife, Norma Talmadge,

went to a moving-picture theatre and hap-

pened to see Roland in "The Blonde Saint".

Immediately they decided he was the young

man for whom they had been looking. The

next day they placed Roland under a long-

term contract. Roland then set to work

studying his role of Armand Duval.

He knew that great things would be ex-

pected of him. For Armand Duval is a 'C Billie Dove, as she appears in "The
Tender Hour" with Ben Lyon.

great role with a great tradition. And there

have been so many famous Armand Duvals
in theatrical history. Roland realized he
would be compared with them, from the way
he first looked into Camille's eyes at the

opera to the way he fell at his father's feet

after the lovers had been separated. How
would he appear to those veterans of the

theatre who had seen or read of Fechter's

performance of that role. Charles Thome's,
Kyrle Bellew's, Maurice Barrymore's? But
Roland did not approach the part with any
feeling of inferiority. He knew he had the

important characteristics for the role as

Alexandre Dumas had conceived it in his

immortal classic, "La Dame Aux Camellias"

—youth, lack of sophistication and expe-

rience, and a certain quality of ingenuous
romance.
When Gilbert Roland first sees Camille

he is so bowled over by her beauty and
charm that he drops his hat, loses his cane,

and becomes for the moment—because of

his manner of doing these things—every-

young-man-in-love-for-the-first-time. Later,
when he denounces Camille, he has grown
up. Sorrow with a touch of bitterness has

entered his soul, and with it has come the

authority of experience. It is not an easy

role, but one full of pitfalls for any actor.

Gilbert Roland has brought many fine

moments to the production
He is of average height, has coal black

hair, soft brown eyes. He is an expert

boxer, horse-back rider and fencer.

Some Big Boys Come from Very Small Towns— continuedfrom page 22

find out that before they learned how to

make people laugh their own eyes have

felt many tears. And that's true for Harry.

Folks back along the east banks of the

Missouri River thought he was little better

than a ragamuffin when he used to huddle

around in dark corners of the old Doheney

Theatre watching the show from back stage.

And when he got a job as assistant to the

theatre janitor his status wasn't regarded as

exactly exalted. He was considered just

another budding bum. Even when he got

all cleaned up and procured the job as ticket

taker at the theatre, the folks were still sus-

picious. Fifteen years ago most people con-

sidered that there was no particular odor of

sanctity hanging around the theatre.

But Harry didn't mind what people
thought of him. He was in the happiest
heaven. Didn't the atmosphere reek of

grease paint? Couldn't he stand and watch
the actors whenever he wanted to? And
sometimes didn't one of the thespians stop

and ask him for a match or pass the time

of day?
I say Harry didn't mind. But of course

there were times when he did, being young
and sensitive he couldn't help it. Late at

night—when all the excitement was over and
the lights in the theatre were out, Harry on
his dark, lonely walk home used to swear
to himself that he would make good; that

some day people in Council Bluffs would
look up to him and respect him.

So he just stuck around and stuck around
and finally his chance came—as it usually

does if you can hang on long enough. The
manager started "amateur nights". This was
meat for Harry. His clumsiness was the

high spot of the performances. And this

awkwardness hadn't been rehearsed. Soon
he got a job with a medicine show. From
there to vaudeville and from vaudeville to

musical comedy were just easy steps for him
—after his early gruelling. Last of all he
got a chance at the movies and made an
instantaneous success.

You've all seen him in "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp" and "The Strong Man" so you
know that peculiar brand of wistful humor
which is all his own. Now all over the
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world he is commencing to be recognized as

a "great artist" even by the critics who
refuse to believe that art can come from

the screen.

And Council Bluffs knows his every pic-

turc and passes judgment upon them. Harry

comes home in his pictures at least and packs

the house and the boys want to be told

again how Harry found the beginning of the

pathway to fame right there in their own
home town.

Back home there is always some one who
inspires us—even if wc don't realize it.

There's a woman back in my home town in

Virginia whom I've never forgotten—and

I never will. I long for the time to come
when with something worthwhile accom-

plished I can go back home and "run over"

to see "Ellie" Ronemus.
No she wasn't a grande dame descended

from Robert E. Lee. Nor was she brilliant

or talented. But she made the best fried

bread I ever tasted.

What's fried bread?

Well you never lived in a small town

if you don't know what that is. To make
fried bread you take fresh dough—all ready

for baking—but instead of putting it in the

oven you place some butter in a skillet and

fry the dough until it is golden brown on

both sides. It tastes better than terrapin or

caviar. And that's what "Ellie" used to

cook for me every baking day. And I loved

to sit in the window in her summer kitchen

and watch her iron while I'd tell her about

the wonderful things I was going to do

"some day". And she never laughed at

me—never once.

Every single one of us has an "Ellie"

whose influence follows us no matter how
far we may drift. Back in Cambridge, Ohio,

there is a sweet, faded old lady who would

be astonished inexpressibly if she were told

that she were responsible for one of the

finest bits of moving picture characterization

that has ever been given.

When you see the "King of Kings" watch

for Simon of Tyrene. William Boyd plays

this part—but he doesn't play a part—he

is Simon of Tyrene. There is an expression

on his face of the truly spiritual man, an

expression of such reverence and beauty that

it makes you marvel. And how do you

suppose that happened? William Boyd is

a good actor, with a firm technical mastery

of various roles. But this—someway—is

different. He just is Simon of Tyrene.

Years ago, back in Cambridge, Ohio, there

was a young woman who spent her Sundays
teaching the small boys of the town about

the love and loveliness of the world's Great'

est Martyr. William Boyd was one of her

pupils. Often and often he wanted to

skip Sunday School and do other and more
vivid things but something really spiritual

in this woman's character held him and
made him attend promptly—even when he
didn't want to.

And now, years afterwards, the reflection

of that young girl's simple faith shines out

through William Boyd's eyes as he follows

the Way of the Cross.

The small town takes much from the

motion picture and gives much to it. Watch
Victor Varconi in any of his noted roles.

Always Varconi preserves that air of the

great gentleman. His gallantry and court-

liness are unequalled.

When he was a small child—only three

years of age—a great German noble used

to visit his native village of Tisvarda, Hun-
gary, each summer and winter. This visitor

was Prince Chlodwig Karl Victor von
Hohenlohe Schillings-Furst. The prince used

to stay in Tisvarda for the purpose of

enjoying a little real country life and he

was extraordinarily fond of an exciting boar

hunt. Although he was an aristocrat he
seemed to love the people and to delight in

riding through their villages and attending

their simple festivals. This glamorous
Prince made such an impression on the mind
of the young Victor Varconi that he never

forgot him. And although he has been

dead over twenty years he is the inspiration

of Victor Varconi every time he walks upon
the screen, in all his gallantry and courtli-

ness.

Whether they are conscious of it or not,

every man and woman who is born in a

small town is dependent upon that town for

much of his success. Many times, writers,

painters and actors do not realize this fact.

Nevertheless it is true. In our early youth
our impressions are the vividest and when
a man sits down to write or paint a master-

piece unconsciously he goes back to the time

when his mind and heart were fresh and
eager—back to his early youth.

The Main Streets make more stars—give

more stars than all the city avenues. And
when a name winks in and out in the

lights above a theatre these lights are but

a reflection of the fireflies which rise and
glow in the fields of Iowa's corn, Kansas'

wheat and Kentucky's clover.

Do you remember the wonder expressed

in "The Master" that in a sordid fishing

village a genius should be born? Bisbee,

Arizona, might feel the same way, for Lloyd
Hughes carries their colors. Or New Bruns-

wick, Canada, the birth place of Sam De
Grasse. Phyllis Haver came from Douglas,
Kansas and Rushville, Indiana knew Car-

melita Geraghty before you did. And when
the movie show opens in Forest City, Penn-
sylvania the folks look at Pat O'Mally's
screen work with neighborly eyes. When-
ever a Marie Prevost picture is shown in

Sarina, Canada the whole town turns out
because that's where Marie made her first

appearance in the world. Port Huron,
Michigan, is very proud of Colleen_ Moore,
and Johnny Hines hails from Golden, Colo-

rado, Jack Mulhall's severest critics are from
his home town, Wappinger's Falls, New
York. Charlie Murray comes from Laurel,

Indiana, Lewis Stone from Worcester, Mass-
achusetts, Virginia Lee Corbin from Pres-

cott, Arizona, Mary Astor is from Quincy,

G[ Barbara Kent in a scene

from "War Eagles".

Illinois, Doris Kcnyon from Syracuse, New
York, Estellc Taylor from Wilmington, Dela-

ware, Molly O'Day from Bayonne, New
Jersey, Natalie Kingston from Villejo, Cali-

fornia, and Ben Lyon is the pride and joy
of Atlanta, Georgia.

From St. Cloud, Nevada, June Marlowe
was brought into the land of the films. You
remember this little screen actress appeared
as one of the lovely ladies with whom John
Barrymorc made life so intriguing in Rome
in the middle ages. And Superior, Wiscon-
sin is the town where tiny Marion Nixon
first saw the light of day. Perhaps as she

was growing up the Methodists and Baptists

disapproved of her a little because she so

loved to dance. But you don't hear a word
of that now. Texarkana, Texas has much
pride in its daughter, Corinne Griffith. And
if you should visit New Palestine, Ohio, all

that you would hear would be Milton Sills

—

from morning until night. Mission, Texas
will stop its work for the day to show you
the exact way Ken Maynard would rope a

steer. The home folks love to talk about
you—once they're really convinced of your
worth And that's as true in Europe
as it is here in the States. The people up
in Ystad, Sweden, count Anna Q. Nilsson

as the Northland's finest export.

But the home folks don't always give out
compliments. This was particularly true a

couple of years ago when scandal broke out
in Lynn, Massachusetts. When the news
struck the village, the town dressmaker
dropped her needle and hurried up to her
cousin, Walter, who worked in the Gents'
Furnishing Store up on Market Street. "Say
do you know that that Neil Hamilton ain't

gonna be a Priest. He's give up his voca-

tion and" here she faltered, "and gone
on the stage!" •

And it was true. Neil had done just that.

To the disappointment of his relatives and
the scandalization of the good people of

Lynn. Neil himself was sad and worried.

But he knew he was right. He knew he
didn't have the true "call" and if he con-

tinued, he would, all his life, be a misfit in

the Priesthood. So out into the world he
went and did the one thing for which he
was created—he became an actor.

In "Beau Geste" he portrays the part of

Digby. When they were filming this picture,

Neil used to sit and watch the "rushes",
the scenes shot that day. As he looked over
them he wondered what the folks at home
would think of his work, if they w-ould be
proud of him and feel that he had been
justified in leaving the Priesthood.

To-night from a thousand celluloid

counterfeits Neil Hamilton in "Beau Geste"
is preaching a sermon, deep, beautiful and
eloquent— the sermon of brotherly love.

To-night his flock is the world. And you
may be sure that a tiny part of his vast

congregation— Lynn, Massachusetts— has

caught his message and is inspired.

The folks back home are proud of Neil

Hamilton.
The movie player comes home every time

his films are shown and his shadow self

sees his conquest of the folks he left behind.

It's great to get on the little accommoda-
tion train with your near-leather bag full of

dreams, and leave your home town. It's

greater still to come back with those dreams
realized. But it's greatest of all to have
achieved your heart's desires and yet to

have remained the "regular" fellow that

Neil Hamilton, Harry Langdon and the

others are so that in the midst of gaping
crowds and pompous servants you can say

as O. Henry did when he was requested

to attend a banquet in his honor
—"Why

I'm only a boy from the country".
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A Surprise Party for Carmel Myers

her braids in the rush," explained Eleanor

gaily. It seems that the wig was too wa'rm

when she was dancing, and so King Vidor
had kindly removed it.

Sylvia Thalberg, too, resplendent as an

ice-skater, at first in black satin trimmed

with swansdown, looked adorable, espe-

pecially as she wore a blonde wig, but she

finally discarded the wig because it was too

hot for a dancer, if not for a skater.

King Vidor declared that he "had brushed

his teeth and come as a gentleman," but

when he arrived there were some surplus

gobs' hats there, so they made him put

one on.

Looking awfully handsome in his sailor

garb was Charlie Ray. Charlie said, how
ever, that the boys all coming in sailor suits

was merely a gesture of gallantry toward

the ladies, since their colorful costumes

would show up that much more in contrast.

Matt Moore varied the costume by com'

ing as a long-shoreman.

Mae Murray looked lovely as Juliet, but

her husband, Prince Divani, wore evening

clothes, even to the high hat. Alas, he left

it in a chair, and somebody,—three some-

bodys in fact,—sat upon it!

"Oh, there's the new sheik, Eduardo

Raquello!" cried Patsy excitedly, and, I

must admit, almost above the sound of the

jazz orchestra.

He is very handsome, is Eduardo-, the new
foreign actor who has just come over for

Universal, and he looks wonderful on the

dance floor. He danced the tango with

Rosabelle Laemmle, who is exquisitely

graceful.

Rosabelle, by the way, was dressed as a

Czheko-Slovakian peasant, and looked too

cute for anything. She is a bright little

miss, and it is said that she manages her

father's, Carl Laemmle's, great house all by

herself.

Clarence Brown came alone, but danced

nearly all the dances.

Irving Asher as usual was lively and

amusing. When we complimented him on

looking nice in his gob uniform, he said,

"Yes, but mother told me I looked like

Wally Beery, when all the time I thought

I was looking like Jack Gilbert."

There was a dummy gob lying on a sofa,

and Bob Leonard said it represented the

last leading man whose life Carmel had

ruined in a picture.

Edmund Goulding and his sister were

there. Miss Goulding very pretty in a Span-

ish costume.

We glimpsed Kathlyn Williams in the

supper room. She wasn't in costume, but

she hasn't looked so blooming in years.

She has just returned from abroad, spend-

ing most of her time in Egypt, and is so

thoroughly up-to-date about all the tomb
excavations down there that she could give

the hoariest-headed old scientist a run for

his money. Louis B. Mayer's two pretty,

graceful daughters and his nice wife were

there.

Carmel's mother, as usual, bless her, was
the genial spirit of home and hospitality.

A buffet supper was served in the charm-

ing sun parlor, a great fire was burning

at one end of the living room in the big

fire-place, and everything was very cosy.

After unmasking and supper, dancing was
resumed, and the sun was rising when a

lot of us went home.
"But then," remarked Patsy, "the sun

does come up so early at this time of year!"

"They're dancing in the other room.

(Continued fr.om page 39)

Don't you want to glide a few steps?" de-

manded Jean Hersholt.

"Dancing?" I exclaimed. "Where? I

don't hear any music out there."

"In the den," answered Jean.

Sure enough we found a jazz orchestra

in the very next room to Jean's drawing
room in his beautiful Beverly Hills home.
Yet you couldn't hear a sound from it!

"Seems like a plot," suggested Patsy.

"A pleasant one, at any rate," I reminded
her. "Here we can be listening to wonder-
ful music on the piano in the drawing room,
while just beyond the wall a jazz orchestra

can be tootling its lungs out and yet you
aren't disturbed if you prefer the high-brow
altitudes."

A professional pianist had been playing

for us, and then Paul Kohner had taken the

piano stool and had played the Blue Danube
Waltzes in a way to coax your heart right

out of your bosom.
I'm way ahead of my story, though. For

supper had previously been served in the

den,—a large room entered through what
Patsy termed a "secret passage" from the

beautiful Italian patio,-—and a wonderful
supper it was. Mrs. Jean Hersholt herself

had made the pate de fois gras and other

dainty dishes.

And before supper, something very funny
had happened. Jean had taken the men
into the room to have a sip of near-beer

and a cheese sandwich,—a special kind of

cheese such as men like but women rarely

care for.

Jean turned to cut the cheese, looked up,—and lo and behold every man of them
had pulled his own cheese out of his pocket!

Poor Mr. Hersholt was completely crest-

fallen, until he realized it was all a joke.

Then he laughed as gleefully as anybody.
But we hear that all the men were very

glad to discard their own cheese in favor

of Jean's.

But about that soundless den,

—

"What a boon that would be to a picture

girl," said Mary Philbin rather wistfully,

C Ed Wynn as he appears in "Rubber
Heels" his next comedy.

we thought. "She could have dancing

parties all night, and papa and mamma
wouldn't be annoyed."

Sidney Olcott was my dinner companion
on one side, though I had the seat of honor
next to Mr. Hersholt on the other. Olcott

told amusingly of his and Jean's early days
together on the stage,—how one time they
tried out some kind of a play at a theater

in a tough mining town, and how somebody
warned them before the curtain went up,—

"They're so tough out there that they are
eating their young!"

A wonderful spirit pervades the Hersholt
domicile, brought about, no doubt, by the
sincere warmth and radiant hospitality of
the Hersholts, and by their real love for

their home.

People invited but who couldn't come to
the party sent their regrets, some in unique
form. Ted Sloman, directing a Russian pic-

ture, sent a detachment of Russian soldiers

bearing his message of regrets, and it was
really impressive as well as amusing to see

them clanking into the supper room and
saluting.

Johnny Hines sent regrets and that re-

minded Olcott of a joke that amusing
Johnny had gotten off on the set during
the makinig of a picture in which a goose
was being used. It seems that Johnny
kicked the goose, when the bird tried to

bite him. Afterward Johnny said that the
creature turned around and said to him,
"I don't mind the kick so much as the
thought behind it. You are afraid I am
stealing the picture."

Laura La Plant was there with William
Seiter, and looked lovely; Walter Hiers and
his lovely wife came, and there were Russell
Simpson and his wife, and Valentine Grant,
Mr. and Mrs. David Torrence,—Mrs. David
used to be an actress on the stage and is

very lovely,—Leah Baird and Arthur Beck,
Donald Crisp, Monte Blue and his wife,

Bodil Rosing, who is Monte's mamma-in-law
and an actress in pictures; Edwards Davis,
and a dozen others.

When you go to Jean's house, be sure
J:o see his library.

"Most people seem to think a library

should be gloomy,—goodness only knows
why," remarked Patsy, "but Jean seems to

have an entirely different idea."

The library walls are decorated with
paintings, evidently copies of some ancient
paintings illustrative of various historical

events, chiefly discoveries of new lands, and
very quaint; but done in bright colors, so
that the room is most cheerful.

There was a large mermaid greeting a

bunch of travelers in one scene, and we
were all joking as to who the different

figures represented, with Jean Hersholt sug-

gesting that probably the mermaid was Lon
Chaney!

Paul Kohner, after that divine playing of

the piano, went and sat at the feet of Mary
Philbin, to whom he seems quite devoted.
Neither, however, will admit any en-

gagement.
Down in the drawing room afterward,

Dave Upright sang in that glorious voice

for us.

We examined the garden, lit with its

myriads of electric lights, and brightened by
fountains.

And Pat and I are hoping and hoping
that we shall be invited to a garden party

at the Hersholts next summer!
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(f Cretchen Young, who has been
signed as a stoc\ player with
First 7<[ational.

We knocked at all the doors we could

find, but in vain. So then we walked in,

Pat and I.

We told Lois Weber and her husband,
Capt. Harry Gantz, as we entered the big

living room and they rushed to meet us,

how we had knocked at every door we
found, but nobody came to open them, and
so we had come right in.

"Of course," exclaimed Miss Weber with
smiling hospitality, "How dare you knock
at my door. Of course you came right in!"

We found everybody lunching a la buffet

when we came in, and Harry Crocker had
just spilled a cup of coffee and some cream
pie on his coat.

"I look well in everything I eat!" he kid-

dingly explained.

Many of the guests "were sitting chatting

over their food on the wide terrace before

the house, which house Gantz has lately

built for Miss Weber.
The house is in the country, and was built

on his big El Dorado Ranch, on top of a

beautiful slope, and overlooking acres of

oranges.

After lunch we all sauntered out to the

big swimming pool, half a mile from the

house, but the day was a little too cold for

bathing, so nobody went in; but Priscilla

Dean and Donald Ogden Stewart, who was
also one of the guests, pretended to be
walking the tight-rope as they stepped along
the concrete partition that divides the swim-
ming pool in two.

Vivian and Rosetta Duncan, Jetta Goudal
and Priscilla Dean, all found some old

wagon and barrel hoops by the roadside,

and held a hoop-rolling contest, much to

the amusement of everybody.
Carmel Myers and Claire Windsor were

both there, Carmel of course with her
mother,—which gave her such an excellent

chance to flirt with all the flirtable men!
Of course Priscilla Dean was with her

current aviator, Captain Leslie Arnold.
"My bodyguard in uniform!" announced

Priscilla.

Billie Dove came alone, because Irvin

Willat, her husband, was working, finishing

the picture which Lynn Reynolds was mak-

ing when he came to that tragic end by his

own hand.

Jctta Goudal carried her natty little

swagger stick. We remarked what an odd
handle the stick had, and then she explained

that it was a sitting stick, really. You just

spread out the handles,—so,—and there you
had a tiny chair! She explained that never

yet had she fallen off it. But I shouldn't

like to see Trixic Friganza try it;

We visited the chicken ' yards and the

corrals, and saw the "chickens walking
around all raw," as Raymond Hitchcock or

somebody used to sing concerning the Broad-
way maiden making her first trip to the

country. And then Harry Crocker seized a

real estate sign and pretended to sell lots

to us all.

Afterward, in the house, Lois Weber
started the entertainment ball rolling by ask-

ing Donald Ogden Stewart to recite his

famous essay on "Hollywood Birds." He
pretended to be very serious,—gave us a

little talk first,—then he gave some very

funny burlesque imitations of birds.

Then we routed Joseph Cawthorn out of

his corner, and made him sing his famous
drunk song for us.

Rosetta and Vivian Duncan entertained

with some songs, and Harry Crocker did the

funniest imitations in the world of Morris
Gest talking about "The Miracle."

Everybody voted it a wonderful day, as

we left that charming and hospitable roof.

"I've just looked in the telephone direc-

tory and I've found one person who isn't

at this party. I really think I should go
and call him up!" exclaimed Johnny Hines.

We had just arrived at Mabel Normand's
party,—the first she has given since her
terrible illness, when she came very near

dying with pneumonia.
Mabel was greeting everybody cordially,

and Lew Cody of course was by her side.

Everybody was so glad to see Mabel that

they were holding a regular kissing bee,

but I think that Lew was catching a few of

the kisses on the fly, rescuing Mabel from
them.

Mabel looked rather pale and quite, quite

thin, but seemed awfully full of pep. How-
ever, we noted her stealing away upstairs

to her room to lie down, once, and she

must have grown very tired with all those

guests, but she wouldn't admit it, being the

best of sports.

Mabel and Lew, I understand, spend
most of their time at Mabel's home in Bev-

erly Hills, as Mabel prefers that arrange-

ment, but once in a while for a change they

go and live in Lew's house. They seem
very happy together.

Fannie Brice was there when we arrived,

sitting in a big chair in a corner, looking
over a book of cartoons including one of

herself. The drawing had been made be-

fore Fannie "had her nose bobbed," as she

expresses it, so she could gaze at it with a

completely superior air. Her present nasal

member is all any movie director could ask.

She is going into pictures, you know.
We spied quite a lot of stage celebrities

there, including Ina Claire, who came late,

following her performance of "The Last of

Mrs. Cheyney." Somebody made a joke
and said that probably the last of Mrs.
Chaney occurred when Lon insisted on dis-

guising himself as a mouse. Fannie Ward,
too, was there, looking more youthful than
ever if that could be without her resembling
a positive infant in arms.

"I'm always just scared to death," con-
fided Patsy, "for fear I am going to have
to wheel her home in a go-cart!"

Corliss Palmer looked very lovely, and
so did Claire Windsor. {I'm going to have

rubber-stamps made for that remark about
those two girls!)

Ruth Roland looks quite herself again,

though we were all afraid for some time
that she had some dreadful spinal trouble.

Anna Nilsson looked as lovely as ever,

despite the fact that she has been working
like a slave during the past several months
in her various pictures.

Diana Miller, the pretty Titian-haired

wife of George Melford, was chatting with

Gertrude Olmsted on a sofa, and we stopped
long enough to learn from Diana that she

is going back on the screen, as she is get-

ting a bit tired of being simply a home
body. She is going to play in her husband's
next picture; so you can see from that that

he doesn't mind her going back on the

screen.

Marie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan had
been showing their dogs at a dog show
somewhere, so didn't come until after twelve,

but they said that they would willingly have
foregone all the prizes their ki-yis had won
rather than miss Mabel's party.

Bessie Love consented to do one of those

wonderful dances of hers. She always
manages to bring some new steps to the

Black Bottom.
That beautiful Barbara Bennett, daughter

of Richard Bennett, is back in Hollywood,
and is going into pictures again. She just

missed her father who had been playing on
the coast, and was very sorry about it.

Lottie Pickford came with Allan Forrest,

and there were Kathleen Clifford and Meo
II 1 itch, Paul Bern. Eileen Percy, George
Melford, . Donald Crisp, Robert Leonard,

Walter Pidgeon, Belle Bennett, Monte Blue

and his wife, and simply scores of others.

You danced in the big living room, in a

corner by the jazz orchestra, if you liked,

but most of the guests seemed to enjoy more
sitting about on sofas and in deep chairs

or . even on cushions on the floor, and
chatting.

"How nice it does •seem." remarked
Patsy, as we drove away, "turning for a

last look at the brightly lighted house, "How
nice it seems to see that light once more,
'up in Mabel's room'."

(\ The famous villain, 'William Powell, as
Ramon Oliver os in "Senorita". His next
will he "Time To Love".
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TheyThought IWasDying
to be Funny

UntilIStarted to Play

Then IGaVe Them the Surprise ofTheirlites
THE crowd sat spellbound—fascinated

by the rich full notes of Harry's
violin. Yes, it was beautiful—for Harry
was a brilliant performer. Yet I could not
help chuckling to myself when I thought
of the surprise I had in store for them.
I waited until the last ripple of applause
had stopped. Then with mock dignity I
arose.

"With your kind permission,"' I an-
nounced, "I shall now charm you with a
piano recital."

Everyone snickered, "Does he really

play I" one girl asked. "Yes," Phil laughed,
'he plays the Victrola

—

beautifully !" Some-
one behind me whispered : "Jim must have
his little joke." "How about playing
Rachmaninoff's 'Prelude in C Minor,' Jim!"
another suggested. The room was in an
uproar. They were sure I couldn't play
a note.

"With studied clumsiness, I

fell over the piano stool and
dropped the lid on my hand.
Then with all the gravity of

a master pianist, I proceeded
to pick out "Chop Sticks"

with one finger! The crowd
roared with laughter. This

was the dramatic moment
for my surprise. Dropping
the mask of the clown, I

struck the first sweet chords

of Wagner's lovely "The
Evening Star" from "Tann-
hauser."

The laughter died on their

Pick Your
Instrument

Piano 'Cello

Organ Harmony and
Violin Composition
Drums and Sight Singing
Traps Ukulele

Guitar Hawaiian
Mandolin Steel Guitar
Harp Clarinet
Cornet Flute
Piccolo Saxophone

Trombone
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
Banjo (5-String, Plectrum

or Banjo)

lips. The magic of my music cast a spell over
everyone. As I played on with complete con-
fidence I forgot the room—the people—every-
thing. I was alone—lost in the sheer beauty of

the immortal master's tender melodies.

The Thrill of My Life
When the last haunting strain of the mellow

notes had faded away, there was a dead silence.

Had I failed 1 A roar of applause answered my
question. Then I felt the thrill that comes with
real success 1

A perfect bedlam of questions and congratu-
lations followed from my amazed and dumb-
founded friends

—"How long have you been
playing?"—"Who was your teacher?"—"Where
did you learn ?"

"I know it is hard to believe," I replied
happily, "but I learned at home

—

and without
a teacher!"

How I Learned
They were too completely surprised to say

anything so I told them the whole story.

"I have always wanted to play the piano.
But I never had a chance to
take lessons when I was a
youngster and as time went on
I reluctantly said goodbye to
my ambition to play. Then I
saw an interesting ad one day.
It told about a new, easy way
of learning music—right at
home—without a teacher. It
seemed too good to be true.
But I did want to play and it

certainly was worth investi-
gating as long as it didn't cost
me a cent. So I sent for the
Free Demonstration Lesson and
Booklet.

"When they arrived. I was amazed
to see how easy playing the piano
really was—easier than I dared hope.
I knew right away that I could mas-
ter it. So I decided that I would
send for the course and practice
secretly. Then I could surprise you
all."

Just a Few Minutes a Day
"The course was as fascinating as a new game. I

enjoyed every minute of it. I was playing real tunes
from the start by note. Reading music was as easy as
A-B-C! No weary scales, no monotonous exercises, no
tiresome hours of practicing. And each lesson was
easier than the last. Although I never had any
"special talent" for music I was playing my favorites
almost before I knew it. Soon I could play jazz,
ballads, classical music—all with equal ease. Well,
did I surprise you?"

You, Too, Can Quickly Learn
Tou. too, can learn to play your favorite instrument

by this remarkable easy "at home" method that has
helped almost half a million people all over the world
to increased pleasure and financial gain. And there's
nothing marvelous about it. It's just a common sense
practical method—so simple you don't have to know the
slightest thing about music. You find your progress
amazingly rapid because every step is clear and easy to
understand. Just pick out the instrument you want to
play. The U. S. School of Music does the rest. And
its cost averages just a few cents a day!

Free Book and Demonstration
Lesson

Our wonderful illustrated free book and our free
demonstration lesson explain an about this remarkable
method. They prove just how anyone can learn to play
his favorite instrument in almost no time and for just
a fraction of what old slow methods cost.

If you really want to learn to play—if new friends,
good times, social popularity and increased income ap-
peal to you—take this opportunity to make your dreams
come true. Sign the coupon and send it before it's too
late. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
U. S. School of Music, 3227 Brunswick Bldg.. New York.

U. S. School of Music,
3227 Brunswick Bldg.. New York City.

Please send me your free book, "Music "Lessons in
Tour Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
Special Offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument? -

Name - -

Address - —

City State..
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of Byron Haskins. He used to be a camera

man—and now he is a director having just

completed his first picture "Matinee Ladies".

And a good job he has made of it, too.

In what other industry, I ask you, are

the opportunities so great as in the films?

In what other industry—outside of the oil

business—can you be a feather duster to-day

and a rooster tomorrow? Since this is so,

why don't boys and girls ever think of the

executive end of the game. Why do they

bemoan the fact that there aren't a hundred
million starring jobs open—one for every

inhabitant in the United States.

Go to see Haskins' picture "Matinee
Ladies". Watch the way this budding
director handles the heroine. May McAvoy,
—and Hedda Hopper and Malcolm
McGregor and all the others. Yesterday a

camera man, to-day a director, and to-

morrow—why who can say what height will

be scaled by a man who has accomplished

what Haskins has already done in such a

short time?

He did an unusually competent job be'

cause he didn't have a particularly original

theme for his story—just the same old idea

of cradle snatchers. You know what they

are—women who play around with younger
men in the afternoon while their more
mature husbands are hard at work earning

the noiseless limousines and infinitesimal

platinum wrist watches which the spoiled

American woman seems to consider neces-

sary before she dare stick her kinky head
out of her luxurious house.

Just go to see this picture and watch
how May McAvoy and Malcolm McGregor
team up under Haskins direction. Look at

it—- not from the angle of a beautiful, sen-

timental romance but regard it from a

technical viewpoint. This Haskins' swift

climbing to competent direction is an in-

spiration to anybody.

THE NIGHT BRIDE
I'd hate to be in the fix that Marie

Prevost gets herself into in "The Night

Irene Rich is always busy, she finishes

one picture and starts right on another.

Her next is "Dearie".

'C[ Fay Wray twill be Emil Jannings
leading lady in "Hitting For
Heaven".

Bride". How would you feel if your father

came into a strange house and found you
in a strange man's bed, wearing the
stranger's pajamas? And just suppose you
made your father believe that you were
married to this stranger while all the time

you weren't. And then suppose still fur-

ther that the stranger is a woman hater

who loathes the ground you tread. You'd
be in pretty bad, now wouldn't you? To
say nothing of the way you'd feel when
your father left you alone in the bedroom
with stranger and went out and locked the

door. As our friend, Rene Adoree would
say—some contretemps!

That's just what happens to Marie Prevost
in her latest film. And while I've never
been a Prevost fan, after seeing her in this

newest picture, I've joined her ranks—one
hundred percent. She is so lovable and
amusing in this "Night Bride" melee that

it would take a heart lots stonier than mine
to hold out against her.

And that's not all. If Marie hadn't been
so altogether charming Franklyn Pangborne
would have walked away with the picture.

He gives the best character performance
you ever saw as a sissified secretary and
wet nurse—almost—to Harrison Ford, said

woman hater. He's simply grand and will

ring a bell in you that's not often rung.

He's a real actor, that boy, and the oftener

he's cast in a picture, the oftener we'll get

the rare thrill that comes from watching
somebody superlatively funny.

NAUGHTY NANNETTE
If you're dead tired of seeing perfect

young ladies go through their tricks in pic-

tures which are often impossible and some-

times downright silly, go hunt for Film

Booking Offices' latest film, "?\[aughty 7s[an-

nette" and watch a regular girl, Viola Dana,
speak a forkful. She's good. It's all very

well to quote: "Her voice was ever soft,

gentle and low—an excellent thing in

woman" and it's all very well to have a

voice like that. But, honest, sometimes don't

you just yearn to see a girl act human.
Well—that's Viola Dana all over.

Viola is an extra girl in Hollywood
fighting her way along like a gallant soldier.
One day she stumbles over another poor
little drowned rat of an extra and takes
her home. This child—Helen Foster—is

starving and Viola sets out to get her rights
for her. Does she? Well, you can always
depend upon Viola and Rin-Tin-Tin to
bring home the bacon.

This is a picture within a picture. You
see a film actually being shot out in Holly-
wood and you follow the director in all his

difficulties. And with Viola horsing around
and bursting up his most emotional moments—he has a plenty.

Helen Foster for all that she has a small

part, appealed to me vastly. I believe she
has the makings of a really serious actress.

Her finely shaped head and earnest patrician

little face all seem to proclaim it. But you
go and see her—and if I'm wrong, the

sodas are on me.
But maybe not! Because if you don't

agree with me on Helen you will on Ed.
Ed who? Why Ed Bronell—Viola's boy
friend. See if he's not more striking than
any leading man you've seen this month.

THE SEA TIGER
When somebody says: "No Mary, can't

be called beautiful but she has such a sweet

disposition" you know there is something
radically wrong with Mary. Well that's

the same way I feel about "The Sea Tiger".

In this film of really wild and picturesque

loveliness made on the Canary Islands,

Milton Sills stars with Mary Astor. But
why they call Milton a Sea Tiger is beyond
anybody's imagination. He gave a grand
account of himself but he wasn't even first

cousin to tigerish. Instead he seemed a

rather tolerant, mild-mannered, phlegmatic

fisherman—taking all the time in the world
to make sure of Mary Astor.

Mary Astor was superb, I thought, even.

C Edmund Burns has temporarily

deserted us to ma\e a picture

abroad.
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They Grinned When the Waiter
Spoke to Me in French

—but their laughter changed to amazement at my reply

WE had dropped into Pierrot's for
dinner — Pierrot's, that quaint

French restaurant where the waiters speak
nothing but French. Jack Lejeune, who
boasted a smattering of French, volun-
teered to act as interpreter.

"Now tell me what you want to eat,"

announced Jack grandly, after we were
seated, "and I'll 'parley' with the waiter."

With halting French phrases and much
motioning of hands, Jack translated our
orders to the waiter. Finally Jack turned
to me.

"What's yours, Fred?" he asked.

"Virginia ham and scrambled eggs," I
replied.

Jack's face fell. He knew that my
order would be difficult to translate into

French. However, he made a brave effort.

"Jambon et des et des
"

but Jack couldn't think how to say
"scrambled eggs." He made motions as
if he were scrambling eggs in a frying
pan, but the waiter couldn't get what he
was driving at.

"I'm afraid you'll have to order some-
thing else, Fred," he said finally. "I can't

think of the word for 'scrambled eggs.'
"

Everybody smiled— everybody except
me. With great ceremony I beckoned to

the waiter. "I'll explain my order to the

waiter," I said. A chuckle ran around the

table.

"Fred can't speak French, can he?" I

heard a girl whisper to Jack.
"No—he never spoke a word of French

in his life," came the answer. "But watch
him. This will be funny. He'll probably
give an imitation of a hen laying an egg."

A Tense Moment
The waiter addressed me. "Monsieur a

fait son choix?" he asked.
There was a pause. All eyes were on

me. I hesitated—prolonged the suspense
as long as possible. Then in perfect French
I said to the waiter : "Qui; Donnez-moi
du jambon aux oeufs brouilles—jambon
de Virginie."

The effect on my friends was tremen-

dous. The laughter stopped. There Were few months ago I didn't know a word of French,

gasps of amazement. In order to heighten ?ow \ can speak and understand French when it

S j» a t j-- -a jt i • j is spoken to me. And I didn t study much—
the effect, I continued for several minutes

j ust a few minutes a day. There were no labori-

to converse in French witli the waiter. I ous exercises to do—no tiresome rules—no dull

asked him all sorts of questions—what class-room drills. It was actually fun learning.

j, -r-. , .» t » , Everything was so clear, so simple, so easy,
part Of France he was from—how long he Honestly, the Hugo 'At-Sighf French Course is

had been in America, and many other the most remarkable thing of its kind I have
queries. When I finally let the waiter go, ever seen I"

everybody started firing excited questions Try It 5 Days FREE
at me. This story is typical. You, too, can now learn

"Fred! Where did you learn to speak French at home—quickly, easily, pleasantly—just

"RYpiiHt likp thatV "WW rlirhi'r vnn tpII
as thousands of others are doing by the cele-

Jjiencll like tliat ? VVliy dldll t you tell brated Hug0 .>At-Sight" Method. Twenty-four
US you could talk Irench? "Who Was fascinating lessons, carefully planned. The most
your teacher?" ingenious method of learning French ever dis-

"Well, folks," I replied, "it may sound cover
?
d -

Whole generations of language-teaching
. t\ . -j-

J
. . experience m all the leading European cities are

strange, but the truth is I never had a behind this French course.
teacher. And just a few months ago I The wonderful thing about this simplified

couldn't speak a word of French." J
1^ method is that it makes you your own

un i -it n> i i t t i «-\r_ teacher. At home—in minutes that might other-
Quit your kidding! laughed Jack. 'You wise be wasted—you learn phrase by phrase, sen-

didn't develop that knowledge of French in tence by sentence, to speak the language correctly

a few months. I thought it took years to and well. To be able to speak French is deci-

i t t l
i i;i.o +11Q + " dedly a cultural attainment, and is recognized as

leaiu to Lciiii iiKt; md,c. sucll Tjse those spare m jnutes to master French
I have been studying French only a this fascinating Hugo wa,yl

short while," I insisted. And then I told N° money is necessary now. We shall be glad

them the whole story. n* vS
d
J°tw

he C0mp
o

lete cou
-f

e F^ F°A 5

TT _ _ f _ , . DAYb so that you may see it and judge it forHOW I JLearned rrench Without yourself. Within the free examination period you
T"1

i have the privilege of returning the course without
d. l cat-llcr cost or obligation, or keeping it as your own and

"Did you ever hear of the House of Hugo?" sending only $2 as a first payment, and there-
I asked. after $2 a month until the full price of $12 has

Jack nodded. "That's that famous Language been paid.
Institute over in London, isn't it?" You are the judge. Simply return the course

"Yes," I replied. "They've been teaching lan- within 5 days if you are not fascinated a,nd de-
guages for over a century. Thousands of Euro- lighted with it. If you act promptly, a valuable
peans have learned foreign languages in a sur- French-English Dictionary, containing 45,000
prisingiy short time by their 'at-sight' method." words, will be included without additional cost.

"But what's that got to do with your learning We urge you to clip and mail this coupon to-
French?" asked Jack. "You haven't been over day. Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-807, Gar-
there taking lessons from the House of Hugo, den City, New York.

"No, I couldn't go to the House of Hugo, so „„„...„ _ „„ c „„ n „ . _ „.,
the House of Hugo came tor me," I replied g^^^V^quizziuuiy Language Institute of London,My rriendS LOOK Startled Garden City, New York.

"Here's what I mean," I said. "The authori- Please send me the Hugo "French-at-Sight" Course

ties of the House of Hugo got together recently i?
24

,

1
,?
ss<

!
ns

,-
exa^atlon ?nd T

inc?"de ."le

and decided to condense Iheir knnwlodo-o nf Inn French-knglish Dictionary. Within 5 days I will eitherana decided to conaense tnen knowledge ot Jan- reUun the course and dictionary or send vou $2 at
guage instruction—their experience in teaching that time and $2 each month thereafter until $12 has
French—the secrets of their wonderful method been paid,

into a course of printed lessons—a course which
anyone could study at home. Name

"This course turned out to be the most
ingenious method of learning French ever de-

Acldress

vised. It was simply marvelous. It enabled city state
people to learn French in their own homes, in
an incredibly short time. Occupation _

"I can scarcely believe it myself, but just a 5% discount for cash with order
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Almost too good to

Not one cent of beauty shop
expense for this lovely marcel

Marcelling your hair with
the Maison Marcellers is

both simple anil fascinat-
ing. First you moisten the
hair with water. Then the
hair strands are brought
through a specially designed
loop and caught in place
with a metal pin. The hair
is thus held in "waves"
from 15 to 30 minutes un-
til dry. when you take the
marcellers out — and there
is the most beautiful mar-
cel you ever sawl

I think the Marcellers are
great. The girls at school
are crazy about my waves
and will not believe that
my mother does it with
the marcellers. — Virginia

Fair.

You know only too well how
absurdly costly your marcels

have been, how rapidly your
money has melted away under these

constant visits to the beauty shop.

You try to be careful to preserve

your so-expensively acquired marcel.

You swathe your head at night in a

veil, you begrudge every moment
spent in a steamy kitchen, you flee

from a drop of rain on your bare
head, you cover your hair with a

towel when you take a hot bath

—

all to make you wave last longer,

and cut a dollar or two here and
there from your marceling expense.

But still the cost keeps mounting.

What are you to do? Go without a

wave, neglect your appearance, join

the ranks of the women who don't

care how they look, lose your hard-

earned reputation for beautiful

grooming ?

No, it isn't necessary. You can have
the loveliest marcel you have ever

seen, not just once in a while, but
whenever you want it, every day of

the year, in fact. And you can have
it without another cent of beauty
shop expense!

Maison Marcellers save a $1.50

marcel every time you use them
Think of it ! For the cost of just a

couple of beauty shop marcels you
can insure having a perfectly mar-
celled coiffure day in and day out,

without another cent of expense. It

is almost too good to be true. But
it is true.

With our Marcel Fashion Chart
to guide you, it is a simple mat-
ter to get any type or style of
marcel you want with the Maison
Marcellers—side part, center part,
horseshoe wave, Ina Claire or
shingle "bob," pompadour, etc.
Detailed drawings show how to
apply the Marcellers for each
style. The Style Chart also con-
tains suggestions for selecting the
kind of marcel most becoming to
your typo of beauty,

Look at the photographs shown on
opposite page. They tell the story.

Note how straight' and unpromising
the model's locks appear before the

Maison Marcellers are adjusted.

Note how simple is the arrangement
of the Marcellers on the head.

Then behold the results! A glor-

ious wave, a perfect marcel, smooth,

soft, deep undulations that lie in a
fluffy aureole about the face, fram-
ing it in an exquisitely executed
marcel that even the most skilled

professional might well envy.

Don't think that the wave pictured

above is an exception. The same
results have been secured time and
again in public demonstrations. A
representative of this very publica-

tion witnessed a similar demonstra-
tion of the wonderful effectiveness

of Maison Marcellers, and added his

endorsement to those of a hundred
or more other representatives.

You, yourself, can have just such
a glorious marcel

All you need do to have the loveliest

marcel imaginable is to dampen your
hair slightly, slip the Maison Marcel-
lers in place, and leave them there

while you dress. Then, as soon as
your hair is dry—a matter of thirty

minutes or so—you slip the wavers
off—and you, yourself, are the de-

lighted possessor of just such a wave
as that shown on opposite page.

Do you wear your hair in large,

I have a better wave now
with Maison Marcellers
than I ever had before.
Seems hardly possible but
it is true. Not only do
they give a deep and last-
ing wave but also a softer
or more natural one than
a hot iron marcel.—Joseph-
ine E. Jordan.

loose waves ? The Maison Marcellers
produce just such a wave. Do you
prefer a small, close wave? You
can just as easily have a wave of
that type. Do you wear your hair
in a shingle bob, a pompadour, an
Ina Claire or a horseshoe wave?
Every one of them can be perfectly
achieved with Maison Marcellers.
With the Marcellers goes a complete
fashion chart of hair styles, and de-
tailed explanation of how to produce
any type you wish.

Even the most difficult hair is

conquered by this marvelous
waving method

Perhaps you say, "It may work for others,

but my hair is too difficult." You are just
the person, then, for whom Maison Mar-

All Your Questions Answered
in Advance

To anticipate the questions which come up
in many women's minds ue offer the fol-
lowing ansvsers which are vouched for by
any woman who has used Maison Marcellers.

Will the hair be entirely dry at the end of
thirty minutes'?

Answer: Yes. In using the Maison Marcellers,
you merely dampen it.

Is all of the hair waved by the Maison Mar-
ceUers

?

Answer: Yes. The hair is waved right down
to the end.

Is all the hair marcelled at one time?

Answer: Yes. There are ten Marcellers in the
set, sufficient to do the hair in one operation.

Is more than one set needed in a home?
Answer: No. One set of Maison Marcellers will

do very nicely for the family.

How long do the MarceUers last?

Answer: They last indefinitely. We've never
known a set to wear out in service.

I have a permanent, can I use these Marcellers?

Answer: Yes, you can use them. Regardless of
how fuzzy the permanent is it can be shaped into
a perfect marcel by these Marcellers.
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be tru e!

Notice to Readers

A Chicago representative of this paper and
representatives of over one hundred other nation-

ally known magazines and newspapers witnessed

a demonstration of these wavers and found
them to be successful and very satisfactory.
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KAUFMAN 8C FABRY CO.
Commercial Photographers

CHICAGO
Maison de Beaute,
Chicago, Illinois.

I, Edward J. Cook, hereby certify that these are
actual photographs taken by me while Miss Evelyn An-
derson's hair was marcelled with Maison MarceDers.
The one at the left shows Miss Anderson's hair as she
entered my studio. That at the right shows the Maison
Marcellers in place. The center photograph shows Miss
Anderson's hair as it appeared 30 minutes later.

Signed: EDWARD J. COOK.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of
March, 1926.

EMMA W. STOLZENBACH, Notary Public.

Miss Anderson's statement:

When I arrived at the Kaufman & Fabry Studio, my
hair was straight as you may see in the picture at the
left. I had very little faith in any of the so-called
hair-wavers and expected I would have to visit my hair-
dresser before keeping my other posing appointments in
the afternoon. To my delight, as you will see from the
center photograph, it was not necessary7

. My hair was
perfectly waved.

(Signed) MISS EVELYN ANDERSON.

cellers are meant. Don't you know that

the reason your hair has failed to take a
marcel is that the professional operators

have never waved it twice the same ? "With

these Marcellers you can do what no one
else would bother to do, set the wavers
the same every time and in a brief while

train your hair to wave exactly as you
want it to, in the precise line most becom-
ing to the shape of your face. Perhaps
the first time you try it you won't get the

line exactly as you want it. But, no mat-
ter how stubborn your hair, no matter
how stiff and inadaptable, you can give

it, not just a passable wave, but as lovely

a wave as you have ever known.

Think how quickly your hair,

freed from the tyranny of hot

irons, will regain its lovely

lustrous beauty

No matter how ruined your hair has been

Read What They Say!
Mrs. M. S , Camden, N. J.

I am very well satisfied with your marcellers and
is the truest advertisement I have ever sent for.

Miss C. B. P , Flint, Mich.
I cannot too highly recommend the Maison Mar-
cellers to anyone desiring a perfect marcel effect.

"I Think They're Just Wonderful"
Miss E. D , Washington, D. C.

I think they are wonderful. My hair was thin
and straight and cost me so much money going
to hairdressers to keep it waved, but since I

have these wonderful wavers my hair looks much
better.

Mrs. E. W. C , White Salmon, Wash.
I was certainly pleased. I marcelled my own
and my sister-in-law's hair and would like to
say I wouldn't resell it to you for $10.

Mrs. M. N. B , Waukegan, III.

The Marcellers arrived two days ago. And as
inexperienced as I was I had a wave that same
day. Yesterday my husband came home and as
soon as he saw my hair he said,- "Oh, you got a
marcel today!"

Miss M. Z , Duct Mesne. Pa.
I give a good word about your wonderful Mar-
cellers to all who ask me, "Oh, what pretty
marcels. How do you curl your hair?" Of course
I'm glad when asked. The marcels are beautiful.

"I Wouldn't Take $20 For Them"
Mrs. M. V. S , Elizabeth, N. J.

Am delighted with the wavers. Would not sell

my set for $20 if I thought I could not replace
them.

by previous waving methods, your Maison
Marcellers will give it a chance to regain

its own soft, silky lustre. Once you are

freed from the tyranny of hot irons that

burn, break and discolor the hair and dry
the scalp, the hot blast of water-wave
"setting" that makes the hair so dry and
brittle, "Or other waving methods that take

out all the life and lustre and make the

hair harsh and kinky, your hair will begin
to return to health and vigor. Within a
few months you will hardly recognize it,

so complete will be the transformation, so

wonderful the new, lustrous beauty.

Thousands of women know the

joys of this safe, sane way
of waving

Women, the country over, the moment the

Maison Marcellers were introduced, recog-

nized the great boon which they conferred,

and hastened to send for them. They
knew what a wonderful relief it would be
to be able to end the annoyance of beauty
shop appointments, to end the expense of

beauty shop marcels, to end the destructive

action of dangerous waving methods. Now
they wave their own hair

—

at home—when-
ever they wish-—as often as they wish—
without the slightest bit of harm to their

hair! They go about all the time with
perfectly groomed, beautifully marcelled
hair. And they keep their hair in this

exquisite condition by just a few minutes
of care once a week or so.

Send no money—Just mail the

coupon

Even at this special price, you need not
risk a penny. Just sign and mail the cou-

pon. In a few days, when the postman

brings your outfit, just deposit $2.98 with,

him (plus a few cents' postage). And
when you put in your first marcel, you'll

say it was the best purchase you ever
made in your life, for your hair waving
troubles are ended. Every time you use
this outfit, you'll get better and better re-

sults and you'll never have to spend your
good time and money for marcels again.
After you have tried this marvelous new
marcelling method for 5 days, if you are
not delighted with results— and if it

doesn't give you the most beautiful marcel
you ever had and improve your hair in
every way—simply return the outfit to us
and your money will be refunded quickly
and cheerfully. But don't put it off. Re-
member the offer may soon be withdrawn.
Fill in and mail the coupon today!

MAISON DE BEAUTE
124 West Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

IMPORTANT: Should the price be raised
within the next few days, we guarantee to
honor all orders received from this adver-
tisement at the price quoted in the coupon.

Maison de Beaute,

124 West Illinois St., Dept. 129, Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen:

Please send me your newly invented marcelling out-
fit, including set of Maison Marcellers. generous bottle
of curling liauid. Marcel Style Chart, and complete
directions for waving, which I will follow. I agree to
deposit $2.08 (plus postage) with the postman when
he makes delivery. If the Marcellers do not put a
perfectly defined wave in my hair I will return the
outfit within 5 days and you are to refund the pur-
chase price without argument or delay.

Name

Address

City..._ State..

NOTE: If you expect to be out when the postman
comes, enclose $3.10 with your order and the Marcel-
ling Outfit will be sent postpaid.
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SHOCKTPROOF
STRAP WATCH

DUSTPROOF
MOISTURE PROOF CASE.

6 JEWEL
SH0CKPR0OF
MOVEMENT

RADi
DIAL

LOOK, FREE!

EASY CRIP

SECOND HAND FOR
TIMING PURPOSES.

Absolutely free a genuine
Stamford Strap Watch sent

free of charge with every Morrison Fountain Ten. The
pen with the 10 year guarantee—famous oversize black
tipped red beauty. The finest Morrison Pen made

—

over two million now in use. Try before you buy.
Send no money. We send you this regular $10 watch
free of charge. Just to introduce the Den. Just think
of it a full G jeweled watch with 20 year engraved
thin model case. This watch will amaze you; looks
exactly like $100 model. State if lady's or man's
pen is wanted and if sou prefer we can send a ladies

wrist watch instead. On delivery of package pay post-

man only $2.93 for pen—no more—then after 10 days'

trial send us balance of $2.95 in full payment. Not a
penny more—100 per cent satisfaction or money back.
Don't hesitate, ask for your free watch. It's free.

We ask nothing—you pay nothing—now or later. Send
this ad with your name.

GLOBE SCIENTIFIC CO.
P. O. Box 296 Pittsburgh, Pa.

SENSATIONAL OFFER!
[

Usual $5.00 Value

PORTRAIT!
ENLARGEMENTS
Size 16x20 In. Made from any size or style photograph,
tnap shot, group picture, etc., you send us. Only 98c ea.

C JC l\i TT fk J|f Lock among your collection of»»-»» "II pictures or through the family
fit PPD/ll/yi t album. Select a treasured pic-n' * flVVMIBi tureofbaby, mother, dad, grand-
ma, a dear friend, etc. Mail it to us, and iu a few days
v,e will send you an artistic, lifelike, enlarged repro-
duction at the amazingly low price of only 98c each.

SEND NO MONEY!
When portrait arrives pay only 98c to the mailman,
plus a few cents postage. If after examination of enlarge-
ment you are not thoroughly satisfied with this wonderful
bargain, return it and your money will be refunded.
We'll pay postage if you prefer to
eend $1.00 with your order. Same
pnee for full length, bust, group,
pet animals, holiday snap shots,
or for one or more persons alone
out of group pictures. Send as
many pictures as you like. We
guarantee safe return of your
original photos.

Mail Photos NowJ
UNITED PORTRAIT CO.
1652 Ogden Ave., Dept. 206,Chlcago, III.

FREE!
— to introduce these
gorgeous Enlarge-
ments we will include
au_ exquisitely hand
painted. colored min-
iature reproduction
of photo you send.
This miniature alone
is easily worth the
price of enlargement

ACT QUICK!

30 Days FREE Trial
.1927 bicycles direct from factory on
I approval. SaveSlOto S15. Many models.
Tires, sundries at Factory Prices. Write
today for catalog and marvelous offers.

MEAD Cycle Co., Dept. C-243 CHICAGO

when they made her do all sorts of callow,

unnecessary bits of monkey business—such

as pulling handsful of hair out of Alice

White's head. Alice, by the way, gave a

slashing good portrayal of a sensuous little,

light-headed vamp. And Larry Kent

—

whoopee! He was my favorite of all. He
played Milton's no account young brother

and with what fire and nerve and dash! But

I didn't get one bit alarmed when he was

knocked senseless out in his little boat

—

alone in a frightful storm. Somehow, you
know it isn't really frightful at all. But

just some none-too-clever mechanical tricks.

Summing it all up, there was a marvelous

locale, all the acting talent in the world,

a fairly agreeable story, and direction which

at times was resourceful and even piquant.

"What are you kicking about then?" you

ask. I don't know. It had all the proper

ingredients. But it just didn't jell. But

we've all had that happen to our efforts at

some time or another. So go to see the

picture anyway. Just for the wild, ruth-

less spirit and full, fervent color which

spurts out every now and then when some
body isn't looking.

EASY PICKINGS
Take one disappearing corpse, two black-

robed figures and mix well with a couple of

badly-frightened negro servants, a blunt-

headed detective, a crooked lawyer and a

beautiful lady— and you have EASY
PICKINGS.
Anna Q. Nilsson is the heroine and looks

her slimmest in a pair of pants. Philo

McCullough works his arch-villainy up to

a momentous crescendo—but, darn the luck,

he loses the girl and the fortune to honest,

upstanding Kenneth Harlan.

That's the kind of picture it is and you
can take it or leave it. I took it—TWICE!
I saw it first one afternoon in the projec
tion room and all the way home I thought:

"What a terrible picture". But after I

had my dinner I kept remembering its good
points. I then reached the conclusion that

it wasn't the picture but the fresh shrimp
cocktail that I had had for my lunch that

threw me off. So a few nights later I went
up to the Hippodrome and saw it again

—

and liked it fine. And that just shows you
what fresh fish aged in a can can do to

anybody's morale.

If you like Anna Q. — and who doesn't?

—put this film down on your list—no not
your black list—but the list of films well

worth seeing.

Coming Up
(Continued from page 24)

that she played only in imagination. Gwen
Lee has served that apprenticeship!

And now Gwen Lee has gotten a break.

A couple of breaks, in fact.

Here's how it happened. Aileen Pringle

and Lew Cody were co-starred ali of a sud-

den. There was another part in the picture.

A big part, too, and a grand acting role.

The powers that be considered! There was

Gwen Lee, who had served her day in

school, who had been through extra work,

bits, small parts and was ready for the big

things.

The grandest clothes you ever saw were

made. And can Gwen Lee wear clothes!

Then while she was working in "Adam and
Evil" she was given the role of Norma
Shearer's sister in "After Midnight". It's

a perfect peach of a part. One of those

smart crackling, life of the party gals, who
gets a lot of sympathy anyhow. So there

you are and Gwen Lee has a break and
everybody's happy.

"There's just nothing to write about me!"
Gwen wailed when I told her that she was
being interviewed. " got a bad start by
being born in Omaha, Nebraska. Isn't that

a difficult place to be born in when you
want to do exotic parts?

"Then I wasn't discovered by anybody.
Nobody said I was a great find. I simply

came out here like thousands of others and
got extra work and didn't get work and
got it again. No director ever rushed up
to me at the opera or at a cafe and told

me I was just the type he'd been looking

for. And I've never been in the Follies and
I haven't any famous relatives. So what a

flop I turned out to be for an interview."

So there's nothing to do but admit that

in the matter of background Gwen Lee isn't

there. But what's a background or two
among friends? I'll dash off several if you
want me to. But what's the use? Gwen
Lee's got much, much more than a back-
ground.

She is the most refreshing person I know,
for she won't be dignified and she's a per-

fect clown and her frankness is startling,

and you'll never catch her talking about
something she doesn't understand just be-

cause she thinks she should!

C[ Esther Ralston has been selected to

play the feminine lead in "Beau
Sabreur" a sequel to "Beau Geste"
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Let's Go Fishin*

This fellow's Big Brother is in

daily training and defies you!

At Sports Afield Bo-Di-Lac Lodge
12 Miles West of Minocqua on the "Milwaukee" and

Woodruff on the "North Western"

CABIN SITES
Within 1,000 Feet of this Chap and His Gang

$15 Down, $5 Monthly'

50 ft.x 125 ft.

72 Good Fishing Lakes Within
Radius of 10 Miles

Sports Afield Bo-Di-Lac LODGE where
fish are GAME and GAME is plentiful is

in Oneida county, Wisconsin, one of the
show spots of the famous Land o' Lakes
region, one of the few remaining untouched
places—places still in the rough, about as

:
nature made them and such as a sportsman
with the rough-hunting-spirit wants, yet
near enough to civilization to be conve-
niently reached by those who care to take
wife and kiddies. Thoroughly protected
from objectionable surroundings. Good
sandy beaches, good boating, swimming,
fishing— muskies, pike and bass . Good
hunting, deer, partridges, wild ducks and
geese.

ActNow! Don't Delay ! FirstCome FirstServed

This is What You Get for $65

x 125', well wooded,

1500 feet

Cabin Site 50'

dry, undivided interest in

beach on three famous fishing lakes

They

41ways

to

Bo-Di-Lac

f
Unqualifiedly Endorsed by

Sports Afield

Always conservative, keenly inter-
ested in and zealous for the in- | of my check for.,

terests of its readers, all true
sportsmen and the outdoor life in
general, the first magazine pub-
lished championing the cause of
the great out-of-doors, after careful
investigation, gives its full en-
dorsement to this proposition. This
special offer is made only to those
who subscribe to Sports Afield by
arrangement with the owners of
the property. It is only through
a happy coincidence, peculiarly
fortunate, that we are able to do _ Name
this for our readers.

Date _ 1927

Sports Afield Bo-Di-Lac Lodge Dept.,

861 First Nat'l Bank, Chicago, III.

Please reserve for me the best Cabin Sites available upon receipt

..Dollars herewith enclosed, which

I
is my down payment on. CABIN SITES

I 50' x 125' at $C5 each, $15 down, $5 monthly, including full

beach privileges. (It is understood that if I am not satisfied with

I your selection, my money will be returned if I so advise you

y
within fifteen days from date.

)

i Same

Address

I believe the following might be interested in this exceptional plan:

!

Further Information Upon Request
j

Address

Name ...

| Address
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UGLY
AIRS
Gone

Forever!
__undreds of hairs removed

with their roots in less than

a minute! NU-ART, the new
scientific preparation, is far in

advance of temporary surface

hair removers. Permanently
destroys the growth by gently

lifting out the roots until they

cannot return. Safe. Rapid. Harm-
less. Thousands of women arc

using it. Formulated by a physician.

Guaranteed. Only $1-00. Ask your
dealer or send coupon for free oflcr.

Tlx Ntn Art ofDatroyiut Lmbanamnf Han. JL
If jour dealer can't supply yon. mail coupon

DELFIN INC. Dept. 108 South Orange, N.J.
1 enclose SI.00 for a package of NU-ART and under-

stand you will also send me without charge, as a

special offer, a large jar of NU-ART Massage Cream
and a six months supply of Antiseptic Astringent.

Name —
Address

City & State-

Ends Pain
InstantRelief
forWeary Feet
After a day ofmuch walking or standing—

a

long evening of dancing—or a hard game of

golf—use Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm. Allsoreness,

tenderness, throbbing, aching and burning vanishes.

Swelling is soon gone. The cooling, refreshing sensa-

tion is delightful. At drug and shoe stores— 35c.

DSScholl's
FootBalm

*Dont Fear
the embarrassment of objectionable

odors from

PERSPIRATION
keep your body healthy & sanitary by using

\_ M TRADE MARK at /

f Formerly Charm Vf Formerly
Destroys Perspiration Odors—A Charming Deodorant

A superior odorless antiseptic toilet powder that con

tains No Talcum. Very beneficial to
comfort when dusted on sanitary
napkins, underwear, dress shields,

etc. Refreshing after the bath, gives

instant relief to tired, swollen and
aching feet. An indispensable toilet

requisite. Price 50c at drug and dept. stores. Clip
this out and enclose 10c for generous sample.
New York Shield Co., 55 W. 16th St.. New York

>owder that con-

LEARNHow To
WriteLOVELetters

Have yon ever tried to write a love
letterand then found thatyoudidn't
know what to say or how to say it? ^}
This big 185-page book,"Love Let-
ters Made Easy" showsexactlyhow
to win and hold the one you love.
Gives 65 modellove letters.

Explains Secret Meanings f
of postage stamps in various positions.

Tells how to word friendly or affectionate let-
ters, how to propose, gives language of I

flowers and gems, suggests gifts for all I

occasions andscoresof otherpointers that
will make your love letters fairly breathe

|

love. Every lover should own this book.
Send $1.00 today. Postage 10c extra.
FRANKLIN PUBLISHING COMPANY I

186 N. La Salle St. Dept. 4800, CHICAGO 1

In one breath Gwen says, "I wish you
would sit down and really tell me who
Freud is and what he's really done. Every-

body talks about him but nobody will ever

tell you about him."

Now try that over on your consciousness.

Sure, you've got a vague idea, so have I.

Inferiority complexes. Suppressed desires.

But if anybody asks you just who Freud is

and what he's really done could you answer?

.And in the next breath she tells you that

she's dying to play "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes". That does not appear to be par-

ticularly novel. .Every girl in pictures would
jump at the chance. But to look at Gwen
you might think her too much the type.

That she has the preception to see the

humor of the Loos best seller definitely takes

her out of the "just a blonde" class and
makes her worthy of the role.

Then she takes another breath and tells

you all about the chickens that she's raising.

Don't laugh, it's a fact. Gwen lives in Cul-

ver City, not Hollywood, and, believe it or

not, I've never seen her in a night club.

The Chickens are an outcome of an idea

advanced by her grandmother and her

mother. They thought it would be nice

to have fresh eggs for breakfast, so Gwen
bought twelve to satisfy them. Then Gwen,
herself, began to get interested and now
she's all for going into the chicken business

on a large scale, a ranch in San Fernando
Valley, maybe, or something equally ambi-

tious. I tried to argue her out of the idea.

Blondes and chicken ranches. It doesn't

sound just right.

But Gwen Lee refuses to run true to

type. She spoke of those first days when
she was an extra girl hoping to get a

chance. "I wouldn't go through it again

for anything," she said. "I'm sure it is

worse than swimming the English Channel.
And I wouldn't advise my worst enemy to

attempt it. Perhaps if you become an extra

just to make a living and never hope to

achieve stardom you're happier. But when
your hopes are high and you're continually

believing that something good is coming
your way, the disappointment when the

good things don't come is too keen.

"Two years is enough for any girl to give

herself. If she isn't started toward fame by
that time then she should get out of the

business entirely. I don't mean that she

must be a star in two years but she should

at least have had a break, she should at

least be out of the extra class.

"I shall never forget once I was playing

extra on a dining room set. About thirty

of us were seated at a long table obviously

enjoying a dinner party. We were sipping

ginger ale. One of the girls turned to me
and recalled an incident that happened on
a set some seven years ago. She'd been
playing extra for seven years just imagine it!

For seven years she had been sitting at long
tables sipping large quantities of ginger

ale!"

"That's awfully dramatic," I mused.
"You've a nice eye for situation." Then
I rued the remark. Lesser phrases than that

have given nice, interesting girls the idea

that they could write books and things.

But don't worry about Gwen. She's not
that kind. In fact, Gwen has a quality some
what rare in Hollywood. She depreciates

herself and her work almost to a fault.

"I take any part that comes along and
praise heaven," she said. "Ive stopped
counting on things, because half the time I

look forward to something it never develops
and the real chances I've had have come
out of a clear sky."

She used to model clothes in Los Angeles
to tide herself over rough places. That's
why she can grace luxurious gowns so well.

And what gorgeous things she's wearing in

"Adam and Evil", an evening ensemble of
orchid trimmed with crystals, coat and frock
to match, and a day time frock of saturn
red and brown trimmed with mink.

"But if you think this is great," she
enthused, "Wait until you see what the girl

friend is wearing in "After Midnight".
There are three evening gowns and four
negligees and, darling, they're divine."

Well, you can't do an interview with
Gwen Lee. Omaha and an inferiority com-
plex are against it, but you can spend a
delightful afternoon laughing and chatting
and laughing again.

Just as I was leaving she called out, "Love
and kisses to my public and please tell 'em
that Gwen Lee has gotten a break at last!"

Fay Wray Enters—continued from page 24

She had faith in herself.

By this time most persons know the essen-

tial facts of how Fay Wray bridged the gap
between mediocrity and renown in one step,

how she reposed herself at night a player

in comedies and westerns, and awakened the

next morning as the leading lady of "The
Wedding March", Erich Von Stroheim's

choice among a thousand aspiring actresses.

Let Miss Wray tell you, herself, of the

most poignant moment of her life, the
beginning of the story of how she was made
magnificently happy in real life by having
her heart broken on the screen.

It was in Erich Von Stroheim's office at

2 o'clock on the afternoon of March 10,

1926. Although the sun was biasing out-

doors, the window curtains were drawn and
dim swinging lamps served to emphasize an
atmosphere of theatrical gloom.

•G^lhe eligible bachelors of Fox Studios—George

O'Brien, Charles Farrell, Richard Walling, Barry

K[orton and Clifford Holland. Pic^ 'em out.
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The Crimes Women Commit
Against Themselves!

Hy oAnnette KeHermann

Not long ago a woman came to me for ad-

vice. She had been a robust young lady full of

strength and vitality, cheerful, charming and

tireless. Her bank of health seemed to be so full

that she little dreamed it could ever be ex-

hausted. One morning she woke up tired. Some-

thing seemed to have left her. Day after day she

grew weaker, took less interest in her surround-

ings and then withered like a faded flower. She

began to take pills and powders. She began to

use creams and lotions, skin tonics and rouges. But she never

could find her lost health in a bottle, and she never could get

back her natural strength out of a box. She had to lean on tonics

and treatments to keep going. Artificial stimulation whipped

her into some semblance of activity. Pepsin digested her food;

laxatives took the place of Nature. But after a while she re-

alized the hopelessness and the foolishness of attempting to gain

real health, real vitality and rich red blood out of a store. So

she came to me for advice.

I told her not to worry, that if she followed my instructions

she would soon be herself again. Today she gets more out of life

than she ever did before. She builds strength into her system,

so that, drawing upon it, she does not bankrupt her body.

The crime most women commit against themselves is to let

themselves go. They are careless until it is too late. It does not

require intelligence or common sense to be careful after it is use-

less to be careful. It does require intelligence and common sense

to catch yourself in time.

If you suffer from headaches, are weak, run-down, anemic,

tired and worn out, if your nerves are ragged, your digestion

weak, if you are gaining weight too rapidly or losing it beyond

reason, if you shuffle and slouch along instead of having the

springy step of youth, you are dangerously near the breaking

point. You are committing a crime against yourself for which

you will pay the penalty. If your complexion is pimply, blotchy,

sallow, if your eyes are baggy, your hair straggly, you are com-

mitting the crime of losing your own birthright, beauty and

charm.

Few women understand how to avoid this crime. That is why
I have made it my life work to teach them. I learned how in the

hard school of experience, for I myself was not always strong,

athletic and free from aches and pains, and my figure, which has

been called the most perfect in the world was a development,

not a birthright.

No,—asachildIwaspuny,weak,bowlegged, almost a cripple.

For years I had to struggle against becoming an invalid. Finally

I conquered my defects. Since then I have bestowed renewed

health and beauty upon thousands of other women by means of

the simple, natural methods that I discovered in my own case.

I want to help all women, who are willing to give up their pills,

powders and tonics, to become as perfect in every way, as

healthy, as vigorous, as beautiful and as happy as Nature meant
them to be.

It is totally unnecessary for women who have no organic

trouble to suffer as they do—totally unnecessary to be continu-

ally incapacitated by petty little ailments—headaches, indiges-

tion, constipation—totally unnecessary to look old, haggard and
worn, dependent upon "make-up" to keep up a counterfeit

youthful appearance. Let me tell you how you can free yourself

from your weariness, your feeling that you live only half a life;

and become a vital, vigorous woman with a figure and complex-
ion that reflects the abounding health and strength within you.

get My FREE BOOK— "The Body Beautiful"

In this book, which I will send absolutely free to any woman
requesting it, I tell you exactly how I transformed my weak, semi-
invalid body into a physique capable of establishing world's

records. In this book are also a few of the thousands of letters I

have received from women who have been completely made
over by the same methods that restored me. Here, in a word, is

the proof that any woman, by devoting only fifteen minutes a

day to it, can obtain a perfect figure of her type, neither too

stout nor too thin; mould each part of her body to graceful,

youthful lines; can acquire a clear, healthy complexion; and can

overcome the weakness and physical troubles that the majority

of women suffer from.

If you would like to have a copy of "The Body Beautiful,"

just request it. There is no charge or obligation. Simply write a

letter to me, or mail the coupon that is conveniently ready right

now. I will send the book, and also explain about my special 10-

Day Demonstration Offer. Do it this minute—it may be the be-

ginning of a new kind of health, happiness and good looks for

you.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN, Inc.

225 West 39th Street Dept. 247 New York City

Annette Kellermann, Inc.

Dept. 247, 225 West 39th Street, New York City

Dear Miss Kellermann: Kindly send me, entirely without cost

or obligation, your new book, "The Body Beautiful." I am par-

ticularly interested in

Body Building Reducing Weight

Na

Address.

City. . .

.

.State.
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A step toward the

Real Scenario

Money
with

FRANCES MARION
America's highest paid

screen writer.

Miss Marion has written

thirteen scripts for Mary
Pickford, a half dozen for

Norma Talmadge, and in

the past year has done the

screen versions of "Stella

Dallas," Winning of Bar-

bara Worth," "The Scarlet

Letter," and The Wind."
She has seen too many "Min-
nie Flynns" come and go

before her to miss any of

the high spots in their singu-

larly similar stories. She has

made practically every one
of the characters in her novel

so faithful a portrait of an

actual "movie" celebrity that

many readers will guess the

identity of each before they

have read three chapters.

The title of Miss Marion's
book scarcely portrays its

excellent qualities.

An associate editor of
Screenland, after reading

this book said: "It has the

true atmosphere of the Mo-
tion Picture Studios and
should interest every screen

fan."

This book is in its 4th
edition.

It offers more insight to the

screen than any current book.

Write for Frances Marion's
success: MINNIE FLYNN.

Scieenland Book Dept. (Desk 5)

49 West 45th St.

New York City

For the enclosed $2.00 please send
me a copy of ".Minnie Flynn."

Namj:

Address

0. I I II I I I I II i I I i I I I I i • illinium

The director-star had sent for Miss Wray.
He was looking for a leading lady to play

the wistful heroine of "The Wedding
March," tender, tearful little Mitzi.

"There were three of us in the room,"
Miss Wray tells it, "Mr. Von Stroheim, the

woman who had arranged my introduction,

and myself. For half an hour Mr. Von
Stroheim had left me almost entirely out of

the conversation, although he seemed to be

studying me from the corner of his eye.

"Then he arose from his chair to signify

the interview was ended. And very gently,

he said:
" 'Goodbye, Mitzi.'

"I buried my face in my hands and cried.

"My tears were uncontrollable, so great

was my joy. Two words of leave-taking had
decided my future on the screen. Later Mr.
Von Stroheim told me he was glad I had
shown so much emotion because sincere tears

were part of the temperament of Mitzi."

Since these pages are harbingers of good
news for Miss Wray, sequence may be dis-

regarded for a paragraph or two to mention
the next thing in store for her. Recently

she met Mauritz Stiller who is assigned to

direct Emil Jannings in a picture based on
"Hitting For Heaven".

Jannings saw several reels of "The Wed-
ding March" in a projection room at Par-

amount studio. He hurried to Stiller, say-

ing, "I must see this girl, Fay Wray. I

must have her for my leading woman."
After the introduction Jannings was doubly
sure that none but Miss Wray would do.

And so she will have the role of the Sal-

vation Army lass in the new Jannings' starr-

ing production because the great character

star has demanded it.

And not long ago, when she was sixteen,

she was an extra girl who had waited for

three months to be called even for extra

work. She was still a student at Hollywood
High School, then, and had registered for

picture work at Century Studio, a girl in

a white middy blouse and pleated serge

skirt who had a burning intuition that she

was destined to be a celebrated actress.

School plays had nourished her dramatic

ambitions.

On her second day in pictures the director

gave her a bit to play. Her fragile beauty

—an ethereal quality of loveliness, many
call it—her pleasing dignity; a grave, sweet

power in her blue eyes, gave promise even

then. A week later she was called back as

leading woman in another comedy, "Gas-

oline Love." Despite the fact that she had
the leading role she was so young the law
required her to have a tutor on the set to

keep up her school work.
Casting office files at the various studios

had to be slightly revised about this time.

Instead of "Fay Wray, extra; slight, fair

type," the cards stated: Fay Wray, leads;

five feet and three inches, 114 pounds,

golden brown hair, blue eyes."

She played a lead in a Fox two-reel

comedy and went from there to Poverty
Row. It was her one and only experience

in the picturesque, down-at-the-heel pro'

ducing quarter of Hollywood. The picture,

a five-reel Poverty Row feature, has never
been put on the market. It was intended
to be a "quickie" but it took five weeks to

make. Even Poverty Row has expensive
production difficulties.

A six months contract with the Hal Roach
studios, followed by ten months in westerns
at Universal gave Miss Wray her fill of
comedy falls and melodramatic horse operas.
She was frankly dissatisfied. This was not
acting. This was not the pure, clear air of
the drama that she longed to breathe. Rid-
ing a pinto with a swarthy villain in pursuit
was not in keeping with her vision of art.

For Fay Wray has a strong sense of the
sublime. It is part of her unquenchable
faith in herself. She is a skilled pianist,

with a pronounced leaning toward the melo-
dists, Strauss and Schubert, Schumann and
Chopin.

Artistic gifts seem to run in the Wray
family. Fay is one of five children. Her
brother, J. Vivien Wray, is beginning to

attract attention as a writer. Her sister,

Willow Wray Jackson, is studying for grand
opera. Two younger brothers, Richard and
Victor, are attending school.

"I did not see Mr. Von Stroheim for

twelve weeks after he had promised me the
part. On the first day's shooting the camera-
man took me aside and whispered, 'Von
has okayed your first scene.' Is that any-
thing unusual? I asked him. He fairly

shouted back at me, 'Unusual! It's never
happened before. You'd be lucky if he
okayed the tenth.' This gave me confidence
and made me very happy.
The young actress's remarkable perfor-

mance in "The Wedding March" drew a
long-term contract with Paramount even
before the production was finished. Von
Stroheim's superlative estimate of her that
"she is ten thousand women in one," was
shared by Jesse L. Lasky and B. P. Schul-
bcrg. They think she is potentially one of
the greatest stars the screen has seen.

Fay Wray is lyric feminine proof that

romance still lives.

She set a gilded lance of hope at rest

and tilted with Hollywood. And with what
eloquent results everyone now knows.

She is the type one likes to vision in an
ivory tower toward which the roses climb
on old ivy in the moonlight, a golden-haired
wraith of girl, gazing into the distance for

an armored knight who will carry her away
in the scented, purple darkness.

She has glorious dreams and faith that

they will come true. That she will win what
she wants from life already seems assured
because she has something wonderful to give

in return.

Dreams become realities to girls, who, like

Fay Wray, rise from slapstick to the sublime,
from "Gasoline Love" to "The Wedding
March."
Good luck, Mitzi.

'CC Viola Dana is a cute little cut-up in
"Naughty Nannette" her next picture.
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His Tail Between
His Legs"

What mostmen wouldsee ifthejr couldsee themselves

MOST men are being whipped every day in the battle of life.

Many have already reached the stage where they have
THEIR TAILS BETWEEN THEIR LEGS.

They are afraid of everything and everybody. They live in a

constant fear of being deprived of the pitiful existence they are

leading. Vaguely they hope for SOMETHING TO TURN UP
that will make them unafraid, courageous, independent.

While they hope vainly, they drift along, with no definite pur-

pose, no definite plan, nothing ahead of them but old age. The
scourgings of life do not help such men. In fact, the more lashes

they receive atihe hands of fate, the more COWED they "become.

What becomes of these men? They are the wage slaves. They
are the "little-business" slaves, the millions of clerks, storekeep-

ers, bookkeepers, laborers, assistants, secretaries, salesmen. They
are the millions who work and sweat and—MAKE OTHERS
RICH AND HAPPY I

The pity of it is, nothing can SHAKE THEM out of their

complacency. Nothing can stir them out of the mental rut into

which they have sunk.

Their wives, too, quickly lose ambition and become slaves

—

slaves to their kitchens, slaves to their children, slaves to their

husbands—slaves to their homes. And with such examples before

them, what hope is there for their children BUT TO GROW UP
INTO SLAVERY.

Some men, however, after years of cringing, turn on life. They
CHALLENGE the whipper. They discover, perhaps to their own
surprise, that it isn't so difficult as they imagined, TO SET A
HIGH GOAL—and reach it! Only a few try—it is true—but that

makes it easier for those who DO try.

The rest quit. They show a yellow streak as broad as their

backs. They are through—and in their hearts they know it. Not
that they are beyond help, but that they have acknowledged de-

feat, laid down their arms, stopped using their heads, and have
simply said to life, "Now do with me as you will."

What about YOU? Are you ready to admit that you are

through? Are you content to sit back and wait for something to

turn up? Have you shown a yellow streak in YOUR Battle of

Life? Are you satisfied to keep your wife and children—and your-

self—enslaved? ARE YOU AFRAID OF LIFE?

Success is a simple thing to acquire when you know its for-

mula. The first ingredient is a grain of COURAGE. The second
is a dash of AMBITION. The third is an ounce of MENTAL
EFFORT. Mix the whole with your God-given faculties and no
power on earth can keep you from your desires, be they what they
may.

Most people actually use about ONE TENTH of their brain

capacity. It is as if they were deliberately trying to remain twelve

years old mentally. They do not profit by the experience they
nave gained, nor by the experience of others.

You can develop these God-Given faculties by yourself

—

without outside help; or you can do as SIX HUNDRED
THOUSAND other people have done—study Pelmanism.

Pelmanism is the science of applied psychology, which has
swept the world with the force of a religion. It is a fact that more
than 600,000 people have become Pelmanists—all over the civilized

world—and Pelmanism has awakened powers in them they did
not DREAM they possessed.

Famous people all over the world advocate Pelmanism, men
and women such as these:

General Sir Robert Baden-
Powell, Founder of the Boy
Scout Movement.

Judge Ben B. Lindsey,
Founder of the Juvenile
Court, Denver.

Sir Harry Lauder, Comedian.
W. L. George, Author.

Gen. Sir Frederick Maurice,
Director of Military Opera-
tions, Imperial General Staff,

Admiral Lord Beresford,

G. C. B., G. C. V. O.

Baroness Orczy, Author.

Prince Charles of Sweden.

—and others, of equal prominence, too numerous to mention here.

A remarkable book called "Scientific Mind-Training," has
been written about Pelmanism. IT CAN BE OBTAINED FREE.
Yet thousands of people who read this announcement and who
NEED this book will not send for it. "It's no use," they will say.

"It will do me no good," they will tell themselves. "It's all tom-
myrot," others will say.

But if they use their HEADS they will realize that people
cannot be HELPED by tommyrot and that there MUST be some-
thing in Pelmanism, when it has such a record behind it, and when
it is endorsed by the kind of people listed above.

If you are made of the stuff that isn't content to remain a
slave—if you have taken your last whipping from life,—if you
have a spark ol INDEPENDENCE left in your soul, write for this

free book. It tells you what Pelmanism is, WHAT IT HAS
DONE FOR OTHERS, and what it can do for you.

The first principle of YOUR success is to do something radi-

cal in your life. You cannot make just an ordinary move, for you
will soon again sink into the mire of discouragement. Let Pelman-
ism help you FIND YOURSELF. Mail the coupon below now—
now while your resolve to DO SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR
SELF is strong.

THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Approved as a correspondence school under

the laws of the State of New York.

71 West 45 th St Dept. 167 New York City.

•HIBMBiniOBIBB
I

The Pelman Institute of America,
: 71 West 45th St., Dept. 167

| New York City.

T. P. O'Connor, "Father of the
House of Commons."

The. late Sir H. Rider-Haggard,
Famous novelist.

Frank P. Walsh,
Former Chairman of National
War Labor Board.

Jerome K. Jerome, Novelist.

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has actually done for
over 600,000 people. Please send me your free book, "Scientific

| Mind Training." This places me under no obligation whatever.

Name - ^ „ - ; „

*

\ Address ..... .. - „ „ _

1 City- _ State :. _ _

,
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CHARM
by

MARY MARGARET McBRIDE
and ALEXANDER WILLIAMS

A bit sophisticated

More than a bit witty

Altogether delightful

CHARM IS YQUR BIG ASSET—

•

It is the so\d of beauty.

It opens all doors to you.

It rounds out your personality.

This book shows you how to cultivate it.

Order It Today — $2.50

RAE D. HENKLE CO. Inc.

Publishers New York City

USE THE COUPON

Rae D. Henkle Co., Inc., Publishers
No. 45 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C.

Enclosed is $2.50. Send my copy of Charm
postpaid. Check here if you want it sent C. 0. D.

Name — - - —

Address

City and State - -—

erftct Complexion
You, too, can have that satiny,

unlined Skin Others Envy
For erasing the tiny lines around the eyes and

for feeding the tissues of the skin, Wesley's
Skin Food will give you marvelous results in

a few applications. Send 20c to-day for

generous trial jar and a Skin Reju-
venating treatment.

Representatives wanted — Exceptional
opportunity. Write for exclusive territory.

OTELIA WESLEY
Times Bldg. Inc - New York

jssss
to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

^fllUTA nosE flWUSTER
Jk is SAFE, painless, comfortable.

^=wf) Speedy, permanent results guar-
^W anteed. Doctors praise it. No

>ld Medal metal to" harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 " Write for FREE BOOKLET befose-afteb

ANITA CO... Dept. G-G9, Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

Why Stay Blindfolded?
^KTlB^ Learn tit.- Truth. You know that

Tjyjjr vibration is the principle of crea-

Jgg% tion - Y°u are using only 20 per
cent of your vibratory energy.

Learn the hidden secrets within yourself and how
to use them for success. Write today. Dept. 32

INSTITUTE OF ASTROLOGY
P.O. Box 149, Times Sq. Station, New York

Frances Marion Tells You
All About Screen Life
See page 90 of this issue.

Every Kick on Broadway is a step toward Pictures

(Continued from page 19)

I mean thrones—and ruthlessly tear up the

contract of any dancing girl who fails to

keep in trim. Too many flamingoes'

tongues, and out she goes. Contour, my
dears, is everything. But outside of this

little difference, the Dancing Girls of yes-

terday and today are twisters under the skin.

Yes; you can count at least a round

—

but not too round—dozen dancing girls in

pictures today. They danced their way in,

and they must keep moving if they hope
to please. The movies must have the best

of everything. They understand this—their

understanding is simply wonderful . You'll

go a long way before you'll find anything

like it. Because wherever or whenever any
girl displays perfect understanding, along

comes a movie king, sees her, and signs her.

Understanding—at both ends.

Come on you Dancing Girls! The more
the merrier. The directors can always use

a gross or so for the Big Banquet Scenes,

and you may be picked out of the mob for

a close'up. Then, after a bit here and a

bit there—maybe a real part. And then,—
why, stardom, of course—as if you didn't

know that all the time!

Look at Joan Crawford. Not so long

ago Joan was Lucille Le Sueur, a dancing

girl in a Chicago cabaret revue, delighting

the crowds with her beauty and her grace-

ful stepping. But Joan wasn't satisfied.

She wanted a larger audience for her

twinkling toes. New York, with the wel-

come on its mat for youth and grace, found
a place for Joan in musical comedy. She
liked her dancing job so well that she took

another, after show hours, as a performer

in a night club. Soon she found herself

a featured twirler in the Passing Show of

1925. It looked as if Joan—I mean Lucille

was no passing fancy on Broadway but a

permanent institution. Now, everybody in

the world visits the Winter Garden sooner

or later—and Harry Rapf, Metro-Goldwyn'
Mayer magnate, was no exception. He saw
the show one night, and made a mental

note of the fact that Lucille Le Sueur was
a "bet" for films. A screen test of the

young dancer was forthcoming. If this

were a fairy-tale, boys and girls,- the screen

test would turn out to be a wow, a knock-
out, and a riot, and Lucille would be on
the road to stardom—just like that. But,

boys and girls, this is not a fairy-tale; it's

a true story. And that screen test was not

—so—good. Mr. Rapf still had faith in

his judgment and saw that the girl was
given a second test and instructed more
explicitly in the art of movie make-up.
Nothing seemed to come of this, either, and
when Lucille went west to Kansas City to

spend Christmas with her folks, a future

on the screen was the last thing she was
thinking of. Presents from New York
shops for mother and brother; the homey
Christmas with real old-fashioned cooking

—

the little dancing girl was just a kid, going
home for the holidays. But Santa Claus,

wise old bird, had something up his sleeve,

and he slipped it in her stocking. Her
Christmas present was a telegram from
California telling her that the second test

was a success and that if she wanted to,

she could report to the studios in Culver
City for work. Could she! Can't you see

those folks in K. C. when the pride and
joy of the family—the beautiful daughter
who had already made 'em sit up and take
notice in New York—was summoned to try

her luck in a movie studio?
After Lucille Le Sueur had attracted

some attention in small roles for a while,

the public was asked to vote on a new name
for a new star. The public chose Joan
Crawford—and she's still one of the chosen.
She has kept on dancing—before the camera,
in "The Taxi Dancer," for instance; and
after, at Hollywood parties. It's her danc
ing that still gives her the biggest kick

—

and us, too.

Sally Rand is being groomed for featured
roles at the Cecil B. deMille Studios. And
you know what that means. Or don't you?
Well, it means that some day, if she's plucky
and lucky, Sally will step right up into

the front row of the stellar chorus whose
graduates include such famous names as
Gloria Swanson, Leatrice Joy, Vera Rey-
nolds, and Jacqueline Logan. It means
something to be picked as a deMille possi'

bility—it's a distinction craved by every

AC Syd Chaplin and the hyphen in

"The Missing Link".



young, ambitious actress in Hollywood. And
Sally is "It"—and deserves it. She was
Billie Beck, a dancer in a vaudeville revue,

once upon a time. High kicking, intricate

stepping was Billie's business; and she was
making good at it. Then a tour took her

to California—and it was there that she

heard the siren call of the kleigs. Billie

Beck became Sally Rand; and high kicking

and fancy stepping made way for heavy
emoting and plain and fancy dramatics.

SallyBillie is making good all over again

—

as one of the most promising youngsters in

pictures. P. S. She hasn't forgotten how
to dance.

Because Dorothy Sebastian has a keen

sense of rhythm and the ability to dance

to it, Dorothy is at the head of the line

of candidates for M'G-M featured honors.

The li'l gal from Alabam' became a dancer

because she knows her ukelele, words and

music; and she knows the steps to match

the tunes. The Sebastian dance to film

fame and fortune was to Music by George
White's Scandals. It was like this—stop me
if you've heard this one. No? Dorothy

had made her first public appearance doing

the mannequin strut at fashion shows. She

rather liked it, but how much more fun,

she thought, to appear in a real, live show
—with music, and dancing, and everything.

No sooner thought than put into practice,

with Dorothy. She'd heard the music for

(Continued on page 94)

The Babe Bats Out
(Continued from page 3 5)

so that Babe could reach training camp in

time, strangely enough no one seemed to

mind working so hard. It was for Babe.

So that he could finish on time, and that

was enough. It was a "ca'rry on" spirit that

always turns work into play.

The last scene was shot, and true to the

end, the gang met at the train to see Babe

off for the east. We were laughing and
talking, talking and laughing, with not a

thing funny to talk or laugh about. Even
the title, hitched across the back of ^the

train, was sad. "Babe Comes Home," it

read, while really, after all, wasn't he going

home? They threw "lies" round our necks

—

\ve never do quite know what those are all

about. They took a flashlight picture

—

maybe two. Babe was leaning over the rail

of the car, sort of smiling and speaking to

the gang altogether as if he didn't dare look

at any single one of us too long. Then,
like a straw to a man who is lost, the

musicians tuned up with the saddest song

on earth
—

"Aloha."
I'll never forget Babe as he stood there

—all the big six feet of him, the broad

shoulders, the massive, athletic frame, and
still for the life of him looking like a sorry

little boy, aching, just aching to cry and not

quite able to keep the awful sob away.

So the train pulled out. Wiping his

eyes, we heard him call rather trembly and
weak:

"Aw, darn it, Boys, good-by. I'll be

coming back soon."

—o—

•

"After all, it's kind of hard to say good'

by, isn't it Mick?" I asked on the way
out. "Didn't it make you cry a little tiny

bit?"

"Me, cry!" came back the kid, sort of

fierce-like and turning his head to keep
away a dampish cheek. "Fellas never cry."

His chin quivered, his eyes shone, and he

took a deep, deep breath right from his

ten-year old soul as he asked me:
"Say, ain't he the greatest, greatest man

that ever lived?"

What would you have said?
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HOTEL AND TRAVEL

glamac Hotel
Broadway and Seventy-First Street

New York City

The perfect selection when visiting the

Metropolis.

COO Rooms each with bath,

shower and Servidor.

Not too large, not too small—a hostelry that

offers personal service and courtesy.

Renowned CONGO ROOM & Aerial Balcony

Coolest Place in Town!

Htcause of location it is an ideal summer hotel.

^Many garages nearby—plenty ofparking space.

k * * °i

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut and 39th Street

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

FIREPROOF Unrestricted Parking GARAGE

600 Rooms 500 Baths

Rooms with Running Water from $2.50 per day

Rooms with private Bath and Shower
from $3.50 per day

Food and Service the best

Near West Philadelphia Station Pennsylvania Railroad
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ForAdventure
Popularity..

AVIATION

!

ARE you a red-blooded,
. daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-
dustry—the greatest ad-
venture since time began
—the greatest thrill ever
offered to man?

Think what Aviation offers you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. » And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will he unlimited!
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Com-
mercial Airlines aud airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing mil-
lions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.

Become An Aviation Experts
Get into this thrilling

profession at once while
the field is new and
uncrowded. Now— by a
unique newplan—you can
Quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
you need to get started in
the Aviation Industry at
home, in spare time. Ex-
perts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation

—

give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this
remarkable method is al-
most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!

Send coupon for our new,
free book, just out—"Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane In-
dustry." It is vitally interest-
ing, reads like a romance and
teDs you things about this
astonishing profession you
nevereven dreamed of. Write
for your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 S. Michigan Ave., Dept.882-B Chicago

PICK YOUR JOB!

Airplane Instructor

Airplane Engineer

Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector

Airplane Builder

Airplane Salesman

Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor

Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 S. Michigan Ave., Dept.882-B,Chicago, III.

Without any obligation, please send me yonr FREE Bookportumties In the Airplane Industry." Also informationyour Course in Practical Aviation.

•Op-
about

Name-

Address

Ct"«2/- -State.

(f Vera Steadman in Paramount
Christie Comedies.

(Continued from page 93)

White's Scandals; had played it on her
responsive uke, had danced to it. She
knew it by heart and liked it—so she picked
that show. The "No Admittance" sign at
the stage-door of the Apollo Theatre didn't
mean Dorothy. She walked in and stooj in
the wings watching a rehearsal. A young
man came up to her and asked what she
was doing there. "I want to see Mr.
White," she replied loftily. The young
man politely enquired what she wanted to
see him about. "What's it to you?" re-

torted Dorothy. "Well, do you want to
work in this show, or what?" he persisted.

'Yes, I do. I like the music," said Miss
Sebastian. Further conversation revealed
Dorothy's lack of stage experience and her
determination to bluff it through if she met
Mr. White. "But what will you do if he
asks you to sing and dance?" asked the
young man. "Oh, I'll just say I'm not
feeling so well and will show him tomor-
row!" laughed Dorothy. "Where are you
from?" asked the young man. "Alabam!"
crooned the intrepid young lady. He
laughed. "I knew it!" he said. "All right,

Alabam'—step right in line." Note to am-
bitious young ladies: don't try this with
George White unless you're positively sure
you look like Dorothy Sebastian, have
Dorothy's Alabama accent, and Mr. White John Barrymore saw Dolores and demanded
as in a good humor. She got the job; but her services for

~
The Sea Bea^ Do , orcs

you might not And Dorothy kept the job. rode to fame on this whale of a ctur£; and
She was one of the bevy of Scandals beau- today she has thc honor of b - thc on ,

ties when she happened to meet Ahce Terry. living actor or actress in the WQr]d j/
Her piquance impressed Alice so much that ever stole a scene {mm John Barrymorc_
the film star boosted the chorus girl for the andi apparently, made him like it. Helcne
part of the little sister in Sackcloth and is finding her forte ln h ht comed And
Scarlet You know the rest if you are maybe you think Dad Costello isn't happy
any student ot filmology at all. You ve now'
seen Dorothy's pout in "The Demi-Bride" Josephine Dunn was the Kid of the
and Dorothy s smile in Slide, Kelly, Slide ; Chorus in -Good Morning Dearie '

All
and you re hoping to see more of her. c}lorus girls are supposed t0 be very young

Speaking of George White—he's a little and most of them, are: but Josephine was
boon to the picture business, that's what he the youngest chorus girl who ever strutted

is. He trains "em— and we grab 'em. The her stuff. She wasn't quite fifteen when
girls in his Scandals shows are famous for she decided to try her luck on the stage

their beauty and dancing ability; and when and, unbeknownst to her folks, stepped into

they are famous enough to do Mr. White's a job with the Charles Dillingham show,
shows some real good, the movies cry for Josephine was the pride and pet of that

them; and being tender-hearted girls they musical hit because she looked even younger
just have to answer. Louise Brooks was one than she was, and was as naive and un-
of his most highly-prized attractions when spoiled as she looked. She continued in the

the movies moaned and she hurried off to chorus and found herself among those

comfort the poor things. The Costello present in "Kid Boots", the Eddie Cantor
girls, too—why yes, didn't you know? comedy. It never occurred to her when
Dolores, the tragedy queen, and Helene, she was dancing around the diminutive star,

her sister, were once chorus cuties. It was that she would soon be working on the

this way. They were planning to plunge same movie lot. Although she was a real

into vaudeville as a sister act when their movie fan, serious thoughts of a film future

dad advised them to go to see George had never even entered her fluffy blonde
White, who might be able to give them head. It wasn't until she accompanied a

some advice as to their future careers. Like girl friend to the Paramount studio for

good girls they obeyed their daddy—but tests that movie work for herself became a

after George saw them they had to give up possibility. While the girl-friend was be-

their vaudeville ambitions because George fore the camera, somebody said to Jo:

wanted them to start right in as a pair of "Why don't you try movies, yourself?"

pretty Scandals. And it's a good thing The little blonde from Broadway laughed

those Costello kids joined the chorus instead it off, until another studio standby suggested

of embarking on a vaudeville adventure, the same thing. The Paramount Picture

When their show was playing Chicago, a School for promising young aspirants to

representative of Warner Brothers was in screen fame was just then being formed,

the audience. He saw the girls and— and after more persuasion, Miss Dunn
always on the look-out for new talent for joined. As it turned out, her blonde beauty

his firm—went back-stage afterwards to talk registered, and she was a success from the

to them. It wasn't until then that he found start. After "Fascinating Youth" she was
out they were the daughters of Maurice given the leading role in "Love's Greatest

Costello, the first movie idol, the combina- Mistake"; and now she's in Hollywood
tion Gilbert-Colman-Haines of his day. playing the only girl in the cast of the new
Movie trouping was in their blood. What Wallace Beery picture, "Fireman Save My
ho, for Hollywood! But somehow, once Child!" Josephine says, "I'm just the love

there, fat parts didn't seem to come their interest in the fire-house," which shows she

way. They were just beginning to wonder hasn't lost the sense of humor which made
if, after all, dad had been right as usual, her a favorite on the stage and which—if

and playing maids in the movies was really a clever director can capture it—will make
better than dancing in the chorus—when her one of the best little bets in films.
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If you saw the stage play, "The Beggar
on Horsebac\" , you haven't forgotten the

lovely pantomime in which a beautiful

dancer from Scandinavia took the town by
storm. She was programmed as Greta

Ruzth-Nissen, and acclaimed the most gor-

geous girl that New York had seen since

—

since the last one. In other words, the tall

blonde who danced the part of the Princess

in the pantomime opposite George Mitchell

was a great hit, and even on the opening

night people were speculating as to which

movie company would sign her up. We
didn't speculate long. Paramount had her

name on a contract before you could say

it. Unfortunately the parts she was given

to play did not offer her the chance she

deserved—it wasn't until "Blonde or Brun-

nette" that she .shone. Now keep your eye

on Greta—she'll show us yet; and it can't

possibly hurt your eyes.

Carol Dempster was a student of Terpsi-

chore—at Ruth St. Denis's school, Deni-

shawn—before D. W. Griffith visualized

her quiet grace for the films. Not that

Carol would ever put it that way. She'd

call it dancing and let it go at that. Carol

isn't one of those girls who calls her act-

ing art—though it is, all the same.

Julanne Johnstone's training as a dancer

won her the coveted lead opposite Douglas

Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad"; and
the easy poise which comes to an experi-

enced dancer is still standing her in good
stead. It's no hardship to watch Julanne

glide across a scene. Two fair graduates

of the Follies seminary are Mae Murray and

Jackie Logan. Sure, Mae was a Follies girl;

she was probably the first Famous Follies

Beauty. She danced at her own supper

club, too, before pictures claimed her. Mae
is another girl who has never stopped danc-

ing and never will. Look what a waltz did

for her. Jacqueline cavorted in Mr. Zieg-

feld's renowned revue before Allan Dwan
picked her for pictures. Now she is heralded

far and wide as the Mary Magdalene of

deMille's "King of Kings".

Avonne Taylor has just left New York
and the Follies for Hollywood and the films.

Metro-Goldwyn saw her patrician beauty
and said, "Go west, young woman". You'll

see her soon. Helen Lee Worthing is a

recruit from revues who is making good as

a movie actress. Did you know that Marion
Davies was one of the best-known dancers
of the Great White Way's younger set be-

fore she became a celluloid queen? Marion
was even then famous for her spun-gold
hair, her laughing eyes—and a delightful

little lisp and stammer that betrayed itself

when she had a number all to itself—it's

too bad you can't hear that lisp on the

screen.

Oh, yes, and there's another little girl

we might mention who has done a little

dancing now and then—Gilda Gray by
name. She shook herself right into the

jumping gelatines and now she has the

whole world quivering with her, instead of
just the few millions she used to amuse on
Broadway.

If their mothers had never sent them off

to dancing school when they were kids, we
might not be cheering for them now. But
they did, and we are—clap hands! Give
these beautiful Dancing Girls your support
—not that they need it, with such perfectly

swell supports of their own.

10 DAYS' TRIAL
SEND NO
MONE

Dreams That Come Across
(Continued from page 33)

She brought him all her sympathy. She

was eighteen and much in love. The world

was cruel to him but so has it been to all

great souls. She comforted him. Perhaps

she should have used a club or read the riot

act to him but she wasn't that sort. She

lifted him on her shoulders and put him
up on his Pegasus. She bathed his brow
and set his gaze back in the clouds.

And then, with indomitable pluck or

unfathomable folly . . . and there isn't

much difference . . . they took the bull

by the horns and got married . . . with-

out a job . . . without a cent.

Perhaps Fate, in the face of great folly,

is dumbfounded, or when challenged by
great courage is non-plussed, beaten. Per-

haps, in admiration of its conqueror, Fate is

a good loser . . . ?

However that may be, over their frugal

wedding breakfast in a modest restaurant

they read an ad in a newspaper wanting
the services of a young married couple to

take care of a gentleman's farm for the two
months the owners were, ironically enough,
luxuriating in the hills of California.

They rode out to the suburbs and their

youth and enthusiastic energy got the jobs

. . . gardner and housekeeper.

Thus were the next two months taken

care of . . . April and May—amid the

perfume of fragrant flowers and the angelic

chatter of song birds, busy as they were
with their new homebuildings.
The month of April—young April

—

rolled by on a golden chariot. Never was
such an April! Never were there more
glorious stars, pinker downier clouds . . .

He wrote poetry between spadefuls, fancied

himself Tom Moore. Sang, shouted, flung

melodies to the sky. She helped the birds

with their twitterings. The gap between
Heaven and Earth was bridged as with a

golden plank over which they came and
went, their happy feet flinging up rainbow
dust.

And then a man—a common mortal—
came into their picture; a motion picture

person looking for a location just such as

theirs, and persuasively induced them to

allow his company of artists to pose before

their lovely garden—using them for local

color.

And Fate, still generous, played with a

prodigal hand. They both screened like a

million dollars, and were offered a contract

to play small parts, and so, on and on to

solid substantial success.

And now he is one of the most skillful

directors. Full of dreams for greater pic-

tures, and she is the mother of five glori-

ously radiant children, whose heads are

touched by the beauty of pink clouds, and
whose souls are alive with the melody of

great Music.

Next month Screenland will have a contest, intriguing, amusing
and different. It will brush up the brain, brighten the eyes and
make the pocketbook to burgeon.

GET SCREENLAND FOR AUGUST.

The

NEED
FOR A

'NEW PHONOGRAPH

New PHONIC
Reproducer
makes an up-to-the-minute

Phonograph out of your old one

Direct
from

Factory

Gives the New Tone and Volume
of Latest New Phonographs

Now at last you can say goodbye to the sciueakv
nasal, rasping, metallic tone of your phonograph. Now
you can have the beautiful, natural, full-rounded tone
of the expensive new machines which are startling the
world. Yet you need not buy a new phonograph if

you have an old one. The reproducer is the HEART
of any phonograph—and the New PHONIC reproducer
makes your old phonograph like an entirely new one.
Based on the new PHONIC principle. Makes you
think the orchestra or artist is in the same room.

Never Before Such Tone
Tones never before heard are clearly distinguished

when the New PHONIC reproducer is used. Test it

on an old record. Hear the difference yourself. Listen
to the deep low notes and the delicate high notes.
Hear how plainly and clearly the voice sounds. Note
the natural tone of the violin and the piano, and the
absence of "tinny" music. You will be amazed.

Volume Without Distortion

The New PHONIC reproducer is ideal for dancing or
for home entertainments. Its volume is almost double
that of the ordinary reproducer. Yet there is no dis-
tortion of sound. The new principle enables you to
usa even the very loudest tone needles without the ear-
splitting effects of the old reproducers. The New
PHONIC is always mellow and natural.

10 Days' Trial—Send No Money

You cannot Vealize how wonderful the New PHONIC
is until you hear it. That is why we want to send it

to you on 10 days' trial. Send no money now—just
the coupon. Pay the postman only $3.85 plus a few
pennies postage when the New PHONIC arrives. Then
if you are not delighted, send it back within 10 days
and your money will be refunded. The low price is

made possible by dealing direct with phonograph owners.
If sold in stores the price would be at least $7.50.
Our price only $3.85. Over 350,000 people have dealt
with us by mail. You take no risk. Mail coupon
now for 10 days' trial. BE SUKE TO STATE THE
NAME OF PHONOGHAPH YOU OWN.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mi inn illinium i iiiiiiiiimniii mimiiiimiimiiii.

NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS. Inc., Dept. 57
327 West 36th Street, New York.

Please send me a New PHONIC reproducer for

I will pay the postman $3.85
(give name of Phonograph) plus few cents postage . If I
am not satisfied after trial. I will return your repro-
ducer within 10 days and you guarantee to refund my
money.

(Outside V. S. A. $4.10, cash with order)

Name

Address

City State..
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SAVE YOUR BODY
Conserve Your Health
and Efficiency First

"I ivould not part with it for $ 1 0, 000"

Sowritesanenthusiastic.grate-
ful customer. "Worth more
than a farm," says another. In
like manner testify over 100,000
people who have worn it.

The Natural H
Body Brace I

Overcomes WEAKNESS
'

and ORGANIC AILMENTS
ofWOMENandMEN. Devel
ops erect, graceful figure.
Brings restful relief.comfort, ab'l-
Ity to do things, health, strength.

Wear it 30 Days Free atOurExpense
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal organs;
reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and strengthens the
back; corrects stooping shoulders; develops lungs, chest and
bust; relieves backache; curvatures, nervousness, ruptures,
constipation, after effects of Flu. Comfortable, easy to wear.

KPPIl YOlirSPlf Fil Wlite today for illustrat-necy a UUI »CH fll ed booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres., Natural Body Brace Co.
246 Rash Building • - SAUNA, KANSAS
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Do you want to take a

trip through

ROMANCE-LAND
and pay a visit to each

of your

Favorite Stars

in her home or with

her on location?

Subscribe to Screenland

The opposite page tells you

all about

A Special Premium Offer.

MIDGET NAME CARDS
Trade Mark Reg. TJ, S. Pat. Off.

THE LATEST NOVELTY 50c. Per Book
Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, size

l3£x%, jncenuine leather case. Choice of black,

k tan, jrreen or red. A perfect name card.

I Name i n Old English type. Price complete

50c, name only. Send etamps, coin or

money order. Satifactiop guaranteed or

money refunded. Agents Wanted.
MIDGET CARD SHOP, INC.

MARKET SQUARE HARRISBURG, PA.44 S.

I Offer You

$822 a Dafa^
Write quick for new proposition.
We offer SS.00 a day and a new
Chevrolet Coach, for demonstrating
and taking orders for Comer All
Weather Topcoats and Raincoats.
Spare Time. No experience re-
quired. Sample outfit free. Write
now.

COMER MFG. CO., Dept. 36-L, Dayton, Ohio

SupGrfluoujHAIRallGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injury to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.
Send, today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet
We Teach Beauty Culture

D. J. MAHLER CO., 37-B, Mahler Park, Providence. R. I.

On The "Trail of98
(Continued from page 37)

through that of our new friend. Such a

character as this was not going to escape

my reporter's grasp.

As we made our way back to the train he
said, "Say, the Klondike ain't no place for

a woman. You got no business bein' up
here."

"This is a movie company on location,"

I said sternly.

He smiled. "Ain't it funny? When I

seen Chilkoot Pass again I guess I sorta

forgot where I was at. Took me back to

'98. I was in the gold rush."

I insisted that he come right into our
car and as we seated ourselves I asked the

assistant director who he was. "Just an

extra man," he said. "Good type. With a

beard."

Well, I have been through the Klondike
gold rush twice. Once with Clarence

Brown. Once with Slim Morgan. During
those four weeks of the most terrific hard'

ships that any motion picture company has

ever endured, the scenes of those first mad
days were re-lived.

Slim Morgan's career was as varied as it

was colorful. At the age of 25 he had
taken a steamship from San Francisco and
had crossed over Chilkoot Pass with thou-

sands of others. When he reached Dawson
City his work as a prospector began. Not
once did he find riches. But his faith in

the future remained. Gold had gotten into

his blood and his life became a series of

pilgrimages to various strikes. At the age

of fifty-four he had discovered himself in

California searching the hills for gold.

There were those who had called him crazy,

i And then he saw an announcement in

the paper that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was
shortly to produce "The Trail of '98" an
epic of the north from the famous Robert
W. Service novel.

Slim Morgan came down into Culver City

and applied for work. "Good type", some-
one said in the casting office. And Slim

was hired as an extra. And here he was
re-living the days when, as a lad, so full of

hope, so full of the enthusiasm for gold

he had ploughed his way to the Yukon
River. The amazing part about him was
that he had never lost faith in the future.

He is as confident now as he was the day
he read the newspaper account of the un-
limited wealth to be found in the Klondike
and that some day he would make a strike.

Most of our days were spent at work.
And such work! I shall never forget one
scene. Picture, if you can, two thousand
men weaving their way like ants, up, up,

up that steep grade. Backs bent to the

packs they carried (Clarence Brown had
tried to "get away with" fake packs but
the effect was not the same, so the bags
were loaded). The blinding blizzard, and
the wind—always the wind—an incessant

accompaniment to the grinding of the cam-
era. Twenty minutes' work and then rest.

Clarence Brown did not once ask any man
or woman to do anything that he himself

did not do. In fact he worked harder than
anyone else. Frozen faces. Frost bitten

fingers. The camera on parallels and mov-
ing cars being whipped by the elements.

That long, agonizing trip up, up, up, over

the pass being made again and again. The
hundreds of dogs and every other animal

that could possibly draw a burden through
the snow (The malamute leader, born on
the Manitoba Pass in 1921, died from the

cold). The snow slides that came without
warning—one of them was almost fatal to

two men. The breath taking altitude and
the wind. I do think that the wind was
almost the worst of all.

That is the way I went through the '98

gold rush with Clarence Brown and his

company. Handsome Ralph Forbes, so

gently reared, taking it all like a veteran.

Big Karl Dane, almost weeping when the

mountain sickness hit him and he thought
he could not work. Sweet old Tully
Marshall, who bore up like the good scout

he is. Amusing Polly Moran, with her

ubiquitous smart cracks, that broke the stern

faces. Sturdy Harry Carey and all the rest,

working to put over an historic motion
picture.

Slim Morgan went through the work with
the pack on his back as he had done in the

real days. There was a fanatical look in

his eyes sometimes, I believed. And several

times I know that he had stepped back over

the years, had completely forgotten that he
was a motion picture extra and was once

€[ Jacqueline Gadsden and the German police dog who
appears with her in "The Thirteenth Hour".



again young Slim Morgan in search of gold.

In the evenings we sat in the car—how

warm it was—and Slim recounted his ad-

ventures. He discovered an old crony,

Frank N. Smith, the technical director.

Smith was associated with the Alaska Com-

mercial Company in Dawson City and had,

himself, followed that trail.

I shall never forget the look on Slim's

face when he saw him, "It ain't Frank Smith

of the A. C»?" he said amazed.

Well, there was a "remember the time

when" meeting every evening after that.

Clarence Brown, as alert for a novel situa-

tion as a newspaper man is for copy, missed

not a word of their reminiscences. He
steeped himself in the atmosphere.

Slim would begin, "Say, Smith, remember

the time that awful pretty little girl from

Montreal got into town, with her fine

clothes and her high ways?" And turning

to me, he would add .sternly, "The Klondike

ain't no place for women."

Or again, "Will yu ever fergit the night

Charlie Kipp come runnin' in drunk as a

fool, goin' to shoot up the town 'cause he

claimed Injun Joe stole his dust?" That

was good for at least an hour.

And again sadly, "It was a funny thing.

Smith, that I never made a strike," then

brightening, "but I'm young yit and thar's

gold somewheres. I'll strike it, by God!"

Clarence Brown would sit in on these

reminiscences meditatively. But one morn-

ing we woke up and Slim was not to be

found. After breakfast an extra man came

to Brown with a note. It was from Slim

and it read. "I took the food train for

Denver last night. I hope you don't mind,

Mr. Brown. I know I won't never be missed

in the picture. I hope it's a good picture.

I left when I heard about something. One
of the porters was telling me that they're

thinking about opening up a new road up
north. I thought maybe there might be gold

in them hills. Thanks for everything you've

done."
Slim's sudden departure left an empty

place in our nightly gatherings. I will

admit that once or twice I did doze over a

long winded yarn, but we had all of us

felt a vital force in the man, that dogged
determination, that ever brilliant hope in

the future. His final gesture was exactly

like him. He could have left in no other

way.

I watched Brown that night. He was
meditative and when the others had strag-

gled into the parlor car he said, "The gold

rush was exactly like making a motion pic-

ture, wasn't it? You're always hoping to

do the big thing. Every director, I'm sure,

feels just like Slim. Someday, he thinks,

he'll find gold in one of those hills. Some-

day he'll make the big strike. I think we
all of us feel that 'The Trail of '98' is

going to be a great picture. And we'll

feel the same way about our next picture!

And we keep on and on and on and the

only realities in the world are the un-

realities."

We left Corona five days later, fagged,

some of us ill, but over-joyed at going

back home. Possibly our group is the last

group of people who will ever set foot there

again, because the great Moffat tunnel is

completed and the tracks will be taken away
from those few sheds forever.

I left thankful, feeling that I had been a

part in the making of history. All during

the time I heard no grumbling, no com-

plaining . Everyone did his work and kept

his mouth shut about the hardships.

And I wonder just how much Slim Mor-

gan had to do with it. His name will not

appear on the cast. He was just an extra

man. But not one of us will forget him.
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LET IT RAIN! LET IT POUR!
Beautiful Taffeta Silk Umbrella

given as a reward to any reader of Screenland who will

send us two yearly subscriptions to Screenland at the reg-

ular price of $3.00 per subscription.

A few minutes of your spare time obtaining two subscriptions will put

you in possession of this beautiful, useful gift. Your choice of cardinal, navy,

green, purple or brown. Staunch construction, easily opened, with amber
handle, 16 ribs, taffeta silk of good quality. This gift is certain to please you.

PUBLISHER, SCREENLAND
49 West 45th Street

New York City
Herewith $6.00 for 2 yearly subscriptions to Screenland. As a

reward for sending you these subscriptions, you are to send me without

further cost, a Taffeta Silk Umbrella. Color

Name

Street and No

City State

Name and address of 2 subscribers herewith.
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ENTERTAINING AND

INSTRUCTIVE BOOKS
The Romance and Reality of Film Life Is

Reflected in the Books Listed Below

IF you arc interested in photoplay

writing, screen acting, directing

or production, the books listed below

will be of great interest. Each book

is handsomely bound in gold deco-

rated cloth cover and will be deliv-

ered anywhere in the United Slates

at prices mentioned; Canadian and

foreign orders extra for shipment

and duty.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Klumph)

Tells what the opportunities are and the
training required. This work was developed
through the valuable assistance and advice of
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mae
Murray, William S. Hart, and other distin-

guished screen stars, directors and experts.
PRICE — $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter Milne)

Of special interest to those in or intending
to enter this field. The author, a well-known
critic, was a member of Scenario and Produc-
tion Department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. This work contains data about Wil-
liam C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil B. DeMille,
and other famous directors. . PRICE—$3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. O'Conor Sloanc, Ph.D., LL.D.)

The enormous growth in number of motion
picture theatres has created a large and in-

creasing demand for operators. It is an inter-
esting, good paying field and requires but a
short time to qualify as a projector. This book
includes the fullest details of practice.

PRICE—$5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
(By William Lord Wright)

The author was formerly Editor for Pathe
Exchange, and Universal. The book is a thor-
ough and authoritative presentation of this
lucrative field for writers. Every year new
writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pic-
tures and how and where to submit vour ideas.

PRICE— $3.00

SCREENLAND (Book Dept.)
Desk 5

49 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

SCREENLAND
/ Helped Raise Hollywood

(Continued from page 21)

of these articles my work carried me into

every department of practically every studio

in Movieland, so that I came in personal

contact with all its functionaries from the

biggest star to the lowliest worker.

And still furthermore, I have worked
with all these pleasant people in every cap-

acity from that of gag man to director. Yes,

I have even acted! And though none of

you ever wrote and asked me for a photo'

graph of my Greek facade, Charlie Chaplin
assures me I acted much better than the dog
whose life he was filming.

And still, still furthermore, I have known
these people socially; I have slept in their

beds, eaten their artichokes and played with
their dogs and children—and they mine.

So why shouldn't I know about your
film favorites. I have seen Malcolm St.

Clair grow from a bashful little art student
of mine into a great director. I have
watched Monte Blue emerge from a handy
man on the set to one of our brightest

stars. I have travelled the world over with
Charlie Chaplin and have been with Charles
and Clara Ray through fortune and failure.

I have helped Lubitsch with his English

while he introduced me to newer beauties

in German home life. I have laughed with

Harold Lloyd and cried with Mabel Nor-
mand.

In other words these people are my friends

—friends with whom I am still growing up.
And so if I appear partial in my pictures

of them it will be because my partiality is

rooted in love. And love always overlooks
one's superficial defects and seeks the greater

and ofttimes hidden virtues.

Charlie Chaplin stingy? I have seen him
give away more money than I shall ever
earn. As for me, well he is as interested

in my success as though I was his brother.

He would have the world believe him to be
unsentimental but I've seen him keep his

whole studio crew on salary months and
months on end without doing a stroke of

work.

Do Doug and Mary live on bees' knees

and bubbles? One day I said to Doug;
"Why don't you and Mary get out and mix
more? You live up on that hill like a pair

of hermits." Doug doesn't smoke. They
serve no liquor and their greatest excitement

of an evening is to run a picture in their

own home and then discuss it.

"Bob," he replied, "we don't dare go
places. If Mary and I attended a dinner

at the Ambassador and the hotel happened
to be raided who would be on the front

page of every paper in the country? The
fellow with the liquor? Not at all. Mary!"
And then with a regretful look at the fun

they miss he added. "It would cost us a

million fans who believe in us and a million

dollars. No, we can't afford to take the

.chance."

One night after Charlie Ray's financial

collapse we were all sitting around the fire

place in our Beverly Hills home and I was
talking the elder statesman stuff to the

melancholy boy.

'It's true that Clara and I have been
dreadfully extravagant," he said looking

thoughtfully into the grate, "but after all,

Bob, the bootlegger or the night clubs didn't

get it. We spent it all on our home. And
we loved our home above everything." And
if you only knew the beauty of that home
and their home life—you could understand
and forgive their 'extravagance'.

No, the world knows little of the hopes
and heartaches of these children of the

cinema, and so if you will regard this first

piece of mine rather as a promise than as

a fulfillment I shall let you know a lot of

pretty things that may give you a new
estimate of your heroes and heroines.
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Ask Me
(Continued from page 4)

wood studio. No, they haven't done any

Vitaphoning; their art is .silent. Irene is

the mother of two daughters; she was re-

cently married again. Dolores and Helene

aren't married or engaged. Monte is happily

married to pretty Tove Blue, and there's

a little Blue baby—well, you know what

I mean.

Old-Timer. A fan is as old as he feels

—and I refuse to admit I'm an old-timer

just because I remember seeing Polly

Frederick, in "The Eternal City". Take a

tip from me. Miss Frederick, one of the

greatest actresses who ever trouped, is now
emoting in London, England, as_ the star of

"Madame X". She is also making a movie

over there for a British company.

Mona B. You want to know if anyone

has a few pictures of Virginia Lee Corbin

to trade for pictrues of Ann Pennington,

Gilda Gray or William Haines. Speak up,

anybody! You might try Constance Riquer,

President of the Norma Talmadge Corre-

spondence Club. She conducts a photo-

exchange service and might have just what

you want. Virginia should be immensely

flattered by such a preference. But Mona,
won't Ann's and Gilda's and Bill's feelings

be hurt? You'd better think over this rash

offer.

Helen Sanders. Elaine Hammerstein is

married and apparently has retired from the

screen, At any rate, she has made no recent

appearances. Laura La Plante is Mrs. Wil-

liam Seiter; she works at Universal City,

Cal. Colleen Moore is Mrs. John McCop
mick. Ramon Novarro, John Gilbert,

Metro-Goldwyn, Culver City, Cal. Vera
Reynolds, Cecil deMille Studio, Culver City,

Cal. Virginia Valli in "Evening Clothes"

with Adolph Menjou, for Paramount. Flor-

ence Vidor in "Afraid to Love"—Lasky

Studio, Hollywood, Cal. Miss Vidor's next

will be "The World at her Feet", in which

Arnold Kent will be her new leading man.

Ben Lyon, First National, 383 Madison
Avenue, New York City. Ben has been on

the coast but will doubtless be back in Man-
hattan by the time you read this. The
Lyon-Marilynn Miller engagement has been

denied again and again; and strictly speak-

ing, it just can't be, as Miss Miller is still

legally Mrs. Jack Pickford. Ben has never

been married.

Anxious. Lois Moran, Doug Fairbanks,

Jr., and' Ben Lyon are all unattached. Lois

is working at the Lasky Studio in Holly-

wood. She lives with her mother and the

six-year-old adopted sister, Betty. Yes, she's

Rob Wagner will have the

first of his intimate, inside,

confidential Hollywood

stories in SCREENLAND

next month.

IF YOU ARE TALENTED FOR MOTION
PICTURE ACTING OR WRITING WE MAY

HELP YOU SUCCEED. COSTS YOU NOTH-
ING TO JOIN. WRITE FULL DETAILS
HOLLYWOOD FILM BUREAU, Box 32, Holly-
wood, California.

LEARN SHOW CARD WRITING AND SIGN
PAINTING. Be independent. The Howard

System teaches this fascinating profession. Earn
from $75 to $100 -weekly or start shop your
own. Particulars free. John McQuade, 129
North Port Street, Baltimore, Md. Desk S-C

SONGS : We will compose melody to your Song-
poem. For Your Approval. Send no money.

Send poems immediately. National Song Bureau,
1674 Broadway, New York City.

GIRL PHOTOS, Art—10 for $1.00, Bathing
Girl—12-$1.00, Jenkins, Box 449, Ensley, Ala.

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR offers Criticism. Sales
Service, Collaboration, Coaching. (Recom-

mended by Editors.) Laurence D'Orsay, Box
2602-E, San Francisco.

"BLACK BOTTOM" Complete Dance 50c. Every
step and movement photographed. FREE one

personal lesson if you send 50c NOW!
Basalyga's, Box 316-B, Scranton, Pa.

COME TO COLORADO Hunting, Fishing, Rec-
reation, Packtrips. Write for dates and par-

ticulars to BAR C RANCH, PAGASA SPRINGS,
COLORADO.

A Baby In Your Home
Thousands of copies of a new book by Dr. IT. Will

Elders are being distributed to women without cost.

Everv woman who wants children should read this book
and learn all about STEIULTONE and its wonderful
eifect in constitutional weakness. Many things are
unfolded that the average woman has never been told

before. For Free Book send NO Money. NO Obliga-
tions, simply name and address to Dr. H. Will Elders,
17 Balliniier Bldg., St. Joseph. Mo.

TRY SGREENLAND'S
CLASSIFIED PAGE

Screenland is one of the out-

standing Moving Picture Publica-

tions of the country. Its circula-

tion is national going into every

state in the Union and is equally

divided between the larger and
smaller cities.

Screenland's circulation has gone
from 80,000 in 1924 to 200,000 in

1927. This increase in circulation

has been brought about by reader

interest stimulated by the in-

creased attractiveness of the mag-
azine and the excellence of the

editorial text.

Screenland's readers 1,000,000

every month are in the habit of

spending money for the things

they want. The many beautiful

theatres showing pictures in every

state are supported by SCREEN
PANS and are testimonials to

their tremendous purchasing
power.

Try Screenland's 1,000,000 read-

ers with your classified adver-

tisement.

HELP WANTED
IF YOU ARE A WOMAN who would like to

earn $25.00 to $50.00 per week in your spare
time doing some advertising work for me write
today and get full information about the Wonder
Box. I have the best little money maker in
captivity. Tom Walker, Dept. 186W, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent paying work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
East 83rd Street, New York.

MEN WANTING FOREST RANGER JOB,
$125-$200 month; nice cabin. Hunt trap and

patrol. Nat'l Forest list free. Write, Rayson,
Dept. B-42, Denver, Colorado.

GAIN HEIGHT, HEALTH. Grow few inches.
Send $1.00 for methods. Health Press,

1229E No. Evergreen, Los Angeles.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
236 West 55th St., Dept. 102, New York.

LEXINO CARD GAMES. Fun knockout. Easy
' education. 50c. Guaranteed. LEXINO, 1216

Colusa, Berkeley, Calif.

SONG POEM WRITERS, address Hibbeler,
D14, 2104 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago.

$1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand. Estab. 1917. Send Mss. for free criti-

cism. Booklet on request. Universal Scenario
Company,
201 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will
point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 1101, 49 West 45th Street, New York City.

Beautiful registered bull pups $15.
Bulldogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

DANCING
HERMANN & DEMUTH

SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
1658 Broadway Phone

New York Circle 10319

DON LENO
A58

bfd MARIE LOUISE
ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom. Charleston, Tango, Stage. Toe. Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to ltudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor. T. Eoy Barnes. Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines. Argen-
tine Tangos. Parisien Apache Adagios, Novelty Waltzes,
Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS
1658 BROADWAY Room 603 CIRCLE 7933

CHICAGO
Professional Stage Dancing

HOME STUDY COURSES: Buck and Wing. Soft Shoe.
Waltz Clog. $1 Each. 3 for $2. Send M. O., stamps,
check, currency. HARVEY THOMAS. 59 E. Van
Buren St., 3d Floor, Chicago. Dancing Classes. 10
for S10. Private. 10 for $25. Open Sundays.
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How To Develop

The Bust
There IS a Way!

THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

s^ji ^^L.
' ^ 15 almost two years since I first

/a & <used The Rational. 1 am happy to say

M Bt that the results are permanent, for my
j&^U development is just the same and my

Wk figure is even better than ever. I do
Wk appreciate so much what the Klational

has done for me. I have proven that

H any woman can have a beautiful bust if

- she will only use the Rational. Friends

H
'.>;x>-

envy my P erfect figure."

l^ffl^^^^HBltt&n^H How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

developed than ever, is what every un-
developed girl or woman will want to lenow.

If you wish to learn lioro she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace

that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,CLARINDA, IOWA, U.S.A.

Free Proof That
WAISTLINE FAT

Can Be Quickly Reduced
—without drugs, diets or exercises

INSTEAD of wasting your time—instead of

risking your health by weakening diets, ex-

hausting exercises and pill-taking, in an effort

to get rid of bulging waistline fat—try the pop-
ular Weil Reducing Belt for 10 days—at our
expense.

Made of scientifically treated rubber, it causes
a gentle, unnoticed massage action as it comes
in contact with flabby flesh. So that with every
move you make unwanted fat is being moulded
away

—

and Icept away for good—and at a frac-
tion of the price charged by expert masseurs.

Look Thinner Instantly!

Take your waist measurement before and after
this Free 10-day Trial. Note the difference in
inches. Feel the improvement in your general
condition. According to the terms of our abso-
lute guarantee, you must be thoroughly satisfied
with the results secured—or you pay nothing.

Coupon Brings Free Details

Write us at once and you will receive our
Special 10-Day Trial Offer—a detailed descrip-
tion of this most successful reducing method, the
principles of which are highly endorsed by lead-
ing physicians and professional athletes every-
where. For the sake of your health and appear-
ance take advantage of this offer at once. Send
no money. Write now. The Weil Company,
397 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.
THE WEIL COMPANY,
397 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.

Gentlemen : Please send me complete descrip-
tion of the Weil Scientific Reducing Belt and
also your Special 10-Day Trial Offer.

Name

Address

City _ State.

a darling—everybody likes Lois, and no
wonder. There's no sweeter, more unspoiled
girl in pictures—and I'm not her press

agent, either. She doesn't need one. Of
course Doug. Senior, is proud of Doug,
Junior. Wouldn't he be a funny father if

he wasn't? He "didn't -raise his boy to be
a actor"—but when Doug the first saw what
a good one Doug the second turned out to
be, dad became his best booster. Flobclle
Fairbanks, who appears in support of Gloria
Swanson in "The Love of Sunya" , is Doug's
niece. She has the Fairbanks smile, too.

Ruth, South Bend. Pola Negri's real

name is Appolonia Chalupez. She changed
it to Pola Negri—abbreviating the first name
and taking the last because of her great
admiration for the Polish translations of the
verse of Ada Negri, Italian poetess. She
was born in Bromberg, Poland. She at-

tended school until she was sixteen; then
went to Warsaw to dramatic school, where
she completed a three-year course in one
year. She made her stage debut in a play
by Suderman, and cemented her stage suc-

cess in the pantomime "Sumurun" . Her
work in this interested her in the motion
pictures, and she herself produced her first

film, called "Love and Passion". As a re-

sult of this she was engaged by UFA to
appear in "Du Barry"—which was released
in America as "Passion", and lead to her
American contract with Paramount. The
first Negri-Paramount picture was "Bella
Donna". Miss Negri was once, in private
life, the Countess Domski, but she is not
married now. Write to her at Lasky Studio,
Hollywood, Cal., but don't ask her as many
questions as you asked me!

Handy Andy. And still they come,
these stars from Europe. The latest impor-
tations are Maria Corda and her director-

husband Alexander Corda; and Marietta
Millner, from Berlin, who has been signed
by Paramount. Mme. Corda will be a First

National star and her American debut film

will be "The Private Life of Helen of Troy"—and maybe you think every other star in

pictures wouldn't give at least ten years off

her private life to play that fat part! John
Erskine certainly wrote something when he
wrote Helen. Now who do you think
should play his "Galahad"? I vote for
Ramon Novarro.

Evelyn of Boise. You'll find some of
your questions answered elsewhere. As for

Rod La Rocque, he is still working at the
Cecil deMille Studios in spite of some dis-

sension over billing. Rod says his name
should be in bigger letters than it has been.
Well, I've been trying to get the Editor
to print my name in bigger, blacker type for

ages, and it doesn't do any good. So I'm
curious to see how Rod comes out . I be-
lieve La Rocque answers his mail; but I

advise you to write and find out—you will,

anyway. Thanks for liking this department,
and write again.

Slapstic\. Put that down! Your old

favorite, Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle, is said

to be coming back to pictures—in comedies
to be made in Germany. Fatty, under the
name of William Goodrich, has been direct-

ing pictures in Hollywood, including such
comedies as Marion Davies' "The Red Mill".
Arbuckle is in vaudeville just now, I be-
lieve; but will go to Berlin some time soon
to begin his starring pictures. His wife,

Doris Deane, will accompany him and play
opposite the hefty comedian. Lots of folks

will be glad to laugh at "Fatty" again. A
jovial fun-maker is always welcome with any
audience.



"Adanac" Mac\, Flint, Mich. For the

information of the fans who wish to know
which stars and directors were born in Can-
ada, here's a good list: Allan Dwan, Mary
Pickford, John S. Robertson, Sydney Olcott,

Earl Rodney, Toronto; Claire Adams, Regi'

nald Barker, Winnipeg; Norma Shearer,

Pauline Garon, Huntley Gordon, Montreal;

Marie Prevost, Sarina, Ontario; Rockcliffe

Fellowes, Ottawa; Joseph Kilgour, Ayr,
Ontario. There are others, no doubt; but

I can't think of them right now. Thanks,
"Adanac"; drop in again sometime.

Julietta. Tom Mix was accidentally

injured in the left eye while finishing "The
Outlaws of Red River", when a blank cart'

ridge burned his eyeball. He was obliged

to rest for several weeks, but the injury was
not permanent. Tom's right as rain now,
which means he's just about right; and may
be addressed care William Fox Studio, 1400
N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal. Charles

Rogers, Bebe Daniels, and Douglas McLean,
Lasky Studio, Hollywood, Cal. Colleen

Moore, First National, Burbank, Cal.

Mrs. E. S. S., Tarrytown. I believe

Vilma Banky answers her fan letters per-

sonally; at least, some of my readers have
told me she answered them. Write to her

care Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Culver
City, Cal.

Mae F., Buffalo. You hope to hear from
Charlie Chaplin? Well, you may and then
again, you Mae not. Mr. Chaplin, as far

as I know, does not attempt to write per-

sonal letters to his public. He is now in

New York and may complete the filming

of "The Circus" at the Cosmopolitan Stu-

dios; but beyond that I have no information

as to his plans. His Hollywood studio

address is 1416 La Brea Avenue. Good
luck.

Boots of Peoria. Boots, boots boots

—

shoes, slippers, sandals—Curious little movie

SCREENLAND
fan wants to know the scandals. Sorry

—

I'm all out of scandal this month. Besides,

your favorites are three of the nicest young-
sters in pictures—Bills Haines and Boyd,
and lovely Norma Shearer. Norma was
born in Montreal, Canada, August 10, 1904;
she's five feet three inches tall and weighs
112 pounds. Norma has brown hair and
blue eyes. Bill Haines was born in Staun-
ton, Virginia, January 1, 1900. He is six

feet tall and weighs 172 pounds; black hair

and brown eyes. As for William Boyd,
he's twenty-seven, and five feet ten inches
tall. No—Bill's hair isn't naturally curly;

he had it waved for his role in "The Volga
Boatman"—honest. Bill Boyd is the only
married member of your stellar trio; Elinor
Faire is his Missus. Come again.

Orma, Middletown. If you really do
look and dance like Connie Talmadge,
you're probably the leader of your class

—

in It, anyway. Connie in "Venus of Ven-
ice" is what you and your class-mates would
call "hot". Corinne Griffith is now a United
Artists star; her first picture will probably
be "The Garden of Eden", with Corinne's
nice handsome husband, Walter Morosco,
as supervisor of production. Corinne will

also' be seen in "Sunny", from the well-

known musical comedy. Clara Bow, Lasky
Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

Gerry. You think pictures are getting
hysterical—don't you mean historical? The
screen is crowded with pictures of the "Old
Ironsides" and "Rough Riders" school; but
it's all right '"with me; I love 'em. War films

are still going—and coming—strong. Uni-
versal is making a picture called "We
Americans" which will trace American his-

tory from the Mayflower to the present.
Col. Tim McCoy, M-G-M's western star, is

making a drama right now dealing with the
expedition of Gen. Kearney into California
in 1846— and McCoy's other films have
historical settings.
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' Winifred We st-

over (Mrs. Wil-
liam S. Hart) with

her small son,
William S. Hart,

Junior . Miss
W est over may
soon be seen in

pictures again.

Only $2.°°

for this

Encyclopedia

of

MOTION PICTURE

Charles Donald Fox

has compiled

. . . always at your hand the

things you'd like to know about

your favorites.

Real, romantic and authentic ac
counts of 242 stars—illustrated.

It is written in a brief concise

manner, and will improve your

"talking knowledge" of the stars

—and who isn't talking about

them these days?

Fill out the coupon below and

MAIL IT TODAY!

Screenland Book Dept. Desk 5
49 West 45th Street

New York City.

Gentlemen:

I enclose $2.00 in full payment for my
copy of FAMOUS FILM FOLKS.

Name

Address
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SavesHose

Prevents wearing out nnd stain-
ing at tlie heel; stops shoes rub-
bing and slipping at the heel.

The
patented -

cup-shaped
center, indicated Dy

. arrow, prevents this!

At trifling cost, you can prevent your hose
from wearing out and staining at the heel,
and at the same time enjoy the added com-
fort of wearing shoes that do not slip or rub
at the heel. These are the benefits you get
bv attaching Dr. Scholl's Nu-Grip Heel
Liner in your shoes. Made of soft, velvet-
like rubber. Invisibly worn in the shoes.
Sold in shoe and dept. stores everywhere — 30 cents*per pair. Insist on getting the genuine, with the cup-
shaped center. Buy a pair tor each pair of your shoes

DzScholVs
Nii-GripHeel Liner

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S PLAPAO.

PADS are different from
the truss, being meehanico-
chemico applicators made
self-adhesive purposely to
hold the distended muscles
securely in place. No straps,
buckles or spring attached—cannot slip, bo cannot
chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have
successfully treated them- _ . .

selves at home without -"'"J™
hindrance from work—most

J^

30'" 1 ™ 1 ."'

obstinate cases conquered. Wand Prix
Soft as velvet—easy to apply—Inexpensive. Awarded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery la
natural, so afterwards no further use for trusses. Wa
prove it by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely CD pp
Write name on Coupon and send TODAY. *

Plapao Co., 1335 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo.
Name
Address

.Return mail will bring Free Trial Plapao

BUST DEVELOPED
My Big Three Part Treatment is theONLY ONE that gives FULL,DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other danger-
ous absurdities. I send you aGUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

FREE
14-DAY

TREATMENT
If you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Won-
der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.
IS IT WORTH 10c TO YOU?
If not. your dime back by first mail
Address NOW, with ten cents orjy
Madame K.C.Williams. Buffalo, N.Y.

PIMPLES
Cleared up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100.000 cases—used like toilet water—is simply marcical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor by tellins your
friends; if not, the loss is mine. WRITE TODAY.

E.S. GIVENS, 411 Chemical Bdlg, Kansas Cityjo.

M. Mujamura, Honolulu. Very glad to
hear from you and hope you will always
enjoy Screenland. Here are the addresses
of the studios, for which you ask: Universal
Studio, Universal City, California. F. B. O.
Studio, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Mack Scnnctt Studio, 1712 Glendale Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal. Warner Brothers, 5842
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal. Fine Arts
Studio, 4500 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Educational, 7250 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal. Write to "Our Gang" kids
care Hal Roach, Culver City, Cal. Johnny
Hincs, Tec-Art Studio, 5360 Melrose Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal. Hoot Gibson's wife is not
in pictures.

Kate K. If you read in my department
that I could get girls in the movies, you
had better consult an oculist. Your eye-
sight is not so good. I said just the oppo-
site. And I say it again—I can't give girls

movie chances. If I could, there's one girl

I would give the first chance—and that's

Miss Vee Dee. Know her?

/. H.. )ac\son, Mich. Yes—Rudolph and
Joseph Schildkraut are related—very much
so. Rudolph is the proud papa of Joseph
and Joseph is the devoted son of Rudolph.
Isn't Rudolph an old dear? I think he's

a splendid actor. So's his young man. Both
work for Cecil B. deMille at the deMille
Studio in Culver City, Cal. Both are dis-

tinguished stage stars, hailing from Hungary.
Both are married—Rudolph to his first,

original and only wife, Joseph's mother.
Joseph to Elise Bartlett, stage agtress, who
will soon be seen in a deMille photoplay.

She is now playing in the stage play "The
Firebrand" which is starring William Far-

num, Ethel Clayton and Ian Keith now
touring the West Coast.

Theone. Lots of requests for Helen
Mundy's address—and I haven't got it.

Helen, after making a hit as the mountain-
girl heroine of "Star\ Love", returned to

her native southland and I haven't heard
of her since. She's about seventeen or so.

Write to her care of Paramount, Paramount
Building, New York City, and maybe it

will be forwarded. The young leading man
of the same mountaineer picture is also

wanted—by the public and the producers;

but he—Forrest James by name—seems to

have vanished, too. With thousands of

movie aspirants clamoring at the studio

gates, these two young folks turn their backs

on pictures—in fact, even thumb their

noses. Why, Miss Vee Dee!

Sandus\y Qjiestion'Mar\. You'd better

control your curiosity, you Ohio question'
mark, or I'll have to turn over this whole
column to you. Alice Terry is in the north
of Africa making "The Garden of Allah"
for her husband, Rex Ingram, and inciden'
tally Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Don't confuse
their Garden with "The Garden of Eden",
which belongs exclusively to Corinne Grif-
fith—in fact, it's Corinne's first picture for
United Artists. Charlie Ray plays opposite
Miss Griffith. Charles "Buddy" Rogers,
Richard Dix, Bebe Daniels, Clara Bow,
Betty Bronson, Wallace Beery, may all be
reached at Paramount Studio, Hollywood,
California.

Jennie. There's no bright particular star

of "Our Gang"—you'll have to pick your
own favorite. Mine is Snowball, or is it

Little Farina? Write to them all care Hal
Roach Studio in Culver City, Cal. Mickey
Daniels, the famous freckled-faced kid who
used to cavort at the head of the Gang,
is now a great, big vaudeville star, touring
the big cities in his own act. Such is fame.

But he still sports the freckles.

Desperate Desmond. Don't you hiss

around here. None of your "Ahas!" The
Paramount picture company is a huge con-

cern, once variously knewn as Paramount,
Famous Players, and Lasky. Now the firm

name has officially been changed to the

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation. But
just plain Paramount will do. You wouldn't
wonder at the size of the name if you could

see the huge new Paramount Building at

Broadway and Forty-fourth Street, New
York City. That's the eastern home of the

Messrs. Zukor and Lasky and their in-

terests. Got that straight, Desmond? And
don't chew your mustache.

Billie from Annapolis. You've gone crazy
over Mary Brian and Alberta Vaughn, have
you? Well, don't go writing them crazy

letters or their mothers may get after you.
Alberta and Mary are both sweet little girls,

about nineteen apiece, I should say—per-

haps even younger. Anyway, they're aw-
fully youthful. Mary works for Paramount.
Neither is married. Alberta's sister. Ada
Mae Vaughn, is also in the movies, having
worked for F. B. O.

Maria, Mass. Ramon Novarro is Mexican,
Antonio Moreno. Spanish, and Greta Garbo,
Swedish. Mary Astor was born in Quincy,
111., and that makes her American. Ramon
and Greta are with Metro-Goldwyn; Mary
Astor with First National at Burbank. Cal.

Ramon and Tony have black hair; Greta,
golden; Mary, red. Yes, I said red; I know

Cf George Arliss and Reginald Denny. Denny's
next picture is "Out All Night".
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C[ Betty Jewel and a studio pal. Betty is

the leading woman in "The Mysterious

Rider," ]ac\ Holt's next Zane Grey

picture.

it's usually called Titian or auburn or some'

thing; but Mary's hair is red, and very

long and beautiful. May she never bob.

]ac\ie. Now I think you wrote just to

tease me. After that photo that the Editor

used of me, how can you ask me for an

autographed picture?

Lorraine. I'm afraid Bill Haines can't

correspond with you. Think of the hard

feelings if he selected one out of his million

fans to write to regularly? You ask too

much, Lorraine. You're lucky if you get

an autographed photograph, what with Bill

in training for a prize-fighting picture, and

all. He's had the toughest training of any

of our actin' boys—drilling for "Tell It to

the Marines", pitching for "Slide, Kelly,

Slide" and now punching for his next.

William is twenty-seven, and not married

—

just an ideal young star, that's what he is.

Metro-Goldwyn will get him.

Mary A. Hughes. Oh, how I hate to

spell Ramon's real name—or try to. Here
goes: Samiengos. He was born in Durango,

Mexico. His more important pictures have

been "Prisoner of Zenda", "Trifling

'Women", "'Where the Pavement Ends",

"The Arab"—all Rex Ingram films. "Ben
Hur" , "The Midshipman", "Lovers", and

"Old Heidelberg"—more recently. He's

five feet ten inches tall, weighs 160 pounds.

And he isn't married. What would we do

without Big Bill and Ramon?

S. E. H.. Tiew Haven. Has Conway
Tearle ever been married? Well, I should

say so! His present wife, Adele Rowland,
musical comedy star, is his third or his

fourth, I forget which. Mr. Tearle was

born in N. Y. C, in 1882; had a long stage

career with such stars as Ellen Terry, Billie

Burke and Viola Allen. He's five feet ten

and a half inches tall, weighs 160, has dark

brown hair and brown eyes. At present he

is a free-lance player—which means he is

not under contract to any one company,
but plays around, so to speak, wherever the

roles appeal to him. Louise Dresser was
well-known in light opera before embarking
upon a screen career. She is the wife of

Jack Gardner, once an actor and now an
agent . They live in Glendale, Cal. Richard
Dix was born in St. Paul, Minn., in 1894;
and his real name is Ernest Carlton Brim-
mer. Unmarried.

Bella.. I don't wonder you find it hard

to keep up with your favorites' whereabouts.

Lois Moran was with Paramount, but is now
free-lancing; and her latest job is with

Universal—opposite Norman Kerry in "Too
Many Women". Norma Shearer's new film

is "Liberty Bonds"—no, not Blondes

—

under Monta Bell's direction, with Larry

Gray and Gwen Lee in the cast. Gray is

under contract to Paramount but is often

"borrowed" by other companies.

Jerry. Is Bill Boyd sociable? I don't

know him, so I can't promise, but he loo\s

sociable, I'm sure. But he's married, Jerry,

and very happily, to Elinor Fair, and his

sociability is confined to his home to a

large extent. Boyd has a role in deMille's

"King of Kings"—but that's nothing; so

have Ernest Torrence, Robert Edeson, Vic-

tor Varconi, Kenneth Thomson, Joseph

Schildkraut—and many others. Say hello

to Bill for me when you meet him—but not

too sociably.

Doris Rondeau. Many thanks for
^
that

fine photograph of Harry Langdon. It's on

my desk now. To see it is to smile with

it. I'm sorry, but Screenland has dis-

continued its fan club department. Joan

Crawford's real name is Lucille Le Seur.

She was a dancer before she was discovered

for the movies. She was born in San

Antonio, Texas. Her first film was "Pretty

Ladies" in which she was an extra. Next

she had a real part in Jackie Coogan's pic-

ture, "Old Clothes". Then came "Sally,

Irene and Mary", "Paris", "The Under-
standing Heart", "The Taxi Dancer"; and

now, '"Winners of the Wilderness", "The
Trail of '98", and "The Unknown" . And
of course, Doris, you remember her in

Harry's comedy, "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp".
Write again and I will, too. P. S. Joan

is five feet four inches tall, weighs one

hundred and ten pounds, has dark hair and

dark brown eyes. And she's the champeen
stepper of Hollywood. Th-a-t's all!

Just Ollie. No—there haven't been many
Olives in pictures. The only ones I can

think of right now are Olive Hasbrouck
and the late Olive Thomas. It's a pretty

name, too. Lon Chaney, now known as

"Mister Wu", should be addressed at the

Metro-Goldwyn Studio; while Adolphe
Menjou, that silk-hatted boulevardier of the

films, works at Paramount Studio, Holly-

wood, Cal. Adolphe is said to be engaged

to marry Kathryn Hill, who, under the

name of Kathryn Carver, plays the leading

role opposite him in "The Head Waiter".

Lloyd Smith. All of your favorites are

married except Margaret Livingston. Es-

telle Taylor is Mrs. Jack Dempsey; Billie

Dove is Mrs. Irvin Willat; Wallace Beery
has a young and beautiful wife. Estelle is

under contract to United Artists, but should

be addressed care the Barbara Hotel, Los
Angeles, Cal. Her latest film was "J^eu>

Tor\". Miss Dove is now starring for

First National. Wally Beery is making
"Fireman Save my Child"' for Paramount,
with Raymond Hatton and Josephine Dunn
his supporting players. Miss Livingston
appears in "Sunrise", for William Fox.

Georgia. Dorothy Hughes married Phil

Payne, a newspaper editor, and retired from
the screen. Jack Luden, graduate of the
Paramount School, is now with F. B. O.
George K. Arthur with Karl Dane in

"Rookies" for Metro-Goldwyn. You'll find

the studio addresses elsewhere in these

columns. The Paramount School is no
longer in existence. The first class was
graduated over a year ago and there will

Last night
I came home with
great news

"I'd telephoned Ruth that I had a surprise

for her and she could hardly wait for me to

get home. You should have seen her face

when I told her the Boss had called me in and
given me a $25 increase in salary.
" 'It's wonderful,' she said, 'just wonderful.

Now we can pay some of those bills that have
been worrying us and even put a little in the

bank each week.
" 'Remember the night we saw that coupon

in a magazine and you decided to take up an
I. C. S. course? It made a new man of you,

Bob, and I knew it wouldn't be long before the

firm would notice the difference in your work.
" 'We certainly owe a lot to the International

Correspondence Schools. You would never have
received this increase if you hadn't studied at

home and prepared yourself for bigger work.' "

How about you? Are you always going to work for a
small salary? Are you going to waste your natural

ability all your life? Or are you going to get ahead In

a big way? It ail depends on what you do with your

spare time.

Don't let another precious hour pass before you find

out what the I. C. S. can do for you. It doesn't cost

you a penny or obligate you in any way to ask for full

particulars, hut that one simple, little act may be the

means of changing your entire life. Do it now!

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2366-D, Scianton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and full partlculara
about the course before which I have marked X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship

Advertising
Better Letters
Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing
English

Business Management
industrial Management
Personnel Organization
Traffic Management
Business Law

~iBanking and Banking Law
lAccountancy (including C.P.A.lDCivil Service

_JNicholson Cost Accounting Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping Common School Subjects
Private Secretary High School Subjects
Spanish Illustrating
French Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practica
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer

§Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy Mining
Steam Engineering Radio

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsmso
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines

Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Name.

Street Address

City State

Occupation-

// you reside in Canada, send thU coupon to the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited, Montreal

LATEST STYLEWRISTWATCH
Directfromjgs^^Switserland

Complete With "^SSESSj^'"'" Beautifully Engraved
Satine Box *^ Case and Dial

.

This fully guaranteed dainty ladies' watch cannot be manufactured in
r-„„J hi _ HJi*M ^,« America for less than $12.00.
Sella WO l*IOney ,— Pay on delivery $3.99 plus postage.

FEDERAL," U.S. SWISS AGENTS. 581 BROADWAY. N. Y. Dept. L-80

Hosiery ^lingerie FREE f
GIRLS: Write for details of our Club Plan of purchas-
ing guaranteed High Grade Silk Hosiery and Lingerie
at prices much lower than in stores. Form a Club nf
seven and get $10 worth of Hosiery and Lingerie FREE!
ECONOMY CLUB SALES CO., Dept. H, BROCKTON, MASS.
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BARRETT

Pen-Pencil
"Why carry two when one will do?"

D m

Actual
Size

Jumbo

$/f 50

Special

5 inches

long

$0

Tour name en-
graved on bar-
rel in red. yel-
low, white or
gold, 25 cents
extra.

Relieve your
pockets of

their usual pen
and pencil bur-

den — the Bar-

rett Pen -Pencil

is the ideal writ-

ing equipment

—

a big, easy-writ-

ing fountain
pen and the per-

fect mechanical

pencil in a sin-

gle compact
unit.

Bead the dis-

tinctive features

of the Barrett
Pen -Pencil de-
scribed below
and study the
full-size illustra-
tion. We are proud
of the Barrett Pen-
Peucil, for it is a
product of superior

quality, as well as

a most useful nov-

elty. Tell your
friends about it—
now!

Remember — we
stand squarely be-
hind the value of
every Barrett Pen-
Pencil sold— your
money back if you
are willing to part
with it after five

days trial.

Fill in the coupon—and mail it TODAY!
DEALERS AND AGENTS

Write for Special Proposition!

Barrett Pen-Pencil has—
Combination fountain pen and

mechanical pencil in unit form.
Barrel looks like polished ebony
and has 14-K gold-filled
mountings.

14-K solid gold pen point, with
iridium tip.

Pencil action that propels, repels
and expels.

Six extra leads in pencil.

Cap fits either end.

COMBINATION PEN-PENCIL CO.
Graybar Building, Suite 1457

420 Lexington Avenue New York City

COMBINATION PEN-PENCIL CO.
Suite 1457, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

Please send me _ Barrett Pen-Pencils.
Special. $3.00 /Cross off one\ If not satisfied I can
Jumbo. $4.50 V not wanted ' return same and you
will refund my money.

Enclosed is check or money order for $ -

I will pay the postman $..„ plus 15c postage.

Name

Address

City „ State S-7

not be another. The successful graduates
were Josephine Dunn, Ivy Harris, Walter
Goss, Thelma Todd, Iris Gray, Jeanne
Morgan, Jack Luden, and Charles "Buddy"
Rogers. Miss Gray has retired; Miss Mor-
gan is with F. B. O. The others, with
the exception of Luden, are all with Para-

mount, under contract.

]asmin. You're wrong. Bobby Agnew
isn't going to marry May McAvoy. Ah
though they were pals for seven years. May
never said "Yes"; and now I hear that

Robert has proposed to Ann Rork and been
accepted, with the wedding set for this

summer. Miss Rork is the daughter of Sam
Rork, a First National producer; and has

appeared in several of her father's pictures.

Virginia Browne Faire is now Mrs. Jack
Daugherty.

Jac\, Scranton. I don't give out per-

sonal addresses . The players like to kid

themselves that they have a private life and
I don't want to disillusion them. Studio

addresses will always reach them . Greta

Garbo, Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver City,

Cal. She is not married either to John
Gilbert or Mauritz Stiller. Vilma Banky,
Samuel Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, Cal.

Lya de Putti, Universal Studio, Universal

City, Cal. Although Gloria Swanson is

now making her new pictures in a Holly-

wood studio, you had better address her at

her office 522 Fifth Avenue. New York
City, as that is permanent. Gloria's hus-

band, the Marquis, is not in pictures,

although it has been said that he contem-
plated a screen career. He is engaged right

now in selling a certain make of French
automobile to Americans. One of his recent

customers was Marion Davies. How'd you
like to buy a car from a Marquis? Wish
I could!

Louise Troy. You do get all worked up
over Cullen Landis, don't you? Cheer up—"On Guard ", that Pathe serial in which
he is appearing, appeals to a good many
people. Serials always were popular and
always will be. But we'll get a good acting

C Charming Julia

Faye resting be-

tween scenes of

"His Dog"

—

her

next picture.

part for Cullen yet. Muriel Kingston, his

leading woman in "On Guard ", is what
the} call a "comer". Muriel is very young
and only a few months ago was playing bits.

Watch this pretty little blonde.

Elizabeth, Ohio. The reason you don't
hear more about Harrison Ford is because
he's the shyest man on the screen. He
simply won't be bothersd to talk about him-
self, not even for publication. But he's

nice, isn't he? He lives somewhere in

California—that's all I know about his home
life. And that he is not married. Ben
Lyon is working in New York. Marilynn
Miller is appearing in Chicago in her musi-
cal comedy, "Sunny , and emphatically
denies she contemplates establishing a per-

manent residence there for the purpose of

suing Jack Pickford for divorce—and later

marrying Ben.

Louise Cain. Dolores del Rio should
be pleased to have such a staunch admirer.

The beautiful Mexican girl is now starring

in "Carmen", under Raoul Walsh's direc-

tion; and will soon be seen in "Romona",
directed by Edwin Carewe, who "discov-

ered" her. Dolores is featured also in the

United Artists production, "Resurrection",
by Count Leo Tolstoi, starring Rod La
Rocque. She is married to Jaime del Rio,

of an old and prominent Mexican family.

We no longer run a fan club department,

so cannot help you there. Write again,

and often.

Iola, Rosebush, Michigan. Your town
must have a perfume all its own. Thanks
for the snapshot. I'll always be glad to

hear from you. You're very sensible to

decide not to be a movie star. Thirteen
isn't usually so wise. Now for your ques-

tions. You pronounce Rod's last name La
Rock. Mr. Cortez' first name is pro-

nounced Rickare-dough, with the "are"
accented, although there's plenty of the last

syllable in Ric's salary check. He's married

to Alma Rubens. Why not take up danc-

ing? It's a sure cure for the blues. And it

may land you in movies in spite of yourself.



golden hair
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Golden HairWish
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No half-way verdict

THE American people have had many
favorites. But there's never been a choice

like Camel.

Camel is the most popular cigarette this

nation ever had. Millions unite to place it

first, and there's no comparison. Camel
is supreme.

There must be reasons back of such a

preference. There must be mountain-high

quality in this famous cigarette to make
millions join in saying, "I will have only

Camel."

That is true. Camel quality is just as

supreme as its leadership. In Camel, no

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COM

— Qamel is supreme

substitute has ever been made for quality.

No compromise has ever been made with

expense. For Camels, the world's largest

tobacco organization buys the choicest

Turkish and Domestic tobaccos grown.

There simply are no better tobaccos or

blending.

If you don't yet know that supreme to-

bacco enjoyment, try Camels. All the taste

and fragrance, all the mild and mellow

pleasure you ever hoped to find! We invite

you to compare them with any cigarette

made, regardless of price.

"Have a Camel!"
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JacQuelirts

Logan

1

Mobart3o\
as A.Ms

Tl*£> T\ a a la- by Norman Springer— a sensa*
X « « J*. —» tion> gir Arthur Conan Doyle

called it "The greatest sea tale I ever read."

TLp ~¥y ! r ^- f1 _ an even greater sensation. From
X ItC J. C l l& J7 C— tne screen tnis virile romance

seems to leap at you—a pulsating enthralling story
of human emotions.

Thp ^2 1* «* a white-winged ship at sea,
llic wr c i. iiu^ """" storm-tossed by the elements-

its human cargo the prey of greater storms, worse
conflicts— all against a background of amazing
splendor.

nrl% a „ „ „ 8 an evil-crazed captain, a bestialKICJT CUpi C— mate , the barely human riffraff

of the fo' castle—a man of mystery, with a sinister

motive— a brave young lover, daring death and
worse—and a woman, beautiful, desirable, in con-
stant terror, despair—and hope.

T?1P A r f n 1* e Hobart Bosworth gives an even
X lie XI C I " r ® «—

» greater characterization than
those in "The Sea Wolf" and " Behind the Door";
Jacqueline Logan, whose portrayal of Mary Mag-
dalene in "The King of Kings" took press and
public by storm; Richard Arlen (by courtesy of
Paramount), and an all-star supporting cast.

Tht> T^i c c-t *%**•— Geor8e Seitz — a genius inIfiei/ireCIOr cinema art; and

TVt£> Cm*«**+~*+*T COLUMBIA PICTURES
1 IlC V/Ompany— which will present "The Blood

Ship" as the first of the Perfect Thirty pictures for
the coming season.

We
PerSect Thirty

*THE BLOOD SHIP
Hobart Bosworth, Jacqueline

Logan and Richard Arlen.
(Courtesy Paramount).

ALIAS THE LONE WOLF
By Louis Joseph Vance.
Featuring Bert Lytell.

*SALLY IN OUR ALLEY
Featuring Shirley Mason.

VIRGIN LIPS
A sensational story by Jack Lait.

MODERN MOTHERS
By Rachel Crothers. Sets audi-
ences aflame with excitement.

LADY RAFFLES
By Alfred Henry Lewis.
Featuring Priscilla Dean.
BEWARE OF BLONDES

By Pierre Dumond, who knows
the ladies that gentlemen prefer.

SPORTING AGE
By Charles K. Tennant. A ro-

mance of life in high gear.

STAGE KISSES
By George Bronson Howard. A
story of love fakers of both sexes.

SO THIS IS LOVE
By Gertrude Atherton, author

of "Black Oxen."
THE COLLEGE HERO

By Willard Mack, author of
"The Noose" and "Tiger Rose."
FORGOTTEN WOMEN

By Louella Parsons.
*SAY IT WITH SABLES

By Dorothy Howell.
*SAN FRANCISCO

Featuring Betty Compson in a
society-underworld spectacle.

BY WHOSE HAND
By Channing Pollock, author of
"The Fool" and "The Enemy."

FASHION MADNESS
A story with a startling climax.

BRIDGE
Timely in theme and treatment.

GOLF WIDOWS
By Henry Clayton Cooper. A
story of golfers and golfers' wives.

THE SIREN
Featuring Priscilla Dean in a

mystery drama.
AFTER THE STORM

Opens wide the floodgates of
human emotions.

*THE ADVENTURESS
By Frances Marion.

MY WIFE'S RELATIONS
A rollicking drama of marital

complications.
BROADWAY DADDIES

A drama of maids, men and
morals.

THE WAY OF THE STRONG
By Octavus Roy Cohen. Satur-

day Evening Post Writer.
THAT CERTAIN THING

An entertaining and highly di-
verting story of those who have—and haven't—IT.
*THE OPENING NIGHT

By Owen Davis. Author of "The
Nervous Wreck." "The Dono-

van Affair."
THE WARNING

Gripping mystery drama by
.edgar Rice Burroughs, the

master of melodrama.
COME BACK TO AARON
An inter-racial drama that is

strikingly different.
THE TIGRESS

Featuring Priscilla Dean in an-
other Alfred Henry Lewis story

with a startling plot.
A WOMAN'S WAY

Thompson Buchanan's cele-
brated stage success made into

a striking screen play.
* Columbia De Luxe

Production.
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irdle

reduces waist <md hips
-two tofour inches in TenDays

FASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies the marvelous

new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hip and waist almost as if by

magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful figure you desire.

Perfolastic is entirely different from any other reducing girdle you have

ever seen— lighter in weight, cooler, more comfortable, more slenderizing.

Cool— Comfortable— Slenderizing

Don't confuse Perfolastic with the old

k style, heavy rubber garments that were

111 so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a

featherweight, ventilated girdle that

weighs just seven and a half ounces

(garters included), and is full of tiny

holes to let the skin breathe and the

pores function as they should. It is

so cool, so comfortable that you hardly

know you have it on.

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict

the figure in any way. Bend, twist, turn,

exercise as vigorously as you choose, you

will find that Perfolastic "gives" with

every movement of your body. Made of

finest quality pure plantation rubber, it

combines wonderful elasticity with

extraordinary strength. Perfolastic is a

product of the famous Goodrich Rubber

Co. and is guaranteed by us not to rip,

tear or stretch out of shape.

How Perfolastic Reduces

Long experience has shown that the

safest, surest way to reduce is through

massage, which breaks up the fat cells

so that they can be absorbed and carried

off by the circulation.

- Perfolastic reduces through massage

—automatic massage. It fits with glove-

like smoothness, closely encircling waist,

hips and thighs. The instant you

put it on you look slimmer, for

it gently straightens out fleshy

curves, gives you length of line,

helps you stand erect. And, bet-

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept

I

ter still, with every breath you draw,

with every step you take, Perfolastic

exerts a continuous, gentle massage that

takes off flesh.

In an amazingly short time bulky hips

and waist become slim and shapely —
your figure regains the slender, straight

lines of youth—you look and feel years

younger. Many women have found, to

their astonishment and delight, waist

and hips reduced two to four inches

in TEN DAYS.

No Dieting—No Exercises

Think of what this means ! No more
wearisome dieting, no more tiresome

exercises, no more bitter self-denial in

a vain attempt to get thin. For with
Perfolastic you can now regain a slen-

der, youthful figure without the slightest

discomfort-

Free Booklet and Sample

No matter how much overweight you are, no
matter what other methods of reducing you
have tried, no matter what other girdles you
have worn

—

give Perfolastic a trial. Write
today for interesting FREE BOOK telling-

more about this remarkable girdle and pictur-

ing the many delightful Perfolastic models,
also sample of Perfolastic and full details about
the special 5-day trial offer and Money Back
Guarantee. No obligation. Don't delay. Mail
coupon below NOW. Address Perfolastic, Inc.,

Dept. 35, 225 TV. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

"I

35, 225 WEST 57th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Perfolastic, Inc.

Dept. 35, 225 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part please send me FREE '

I BOOK describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Re- I

I ducing Girdle, also sample of Perfolastic and special 5-day I

|

Trial Offer.

j

|

Name _

i Address

City ..State

_J
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Q/ok cannot

be successful unless

you are Serene

BUT in this day of eager competi-
tion, can you be serene unless you
arc—well—snappy? You, of course,

know that . . . The knowledge of
being well dressed gives a woman a

serenity that even Religion is powerless
to bestow.

But alas!—clothes aren't everything
in these days. It is the tout ensemble

—

the whole effect that counts. A colorful

hat—a charming dress—are lost if your
hair is dull, uninspiring. And it is so
easy to have interesting hair. A Golden
Glint shampoo will add that one last

touch that means—Success.
It is not a dye—it is a glint o' gold—just a hint of Titian hues in the

sparkling sunshine. At drug or toilet

goods counters, or direct—25c. * * *

J. W. Kobi Co., 654G Rainier Avenue,
Seattle, Washington.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

—that magic lusterfor every shade ofhair

Saves Hose:
Do your hose wear
out at the heels?

Butterflies will save the heels
of your hose from shoe rub
and stain—no more holes in
your heels. Simply moisten the
gummed back and insert the
little chamois-like pad in the
heel of your shoe. It takes only
a second and your hosiery
troubles are over.

Butterfly Hose Sarerr~
are guaranteed.

Satisfaction or

money bach

ButterflyProdnctsCo. ,Inc
Dept. 2-C

1310 Harney Street
Omaha, Nebraska

r
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Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketing of the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

manga dbbbiheeo bebbbtb aP*

DR ESENWEIN

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,make9them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty
and expression to any face. Perfectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. BLACK or BROWN, ?5c at youJ
dealer's or direct postpaid.
MAYBELUNE CO.. CHICAGO

Liquid
Form

FIK.OM (jk
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California may be the

production centre,
but Manhattan con-

tinues to call the

players for pleasure and "lo-

cation". The Algonquin and
environs has been thrilled to

the marrow, with Jetta Gou-
dal, Virginia Valli, King and
Eleanor Vidor, and James
Murray in its midst—to men-
tion only a few.

Jetta came east for a vaca-

tion; and if you could have
caught a glimpse of this lovely

lady as she lunched, garbed
in dead white—the cutest lit-

tle cap in lieu of a hat, and
the only note of color con-

tributed by a crimson lip-stick

—you would agree that Mile.

Goudal is even more fascinat-

ing off than on the screen.

Besides, there's that alluring

accent. Jetta stayed as long
as she dared, with the studio

wiring her please, please to

come back and get to work.

Virginia Valli spends almost as much time

in the east as in Hollywood. This time,

she came on business, to play opposite

George O'Brien in "East Side, West Side",

at the Fox studios on Tenth Avenue, Allan

Dwan, directing. Virginia has entirely re-

covered from the loss of her appendix, and
says she doesn't miss it at all. Virginia

hasn't changed much from the nice girl we
used to know when screen jobs were scarce

around New York. We knew her "when",
and the biggest compliment we can pay her

is that she hasn't forgotten those early days

of struggle. Perhaps we should add that,

if possible, she's prettier.
# * *

George O'Brien brought his trainer with
him. You know George is an athlete

second to none, and not only before the

camera. He has his daily "work out", and
keeping in condition is fun for him. Sus-

pect that's the reason he likes picture work;
it gives him a chance to stage boxing bouts,

and get paid for it.

:;: £ &

Lois Moran and her mother played hookey
from work long enough to hop on a train

for old man Knickerbocker's little village,

where they proceeded to shop and do the

plays to their heart's content. Lois has blos-

somed into an exceedingly smart young
star since she first made her hit here. Then
she was a rather shy little ingenue, trying

her wings. Today, she is one of the high-

est-salaried featured players in pictures, and
has gained immeasurably in poise and pret-

tiness, thanks to a charming mother and
her own common sense. She deserves all

the big parts that come her way. We hear
that the great John Barrymore has mani-
fested keen interest in Lois's artistic future.

Maybe she will play opposite John some
time.

>!- £

King Vidor says his ambition is to be
pointed out as anyone but "the director of
'The Big Parade' ". He's trying to live

C[ Claudette Colbert

—

from her stage hit in

"The Barker" makes
her screen debut in

"Hell's Kitchen".

down his reputation as the director of that

masterpiece. He believes in progress; that's

why he is putting the best he has into "The
Crowd". When he came to New York
this time, he was talking to his big boss,

Marcus Loew. "Mr. Loew", said King
Vidor, "you and I have got to try to forget

there ever was such a picture as 'The Big

Parade'." "Why should I forget it?" re-

torted the head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Look at the pleasant memories it brings

me." The war picture is in its second year

on Broadway and is breaking records every-

where.
Mrs. Vidor—Eleanor Boardman—is a

Philadelphia girl. She is positively con-

spicuous for her unassuming,, unadorned

beauty. Not a speck of make-up does

Eleanor use, except before the camera, and

then she uses less than most actresses. She
dresses distinctively and is altogether an

unusual person. But don't leave off your

own powder and rouge unless you have

Eleanor's perfect complexion.

Bert Lytell was in town, completing a

twenty-weeks' vaudeville tour. Bert looks

browner and better than ever. But he is

through with the varieties for a while, and

went back to the Coast to make "Alias the

Lone Wolf"—remember Bert was the orig-

inal Lone Wolf of the screen: and inci-

dentally, to see Claire Windsor. The Lytells

are one of the happiest married couples in

filmdom, and there's no doubt their reunion

was a joyful one.
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JOHN McCDRM/OC
PRE-SE-A/TT

F you aim

Sheiks to tame

Learn from screenland's Star==—

How to hold 'em

When to scold 'em

When to call for Pa—

How to pet 'em

Tet not let 'em

Go a bit too far!

Neckin's Naughty

But it's Nice—
What's a girl to do?

Learn this lesson

'Bout caressin'

That Colleen teaches you I

Adapted from Lewis Alien Browne's'fke Bigamists

SCENARIO BY

CAREY WILSON
DIRECTED By

MILLARD WEBB

A liiat Rational Picture
Takes the Guesswork Out of "Going to the Movies"
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Too Hard
There's a much easier way

to reduce
Strenuous exercise and starvation diet

may reduce fat. But the ways are hard and
long and never-ending. And they must be
properly directed.

There is an easy, pleasant way which mil-

lions have adopted. It acts to correct the

cause of too much fat. That way is Mar-
mola Prescription Tablets, used for 19

years. You see the results in new vigor
and slenderness wherever you look today.

Marmola is based on many years of scien-

tific research. It has proved itself to so

many that people are now using a very
large amount. One simply takes four tab-

lets daily. No abnormal exercise or diet is

required. Stop when results are completed.
You should know this method. Watch

how weight comes down, how vitality im-
proves. Then tell others, as others will

gladly tell you. Fat reduction need not be
hard. Prove this, for your own sake. Do
it now.

Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at SI per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.

XPrescription tablets

e 'Pleasant Way toJteduce

— -—STL. vVu'i^'fP

Tou can quickly aualify for big-paying positions in Mo-
tion Picture. Portrait, Commercial or News Photography,
or start your own business. No experience needed.

P A MCD A rorr I.eam at home or in
UAlVilLlvA JT IN.E.H our great New Tork
Studios. Earn while learning. Write today for Free
Book, Job Chart and Free Camera offer.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 60 10 West 33rd St. New York

t& to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

1/qnrrKnosE apjuster
is SAFE, painless, comfortable.

Speedy, permanent results guar-
(

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
Gold Medal metal to harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET BErost-AFitn

ANITA CO.-i' Dept. H-69. Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

Write theWords for a Song
WE COMPOSE MUSIC Our Composer Wrote Many

Song Hits

MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY
236 West 55th Street Dept. 178 NEW YORK

Film stars have arrived in New York
with "suites" and imported motors, en-

tourages and publicity. But Larry Kent
sprang a new one when he alighted from
the train in company with his mother. Mrs.
Kent is proud of this promising juvenile,

and no wonder; he's a nice, handsome boy.

Pathe thinks so, too. That's why the com-
pany sent for him to play the lead in a

new serial.
* * *

Claudette Colbert's screen tests were so

highly satisfactory that Bob Kane signed

her up for three pictures—just like that.

In case it has slipped your mind—Claudette

is the beautiful young actress from the

"legit", who made such a hit on Broadway
in "The Bar\er". Her debut in the flick-

ers will be as Ben Lyon's leading lady in

"Hell's Kitchen". By the way, watch out

for another beauty from the speaking stage,

Mary Duncan. This young woman ap-

peared with Florence Reed in "The Shang-

hai Gesture" and darned near stole the

show from the popular star. Mary went to

California to begin a contract with Fox
Films.

* * *

You'll see several new "colored" pictures

soon. Hope Hampton and company went
down to Bermuda where the star appeared

in a two-reel natural-color film. Her lead-

ing man is Marco Vails, a handsome Latin

type who used to be known as Marco Gon-
zalez. Later, Miss Hampton went to France,

vvhere another two-reeler will be made,
using the historic gardens of the Tuileries

and the Luxembourg, which will provide

beautiful backgrounds. When she returns,

Hope will make a venture into musical

comedy.
::

Percy Marmont seems to be the logical

candidate for the big part of the father in

"Sorrell and Son", which will be Herbert
Brenon's initial production for United
Artists. Neil Hamilton may play the son.

Mr. Marmont and his family spent a month's
vacation in their native England recently.

Mr .and Mrs. Martin Johnson, those

intrepid travelers, have come back after

three years spent in eastern and central

Africa, with no less than two hundred
thousand feet of film taken in the jungles,
said to be some of the best animal stuff

ever "shot" with a camera.

Don't tell a soul, but it looks as if

Marilynn Miller may become Mrs. Ben Lyon
one of these fine days, despite denials.
Marilynn and Jack Pickford are soon to sail

for Paris, says the report, where they will

seek a divorce, according to rumor. And
then—but wait and see.

Speaking of Ben, and we were, weren't
we?—he's hard at work punching the bag
and dodging fast ones up at the Cosmo-
politan Studios where "Heli'.'i Kitchen" is

under way. Ben is sparring daily with a
professional pugilist to get in shape for
some of the rough stuff in this new film-

play. The screen boys love to fight, and no
faking allowed. Hardly a husky male star
who hasn't a trainer to travel right along
with him. Screen acting seems to be largely
a matter of punching and ducking at the
right time, these days.

* * *

By the time you read this, the stalwart
figure of George Walsh will probably have
disappeared from Fifth Avenue and Broad-
way—worse luck. George has been true to
the east for some time, but California is

calling. Brother Raoul Walsh, they say,
wants George to play in a forthcoming opus
on the coast.

# #

A new and beautiful face, augmented by
equally beautiful accessories, appeared at the
door of George's dining room at the Algon-
quin the other day. "Who is she?" we
asked. "Claire Windsor, Mary Pickford—?"

Neither—but Dorothy Hall, who made her
screen bow recently in a George Walsh pic-
ture, and will continue to combine stage and
screen work if all goes well. She's young,
and blonde. Look out for her.

* * £

Tony Moreno and Mrs. Moreno returned
from Europe. Tony spent most of his time
in a London studio, playing with Dorothy
Gish in "Madame Pompadour". But Mrs.
Moreno turned the trip into a pleasure
jaunt and spent some time in Paris—yes,

(Continued on page 99)

(^Warner Oland needed curly hair for his part

in "What Happened to Father"

—

Therefore his

visit to the beauty parlor.
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Suddenly I Broke Away
andHeld Them Spellbound

As I review that tense dramatic moment when I electrified that meeting, it all

seems strange and weird to me. How had I changed so miraculously in three months
from a shy, diffident "yes" man to a dynamic vigorous he-man? How had I ever
dared give my opinion? Three months before nobody ever knew I held opinions!

ALL my life I had been cursed with a
shy, timid, self-conscious nature. With

only a grammar school education I could
never express ideas in a coherent, self-

confident way. But one day my eye fell

upon a newspaper article which told about
a wonderful free book
entitled Uoiv to Work
Wonders With Words—
a book that was causing

widespread comment from
coast to coast—a book
that was being read not

only by millionaires, but

by thousands of others.

It discussed men like me
and explained how we
could overcome our
handicaps.

At first I was skeptical.

I thought these defects

were a part of my natural

makeup— that I would
never be able to over-

come them. But some
subtle instinct kept prod-

ding me to send for that

free book. I lost no time

in sending for it, as I

was positively amazed at being able to get

cost free a book that made absolutely

plain the secrets that most successful men
have used to win popularity, distinction,

money and success.

As the weeks wore on and I absorbed

the principles of this remarkable method,

I became conscious of new physical and
mental energy, a new feeling of aggressive-

ness, and a resurrected personal power
that I never dreamed I possessed. Then
came that day in the general meeting when
the president called on the assembled de-

partment heads and assistants for sug-

gestions on the proposed new policy.

WHAT 15 MINUTES A
DAY WILL SHOW YOU
How to talk before your club or

lodge
How to address board meetings
How to propose and respond to

toasts

How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly

How to write better letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence

How to acquire a winning person-
ality

How to strengthen your will-pow-
er and ambition

How to become a clear, accurate
thinker

How to develop your power of
concentration

How to be the master of any
situation

Three months previously, the forces of

indecision, timidity, and inability to talk in

public would have held me to my seat. But
suddenly that new power took possession

of me and drove me to my feet. That
wonderful 15-minute daily training at

home had taught me to

forget myself and think

only of my subject. Al-

most automatically the

ideas which had hereto-

fore lain dormant in a
mental jumble, now issued

with a vigor, clearness

and enthusiasm that as-

tounded me no less than
my boss and associates.

And I noticed with a
silent exultation the rapt,

intent look on my audi-

ence as my story unfolded
itself smoothly and elo-

quently.

Today the men whom
I used to greet deferen-
tially I now meet with an
air of cool equality. I
am asked to conferences,
luncheons, banquets, etc.,

as a popular after dinner speaker. And
my talents are not confined to business
matters but have made me an interesting
conversationalist at social affairs. I am
meeting worthwhile people, I own a good
job, a good home, a good car. I am the
happiest man that ever lived.

And I frankly and candidly admit that
I owe all of these blessings to that won-
derful little free book Sow to Work
Wonders With Words.
There is no magic, no trick, no mystery

about becoming a powerful and convincing-
talker. You, too, can conquer timidity,

stage fright, self-consciousness, and bash-

fulness, winning advancement in salary,

popularity, social standing and success.

Thousands have accomplished just such

amazing things through this simple, easy,

yet effective training.

Send for This Amazing Book

This new method of training is fully de-

scribed in a very interesting and informative
booklet which is now being sent to everyone
mailing the coupon below. This book is called

How to Work Wonders With Words. You
are told how to bring out and develop your
priceless "hidden knack"—the natural gift

within you—which will win for you advance-
ment in position and salary, popularity, social

standing, power and real success. You can
obtain your copy absolutely free by sending
the coupon.

NOW
SENT
FREE

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 632-C

Chicago, 111.

"1North American Institute,

Dept. 632-C, 3601 Michigan Ave.,
! Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me FREE and without o'bliga- I

Hon my copy of your inspiring booklet, 1

How 'to Work Wonders With Words, and 1

full information regarding your Course in I

Effective Speaking. '

Name ^

I

Address

City. State..
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THE authentic human side of one

of our greatest actors.

Mr. Ullman's book is illustrated

by photographs from the author's

private library.

His sentence to jail ; his reason for

wearing a slave bracelet ; his report-

ed engagement to Pola Negri; these

and scores of other interesting things

about him are told in a manner in

which only a close friend and ad-

viser could tell them.

There were many things said and
written about Valentino in the last

few years of his life, and after his

death, that did him great injustice.

This book has been written primar-

ily for the purpose of setting at rest

those rumors.

Here's what eminent critics have
to say about the book.

"An interesting and exciting book.
It is easy to read, a dignified,

plausible story." — Harry Handn,
New York World.

"Ullman's story is well worth read-
ing." — Ward Marsh,

Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"Has an excellent flavor, interesting

and authentic." — Luella Parsons)

Los Angeles Examiner.

This publishing hit is being offered

by Screenland and by no other
magazine at the publisher's regular
price, $2.00,

SCREENLAND Book Department, Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send me a
copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

Name

Address

'mis Doing^ Times )q

By Helen Ludlam

m:

((Vilma Ban\y gives the

studio lion a whiff of
Hungarian goulash.

onkeys seem to hold Broadway "The Tender Hour" at the Strand Theatre
these days. Beginning with this week. The two weeks previous "Resur-

the Colony Theatre at 53rd rection" was shown with Rod La Rocque
Street that is showing Syd Chap- and Dolores Del Rio.

lin in "The Missing Lin\" we find a "Rookies" with Karl Dane and George
window given over to several small monkeys K. Arthur is making Loew's State a merry
disporting themselves amid a tropical set' place while "The Rough Riders" are taking
ting. A ladder hangs from an outjutting their last trip this evening at the Geo. M.
limb and at any hour of the day or night Cohan Theatre.
that one passes, the pedestrian is put to it "The Big Parade" at the Astor seems to

to push his way through the crowd watch' be the "Abie's Irish Rose" of the movies
ing the antics of these fascinating little if one can judge by the length of the run.

animals. One wonders when they sleep. To be sure The Stallings-Vidor-Adoree-Gil-

Then comes Warner's Theatre still run' bert masterpiece has run only two years

ning "When a Man Loves" with John against Abie's five, but then "The Big
Barrymore and Do-
lores Costello and
almost across the

way the Capitol is

showing Marion
Da vies in "Tilh'e

the Toiler" . For two
weeks previous to

this Lon Chaney
and Renee Adoree
held the fort with
"Mr. Wu". At the

Rivoli "Chang" is

still breaking all

records. And there's

a monkey there too.

Little Bimbo's face

looks- out at one
from the display
cases, but appealing
as it is it gives lit-

tle promise of the

humor to be found
in "Chang".
The Roxy is hav-

ing a run of Fax
pictures lately—last

week it was "The
Cradle Snatchers"
—t his week the

C[If these signs announcing "The King
of Kings" were the only ones on Broad'
way there would still be enough light

to guide the traveller for more than
a mile.

Parade" is still go-

ing strong whereas
Abie is announcing
his last ten weeks
—at last.

"Seventh Heaven"
is causing a line at

the Sam Harris
Theatre. The ex-

citement is mainly
over the appealing

Janet Gaynor and
handsome Charles
Farrell and their ex-

cellent team work.
At the Paramount

Clara Bow knocked
them out in "Rough
House Rosie" one
week, Dolores Cos-
tello appeared in

"A Million Bid"
the next and Lois

Moran is now flut-

ter i n g through
"The Whirlwind of
Youth".
Broadway is always
crowded at this sea-

son with its own
witchery of Alma Rubens haunts that thea- returned trouping children. Times Square
tre in "The Heart of Salome". The very blossoms with lemon, orange and pineapple-
beautiful Cathedral Male Quartet is being ade stands and the picture theatre managers
held over. are dusting off their cooling system machines
The radiant beauty of Billie Dove suffuses and hanging out pictures of Lindy.
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V4M van
Man of Destiny !

ONE conquest after another—to the top of his field in a year and a
half! And now in

—
"Spring Fever"— Haines displays his amaz-

ing versatility by playing prize-winning golf. You remember his dashing

plunges through the line in "Brown of Harvard". And his immortal
home-run in Slide Kelly Slide". In his new role, he crashes a snooty

country club, swings a mean driver and walks off calmly with a beauti-

ful heiress. Haines has that self-confidence and undeniable skill that

everybody—yourself included— loves and envies. Don't miss 'Spring

Fever". It's another M-G-M masterpiece

!

The Big Parade of Stars
JOHN GILBERT, NORMA SHEARER, MARION DAVIES
LON CHANEY, GRETA GARBO, RAMON NOVARRO
LILLIAN GISH, JACKIE COOGAN, KARL DANE
AND GEORGE K. ARTHUR, TIM McCOY

LEW CODY AND AILEEN PRINGLE

ieMore stars than there are in heaven
»»

The big gun of the screen

Have Yon?
Win one ofthese rareprizes!

THE motion picture is as much
a part of modern life as the

automobile or eating or sleeping.

It isn't enough to see motion pic-

tures. You ought to know some-
thing about them— and be able to

talk intelligently about them.

For the best answers to my ques-

tions below from a man, I am go-
ing to give the handsome Chinese
slippers I wore in "Mr. Wu". And
Renee Adoree will present to the

author of the best answers from a
woman the stunning jade bracelets

she wore in the same picture. Both
winners will also receive $50 in

cash. And for the next 50 best sets

of answers I will send my favorite

portrait especially autographed.

Keen eyes and keen wits! Here's
hoping you have them!

IWhat is the meaning of
'Metro"?

2 What M-G-M players will ap-

pear as starring teams next sea-

son and in what types of pictures?

3 What are the story subjects of

"The Crowd"— "Slide Kelly
Slide"-"Annie Laurie"-"Trail
of '98"?

4 What M-G-M picture has con-
tributed most to the uplift of

motion picture standards—and how ?

(Not over 100 words).

5 What was the ancient Chinese
ritual expounded in' 'Mr. Wu' '?

6Name the various sources from
which M-G-M obtain their pic-

ture story material.

Write your answers on one side of a single
sheet of paper and mail to Competition
Editor, 3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway,
New York. All answers must be received
by August 15th. Winners' names will be
published in a later issue of this magazine.

Note : If you do not attend pictures yourself
you may question your friends or consult
motion picture magazines. In event cf ties,

each tying contestant will be awarded a
prize identical in character with that tied for.

Winners of the Ramon Novarro
Contest of May

MISS GLADYS ANN WAGSTAFF
359-3rd Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah

GEORGE E. SHEWELL
473 West King Street York, Pa.
Autographed pictures of Ramon Novarro
have been sent to the next fifty prize winners.
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MakeYourSkin
Ivory-white

in 3 Days!
I have the honor to announce the

most important beauty discovery of the

age ... a wonderful new-type lction

that clears the skin of every blemish and
makes it as smooth and white as ivory.

Every woman who wants a glorious

complexion can now have it in three to

six days.

NOW. . . aNew Kind of Lotion
Skin Whitener

NOW you can have the smooth, flawless
complexion you have always longed
for . . . the exquisite white skin you

see only in famous beauties. The kind of
skin that powder cannot give! The skin it-

self must be soft, smooth and white. My
marvelous discovery now gives you this strik-
ing complexion in just three to six days. It

smooths the skin to soft, silky texture. It
whitens the skin to ivory whiteness.

Freckles and Tan Vanish!
All trace of freckles, tan, blackheads,

roughness and redness disappear almost as if

you had wished them away. Never before
have women had such a preparation! Mild,
gentle and guaranteed safe and harmless! Ap-
ply it in just three minutes at bedtime. Every
woman should have it. There is not one com-
plexion in a thousand that will not be clearer,
smoother, more radiant through its use.

Test It . . . Whiten Your Neck
Test this preparation on your arm, hands, or

on your neck where the skin is usually much
darker than on the face. See what an amaz-
ing improvement three days make. Use my
Lotion Face Bleach any way you like for six
days. Then, if you are not simply delighted,
I ask you to let me refund your money.

Large Bottle...Low Price...Guaranteed

!

Send no money—simply mail coupon. When
package arrives pay postman only 51-50 for
the regular large-size bottle. Use this won-
derful cosmetic six days. Then, if not de-
lighted, return it, and I will refund your
money without comment. Mail coupon today
to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM, Dept. SC-8,
25 W. Illinois St., Chicago.

GERVAISEGRAHAM
Jetton FACE BLEACH

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. SC-8 25 XV. Illinois SU, Chicago.

Send me, postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleach. On arrival.

I will pay postman only SI. 50. If not delighted after six d2ys'

use I will return it and you will at once refund my money.

Name •

Address

OOKS for
C
HjVS

C[ Harry Pollard,

the director,
as\s that a
cast be sug'

g e st e d for
"Show Boat"
which will be

commenced in

September.

Edna Ferber's "SHOW BOAT"
is an inspiration to me.

By Harry Vollard

TV )( ^ HE eyes of the world are turned
upon that mysterious, beautiful, en'

vious mistress of the Middle West

—

the Mississippi River. "Show Boat",

a fascinating story of that river can now be
filmed with a clearer understanding of the

possibilities and a better appreciation of its

universal appeal.

A few fiction writers have taken the

Mississippi as their locale, but it took Edna
Ferber to put it over in all its picturesque

beauty.

The majority of people now are wont to

think of the river region as a drab, dull,

uninteresting place. Once it was a recrea-

tion ground for fashion and the beauties of

the day. Upon its smiling bosom it nursed

the revelry of the period and with equal

prodigality nourished the land for miles

around. We hear of its restless fury only,

but its moods are many and varied and those

living upon its bounty watch, lest while it

is still smiling its fury breaks.

In "Show Boat" the river, in reality, is

the heroine. Behind everything the charac

ters, do the river guides them, exhalts them,

chastens them, destroys them.

Courting the favor of their mistress, the

river Captain and his family shape their

lives according to her smile or her frown.

And when a sudden whim that could not

be foreseen lashes her into a rage, upsetting

their plans, all that the little family can do

is to cling together and make the best of it

—and the best of it is to have barely saved

the life of Magnolia Ravanel.

Only Magnolia, mysterious and magnifi-

cent as the river that had cradled her, could
see humor in the situation. As her husband
bent low he heard the words breathed
through white, pain-twisted lips, "She fooled

'em!" And Ravanel knew that his young
wife was not referring to their new born
infant, but to the river.

Everyone knows of the majesty of Niagara
Falls; comparatively few know the lure of

the Mississippi, and that is what I want to

feature in "Show Boat"; that and the grip-

ping, vital love story that it holds.

It is my good fortune to be selected to

transfer, as clearly as possible, this lovely

story to the screen when I have completed
"Uncle Tom's Cabin".
When a quarter of a million people have

purchased copies of this book, it is con-

servative to estimate that it will have been
read by several million people by the time

the picture is ready for public showing.
The least that can be done for those who
have lived and loved the characters, even
for so short a time as it requires to read a

book, is to make them live again. Being
distinctly drawn this might, at first, seem an
easy task. It is not.

When we in the motion picture profession

read a book we consciously, or possibly sub-

consciously, picture in our minds the players

with whose performances we are familiar,

occupying the parts of the various characters.

This probably is true of those outside of the

business but I am not in a position to vouch
for that. If it is true—then I would cer-

tanily appreciate suggestions from those who
have read the book.
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To me, Ravanel suggests Norman Kerry.

John Gilbert is also the type. Martha Mat-

tox in the part of Parthenia Ann Hawks
appears quite distinct. Raymond Hatton

for the part of Cap'n Andy. Magnolia is

more difficult to select. Pauline Starke,

2vlary Philbin, Marian Nixon ,and June
Marlowe followed each other in rapid sue
cession during my reading. Strange to say

the slightly less important characters present

a wider range of players. Julie suggests

Gertrude Astor or Betty Compson; The
river pilot, George Siegmann or Wallace
Beery; Ellie, Vivian Oakland or Gertrude

Astor; Schultz, Jean Hersholt or Lucien

Littlefield and Steve, Forrest Stanley or pos-

sibly Ford Sterling.

There is a tentative cast.

I am more than willing to divide the

responsibility of casting this story with the

readers of Screenland Magazine. It will

not be possible for me to start production

before, probably, September. I can assure

you that I will give careful thought to any
suggestions that are addressed to me care

of Screenland, 49 West 45th Street, New
York City.

r

((Anna l<[ilsson searching for the missing
papers pertainin to the case. "Sorrel and
Son" will be her next activity.

LA BOHEME
An appealing story based

on the famous opera

THE KING OF KINGS
Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

Vacation Means Recreation and Pleasure
Give your mind a VACATION by reading some good books NOW

!

These books are light reading, yet extremely interesting. Many of

them have been made into movies which gave us some of our greatest

SCREEN SUCCESSES. Old Ironsides, The General, Camille,

Resurrection, Beau Geste and others are just a few of these great

books that you should not deny yourself the pleasure of reading!

Order any one for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

The King of Kings

Camille (Norma Talmadge Edition)

Beau Geste

Resurrection

The Show (John Gilbert Edition)

Aloma of the South Seas

Ben Hur
Bardelys the Magnificent

Captain Blood

Seventh Heaven

Sea Hawk
Scarlet Letter

Quo Vadis

Romola

Sparrows

Stella Dallas

Old Ironsides

The Black Pirate

Ten Commandments

Tess of the Storm Country

Twinkletoes

Volga Boatmen

White Sister

Moby Dick (Sea Beast)

If I Were King (Vagabond King)

The Bat

Sinners in Heaven

Robin Hood

Scaramouche

Cobra

Covered Wagon
Clansman (Birth of a Nation)

La Boheme

If Winter Comes

Within the Law
Return of Peter Grimm
Reckless Lady

Music Master

RESURRECTION
COUNT LEO TOLSTOY

RESURRECTION
Tolstoy's genius at

its best
SCARLET LETTER

Hawthorne's Masterpiece

BEN HUR
The book which was
translated into every

language!

BEAU GESTE
A remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Book Dept.) Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

I enclose $ for which please send me..

Name..

Address..
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Qeorge Bancroft

o YOU remember "The Pony Express"?

you do then George Bancroft is

ainly in your mind.

He was Slade the villain, and a

mean villain at that. It was one of the best

performances of the year. Then right in his

stride George Bancroft took comedy parts and
put them over.

Now here he is on Broadway in three dif-

ferent theatres at one time. They are all great

shows and he is at least half of each of them.

"Rough Riders", "Old Ironsides" and

"White Gold" all at once and you know what
that means—why the Honor Page of course

and good luck to you George Bancroft!

George Bancroft
is next to be
starred in "Tell

It To Sweeney".

C[ George Bancroft
in genial mood
in "Underworld".
Ma\e no mistake
George is going
up not going
down.

SCREENLAND'S HONOR PAGE
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C[ Lon Chaney
is seldom pho-
tographed out
of character

Out
C[ Pretending fun in a scene

from "Rolled Stockings".

the Crowd
<lAu Editorial by Eliot YJsen

and with what a'nJHE two illustrations here are scenes from different pictures

difference!

One scene is happy, gay, joyous life and the other the grim machine-like grind

of industrial slavery. Perhaps your life is a job, regular hours, negligible honors

and niggardly pay. And perhaps you envy the life of a Hollywood extra, romping with

laughter and jostling gaiety through happy days.

But if you were an extra and passed through the studio gate each morning you would
find on the lot the same problem that is now yours.

You have got to stand out of the crowd.

Lon Chaney, in the days when he was only an extra, used to spend three hours put'

ting on his make up. He realised that his success depended upon his ability to stand out

of the mob.
Your success is the measure of your individuality.

C[ A scene from
King Vi dor's
great effort
called "The
Crowd". Vidor
is the screen s

first philosopher.
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THE ACE of the "WEEKLIES"
Charles A. Lindbergh—

((The famous flier at the

Long Island field before

he too\ his two sand-

wiches and left for
Europe.

%Charles ft. Lindbergh
after receiving the Le-

gion of Honor medal
with President Dou-
mergue of France and
Ambassador Herric\.

C[ The night the

"Spirit of St.

Louis" descended
on Le Bourget
Field thousands

welcomed him.

IND Y
G[ These illustrations are clippings from

the Pathe News which brought Lindy's

charming personality to millions.

I

<CA closeup

of Lindy
while all Paris

was cheering.

\T If ^HE glorious flight of Charles Lindbergh brought
down from the skies new enthusiasm for good, clean,

decent and daring life. He gave to every truth a

living example and to every business an impetus.

To this one, the movies, particularly he has brought a soar-

ing boom.

"Lindy" has not yet signed to make a film but he has

already broken all screen records. The Pathe News never

made a film so much in demand as the scenes taken of him
and his plane and these and other Weeklies made his slim

figure and slow boyish smile intimate and beloved.

Pathe News printed 600,000 feet of positive—up to the

showing of his arrival in Paris that would require about 10?

hours of constant projection—about a hundred and thirteen

miles of film.

Lindbergh's landing at Le Bourget preceded by but a few
days his landing on every one of the 17,000 screens of this

country. He achieved the suddenest as well as the greatest

fame ever won, and what this industry did to spread this

fame was his by well won right. He may refuse to be a

movie star but he will always be in the cast of the News
Weeklies.

There is something awe inspiring in this latest triumph of

good in our often sordid universe and in the wholesome
fashion in which the boys and girls have made him their

ideal. Even those whose great days are in the past look to

the miracle of Charles Lindbergh as a message to strengthen

their faith and they feel with the poet Bryant—
"He who, from xone to 2;one,

Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight,

In the long way that I must tread aione

Will lead my steps aright."
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ff Screen

"n|he newspapers referred to it as

"'The greatest galaxy of motion

picture celebrities ever gathered

in one place". Well, I guess that's

true, for there were 199 of them and the

writer, all feeding their more or less cele-

brated faces at one and the same time in

the Grand Ballroom of the Biltmore Hotel.

As this was to end in a very serious busi-

ness meeting the wives and husbands of

the "celebrities" weren't invited, but wish-

ing to be seen with some one as good
looking as my particular slave driver I

had invited Irene Rich to be my banquet-

ing side-kick.

But, alas, I was denied the vanity of her reflected beauty,

for we were separated at the door and seated according

to numbers. Irene was placed at a table with several very

plain men and I was sent to another one and drew for

her substitute that great, abyssmal brute of the screen

—

Victor MacLaglen! Vic is a handsome egg in soup-and-

The others assigned

—without any par-

ticular rhyme or reason—to "36" were
Marc MacDermott, that fine character

actor who began way back in the Edison days, Dorothy

Farnum, one of the brightest scenario writers in the game,

Ramon Novarro, as charmingly intelligent as he is good

looking, and Adela Rogers St. Johns,, who writes so splen-

didly of the mummers of Movieland.

Naturally we noted the pretty girls first, and after

18



^HARM By Rob Wagner

C[ Rob Wagner li\es to be with

Irene Rich and indulge in the

vanity of her reflected beauty.

rubbering all over that bril-

liant assemblage, whom do

you think, of those we could

see,—Irene had her back to

•we decided was the

handsomest woman there?
Mary? Gloria? Norma? No. They all

got big votes, but the one who got the

unanimous decision was Kathlyn Williams!

Kathlyn, who fifteen years ago used to

subdue the Selig lions with her courage

and radiant smile, but who now is seen

only too rarely on the screen. Yes, sir,

from the 36th hole, at least, Kathlyn

Williams won the big beauty prize. "But she has more
than beauty," declared Marc, "she has charm.

"

And his remark set me to wondering about this elusive

thing called charm. To what degree does it register on

C[ Mabel 'hlormand is with'

out doubt the most pop'
ular girl in movieland.

the screen? You may be sure that all of our successes have

it, whether it shows in their personalities or merely in

their work.

Take Harold Lloyd for instance. His screen personality

is almost wholly lacking in charm. He admits it and it

distresses him, for he thinks that he doesn't possess it.

But he does, abundantly. It's his makeup that hides it.

One of the most retiring—one might almost say bashful—
boys of the films, he has a most winsome off-screen person-

ality that is utterly impossible to project through those goofy

spectacles and his pasty makeup. His charm, therefore, must
express itself in his work, which is always joyous, whole-

some and exceedingly clever. Nor would his native refine-

ment permit him to do a crude, vulgar or offensive thing,

just to get a laugh. I hope some day he will abandon
his screen character and play a boy part straight—just

Harold Lloyd. (Continued on page 90)
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By Howard Eliot

Posed spec/ally for Screen-

land by Pauline Starke and

Ben Lyon.

I"NJHE
att(

mind
vacuun
X 71 t-f-T 1 £>C

^sjHE attention given to a picture by the moron whose
under any circumstances is but a vacant

vacuum is no guide, criterion or indication of its

virtues or qualities for entertainment. To all such

a fly on a screen is as absorbing as a super-perfect de luxe

production. But you take a man who in turn has taken

a girl to a show and now you've got something to work
with. There he is in the back row torn between the allure

of the girl friend and the alarms of the flicker flashes. He
is a bird whose mighty mentality is under terrific tension

and all hail to a director who can inveigle such an one's

attention to the point where he can grasp the galloping

opus with the same lusty verve and dominance with which

he grapples the danger'

jane, the dynamite debbie,

by his side.

For you must realize

you are dealing now with

a reckless romanticist—

a

guy who not only knows
what he wants but who
has her with him. He is

the philologist who put

the sin in cinema.

Therefore if you wish

to know whether a picture

is a masterpiece of art and

a goulash of glory look

upon this dusky shape in

the back where mystic

shadows softly wreath

their ebon spell and only

man is vile. Here the

truths concerning the pic

ture are clearly seen even

though the fused mass of

cosmic urge is dimly to be

perceived and in this

darkened realm their very

beings seem necks to noth'

ingness.

If our indicators, the

mercurial red hot mama
and the student of com'

parative thrills are rub-

bing noses, we may assume

the picture is one of those

rubber plantation mama-
palaver shots with not an undershirt

south of the perfect 36. Or perhaps

it is an historic treatise of the Reverend Squint laying the

corner stone of the Firemen's Pinochle Emporium. Apropos
of the pose, you look 'em in the eye. You can see how
they are going to move their hands. That's what every

woman knows as well as other pugnacious individuals.

But when the director can rivet the gaze, hold the atten-

tion and drag into the meshes of his plot the mind which

is attacked by so many other distractions,—what with

seductive surfaces, intoxicating contours and exquisitely

alluring curves and textures—then you have a director

worthy of the name and a conqueror (Com. on page 99)

drama holds
interest and
holds his

hands.
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^
IDhen Fame and Fortune

I
KNOW his hair is curly.

But he can't help that.

He does his best to

make it stay down.

Except for the hair, Jimmy
Murray might pose as every

boy's ideal of what he

wants to be like when he

grows up. He's having

everything his own way
these days, and no wonder.

Jimmy didn't have to go to

the Big City to succeed.

No. He was born there in

the first place— yes, he's

that mysterious Native

New Yorker you have
heard so much about. The
boy was really born right

C; Eleanor Board-
man and ]ames
Murray in a

dramatic scene.

here in lil' old New York,
and grew up and went to

school here. But Jimmy
Murray left the old home'
town and got out to seek

his fortune. The fact that

his home town happened to

be New York City, the

mecca of most adventurers,

had nothing to do with it.

New York as a home town
is just like any other old

home town. Only it's a

little big bigger and a little

bit harder to "show". Jimmy
Murray had to leave it flat

to make it appreciate him.
Now he has it at his feet,

and he has to laugh.
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Came to the DoOR
ames

USHERED
Them In

(\A year or so ago James Mur-

ray was an usher at the Cap-

itol Theatre in New York.

By Delight Evans

urray

<C He learned to

put over his per-

sonality through
daily intercourse

with hundreds of '^IHW Oh, he's getting a kick
»l .cut of this home-coming,

all right. When I met him
in the Algonquin, entirely surrounded by admiring friends,

he tried to deny it. "It was a thrill—at first," he sighed.

Then his honest blue eyes twinkled, and he added grin-

ning: "And it still is." He's six feet tall, built like a

C[ Jimmie has brought
to his wor\ a sense

of humor along with
his talents.

prise-fighter or a football player. His hair is light brown
and naturally marcelled—what you girls wouldn't give for

that marcel! His lashes are as long as Greta Garbo's and

twice as natural. Just a sex-cessful young man. No
wonder people were pointing him out. He's an eyeful.

Nothing half as handsome has come the way of the Algon-

quin young ladies in a long time. Now they know just

how their boy-friends must feel at the Follies. But you
can't kid the Native New Yorker. Mr. Murray may have

been acting, but he certainly registered perfect composure

in the lobby. And in the dining-room he ordered, and

ate, a huge hunk of apple pie. (Cont. on page 76)
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(I Only six feet two and already

a star. The story of a cowboy

and a gentleman.

C["The Last Out'

law" Company
on location when the

cattle stampede was

made. Gary Cooper,

is seated on the plat-

form at the right.

By
William H. Wright

Indian t

ranch n

-NiHERE used to be an old

trapper on a cattle

. near Helena, Mon-

tana. He had a son, and

he used to take his boy and go on

long hunting and trapping trips.

Sometimes, when he left the ranch

house for journeys into places

where honest stars shone down on

open hills and valleys, he took a

white boy with him.

Mike Belgrade was the trapper,

half French, half Cree. Mike

treated the white boy like his own

son. He taught him how to hunt,

and how to trap, and how to ride

and shoot arid track in the Indian

fashion. Taught him where to find

deer in the mountains, how to skin

mountain lions, when to capture

coyote pups alive.

But he taught (Cont. on page 84)

r ;

9

C[ Gary Cooper and
Betty Jewel in "The
Last Outlaw".

(\Gary celebrated

his elevation to

stardom by giv

ing himself a

roadster.
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WHOOP IE! - Ride em cowboy . Garv

Cooper coming in "The Lctst Outlaw"

.

3



COLLEEN MOORE AND DONALD REED
in

"Naughty but Nice". A. Marvell

"While all the flowers and trees do close

To weave the garlands of repose."



THE Best Love Sequence of the Month.

JANET GAYNOR and CHARLES FAR-
RELL in "Seventh Heaven".

Photograph by Max Mun Autrey

ig\ Mil



NORMA SHEARER, a delightful combina-

tion of vtvactcy and poise. "Old Heidel-

berg' is her next picture.

P/urtojtrtiph bv Ruth Harriet Louise



NSIDE on
(t

8ast Side

"Tsdest Side

I

(^George OBrien
as the Ghetto box
fighter.

C[ Rivington Street

hrea\s into the

silent drama.

sj- ow, a lotta

excitement,

folks!"
-A- ^ "Get those

kids outer there."

"When the cop comes

out, run down, see?"

"Get out, I toldjer
"

"Way back, way bac\,

WAY BACK!"
"Spread out."

"LfT girl, come here."

"All ready folks ..."

Standing on the top

step of Lipvitch's tailor

shop on Allen Street (on

the set in the Fox Studio

at 56th Street and 10th

Avenue, only you wouldn't

know the difference) a young

man in shirt sleeves was yelling

through a megaphone at the top

of his voice. (We are speaking

of the Silent Drama.) The
young man waved his mega-

phone like a cheer leader at a

big foot ball game . . . His

other arm swung about like a

semaphore thrown silly on its

hinges by a crazy train dis-

patcher.

"Don't crowd in there."

"Spread out like I toldjer."

Orders like these on any set,

before any other bunch of extras

would get immediate results, but
in "East Side West Side" they meant nothing at all. They
were as drops of rain falling silently on Lake Superior.
Not till a long, slim, hook-nosed man sprang from the
crowd, gesticulated wildly, even more wildly than the
young man in shirt sleeves, did anything actually happen.
And then it did happen.
The instant he stopped, the crowd went off like a pack-

age of giant fire-crackers. You've never seen such fanaticism

outside a Red meeting.

Yes, the long slim hook-nosed gent is an interpreter.

C[ Allan Dwan is mak-

ing a. picture of
Riesenberg's popular

novel with the assist-

ance of some big push

and cart men.

By George Mitchell

Allan Dwan is really directing the picture, but Mister Hook-
nose is getting all the fun out of it and as a matter of fact these

mob scenes couldn't be made without him. He is the missing link

between Dwan and his actors. Also he is a wizard with a mega-
phone. One word from Dwan to that bunch of Eastsiders and
nothing happens. One flick of the yiddish megaphone and the

whole Jewish army breaks into enough noise to wreck the Silent

Drama.
These Jewish actors (extras) are bears for action. These three

hundred Eastsiders give their pound of flesh. You've never seen

such enthusiasm.

I saw two big round fat women pawing at each other as they

C[Vir ginia Valli,

George O'Brien, came hurtling down the street in the
Felix Riesenberg, midst of the mob. George O'Brien
the author Allan and Dan Wolheim, Louis' brother,Dwan ana a pair 111 r 1 >-™

of "atmospheres'. had been fightmg • • •
The women

had been told to mix it up . . .

They were certainly mixing it up . . . The scene had
been shot. That much of the picture was already history

. . . But on they acted and on. A thoughtful . assistant

director stopped them . . . "Relax a little folks," said he
and they went at it all the heavier . . . (Cont. on page 82)
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DVENTURE
ByD ave F orrest

g Helen Fair-
weather. She
was in a bath-

ing suit and
Mr. Christie

recognized her
possibilities.

Helen Fairweather had often heard her father, a Des Moines
minister, mention the parable of the light and the bushel, but now
she knows the new version of the saying, and it is that you can't

hide your beauty in a bathing suit. Not that Helen was even
thinking of hiding anything. She was doing what any other normal Iowa
girl would do if she was transplanted in California for a vacation—swim'
ming in the Pacific, lying lazily in the sun on the warm sand, and paying

no attention whatever to what the wild waves were saying. Then, presto!

Forgotten were the sand and waves and sun, for opportunity had arrived,

all due to Helen's bathing suit, chance, and Al Christie.

This is the way it happened. Back at the studio Jack Duffy and his

director contemplated the beautiful spring day and agreed that there never

SO



inister's Daughter
(JFind the daughter! You can't

tell 'em apart in a bathing suit.

would be a better one for filming the beach episodes of the

comedy they were then working on. The director stepped

into the gynasium and asked the girls therein what they

would rather do, or go to the beach. Whereupon the

young ladies rushed to their dressing rooms to don bathing

suits and sailor hats, surely as nautical a get-up as anyone
could wish.

Within an hour the whole company arrived at the beach,

that is, they arrived at the ocean's edge but had no par'

ticular place picked out as a location. Now this is where
chance, or what have you, entered in. With all the Pacific

Coast to choose from, the director instructed his helpers to

set up cameras and reflectors on a spot not a hundred feet

from the place where Helen Fairweather was enjoying her
siesta! Do you wonder that Helen sat up and took notice

and looked wide-eyed at the company of movie folk that

had chosen this spot for their work?
Of course Jack Duffy had a good deal to do with it.

Jack, the spry grandpa with the chin whiskers is never a
stranger to anybody, and so when he and the Christie girls

began frolicking on the beach in preparation for the scenes

to follow, he noticed Helen and invited her

to join in the fun.

Ecstasy, chills and (Com. on page 96)
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VIContestof^]
LOOKS DO NOT

COUNT
By Q

Aileen St. ]ohn hrenon

F
^or some time past

experiments in the

psychological labora-

tory have been made

by Victor Halperin, director

and co-producer of "Dance

Magic", a First National pic-

ture, to determine the possi-

bilities of psychoanalysis as

applied to the casting of

screen players.

"It is far more important

to know the inward charac-

teristics of the actor than the

outward," Halperin says.

"Give me a psychoanalytical

chart of an actor and I will

create for him a role that

will call into play and de-

velop every ounce of talent

in him. That is because it

will be a natural role, one

exactly suited to his tem-

perament and he will be

happy doing it."

"Brains photograph.
Thoughts photograph. The
time is coming when every

casting director will have

along with his file of faces

a file of psychological data.

Then each player will be per-

fectly cast."

An example of what Mr.
Halperin has been doing will

be illustrated in his casting

t( Pauline Star\e and Ben Lyon in "Dance

Magic", a film produced by Halperin

Brothers in conjunction with Robert Kane
Productions.

D

C[ Here is a chance for the men-

tal giants to break into the

movies. You will be judged

by your answers to the six

test questions. Do not send

any photographs.

of Conway Tearle in a recent picture. The

leading role in a novel by a well-known

English author was offered him. After read-

ing the book, Tearle said he wanted to do

the story. Mr. Halperin, however, was not

satisfied with Tearle's approval of the part.

He gave Tearle a series of tests and studied

him mentally. The result was that the

characterization of the role was changed

almost completely.

Tearle has been known as the chief ex'

ponent of "indolent acting." He gets his
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ora MOVI

or

c

nOO
ifyouprefer cash

D
C

C[ Victor Halperin, asso-

ciated vjith his brother

Edward Halperin, co-

producers of "Dance
Magic". They believe

screen players should

be cast through men-
tality tests.

JF in the opinion of

the producer, the

winner does show
photographic qualities,

then an arrangement

will be made for a

movie part. If, how-
ever, the winner is

tested and found \ac\-

ing in photographic
qualities there will be

no further obligation

upon the part of the

producer.

HERE ARE THE SIX QUESTIONS

which you must answer. Your answers will prove

your mental calibre and the person turning in the

best set of answers will be selected as the winner.

Try to make your statements brief and clear, about

100 words for each is the ideal length.

| If a girl goes to a party with a young man and

meets another more appealing to her should she stick

to the first or should she try to attract the second?

2 Which owes the greater duty—a parent to a child

—

* or a child to a parent?

J What would you do if you knew you had only ten

minutes to live?

^ If you helped a needy friend and a stranger who
* required assistance which act would be the more

generous?

C Can we learn more from foreign photoplays than

foreigners can learn from ours? State your reasons.

g Should photoplays be built around stars or around

a story with a proper cast?

effects through
facial expressions

alone, and never

- i - \ portrays a role

V. r
_ / demanding any

great emotional stress.

Halperin requested him

to do a scene where he

fights the spirit of his

departed friend. Tearle refused to do the

scene because, he claimed it was not suited to

his temperament. After much persuasion he did the scene and then

admitted that he had tapped a hidden emotional mine within himself

—which Halperin had discovered through his psychoanalysis.

It is Mr. Halperin's belief that by
the six questions on this page he can Address

—

measure the mentalities of the con- The Halperin-Kane Mentality Contest

testants and he also believes that the wc/° c

Screenlanu Magazine
, , 49 W. 45th Street, New York City

winner may nave a screen ruture. This contest will dose September 15th, 1927

({ Robert Kane, sponsor of

this contest to find the

most able mentality to

appear in pictures. His

latest First Rational re-

lease is "Dance Magic".

rj^H E winner
may choose
$500 in cash,

or if ambitious
for a screen career,

railroad fare will be

forwarded and upon

his arrival in New
York the winner
will be given a

screen test. Proper

maintenance while
in New York will

be supplied and raih

,road fare home
should the test be

unsuccessful.
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(^Francis X. Bushman, Jr. in "The
Understanding Heart".

C[ Richard Arlen in

Stockings".

'Rolled C[ James Murray and the profile that

stands out from "The Crowd".

BVIOUSLY Lloyd Hughes set the fashion, for he is the very Prince of

Lovers and the true Defender of the Chinema. We have often yearned
for a chin like Lloyd's, a button worthy of Gene Tunney's jab, and a front

lawn to inspire Gillette.

Young Bushman shows clearly that in spite of a famous father possession

is nine points of the jaw.

Richard Arlen has a contour worthy of the Adonis of Hollywood and

is a head liner in Hughes-Who.
And who shall say that Jimmy Murray is not the very acme and ideal of barbers

and "babies" alike, who think that Murray Hill was named after Murray's chin.

Be that as it may, where does this rate our own inimitable Raymond Hatton.

-.,„,, , - , He has created wonderful character parts from wharf rats to
([ Whatstobe' _ . . ,. . .,,1 1 • 1

come of me?" Barons giving reality to impossible heroes, and now in comedy

as\s Raymond his poor dumb boob appeal has gone over in country wide roars
Hatton. and we

f iau<,hter He's one of the next logical stars. And not a
answer. Tou 11

star probably". chin to his name!
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ovin

Q The casting director

and the whole durn

family.

By

George ^Westport

y 1 r ^HE Malloys were as nice a little family

as ever sat around the old fire side.

Dad, Mum and Sally.

Sally was eighteen, pretty, withI
C[ Maying her own things

over and over again. Of
course, they were a

little smaller each time

but so were the fashions.

Irish coloring, full of pep and the enthusiasms

of young American flapperdom but good . . .

good as water.

But then, Sally was young and pretty and youth must
be served with the fruits of life. Sally loved nice things:

clothes and hats and good times and Dad's income was
sketchy and didn't allow of much fur and feathers and
the things that win a young lady's fancy. So her own
salary had to be thrown into the balance to placate the

mercenery butcher, baker and silk stocking maker.

In consequence Sally was always on the alert to increase

her financial standing, jumping from millinery to stenog'

raphy, from jewelry to haberdashery, meantime making her

own things over and over again. Of course they were a

little smaller each time but so were the fashions and a

good thing too.

Then one day Sally met a girl friend who used to have

a hard time making week ends meet. As a matter of fact

she had difficulty holding down a ten dollar a week job in

a Drug Store and behold she looked like an ad in a feminine

magazine ... all silk, pure

and shiny and new.

"Tell sister all about it," said

Sally. "You've married a Duke
or something."

"They ain't any Ducke in it,"

said the girl. "The silent dram-

mer is the answer ..."
"You mean you're an actress

and everything?" gasped Sally.

"Huh, huh," said the girl.

"Come on in . . . the pickin's

orful good."

Sally knew the girl as one

whose intelligence might bring

the blush of self consciousness to a rabbit . . .

"Come on over to Long Island," said she, "and

I'll work you in on a mob scene. Me and Old

Eagle Eye, the castin' director, is like that,"

and she held up two fingers close together.

"They're doing Louey the Nineteenth or some-

thin' and need a bunch o' sweeds in one of them big waltz

scenes. It'll be ten berries in your wallet and I don't hafter

tell you what you can do with ten berries."

"But I've got a job," said Sally.

"You look like it . .
. " said the Girl. "You look

like you was partners with Tiffany ... Be a lady for

one day . . . can't you? Call 'em up and tell 'em you
got a headache . . . Don't be a oyster . . . Meet me
front of the Grand Central at nine thirty . . . t'morrer,

see?"

Sally fought all day with her conscience. It didn't seem

decent. She'd always heard that the Movies weren't nice

. . . Nobody who was good went into them. It was a

profession of sin and shame . . . But ten dollars for a

day's enjoyment wasn't to be sneezed at.

She went; she got a place in the ball room scene, and

wore a Louis Fourteenth gown. In it she made a picture

that gave Old Eagle Eye a lot of (Cont. on page 97)
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Q The pranks tioey play upon one

another in the screen colony

show they are all good felloivs.

aying it with practical jokes seems to be all the rage now-a-days,

doesn't it?" demanded Patsy.

We were on our way to a treasure hunt, which, of course,

is one huge practical joke.

Harold Lloyd wins all these treasure hunts, too,

by the way! You know how he is always going in

for figuring out puzzles,—well, he seems to have

just the same sort of luck with treasure hunts.

The hunt started at the Pantages home, carried

us wildly to the police station, from whence every-

body made for Westlake Park.

"We must," exclaimed Patsy excitedly, "ask a

spicy question of a couple

we shall find down there

about Adam and Eve in

the Garden of Eden!"

The trouble was nobody

found the right couple for

a long time, and so we had

rather an embarrassing

time of it!

We wound up at the

Brown Derby Cafe, and
as we entered we saw
Harold Lloyd talking to

one of the girls. He
turned to come out as we
arrived, and if he had left then, we should have won the

prize, but he seemed to bethink him of something, went
away to the back of the cafe, and asked a girl for a straw
berry tart. That, we knew, was the right thing to do!

"Harold isn't as much of a practical joker as you might
think he would be,

11

said Patsy, "but here is one joke that

he always does pull at the studio. He makes each person

in succession put his or her head under a blanket. Then
somebody gets a paddle and paddles the person. The person

being paddled may then take their head from under the

blanket and guess who the paddler was. If the right per-

son isn't guessed, that poor paddlee has to be paddled again,

and so on until a right guess is made!"
"Well, did you hear the one that Douglas Fairbanks

pulls at his studio?" I asked Patsy. It seems that she

hadn't heard.

"Doug always has a chair wired for electricity sitting on

the set. At first he caught everybody. Now people are

more wary. But every once in a while a guest comes along

that Doug knows won't get sore, and he conducts him to

that chair. Then the electric current is turned on, and

how the guest does jump!"

Speaking of jokes, the very funniest one happened up at

Zasu Pitts' house, the other night, when Patsy and I were

there.

Tom Gallery, her husband, turned on the radio.

C[ Louise Fazenda.

Oh what they did

to her shoes

({Ford Sterling

gave a party

but a jo\er
invited some
guests.

(C Zazu Pitts had
a tele phone
connected to

her radio set

and—

Wallace Beery was
there, by the way, but not
his picture partner, Ray-
mond Hatton.

Suddenly
—

"London on
the radio!" boomed a

voice.

"The great Raymond Hatton in 'We're In the Navy
Now!' " announced the voice.

Wally Beery sat up and looked all around in an injured
way!
Of course you know he is co-starred with Hatton in that

picture.

The voice went on to say what a hit Hatton was making,
but with never a word about Beery. Beery squirmed about.
Finally he exclaimed: "Well, it's funny they couldn't men-
tion one Beery!"

London went off the air while Wally brooded.
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i OLLY WOOD
By Grace K/

Next came "Los Angeles, KFI" or something.

"The Pantages theater is burning!"

Alexander Pantages who was present didn't listen

for any more. Off he flew!

Then Tom laughed and the truth came out.

Tom had some sort of arrangement upstairs

whereby a person up there could in someway cut

in on the radio apparatus downstairs, and make
announcements. Zasu and Tom have had no end
of fun with the instrument in this way.

Patsy Ruth Miller was there, and we
got to talking about practical jokes in

general. Patsy told us of one that was
played on her during her first year in

started to part, voices called to us, 'Hold

it! Hold it!. Back we went into the

clinch. Again we started to break away,
and again came the
voice telling us to 'Hold

it!' Finally I just had

to come up for air, and

when we looked around

us there wasn't a cam-

era grinding,— nothing

to be seen but the grin-

ning faces of all those

studio people! I never

was so embarrassed in

Florence Vidor
is witty as well

as beautiful.

Patsy Ruth
Miller is so

good matured
that they
play pran\s
on her at the

studio.

"What Wally Beery
didn't hear! And
he thought it was
from the broadcast-

ing station all the

time!

pictures, when she was a shy, blushing little miss just out

of school, and fussed to death when playing love scenes

in pictures.

"I was supposed to be the bride of Rex Cherryman in

a picture starring Mme. Nadmova," explained Patsy, whose
bubbling sense of humor and good sportsmanship never

allow her to withhold a joke just because it happens to be

on herself. "I had never met Rex before, and so when
we were told to embrace each other, naturally I was a good

deal embarrassed. However, we did as we were told. They
said we hadn't held the scene long enough, and would we
please do it again. Rex gave me a long kiss, and when we

my life!"

Then Wally Beery told the one
about Marshall Neilan and the

joke Marshall played on Ford
Sterling, who is a great pal of

Micky's.

It seems that Ford was enter'

taining a couple of society girls at

his home one afternoon for tea.

Everything was all set pretty,

and Ford was behaving in his most
elegant society manner, when there

came a knock on his door. In

bounced a whole bunch of chorus

girls from the Music Box Revue
and landed all over Ford. The
society girls hastily departed, and
Ford had to entertain the chorus

bunch the rest of the afternoon.

Micky had telephoned the girls

that Ford wanted them as his

guests.

Then somebody told about Babe
Ruth and a joke they played on

him while he was making "Babe Comes Home." It seems
that one night Babe was doing some scenes, and they told
him he must be blindfolded. Then they said everybody
must be quiet while he lunged about the set. He was
turned about, and went falling over tables and chairs,

—

and when he finally pulled the blind-fold off his eyes there
wasn't a person in sight!

It is the season for beach parties, and the Duncan
Sisters gave a wonderful one at their beach home at Santa
Monica, the other day.

It seemed as though everybody in filmland was there.

We met Billie Dove and Patsy Ruth (Cont. on page 92)
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ou ve

By
Rosa Rezlly

fi[ Albertina Rasch teaches

the young idea how to

step. There she is in

the glass.

Y Dear Gertrude Smith,

Wilma Hutchison,

Gertrude Kassirer

and
The Hundreds of Others Who Want to Get into the Movies:

Here comes the postman—late as usual but nevertheless with an

answer to each one of you. I know I have waited a very long

time before answering your letters. But to be quite truthful, I

was just swamped by appeals from so many girls who want to get

into the movies that it wasn't possible to send each one a separate

response. But your letters were so well written—you all put so

much heart into your writing—that I felt they deserved a serious

reply. So for several months I have been going around trying

to find out what I can that will be of service to you. And now
I'm writing you all together through your favorite magazine to

let you know the one sure way of getting on the screen.

When I finished reading your interesting—and many times

pathetic letters—my mind went back to a conversation I had with

one of my friends. She is a pretty little person, in her late twen-

ties, with a slight sense of humor, slim ankles and a piquant face.

Apparently, she never thought of marrying until recently. But
now she finds herself lonesome and has decided that matrimony is

the one thing for her.

She told me at

great length and in

detail just what she

required in the way
of a husband and

drooped a trifle

when she intimated

that such a one was
hard to find.

When I asked her

([All of the Hed
Wayburn school

girls are on their

mental toes as

well.

C[ Whether you study

in a college or a gar-

ret, it's what you
learn that determines

where you go from
there.
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ot
to Know Your Onions

what she intended to give

in return for this Adonis
with his fame, fortune and

devotion she opened her

eyes in surprise and an'

swered, "Why, myself.
1 ''

"Look here, Dora"— I

said—that's not her name
but it will do. "Can you
stand a few words of truth

from a good friend?"

"Why, of course," she

'

~N.ed 'Wayburn
the practical

ballet master

and producer.

The story of

Eleanor Board'

j -.1. ^ „„ man is an in-
answered with pretty assurance,

s piration to
studying the vivid polish on her every extra
welhrounded nails. girl.

"Well, here goes. You're

pretty, fairly young, with beautiful legs and nice

shiny brown eyes. But that's about all."

"What do you mean?" (Cont. on page 78)
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"Delight Sv a n s
;

s

REVIEWS
Gilt's the funniest of the fightin' films so far.

S ZAT
SO?

A ltogether now. Is sat so? Yes,

/j\ zat's so. And so on, "far, far

/^V into the night". It's a funny
' ^ 1 picture that you'll like, boys

and girls; and it will give you a couple

of brand-new lines. Besides that, the

frequent laughs are calculated to reduce

any waist-line, so what more do you want?
It's the funniest of the fightin' films so far. George

O'Brien plays a dumb prize-fighter—yes, I said dumb;
the director told him to act like that. Eddie Lowe—I'll

never call him Edmund again—plays his belligerent mana'
ger. How they crash the gate of a Fifth Avenoo manshun
and eventually the championship prise-ring is the dope.

It's made into a rowdy, corn-beef-and-cabbage comedy.

There's romance, too—and even that is husky. No re-

flection on the dainty and delightful Misses Kathryn Perry

and Dione Ellis; they can't help it if two rough-necks

took a fancy to them. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as the

^George OBnen
is a riot. (Phil*

ippe De Lacy,
George O'Brien
and Dione EUis)

scion of wealth who's reformed by George and Eddie is

better than he's ever been. But he'd better not let his

dad catch him doing his drunk act again. I didn't see

the play and could go ahead and enjoy myself without

worrying about changes in the plot. Whatever changes

they made are all right with me. George O'Brien is a

riot. I always did like that boy, but in this yes—I-have'

plenty-of-bananas role, he outstrips himself, especially in

the fight scenes. How George does eat up that tough

part! Go to it, George. We'll back you. You're neck-

and-neck with Billy Haines right now, say I. Is zat so?

Yeah—zat's so!

([George O'Brien plays a dumb prizefighter and Eddie Lowe his belligerent

manager. They crash the gates of a Fifth Avnoo manshun and eventually

the championship prize-ring.
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C[ Dolores plays a beautiful servant girl whose love for Prince Dmitri is her undoing.

(^Dolores proves
that she can act

as well as she can

loo\ and Rod La
Rocque as Dmitri
contributes some
splendid stuff.

RESURRECTION
IP

"Resurrection" seems somewhat old-fashioned to you
in the light of recent revolutions, both Russian and
cinematic, have a heart—have another heart—and
you'll cry right along with Katusha. Katusha is

Dolores del Rio—in fact, Katusha is simply the whole
show. Dolores proves that she can act as well as she can
look. Sugar and spice and everything nice—that's what
little Mexican girls seem to be made of!

Count Tolstoy's novel has been filmed with the per'

sonal aid of his son, who also makes his screen debut as

the announcer of the drama. Director Edwin Carewe has

done a good job—he flatly refused to go completely Rus-

sian. Gloom does abound, but the characters remain

human through it all. Dolores plays a beautiful servant

girl whose love for Prince Dmitri is her undoing. She

follows the usual path of the erring screen sisterhood until

Tolstoy takes a hand, throws her once more in Dmitri's

path, and sees to it that both find peace in renunciation.

There's a "big prison scene" which will stand out in your

recollection for the poignancy of the stars' performances.

The other star is Rod La Rocque, and once he discards

his uniform and dashing ways, he contributes some

splendid stuff. See "Resurrection "
. There isn't a single

Russian sitting-down dance in it. Thank that nice, kind

director, kiddies.



(( The most satisfying outdoor trip you can ta\e.

^ALASKAN Adventures
Come along to Alaska! Wipe that hot brow and serves to rank foremost among "instructive" films. Now

smooth out the little old organdie. Breeze up to —hold on! There are thrills—but they are legitimate,

the cool open spaces of the Yukon. It's well worth Animals are shot only for food. You'll see scenic won-
the trip. Especially when all you have to do is ders second to none—the "Valley of Ten Thousand

to hunt up the theatre that's playing "Alaskan

Adventures" , and enjoy yourself. It's the most

satisfying outdoor jaunt you can take—no por-

ters to tip, no mosquitoes to slap at—just a good

time, and hang the expense. You tired city folks,

you—try the smell of the Yukon. It's exhilarating.

It's the six-reel record of a three-year visit to

the Yukon and points north, by Art Young,
bow-and-arrow expert, Captain Jack Robertson,

noted explorer, and a happy little dog named
Wrongstart. He started wrong, maybe, but oh,

how he finished! That tail wags all the time.

We've had our Stronghearts and Rin-Tin-Tins,

but this bow-bow with the smile wins. If you
don't believe that a canine

can grin, take a look at

Wrongstart.

From the educational
standpoint—if you must

—

"Alaskan Adventures" de-

% Art Young, world's

champion archer,
and a mighty bull

moose which he
\illed with one
arrow.
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d[ It's all great entertainment.

<!CThe Kodia\ bear of
Alas\a is the largest

carnivorous animal in

America. In the film

Art Young with only

a bow and arrow and
the camera behind
him goes on a bear

hunt.

CfAn old she beat and
her cubs feed upon
the salmon rushing
up stream.

Smokes", for instance, and the Midnight Sun—not a Universal

picture—and the Coming of Spring to the Yukon. The only thrill

that isn't supplied is the Lady who's known as Lou—and it's my
private opinion that Wrongstart is her dog. It's all great enter'

tainment. Co-starred with Wrongstart is that grand woman whose
charm never palls—Missus Nature, none other.
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(\ Bringing Home the B(e)acon.

Annie Laurie climbs

from crag to crag to

light the beacon to

warn John's clan.
(Lillian Gish and
Jsforman Kerry)

I~T7"AVE a little

= S c o t c h?

It's guar-
"^

a n t e e d,

pre-war, right off the

boat— John Robert-

son, bootlegger, as-

sisted by— you'll

never guess!—Lillian

Gish. Yes, Lillian

has her Highland
Fling in "Annie
Laurie' and makes

the most of it, "I'm-m

tellin" ya!"

Seems there were

drama all the way, with no artistic

nonsense about it. Miss Gish, the
star, becomes a regulation leading

lady, able to take care

of herself, all smiles

and sweetness, scarce a

single tear. Well, per-

haps you like her that

way. A whole castful

of favorites rallies

round her, providing

practically continuous

excitement. Norman
Kerry is the braw hero,

Scotland's Bicep King,

and for him Annie
Laurie Gish climbs from
crag to crag to light the

beacon to warn his clan

—and gets her mon.
Cheer, cheer — the
clan's all here!

two

Scotsmen, Campbell and

MacDonald, walkin down

the str-reet one day—roll

those r's, brother! But no

fooling—there were. And
there was also Sir Robert

Laurie, and his bonny
daughter Annie, for

whom, it was rumored at

the time, somebody or

other was perfectly will-

ing to lay himself doon

and dee. But as it turns

out, that isn't necessary.
Talk about fueds—Kentucky

mountaineers are simply noth

You have to go to Scotland's

yard for real fueds. That's where

they grow, along with the heather.

"Annie Laurie" is a robust melo-

(£ "Annie Laurie"
(Lillian Gish)
has the deli-

cacy of Scotch
heather.

_ -
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<3[ One of the best pictures of the year.

eventh Heaven
(J Send Yourselves to 1th Heaven.

IF
you hear anyone on the way out from "Seventh

Heaven" exclaiming, "A heavenly picture—simply

heavenly!" you won't punch him in the nose. You'll

be thinking the same thing. You'll like "Seventh

Heaven" too much to be in any critical mood when it's

over. You'll just be glad you have seen it, and if you

see Mr. William Fox at the door, as I did, you'll have

to restrain yourself from rushing over and patting him

on the back. But maybe he'd like it.

Frank Borage's picturization of the stage play by

Austin Strong is one of the best pictures of this year or

any old year. I'm not going to tell you "it's as good as

" or "it's bettei than ". As far as I'm concerned

it's in a class by itself: partly because of the inspiring

story, partly because of the fine direction, and partly

because of the amazing Janet Gaynor and the inimitable

Charles Farrell. There—the bouquets have been passed

around and we can get on with the story.

Always Look Up—that's the message that "Seventh

Heaven" gives you. But don't let that scare you off.

The message is so beautifully delivered, done up with

so much imagination and humor, that you won't realize

you're seeing a sugar-coated sermon till it's all over, and

then you won't care. A worker in a Paris sewer saves

the life of a hopeless girl and is about to leave her lying

in the gutter where he found her when—but Chico, who

considers himself "quite a remarkable fellow" in his blus-

tering way, doesn't believe in Le Bon Dieu, so there's no

OH,
you Bambino! Here comes another athletic

star to make a bid for screen honors, this time

none other than the celebrated Sultan of Swat,

George Herman Ruth. Let's be ourselves and

call him Babe. His picture is called "Babe Comes Home".

And when he flashes that smile, he's worth his weight in

diamonds.

You don't have to be a small boy or a baseball fan to

like the Babe. He isn't much of an actor, he doesn't even

pretend to be. But he has a certain bluff sincerity you'll

like. He has come into the movies as whole-heartedly as

he comes to bat, and that sincerity registers. You can't

fool the camera. All those kids whose ambition is to see

the Babe play ball won't have to wait till they're older.

They can see him swing his stuff right now in "Babe

Comes Home".
He plays a tobacco-chewing swatter whose laundry bills

real reason why he should turn around and adopt the
waif. But he does, and takes her up seven flights of

rickety stairs to his attic home, where he "can look up
at the stars". Together, they climb the stairs to find

heaven at the top. And you are looking at the most
exquisite love scenes you're ever apt to see, unless you
stage some of your own, of course. Frank Borzage, a

young man himself, has somehow captured more of the

pathos and beauty of young love than any camera ever

caught before. His two young players carry out his ideal.

This Janet Gaynor will be the biggest little thing in pic-

tures someday or I miss my guess. I often do, but
William Fox doesn't make that mistake very often, and
Janet is a Foxy star. She's pretty big artistically right

now. Her expressive little face carries you along with her

to laughter and to tears. Well, others have done that, too.

But Janet's spirituality and sweetness put her in a class

all by her little self. Charles Farrell has to work hard to

keep up with her. That he succeeds in most of his scenes

is the best recommendation I can give him—not that he

needs any, either. The cocky Chico is the best thing he's

ever done. Janet and Charlie are my favorite team.

There's war in "Seventh Heaven"
, and it does its worst

as usual; but the love of Diane and Chico comes through,

as the saying goes, unscathed. I tell you this because the

suspense becomes almost unbearable at times, and I want

you to enjoy yourself even more than I did. Try and do it.

me
are something scandalous. Anna Q. Nilsson, the world's

loveliest laundress, knows that clean hearts are more im-

portant than dirty shirts, but she can't see why the Babe
can't keep his hands clean, too. So she starts out to

reform him. All she gets for her trouble at first is a nice,

black eye. She was new to baseball and failed to duck
when a fast one came her way. But she learns the game
and also the way to Babe's heart. Their romance is under
way and going strong when—three chews and he's out.

If you want to find out how she finally cured him of the

awful tobacco-habit, send us a stamped addressed envelope

—or better still, see the picture. That's all there is to

what's jokingly called the story, but it's highly embellished

with gags, Anna Q's beauty, Louise Fazenda's comedy,
assisted by Arthur Stone, and lots of Mr. Ruth in action,

autographing baseballs, making home-runs, and giving us

his grin. I think you'll like that grin.

C[ You don't have to be a small boy or a baseball fan to li\e the Babe.

BABE Qomes Ho
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fi[ ]oan as a girl r&nger who \nows a forest fire when she sees one.

( Zfhe Understanding

(\Have a Heart

ou all know about Joan Crawford's under'

standing. Well, this picture proves that her

heart is just as good. She's only a little girl

but she has a heart as big as all outdoors—

which is lucky, because this is an outdoor picture. Joan

plays a girl ranger, whose job it is to know a forest fire

when she sees one—also, a nice young man. Francis X.

Bushman, jr., is the nice young man. Much too nice to

play the part of Mister Fix-It, which he does here

—

'always barging in where he isn't wanted, and all. But

if the heroine stood for it, I've no right to complain. And
does she? It didn't need a forest fire to throw her into

f]EART
his arms, let me tell you. I could have saved the producer

a lot of money if he had consulted me. That romance
would have proceeded to a happy ending with, or with-

out, a fire.

And now—surprise, surprise! If it's anybody's birth-

day, just let him step right up and get the best present

ever! Friend, I give you James Murray. His name isn't

down on the cast as Joan's brother because they're saving

him to spring on us all at once in Vidor's "The Crowd".
But they can't fool us, can they? I picked him out and
pass on the good word to you. That's the kind of a girl

I am and that's the kind of a boy Jimmy is.

CT Nautical but not naughty.

APTAIN
alvation

(\Aye, Aye, Cap'n

Klarccline Day, in "Captain Salvation",

brightens things up a bit with her pretty

face and its sunbonnet.

thrilling dramas of the sea—at least it's supposed to be.

Forgive me if I didn't mingle my tears with the briny.

It just didn't get me. If picture producers have an idea

that a sad picture that doesn't turn out to be entertaining is Art,
then I guess this must be Art. But what's his last name7

"Captain Salvation" is as grim and gloomy as New England's
stern and rock-bound coast. You'll excuse me, but I must have
my sweetness and light. Marceline Day brightens things up a bit

with her pretty face in its sunbonnet, but every time she tried to

keep smiling something happened and she had to turn on the tears.

Pauline Starke as a waif of the sea who is as welcome in Our
Village as a tidal wave, revels in her role. Because of her, Lars

Hanson is forced to take to the open sea—and the trouble he has

out there, you won't believe until you see it'.

Ernest Torrence, after several years of clean
"""-*— screen living, reverts to his villainy of "Tol'abJe

David", and he certainly makes up for lost time.

You'll never quite trust him again, I'm afraid.

Apparently he has realized the importance of

being earnest but I wish he wouldn't.

fflBS* Pauline makes her Magdalen a moving, pathetic

yet heroic figure. She's never done better work
—and, as far as that goes, neither has anybody
else I can think of right now.
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(Si The old, old story of "East and West and never the twain shall meet".

y~\< N^HE Chinese question of today for all us little film

fans is "Mr. Wu". Is it, or isn't it a good pic

ture? It's elaborate and elegant, that's certain.

And it presents Lon Chaney as a young China'

man, an elderly Chinaman, and a middle-aged bear—

I

mean Chinaman. Lon may play a few other parts; he

can always fool me with his make-ups. At any rate, there

is plenty of Mr. Chaney in "Mr. Wu". On the other

hand, our Renee Adoree is killed off by the plot, and

no picture, no matter how important, can get away with

that without a word from us, can it? Renee is the sweetest

little Oriental you ever saw—and besides looking like a

QYoo Hoo—Mr. Wu

big China doll she makes her rather theatrical character

a living, breathing girl—and you have heard how hard

that is. The old, old story of "East and West, and Never

the Twain Shall Meet"—though it isn't Renee's fault, or

young English Ralph Forbes', that they don't. Poor But-

terfly is sacrificed to propitiate family tradition, while her

stern father, Mister Wu—but I sat through this photoplay

until the bitter end, and why shouldn't you? Louise

Dresser, Gertrude Olmsted, Anna May Wong, and

Holmes Herbert make up the excellent cast. Even so,

"Mr. Wu" is so much chow mein to me.

' Clara iuor\s hard for the pu^se in "Rough-house Rosie".

OUGH
House

(J Ring-Around-

Rosie.

OSIE

|
tation Screenland announcing. Please stand by. The Big Fight

is on. Champion Clara is in great form, but how is her punch?

Let's see: The challenger, "Bum" Story, has Clara puffing hard.

Now Clara socks Bum in the nose and it looks like he's going out

for the count. 1 ' 2 - 3 — Story is up again— has it got the best of Clara?

No—Kid Bow gives it a left upper-cut and sends it staggering to its corner.

End of Round. Round Two: "Bum" Story comes out weakly, spars with
legs wobbling, while Clara's are just as good as ever. Sock— Clara brings

a right punch to the chin, and Story goes down gasping. Somebody throw
it a sponge—it needs it. 1 ' 2 - 3, etc., 9-10. Clara wins. Crowds cheer-

ing wildly for Champion Bow, Rough-house Rosie O'Reilly.

Clara works hard for the purse in "Rough-house Rosie". It's all Clara,

with little or no help from direction, story, or even titles. Rosie O'Reilly

is a little jelly-bean enameler with a yen for the stage. She makes good
at dancing, and also at being a lady—though not in the way she intends.

Reed Howes is the man who's knocked out by Cupid's Bow. Doris Hill

as the girl-friend is as demure as Clara is wild, but somehow Doris stands

out. After a hectic evening with Rough-house Rosie, you may feel that

there's something to be said for nice, quiet home-girls—and a whole lot to

be done for 'em.
{{Champion Clara is

in great form.
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creenplays

Reviewed By

Rosa Rezlly

RICH BUT HONEST
eneath this polished exterior beats a heart of gold—that's the idea.

Young Lochinvar comes out of the west in a Rolls-Royce, wild and hand'

some, but he wouldn't harm our Nell for anything.

It's the boy who manicures cars at the garage who gets the bad breaks

in this romance. And usually, as you know, money is a handicap to a movie

suitor when there's an honest me-

chanic in the background.

Maybe you read the story by
Arthur Somers Roche. I read it

—

attracted by the title, and it's a quiet,

well-spun yarn. The director has

added fireworks and jaz,z;works and a

lot of that wonderful ingredient which

the critics, for want of a better term,

call "low comedy". Yes indeed, low

and sweet.

If the kings in olden times had

jesters like Ted McNamara, the low-

brow comic of this

picture, there
wouldn't have been

so much royal indi-

gestion, undoubtedly

the cause of so many

. I It W III 1

({You forget to be afraid

when Arthur starts that

half-tender wor\ of his

in "the Claw". (Claire

Windsor and Arthur
Edmund Carewe)

C[ johnny Hines in

"All Aboard" can

tal\ or jigg a bird

off a branch.

C[ "The Heart Thie

forget the dull round of ordinary duties.

Schi\d\raut and Lya de Putti)

a\es you
(Joseph

wars and so much beheading.

Nancy Nash is the girl. Poor

kid! She thought Lcchinvar's Rolls-

Royce was just

another car she

had to walk home
from — but she

was disappointed

—and how! Clif-

ford Holland and

Charles Morton
are the competing

lovers. Who
wins? That's

right. Now ask me one.

IRISH HEARTS
"Who" asked the editor to his

assembled scribes, "shall we send to

review 'Irish Hearts 7"

"Who else but me, sor?"

The speaker was a lass with an old

Irish shawl draped over her head and
around her shoulders. In one hand
she carried a shillaleh. In the other,

a piece of cobblestone wrapped in the

heel of a stocking.

"P. S.", said the editor, "she gets

the job."

And that is how I came to write

this review.

It was really written for me by Kipling when he

said: "Where there are Irish there's loving and fight-

ing". A strange kind of loving and a strange kind of

fighting in "Irish Hearts".

Did you ever hear of a colleen being turned down?
And did you ever see a Hibernian battle fought with

vegetables? Well, maybe you've seen the latter. The
nearest weapon is the best—that's the maxim of the

Irish when they're fighting. Which, you add, is

frequent.

May McAvoy is the colleen. Of course, it was a

dirthy blackguard who turned her down. Her own
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(f A new angle in Westerns. Tom
Mix and Marjorie Daw in "Out-
laws of Red River".

true love comes back when her lucky shamrock
restores her "to fortune and men's eyes".

Loving and fighting—and laughter.

Shure, and what more could you be afther wish'

ing for?

THE CLAW
Yep! I know I'm incorrigible but it's too late in

my movie life to make me over. I just can't

comprehend why they make the villain so attrac-

tive and the hero so phlegmatic.

Take this picture "The Claw" . Norman Kerry,

the leading man, had everything his own way.

He's handsomer than it's decent for any man to

be—and as for magnetism and S. A.—well, I'm

just the one millionth and first member of the

Norman Kerry Fan Club. He has, in this film,

all of the mysterious charm of the African frontier

to do his stuff in. But does he? Well I should

say net. He just lets the villain, Arthur Edmund
Carewe walk away with the picture.

Carewe is as distinguished an actor as our screen

can produce. And devilishly good looking, too.

You know what I mean? The kind of man that's

so interesting looking you're afraid of him. And
then you forget to be afraid when he starts in with

that half-tender, half-subtle work of his.

Claire Windsor had nothing to her credit but her

beauty. She was badly directed and badly costumed.

In fact she appeared just a little slip of colorless

neutrality. But she's neither colorless nor natural.

She's a most capable artist. And I hope the next

time I see her she pulls an ace out of the deck

which this time was stacked against her.

But regardless of all the faults of this picture

—

and there were plenty, I'm here to state—Carewe
will drag it out of the fire. As long as he stalks

through the movie, the theatres will be filled with

us of the weaker sex. I don't pretend

to know why. But it's true. He
knows his celluloid!

Plenty of fire

wor\s, jazzwor\s
and a lot of that

wonderful "low
comedy" that's so

popular. Jsjancy
7s[ash and Charles
Morton in "Rich
But Honest".

THE
HEART
THIEF

An old, old theme, this

Heart Thief, but so exqui-

sitely embroidered that you
forget the hackneyed plot which Shake-
speare first suggested when he said "Old
age and youth cannot live together".

Lya de Putti has the leading feminine
role. She plays a lovely, simple-minded
Hungarian girl of lowly rank. And
now we can understand why she
objected (Continued on page 93)

C[ The best mys-

tery play that

ever reached
Broadway.
Tully Mar-
shal!, Creigh'

ton Hale and
Martha Mat-
tox in "The
Cat and the

Canary".
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N the 28th day of May we

J
began our campaign. And
'we never do things by halves.

We sent a wire to Tom
Meighan, who is in Hollywood, "Do
you prefer blondes? Wire reply.

Imperative." We closely questioned

Richard Dix. We did the same with

Ben Lyon, Neal St. Clair, Walter

Goss, Warner Baxter, John Gilbert,

Francis X. Bushman. We learned

that William Powell was on the west

coast. So for that matter were

Mr. Walsh's answer arrived the next morn'
mg. It read, "As a baby my arms instinc-

tively went out to my mother, the fairest of

the fair, and I have been wild about blondes

ever since, God bless them. Many happy
returns." The "many happy returns" pu-nled

us. Returns of what—the blondes? And then

we realised that it was
our birthday and we
could celebrate the vie
tory for the blondes.

The "returns" indicated

G[ William Haines that here at least they
trying to triage

up his mind.

By Harriette Underbill

Ricardo Cortes, James Hall and Adolphe Menjou.

No transcript would be complete without their

registered opinions. So we wired them. The
operator who took our messages over the tele-

phone acted as though she thought we were a

case for the psychopathic ward. But nothing

could deter us. We were thinking only of re-

sults. Then we called up George Walsh's num-
ber, feeling however that that was quite super-

fluous. George had always assured us that he

adored only blondes, but then perhaps he wouldn't

care to go on record as an exclusive lover of

blondes so our phone call was a necessary pre-

caution. His valet answered the call, but we
were too excited to notice that it was
not George's voice. "Do you prefer

blondes?" =we called over the phone

eagerly. "Madam," he replied, "I

have no preference!" And
he hung up. So we sent a

wire instead. There is no

stopping us when we once

start out "in quest of our /

youth". Always get your

man!

were preferred.

The Famous Players

picture was ambigu-

ously titled, "Blonde

or Brunette" . Some-
how this suggested an
advertisement akin to

the one, "Is she 20 or
40?" and it might be
only a new golden-

glint hair wash. But
we hoped it was a

(Cont. on page 86)

Richard Dix is a

bachelor. Blondes
prefer married
men, As\ any
wife.

C Ricardo Cortex pic\ed
Alma Rubens as his

4

(\] ohn Gi
bert seems

to be as\-

in g for
samples.
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"Than\s For The Buggy Ride". Poetic, huh?
Drawn by W. H. Tates
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ll\e /deal of tke Intelligencia and tke

mm asses -

DLLYWOOD
has many
traditions!

Some
are well founded
others are not. There

is the tradition that

if you say "no" to a

great producer you
lose your job, that

no one has ever
achieved success on
the screen with

Lillian Gish and Montague
Love in "The Wind" a.

story oj dramatic intensity.

beauty alone, that
extras will always find a lot of work next Wednesday
morning, that being well known in New York does not

mean anything in Hollywood, that hard work, not luck,

makes stars, that the scenarios of unknown writers are

always returned un-read.

Like much ancient lore some of these things are true,

others are not. The Lillian Gish tradition, however, is one
of the best and truest in Hollywood.

For some years Lillian Gish has kept herself different

from any other star in the business. She is known as the

choice of the intelligencia. Such men as Mencken,
Hergesheimer, Nathan and Cabell—men who are avowedly
bored with the cinema—have proclaimed Lillian Gish a

great artist.

It is rather amazing that the intelligencia who will have
nothing but realism in the drama, who insist that a spade

be called a disreputable and vulgar implement to remove
weeds, who find only wierd cacophony musical, who be-

lieve that nudes should descend stairs for Art's sake, turn

inconsistent at the last moment and take Lillian Gish as

their favorite.

Professionally, Lillian Gish is far from being modern.

The pictures in which she has appeared have been, for the

most part, simple, direct, often melodramatic and never

futuristic.

Painters, sculptors, writers and musicians have all sought

new forms. They have attempted to express themselves

differently from the artists who went before them. They
have found new and devious paths, while Lillian Gish has

remained the same.

I discovered her on the "The ~Wind" set out at Metro-

By

YLatherme Albert

C[ Lillian Gish and Carmencita
]ohnson. Miss Gish has a re'

mar\ahle adaptability for period

costumes.

Goldwyn-Mayer studios. She was sitting slightly apart

from the others, reading. Her hair was piled high on her

head and her face was wreathed in ridiculous, adorable

curls. A black velvet frock offset her blonde loveliness.

The bodice was tight fitting and the skirt with its paniers

and flounces rippled below the waist. I saw her little back

first. The Lillian Gish back that can (Cont. on page 100)
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LILLIAN GISHS next picture The Wind"
concerns a Texas ranch and a giri driven to

delirium bv the terrifying monotony of the wind.

r'hi>toj»rdf)h bv Kcunelh Alexander
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« "Q EAUTIFUL But Dumb"—No we are not

X-) referring to beautiful Vera Reynolds

—

that's the title of her next picture.

Photografi/i b\ Hoover

mam



SUNKIST LOLA TODD has just been signed

to do a western picture called "Nevada".

Go west young man—go west.

Photograph by Eugene Robert Richee
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IN THIS CORNER

ijMay iJVtcAvoy,

THE

flGHTING ASSIE

Bj/ T>ave A. Epstein

¥
weight^OUR feet, eleven inches . .

ninetyfive pounds . . . brown hair . . .

blue eyes,—but why go into details? She's

Irish. That accounts for it!

C[At home May
McAvoy doesn't

really loo\ dan-

gerous.

What a good fortune for the tiny and charming May
McAvoy that she was born under a lucky star whose kindly

rays bless the Irish! Otherwise maybe she wouldn't have

had the courage to do what she did several years ago.

Listen to this:

She gazed up into the face of a prominent motion pic

ture producer, her eyes flashing fire,—sure, blue eyes can

do that.

"No!" she challenged, and for added emphasis, stamped

a dainty little foot.

Then she turned around and paid forty thousand dollars

<C In her very sue-

cessjul role in

"Lady Winder-
mere's Fan".

for her contract and walked out of the

studio!

Confidential: It is reported that it

was none other than Jesse L. Lasky of

Famous Players Lasky to whom she ad'

dressed those words.

How come? Well, so the story goes, this seem-
ingly impossible action for a little girl with such
a radiant disposition as May had its genesis about
four years ago, after she had appeared in

"Clarence," which unfortunately was the last

picture- the public saw of the late Wallace Reid.

May was just beginning to give serious considera-

tion to the type of pictures Paramount had been
casting her in. "Not so good," she said to her-

self after considerable deliberation. "It seems
strange other producers want me for bigger roles

and offer four times my present salary."

After that came the battle of words with the producer,

when the Irish qualities of the petite actress asserted them-
selves. So long had they been trying to keep her on the

screen as an unsophisticated ingenue! And who should

join the chorus but those noisome, pesky critics who sit

back of their typewriters and with a presumptuous air of

finality dash off something to the effect that this is this

and that's that. They, too, hinted that she had reached

the zenith of her dramatic expression.

"That was too much for me," said May as her face

beamed with reminiscence. Then (Cont. on page 95)
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Qoming ^ilms
At the Paramount Lasky Studios

George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent in "Underworld"
*Richard Dix, Mary Brian, in "Man Power"
Wallace Beery, Raymond Hattan in "Fireman Save My

Child"

*James Hall, Louise Brooks in "Rolled Stockings"
Gary Cooper in "The Last Outlaw"

*Esther Ralston in "Ten Modern Commandments"
Chester Conklin, George Bancroft in "Tell It To

Sweeney"
Clara Bow in "Hula"
Gary Cooper in "Beau Sabeur"
Adolphe Mcnjou in "With Their Eyes Open"
Emil Jannings in "Hitting For Heaven"
Warner Baxter, Ford Sterling in "Drums of the Desert'

At the First National Studios

*Jack Mulhall in "The Poor A[ut"

Colleen Moore in "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling"
Mary Astor, Lewis Stone in "Rose of Monterey"
Richard Barthclmess in "The Drop Kic\"
Billie Dove, Lloyd Hughes in "American Beauty"
Milton Sills. Molly O'Day in "Hard Boiled Haggerty"
Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall in "The Road to

Romance"
Harry Langdon in "Gratitude"
Constance Talmadge in "Breakfast at Sunrise"

Johnny Hines in "White Pants Willie"

*Ben Lyon, Billie Dove in "The Stolen Bride"

At the United Artists Studios

Mary Pickford in "My Best Girl"

Douglas Fairbanks in "The Gaucho"
Buster Keaton in "College"

*Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky in "The Magic Flame"
William Boyd, Louis Wolheim in "Two Arabian Knights"

At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

*John Gilbert in "Twelve Miles Out"
Lillian Gish in "The Wind"
*Lew Cody, Aileen Pringle in "Adam and Evil"

Norma Shearer in "After Midnight"
Eleanor Boardman, James Murray in "The Crowd"
Marion Davies in "Quality Street"

At the Universal Studios

*All Star Cast in "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Lya De Putti, Kenneth Harlan in "Midnight Rose"
Neil Hamilton, June Marlowe, "Grip of the Tu\on"
Charles Ray, Jobyna Ralston in "Betty's a Lady"
Reginald Denny in "Out All T^ight"

Hoot Gibson in "Painted Ponies"
Renee Adoree, Robert Frazer in "Bac^ to God's Country"
Patsy Ruth Miller in "Hot Heels"
Mary Philbin, Ivan Moskine in "Surrender"
Norman Kerry, Lois Moran in "The Irresistible Lover"

At the Fox Studios

Olive Borden in "The Secret Studio"
Madge Bellamy in "Colleen"
Charles Farrell, Greta Nissen in "Prince Fazil"

Buck Jones in "The Broken Dollar"

At the Warner Bros. Studio

*Dolores Costello in "The Heart of Maryland"
Louis Fazenda in "Simple Sis"

Irene Rich in "Dearie"

At the F. B. O. Studios

Viola Dana in "The Lure of the T^ight Clubs"
Fred Thompson in "Arizona Rights"
*Red Grange, Jobyna Ralston in "The Motor Maniac"

*Pre-Showing on following pages.

Cf Sylvia is a woman with

one idea—this time her

husband discovers that

it is a fur coat. (Aileen
Pringle and Lew Cody)

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

Robert Trevelyn, Lew Cody

Sylvia Trevelyn
Aileen Pringle

Gwen De Vere . Gwen Lee

Jack Smith . . Roy D'Arcy

C Gertrude Short as

the dumb chorus
girl who \nows
her entrances.

C[ When a ivife catches

her husband in the

arms of a dizzy
blonde there's noth-

ing for papa to do
but pay up. (Aileen

Pringle and Lew
Cody)

Pre-Showing of

£Adam and Evil
£S5-
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<C A word of cheer at the right moment often wins a battle

for a pal. (Esther Ralston and J<[eil Hamilton)

C[ Kitten decides to help the helpless Tod.
(Esther Ralston and l^eil Hamilton)

Q Which Proves

that all Good
Things are Laid at

the Feet of the

Courageous and
Unselfish.

Directed by Dorothy Arzner

Kitten O'Day
Esther Ralston

Tod Gilbert, l<[eil Hamilton

Speeding Shapiro
El Brendel

Sharon Lee . Jocelyn Lee

Zeno . . Romaine Fieldinz

(^Kitten (Esther Ralston)
is the shaft of sunlight

around her aunt's theat-

rical hoarding house.

Pre-

Showing

of Ten Modern Commandments
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r_. , f tj- i
fl[BiIIie Dove and

Directed by Alexander Korda Lloyd Hughes as

Sari and Franz in

L"AST a picturesque ad-

Sari, Countess Thurzo venture.

Billie Dove
Franz Pless . . Lloyd Hughes

Ilona Taznadi . Lilyan Tashman

Pre-Showing of

%he Stolen Wide

(\A Racing Car and a Girl

at the Goal.

CC Sally (Jobyna
Ralston) watches

for the winner's
signal.

Directed by Sam Wood
Red Walden Red Grange
Sally Jobyna Ralston

Aunt Hetty .... Trixie Friganza

Sparks Walter Hiers

C[Red and Sally find a

paradise for two—
but it doesn't last so

long— (Red Grange
and Jobyna Ralston).

Pre-Showing of

The MOTOR Maniac
8-
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Directed by

Richard Wallace

John Miller
Jac\ Mulhall

Doc (His trainer)

Charlie Murray
Margy (The girl)

Jean Arthur

Julia (her friend)

Jane ~Winton

C[To the amaze'
merit of his fel-

lows John gets
the best of his in-

feriority complex.
(]ac\ Mulhall,
Charlie Murray,
Bruce Gordon
and Cornelius
Keefe)

C[ John thin\s that an acquaintance so

whimsically begun has infinite possihili'

ties. (Jac\ Mulhall and Jean Arthur)

Pre-Showing of

G[ Margy (Jean Ar-
thur) gives John
an inc entiv e to

believe in himself.

The Toor l^ut



C[ The magnificent courage of Eliza

(Margarita Fischer) shines li\e a

beacon light above the cruelty of

her oppressors.

C[ Patient and
loving Uncle
Tom (fames B.

Lowe) in a

story that is

deathless in

appeal.

Directed by Harry Pollard

with a large cast.

Pre-Showing of

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN

C[ Ronald Colman and Vilma Ban\y.

Pre-Showing of

The MAGIC Flame
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Pre-

Showing

of
The Heart

C[ Maryland offers hospitality to

General Kendric\ and his staff.

(Warner Richmond, Erville

Alderson, Dolores CosteUo)
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C[ For the beach June
pr ef ers this blue
crepe trimmed with

white crepe scallops.

C[ Of unusual dainti-

riess is this charming
garden party jroc\

of Swiss lace de-

signed for June Mar-
lowe by Johanna
Mathieson.

attractive display, give at least a cursory

glance windowwards. The very strong-

minded will pass majestically on like a ship in full sail—those who
are more sympathetically inclined will pause and sigh, perhaps, a

time or two. But a regular girl will wade right in and look about.

Then if her purse permits she will be in seventh heaven. That's

what the picture girls can do, and their beauty, youth and en-

thusiasm entitles them to it.

Pretty June Marlowe is so often cast in bathing suit pictures

that she feels duty bound, off the screen, to indulge in a few

pretty frocks, and here they are.

(JA Girl Working in a Motion Picture Studio gets Fame, Fortune—

Everything. But Having Lovely Clothes is the Most Fun of All.
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Gift /<or a

Clever Girl

from ([Dolores powders
her nose.

I
had been asked to "step right in" to see
Miss Costello. But I had already "stepped
in", and there was no Miss Costello in sight.

I could see nothing but boxes and boxes of
hats, and an open trunk. Suddenly a disheveled
head appeared above the trunk.

"That mean old hat," Dolores laughed as she
discovered me. "I'm leaving for New York this

afternoon and the pet hat I wanted to travel in is

someplace where I can't find it."

^Dolores C°s^°
(\Here is a chance for you to own Dolores

\ Costello 's beautiful vanity case.

It will be sent to the writer of

the best letter.

But the search revealed many treasures that she

had tucked away at odd moments, a slave

bracelet, a hair ornament and a cloisonne

vanity case tumbled out of the trunk lid. The
next time Miss Costello came up for air she

saw me admiring the shining new vanity case.

"Cute, isn't it," she said, and the silken

tassel and variegated colors seemed to me cute

indeed. As the search went on a pile of letters

fluttered to the floor.

"From my fans," said Dolores. "They ask

me for so many things," and I noticed that

one bundle was affectionately tied with rib'

bons. "It's impossible," she sighed, "for me to

gratify them much as I'd like to."

"Screenland," I said tentatively, "has nice

gift contests which the fans enjoy. Perhaps

your letter writing friends would like to enter

into competition for something of yours."

"What, for example," laughed Dolores with
her distracting beauty all in a question mark.

Thus it came about that the vanity case was
selected.

Dolores continued her job of opening hat

boxes. When I got to the door, the maid came
in carrying a hat.

"Is this what you wanted, Miss?" she asked.

Dolores gave a little scream of joy, and
when I looked back she was buisily engaged
in ripping the flowers off the hat that had
caused her so much trouble.

The cloisonne vanity case which is shown
clearly in these pictures will be forwarded to

the writer of the best letter. Write your let'

ter about Dolores Costello and see if you can

express simply and sincerely the feeling that

you have for her.

Address—DOLORES COSTELLO
c/o Screenland Contest Department
49 West 45th Street, New York City

Contest closes August 15th, 1927

C[ Dolores sports her
vanity case.
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(\Fame in pictures isfirst heard in

whispered rumors on Hollywood

Boulevard.

fl[ Antonio Moreno, free

lance in pictures but

.signed for life in

popular approval.

W 1

w-J

C Russell Simpson, sour'
dough 0/ "The Trail
of

-

98'\

C[ Dolores Del Rio steps aboard
the lugger leaving home and
husband to start wor\ on
"Ramona".

By Martin Martin

Recopying my black book of telephone

numbers has stirred up a lot of rec-

ollections, from Renee Adoree's ill-

H. B. Warner in "Theness to

King of Kings".

It has been a busy month in Hollywood,
I realize, turning the pages.

In the A's I am first reminded that Renee
Adoree is in the Hollywood Hospital suffering

a relapse from influenza. Her condition has

been pronounced serious by her doctor. Renee
brought on the relapse by trying to go back

to work too soon. She was in the middle of

a picture with Lew Cody and tried to save

production on cost in this manner. But it

was poor economy. Her doctor told me last

(f Bert Roach. His per'

f ormance in "Tin
Hats" has won him
a fat part in "Baby
Mine".

night that she will be in the hospital for an-

other week at least.

Mary Astor, I saw at the opening of the

Carthay Circle Theater with Kenneth Hawkes,

to whom she is reported to be engaged. But

Mary won't admit the truth of the rumor.

After the breaking of her engagement to

Irving Asher some months back, she decided to

be sure she was right before another an-

nouncement.

Robert Agnew also figures on the engaged

list. But he admits it. Ann Rork, daughter

of Sam Rork, the producer, is the girl. They
plan to be married in June.

Mae Busch I saw, too, at the opening of

"Seventh Heaven". She is looking unusually
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well these days and is glad to be back in Hollywood from the East.

Vilma Banky I saw in tears as she descended from a trapeze

where she has been playing for some authentic close-ups in a

dangerous position for a highly paid star. Forty feet up looks

a good deal farther down when you sit on a trapeze, swinging

back and forth while Henry King, the director, and a cameraman

superintend from a nearby platform. When I watched her Vilma

didn't even have a net underneath. She had been working for

more than an hour on the trapeze, enough to disturb the nerves

of anybody.

She and Rod La Rocque plan

to be married not later than

June. I visited Rod in his dress-

ing room on a nearby set

on the same afternoon

and listened to a great

deal about Vilma. In the

four years I have known
Rod, it's the first time

I ever heard him talk

like that. He is making "Brigadier

Gerard" for De Mille right now.

"When we both finish our pic-

tures,
1

'' he said, "we're going to

to take a month off and get

married."

Rod doesn't think there is any chance

of his playing in a picture with Vilma
before their marriage.

By the way Vilma told me that her

father, John Cincit, who is still in

Europe, is having the family name
changed to Banky, in honor of her

success.

But I must get on . . . Noah Beery

has bought 1,000,000 fish. Hollywood

C[ Betty Coinpson
and John Gil-

ert in "Twelve
Miles Out".

C[ Sally Blane,

Par am o

u

nt
junior star with

her little sister.

C[ Ernest Torrence
as a rum runner
in "Twelve Miles

Out".

C[ Lupe Velez lead-

ing lady with Doug-

las Fairbanks in

"The Gaucho".

is going to eat them, but

it will have to catch

them first. Noah is back-

ing a brook trout club

about 90 miles from Los

Angeles, in which the

film stars will be invited to buy
memberships. From his real es-

tate turnovers alone, Beery has

recently become a rich man.

Dick Barthelmess is going to

have a good picture this time

they say. "The Patent Leather

Kid" is many weeks behind

schedule due to bad weather in

a training camp where they shot

the war scenes, but I hear only

good reports. And his leading

lady, Molly O'Day, younger sis-

ter to Sally O'Neil, is said to

register like a dramatic actress of

long experience in the heavy

scenes of the film. It is her first

too.

Dick was at the opening of

"The King of Kings" at Grau-

man's new Chinese Theater with

Adela Rogers St. John, the nov-

elist, who adapted the story of

"The Patent Leather Kid".

Lon Chaney, I found out for the first time this month,

has a grown son, Creighton T. Chaney, who lives in

Hollywood. There is probably less known about Chaney's

private life than about that of any other star in the

industry. He never attends openings, theaters, banquets,

or any gathering places of the film set. His mystery is as

great in Hollywood as it is in Oshkosh.

Eddie Carewe, the producer, and his wife, Mary Akin,

are expecting another visit of the stork this fall. Their

young daughter, Sally Ann, is one of the belles of film

babydom.

Dolores Del Rio, with '"What Price Glory", "Resur-

rection", "Carmen" and "The Trail of J^inety Eight"

behind her is preparing to start on "Ramona" , which
Eddie Carewe promises will be her biggest picture to date.

By the way Fox has been juggling with the title of

"Carmen" and, I understand, with the cutting of it. As it

was previewed the other night, I am informed that Victor

McLaglen, instead of Dolores, had most of the scenes. But
changes will be made, they say, restoring a more even balance.

This is McLaglen's first big role since he played Captain Flagg
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in "What Price Glory", and

Fox is desirous that he follow

this smashing hit with some

other worthy part.

Katherine Grant, whom many
fans will remember in Hal

Roach pictures, is now almost

well from a nervous breakdown
of long duration, her doctor

tells me this month.

Marcella Daly.—daily

becoming more im-

portant. She's in

"Silk Stockings".

was almost universal. Considering the very delicate nature
of the subject I don't know what could have been expected,

but the picture definitely failed to hit with the makers of
films.

Which reminds me of the words of a critic that whatever
Hollywood likes is almost sure to be a failure elsewhere;

and vice versa.

But I can hardly believe that will be true of "Seventh
Heaven". Here was a picture which came in quietly, boast'

ing no big stars in its cast, nor any special cause for fame.

And never in the history of my attendance at first nights

have I heard such a reception as this beautiful love story

received.

From beginning to end there were bursts of applause as

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell acted their way to fame
overnight.

It was the most dramatic event occurring here in many
months.

I find it hard to realize that the shy Janet Gaynor I

knew a few years ago as an extra could have blossomed into the

dramatic actress of "Seventh Heaven".

C[ Ernst Lubitsch and M.
G. M.'s navy at wor\ on
"Old Heidelberg".

^jmm ^hy Virginia Browne Faire (Mr?. Jack
Daugherty) thought it necessary to have that

r-^jSP; >L -

J
infinitessimal little crook taken out of

^P^^ Q\^i*
lQm&eJ0*- her nose I don't know, but she did

and it has been. After a little rest

she will go back to the

screen, she told me.

Greta Garbo started at last

upon "Anna Karenina" , was
taken ill this month and all

production was held up. I

understand Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was not quite satisfied with

Director Bukowetski's conception of the Russian classic and that

all footage will be scrapped to allow a new beginning. Bukowetski,

who is one of the best known directors in Hollywood, will be

given some other vehicle, I hear. Or it may be he will ask for

a cash settlement and sign up elsewhere.

Myrna Loy teaching

anatomy at the Santa
Monica outdoor col-

lege.

Before I go any further I must tell about Holly-

wood's reactions to two important premieres of the

month, "The King of Kings" and "Seventh Heaven".

The former has been eagerly awaited for months,

which may have worked to its disadvantage when

it was shown here. At any rate, disappointment

d[ Esther Ralston gives

the "Mi\e" a good
tal\ing to about her
next picture "Ten
Modern Command-
ments".
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Readjustment after tragedy also faces Mrs. Charles Emmett Mack, widow of
the well beloved Charlie Mack. Now that her first grief is over, Mrs. Mack
tells me that she will return to the screen, possibly under the name of Lily Lloyd,
which she used in Buenos Aires, Argentina. For a number of years she made
films for a South American concern in that city. She also is a writer of short
stories.

—o—
Joseph M. Schenck, on the stand in a Los Angeles courtroom this month,

drew a laugh from the judge himself with his retorts to questions about the
earning power of Charlie Chaplin.

Question: "Mr. Schenck, isn't it true that

Charlie Chaplin has as large an earning capacity

as any star in motion pictures?"

Answer: "No, that is not

true because (Com. on page 101)

Miss Columbia's
boy friend play
ing with Snoo\'
urns— Universal'

s

baby star.

Janet is much the same in many
ways as she was then. She attended

the opening of her triumph with the

same boy she was going with then |
when she was an extra. Her mother
was there, too, with her.

Of course, during those years, Janet

has attained some Hollywood wisdom.

Following the opening of "Seventh

Heaven" she has retained the most ex-

pensive motion picture attorney in

Los Angeles to discuss an adjustment of her contract with

William Fox. The attorney mentions that the contract was

signed when Janet was a minor and that she has a right to

break it when she becomes of age in October.

Undoubtedly she is worth a lot more than she is getting

from the Fox Company. And she will probably get it.

Marceline Day, also a minor when her contract was signed,

fought Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to a standstill and secured a

considerable increase in her salary.

Couples chosen at random from the crowd of film favorites

at the opening of "Seventh Heaven" were: George K.

Arthur and Dorothy Mackail, Anna Q. Nilsson and Walter

Pidgeon, Charles Farrell and Greta Nissen, Bebe Daniels

and Charlie Paddock, and those two musketeers, Jack Pick-

ford, the dapper, and Ward Crane, the sardonic. These

last come "stag
1
' to many openings, but their conquests of

the heart are many and known throughout the land. To
.

many of the private parties in Hollywood, Jack comes with

Bebe Daniels.

Earle Rafael Williams is dead and his passing was
mourned by the entire film colony.

To his widow the late actor left a $200,000 estate, in-

cluding valuable property around Los Angeles. Mrs.

Williams already has moved from the home of many
memories to the beach, where she lives with her baby

daughter, Joan Constance.

The little girl is named after Constance Talmadge, who
was with Mrs. Williams from the time of Earle's collapse

until his death five days later.

Williams began his picture career <CMr. and Mrs. Thomas

with Vitagraph sixteen years ago.
Mdghan °_n the West

tt -1-111 Coast. Tommy is
rie previously had been on the stage making "We're All
for many years. Gamblers".
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C[ Putting the mae,ic

in "The Magic
Flame". Henry
King directing
Ronald Colman
and Shirley
Palmer.

By Marion ofHollywood
Gtyilliam Powell's next picture

is "Nevada" — that's where

they free the slaves—but this

isn't a divorce picture.

COUPLE of years ago a bunch of girls went over to Fox to take a

test for the O. Henry girl. Among them was a little girl who

knew she had the stuff and almost cried her eyes out when

they told her she wasn't "quite the type". Oh, that's an old

story out in Hollywood. You're either "not the type",

or else you came exactly half an hour too late to

get the part! Do you think that worries us out here or sends us home to

twirl our thumbs and mourn our loss? I'll tell you not! Maybe we have

a cry or two and spend a day or so discouraged-like—but not for long.

Little Janet Gaynor's only one example. Two years ago she took the

Fox O Henry test and lost completely, but now she's quite the toast of

Hollywood. Everyone here is talking about Janet Gaynor and "Seventh

Heaven
1—Janet Gaynor and "Seventh Heaven'. Maybe we starve a bit

and have our cries; maybe we almost lose and almost give it up a number

of times; but hand it to us, All You Folks Out There—please hand it to

us—an awful bunch of us stick to the end till something's bound to break.

It simply isn't in the cards to keep on losing all the time. Janet s just the

newest one who'll tell you never to lose faith.

* * *

Remember the "Kodak Girl?' Remember the field of swaying grass, the

curl with the straw hat in her hand and the simple dress of the black and

white stripes? You've doubtless seen it a million and one times^ Do you

know who it is? If not, just ask King Vidor! He 11

tell you it's none other than Eleanor Boardman—Mrs.

Kins;. So I ask you, is it as big a surprise to you as

it was to me, or did you know it all the time?

C[ The Los Angeles

Police Department
made ]oan Craw-

ford a reserve ofi-

cer. She doesn't

show much re-

serve. Tve seen many a bit of fun out here, but I think I
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never saw quite so much for a worthy cause as

this month in the persons of that impish bit of a

Clara Bow and that devilish rascal, Chester

Conklin. Of course you can imagine that out'

side of selling a lot of papers and getting a bunch

of money for the Mississippi Flood Fund, they

started clowning around and had more fun than

a barrel of monkeys. Clara, with her red checked

bloomers and sparkling brown eyes, and Chester

with his kaki over-alls and walrus mustache,

had the "whole town talking", all . right! You
never saw such fun. And they both came in all

hot and tired, but beaming^ with success and

ready to try again the following day.

On the. Boulevard the

other night I met none

other than Emily Fit?'

roy, taking an evening

stroll and looking fit as

a fiddle. She says she

has done going home to

"rest" after the

day's work is

through; she used

[Betty jewel
and the uplift-

ing power of

calf love.

to do that, but now she's decided she feels and
looks much better if she takes a nice walk and
then attends a movie show. She told me a good

one about her husband, who seemingly isn't yet

familiar with the ways of studio life. They had
planned a week-end trip, and at the very last

moment the Metro-Goldwyn studio where she

was working ordered the company away on loca-

te Eddie Cantor and his family

glorifying the Follies comedian.

tion. Mr. Fitzroy couldn't understand it at all! "Why don't you tell

them," says he, "that it isn't convenient for you to go at this time and
that you prefer working this week on the studio lot?" Well, we laughed

and laughed, because you can easily imagine how much easier it would

be for Emily to tell them to get her the moon!
& $ $

Tommy is back—yes, Tommy Meighan is back with us again, and

he's having the time of his life out here in the California sunshine. He
brought Mrs. Tommy along with him, too, and they're calling it home,

sweet home. The first couple of days weren't so good,

and while I was puzzling my head about the whole

affair, Tommy's secretary cleared the puzzle for me.

L is Wilson in "He's feeling much better this morning," says he,

"The Ging- "because Mrs. Meighan is feeling fine again. You
ham Girl". know, they've been married for years and years, but

as sure as there's something wrong with that wife of
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C[ Kathryn Carver—they say— she

will wed Adolphe
Menjou.

his there's something wrong
with him." It's funny how I

can always tell when Mrs.
Meighan isn't feeling well.

IVe been a faithful admirer of

Thomas Meighan for many,
many moons; IVe admired him
in many, many ways. But never

was I quite so fond of Tommy
as I've been since Tommy's
secretary showed me the softest

side of Mr. Thomas Meighan.
* * *

Eddie Cantor betook himself

unto the stage again this week
and entertained us folks from
Hollywood. For the first per-

formance he had his four little

girls in the nearest box, and
told the audience he was taking

no chances on getting the right

amount of applause. And do
those four little ladies think

their Daddy is good? If you
don't believe me, simply write

a letter to Miss Marjorie Can-
tor, Beverly Hills, California,

and get your information abso-

lutely first hand. Eddie brought

the movies to the vaudeville

house, and told a brand new
joke about himself. Some little

boy kept asking for a photo-

({ Estelle Taylor helping

to dig her new swim-
ming pool says-^"This
is probably all the exer-

cise I'll get out of it

because I don't li\e

swimming."

graph of the comedian.

At first Eddie was flat-

tered, and then when the

tenth photo was requested

he became curious and
asked his admirer what he
was doing with such a tre-

mendous number of photo-

graphs. The little fellow

smiied. "Oh, Mr. Cantor,"

he replied," the kid next

door has two pictures of

Ramon Novarro, and he

told me if I'd get him ten

of you he'd give me one of

Ramon's. He likes to make
a funny face on yours."

Can you imagine Eddie

springing this one

on himself?
* * *

(^Frances Williams of
the George White's
Scandals who now
dances and sings for

the Vitaphone.

You folks with little sister always
having to be "taken care of" — never
mind. You're right in style. The lit-

tle sister fad is absolutely new in

Hollywood, and to be in style you
lug an infant in your arms. First

there's Fay Wray with

a little four-year old

affair; then Sally Blane

with three years of

baby sister to be tended

to; and after that,

Nancy Phillips, trying

to keep two years and

a half of infant Phillips

out of mischief. So

never mind you folks

who have to mind the

0? little sister nuisance

—

it's all the style and
puts you in the social

swim of Hollywood.
#

The other day while

I was watching them
take a scene for "The
Patent Leather Kid," I

couldn't help wonder-

ing what these folks

who kick about the

seeming cruelty to

animals in films would
think of wasting prac-

C[ Lois Moran's next
picture is "I Don't
Want to Marry".
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shot was being spoiled, while Dick came
back and whispered something in his ear.

Can you beat it—Dick was ashamed to let

us hear him apologize to Director Al San-
tell; he was afraid we'd hear how it worried
him lest master pig get under the deadly
hoofs of the oncoming cavalry! And in the
few wasted moments for saving master pig,

the sun went down and it cost the com-
pany $2500.00 to call the whole troupe
back again next morning!

* * *

"When you have hungry in the stomach
you can't loving."

Absolutely, Lya, absolutely! We under-

stand perfectly and don't blame you one
solitary bit for not wanting to go through
fiery love scenes on an empty stomach.

That, you see, is what the de Putti lady

was speaking about. It was almost two
o'clock, and the love scenes were going so

beautifully that Director James Young was
completely enthralled and forgot the well-

known slogan, "when do we eat?"

({Raymond Griffith at

home. They say he

is about to be his

own producer.

({Greta Nissen in

"Prince Fazil"

an inspiration to

alarm cloc\ de-

signers.

tically $2500.00 to have the

life of a silly little baby piggy-

wig-wig. A shot had to be
taken of American soldiers en-

tering a French village. There were about five hundred
soldiers getting extra checks; easily a hundred horses with
their mounts were on the list for the day; women; chil-

dren; chickens; cows; goats; and an old mother pig with

about thirteen baby piglets, getting paid. It was one of

those shots so difficult to get just right. The sun had
kept her smiling face inside a cloud until eleven, and
Director Santell had figured it best to call lunch hour.

At twelve the crowd was back again and rehearsals

started. At three everything was set for the cameras to

grind. They started. Right in the midst of the scene

a little piglet lost his mama pig, mixed himself up in the

passing soldiers and started to squeal at the top of his

squealer. Each soldier side-stepped the little trouble-

maker. Dick Barthelmess, in the front line, had passed,

and I was wondering what was to

become of young piggy-wig-wig as
. .

soon as the line of horses came along. <t**£«J
All of sudden I saw the whole line entitled "The
stop. Director Santell was obviously Boy Stood on the

much disturbed that such a marvelous Burning Dec\."
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76 SCRE. ENLAND
When Fame and Fortune Came to the Door-continuedfrom page 23

"I met Lawrence Stallings (Author of

The Big Parade and What Price Glory) in

California," remarked James.
"Well, well," I said. "And I suppose

he wants to write a story all around you?"
"Why, no," replied Mr. Murray. "He

just said that he thought he must have met
me before. I said no. 'Well,' he said,

'then I must have seen you somewhere. I'd

swear to it." 'Maybe you saw me when I

was a doorman at the Capitol Theatre in

New York,' I told him."
That's Jimmy Murray all over. He'll tell

you all about the time he was plugging
along on the Gay White Way, with nary a

nod from the big boys who bow to him
now. Jimmy bears no grudges. He likes

a laugh and his old home town has handed
him several. And it's given him other

things, this visit. Up in the Bronx, where
his father, mother, three brothers and two
sisters live, they staged a welcome-home
celebration he'll never forget, with a brass

band and all the trimmings. And he has

held up traffic on Fifth Avenue while cam-

eras were focussed on him for exterior shots.

The street he tried to buck will soon have
his name in big electric lights. New York
is mighty proud of her boy—since he made
good in California.

Well, you can imagine the way
we feel now! Here he was hang-

ing around for years—right on
Broadway in full view of the

audience. He punched our passes,

and handed back ticket stubs to

visiting movie magnates and
famous directors. He smiled

pleasantly to all the thousands

who passed him at the door of

the Capitol. Critics hurried
through to view the work of

some leading man or other not

nearly as good-looking as Jimmy.
And did we notice him, did we
start, and exclaim: "Young
man, your face is your fortune.

You should try the movies?"

We did not. We passed him right up,

like the big boobs we are. No won-

der Jimmy Murray learned to depend on

himself and to doubt there was a Santa

Claus—I mean a Columbus. Roxy, then the

manager of the Capitol, appreciated his

talent—he gave him a ten-dollar prize once,

but only for good behavior. How I wish

I could say of King Vidor's sensational find,

"I always knew that handsome doorman
would make good someday." Maybe I

don't feel foolish now!
There was nothing for him to do but to

discover himself. He got a job in a play

called "The World We Live In", the In-

sect Comedy. He was one of the ants.

Then he found work in a short subject

educational picture "The Pilgrim", in which

he played John Alden. But New York
continued to look the other way. Her in-

difference inspired him to try Hollywood.

He went out there—and he came back.

Nobody paid much attention to James Mur-
ray out there. His first home-coming

—

back to Broadway, and the Bronx—was no
triumphal entry. But Jimmy wasn't licked.

He squared those broad shoulders and went
west all over again.

Fame overnight? No such thing. A year

and a half went by, and still no Jimmy
Murray appeared on the horizon of fame.

There was extra work—sometimes. Then
again, there wasn't. In fact, one whole
month there wasn't. If this was a movie, a

sub-title right here would read: "And in

this month the Boy became a Man". A
month without any kind of job at all will

turn the trick—or lick. Jimmy had the

stuff, and stuck.

"Didn't you have any screen tests, be-

sides mob scenes?" I asked him. It seemed
incredible that such a handsome lad could

hang around Hollywood without recogni-

tion—until I remembered Broadway, and
blushed.

"I had lots of screen tests," said Jimmy.
"I had so many they became an old story.

When somebody else would say to me,
'Report tomorrow and you can have a test',

I'd smile, because those stereotyped tests

never came to anything. They were no
indication of anybody's ability. And be-

sides, every time I responded to the invita-

tion for a test, I was losing a good day's

work in another studio as an extra."

No less than six well-known directors

tested him—and apparently found him
wanting, though in what, they didn't tell.

And I doubt if they know to this day.

Meanwhile he played extra in "Beau Ceste",

"Old Ironsides" , and countless other films.

And then—there's always an "and then" in

movie stories. It's what makes the movies
go 'round. And then, one day after extra

work at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,

The Joan Crawford Dress Fan-Letter
Contest Was Won By

Miss G. L. Graham
214 Strong Hall
Vassar College

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Joan Crawford's dress has been sent to Miss
Graham and Screenland sends with it sincere

congratulations to a clever letter writer.

Jimmy left the .studio by the front gate in-

stead of through the casting office as usual.

It was raining, in spite of the Chamber of

Commerce. And it was a long, long way
from Culver City to Jimmy's furnished room
in Hollywood. He walked through the gate

and stood' considering. Carfare clinked in

his pocket; he'd been working regularly;

but with Irish optimism he wondered if he

couldn't beg a ride from one of the cars

that shot by him on their way to town.

"Give me a lift" is the common cry in

California, where the distance from studio

to studio is as hard on shoe-leather as it

is on hopes. Jimmy raised his hand as an

indication that he would like a lift, and
when a car pulled up he jumped in. The
man and the girl in the car were nice and
polite to him, and when the man asked him
if he worked in pictures, he answered readily

that he did.

"Well," said the man, who wasn't so

much older than Jimmy himself, "I'm King
Vidor. Would you like to come to the

studio for a test?"

"Sure," grinned Jimmy. He'd go, but
he wouldn't be fooled. If he got some extra

work out of it he'd be lucky. "I'll come
over if I'm not working," he said.

"If you are working tomorrow," per-

sisted Vidor, "don't fail to see me the next

day, then."

Jimmy promised. But he had a call for

extra work the next day. And the day
after that, instead of reporting to Vidor for

the test, he made the rounds of the studios

for more tangible work. Five days passed,
five days when extra work was regular. A
day's work at seven-fifty a day was not to

be sniffed at. The prospect of another
screen test meant just a half day's work
without pay. Do you wonder that Murray
did not jump at the chance of a seventh
screen test, even for King Vidor?"

But Vidor needed a young man for the
leading role in his big new picture, "The
Crowd"—it may be called "The March of
Life" by the time you're reading this. He
couldn't seem to find that young man among
the stock -players at the studio. He con-

sulted the casting office for the telephone
number of the young man whose face had
interested him that rainy night—that mys-
terious young man who had passed up a

chance. Finally the number was located

and Murray was notified that he had re-

ceived a call from the casting office of

M. G. M. to report to the studio the follow-

ing morning. Such a call means one thing

—work; and it's never disregarded. Murray
reported.

Cue for Song: "This is My Lucky Day",
by James Murray. It certainly turned out

to be. Vidor had prepared no ordinary

screen test. He took the trouble to order

music, "dress" the set, and call

on Eleanor Boardman Vidor to

work with the newcomer. When
Murray reported he was given

the script to read. "Are you
nervous?" asked Vidor. "Be-
cause if you are, we'll let the test

go to another day." This was a

challenge and at the same time

a soothing syrup. It smoothed
the way for Jimmy. He felt

right at home. When it came
time for him to show his stuff,

he felt it, and put it over like

an experienced trouper. Vidor
shot one scene and Murray was
so good in it that the director

was afraid he might have been
inspired by excitement. He might carry
one scene — and then flop when it came
to working day by day. So Vidor kept
at it. One whole Saturday was spent do-
ing bits from the picture, scene by scene,
from a synopsis. At the end of that day,
Murray didn't know whether he would go
over—or flop. And he had to wait until

the following Tuesday to find out! On
Tuesday morning he was sent for. Not for

just an hour—not for just a day—not for

just a week—but always! Yep—he got the
job, and a contract, too.

The role of the young clerk in "The
Crowd", is a man-sized part. It demands
thought, poise, and heavy emotion. It takes

the "hero" from boyhood to old age. It

makes him a husband and a father; a suc-

cess and a failure. It provides really big

scenes. Under Vidor's expert direction,

Jimmy has the chance of a lifetime. He is

so happy playing the part that he says he
wishes the picture would never be finished.

New York, which is taking an interest to

the extent of providing the leading man and
the exterior scenes, will make a big fuss

when Jimmy's picture comes to Broadway.
In the meantime, everybody can get a
glimpse of the boy in "The Understanding
Heart".

There have been several big picture open-
ings along Broadway since James Murray
has been in town. But he hasn't gone to

any. "I'm not going to a first night until

Mr. Vidor's picture opens", he says.



Stage Coach
By VLorrie Ryskmd

"MERRY-GO-ROUND"
hether "Merry-Go-Round" will still be among those

present when you read this review is in the laps of

the gods. But, inasmuch as it is the only show we
have been able to see this past six weeks or so, it is

the only show we can review.

If it's still here when you
read this, you may know it

has been well received by the

public. If it is not playing,

you will know that your cor-

respondent is sitting up with

the corpse.

"Merry- Go 'Round", ac-

cording to the announce-

ments, is a review in two
parts with book and lyrics by
Morrie Ryskind and Howard
Diets; music by Henry Sou-

vaine and Jay Gorney; ballets

and pantomimes by Walt
Kuhn; dances arranged by
Raymond Midgley; entire

production staged by Allan
Dinehart; presented by Rich-

ard Herndon at the Klaw
Theatre beginning Tuesday
evening, May 3 1

.

(Photograph by Fairchild)

(f Ethel Barrymore
in "The Constant
Wife".

(Photograph by Hal Phyfe)

(^Dorothy Weg-
man, one of the

high lights in

Ziegfeld's "Rio
Rita".

C[ Betty Healey
is one of the

reasons for
"A Night in

Spain".

Photograhy by
James Hargis
Connelly)

The whole thing started this way: it seems

Mr. Herndon reads Screenland from cover to

cover, and therefore The Stage Coach. "What
ho!" quoth he one morning to us, "You sound
as though you knew something about shows."

Our modest reply was that we knew all about

them and that we had one written. Well, one
word led to another, and before he knew it

Herndon had signed contracts with us.

Let us say right now that it is a lot easier to criticize

shows than -to write them. True, writing a show isn't

so frightful; but re-writing it to suit the people who are

engaged for it—that, brethren, is something else again,

During rehearsals, tempers snap. Actors walk out and
walk right in again. Authors and producers learn not to speak to each other

unless it's absolutely necessary. Mild-mannered directors arise and utter

language not originally intended for mixed company. Chorus girls weep and
storm. It is, if you care for that sort of thing, a fairly hectic existence.

Incidentally, and if this be treason, I don't know what you can do about

it, the greatest ego in the world is the actor's. Give another actor a laugh

in a scene, and your ordinary actor dies. It must be his scene, and his alone,

And when I say his, don't think I don't mean hers, too. Oh, yes

—

especially hers.

Well, rehearsals are stormy, and then comes the try-out week in Atlantic

City, and with it a lull before the new storm. Monday (Com. on page 95)
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You've Got to

"Well, you aren't particularly well read

even if you do dust off 'Resurrection' and
'Anna Karcnina' conscientiously. You play

no musical instrument—not even a ukelclc.

Your dancing is nothing to brag about be-

cause you're a little heavy amidships. You
can't cook at all. And your double chin is

quite pronounced. To be frank, I think

you're a little selfish. You like to have

everything your own way. If you want to

marry a super-man, I think you ought to

go out and learn a few things. What do

you think you have now to interest a man
such as you describe?"

I can't forget the look in Dora's eyes.

But I don't believe playing the "heavy"

friend did a bit of good. That girl, like

so many of us, places too high a premium
on the few fast fading feminine charms

which nature wreathed us with at birth.

Life is not a complex affair at all. It's

relatively simple. You get out of it just

what you put in. And that applies to

marriage, courtship, clerking in a store, go-

ing on the stage or winning a place on the

screen. Before you can get you have to

be willing to give—prodigally.

Ethel Barrymore, I think it was, has ad-

vised: "If you want to go on the stage,

learn to sing and dance."

Maybe that sounds stupid to you. You'll

say: "I don't want to go into opera or

musical comedy. I want to play deep,

dramatic roles—like Greta Garbo and Lya

de Putti do."

But it makes no difference. Before you
can act—but that is the wrong word to use

—before you can create an illusion, before

you can portray a deep, dramatic character

you must be free. Your voice, your torso,

your limbs, your eyes, your head, all must

be free from that terrible band of self-

consciousness, that awful constriction that

sends many a talented Bernhardt back to

measuring off ribbon in the variety store.

And the only way to free yourself is by
taking intensive training in the best place

your means and environment will afford.

If you want to go on the screen one of

the surest ways is to get on the stage first.

Nine out of every ten motion picture play-

ers of any prominence have had a stage

career or stage training as a starter.

Of course, we have all heard of girls

who have been seen on the street, in school,

at the railroad station by various directors

and producers, and immediately have been

engaged for stellar roles. That has hap-

pened, is happening and will happen again.

But it can't come to many of us. Never-

theless all of you who are pretty and pre-

possessing, who have real ability, have a

greater chance to succeed on the screen than

ever before. Cecil De Mille or Jesse Lasky

may not see you on the street and invite

you to star in their next picture but regard-

less of that, if you are willing to go through

the necessary training, the flaming road to

glory can be climbed by you as it has been

by great artists in the past.

Eleanor Boardman, to my mind, is a real

artist. The reason for it is her simplicity.

She is the person she is portraying. Long
ago she threw herself, as Eleanor Boardman,
away. When you see her in "Tell it to the

Marines" she is a nurse. When you watch

her in "Bardelys the Magnificent" she is

Bardelys' beloved. And she didn't achieve

these transitions over night. She is one of

the most intelligent women on the screen

to-day, I think, and she has turned this in-

telligence, through years of unceasing study,

into intensive training. And now you see

her as she is—at the height of her career,

SCREENLAND
Knoiv Your Onions-
beloved by millions and by her own King
Vidor.

You, too, can be an Eleanor Boardman.
Further, you can strive to be a Bernhardt
or a Duse or a Rachel. America has a fine

primitive spirit, which if turned into proper
dramatic channels, is capable in this age of

turning out a greater emotional actress than
the world has ever seen. Because our coun-
try is fresh, primitive, untouched by the

dying influence of an outworn civilization.

This generation has the greatest chance

—

the first chance of any preceding. Pre-

viously we have been too busy—discovering,

colonizing, fighting Indians, settling our own
internal disorders, building cities, manufac-
tures, automobiles, skyscrapers— to give

much time or thought or money or heart to

the upbuilding of our American stage.

Photograph by Elmer Fryer

(( Did you thin\ this was Phyllis Haver?
Well you will soon \now her as Roxy
Hart in "Chicago".

But just now, with such men as Eugene
O'Neill freshening our drama; with such

women as Eva Le Gallienne and Katherine

Cornell building up the prestige of our

theatre; with Merian Cooper, Ernest Schoed-

sack and Karl Brown producing a new sort

of films: with Eleanor Boardman and

Dolores Del Rio showing what true screen

students can do—why shouldn't America
take her place and utilize and amplify her

talents until she produces the greatest dra-

matic artist the world has ever seen. And
it may be that you will be that artist.

How can you do it? That's simple. If

you have a will to do it, the rest is easy.

It takes mill, mill, mill,

—

wor\, wor\, wor\
—and then more mill. What's that?

Talent? Oh, well I'll tell you, if you haven't

any talent, after you have been studying,

rehearsing, practising, dancing, singing, ex-

ercising, fencing, walking and posturing

from ten to sixteen hours a day for many
months, you'll suddenly notice that your
determination has given out. And then all

you'll have to do will be to pack your new
wardrobe trunk and go back home and
marry the boy friend. You'll still play a

major role—leading the younger matrons in

your country club set.

Continuedfrom page 39

But if your will endures—and you permit
neither heartache, heartbreak, languor, weari-

ness, friendships, follies nor passions to con-
quer you—then you can be sure you're on
the flaming road to glory. And as Mrs.
Leslie Carter can tell you, there is no sound
on this earthly sphere so eternally satisfying

as to. stand, in the wings of the theatre on
the opening' night of your successful play
and listen to the wave upon wave of fren-

zied applause that drifts in to you across

the footlights.

If I wanted to be a screen success, there
is just one place I would go—and that's to

Yale. Now don't get frightened and say
you can't afford it. The course at Yale
costs one-half of what you will pay in New
York at any dramatic school of repute. Be-
sides living expenses at New Haven, Con-
necticut, are naturally somewhat lower than
in New York. But that's not the reason
I would go to Yale. I would go there

because Yale is the theater.

What's that you say, You don't intend
to go to any school? Well, that's fine if

you can procure a first class engagement
without any dramatic preparation. But as

a sophisticated little friend of mine says, a

tiny ingenue who has worn out many pairs

of the highest heels trudging up and down
Broadway seeking an engagement: "There
are only two ways to get on screen or

stage: First and surest, go to the best school

of the drama you can find, work like a
fiend for a year and then don't kick if you
have to spend another twelve months walk-
ing Broadway looking for a job; and second,
and not so sure, marry a producer." But
this is not an entirely satisfactory route for

he may want to cast you as the lead in a

purely maternal play.

At Yale you have 'your own theater to

work in, a theater specially designed and built

for this purpose. You don't only learn to act

at the Yale School of Fine Arts. You learn

what is much better—the whole science of

the theater; its history, organization and
maintenance; the different forms of drama;
you write your own plays, act in them and
produce them; in addition, you are taught

history of stage design, practice and theory

of stage design, stage lighting; history of
costume and practice of costume design;

dramatic criticism; pageantry; and the tech-

nique of the drama. It is the finest, fullest

training for the screen or stage that any
person can find in the United States. Pro-
fessor George Pierce Baker who guides the

destinies of Yale's dramatic students has for

years been acknowledged one of the fore-

most dramatic eductors in America. Further-

more, he is one of the few whose teachings
are respected by the producers of New
York City.

From the moment you enter this Fine
Aits class which you do by the stage en-

trance of this theatre, until you leave it at

the end of the course, your entire work
takes place actually in the theatre. You live,

move, and breathe—only in this theatre.

Students have become so enthusiastic over
their work under Professor Baker that some-
times they refuse to leave the building and
often the theatre lights have to be turned
out before they can make up their minds
to stop work and go home.

The cost of this course is only $200. In

some instances, for special fitness and un-

usual talent, scholarships can be arranged.

For information address the Secretary of
the Department of Drama, School of Fine
Arts, Yale University, New Haven, Con-
necticut.
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If you don't agree with me on the Yale

idea, I have other suggestions for you.

Naturally, different dispositions respond to

varied kinds of tutoring. Just recently John
Murray Anderson, the noted New York
Producer, together with Robert Milton, a

well known director, started a School of the

Theatre and Dance where a special and
unique department is devoted to the study

of Motion Pictures.

This department is headed by Mr. George
Currie, formerly of Sargent's, who has di'

rected and tutored Marion Davies in much
of her work and who was in charge of the

Paramount Motion Picture School which
has been discontinued.

Now there is a great deal of graft in the

average school which claims to teach mo-
tion picture acting. Usually they take your
money, give you a few dusty lectures, a

course in so-called make-up and turn you
loose. John Murray Anderson's School
gives a one hundred percent legitimate train-

ing for the screen. The curriculum includes

everything you need to know to become a

successful moving picture player. You do
your work before a camera and then you
are judged on your fitness by the way you
screen, the way you show up on a finished

screen product.

Again, in this school you stand a two-
fold chance for procuring professional em-
ployment. While it does not guarantee

either to provide or to find work in the

motion picture studios for any of the stu-

dents, it has the endorsement and good-will

of the Paramount Corporation, the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corporation and
the Robert Kane Productions. And in addi-

tion, each week John Murray Anderson
stages presentations for the great Paramount
Theatre in New York. So you have the

opportunity—if you have real talent—of

procuring work at one of the studios or of

appearing in one of the many acts which
Mr. Anderson provides for the Paramount
Theatre.

Of course, in order to enter this Moving
Picture school at all, you must pass a screen

test. If it is not possible for you to have
such a test made in your own town, then
you must have four photographs taken, full

face, right profile, left profile, and a full

length picture in a bathing suit—so that

any defects of face or figure may be seen.

I am unable to state certainly if any
scholarships are procurable in this institu-

tion. However that may be, this school is

the worthiest place that I know of for peo-

ple actually desiring real experience before

the camera. It is worth making an effort

to procure the necessary $500 for tuition

and the additional sum for living expenses
because of Mr. John Murray Anderson's
close connection with theatre and film ac-

tivities of every kind. Mr. Hugh A. Ander-
son, Murray's brother, and one of the sin-

cerest and most genial of men, is the Execu-
tive Director of this unusual institution. If

you write to him, I feel sure that he will do
everything to help you work out your prob-
lems. His address is 128-130 East 58th
Street, New York.
And now perhaps it would interest you

to know of some of the distinguished artists

whom John Murray Anderson has directed.

It is a sort of inspiration to know that the
same hands that will shape your career have
helped to develop many famous men and
women. These include among others: Lily

Langry, Blanche Bates, Irene Castle, Fannie
Brice, Lew Fields, Bert Beri, Lina Basquette,

Clarke and McCullough, the Dolly Sisters,

Gallagher and Shean, Brooke Johns, Vin-
cent Lopez,, Ted Lewis, Moran and Mack,
Ann Pennington, and Fritzi Scheff.

And now I come to the school which

holds the reputation for being the oldest

and most renowned dramatic institution in

the United States—the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, Carnegie Hall, New York.

Years ago this school was founded by a

most unusual man—Franklin H. Sargent. It

is not permitted for us to look into his per-

sonal life, nevertheless some overwhelming
disappointment came to him that caused him
to turn from everything else and put his

whole life and soul into his school for the

theatre. The spirit of Franklin Sargent
lives to-day in that school as you will realize

when you speak with the Secretary, Emil
Diestel.

If you write or call to see Mr. Diestel,

he can make you feel in five minutes more
than I could if I wrote endlessly. For he
was Franklin Sargent's friend and disciple.

And he, better than almost anybody, under-

stands what Franklin Sargent had in mind
when he started his academy.

Photograph by Clarence S. Bull

([Marceline Day has the best opportunity

of her career in Joseph Conrad's "Ro-
mance"

—

her next picture.

The course at the American Academy
includes:

Pantomime Training,

Vocal Training,

Stage Training,

Department of Conception,
Pantomimic Expression,

Vocal Expression,

Stage Expression.

The most instructive feature of this school
is the stage direction which the students
receive from those two inimitable directors

and former actor.s, Charles Jehlinger and
Joseph Adelman. Long after you have
graduated from this Academy, long after

you've played in stock, on the road and on
Broadway, you will think back with regret

on the direction of these two men. And
many times you will wish that your present
professional director could bring out in you
the deep emotion that Mr. Jehlinger and
Mr. Adelman were able to call forth in

student days.

Sargent's course costs approximately $400
but Mr. Diestel, Room 141 Carnegie Hall,

New York, will give you exact information.
This school has a remarkable record for

turning out successful artists. Both William

and Cecil De Mille are graduates of this

academy. Other pupils include: Douglas
MacLean, Doris Kean, Grace George, Jane
Cowl, Clare Eames, Joseph Schildkraut,

Hope Hampton, Margalo Gilmore, Wilfred
Buckland, Paul Bern, Pedro de Cordoba,
Mary Nash, Violet Blackton and Owen
Davis, Jr.

If your heart is set on a dramatic career,

a school would seem to be the only solution

unless you happen to be Douglas Fairbanks'

sister or Mary Pickford's niece. Take the

case of Sarah Siddons who is universally

acknowledged to be the first and greatest

English tragedienne. She was practically

born on the stage and commenced her

career as a very young child. After ten

years or so she achieved some little success

in the English provinces and so procured
an engagement at the famous Drury Lane
Theatre in London—where she was an ap-

palling failure. Despite all those years of

technical training on the professional stage

she was an out-and-out dismal failure.

But Sarah Siddons has a stamina that

isn't often equalled in this lackadaisical

world. She returned to the provinces, be-

came the mother of several children, and
after five years' slavish labor touring in

provinicial English towns, returned to Drury
Lane where her success was instantaneous.

Such a woman is an inspiration. When
you compare her decade of struggle and
heartbreak with the difficulties you will ex-

perience in achieving the opportunity and
means to attend a dramatic school for a year
or two, your troubles will seem infinitesimal.

The most practical school of the theater

to-day in America would seem to me to be
the Theatre Guild. You already know about
the work that the famous Guild has been
doing so I won't go into that. Because of
the enormous difficulty in finding young,
talented people to train for the stage, the

Theatre Guild has organized a school which
it runs in actual connection with their

Theatres. The course consumes a year and
costs eleven hundred dollars. But so eager

are they to find real genius that if you show
promise, it is possible to procure a scholar-

ship. Last year the class started in with
one hundred and thirty-seven pupils. All
were dropped with the exception of forty-

seven. These forty-seven carried on and
only one failed to procure professional en-

gagements immediately. One of the pupils,

Ellen Dorr went immediately from this

school to the lead in "Loose Ankles".
Another, Linda Watkins, was very shortly

assigned a role in "The Devil in the
Cheese". And still another procured a

profitable engagement in "Wild Man from
Borneo".

If you have real talent I believe you will

market your wares sooner by attending the
School of the Theatre Guild than by any
other in America. For all information ad-

dress the Theatre Guild School, 342 West
52nd Street, New York City.

When you've made up your mind that

you will get out of your screen career just

what you put in it, when you've decided
that what you need is the best form of in-

tensive dramatic training that you can pro-
cure, you will be confused perhaps by the
number of schools from which you must
choose. One of the best ways to judge an
institution is to find out what sort of pupils
they have turned out. While I have not
personally inspected the Alviene University
School of Arts, the list of celebrities who
have studied under Mr. Claude Alviene is

certainly prepossessing: A few of them
include: Mary Pickford, Eleanor Painter,
Joseph Santley, Nora Bayes, Annette Kel-
lermann, Hazel Dawn, Gertrude Hoffman,
Gilbert Miller, Claiborn Foster, William
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Favcrsham, John Golden, Laurctte Taylor,

the Dolly Sisters, Florence Nash, Alice

Joyce, Edith Taliaferro, Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Morosco, Arthur Murray and Mary
Miles Mintcr. An inquiry addressed to

No. 66 West 85th Street, will bring you
a catalogue and other information.

The need for intensive training was never
so great as to-day. The time is past when
producers were willing to spend time, money
and energy rehearsing and preparing raw
recruits for success on screen and stage.

Young people who aspire for honors in

this age must know their business not in-

differently but wholly.

One of the surest cuts to a screen career

is through the tips of your toes. This is

how Gilda Gray, Ann Pennington, Mae
Murray and scores of others made the pic
turc grade.

Ned Wayburn, widely known producer
and teacher, will give you the training which
will enable you to get your feet on a rung
of the screen or stage ladder. In his studios

at 1841 Broadway, any and all forms of

dancing are taught at a reasonable cost and
within a limited time.

Always the word "money" is donging
itself into our ears. From the cradle to . the

crematorium, it's money, money, money. It

costs money to be ushered into the world,

and money to retire from it. One of the

quickest ways to have a worthy pay envelope
fall into your hands each week is by put'

ting yourself under the tutelage of this

really celebrated man.
Let's just go over some of the figures

earned by the Ned Wayburn pupils. . Take
Evelyn Law, for instance. She was divorced,

developed and managed by Mr. Wayburn.
She has appeared as a dancing star in the

"Follies" and "Louis the 14th". She be-

gan at $7? a week and is now earning $750.
Ann Pennington is another internation-

ally famous star who has received as high
as three thousand dollars a week in vaude-
ville. She also was directed by Mr. Way-
burn, as was Marilynn Miller who starred

in "Sonny" and "Sally". While in the

latter, she earned three thousand dollars a
week for eighty weeks. Our own Gilda
Gray, directed by Mr. Wayburn in the 1922
"Follies" recently earned the fabulous sum
of twenty thousand dollars in a single week.
And that's not all. Mr. Wayburn has

achieved other results not far short of

miraculous. If any of you happen to be
like Ann Constance, hearten yourselves and
get under way for Ned Wayburn's studios.

Ann Constance, when she first came to this

school of the dance, was a fat, funny look-

ing girl. After a few months she lost

sixty-five pounds and was transformed from
a dumpy, undistinguished looking, female
into a "Follies" beauty.

Nor do Mr. Wayburn's efforts end here.

For many people New York is out of the

question. And for these this man has per-

fected a correspondence course which gives

clearly and exactly the same instructions

that you receive in his studio. This costs

approximately fifty dollars and can be paid

lor in instalments as low as five dollars a

month.
The list of Wayburn's successful pupils

is too long to give here. It includes dancers

in nearly every musical show in New York
and on the road, as well as leading men and
women in many of the dramatic productions
and screen successes.

It's not what you are now but what you
are able to make out of yourself that counts.

If you have real talent as a dancer, Alber-

tina Rasch will give you a helping hand.
You have, of course, often heard of the

famous, colorful Albertina Rasch—interna-

tionally celebrated dancer and producer.

About three years ago she realized that the

continued expansion of her own producing
activities depended largely upon discovering

new talent. Therefore Miss Rasch estab-

lished her own training school in New York.

She is the creator of what is known as

the American Ballet. This unusual dance
combines the perfect grace and rhythm of

the old-time ballet with the jazz music and
freedom of movement which is so character-

istic of America. In "Rio Rita", the new
Ziegfcld show, Miss Rasch has a ballet of

sixteen girls; in "Le Maires' Affaires" a

second unit of sixteen; and in Mr. Dilling-

ham's "Lucky" the same number. In fact,

i so many calls does she have that she is

|
unable to supply the demand. For that rea-

1 son she is willing to issue scholarships to

talented young girls from sixteen to twenty-
six years old who are willing and able to

train for this ballet work—which is arduous.

She needs a great many dancers for the

C[ Eve Southern, the spirituelle ges-

ture of "The Gaucho".

forthcoming autumn productions and it will

be to your advantage to get in touch with
her immediately. Address Albertina Rasch,
Incorporated, Steinway Building, 113 West
57th Street, New York.

It's as astounding as it is comforting to

know the innumerable openings a girl can
find if she really wants to make the stage

or screen her life's work and if she refuses

to let obstacles make her bitter, pessimistic

or hard-boiled. To the wealthy and the

poor alike, this country is literally the

golden land. Of course, we can't all have
doting parents who are able and willing to

expend the hundreds necessary for the suc-

cessful completion of an artistic career. But
I know many girls who work in offices by
day and go to school at night. And I

also have a number of acquaintances who
are earning their living by chorus work in

the various musical shows and who study
with private tutors during the mornings and
off afternoons. Like those of many famous
men and women, their early lives have been
full of struggle but these very struggles

develop their fighting propensities and help

them assert themselves. Nearly every dra-

matic or dancing or moving picture school

has a night course of some kind where the

best of instruction can be received.

If a night course does- not interest you,
you can be prepared for the stage or the
screen by Frances Robinson-Duff, the most
eminent dramatic coach in America. To

Miss Robinson-Duff, even the great David
Bclasco bows. She was for eleven years at

the Comcdic Francaise in Paris but now
she teaches in America permanently. Nearly
every professional actor and actress in New
York studies with this great woman.
Lconore Ulrich, Margalo Gilmorc, Clare
Eames, Ruth Chatterton, Ina Claire—the
list is inexhaustible. And they continue
with her year in and year out. Personally
I believe an hour with her several times a
week will accomplish more than attending
any dramatic school in the world. If not,
why do the most celebrated professionals

—

actors, actresses, teachers, conductors, lec-

turers—who have already achieved interna-

tional reputations—why do they go to her
day after day, year in and year out? Her
charges are most reasonable when you realize

the value she gives. What does it matter
if you can afford only one lesson a week?
The thing is to start.

If you are worried about living condi-
tions, and fear to try your luck in New
York, I should suggest that you write the
Three Arts Club. If you are engaged in

any artistic endeavor you can procure room
and board from this organization for as low
as eleven dollars a week. Their temporary
headquarters are at 325 West 101st Street.

Just now they are building a larger hostel

to meet the demand of the greater number
of girls who come to New York each year.

The opportunities are here—yours for

the taking. Single-handed you can carry
your point and attain your heart's desire.

As Sarah Bernhardt once said: "What docs
it matter where I was born? What does
matter is how and where I shall die." And
those are the words upon which you should
build the foundation of your artistic career.

I haven't even scratched the top of the
many ways which you can take to climb
up the golden stairs of fame. But do not
start your climb from the wrong end.
Don't keep whispering to yourself: "I know
I could play a screen part. How can I get

the opportunity?" Then when you do get

the chance you won't be prepared. You'll

be like Shakespeare says in his twenty-third
Sonnet: "As an unperfect actor on the
stage, who with his fear is put besides his

part." Rather face the truth and ask your-
self: "What can I bring to the films

—

when I get my chance?"
Cecil De Mille once told me that when-

ever a young hopeful girl comes into his

office and asks him to give her a chance in

pictures because she just k.nows she can act,

he picks up a violin which he keeps there

for the purpose and asks her to play him an
aria from "Tosca" or the "C Minor Pre-

lude" from Chopin.
For a moment the girl looks startled and

then she shakes her head and says: "I don't

play the violin. I never studied it."

And just as quickly De Mille replies:

"Then how do you know you can act?

You've never studied the drama either."

Many of the girls who have written me
are already in musical comedies or have tiny

parts in dramatic plays. You seem dis-

couraged because you are not able to bridge

the gap between your small bit and a

stellar role. The only advice I can give

you—is more training. Frances Robinson-

Duff would seem to be the answer. You
don't like me to say that, I know. You
would rather I would give you some magic

formula. Tell you you are wonderful and
that Cecil De Mille or Jesse Lasky are bound
to see you or hear of your prowess. But that

would be a lie. The world is so large, big

producers are so rare, and embryonic

actresses are so many.
When Sarah Bernhardt first appeared on

the stage Francisque Sarcey, the famous
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Wat are the «d,«ntageS to you

in subscribing to the service of

the Book-of-the-Month Club?

them. They ate placed in

your hands by the post-

man. In contrast, think

of the many good books

you have missed in the

past— through oversight

and forgetfulness.

Moreover—you never

pay a cent for books un-

less you are satisfied to

have purchased them.
You are guaranteed against

dissatisfaction with any

book that is recommend-

ed to you by the Selecting

Committee of the Book-

of-the-Month Club.

And That's As Far As It Goes

"Here's another favorable review of that new book

everybody's talking about. We must read it."

"Yes, indeed, we must. Til make a note of it!"

"/ "| -'HE Book-of-the-Month Club is

>* certainly an excellent idea. But it

-C doesn't quite fit my case. I like to

choose my own books."

Frequently we hear this comment. Those

who make it are always greatly surprised

when they are told that subscribers of the

Book-of-the-Month Club do choose their

own books; that, indeed, they have a

wider range of choice among the new books

than ever before. Moreover—they select

their reading with a more intelligent discrimi-

nation than all but a few book readers.

/ "I ""'HIS matter is worth a moment's

I reflection. There are over ten thou-

sand books published every year. Out
of this number, you read but a dozen or

two. How does it happen that you choose

the ones you do read? When you trace back

the source of your interest, in every case

you find that you are influenced by the

recommendation of someone else— of a book-

reviewer, or an advertisement writer, or a

book salesman, or a friend whose taste

you respect.

Always, your interest is piqued by

something said or written about the book.

"I must read that," you say to yourself.

You tell your wife (or husband) to make a

note of it. In most cases, however, you
"just nevet get around to it."

In any event, observe what always

happens: The books you obtain are always

bought upon advice and information given

to you by someone else. The chief thing

that should interest you is that the advice

and information be really unbiased and

authoritative.

/~>INCE this is the case, the advantages

\ of subsctibing to the Book-of-the-

Month Club service become obvious.

First and foremost

—

you really get the new

books you want to read. You can't overlook

LSO, under our system, you really

choose your reading with discrimi-

nation. The publishers of the coun-

try

—

all of them—submit what they consider

their best books, to our Selecting Com-
mittee, which consists of five well-known

critics, Henry Seidel Canby, Heywood
Broun, Dorothy Canfield, Christopher

Morley and William Allen White.

This committee culls out, every month,

those books which it considers most in-

teresting and readable. It chooses the out-

standing book also—what we call the

"book-of-the-month." You will agree any

book so chosen, by such a group, is likely

to be one you would not care to miss. But

you are not compelled to accept it. You get

this book only if you decide you want it. The
committee gives you illuminating and un-

biased reports upon this and other im-

portant books

—

in advance of their coming

to you. Thus you are able to exercise real

discrimination. Your choice among the

new books is widened instead of being

narrowed, and it is no longer haphazard.

Incidentally, by means of this system

—

not only are you prevented from missing the

outstanding new books—you actually be-

come one of the first readers of them.

~l 'INALLY—this unique, thorough, and

t~< convenient service costs you nothing.

You fay only for the booksyou receive, and
for them the same price as if you got them
from the publishet himself by mail!

In its first year, over 40,000 of the most
distinguished people in the country sub-

scribed to this service. Our list of sub-

scribers reads like a Who's Who— in every

profession and every walk of life. These

judicious readers prefer, like yourself, to

"choose their own books." And they do,

as
'
subscribers of the Book-of-the-Month

Club. More important, they get the books

they intend to read—without fail'. Do you? Or
do you miss most of them, through

oversight?

Send for the prospectus of the Book-of-

the-Month Club, which explains in detail

how simply and satisfactorily this unique

and valuable service operates. Your request

will involve you in no obligation. Tear out

and mail the coupon now, before you
forget to do so.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc. 71G
218 W. 40th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send me, without cost, your Ptospectus
outlining how the Book-of-the-Month Club
operates. This request involves me in no
obligation to subscribe to your service.

Name

Address

City --- State
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critic wrote of her: "Mile Bernhardt . . .

is a tall, pretty girl with a slender figure

and a very pleasing expression, the upper
part of her face is remarkably beautiful.

She holds herself well, and her enunciation

is perfectly clear. This is all that can be

written about her at present."

Again his criticism ran : "Mile. Bern-

hardt took the role of Hcnriette in Les
Femmes Savantes. And she was just as

pretty and insignificant as ever."

Just now the world may consider you
"pretty and insignificant" but what differ-

ence docs that make? The world doesn't

know, can't see, that you carry around in

your breast a spark that will some day
ignite and set fire to the crumbling, dra-

matic formulas of nincteen-twenty-seven.

As I told you before, in this age, in this

generation, the greatest dramatic artist that

the world has ever seen will be brought
forth—right here in America. The time is

right. The setting is right. And the honor
of being the greatest dramatic artist of the

most idealistic nation in the world will fall

to the American girl who makes herself

ready to grasp it—worthy to receive it.

And that's all I can tell you—Gertrude
Smith, Wilma Hutchison, Gertrude Kassirer

—and the Hundreds of Others Who Want
to Get into the Movies. But in closing

there's one little wish I want to send to

every one of you. Shakespeare has phrased
it so much better than ever I could. So
I'll just say "Your hearts' desires go with
you".

Sincerely,

Rosa Reilly.

P. S. The above inspiring article by Rosa
Reilly will perhaps stimulate some one to

the point of wishing they had the money
necessary to follow the fascinating though
arduous trail of the novitiate in Art of the

Drama. If you feel that you have the
divine spark and if you are willing to go
through the laborious months of training.

Screenland feels that you should have the

opportunity to do so, and if you have not
the money necessary and are willing to work
to secure it th* business department of
Sdreenland wilr be most happy to make
an arrangement with you so that you can
earn the money that you need by securing
subscriptions. If you are interested write to

Mr. Walter G. Springer, publisher of
Screenland at 49 W. 4?th St., and he
will help you to help yourself.

The Inside On
"Lay off, lay off" he coaxed them . . .

but still they acted on . . . "Hey you"
he shouted into the crowd, helplessly, and
the Interpreter came out said something in

yiddish that meant "Save it" and the women
at once sat down on the curbstone and
chatted gaily in their native guttral.

These extras are rather unique from sev-

eral aspects . . . Mostly, when extras are

engaged, they doll ... oh my yes . . .

they doll and they try as best they can to

Nazimova all over the set . . . Not so

with these Allen Streeters . . . There isn't

a fleck of powder or rouge on them, not a

dab of grease paint ... no false whiskers

. . . plenty whiskers, oh my yes, but they

are the real, dyed-in-the-beard variety. Not
a cent for costumes . . . Just as they are

they come, the most naturally untidy group
of people that ever faced a camera. And
hogs for punishment. You've never seen a

better behaved crowd in your life and how
they love to please. You've literally got to

get out and tear them apart.

By the bye Fox, in putting on this bit of

Ghetto, has done one of the finest pieces of

stagecraft I've ever seen. Maybe you don't

know where Allen Street is . . . Maybe
you're too Fifth Avenue or Park to know
your lower East Side. Well, it's just below
Houston and Houston is just below where
the numeral streets start and where the East

side pays rent for its sidewalk privileges,

as well it might. It is also where the Blooey
begins . . . the streets being blooey with
population, perspiration and push carts.

The scenes I saw shot were mostly fight

scenes. All over the streets under the big

elevated structure, with an honest to reality

elevated stairway, fire escapes, babies in

baskets, apples on pushcarts, carrots leaks,

pickles, doorways leading into dark passages
beyond, tailor shops, fire hydrants and a

litter on the streets that made you wonder
whether you were on 56th Street or not.

George O'Brien is the husky hero. He is

earning every cent of his pay and should at

the end of this picture be able to take on
Gene Tunney. He fights all the way down
the street and on up the stoop into Lip-
vitch's emporium. I mustn't forget to tell

you how Lipvitch got the job.

Virginia Valli in a plain gingham what-
ever-it-is follows the crowd and the fight.

You have a funny feeling in watching a

shot like this. You may stand on the edge
of the crowd just out of the picture and
run along with it and still be out of it.

You may stand right beside Valli and
O'Brien and hear them talking to each other
and still be safely outside the eye of the
camera. Up comes a big cop and the crowd
breaks into a cheer, a good old New York

East Side West Side-
University cheer.

It's funny also about cops on the set . . .

You never know which is the real from the

actor cop . . . until you do what you
shouldn't.

Oh yes, about the Jewish tailor playing

Lipvitch. It seems that Fox sent someone
down into the Ghetto to pick a tailor for

the part. The Jewish race has always been
praised for its shrewd, business ability . . .

but not enough.
The lower East side with all its commer-

cial instinct heard about the agent coming
before he started and he couldn't get a

tailor to act Lipvitch for less than six hun-
dred for the job. But as the Jewish people

are just a little bit quicker on the commer-
cial trigger than anybody else except a New
England farmer or a Scotchman, so too is

one Jew apt to be a little bit quicker than

the others.

And so it was that one tailer bid in the

job at what may be said to be a cut throat

price and got the job . . . Now he is

earning a salary as an actor and pressing

suits for a new line of customers on Tenth
Avenue . . . one foot in Allen Street

CCXoiv ivho do you thin\?

No.' It's Lars Hanson in

"The Wind".

- Continued from page 29

as a business man and the other on Tenth
Avenue as an artist.

Speaking of commercialism, I stood talk-

ing to J. Farrell McDonald on the stairway

of the artificial Elevated Structure in front

of Lipvitch's.

We were talking of nationalities.

"What's yours?" I asked him.

"Irish and Scotch." said he.

"They're both good," said I thinking for

the moment of something to drink.

"Yes," said he, "I'm Irish enough to be
foolish with my money and Scotch enough
not to make a fool of myself with it."

Then he went on with a twinkle in his

eye (the Irish one) and said: "There
aren't any Jews in Scotland . . . they'd
starve."

They pulled another fight the day I was
there, which was interesting from several

angles.

I saw perspiration applied to an actor's

face.

My experience with perspiration has al'

ways been that it is earned only by hard
work.

In the Movies you may reverse the order.

Just before the fight, Dwan was sitting

on a little truck with four pneumatic tires

under it. Two cameras stood up on the
truck just over his head and two giant
lights back of them on little platforms right

and left attached to cables that supplied them
juice. Everything was set and ready to

shoot. The crowd was all rehearsed and
eager to spring into action.

"Before we start," said Dwan, "somebody
put some water on him."
And then I saw an assistant director sig-

nal a man who approached with a bucket
of water and a small moth eaten whisk
broom. The assistant director took the
broom in his right hand and dipped it into

the bucket. Then he held his left hand in

front of O'Brien and hit it with the wet
whisk broom spattering O'Brien's face. The
result was a series of little round drops of

water where they refused to mingle with
the grease paint. This was sweating under
the least possible exertion. The exertion

came immediately after, when O'Brien got
into action with young Wolheim and Johnny
Dooley.
The fight was on, Jimmy Dooley butting

in until Virginia Valli hit him on the soft

part of his head with a brick. Then the
little truck backed away pulled by two men
the lights began to edge down the street

pulled by a gang of men and I had to break
for shelter, into the shop of a very nifty

outfitter to women whose shop windows
were filled with wedding garments such as

Eastsiders wear when they stand up at the
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Half a Million Peo
have learned music this easy way

You, Too, Can Learn to

Play Your Favorite Instrument
Without a Teacher

lasyasA'R'C
YES, half a million delighted men

and women all over the world
have learned music this quick, easy

way.

Half a million — 500,000 — what
a gigantic orchestra they would
make ! Some are playing on the

stage, others in orchestras, and
many thousands are daily enjoying
the pleasure and popularity of being
able to play some instrument.

Surely this is convincing proof of

the success of the new, modern
method perfected by the

U. S. School of Music!
And what these people
have done, YOU, too,

can do

!

Many of this half

million didn't know one
note from another —
others had never touched
an instrument— yet in

half the usual time they
learned to play their

favorite instrument.
Best of all, they found learning
music amazingly easy. No monoto-
nous hours of exercises—no tedious
scales—no expensive teachers. This
simplified method made learning

music as easy as A-B-C

!

It is like a fascinating game.
From the very start you are playing
real tunes perfectly by note. You

What Instrument

For You?
Piano Piccolo
Organ Hawaiian Steel
Violin Guitar
Clarinet Drums and
Flute Traps
Harp Mandolin
Cornet Harmony and
'Cello Composition
Guitar Sight Singing
Ukulele Trombone
Saxophone Piano Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String or

Tenor)
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

simply can't go wrong, for every
step, from beginning to end, is

right before your eyes in print and
picture. First you are told how to

do a thing, then a picture slioivs you
how, then you do it yourself and
hear it. And almost before you
know it, you are playing your favor-

ite pieces—jazz, ballads, classics.

No private teacher could make it

clearer. Little theory—plenty of

accomplishment. That's why stu-

dents of the U. S. School of Music
get ahead twice as fast—three times

as fast as those who
study old-fashioned,
plodding methods.

You don't need any
special "talent.'' Many
of the half million who
have already become ac-

complished players
never dreamed they pos-

sessed musical ability.

They only wanted to

play some instrument

—

just like you—and they
found they could quickly learn how
this easy way. Just a little of yoiir

spare time each day is needed—and
you enjoy every minute of it. The
cost is surprisingly low—averaging
only a few cents a day—and the
price is the same for whatever instrument
you choose. And remember you are study-
ing right in your own home—without pay-
ing big fees to private teachers.

Don't miss any more good times! Learn
now to play your favorite instrument and
surprise all your friends. Change from a
wallflower to the center of attraction.

Music is the best thing to offer at a party
—musicians are invited everywhere. Enjoy
the popularity you have been missing. Get
your share of the musician's pleasure and
profit! Start now!

Free Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson

If you are in earnest about wanting to
join the crowd of entertainers and be a
"big hit" at any party—if you really do
want to play your favorite instrument, to
become a performer whose services will be
in demand—fill out and mail the conve-
nient coupon asking for our Free Booklet
and Demonstration Lesson. These explain
our wonderful method fully and show you
how easily and quickly you can learn to
play at little expense. Instruments are
supplied when needed—cash or credit.
U. S. School of Music, 3228 Brunswick
Bldg., New York City.

U. S. School of Music,
3228 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons
in Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.
Prank Crane, Demonstration Lesson, and partic-
ulars of your offer. I am interested in the
following course :

—

Have you above instrument?.

Name _

(Please Write Plainly)

Address

City State..
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altar and peer into the unknown future for

better or worse.

Again and again the shot was taken.

During the confusion of the mob which ran

out and mixed with the fighters someone
kicked Miss Valli. She laughed. People

in the Movies get fun from the least ex'

pected sources. I've never before seen any
one laugh when kicked.

Dwan left his seat and came forward.

"Someone kicked me." said Miss Valli,

"it's the funniest feeling." Dwan bent over

and took off one of her slippers and rubbed

her foot. Then he took the foot and bent

it backward and forward. It might have
been a rubber foot . . . Miss Valli winced,

pulled her foot away and said it was all

right.

"All set," said Dwan.

The long slim hook-nosed Allen-streeter

yelled something through his megaphone and
the crowd went wild with excited action . . .

"Hold it. Hold it. Save it. Lay off . . .

Wait a minute," yelled the assistant director

and the man with the bucket and the whisk
broom came out and the O'Brien perspira-

tion was renewed . . . Then the merry
festivities were under way again . . . and

\ Jl 1 1

1

N

Mi
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'(f Lewis Stone consoles

"Lonesome Ladies".

]ane Winton.

one
This

of the

one is

would have run on indefinitely if Dwan
hadn't suddenly disappeared at five o'clock.

Then began the real labor of the day.

Up till then all had been play. There is

a lot of fun to be had out of the making
of a motion picture. The directors like to

tell you that it's all hard work. Well,
maybe it is but it seems to me as if every-

body was having a good time.

And now the day was over. The Allen

Streeters were herded together. The assist-

ant director jumped up on a chair and
weeded out those he wanted tomorrow, paid

them off and sent them on home. I saw
one woman get a dollar and a half.

"That's not her salary?" I asked in-

credulous.

"No, no," I was informed, "That's for

her pickles I guess."

These Yiddish extras then picked up their

babies and other accessories and filed silently

out into the street. Unlike the professional

extras they didn't call taxis. Not a bit of

it. They walked the three or four miles

that lay between their "studio" and their

homes. But it seemed a shame they couldn't

have slept on the set for it was so like

home they would never have known the

difference.

Gary Cooper- Continuedfrom page 24

him more important things than all these.

He taught him traits and habits for all the

world to see and know and admire. With
text-books of mountains and stars, plains

and rocky-bedded streams, his Indian mentor
implanted in the lad the Indian reserve, the

redman's dignity and poise. He made him
honest, honest as the faithful pony he rode.

Mike Belgarde didn't know he was train-

ing the white boy for motion picture stardom.

The lad was Gary Cooper, son of Mon-
tana's broad landscapes, Paramount's newest
star, one of the greatest potentialities in

the industry.

Little more than a year ago an extra, one
of Hollywood's humble. Today a star in

his own right and in training—literally—for

one of the "fattest" roles in pictures—the

lead in "Beau Sabreur", the sequal to Para-

mount's smashing roadshow .success, "Beau
Geste". That's Gary Cooper, the star that

extras mention most often these days, with

a pessimistic shake of the head at their own
fate, and a muttered "What a break! What
a break!"

But they're wrong. It wasn't a break that

pushed Gary Cooper up and up—suddenly,
swiftly,—to stardom. It never is. In his

physical characteristics, an intangible, an
indefinable something called sometimes per-

sonality, sometimes magnetism. In toto, it

can't be denned, this commodity that is

Gary Cooper. It can be analyzed, partially.

"Well, I guess Mike Belgarde is respon-

sible a lot for the way I think and act,"

Gary will admit.

"Every interviewer I've talked to in the

last few months always has written about
how silent I am," he told me. "They talk

about 'his reserve' and 'his poise' and call

me a 'son of the ranch.' I'll bet you will

too."

I started, because I had already visualized

these lines in this story. I couldn't help

it. They're part of Gary, and they're part

of his story. I asked him more about Mike.
"I guess the writers were right, at that,"

he said. "I did learn silence from Mike
Belgarde. When he and his kid and I

would go hunting sometimes we'd ride for

hours without saying a word. We didn't

need to. There's something about Indians

and being with them outdoors for a long

time that makes you able to communicate
without talking. Mike would look over a

hillside with a quick glance. My eyes would
follow his. We'd see a coyote there, maybe
two of them. And we'd ride on, without
a word. But both of us knew, and knew
the other knew, that in the spring we'd go
back there and dig out the coyote pups.

Yes, Mike taught me lots."

I dragged information out of Gary as we
sat in the gymnasium on the Lasky lot in

Hollywood. I had interrupted a sword fight

to talk to him. He took off one of those

fencing helmets that look like bird cages,

laid down a heavy, two-edged sword and
sat down to talk to me. The instructor

seemed grateful for the rest.

"Beau Sabreur", he explained. "I have
a couple of duels in the picture, and I'm
learning how to use a sword. The cowboys
on Dad's ranch never used weapons like

this."

"You see, except for 'Children of Divorce,'

I've played cowboys in every picture I've

been in, and I never have had a chance to

learn fencing before."

It will be—this "Beau Sabreur" picture

—

the biggest thing he has done, and that's

why he is taking his lessons so seriously.

"I can't just learn how to fence," he

said, "I've got to be good, darn good. I

hate to be just fair in anything." And,
determinedly, "I'm going to be a good fencer

before that picture starts, I won't feel like

drawing my salary if I'm not."

Honest. Unless he's good, he wouldn't
feel like taking Jesse L. Lasky's money. I

believe he meant it, too. That's the way he

impressed me. My impression is borne out

by the facts in his career, one of the most
sensational that Hollywood has ever dis-

cussed.

He had been a private in Hollywood's
extra army for over a year when he got

his first part. He had the leading role, but

it lasted just one week. Needless to say,

it was a Poverty Row "two-reeler." When
the part was finished, he sank right back into

extra ranks.

"Every time I'd hear about a part coming
up I'd go after it," he told me, "the cast-

ing director would say, 'Have you had any
experience?" And that would finish me.

They would tell me that I looked all right

for the part but they needed someone with

experience. So, you see, I just couldn't

get started."

"But didn't it ever occur to you to tell

them that you had played a big part some-

where, say in New York?" I suggested.

"Well, yes, it did," Cooper replied. "But
I heard all these other extra people lying

about their experience and telling what big

parts they had played and how they would
have stolen the picture if their role hadn't

been all cut out, and I just didn't see any
sense in lying about it. I couldn't see

where it got them."
Cooper's start—his "lucky break," as the

extras put it—was in "The Winning of

Barbara Worth". He knew Samuel Gold-

wyn's casting director. Robert Mclntyre.

Knew him from calling on him many times

when he had previously been at Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.

"I walked in on him one day and he

remembered me and put me up for the part

of Abe Lee in 'Barbara Worth'," Cooper
relates. "The director asked me, as usual,

what experience, and for once I was able

to tell him: 'Well, I played a lead in an

independent two-reeler.' He smiled, but I

got the part."

The rest any good motion picture fan

knows. Cooper "stole" his way into almost

equal honors with Ronald Colman and
Vilma Banky, received offers from three or

four producing companies and accepted the

one from Paramount Famous Lasky Cor-

poration.

It was the most extraordinary agreement

ever made between star and producer.

Cooper took a "cameraless screen test."

Once a week at the Paramount studio,

the executives gather for the "Friday con-

ference," when all important production

matters are discussed and decided. Cooper,

summoned last August to the office of B. P.

Schulberg, associate producer, opened a door

and walked in—to the Friday conference.

He faced a big roomful of men. He was
introduced to each and every one. He
smiled at each. He sat down and wondered
what to do next. He answered a few ques-

tions. He got up and went out.

He was called back the same afternoon,
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Miss Anderson's statement:

When I arrived at the Kaufmann & Fabry Studio, my
hair was straight as you may see in the picture above.
I had very little faith in any of the so-called hair-
wavers and expected I would have to visit my hair-
dresser before keeping my other posing appointments in

the afternoon. To my delight, as you will see from the

center photograph, It wa« not necessary. My hair was
perfectly waved. I have proved to my own satisfaction,

that Maison Marcellers will save time, money and the

bother of waiting to have one's hair marcelled. They
can be worn any time which means that you may be
doing useful work while the hair is being waved.

(Signed) MISS EVELYN ANDERSON.
NOTICE TO READERS

A Chicago representative of this magazine and
representatives of over 100 other publishers
witnessed a successful and satisfactory demon-
stration of these wavers.

KAUFMANN & FABRY CO.
Commercial Photographers

Maison de Beaute.
Chicago, Illinois.

I, Edward J. Cook, hereby certify that these are
actual photographs taken by me while Miss Evelyn An-
derson's hair was marcelled with Maison Marcelleis.
The one at the left shows Miss Anderson's hair as she
entered my studio. That at the right shows the Maison
Marcellers in place. The center photograph shows Miss
Anderson's hair as it appeared 3D minutes later.

(Signed) EDWARD J. COOK.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th dav of
March, 1026.

EMMA W. STOLZENBACII. Notary Public.

Yours . . .The Loveliest Marcel Imaginable
Just 30 minutes— once a week— at home

BE FREE—free from slavery to your hair, from the tyranny of the hot
iron, the expense of the beauty shop, the inconvenient "appointments."

Marcelling your hair with the Maison Mar-
cellers is both simple and fascinating. First you
moisten the hair with water. Then the hair strands
are brought through a specially designed loop and
caught in place with a metal pin. The hair is

thus held in "waves" from 15 to 30 minutes until
dry. when you take the marcellers out—and there
is the most beautiful marcel you ever saw!

Of course you're weary of your- unceasing
slavery to your hair. You are sick of the
endless round of beauty shop appointments, the
indifferent operators, the difficulty of appoint-
ments, the disastrous results of hot irons, the
tedious process of the "permanent," the bother
of water waves, the constant expense.

But, more than ever, you know how impera-
tive it is to keep looking your best. "If other
women can take the time and trouble, if they
can afford the money, to keep their hair con-
stantly waved, then I must, too." And you go
the weary round again.

End—TODAY—the expensive, time-con-

suming, hair-ruining, "beauty shop" habit

Don't be a slave to hair care a minute longer.
It isn't necessary. You can be immediately and
permanently free from all the nuisance of hot
iron marcels, "permanents" and water waves.
But that doesn't mean that you must let your
hair go, that you are doomed to straight,

straggly, unkempt locks. Far from it I

A More Beautiful Marcel Than You Have
Ever Known

You can have the most gloriously waved hair
you have ever had—a coiffure of smooth, loose,

becoming waves framing your face, showing off
your hair in all the beauty of its natural lustre,
giving new grace to your shapely head. Just
30 minutes with the Maison Marcellers once a
week—at home—gives you this marcel of un-
believable loveliness.

Think what an untold convenience it will be—never to have to step outside your home again
for a wave—never to bother with appointments

—

never again to experience the disastrous effect
of the hot iron.

A $1.50 Marcel Saved Every Time You
Use Them

You know how appallingly your waving expense mounts
up^-particularly in summer. Often the waves on which
you have spent a dollar or more is gone before you
reach home. Or a few minutes in a hot. steamy
kitchen ruins it. Frequently you are forced to forego
a dip in the lake, or other sport, for fear you will
spoil an expensive new marcel.
The Maison Marcellers save all this expense and

worry. Just the price of a marcel or two. and you
are free forever from further expense. In no time at
all. you have saved the price of a new hat, in but
little more time, you can afford the little frock you
want—paid for out of the money saved by the Maison
Marcellers.

Be the Envy of All Your Friends
Think how your friends will envy you your constant

good grooming! Think what a reputation you will earn
for unfailing smartness, with hair never straggly and
unkempt, but always in the loveliest of soft, becoming
waves

!

Now you can do what you please, when you please
—and have beautifully marcelled locks week in and
week out.

It Waves While You Dress
An you do is slip tiie Maison Marcellers on slightly

dampened locks—and while you dress, your hair is

waving. At the end of thirty minutes you slip the
Maison Marcellers off—and your hair lies in a wave as
utterly charming as the one pictured above. Does it

sound too good to be true? Let your mirror decide.
It will prove the almost unbelievable wonder of the
Maison Marceller results.

Bring Back Your Hair's Natural Beauty
No matter how mined your hair has been by previous

waving methods, your Maison Marcellers give it a
chance to regain its own soft, silky lustre. It's amazing
how quickly you will find it recovering from the harm-
ful results of its mistreatment. Once you are freed
from the tyranny of ruinous waving methods your hair
begins to return to health and vigor. Six months of
the Maison Marcellers, and you won't know your hair,

so thick, even and lustrous will it have become.

Ideal for Any Type of Hair—Any
Arrangement

It doesn't matter how you wear your hair, in a
shingle bob, Ina Claire, horseshoe wave or pompadour,
center or side part, the Maison Marcellers give it the
correct line for that style. And it doesn't matter
whether your hair is soft and fluffy, coarse and straight,
long or short—you will have a wave that it utterly
lovely.

It is the simplest thing imaginable to marcel your
hair with the Maison Marcellers. Just slip them on,
catch the locks in place, and slip them off again at the
end of thirty minutes. Anyone can do it. You can
marcel your whole head, or ycu can simply reset the
difficult side locks or a few unruly strands in the back.
You can sleep with the Maison Marcellers on. if you
want. They are made of soft rubber, light and flexible,

scientifically designed.

A Wonderful Offer—For a Limited Time
We know that the quickest, surest way to give this

revolutionary new invention complete supremacy over all

other waving methods is to place it in the hands of
women who will use it. Their enthusiastic endorsement
will give Maison Marcellers countrywide popularity. To
safeguard purcliasers who order now we guarantee to
honor all orders from this advertisement at price shown.
A complete set of Maison Marcellers. including a new
and authentic marcel fashion chart, for only $2.98,
plus a few cents' postage—a price that scarcely covers
the cost of making, packing and advertising.

Send No Money—Just Mail the Coupon
Even at this special price, you need not risk a penny.

Just sign and mail the coupon. In a few days, when
the postman brings your outfit, just deposit S2.9S with
him (plus a few cents' postage). And when you put in
your first marcel, you'll say it was the best purchase
you ever made in your life, for your hair waving troubles
are ended. Every time ycu use this outfit, you'll get
better and better results and you'll never have to spend
your good time and money for marcels again. After
you have tried tliis marvelous new marceling outfit for 5
days, if you are not delighted with results—if it doesn't
give you the most beautiful marcel you ever had and
improve your hair in every way—simply return the outfit
to us and your money will be refunded quickly and
cheerfully. But don't put it off. Be among the first

to take advantage of this special introductory offer.
Fill in and mail the coupon today!

MAISON DE BEAUTE
124 W. Illinois St.

|
— — COUPON

| Maison de Beaute,
124 W. Illinois St., Dept. 136, Chicago, Illinois

[ Gentlemen: Please send me your newly invented
marcelling outfit, including Maison Marcellers, Mar-

I eel Style Chart, and complete directions which I
1 agree to follow. I agree to deposit $2.9S (plus
t postage) with the postman when he makes delivery.
I If the marcellers do not put a well defined wave

in my hair I will return the outfit within 5 days
I and you are to refund the purchase price without
| irgument or delay.

Chicago, Illinois

Name

Address

City.. State..

I NOTE: If you expect to be out when the postman
comes, enclose $3.10 with your order and the
Marcelling Outfit will be sent postpaid.ALarceinng uu be sent postpaid.

|
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed I

"Y"OU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's Freckle Cream ble.ich es

them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
Datural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re*
funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream

Whitens
The Skjn

Removes
Freckles

The Stillman Co., Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.

Send me your FREE make-up and skin treat-

ment booklet.

Name

Address.

City . State..

WEIGHT
at home without medicine or surgery!
This wonderful secret can a„ last be
YOURS, for Dr. McCoy has been
studying this problem tor many years
and has watched thousands return to
normal shape WITH NO INJURIOUS
EFFECTS, through following his simple
health instructions. These same, easily
followed directions for which his
private patients are now paying thou-
sands of dollars to learn, may now bo
j'ours. Nothing more to buy—no pills,

creams, extracts or preparations.
DON'T CARRY EXCESS WEIGHT
ANY LONGER. Get Dr. McCoy's
confidential instruction today and in

a short time you will astound your
admiring friends! Send only 50c coin or money order,

McCOY HEALTH SERVICE.
136S Brack Shops Bldg., Los Angeles. Calif?

Subscribe to

SCREENLAND
$3.00 one year — $5.00 two years

REDUCE EXCESS

Beauty
Of Hair and Skin

Preserved By

Cuticura
Soap to Cleanse
Ointment to Heal

and signed a long-term contract. The exec-

utives had seen his work in "Barbara
Worth", and had given him the extraordi-

nary test as the final examination. He had
passed.

He was cast at once in "Children of
Divorce". Executives thought him so good
that he was elevated to stardom at once in

a new series of Westerns. To date, he's

played in "Arizona Bound", "The Last

Outlaw" and a Zane Gray story, "T^evada"

.

And that's not all. B. P. Schulberg,

associate producer at Paramount and the

man who rules the destinies of the stars,

thinks he has done so well in these Westerns
that he will be of more value to the com-
pany in straight dramatic parts. So "N.e-

vada" is to be his last Western. Next
comes "Beau Sahreur" and then other dra-

matic roles. He's bound for the top.

When he looks back at his days on the

ranch and the trips with Mike, the Indian,

maybe Cooper gives the old half-breed too

much credit. After all,' teaching Gary
Cooper reserve was merely developing innate

qualities.

For, believe it or not, this boy who looks

as American as the covered wagon, is

English, once removed. His father was born
there. So was his mother. Gary went to

school in England for three years. No
wonder he has reserve, and speaks when
spoken to.

I hurry to say that Gary was born in

Helena, Montana. Don't mistake me.
Gary is American. He lived in Helena
until he was nine years old. Then he was
sent with his brother, Arthur, who is six

years older and is now a banker in Helena,
to an exclusive private school in Dunstable,

Bedfordshire, England. Three years of

homesickness, Gary remembers it now.
Three years in which he felt like a little

alien and held his tongue with tight lips.

Three years in which tutors filled him with

Latin and English history, and military in-

structors demanded he keep his boyish figure

—rangy even then—as straight as a ramrod.
He came back to Helena to go to high

school, he and his brother, but he didn't

last long. At 13 an automobile accident

injured him seriously, and his father sent

him to his ranch about seventy-five miles

from Helena.
He lived there two years. He went there

a sickly English public school boy, with an
Eton jacket. Two years later he was a
husky, deep-lunged, strong-armed cowboy
with leather chaps. The cowboys on Judge
Cooper's ranch—his father is Charles H.
Cooper, Judge of the Supreme Court of
Montana—had taught him to ride and shoot,

and the old Indian had taught him more
fundamental things.

He went to Iowa State College at Grin-
nell, to continue his schooling and came
back to Helena in 1919, ready to start

earning his own living, believing that a
career of sketching lay ahead of him. His
first job was as a cartoonist on a Helena
newspaper. He came to Hollywood on
Thanksgiving Day, 1924, with a sketchbook
under his arm. Three months later he was
an admitted failure.

His honesty made him fail.

That's the truth—he was too honest to

get ahead.

He went to an advertising agency and
asked for an illustrating job. He admitted
he was only fair at drawing. So they let

him sell advertising space. Next he sold

scenic equipment to theaters and motion
picture studios.

"I wasn't a very good salesman," he said.

There was nothing left but extra work.
He couldn't get a job anywhere else. That's
how he happened to enter pictures. He's
honest about that, too. He doesn't say he
felt the urge of his dramatic art surging in

his veins—he simply says he needed a job.

This tall, rugged, rangy lad—he's six feet

two and the tallest star on the screen

—

has a simple philosophy, although he defines

it only in action.

It's the same as Mike Belgarde's, though
his was undefined too.

Gary Cooper is a walking example, that,

in pictures, "character shows on the screen."

Do Movie Gentlemen Prefer:?

(Continued from page 50)

tale of a harrowed man who was forced to

choose between the two types. And so it

proved. One of the titles in the early part

of the picture said, "After being married

for six weeks to a brunette, Robert won-
dered why gentlemen preferred either." But
in the end Robert proved conclusively that

his preference was for blondes. Score num-
ber two! and his telegram from Hollywood
later proved that this preference is his in

real life, also.

Francis X. Bushman, one of the most
delectable actors of our acquaintance, invited

us to dine with him. Always ready to

combine pleasure with business, we opened
the subject nearest to our heart almost as

soon as we were seated at the table. "You
do prefer blondes, don't you?" we asked,
persuasively. He gazed at us pleasantly and
answered, "Of course; how can you ask?"

"I wonder myself. But since I have asked
you must give a true answer, not a polite

one. This is for publication and anything
you say will be used against you. Now!"

"Well, to be perfectly frank, blondes
never attract me." (Oh woe is me.) "When
I look at a beautiful blonde I always find my-
self wishing that she was a brunette. Brown
eyes invariably make my heart beat faster.

To me the brunette is the substance, the
blonde the shadow; the brunette is warm
like the sun, the blonde is pale and cold

C[ Dorothy Mac\aill will next be seen in

"Smile, Brother, Smile".
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2)o I jQook <^jke the Girl

They Used to

essie"

I
AM having the time of my
life. I jump out of bed in the

morning thoroughly rested, re-

freshed, strengthened, ready for

whatever activities maybe before

me. I am on the go constantly,

from eight in the morning, fre-

quently until long past midnight.

I work hard, and I play hard.

Yet I never feel tired, am
never weary, never have head-

aches, and never suffer the petty

illnesses most women think are

their lot. I don't gain weight or

lose weight but retain the

healthy proportions of my
figure. I walk with the step of

youth, I talk with the enthu-

siasm of a healthy mind and a

healthy body, and there isn't a

wrinkle, blackhead or pimple on my
skin.

I am not saying this as a matter of

self-praise. It is really only half the

story I want to tell you. Not so many
months ago I used to drag myself
wearily to bed at nine o'clock, com-
pletely worn out ; I was tired, worn-
out, old. I suffered from a hundred
little aches and pains which made
my life miserable. I was cross,

cranky, irritable. I got to be known
as "Tired Tessie" because I was al-

ways too tired to enjoy dancing, or

the theatre, or sports of any kind.

Even reading a book tired me ! At
the end of each day I was limp as a
rag.

I took tonics and pills recom-
mended by well-meaning friends un-
til I felt like a walking drugstore.

The doctors advised rest, a sea voy-
age. They could find nothing organ-
ically wrong with me, and felt that

rest alone would correct whatever

trouble there was. Yet rest seemed
to do me no good. You can imagine
how discouraged I was.

When one feels as I did, almost
anything that promises relief is wel-

come. And when, one day I read the

story of Annette Kellermann's life

I made up my mind that if she could

become such a marvelous example of

health and energy after such a dis-

couraging start in life, at least I

could regain my health by following

her methods.

I read that Annette Kellermann
was practically a cripple when she

was a little girl ; that she had worn
iron braces on her feet because her
bones were so soft that she had
become bow-legged, that she gave less

promise of becoming the world's

most beautifully-formed woman and
a most striking example of superb
health, than almost anyone you
could imagine.

Yet that is exactly what she ac-

complished. Surely, I felt, I had
nothing to lose by writing to her. In

reply she sent me her book,
"The Body Beautiful" and
agreed to let me try her meth-

^ ods for 10 days without the

~j slightest risk on my part. I

described to her exactly how IW felt, and she then sent me her

|
instructions. In 10 days I be-

|
gan to feel like a changed
woman, and in a few months
I could look back and laugh at

my old self.

I wouldn't have believed that such
a change could be made in old,

"Tired Tessie." Yet here I am today
enjoying life to the utmost, actually

getting stronger all the time, and as
my friends say, "Younger and more
beautiful." I wish I could shout my

story from the housetops. I wish that
every woman who is suffering from weak-
ness or illness or. who is losing the figure
of her youth, would write to Miss Keller-
mann for her book, "The Body Beautiful."
It tells how in only fifteen minutes a day
anyone can obtain a greatly improved fig-

ure and rid herself of the pains, aches and
ills which now cause her so much unhap-
piness. Over 40,000 other women have
already adopted Miss Kellermann's meth-
ods, and I am sure there could be no
greater evidence of their effectiveness.
The only warning I can give is "Do not
put it off, but write at" once for Miss
Kellermann's book." It is sent to you
free. It may mean as much to you as it

has to me. Just address Annette Keller-
mann, Suite 248, 225 West 39th Street,
New York City.

t""" ,MI IINIII Illllllllllllllllll Illlllll IIJ

: Annette Kellermann =

: Suite 248, 225 West 39th Street, N. Y. City :

: Dear Miss Kellermann: Kindly send me entirely:
= without cost or obligation, your new book, "The:
| Body Beautiful," I am particularly interested in =

: Body Building Reducing Weight =

i Name z

: Address •

E City State =
'-" iiiiiii iiiiitiiiiiii i iiiiiiuiiiiiiii i£
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ENTERTAINING AND

INSTRUCTIVE BOOKS
The Romance and Reality of Film Life Is

Reflected in the Books Listed Below

IF you are interested in photoplay

writing, screen acting, directing

or production, the books listed below

will be of great interest. Each book

is handsomely bound in gold deco-

rated cloth cover and will be deliv-

ered anywhere in the United States

at prices mentioned; Canadian and

foreign orders extra for shipment

and duty.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Klumph)

Tells what the opportunities are and the
training required. This work was developed
through the valuable assistance and advice of

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mae
Murray, William S. Hart, and other distin-

guished screen stars, directors and experts.
PRICE — $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter Milne)

Of special interest to those in or intending
to enter this field. The author, a well-known
critic, was a member of Scenario and Produc-
tion Department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. This work contains data about Wil-
liam C. DeMille, Rex Ingram, Cecil B. DeMille,
and other famous directors. . PRICE—$3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D., LL.D.)

The enormous growth in number of motion
picture theatres has created a large and in-

creasing demand for operators. It is an inter-

esting, good paying field and requires but a
short time to qualify as a projector. This book
includes the fullest details of practice.

PRICE—$5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
(By William Lord Wright)

The author was formerly Editor for Pathe
Exchange, and Universal. The book is a thor-

ough and authoritative presentation of this

lucrative field for writers. Every year new
writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pic-
tures and how and where to submit your ideas.

PRICE— $3.00

SCREENLAND (Book Dept.)
Desk 5

49 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

SCREENLAND
like the cloud; of course this is merely
theoretical for my experience has been dis'

appointing. I have found the brunettes
cold and selfish and the blondes warm and
sweet. The perfect combination, of course,

would be a brunette face and a blonde
temperament."

We are ready to admit right now that

when we asked the question of Conrad
Veidt, the fascinating German star who
arrived in this country, it made a lot of

difference to us what he answered. We
wanted him to answer, "I adore tall blondes"
or its equivalent in French, for Mr. Veidt
did not at that time speak any English.

He seemed to read our mind for he replied,

"Mais oui. J'adore les blondes de haute
taille." Fine—the blondes with tall figures

was the perfect description! We smiled our
satisfaction, forgetting that pride rideth for a

cropper. Herr Veidt continued, "Et les

brunettes, aussi, mais les petites brunettes!"

And the brunettes also, but small brunettes!

How broadminded and hateful men can be.

Always saying something when you want
them to say something else! Mr. Veidt was
en route for Hollywood, too, where they have
at least one perfect specimen of each type.

We are thinking of Greta Garbo—the tall,

willowy blonde supreme, and Lya de Putti,

the small, chic brunette.

When Jack Gilbert was here we hadn't
thought of starting this discussion and so
didn't bother to ask him which color he
preferred. But it wasn't necessary. We
know! But we remember, also, that he told

us years ago, he thought Leatrice Joy was
the most beautiful and desirable woman in

the world. Leatrice Joy is dark, petite and
piquant. What his preference now is re-

mains a mystery .

A hair perhaps divides the false and true.

Our self-imposed task would have been
easier if we had had such general infor-

mation on the rest of the stars. But so
many of them are on the coast. Billie

Haines we know so well that we could
easily have wired him collect if we had so

desired or called him up on the telephone
and reversed the charges. But if Mr. Haines
had sent a night letter in answer saying,
"I prefer blondes stop", what would that
prove? Nothing. By the time the wire
reached us, there was every chance in the
world that he would have switched to a

brunette. The young and fluctuating Haines
was, not long ago, an heir apparent in
good standing for the hand of Pola Negri.
When he was in New York for the premier
of "Tell It to the Marines" he declared that
he had always preferred blondes. Gentlemen
forget!

We did send a "blanket" telegram to
the head of the Paramount studio saying,
Find out what color women your stars

prefer". But we didn't wait for the answers
to arrive. We just went scouting, for news.

George O'Brien thought Greta Nissen was
the prettiest blonde on the screen until he
saw her in a dark wig in "Blind Alleys".
Then he decided that she was the prettiest
brunette and liked her better that way."

Greta Nissen plays the blonde in "Blonde
or Brunette" and it seems that she can fill

the bill either way.
Richard Dix was frankly bewildered when

we asked him. "Oh, must a gentleman pre-
fer just one?" he asked. "Why there are
so many beautiful girls of all colors. If
there were only two a man could tell but
there are the red-heads—and by the way
have you noticed how many red headed
women you see these days? Then there are
the real, heaven-sent blondes and the yel-
lowed ones." (Mr. Dix is extremely observ-
ing, we should say.) "To say nothing of
the black haired ones and the mediums.

Sometimes I think they are the best of the
lot. A man doesn't tire of them."
"Do you hear that?" we asked, turning to

Lois Wilson. "You are a medium, aren't
you?"

"Yes, and I've always been glad I am!
My eyes are brown and my hair is fair.

When they desire a brunette, they say,
'Lois has dark eyes—she's a brunette.' And
when they want a blonde they say, 'Lois
has fair hair.' So you see I qualify one
way or another."

"In vulgar parlance, you get them coming
or ^going."

"Which do you prefer, Walter?" we
asked of young Mr. Goss as we sat across
the table from him, eating oysters Casino.

"I think I prefer them raw," he replied
seriously.

"What!" we said in amazement. "You
like raw young ladies?"

"Oh, I thought you were talking about
oysters. You were, just a moment ago. But
I know now. You mean do I prefer blondes
or brunettes. Well, I may as well confess
that I draw no color line. In the champion-
ship bout I take on all comers."

"I see," we replied—and we did, too.

Chester Conklin's wife is pretty and very
dark. She was standing beside him when we
asked him the question; so the truth of his

answer cannot be vouched for. "Why," he
said boldly, with his funny little eyes twin-

kling, "Of course I love those blon
"

and then he discovered his wife, and
stopped. "Those small brunettes," he fin-

ished. Mr. and Mrs. Conklin both think it

is a great joke because he pretends to be
afraid of her.

Even though Ivan Moskine or Michael
Strogoff, as everyone calls him, did not
speak nor understand English, we employed
his interpreter to find out his taste in

women. "Ask Mr. Moskine whether he pre-

fers blondes or brunettes," we said. The
two men talked in Russian for some time,

excitedly, and then the interpreter explained.

"Mr. Moskine does not care what color a

lady is so long as she does not love him."

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise

C[ Lawrence Grey—you remember him in

"The Telephone Girl"

—

will have a real

hrea\ in "After Midnight" starring

T^lorma Shearer.
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Will you accept this book with our compliments—a book that some ofthe

most eminent people in the world advise you to read—a book that has al-

ready shown over 600,000 people how to develop, by means of simple

exercises, great mental powers which lay dormant or weak within them.

HERE is a book the value of which cannot

be measured in terms of money. The
simple ideas which it outlines have been

endorsed enthusiastically by many of the most
notable individuals in the world—statesmen,

royal personages, great military and naval com-
manders, captains of industry, eminent judges,

famous writers whose names are known every-

where, scientists and publicists of the highest

standing.

It is a book which has changed the current of

life—toward definite success and greater accom-
plishment—of over six hundred thousand in-

dividuals in every corner of the civilized world!

Why Most Men Fail in Life

Scientific mind training—what is it?

Psychologists have long known that our mental

faculties—the senses, observation, attention,

memory, imagination, concentration, reasoning,

will-power, and others—are susceptible to train-

ing, just like any muscle in the body. The degree

to which they are developed in us is determined,

in fact, by the extent to which we use these

faculties.

If we don't use them; if we don't develop in

any of these mental directions—these precious

faculties, upon which our whole career depends,

become (like unused muscles) weak, flabby,

powerless, and ineffectual.

Few of us ever realize this fact, and as a result,

most of us are not even half-alive; we are not
one-tenth alive; the immense powers we possess

lie within us—dormant, unused and atrophied!

The average man doesn't see or hear a fraction

of what goes on around him; his senses are com-
pletely dulled, by lack of use; he doesn't know
how to reason properly, because he has never
developed that faculty; his powers of attention

are completely untrained. His memory is like a
sieve. He is altogether lacking in any power of

sustained concentration. When his mind is not
a complete blank, it flits from one inchoate idea

to another. Finally, he has no Will-Power at all,

for seldom in his life has he used this god-given

Here is a book which has

influenced the lives—for the

better—ofhundreds ofthou-
sands of people.

faculty. As a result, he is putty in the hands of

clear-thinking people who do know what they
want.

The lives of such people can be metamor-
phosed, by scientific training of their mental

faculties. They think they are "failures;" they
are usually despondent, discouraged, self-con-

scious. The trouble is simply that one or more
important mental faculties are completely un-
developed in them.

When they strengthen themselves where they

are weak, they quickly become, in their own
words, "new people."

Astonishing Results Obtained

This scientific mind training is done through
simple, moderate, fascinating "mental exercises,"

under the direction of a staff of expert psychol-

ogists. The system is known as Pelmanism, after

the man who twenty-five years ago, in England,
originated it.

The book illustrated here, "Scientific Mind
Training," tells in detail about this remarkable
system, illuminating the scientific theory behind

it, and giving innumerable concrete examples of

the astonishing results that have been obtained

—by hundreds of thousands of people—through
practising these simple and sensible exercises.

Send for a copy of this book, if you are in-

terested. See what others testify, about this

remarkable system—not only people of the

highest distinction and note, but men and
women like you, in your circumstances, with
your problems and difficulties.

Please understand that sending for this book
does not obligate you to take up Pelmanism.
Nor will you be bothered by salesmen. It will be
left to your considered judgment, after reading

the facts and the testimony about Pelmanism,
whether you can afford to lose the benefit of such

an invaluable training. Send for a copy now,
before you forget. Address The Pelman Institute

of America, 71 West 45th St., Suite 168, New
York. Approved as a correspondence school under
the laws of the State of New York.

A Few Out of Hundreds of Prominent Pelmanists

Judge Beo B. Lindscy

of Denver
T. P. O'Coonor

*' Father of the

House of Commons"'

The Pelman Institute of America
71 W. 45th St., Suite 168, New York City

I want you to show me what Pelmanism
has actually done for over 600,000 people.
Please send me your free book, "Scientific

Mind Training." This places me under no
obligation whatever.

Name

Address

City State..
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A step toward the

Real Scenario

Money
with

FRANCES MARION
America's highest paid

screen writer.

Miss Marion has written

thirteen scripts for Mary
Pickford, a half dozen for

Norma Talmadge, and in

the past year has done the

screen versions of "Stella

Dallas," Winning of Bar-

bara Worth," "The Scarlet

Letter," and The Wind."

She has seen too many "Min-

nie Flynns" come and go

before her to miss any of

the high spots in their singu-

larly similar stories. She has

made practically every one

of the characters in her novel

so faithful a portrait of an

actual "movie" celebrity that

many readers will guess the

identity of each before they

have read three chapters.

The title of Miss Marion's

book scarcely portrays its

excellent qualities.

An associate editor of

Screenland, after reading

this book said: "It has the

true atmosphere of the Mo-
tion Picture Studios and

should interest every screen

fan."

This book is in its 4th
edition.

It offers more insight to the

screen than any current book.

Write for Frances Marion's

success: MINNIE FLYNN.

Screenland Book Dept. (Desk 5)

49 West 45th St.

New York City

For the enclosed $2.00 please send

me a copy of "Minnie Flynn."

We have heard that the Russians love to be

unhappy, and this looks like it. Fancy a

man who desires to live always with unre-

quitcd love in his bosom!
And here the answers to our wired in-

quiries are beginning to arrive. Ben Lyon's

letter says, succjntly, "I adore blonde hair,

and even though it be short, long may it

wave." Brevity is the soul of wit.

Ricardo Cortez's wire reads: "Do gentle-

men prefer blondes? Well, my preference

is proven by fact I chose Alma Rubens who
is decidedly not a blonde stop. I like my
brunettes dark and the darker the better

stop. Lorelie would never tempt me on the

rocks stop."

William Powell says: "My preference

depends entirely upon my mood stop. When
I am in a gay irresponsible mood a blonde

is the only type that appeals to me stop.

When however I feel thoughtful a bit senti-

mental or sad a brown eyed black haired

maid seems to fit the situation better stop.

James Hall declares: "I preferred blondes

decidedly during my career in New York
but had a change of heart when I arrived in

Hollywood where there are so many blondes

small large peroxide and hennaed stop.

Now and then of course one finds an honest

to goodness straight from God golden crop

stop. Now however I prefer brunettes and
red heads because of their great scarcity if

nothing else stop."

Arch Reeve who takes charge of such

matters in the west coast Paramount studio

sent the following about Adolphc Menjou.
You remember in "Blonde or Brunette" he
preferred the blonde. Now read what Mr.
Reeve says about him.

"Adolphe Menjou prefers blondes and is

therefore a gentleman stop. He cannot give

a definite reason why he prefers blondes
except that perhaps they come nearer a
childhood dream he used to have about the

kind of a girl he would have when he grew
up stop. This dream girl was always a

golden blonde with blue eyes."

And now, Do Gentlemen Prefer Blondes?

Off Screen Charm— Continued from page 19

Address

E mi i it in i ,i Minium inn • mi • "'0

Blanche Sweet was one of the first

girls of the films whose personal charm got

over on the screen. Young, blonde and beau-

tiful, seven or eight years ago she was one
of the greatest of our film favorites. Then
suddenly she began to fade and everybody
predicted, and deeply regretted, her immi-

nent artistic finish. At that time she looked

every day of thirty-five. Then she married

Micky Neilan and a psychic miracle hap-

pened. Blanche not only began to laugh at

the almanac,—she pushed it backward! In

two years she was only twenty-eight! Two
years later she was only twenty-two! ! And
now,—well, I saw her splashing in the surf

at the Beach Club last Sunday, and I swear

that by all reasonable reckoning Blanche

Sweet is now eighteen years old! ! ! With a

figure like a young boy, skin tanned a warm
olive, eyes blue and bright and blonde hair

blowing in one of these letting-it-grow bobs,

she radiated a joyous and youthful charm

that made some of the young, blase flappers

look like little old women. If Blanche con-

tinues to push back the hands of Time they'll

soon be signing her up for Our Gang.

Judging by Ramon Novarro's fan mail,

his charm also gets over on the screen, and

no wonder, for he is one of the most fas'

cinating boys I have ever met. Joyous,

romantic and extremely religious his intelli-

gence has saved him from the vanities of

success. Ramon is Mexican, and proud of

it. He makes no grandiose claims to high-

falutin Spanish blood, though his aristocracy

shines forth quite transparently. They tell

me his salary supports a large family of

younger brothers and sisters, that he con-

tributes generously to the church, and that

two of his sisters are nuns. Nor has Ramon
any silly notions regarding his 'fame.' In

fact his ambition is to go mmstreling through

the world as a singer, and in preparation

for that romantic adventure he has an ac-

companist continually in his employ. He
goes out little; he reads and sings, and sings

and reads, and when he is working at the

studio he turns in at ten . His one allure-

ment is the hospitality of the Lubitsches

whose big and beautiful garden, with its

swimming pool, gay parasols and cushions,

is the social meeting place of the motion

picture intelligencia.

Poor little "Mabel! that is the almost uni-

versal phrase applied to the star who is

without doubt the most popular girl in

movieland—Mabel Normand. From the first

days with the old Biograph when the bright-

eyed girl came into motion pictures she

was loved by everybody from the producers

down to the last stage hand, every one of

whom would have torn their shirts for

Mabel. And why? Because Mabel would
have done the same for them. Warm hearted

and impulsive, she has kept herself poor by
her extraordinary generosities. If anybody
on the lot was hurt or in trouble, Mabel
was the first to start the subscription. Then
why the "Poor little Mabel"? Because she

has had the cruelest and most undeserved

publicity breaks in all Movieland, and the

screen has all but lost one of its few great

women comediennes. Perhaps now that

she has secured the protection of marriage

producers will see their way again to give

to the world the Peter Pannish charm of this

lovable girl. She and Lew sat in front of

us at our little Beverly Hills theatre the

other night. They seemed very happy.
Even yet I'm unable to define that elusive

thing called charm. Maybe it's just IT

—

not Elinor's definition of IT, but something
gentler and sweeter.

Phofncraph by Ruth Harriet Louise

C[ Dorothy Farnum, the brilliant young
scenarist, vjhose last contribution was
"The Temptress", is now wor\ing on
the script of "Jenny Lind".
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Your Ordinary "Snap-shots" Enlarged to

Beautifully Tinted Mellotones!
Wonderful New Method Gives You Permanent, Unbreakable Mellotone on Genuine Ivorine,

Size 6x8 Oval or Oblong at Trifling Cost

*'T)ICK out your favorite snap-shots, portraits or

photographs and have them made into Mello-

tones. You will be amazed with the finished job

—

your friend, your pal, some loved one or a gathering

snapped on vacation, photographed on Ivorine, en-

larged and made everlasting. Wonderful

!

Keep records of the kiddies as they are today—they

grow up so quickly.

Each Mellotone
mounted and framed
in imitation Mahog-

any , Oak or Ivory

with velvet easel
back.

MELLOTONE is a toned or colored reproduction of a photo-
graph, portrait or snap-shot, 6" x 8", either oval or oblong,

ready to be sent as a gift or placed on your table. MELLO-
TONES never fade! Are unbreakable! "Will not deteriorate

with age! Are not affected by dampness or heat!

MELLOTONES are an exact reproduction of the original
picture, perfectly tinted or colored in natural colors and
artistically mounted. MELLOTONES are reproduced from

any picture—neither the
age nor the size of the

original picture matters.

MELLOTONES are a
work of art—a perma-
nent gift—and a lasting-

reminder of happy days
and happy faces.

FREE BOOK: Send at once for Booklet S-l, telling all about

this new wonderful method. Yourself and friends will be

delighted. Know all about Mellotones—what they are, what

they will mean to you and your loved ones. Write today.

MELLOTONE
Suite 904

NO. 2 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Mellotone, Dept. S-l, Suite 904,

2 West 45th Street, New York City.

Enclosed please find $3.00 and picture for which please send
me completed Mellotone.

Name ...

Address

Picture is to be returned undamaged.
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CHARM
by

MARY MARGARET McBRIDE
and ALEXANDER WILLIAMS

A bit sophisticated

More than a bit witty

Altogether delightful

CHARM IS YOUR BIG ASSET—
It is the soul of beauty.

It opens all doors to you.

It rounds out your personality

.

This book shows you how to cultivate it.

Order It Today - - $2.50

RAE D. HENKLE CO. Inc.

Publishers New York City

USE THE COUPON

Rae D. Henkle Co., Inc., Publishers

No. 45 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C.

Enclosed is $2.50. Send my copy of Charm
postpaid. Check here if you want it sent C. 0. D.

Name -

Address

City and State -

Frances Marion's Book
tells you all about

SCREEN LIFE

Do not fail to read

the well known
"Minnie Flynn"

by this famous author.

Page 90 of this issue gives

you all details

Order Your Copy Today

Have you ever tried to write a love
letterand then found thatyou didn't \

k know wha t to say or ho w to say i t?
I This big 185-page book."Love Let-
|
ters Made Easy shows exact] yhow

> to win and hold the one you love.
Gives 65 modellove letters.g r uivea do moaeuovo letters.

Explains Secret Meanings f <

of postage stamps in various positions.
Tells how to word friendly or affectionate let-

ters, how to propose, gives language of
flowers and gems, suggests gifts for all

occasions and Bcores of other pointers that
y
will make your love letters fairly breathe
love. Every lover should own this book.
Send $1.00 today. Postage 10c extra.
FRANKLIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

186 N. La Salle St. Dept. 4800, CHICAGO

The PracticalJokers of Hollywood

Miller, Charlie Ray and his wife, Johnny
Hines and May McAvoy, Betty Blythe,

Warner Baxter, Winifred Bryson, Colleen

Moore, Mabel Normand, Lew Cody, and
just scores of others.

Johnny Hincs played a funny joke on the

party. Everybody went swimming early in

the afternoon, and then supper was served.

After supper somebody began to sing, and
then the Duncans did their funny Florodora

number. People shrieked with laughter, and
when the fun was at its height, Johnny
went out somewhere and telephoned in.

Vivian answered the telephone, and came
back with an awed look on her face.

"Sh!" she whispered to us, "I just had
a telephone message from a man next door
who says that his wife has just given birth

to a baby, and would we please make a

little less noise!"

The message, embarrasing as it was, had
to be spread a bit quietly, and then, when
everybody was just about at zero, Johnny
came back and had the laugh on us.

"Jack MacDermott has built a house all

with his own hands!" cried Patsy enthu-

siastically, "and we are invited to a party

there!"

"Well, I just hope there's no earthquake!"
I exclaimed. "I should imagine that as a

housebuilder Jack would be a good actor,

director and scenario writer."

But I was wrong. The house is an odd
one—a sort of Algerian house. But the

oddest part about it is that it was built

from different bits of lumber, plaster and
properties which Jack bought from the stu-

dios, well built and picturesque.

To get there, you have to walk a mile

over the hills, as the road to it is not
yet finished, and however Jack got the

stuff there to build it with I don't know.
Patsy and I had worn our evening slippers

and went over with John Miljan.

It was a glorious moonlit night, so we
didn't mind the walk.

"Especially," said Patsy, "when you had
a good looking man like John to take hold
of your hand and lead you over the bad
places in the path."
We could see the house, all lighted up,

a long time before we arrived there. It

looked like a house from the Arabian Nights,
as we glanced across to it, with its white
Moorish walls and its electric lights.

When we arrived at the garden wall, we

(Continued from page 37)

were met by two Arabians, who insisted

on our putting on burnouses, and it was
because, leaving thewell that we did so,

Arabs in their cave, we descended into a

labyrinth of underground passages. Oh, yes,

I forgot. The Arabs had given John a lan-

tern, and by its means we groped our way
this way and that for fully twenty minutes

before we came up through a trap door into

a warm, beautiful, softly lighted room with

a wide fire place on which a fire was burn-

ing—a room furnished with soft couches,

cushions and rugs, and looking out at the

hillside through latticed Oriental windows.
It was all perfectly delightful. About the

first person we saw that we knew was Car-

ter de Haven, who told us that supper was
being served in the patio beyond.
Down there we found a huge fire blazing

on the brick floor, and over it Jack's man
servant was roasting elk-meat on sticks.

Presently an Arab waiter entered, and
handed us the food.

It turned out to be delicious, eaten with
French bread.

"What good food!" cried Patsy, who was
hungry from her long walk.

"Sure it is good food!" answered the

Arab waiter.

Patsy stared at him in surprise.

"I wonder if it is real elk meat!" I said.

'Sure it's real elk-meat," answered the

fresh waiter.

Then we took a good look at the waiter.

He grinned, and we recognized—Syd Chap-
lin! Syd had put on the Arab scenery and
a lot of bolamina, and was playing waiter.

Presently he took off the funny burnouse
and joined us at supper.

Victor Fleming was there, and Kathleen
Key, and a number of other celebrities.

Victor went out a moment, and when he
came back he had a live duck under his

arm!

"I found it out in the pond all alone,"

declared Victor. "So I brought it in to give

it a drink of water!"

Louise Fazenda came late—said she had
been detained by work at the studio.

"You see," she explained, "I have a pair
of funny shoes I am using in my picture.

Somebody got the bright idea that it would
be funny to put sails on them and set them
afloat on a little pond at the studio. I

had no duplicates of the shoes, so I had
to wait until they were fished out, dried,

G[ He who tal\s loudest and longest wins. William Boyd,
Mary Astor and Louis Wolheim in "Two Arabian Knights".
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and shaped to my feet again."

That reminded Syd Chaplin of a joke his

brother, Charlie Chaplin, played on Syd
Grauman. Syd Grauman and Charlie are

always playing jokes on each other.

"One night down at the Million Dollar

Theatre, Syd Grauman had stored a pro-

perty mummy-case—back of the scenes for

some reason or other. I think they were
going to use it for an Egyptian Mummy
scene or something. Anyhow Syd and his

men went to look for it to transport it to

the stage.

"He opened it—and there lay my brother

Charlie, pale as death with make-up! It

gave Syd such a turn that somebody had to

bring him a drink of whiskey, and it was
an hour before he could bear to touch it."

One of the very nicest Cat Parties of the

season was that which Frances Marion gave

the girls in her wonderful hill-top home in

Beverly Hills, the other afternoon and eve-

ning.

The house is pure Italian, from its wide
glassed grille door to its exquisite gardens;

and no view in the world could be lovelier

than the one you catch from the high arched
windows which look off over Los Angeles'

and the distant sea, with the liveliest sloping
green lawn in the world in the foreground.

Down in the projection room, every
beauty of filmland, I think, was gathered at

supper later on. There were Mabel Nor-
mand, Florence Vidor, Colleen Moore,
Claire Windsor, Zasu Pitts—everybody is

calling Zasu a beauty these days—Lillian

Gish, Gertrude Olmsted, Theda Bara,
Norma Shearer, Helen Ferguson, Mildred
Davis, Kathleen Clifford, Lilyan Tashman,
Lottie Pickford, Gloria Swanson. Bessie

Love, Janet Gaynor, Carmel Myers, Julanne
Johnston, Mary Astor, Hedda Hopper,
Gloria Hope, May McAvoy, and those two
marvelous comics, Polly Moran and Marie
Dressier.

Polly told about when she knew Gloria
Swanson at the beginning of her career,

and how Polly hauled Gloria around Holly-
wood looking for a house that wouldn't
cost her much.
"My car was one of those old ones that

you burned wood in!" declared Polly.

Some New Screenplays
(Continued from page 49)

so vehemently to playing vampire roles all

the while. For in her portrayal she gives

a more sincere performance than any she
has enacted in America.

Joseph Schildkraut is the wild sophisti-

cate from Budapest who breaks Lya's heart

and destroys her belief in human nature.

He has a theory—three rules by which all

women can be conquered". First there is- a

type of femininity, Joseph has experienced,
that falls for any man sufficiently subtle to

whisper in her ear: "Beautiful! How beau-
tiful you look to-night." Second, there is

that strong-minded sort of woman who is

subdued only by sheer brute force. And
third, comes the class to which Lya belongs,

the woman who gives herself only when her
heart is in the gift.

In Hungary, at the autumn festival, when
the grapes are gathered and crushed into
heavy, fragrant wine by the strong feet of
the peasant girls, an elderly nobleman
becomes infatuated with Lya and asks her
to become his wife . She accepts since life

and loving hold no more interest for her.

She goes to the old count's castle to stay

until her wedding day and just as her life

seems about to be settled in quiet, luxurious
surroundings, Joseph steps in again.

£1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand. Established 1917. Send manuscript
for free criticism. Booklet on request. Universal
Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA HAT. Latest
Movie Star Sensation. Men and women

wanted in every county. FREE SAMPLE.
Enclose addressed envelope. 5621 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

"SAXOPHONISTS-CORNETISTS, TROMBON-
ists-Clarinetists." Get Free Pointers—name

instrument. Virtuoso School, 16, Buffalo, N. Y,

WANTED—TO HEAR FROM INVENTOR who
has invention to sell. Hartley, Box 203,

Bangor, Maine.

SONG POEM WRITERS, address Hibbeler,
D14, 2104 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago.

LEXINO CARD GAMES. Fun knockout. Easy
education. 50c. Guaranteed. LEXINO, 1216

Colusa, Berkeley, Calif.

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR offers Criticism, Sales
Service, Collaboration, Coaching. (Recom-

mended by Editors.) Laurence D'Orsay, Box
2602-E, San Francisco.

BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED BULL PUPS $15.
Bulldogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

COME TO COLORADO Hunting, Fishing, Rec-
reation, Packtrips. Write for dates and par-

ticulars to BAR C RANCH, PAGASA SPRINGS,
COLORADO.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
236 West 55th St., Dept. 102, New York.

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no
pay. $1.50 if cured. Remedy sent on trial.

Superba Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.

' BLACK BOTTOM" Complete Dance 50c. Every
step and movement photographed. FREE one

personal lesson if you send 50c NOW I

Basalyga's, Box 316-B, Scranton, Pa.

GAIN HEIGHT, HEALTH. Grow few inches.

Send $1.00 for methods. Health Press,
1229E No. Evergreen, Los Angeles.

IF YOU ARE TALENTED FOR MOTION
PICTURE ACTING OR WRITING WE MAY

HELP YOU SUCCEED. COSTS YOU NOTH-
ING TO JOIN. WRITE FULL DETAILS
HOLLYWOOD FILM BUREAU, Box 32, Holly-
wood, California.

LEARN SHOW CARD WRITING AND SIGN
PAINTING. Be independent. The Howard

System teaches this fascinating profession. Earn
from $75 to $100 weekly or start shop your
own. Particulars free. John McQuade, 129
North Port Street, Baltimore, Md. Desk S-C

SONGS : We will compose melody to your Song-
poem. For Your Approval. Send no money.

Send poems immediately. National Song Bureau,
1674 Broadway, New York City.

GIRL PHOTOS, Art—10 for $1.00, Bathing
Girl—12-$1.00, Jenkins, Box 449, Ensley, Ala.

AGENTS—NEW PLAN, makes it easy to earn
$50.00 to $100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct

to wearer. No capital or experience needed.
Represent a real manufacturer. Write now for
FREE SAMPLES. Madison Shirts, 562 Broad-
way, New York.

AGENTS WANTED
SELL ELECTRIC FIXTURES to every home

owner, complete lines, easy sales, no invest-

ment, beautiful catalog, big commissions. National
Illuminating Company, 1123 Broadwav, New
York.

"OLD MONEY WANTED"
$2 TO $500 EACH PAID for hundreds of Old

or Odd Coins. Keep all old money, it may be
very valuable. Send 10 cents for Illustrated
Coin Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed Cash prices.

Get Posted. Clarke Coin Company, Desk 22,
LeRoy, N. Y.

CHICAGO POSTCARD VIEWS 24— 25c
MOVIE STAR PHOTOGRAPHS 5—25c.

Portraits 50c. Belmont Shoppe, Downers Grove,
Illinois.

HELP WANTED
IP YOU ARE A WOMAN who would like to'

earn $25.00 to $50.00 per week in your spare
time doing some advertising work for me write
today and get full information about the Wonder
Box. I have the best little money maker in
captivity. Tom Walker, Dept. 186W, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent paying work.

Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
East 83rd Street, New York.

MEN WANTING FOREST RANGER JOB,
$125-$200 month; nice cabin. Hunt trap and

patrol. Nat'l Forest list free. Write, Rayson,
Dept. B-42, Denver, Colorado.

EVERY OUTDOOR GIRL NEEDS A POCKET
compass. If you want to travel North, South,

East or West, a reliable pocket compass will
point the way. Indispensable to hikers, campers
or scouts. Price 50c delivered to any address
in the United States. Outdoor Equipment Com-
pany, 1101, 49 West 45th Street, New York City.

A Baby In Your Home
Thousands of copies of a new book by Dr. IT. Will

Elders are being distributed to women without cost.
Every woman who wants children should read this boolc-
and learn all about STERIBTONE and its wonderful
elrect in constitutional weakness. Many things are
unfolded that the average woman has never been told
before. For Free Book send NO Money. NO Obliga-
tions, simply name and address to Dr. II. Will Elders,
17 Ballinger Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

DANCING
HERMANN & DEMUTH

SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
1658 Broadway Phone

New York Circle 10319

DON LENO
Ass

bf d MARIE LOUISE
ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom. Charleston, Tango, Stage. Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO. also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor. T. Roy Barnes, Her-
man Timberg. Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on reuuest.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, Argen-
tine Tangos, Parisien Apache Adagios, Novelty Waltzes,
Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS
1658 BROADWAY Room 603 CIRCLE 7933

CHICAGO

Professional Stage Dancing
HOME STUDY COURSES: Buck and Wing. Soft Shoe.
Waltz Clog. $1 Each. 3 for $2. Send M. O., stamps,
check, currency. ..HARVEY THOMAS, 59 E. Van
Buren St., Chicago. Classes. 10 for $10.

NEW METAL DANCING TIPS. $1.00 PER PAIR.

ll/I A pU A in A New York's well known
IVliAV^lI-rillYxA professional Tango dancer.

Connected with the best
society clubs and theatrical circles. Original
Argentine Tango and Waltz for ballroom and stage.

Spanish, Adagios, Grecian, Russian, Apache, and
Oriental. Acts staged and produced, routines per-

fected. Positions procured. Social evening classes,

including Tango; special classes for girls. Per-
sonal artistic instruction.

Tel. Susquehanna 7330 B'dway and 77th St.
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A new way to revive

and refresh

Tired

Aching

Feet

Instant

Relief

MANY people, after any long and un-

usual exertion, such as golfing, danc-

ing, a brisk walk, or standing hours at a

time, experience distressing pains and aches

in their feet. They swell, burn, and make

one feel all tired out.

At such times Dr. Scholl's Foot Bairn brings imme-
diate and grateful relief. It puts you right back on your

feet with comfort. You can walk or work, dance or

play and have really happy feet.

One application drives out all discomfort. It stimulates

circulation, ends the pain, reduces the swelling, opens the

pores, andleaves the feet delightfully cooledand refreshed.

Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm is a cream-like preparation,

powerfully penetrating and analgesic. The pores quickly

absorb its healing, soothing properties, and spread them

deeply into the tissues. It is equally beneficial as a general

external application for muscular soreness, etc.

Go to your druggist or shoe dealer today and get a

jar of Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm. Costs only 35c.

For Free Sample, write The Scholl Mfg. Co., Chicago

DzScholl's
FootBalm

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S PLAPAO-

PADS are different from
tlie truss, being menlianicc—
chemico applicators made
self-adhesive purposely to

hold the distended muscles
securely in place. No straps,

buckles or spring attached
—cannot slip, so cannot
chafe or press against the
pubic bone. Thousands have
successfully treated them- D . H „.
selves at home without Jll,aSrrf..
hindrance from, work—most £„" ^'J. '•

obstinate cases conquered, •"".no rrix

Soft as velvet—easy to apply—Inexpensive. Awarded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery la

natural, so afterwards no further use for trusses. We
prove it by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely pD pp
Write name on Coupon and send TODAY.

Plapao Co., 1335 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis Mo.
Name
Address •

Return mail will bring Free Trial Plapao

PIMPLES
Cleared up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100,000 cases—used like toilet water—is simply magical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor bv telling your
friends; if not, the loss is mine. WRITE TODAY.

£.S. GiVENS, 411 Chemical Bdlg., Kansas City.Mo.

WEDDI N OS
Beautiful Raised Letters. Nocostlyplates. Lateststyh

lettering. 50 Announcements $6.50, Invitations. Send for

Samples, Metro Craftsmen. 100 W.40thSt,N.Y.DebC.M

This picture is appealing, romantic, wist'

ful. It is filled with an elusive sort of beauty
and heartache—all the way through. The
director. Nils Olaf Chnsandcr has shown rare

restraint and a fine, natural method of hand'
ling his characters.

This is the sort of film that makes you
forget the dull round of ordinary duties.

It is as pleasant as a dream with its ivy
covered castle, round towers, moonlit nights.

And over all the intense love which exists

between Schildkraut and Lya de Putti is so

well portrayed that it steals out beyond the

curtain and satisfies the hearts of the

audience.

THE CAT AND THE CANARY
When Mary Roberts Rinehart turned out

the "Cat and the Canary" she wrote the

best mystery play that ever reached Broad'
way. And what ingredients she used! As
spooky an old house as ever I saw; the

dying recluse—an eccentric rich man; black'

robed monsters; escaped convicts; sliding

panels; jealous relatives and the silent, glid-

ing "Mammy" Pleasant who with one dark
look can make the shivers run down your
spine.

A fine setting for a murder—but an eerie

place for that radiant, golden-haired Laura
La Plante. Well, that's the way she feels

about it, too. And even with a diamond
necklace thrown in—on top of all the money
of her deceased relative—Laura is anxious

only to get away from that queer old house
—and stay away.

In nearly every mystery play that reaches

the screen, you can guess who the villain is

before five hundred fee.t of film roll by. But
not in the "Cat and the Canary". First I

thought it was "Mammy" Pleasant. Martha
Mattox played this role and carried off the

acting honors. But it wasn't Martha. Next
I thought it must be Harry-— Arthur
Edmund Carewe. He usually is, you know.
And finally I couldn't tie it to anybody
else so I picked on Flora Finch and the

milkman. But I was wrong on all counts.

No indeed, I'm not going to tell you who
it was. You just go and find out for your-
self. Maybe it was Laura La Plante. I've

always had my suspicions about these golden-
haired beauties. They've had entirely too
much vogue lately. It's time for the bru-
nettes to have a chance.

Well, anyhow, the "Cat and the Canary"
is the best mystery story I've ever seen on
the screen. And that's saying a lot—after

all the good ones that have come before.

OUTLAWS OF RED RIVER
Maybe you thought Tom Mix had shot

up all the bad 'uns west of the Missouri.
There's a heap of 'em left. This time it's

the gas house gang of the desert that hangs
out at Red River.

A new angle in westerns. You first see
Tom Mix as a boy—played by a favorite of
mine, Johnny Downs. His childhood sweet-
heart, later Marjorie Daw, is little Virginia
Marshall.

When Tom comes of gun totin' age, he's
a Texas Ranger in the Red River district,

and Marjorie in in the hands of the put-
laws. Now go on from there.

However, you're due for some surprises.

Tom stages a one man Charge of the Light
Brigade. Stages is right. He drives a
stage coach down hill, without horses into
the stockage of the bandits to open a breach
in their fortification.

This horseless business, of course, gets
Tony's dander up. So he proceeds to show
that, in the long run, a Ranger's best friend
is his pinto.

Scenically, quite an eyeful, too. Out
where the sand dunes begin and keep on

C[ Laura La Plante \eeping in trim

for "Finder's Keepers".

going. Plenty of gun play, hard riding,

villainy, and sagebrush romance. A real

Tom Mix western.

ALL ABOARD
Johnny Hines in Egypt! Ever figure that

you'd see Johnny getting chummy with the

Pyramids and laughing sheiks right out of

their well known night shirts? 'S fact!

When Sleik meets Sheik the sands of the

desert haven't a chance to grow cold.

Johnny, who as you know can talk or jig

a bird off a branch, talks himself into a job

with a travel bureau. His big selling point

is a shorter route to the Pyramids, all done
on a map. It wins him an Egyptian tour

to conduct.

There's many a slip 'twixt map and
Pyramid. Also a Sheik— you know the

kind I mean—those brown, flowing robed

boys whose day is not complete without

abducting some fair white girl. How those

bronzed boys prefer blondes!

The gel, this time, is Edna Murphy. Yo
Ali! as the camel drivers say. They're off!

This isn't one of those travel pictures.

You know Johnny. He doesn't aim to

educate. He aims to make you laugh. Per-

sonally I'm glad he's taken a fall out of

those desert lady-killers. They've put it

over our boys long enough.
"All Aboard'' is a train full of laughs.

Get yourself a ticket and go on down to

the film depot for a real joy ride.

THE HEART OF THE YUKON
Just in time for the hot weather. Snow,

and plenty of it. But a story you'll warm
to. Alaska in the gold rush days. All the

glamor of a decade we all would like to see

lived over. Frost-bitten prospectors, saloons,

dance hall girls, the heroine from the East,

ruthless villains and chivalrous men.
You've seen pretty Anne Cornwall in a

lot of good comedies. Now you have an
opportunity to see her in a dramatic role,

first as a homely New England girl, and
then transformed into a butterfly of the

North. You'll like her better than ever.

Russell Simpson you know of old in these

tales of the snow country. Give him a
beard, a mackinaw, nail studded boots, a
snowstorm and a fight and he'll make you
sit up and shiver.

Frank Campeau, too, is an old hand at

the rough and ready stuff. John Bowers has
the lead. All in all, good troupers in an
exciting Alaskan melodrama.
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The StUge Coach— Continued from page 77

everybody feels pretty good before the show

opens. There is a new frenzy—not the one

of bitterness—but the fever of just before

opening night. And then comes opening

night of the try-out.

At the opening night, everything goes

dead wrong. The electricians miss their cues

and leave the stage dark for one of your

best mechanical effects. Your leading lady

forgets her two songs and fakes them. Cos-

tumes haven't arrived, and the girl who was

to play the flapper is lucky if she can borrow

the comedian's beard to keep from appearing

naked. Sets don't come, scenes don't come

—and therefore they don't go—your Atlan-

tic City audience puts thumbs down and

before you know it, New York has a report

that the show is hopeless.

It looks that way, when that seemingly

never-descending curtain comes down, to the

authors and the producers, too. They feel

pretty blue, but they wear sickly grins and

congratulate each other. They sit up until

five, ripping scenes out, writing new ones to

be played the next night, reconstructing

finales, giving notices to singers and what-

not. The morning papers come: the reviews

are bad. They call a ten a. m. rehearsal for

the new stuff and it goes on that night.

That night, Tuesday, the audience comes in,

sees the show and applauds every number.

You hear them say, "Wonder why the re-

viewers panned this?" You get together

again and have a couple of beers.

Wednesday matinee and night, with a few

more changes, the show glides along

smoothly before cheering audiences. Thurs-

day—oh, those awful Thursday audiences!

—

the same show that brought cheers and

laughter drops dead. You sit up with it

Thursday night and you switch scenes from

the first act to the second and vice versa.

The show moves. You apply some more
pulmotors Friday and Saturday and feel

pretty confident.

Sunday you are traveling back to New
York. On the train the panic seizes you.

You say, "Suppose we did this?" You try

that Sunday night, but Monday morning
you see your mistake and put the old stuff

back again. Tuesday you take more stuff

out and put it right back. And Tuesday
night, before a distinguished audience you
open.

You are standing way in the back, having
sneaked in after the audience was seated.

You have no idea how anything will be
received. The show starts and laughter be-

gins. Applause for the songs, laughter for

the sketches. The first act moves speedily,

prettily. The audience likes the show. You

tell yourself you knew it all the time. Then

something happens to the first act finale.

The dancers lag when speed is needed, the

orchestra slows up to catch the dancers, you

feel the act sinking. You sneak out in the

alley as the curtain comes, and wipe the

honest sweat from your brow. You and

your collaborator meet back stage and cry,

"They like it."

The second act is too long—it always is

opening night—and is therefore slow. Musi-

cal numbers follow each other too rapidly.

They are received well, but you realize that

you will have to take some of the skits in

the first act and put them into the second.

Finally, it is over. There is a lot of

applause, mainly from friends of the per-

formers, but it fools you.

You sneak out again, and you and your

collaborator sit up waiting for the reviews.

At five the morning papers are out. Your
first buy is the American and Joe Mulvaney
says, "Show brisk, buoyant and clever."

You toast Joe's health and turn to the

World. Mr. Woolcott much to your indig-

nation, doesn't like the revue. You get

indignant and roast Mr. Woolcott for not

appreciating fine points. Percy Hammond
says "So-so". You turn a litle sick.

Finally, the evening papers come out and

tell you what a great show you have. "Gay,

romping and rollicking" says the Evening

World. "Amusing sketches and clever dan-

cing make for first-class revue", says the

Sun. The Post fairly raves. You sit back

and wonder.

You sit back and wonder—but you don't

know. You only hope that more people

read the reviews that said you were good
than those which didn't like you. Your
second night audience is enthusiastic. You
keep writing stuff for Willie Collier to do.

Collier has been called in at the last minute
in one of those panicky moods. You write

lines at 7:30 and Collier reads them at 8:30.

By your second week things begin to

shape up and you think you have a show.
But you don't know yet. And, after all, no
matter what Woolcott or Mulvaney or even
the dramatic department of Screenland
says, results only count. And the final result,

as we write this on Friday, June 10, is not

only in the laps of the gods, but in the

tastes of the audiences.

DANCE
to real music!

MayMcA voy-Fightin ' Lassie-com. from page 37

she intimated that the aforementioned out-

burst might have been due to some extent

to the fact that she nearly became a school

ma'am once.

The critics however still pointed the

I-told-you-so digit.

But May won her battle. Furthermore,
she didn't have to use the well known oaken
cudgel. Her precious vanity case contains
no such sinister implement. Her stature

was no handicap. She towered above it.

Prefacing her recent victory, she reached
toward the histrionic freedom for which
she was yearning in "Lady Windermere's
Fan," adapted from Oscar Wilde's story

demonstrating how significant in the scheme
of life even a modest little fan can be.

Another triumph was scored in "The Fire
Brigade," produced by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, in which Charles Ray plays oppo-

site her.

Now there's a greater twinkle in May's
eyes. She's as happy as a songster released

from a cage. No longer the unsophisticated

ingenue, but the worldly wise feminine star

in "Matinee Ladies", and with a five-year

starring contract with Warner Brothers in

her hand which gives her a voice in the

selection of her pictures.

It's a far cry from the schools of New
York City where she poured over all man-
ner of books with the expectation of teach-

ing, to fame and the realization of cherished
ambitions before the trying motion picture

camera and the much more fastidious

theatregoing public.

But if anyone wants advice, take it from
May. Set your heart on your desires, don't

be handicapped by size, and wield the

shillelah if it's necessary!

Direct
from^^^W Factory

—make your old machine
like the expensive new

phonographs
Now at last you can say goodbye to the squeaky, met-
allic tone of your old phonograph. You can have the

beautiful, natural, full-rounded tone of the expensive
new machines. TheNew PHONIC reproducermakes
your old phonograph like an entirely new one. Based
on the New PHONIC principle. Makes you think

the orchestra or artist is in the same room.

New PHONIC
Reproducer

gives the new tone and immense volumeof the latest

new phonograph. Tones never before heard are

clearly distinguished. Test it on an old record. Hear
the difference yourself. Listen to the deep low notes

and the delicate high notes. You'll be amazed. Ideal

for dancing or for home entertainment. Its volume
is almost double that of the ordinary reproducer.

10 Days' Trial -Without Risk
Send no money now—just the coupon. Pay the post-

man only $3.85 plus a few pennies postage when the
New PHONIC arrives. Then if you are not.delighted,

send it back within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. If sold in stores the price would be at least

$7.50. Our price only $3.85. Over 350.000 people have
dealt with us by mail. You take no risk. Mail the
coupon now for 10 days' trial. BE SURE TO STATE
THE NAME OF PHONOGRAPH YOU OWN.

NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS, Inc., Dept. 58
327 W«»t 36th Street, New York

Please Bend me a New PHONIC reproducer for

, I will pay the postman
(give name of Phonograph) $3.85 plus few cents

postage. If I am not satisfied after trial , I will return your

reproducer within 10 days and you guarantee to refund

my money. (Outside U. S. $i.l0. cash with order.)

Name.

Address

.

City ..State..
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When Company Comes
YOU will be proud to be able to serve with this beautiful Gold

Initialed Berry Set! It will be given to you as a REWARD for

sending us only one yearly subscription to Screenland at the regular

price of $3.00.

The only condition is that the subscription be a new one and to an

address other than your own. Buying these beautiful sets direct from

the factory enables us to make this liberal offer and do it in order to

stimulate every reader of Screenland to get us another subscriber.

If we gave you the amount of cash which a single Berry Set costs us you

could not buy it anywhere for the same amount. By accepting the Berry

Set as a reward you will be getting a useful as well as beautiful gift

—

one you will cherish and be proud to show your friends and neighbors

visiting you.

Send us one yearly subscription to Screenland at the regular price of

$3.00 and to an address other than your own and we will send you as

a reward this useful and beautiful 7-piece Gold Initialed Berry Set

postage paid. Guaranteed to please you and all your friends privileged

to view it. The bowl measures 9 inches in diameter and 2V2 inches deep.

The nappies measure 5 inches in diameter. They are of a beautiful pink

tint, gold rimmed, beautifully decorated with floral and bird design.

Your initial in Gold on each piece add to the charm of the set. You
must see this set to appreciate its great beauty!

Be sure to state the initial you want on your set.

PLEASE USE THIS COUPON

PUBLISHER, SCREENLAND
49 West 45th Street,

New York City.

Herewith $3.00 for one year's subscription to Screenland sent to the

following:

Name -

Street & No -

City : State

As a reward for sending you this new subscription you are to send me postage

paid a 7-piece Gold Initialed Berry Set.

Name

Street 6? No

City .*. State..

Send me a set initialled, letter

The Adventure of the

Minister's Daughter
(Continued from page 31)

thrills for Helen! Would she play crack-the-
whip with Jack Duffy and the Christie girls

in a scene in front of the cameras? Yes she
would and how!

Having the most glorious time of her
life, Helen only thought of being able to
return home and tell the folks there of her
wonderful experience. But her movie
career was not destined to be so short bjved
as that.

Let it here be pointed out to those who
have not already noticed it, that little girls

are not born into the world with little tags
on them saying, "This one for Christie
Comedies*', "This one for the Follies", and
so on—they have to be found by someone
who will recognize their possibilities and give
them a chance. Many girls who yearn
fiercely to be movie actresses but who are
not so fitted have to be turned down by the
producers, and many other beautiful crea-
tures who should be in the movies are as shy
as the more or less well known gazelle, so
the producer has a very difficult job in-

deed to actually find new and beautiful
talent. It so happens that Mr. Al Christie
is always on the lookout for new faces for
his comedies. By mentioning the names of
present day stars who once worked in their
obscurity in Christie Comedies it would not
be difficult to prove that he is something of
a picker. As a matter of fact girls are spot'
ted in revues, or. due to the popularity now-
adays of the healthy outdoor type, a great
many are graduated from the various beaches
near Los Angeles to the studios. Frances
Lee, Bobby Vernon's leading lady, was
Billy Dooley's dancing partner in vaudeville,
and Al Christie signed them both after see-
ing them at the Orpheum. Anne Cornwall,
now a star in her own comedies as well as a
bright name in feature pictures, once posed
for children's styles. Jane Manners and
Lorraine Eddy, new additions to the Christie
girls, were seen by Mr. Christie in the
Hollywood Music Box Revue. Doris Daw-
son, another beautiful newcomer, doubled
her hands for closeups when a particularly
beautiful pair were required.

So it was that Mr. Christie noticed the
new face among the girls when the scenes
in which Helen Fairweather frolicked with
the athletic girls and Jack Duffy were shown
in the projection room. And so it was
that she was brought to the attention of the
famous Mr. Christie. Having decided to

% J
da, who is a leader of fashion

in Hollywood, will next he seen in "The
Private Life of Helen of Troy".

fl[ Maria uor
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'C[ Shirley Dorman a new
Paramount find.

add this new young lady to the roster of

Christie beauties, the next thing was to find

her, for, in the hustle and bustle of making
pictures no one had secured Helen's phone
number!

Three days after opportunity had, so to

speak, splashed Miss Fairweather when she

was enjoying a seaside vacation and had
said "Now you chase Me"—a slightly awed
young lady inquired at the Christie Studio

about a certain picture in which Jack Duffy
played crack'thcwhip with a lot of young
ladies on the beach. She would like to

know the name of it so that when it came
to Des Moines she could go to see it. And
then it was that the girl at the information

desk recognized her and led her to Mr.
Christie's office.

So there are three reasons why Helen
Fairweather never returned to Des Moines
from her California vacation. They are, a

bathing suit, chance, and Al Christie.

Extra Lovin'
{Continued from page 35)

optical trouble.

"Young lady," said he after the day's

shooting was over. "I hope you're going
to be a steady customer with us."

Sally had been in the movies about a

month before she found enough courage to

tell Mum and Dad and then she wished she

hadn't.

They told her she wasn't decent,

that she was a disgrace to the name of

Malloy. . . .that it was only a matter of

time when she'd be contaminated. They
begged, they threatened, they cried and then
one day Mum went over to Long Island to

see if she couldn't personally enlist the syrri'

pathy of the Manager or whoever it was
that was corrupting her daughter's future.

And Mum met Old Eagle Eye and found
him to be a "Perfect Gentleman."

"Your daughter," said he "is as safe with
us as she'd be in church. . .what's more
you mustn't stand between her and a big

career. She's got talent and I feel safe in

saying that in a couple of years she'll make
a name for herself and a lot "of money for

you."

They talked on and then he almost
knocked Mum out of her chair: "You've
never thought of going into pictures your-
self, Mrs. Malloy?" said he.

"Who me?" gasped Mum.

I Was Ashamed Before

My Vast Audience

DAVID
V. BUSH

e man who
astounded
America

But It Ended My Stoutness
My first and only attack of stage fright showed
me the way to banish excess fat—forever!

MY heart beat fast! In 15 minutes I I felt better than I had felt in years. I felt

was going to face a vast audience! vigorous—vital—overflowing with energy I slept

_ " P .
6 _ , , soundly. My appetite increased. I lost that slug-

In 15 minutes I was going to speak gish feeling that fat brings. My mind grew crys-

in Carnegie Hall, New York— the most tai clear. I was able to go through a long, hard

famous lecture platform in America! One without the slightest fatigue
1

Needless to

„ ., ,
* say, I continued my amazing reducing treatment,

of the largest crowds that had ever assem- In three Weefc* I was back to normal weight!
bled in that great hall was waiting for me. To say that I was pleased would be putting it

Why did my heart beat fast? Why did

I hesitate to face my vast audience? I

was a seasoned speaker. I had lectured for

years. I had spoken before thousands of

mildly. I was overjoyed I

Nature's Method of Reducing.
It Works or It Costs Nothing!
I want to tell vou all about this amazing meth-

people in the greatest auditoriums in the od of reducing which I have discovered. It is

United States. Why should I feel afraid?

The answer was simple. That very

afternoon I had received a critical letter

from one of my followers. Here's what
the letter said:

"Why is it you are so fat ?" my critic

wrote. "You — David V. Bush

—

America's greatest authority on right

living. You tell others how to live

—

what to eat—how to care for them-
selves mentally and physically. And
yet you do nothing about your own
stoutness."

This letter stung me like a lash! My
methods of right living had proved wonder-
fully beneficial to thousands of men and instantly that it works,

women. They had proved beneficial in

my own case. Yet there was one thing I

had been unable to conquer—my stoutness.

Vain Efforts to Reduce
For years I had tried to reduce. I had tried

fasting, dieting, exercises, and mechanical appli-

ances—everything I could think of. Nothing
seemed to help. I remained as stout as ever.

I couldn't figure out the cause of my stoutness.
I am not a heavy eater, but to look at my rotund
figure, anyone would think I ate too much. Such
was not the case. I ate moderately—lived tem-
perately and took a normal amount of exercise.

A Startling Discovery
That night after the lecture a comforting

thought came to me. It was this : All the re-
ducing methods which I had tried were other
people's inventions. I had never tackled the
problem myself. I had never tried to invent a
reducing method of my own.

For weeks I studied. For weeks I tried to find
the secret. Finally I came to the conclusion that
there was only one logical way to get rid of fat.

Then I began to experiment on myself.

Imagine my astonishment I Imagine my de-
light! In 24 hours I lost 2 pounds! During the
next 24 hours I lost 3 pounds more! Day after
day I continued my new method of reducing.
Day after day I continued to watch my weight.
And day after day I continued to lose excess
pounds.

simply wonderful. I am delighted with it. My
friends are delighted with it. Everyone who
hears about it becomes enthusiastic I

I don't care how stout you are. I don't care
how many times you have tried to reduce and 1

failed. My amazing new method will make your
excess fat melt away like magic—give you a nor-
mal, youthful figure—make you slim, buoyant,
energetic, as Nature intended you to be, or the
treatment won't cost you a single penny!
No starving—no exercising, no drugs—no ex-

ternal agencies—no mechanical appliances. You
simply follow my instructions for a few days
until your excess pounds disappear—until the
scales tell you that you weigh exactly what you
should.

This method is so simple that anyone, even a
child, can understand how it works and why it

works. It is so logical, so reasonable, so sensible
that the moment you hear about it you will know

Send No Money
Merely send me your name and address. When

the postman brings you my complete instructions,
"How to Reduce", simply pay him the special,
low price of only $2.98 plus a few cents postage.
If at the end of two weeks you are not complete-
ly satisfied—if you do not lose weight rapidly
and easily—then simply tell me so and your
money will be instantly refunded. You risk noth-
ing. WRITE TODAY. DAVID V. BUSH, Dept.
H-608, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

David V. Bush
Dept. H-608, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.

Please send me your complete method, "How to
Reduce." I will pay the postman $2.98 plus a few
cents postage. I understand that if I am not com'
pletely satisfied at the end of two weeks, I may
return treatment and you will refund my money
at once.

Name

Address

City State _ __

Sometimes C. O. D. packages are delayed. To get
quickest action send cash with order. If cash ac-

companies order, we will pay the postage.
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SHOC
STRAP

DUSTPROOF
MOISTURE PROOF CASE

6 JEWEL
SHQCKPROOF
MOVEMENT

RADIUM
DIAL

ROOF
WATCH

grooved stem
easy grip

SECOND HAND FOR
7IMING PURPOSES

T OCW T7R T7T7 ? Absolutely free a genuine
riVIZ/XZ,. Stamford Strap Watch sent

free of charge with every Morrison Fountain Ten. The
pen with the 10 year guarantee—famous oversize black
tipped red beauty. The finest Morrison Pen made

—

over two million now in use. Try before you buy.
Send no money. We send you this regular $10 watch
free of charge. Just to introduce the pen. Just think
of it a full 6 jeweled watch with 20 year engraved
thin model case. This watch will amaze you; looks

exactly like $100 model. State if lady's or man's
pen is wanted and if sou prefer we can send a ladies

wrist watch instead. On delivery of package pay post-

man only $2.95 for pen—no more—then after 10 days'
trial send us balance of $2.95 in full payment. Not a
penny more—100 per cent satisfaction or money back.
Don't hesitate, ask for your free watch. It's free.

We ask nothing—you pay nothing—now or later. Send
this ad with your name.

GLOBE SCIENTIFIC CO.
P. O. Box 296 Pittsburgh, Pa.

HAIRGRAY
Is Not Necessary

You are only as

old as you look!

Wm.J.Brandt's

Liquid

EAU DE
HENNA
Hair Color

Restorer

will cover hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that you
would not know it ever was gray. It is liquid.

One application with a toothbrush docs it all.

No pack. No mess.
You get the natural color. No one will suspect

your hair has been dyed. Leaves it soft and
lustrous—no dead color—no streaks—no spots

—

just a uniform color.

ANY ONE CAN PUT IT ON
It will not rub off. It stays on several months,

Shampooing, sea bathing, sun, permanent waving,
curling or straightening iron—nothing takes it off.

You can cover any gray no matter how stub-
born or how caused. It also takes at the roots.

You don't have to fuss around for a week.
You get the color right away.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where needed. Can be

used over other dyes or where powdered hennas
have been used. Docs not break the hair. Does
not interfere with permanent waving.

Full directions in each box in English and
Spanish. Colors: Black, Dark Brown, Medium
Brown, Light Brown, Drab, Blond, Auburn.
Price $2.50. C. O. D. $2.77. In ordering please
state :olor desired: order through your Depart-
ment Store, Druggist, Beauty Parlor or direct
from us, give full local address.

Accept no substitute for Wm. J. Brandt's Eau
£

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 265-K, 112 East 23rd St., New York
.Men as well as women use Eau de Henna to advantage.

Let Screenland help you to decide what pic-

tures you will enjoy. Read Screenland every

month for its well written PRE-VIEWS.

"You're still a very beautiful woman,"
said Old Eagle Eye. "You've no idea how
difficult it is to find women of refinement,

grace, charm and inherent good breeding
." and so on.

And when that afternoon Mum went
back and told Dad that she had gone over

to the enemy, Dad hit the ceiling.

Poor Dad. In the days that followed, he

felt that he had lost the last friend he ever

had. He felt like a poor relation. His
wife and daughter were independently earn-

ing their own livings. Making much more
individually than he had for all three of

them. There was a cook in the house and
Mum, with all the drudgery off her shoul-

ders, bloomed again radiantly.

Then Dad was laid off and finally let go
.Younger men were coming along

behind him and he couldn't keep up the

pace.

Pood Dad. He tried to get another job

but men of fifty don't fit easilv anywhere
. . . Poor Dad.
And then one day in his utter loneliness,

and feeling like a charity patient he went
over to Long Island and sat on a bench in

Old Eagle Eye's waiting room.
All about him were fat men, thin men,

short men, tall men, bow-legged men and
knock kneed men. He took his place amongst
them patiently waiting till it came his turn

to meet the eye of the Old Eagle. Then
to his great surprise he saw that Old Eagle

Eye was a young man of thirty, keen

intelligent, cultured.

"You've come between me and my wife

and my daughter." said Dad brokenly

"You've ruined our home. . .once happy
.I'm a lonely old man and I don't

know what to do with myself. . .I'm no
actor. Never acted in my life, but I

thought you might be able to fit me in

somewhere . . . anywhere at any salary.

I'm willing to learn . . . Only give me a

job near my wife and daughter ... I don't

want to be separated from them."

Old Eagle Eye stretched out his hand
. . . "You aren't going to be separated

from them ... I was coming over to see

you this evening . . . We're all going out

to the coast next week . . . and we're not

going to be separated . . . Sally and I are

going to be married."

Ann Ror\ ]oo\s out upon a rose
colored world these days. She is

engaged to Robert Agnew.
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Screen News

from Broadway
Continued from page 8

shopping, of course. The former Daisy

Danziger is a social light in California and

maintains her reputation as one of the best'

dressed women of the film colony. Mrs.

Tony is a distinguished brunette, and, like

Mrs. King Vidor, uses make-up sparingly,

if at all. The Moreno picture plans depend
upon what good parts come his way. Tony
is a free-lance now, and he can pick and
choose his roles.

>|: >!:

Before Mrs. Tom Mix sailed for Europe
with her little daughter, Tomasina, she

emphatically denied that she was going to

seek a divorce from the western star in

Paris. A vacation, and nothing else, said

Mrs. Mix. Big Tom is said to have slipped

Mrs. Tom a check for a hundred thousand
dollars when he said goodbye to her in

Hollywood. Whoop-ee!

Not since the majestic Strongheart first

paraded Fifth Avenue has a canine attracted

such attention as the bow-wow star of Cap-
tain Jack Robertson's feature, "Alaskan
Adventures" . Wrongstart, the winning
little woof-woof who trails along so gaily in

the outdoor picture, was stopped on every

block by admiring fans who had seen him
in the film and also had witnessed his

"personal appearance" at the Roxy Theatre.

He barked and wagged his appreciation, and
also offered to autograph any photos with

an obliging paw.

Two screen stars whose past performances
have given pleasure to thousands will soon
be entertaining New York audiences from
the stage: Baby Peggy, that winsome child

who used to be runner-up for Jackie

Coogan's juvenile screen honors, will make
her bow in vaudeville on Broadway. Roscoe
Arbuckle, the famous "Fatty" whose antics

once convulsed us, will, according to report,

make a come-back in a revival of "Baby
Mine".

& £ £

Hurrah! If all goes well Harold Lloyd
will come to New York to make most of his

next comedy. The story calls for a back-

ground of baseball at the Yank's Stadium
and Coney Island at the height of the

summer season. So Harold and his com-
pany, composed of director Ted Wilde and
several "gag men", will be entraining for

Manhattan very soon . He has not yet se-

lected a leading woman to succeed Jobyna
Ralston. The job is still, at this writing,

open. Step right up, girls!

The Grand Jury
(Continued from page 20)

in a competition which was sex of one and
a half dozen of the other.

It has been found that in 9691 cases out
of a ten thousand the cutie is at heart a

darn nice girl and the moment the sheik
loses himself and becomes absorbed in the

picture she finds him much more attractive

to her. And in the twilight of the picture,

theatre she leans comforted against his Hart-
Schaffner and Marx, certain in her knowl-
edge that he has a heart to feel with and
content to lose him to the picture for the
nonce—for she too will have her nonces.

Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you please

Wear what you please

Do what you please
Take no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found this easy way to

take off 2 to 4 pounds once or twice a week. These women
take refreshing Fayro baths in the privacy of their own
homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same natural mineral

salts that make effective the waters of twenty-two hot

springs of America, England and Continental Europe. For
years the spas and hot springs bathing resorts have been

the retreat of fair women and well groomed men.

Excess weight has been removed, skins have been made
more lovely, bodies more shapely and minds brighter.

The Hot Springs are now Brought to You
Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of the

waters from twenty-two of the most famous springs have
taught us the secret of their effectiveness. You can now
have all these benefits in your own bath. Merely put Fayro
into your hot bath. It dissolves rapidly. You will notice

and enjoy the pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and
clean salts.

Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating perspiration
forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus fat and bodily poisons.
Add Fayro to your bath at night and immediately you will lose
from 2 to 4 pounds in an easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless
manner.

Your physician will tell you that Fayro is certain to do the work
and that it is absolutely harmless.

Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling as
though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can

also concentrate its effect on abdomen, hips, legs,

ankles, chin or any part of the body you may wish.

Results Are Immediate
Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro

bath. You will find you have lost from 2 to 4
pounds. And a few nights later when you again
add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. Soon you will be the correct weight
for your height. No need to deny yourself food
you really want. No need for violent exercise. No
need for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing
Fayro bath in the privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package.

With the coupon you get 3 full sized packages
and an interesting booklet "Health and Open
Pores" for $2.50 plus a few cents postage. Send

money re-no money. Pay the postman,
funded instantly if you want it.

Your

HERE'S PROOF
Read What Fayro Baths Have Done For Others

"Three Fayro baths have reduced my weight 11
pounds in 8 days. I feel better than I have felt
tor years."

"I weigh 16 pounds less and feel younger and
sleep better. Fayro is wonderful."

"My double chin vanished in the magic of Fayro
baths."

"My hips were always too prominent until I com-
menced Fayro baths. I have lost 12 pounds."

"Since childhood my thick ankles have always
been a source of embarrassment. Fayro baths have
reduced them beautifully. Thank you very much."
Names and addresses will be given on request.

pAYRQ
Fayro Laboratories. Inc.

' 823 Locust St., Pittsburgh. Pa. N-8-27
Send me 3 full sized packages of Favro in plain package.

I i will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage. It
is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results with

I the first package I use. I am to return the other two and
you will refund all of my nionev at once.

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money without a question.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and mail
it today.

Name ....

Address

City State..

. E^^veeks ot pleasurable practice

givesyou command oftheConn saxo-

phone which enables you to entertain

yourselfand friends. Be popular, increase
your income ifyou wish! Start now with
zneasy-playingConn. Choice ofworld's
foremost artists—and costs no more.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any
Conn.Write for FreeBook, details.

G.Conn,^., 784 ConnBldg.
Elkhart, Ind.

1

3XHft Fear
the embarrassment of objectionable

odors from

PERSPIRATION
keep your body healthy & sanitary by using

Destroys Perspiration Odors—A Charming Deodorant
A superior odorless antiseptic toilet powder that con-
tains No Talcum. Very beneficial to
comfort when dusted on sanitary
napkins, underwear, dress shields,
etc. Refreshing after the bath, gives
instant relief to tired, swollen and
aching feet. An indispensable toilet
requisite. Price 50c at drug and dept. stores. Clip
this out and enclose 10c for generous sample.
New York Shield Co., 55 W. 16th St.. New York

lowder that con-
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How To Develop

, : ,m The Bust
There IS aWay

!

THIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since I first

used The Rational. 1 am happy to say

that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. I do
appreciate so much what the Rational
has done for me. 1 have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she uu'I! only use the Rational. Friends

envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-
developed girl or woman will want to know.

If you wish to learn liow slie produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can he yours—all the beauty and captivating grace

that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure.

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
sealed postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-

ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30,CLARINDA, IOWA, U.S.A.

BATHING FIGURES DON'T LIE!
Yes sir, the good old summer time is here! And won't it be a thrill to rip off the old shirt,
step out of those clumsy trousers, slip on a cool, comfortable bathing suit—and take a grand
dip into the ocean! Oh boy—and won't you get a wonderful kick out of strolling along the
beach—swinging two brawny aims with chest high, shoulders squared, body erect, displaying
a figure just rippling with handsome, supple muscles.

SORRY to say—fellows—but
there's another side to

that story! And many of you
know it only too well. You
know what a different sensa-
tion is experienced when you
reluctantly drag yourself into

a half- filled bathing suit.

You know how self-conscious
you become—when you have
to display long, skinny arms,
thin bony legs—a caved-in
chest, bent shoulders—and a
scrawny, stooping figure.

You'll admit that there's no
glory in that.

DECIDE TODAY
TO REDEEM YOUR
PHYSICAL SELF
I GUARANTEE to set

things right for you—and give
you a body that you can
justly be proud of. I want
to prove to you that I'm no
vain boaster— that I have
succeeded in making thou-
sands of half-dead human
wreckages — into strong, vi-
brant, self-confident, winning
he-men.

CHARLES ATLAS
"World's Foremost Muscular

Scientist
1674 B'way, Dept. S75, N.Y. C.

CHARLES ATLAS,
1674 Broadway, Dept.

Mew York.

675

Send me vour big book,
"SECRETS OF MUSCU-
LAR POWER AND BEAUTY.'
charges.

K.imn

CHARLES ATLAS
Twice Selected as the World's Most Perfect

Man, winning two $1,000 FIRST PRIZES in

National Contests conducted by Bernarr Mac-
fadden. No other man can claim this title.

I enclose dime to help cover wrapping and mailing

Send me the cou-
pon below — as the
first step to attain-
ment. It'll bring you
my latest book

—

"SECRETS"
OF

MUSCULAR
POWER AND
BEAUTY"

It's a regular in-

spirer—and you'll be
thrilled with every

one of its pages

—

alive with amazing
photographs. Take my
word for it—you'll

never regret receiving

it—and the day the

postman brings it to

your door, will mark
the turning point of

your life. Remember
—DO IT NOW I

Send
Coupon
Now

Address

The Ideal of the

Intellhenciao
(Continued from page 52)

express more pathos than the swimming eyes

of the greatest tragediennes who ever lived.

It is amazing to realize that this fragile,

flowcr-like, dainty little woman is one of the

best "business men" in pictures and that

she can direct as well as those who direct

her. She is a tradition because through all

the artistic chaos she has remained un-

changed. Her work has grown finer, she

has reached new heights of emotion. From
a production standpoint she has branched
out in "La Boheme" and "The Scarlet

Letter", but she has sought no new forms
in which to express her art.

I told her that I believe that she, and
she alone, had avoided the new modes of
expression.

She corrected me on that. "The screen,

itself, has no new forms," she said. "Every
now and then someone comes forward and
announces that a new directorial technique

has been discovered. Feverishly, the public

and the critics pounce upon it for analysis.

We who have been on the screen for years

know that no attempt at novelty has yet

been made.
"Years ago we all indulged in what is

now called repressed acting. Then we
decided that the public was growing tired

of the starry eyes and the half gestures and
we changed our methods. The movies
should move, we argued, so we began to

pantomime wildly.

"A few years later, Charles Chaplin pro-

duced 'The Woman of Paris' and everyone
heralded it as something new come to the

cinema.

"A few changes have been made, but they
are so very few that they do not need con-

sideration.

"Every other form of art has branched
out and has tried new technique, new ex-

pressions. The modern school has touched
music, art, literature. It has kept its hands
off the cinema.

"Screen stories are simple, direct, definite|

The subtle touches which are so commented
upon now, were used by directors years ago.

Oh, occasionally we put in a futuristic back-

ground or placed the camera at an unusual

angle, but acting and directing has remained
the same.

"The best pictures that were made years

ago compare favorably with those made now.
The technical end of the work has changed.
Photogiaphy, cutting, makeup has all im-

proved, but the forms remain the same.

"There is a definite reason for this. The
pictures are such a new art that the public

has not had a chance to grow tired of them
in their present form. And I believe that it

will be many, many years before the cinema
will have to find a new method of ex-

pression.

"Painting, music, literature have been arts

for hundreds of years. It is time that they

changed, but the screen has gained by the

chaotic state of other arts. The simplicity

and directness of the cinema is a welcome
relief."

That, then, is one of the reasons that

Lillian Gish is jn the cinematic Hall of Fame.
Her simplicity and her charm come to the

intelligencia as a welcome relief.

Lillian Gish is an analyst and technician.

She has no illusions about the cinema. She
admits, quite frankly, that it was for purely

economic reasons that she and her sister,

Dorothy, went to a studio one day with
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their friend, Mary Pickford, in search of

work.

I feel sure that even then when, as a

mere child, Lillian Gish found herself a

motion picture actress she began a systematic

study of the work. Her work grows and

expands, because she is like a builder or a

mason. She is not one to confuse art and

inspiration. Her work is the work of a

master craftsman. Some actors who have

not the background of technique that Lillian

Gish has, find that they can do their best

work without rehearsals. They are carried

along by inspiration merely, which is not a

very secure chariot. Lillian Gish's work
improves with each performance.

You know, of course, that John S.

Robertson directed her in "Annie Laurie".

When I watched her do a scene it seemed

to me that something of the general atmos-

phere of a movie set was lacking. I

wondered if they were using a different

kind of camera, because its grinding seemed

to make more noise than the other sets.

Then I realized that this company was work-

ing without music.

Every other company at M.G.M. employs

two, sometimes three, musicians to play

while the actors are before the camera. I

asked Lillian Gish about this.

"Music distracts both Mr. Robertson and

me," she said. "In the old days we had
nothing to stir the senses. It is the com-

mon theory that music puts you in the

mood, but when I have music I cannot

judge my work. I don't know whether I

am really in the part or whether the music

makes me think I am. Only in the senti-

mental scenes do we have a musician. Then
we play 'Annie Laurie' very softly. Some-
times we use no music for even these scenes.

Usually my work is better without it.'
"

You see now, don't you, what a craftsman

she is. I have known actresses and actors,

too, who use every sort of stimulant to make
them act, perfume, color, music, everything

to tickle the senses. Lillian Gish's work is

of such quality that it can stand alone, with-

out outside aid. In spite of the fact that

she does not indulge in new forms she

improves steadily even after the years that

she has been a star. No mad inspired genius

she, who flashes across the screen with

meteoric brilliancy and rapidity. Lillian

Gish is a tradition and traditions last. She
is a craftsman and craftsmen grow more
and more sure of themselves and of their

work. She is a builder who builds mansions
of art.

Like the screen, Lillian Gish needs no
new forms of expression. Her simple,

delightful, gentle, direct, definite approach
has put her on the pedestal where she now
stands. A perfect technician, a great artist,

a master builder, a business woman, a

thoughtful student, a demure, dainty little

.woman—there is reason for Lillian Gish's
being Hollywood's favorite tradition.

Chatter from Hollywood
(Continued from page 71)

Charlie does not work steadily. You see

Charlie works by inspiration while, if you'll

pardon me, other stars work by perspi-

ration."

Mr. Schenck said he would give Chaplin

$1,000,000 to make a picture for him.

"The Gold Rush", he said, has taken in

about $2,700,000 of which Chaplin gets

about eighty per cent. This applies to the

Chaplin Companies and not the comedian
personally, he explained.

No matter what has been printed, Tom
Mix and Mrs. Mix are not going to get a

divorce. It is true that Tom made a set-

tlement of $445,000 on her in addition to

her jewels before she left for Europe, but
when she comes back they will be together

again. Mrs. Mix left here to recuperate

from an operation, for which her physician

had advised, first of all, a sea voyage. She
was accompanied by her daughter, Thorn-
asina; her mother, Mrs. Eugene Fords and
by Mrs. Lynn Reynolds, widow of the late

Universal director.

Tom is very devoted to his wife and their

closest friends say there is absolutely no
truth to the rumors of a separation.

In Hollywood we all like Tom and his

wife too very much. And we know that

they are just the extraordinary Mixes and
that they are much too sensible to part.

—o

—

Wedding bells rang in Hollywood this

month for Sarah Adele Farnum, daughter
of William Farnum, and William G. Tuttle,

who is not of the motion pictures, but is a

petroleum engineer.

The marriage took place at Farnum's
home here and the couple departed on a

brief honeymoon from which they will re-

turn to live in Los Angeles.

Fame is a mixed blessing to Mary Pick
ford, especially on Sunday. I am told that
Mary finds it impossible to attend the same
church for any length of time because her
presence is ferreted out and crowds block
the doorway when she tries to leave.

A Hollywood director, who told me this

fact about Mary, says that motion picture
extras found that he was going to a certain

church, promptly joined it and were the
first to give him the hand of fellowship.

Just as promptly they tried to use the con-
nection to get a job, he said.

The slender boy prince in Billie Dove's
new picture, "The Stolen Bride", is Winston
Miller, brother of Patsy Ruth, of whom his

director says many fine things. This is not
Winston's first role, but it is his most im-

portant one, requiring the sangfroid of a

worldly princeling. To the demands on his

acting talent are added the horrors of man-
aging for the first time. I watched young
Miller work the other day and he shows a

marked talent. Patsy is very proud of him.
She, by the way, is preserving great

secrecy about a young man, not in motion
pictures, with whom 'she has been going
lately. Nobody in Hollywood even knows
his name, but they say Pat is serious for

the first time. I asked her about it, but
she wouldn't talk ... if you know Pat
that's something radical.

—o

—

Chuck Reisner, now directing Buster
Keaton, received notice this month that he
appears to the only heir to the $240,000
estate of a distant relative. The estate in-

cludes several motion picture theatres as

well as other valuable real estate.

edm
DO you love adventure? Do you want to make big

money? Although aviation is still in its infancy

there is a crying demand for men with courage, nerve,

and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Amazing Opportunity in
the Airplane Industry

Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is

the time to get in. In the
automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at

thestart. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-

freight lines — organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It

clamors for every young

PICK YOUR
JOB!

Airplane Instructor

Airplane Engineer

Airplane Repairman

Airplane Assembler

Airplane Mechanician

Airplane Inspector

Airplane Builder

Airplane Salesman

Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor

Airplane Motor Expert

Airplane Designer

Be an Aviation Expert—
The study of aviation is as fascinating as the aetua. work.

Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says, "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.

Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want? Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book just out en-

titled,"Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is inter-
esting and instructive. Get yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept.882-C.3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept.882-C.3601 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

|
Without any obligation send me your free book "Oppor- -

tunities in the Airplane Industry," also information I

aboutyourHome Study Coursein Practical Aeronautics.

Name.

Address.

|^C£t2/ State.
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your favorites.
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counts of 242 stars-—illustrated.
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"talking knowledge
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—and who isn't talking about

them these days?
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Gentlemen:

I enclose $2.00 in full payment for my I

copy of FAMOUS FILM FOLKS. 1
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6— Continued from page 4

man again, don't you—in "The Dove"?
The Talmadge-Roland combination is a good
one. Marion Davies is not married. Her
latest films are "Tiilie the Toiler", "Quality
Street" and "Dumb Dora"—the first and
last from newspaper comic strips, the second
from J. M. Barric's famous play.

Dolores Admirer. Miss del Rio, or should
I say Senorita, is a Mexican girl of a dis-

tinguished family. Her husband's name is

Jaime del Rio. She was discovered by
director Edwin Carewe when he was on
location in her home town, Mexico City.

She came with her husband to Hollywood
and almost from the very start, made a

great hit in films. Her outstanding per-

lormanccs have been in "What Price Glory",
"Resurrection"

,
"Carmen", and "Ramona".

She was scheduled to play opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Gaucho", but instead is

to be starred by United Artists. So Eve
Southern gets the part opposite Mr. Fair-

banks. Lucky break for both girls.

Martha of Columbus. I wouldn't ask

your boy friend his pet method with a girl.

He might answer, "The pet method", and
then what would you do? So Lloyd Hughes
is your beau ideal. You couldn't pick a

nicer idol. Young Mr. Hughes is just about
everything the clean-cut star should be.

He's the devoted husband of Gloria Hope,
who gave up her own screen career to be
his wife and the mother of little Donald
Hughes. Lloyd works at the same studio

with Colleen Moore—First National, Bur-
bank, Cal. Miss Moore is soon to step out
into real emotional drama

—
"Lilac Time" is

her next. It's a heavy part but I know
Colleen can do it. She can play any old

kind of role, that girl. A born trouper.

Come again.

Florence D., Brooklyn. You and James
Murray, the new Vidor discovery, have the

same favorite—John Barrymore. Lots of

young actors look up to Barrymore; but
you can look up to him even if you're not
a young actor, it seems. John makes pic-

tures for United Artists. He was born in

1882; he is the younger member of the

famous Barrymore trio—Ethel and Lionel

are the others. Lionel doesn't divulge his

age. If you haven't seen any pictures of
Barrymore in Screenland, you should have
those pretty little eyes gone over. We
publish plenty. This magazine no longer
has a fan club department, so we cannot
furnish information as to the various clubs.

If you want to start a John Barrymore Fan
Club, you'll just have to call together other
admirers of the famous John, and start one.

That's the best I can tell you. Good luck.

Chuc\. If I said Harry Langdon is the

funniest man in pictures, I might be cut by
such readers as prefer Chaplin. Lloyd,
Keaton, McLean, or Hines. But I guess I

can laugh as loud as I want to at Harry's
pictures, and try to stop me. Yes, Clara
Bow is "It's" real name. I can't send you
my picture—lucky you! But write to me
often, anyway.

Ethel W. Married—or shingle? Don't
get yourself engaged to any man who doesn't
like bobbed hair, especially when yours is

already bobbed. No, I don't think long
hair will ever "come back"—not to this

head, anyway. Stick up for your rights,

girl, and down with the hair-pins. Richard
Barthelmess was born in New York City in

1895. He's five feet seven, weighs 135,
has dark hair and brown eyes. Very nice
eyes, too, Dick has. He is divorced from

Mary Hay, who has since become Mrs.
Vivian Bath and moved to India to live.

Baby Mary Barthelmess remains with her
daddy in California. She's the apple of

Dick's eye, and why not? She's a sweet
baby. Jack Gilbert—who, by the way, is

one of Dick's best pals—is about six feet

tall. That all? That's all.

J. B., Brooklyn. You say Screenland
is the Magazine with "It". Do you mind
if I spring that on the Editor as my own
line? It might get me a raise. You're a
discerning person. Many thanks for cor-

recting me as to Clara Bow's age. You
say she isn't over twenty-one. So be it.

Please call on us again.

Curly Head. I hope you're a natural.

Fred Thomson has joined Paramount, where
he will be a premier western star. You
want to know all about him? Well, that's

rather a large order, as Fred is a man of
many abilities and achievements. While in

Princeton he distinguished himself as its

finest athlete. Graduating a full-fledged

minister, Thomson enlisted in the American
Army as a chaplain and went oversees with
the 143rd Field Artillery—of which, inci-

dentally, Mary Pickford was honorary
Colonel and godmother. After the war,

Fred met his now-famous white horse. He
stepped into a New York riding academy
and saw a huge white steed, of the Irish

Hunter breed, furiously unmanageable, as it

seemed. Thomson tamed him, spanked him
like a baby—and Silver King became his

friend for life. Today the two share movie
honors. Thomson is keenly interested in

the Boy Scouts movement, and really en-

tered pictures to help teach the youth of

America the fundamentals of clean living.

He now has a son of his own. Mrs. Thom-
son is Frances Marion, world's highest-

salaried scenario writer. The Thomsons
have a Spanish rancho in California. Ad-
dress Fred at the Paramound Studios,

Hollywood. Boy—water, please!

Curiosity. Yes, the name suits you but
it also suits every other one of my readers.

But this month, you can have the honor of
being most curious. As your favorites are

Ramon Novarro and Norma Shearer you
should be pleased with "Old Heidelberg",
which co-stars them. Ramon was born in

Durango, Mexico. He has never been mar-
ried. Clara Bow is not engaged right now.
Yes, she has just as much pep in real life

as on the screen. It doesn't seem possible,

but you don't know Clara.

C[The girl who wins at a ival\.

Who? Why, Louise Broo\s.
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C[ George Siegmann whirls

a wicked lash in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin".

Virginia Lee. Tom Mix and Tony work
for Fox Studio, Hollywood, Cal. Ken May-
nard, for First National, Burbank, Cal.

Col. Tim McCoy, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Culver City, Cal. Jack Holt left Paramount

but has been re-engaged for one picture,

for which he will be paid ten thousand

dollars, I understand. The picture is

"J^evada", I think. So you can still reach

Jack care Paramount Studio, Hollywood

—

also Fred Thomson. Richard Dix isn't

married. Ralph Forbes is the husband of

Ruth Chatterton, stage star. Ralph works
at M-G'M, Culver City, Cal. See him in

"Mr. Wu". Hope Hampton is abroad at

this writing, but if you address her in care

of her husband-manager, Jules Brulatour,

at 1540 Broadway, it will reach her when
she returns. Hope you hear from all of 'em.

Moreland S., Tampa. Walking to reduce

isn't half as bad as being reduced to walk-

ing, so cheer up. I cannot give you the

home addresses of the stars, as most of them
prefer to keep them private. Letters ad-

dressed to the players in care of the studios

almost always bring a response. It is not

always necessary to enclose two-bits when
asking for a photo, and if I were you, I'd

write first without enclosing anything except

good wishes, for many stars do not demand
remuneration for gratifying their friends'

desire. When they have time, the players

read their fan mail. Ben Lyon, care First

National, 383 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C.

Ben's latest are "Dance Madness" , "The
Tender Hour" and "Hell's Kitchen"—title

of latter may be changed. I don't mind
telling you that it's being reported again

that Ben may soon marry Marilynn; but
the next little boy or girl who asks me that

question is going to get smacked, and
smacked hard.

]. H, Jackson, Michigan. Yes, yes, she
said wearily, Joseph and Rudolph Schild-

kraut are, indeed, related. Son and father,

J. H. Joe is married to Elise Bartlett, pretty
"legit" actress, who may soon appear in a

Cecil De Mille film. The Schildkrauts are
Viennese. Joseph was born in Vienna. He
was educated there, in Berlin and in Ham-
burg. He had an impressive stage career
abroad. He's five feet eleven, weighs 150,
has black hair and brown eyes. Address
him at De Mille Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Do'Do-Do, 7s[. T. Ah—you may soon
realize your ambition of applauding Miss

Gertrude Lawrence in celluloid as well as

in the—ahem—flesh. The charming musi-

cal comedy star made a movietone test the

other day which I hear was successful.

How could it be otherwise, ask you? I

know not. Gertrude also has a contract to

make a picture for Cecil De Mille when
her stage duties permit her to journey as far

afield as California. What elegant language

we are slinging! I believe Miss Lawrence
has been married but is not now. I also

believe she has a daughter. Lois Moran?
Why, Do-Do, can it be possible you don't

know our Lois? She's one of the sweetest

ingenues in pictures and—now, now, wait

a minute; let me finish

—

and she also has

"It". You should see her.

W. T. Mitchell, Manassas, Va. Sorry to

keep you waiting but the mail does pile up.

Claire Windsor is at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studio, Culver City, Cal., at this

writing; but I believe her contract is almost

up and may not be renewed. Any letter

addressed there will of course be forwarded

to her home. Miss Windsor doesn't divulge

her age, but I assume she must be in her

late twenties. If I assume too much I hope
Claire will forgive me. I'm sure she will,

for she has a lovely, sunny disposition. If

I were you, Mr. Mitchell, I should write

to her direct, and I feel sure your request

will be complied with.

Verona, St. Louis. You are another

Pride of St. Louis, I take it. At any rate,

the town should be proud of such an in-

quisitive young lady. You ask me, Verona,
for no less than two dozen addresses. I'll

compromise by giving you a half-dozen.

Dolores Costello, Warner Brothers, Holly-

wood, Cal. Renee Adoree, John Gilbert,

Ricardo Cortez, Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer,
Culver City, Cal. Norman Kerry, Univer-

sal, Universal City, Cal. Greta Nissen, Fox
Studio, Hollywood, Cal. Richard Dix,

Paramount, Hollywood, Cal.

Florence, Sapulpa, Okla. Sally O'Neil
was born in Bayonne, N. J., blessed with

the good Irish name of Virginia Noonan

—

"Chotsie" for short. She was educated at

the Notre Dame Convent in N. Y. C.

Her father was the late Judge Thomas
Noonan of New Jersey; her mother was a

well-known opera singer. So, when fate

approached Sally with tempting offers of a

screen career, the child was all ready with

plenty of inherited pep and talent. Her
mother was a direct descendent of the

famous Costello family, Irish actors who
played all over the world. It would be
interesting to know if Sally is thus remotely
related to Maurice, Dolores, and Helene,
wouldn't it? Some geneologist had better

get busy. Sally was dancing at the Am-
bassador Hotel in Los Angeles one night

when Marshall Neilan and his wife, Blanche
Sweet, spotted her. "There's just the girl

to play my 'Mi^e'," cried Mickey. And
so Sally became a movie .star. She has

played in "Don't", "Sally, Irene, and
Mary", "Slide, Kelly Slide", and "Frisco

Sally Levy". Sally is eighteen, with Irish

blue eyes and brown hair. Cinderella

O'Neil is right.

C. M., Chicago. Best of luck to Miss
Vee Dee and Tom Tyler, say you. Since
you put it that way I can't very well refuse

your request for lots of information about
Tom, can I? And I'm only too glad to

help you. He was born at Port Henry,
N. H., twenty-two years ago. He's an ex-
pert horseman, and also holds the American
and the world's record in weight-lifting in

Ben Dale received

$200 for this

drawing
You might have made it

Ben Dale is one of the best known commercial

artists in New York. You see his work in all the lead-

ing magazines. You perhaps know many of the ad-

vertisers who pay him large sums for his drawings.

Ben Dale always had a natural talent for drawing,

yet he has not always been the great artist that he is

today. Time was when he scarcely could draw a

straight line—when he knew less about the correct

handling of line and wash and color than you do
right now.

But he worked and studied, and "drew and drew"
as he puts it, until he trained his hand to put down
on paper the dream pictures that he saw so clearly

in his mind.

All of his great creative ability might have been
wasted without the right kind of training—without

hard work.
If you have a natural talent for drawing, you have a

priceless gift that is given to but few men and women. By
all means take steps to develop it before the years fly by
and it is too late.

Write today for the new illustrated catalog describing
the art courses of the International Correspondence Schools.

You will find the booklet interesting and helpful. It may,
perhaps, be the means of changing your whole life.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 2367-D. Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please send me your
new illustrated Art Catalog. I am checking the
subject in which I am most interested:

Magazine and Book Illustrating
Commercial Art DShow Card Lettering

Cartooning and Caricature DHandicrafts Designing
Newspaper Illustrating Industrial Designing
Cover Designing Interior Decoration

Name

Address

.

Skint TffowiMes
Cleared up quickly and permanently- --amazing im-

provement in first 24 hours. To get rid of Pim-
ples, Blackheads, Eruptions, Red Spots, Oily Skin,

Enlarged Pores, Itch, Ringworm and- Eczema

—

just write us today. ROBB'S COMPLETE SKIN TREATMENT
is the only scientific and complete skin treatment that you can

use in your own room without muss or trouble.. No cost—no ob-

ligation—just your name and address on a postal will do. If

we help you—tell your friends—if not we are the losers.

WRITE TODAY—SEND NO MONEY.
Robb Laboratory, 1467 Anna St. Shreveport, La,

Hosiery ^Lingerie FREE /
GIRLS: Write for details of our Club Plan of purchas-
ing guaranteed High Grade Silk Hosiery and Lingerie
at prices much lower than in stores. Form a Club of
seven and get SlO worth of Hosiery and Lingerie FREE!
ECONOMY CLUB SALES CO.. Dept. H, BROCKTON, MASS
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two events: the one hand "clean and jerk"

at 240% pounds, and the two "snatch" at

213 pounds. I don't know just what all

that means but it sounds mighty important,

and it must be if Tom does it. He's
also considered one of the strongest men in

Hollywood. I certainly won't attempt to

deny this, what with all those statistics star-

ing me in the face. As if all that weight-

lifting weren't enough for one athlete, Tom
has to go and play football and win fame
as a track and field star. Dear me, where
are my dumb-bells? Tom isn't married.

He's a nice boy and F. B. O.'s big western
bet.

Dot B. Don't blame you for liking

Hallam Cooley; he's a good actor. He was
born in New York—and by the way, I'm
beginning to think that these native sons

of New York City aren't as scarce as they

are made out to be. He is six feet tall,

weighs 165, has dark hair and dark eyes.

He's with Fox, and I believe is married.

Martha Sleeper is wide awake, all right;

she's one of the brightest bets on the Hal
Roach comedy lot. Write to her care

Roach Studio, Culver City, Cal. Vera
Steadman is one of the ornaments of the

Christie Comedies and should be addressed
at the Christie Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Marion Nixon is divorced. Laura La Plante

is twenty-three. She is married to William
Seiter, the director.

Tillie, Caldwall. If you're one of the

"Hello Girls", you must have got a kick

out of "The Telephone Girl" and "Orchids
and Ermine''. According to these pictures,

a phone girl has lots more excitement and
fun than a movie star. Why not stick to

the switchboard and keep plugging? Sorry

I can't give you any advice about breaking

into the movies. Remember, Tillie, the voice

with the smile wins, and no fooling.

Don and Annie. Vilma Banky hails

from Hungary. But there's nothing Hun-
gary about Miss Banky now. (Ouch, and a

lot more Ouches. Those things just will

slip out.) She is soon to be an American
citizen in more ways than one. She has
filed papers and has also got herself en-

gaged to Mr. Rod La Rocque, who is so

American he was, I think, born in Chicago.
Perhaps even before you read this, Vilma
will be Mrs. Rod La Rocque. I say per-

haps, because, although the wedding has

teen announced for June, picture plans

sometimes are changed. Vilma and Rod
are said to be very much in love with each
other, and it's a very pretty romance.
Think of the presents they'll get! "The
Dar\ Angel" was Vilma's first picture in

this country.

"Tod". Pearl White has forsaken Amer-
ica entirely, I fear. Outside of a brief

visit, she has been in Paris for the past

few years. She is very popular in revues

in the French capital, and has not made
any pictures for some time. She is not
married. William Boyd is married to

Elinor Faire, who was his leading lady in

"The Volga Boatman" and "The Yan\ee
Clipper". Victor Varconi is married to a

charming Hungarian girl. Both the Boyds
and the Varconis are proud parents. Var-
coni should be addressed at the Cecil De
Mille Studios, Culver City, Cal.—also Big
Bill Boyd, the fair-haired boy. Any cracks

about Boyds in gilded cages are out.

Marion Costello. I think your friend

who advised you to give up any idea of

going into movies is a true friend, and wise

to boot. Whatever that means. But, of

course, on the other hand, your name is

in your favor. Imagine discouraging any-

one named Costello from a screen career!

As to how to go about getting there, that's

another story, and one I can't tell you
because I don't know any more jokes.

Emil S., Bronx, !Nf. T. Phyllis Haver is

with the Cecil De Mille company, and has

been mentioned lately as the most likely

candidate for "Rain" and "Chicago". If

these two riotous plays ever get to the

screen Phyllis has my vote. Address Mary
Astor, First National, Burbank, Cal. Buck
Jones, Fox; Hoot Gibson, Laura La Plante,

Universal. Marie Prevost. Metropolitan

Studios, Culver City, Cal. Mary Pickford,

United Artists Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

Esther Ralston, Thomas Meighan, Para-

mount Hollywood.

Freda P., Indiana. Betty Compson is

free-lancing, these days, which means she

is not under contract to any one company.
Betty is still Mrs. Jimmy Cruze in private

life, despite rumors to the contrary. I

should think Betty would be glad to answer
you if you tell her she's a beautiful girl

and a good actress. I know I would.
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"The Care and Treatment of the Hair".

Address Charles Marchand Co., Dept. S,

220 West 42nd Street, New York City
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WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

What PriceGloiy
Based on the Stage Triumph by Laurence Stallings andMaxwell Anderson

AS a stage play "What Price Glory" was a sensation.

L As a motion picture, foremost critics of both stage

and screen have unanimously proclaimed it "greater

than the play" and one of the great screen masterpieces

of all time. Even the piquant atmosphere of this pow
erful drama—so widely discussed by press and public

—has been successfully preserved in the screening.

Up to the present, this spectacular epic in celluloid

has been shown only in the large cities. NOW you can

see it—in settings more magnificent and effective than

would be possible in any stage production, in your own
favorite local theatre. Don't miss it! As long as you
live you will remember Victor McLaglen as Captain
Flagg, and Edmund Lowe as Sergeant Quirt, in their

gripping struggle for the love of the beautiful Dolores

Del Rio, as the vivacious Charmaine!
This is but one of a succession of superb motion

pictures which Fox Film Corporation is now releasing

—ambitious pictures—carefully made by great artists

—

bringing to you all that is finest in screen entertainment.

VICTOR McLAGLEN*DOLORES DELRIO *EDMUND LOWE
RAOULWALSH.
production

l THE WORLD'S GREATEST MOTION PICTURE
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ONE thing you have always known about

pictures—those made by Paramount are

best. Now you get Paramount quality in the

whole show—Paramount Features, Paramount

News, Paramount Comedies and Cartoons. Two

hours of the best motion picture entertainment

in the world ! You can see the Paramount 100%
Program at all the best theatres and you should

because in Short Features, as well as long,"If it's

a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town!"

[Paramount
{pictures

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORP.
Adolph Zukor, Pres., Paramount Building, N. Y.

Beau Geste
the World's

(greatest cjfytelodrama

HARD lives, quick
deaths, undying

devotion in the heart
- of the hot Sahara.
Herbert Brenon Pro-
duction from the world
famous novel by P. C.
Wren, with Ronald

Colman, Noah Beery and an all-star cast.

Wallace

^Beery
and

T^aymond

3fatton

! Firemen, SaveMy Child

"Ohfor
the £ife

ofa

fireman !

THEY'RE in again! Beery and Hatton, the
goofy gobs of "We're in the Navy Now."

This time they're fighting fires but it's just as

much fun! Edward Sutherland Production with

Josephine Dunn and Tom Kennedy.

Clara Bow in Hula
<lA (^outk £ea

£iren with "it"

VTTCTOR FLEMING
* Production

from the novel by
Armine von Temp-
ski, with Clive
Brook and Arlette

Marchal.

Adolphe Menjou in

Service for Ladies
zA Jlead Waiter with a &feart!

ADOLPHE MENJOU
. loses his to a pretty

heiress who is dining at

the hotel where he is the

head waiter. The perfect

situation for this

perfect gentleman!
Directed by H.
D'Abbadie D'Ar-
rast, from the story

by Ernest Vajda.

With Kathryn
Carver.

Metropolis
TLTIGH into the air! Deep into the earth!

The indescribable Paramount-Ufa cine-
miracle that startled New York. Directed by
Fritz Lang, adapted by Channing Pollock.'
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Take Off
Some Fat

Reduce your overweight.
Don't do it by abnormal exercise or

diet. Such results are hard, dangerous
and transient. Do it in the easy, pleas-
ant way.
That way is Marmola Prescription

Tablets. They are based on many years
of scientific research, and they act to
correct the cause.

Marmola is the modern, scientific

help. It has been used for 19 years.
Countless users have told others about
its results and its benefits. Now peo-
ple are using, as a result, a very large
amount.

In every circle you can see what Mar-
mola is now doing. Slender figures are
now common, obesity is rare

If exercise and diet seem oppressive,
try the Marmola way which millions
now employ. Watch the results. Watch
the weight come down, the vitality in-

crease. You will be amazed and de-
lighted at the results Marmola brings.
Then tell others—that is all we ask.
Ask now for a box of Marmola.

Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at SI per box.
If your druggist is out, be will get
them at once from his jobber.

prescription tablets

Jhs Pleasant Way to%duce

W30
on face, arms, legs and body
GONEIFOREVER

Hundreds of hairs removed with their roots in less

than a minute! NU-ART, the new scientific prepara-

tion, is far in advance of temporary surface hair re-

movers. Permanently destroys the growth by gently

lifting out the roots until they cannot return. Safe.

Rapid. Harmless. Thousands of women are using

it. Formulated by a physician. Guaranteed. Only
$1 00. Ask your dealer or send coupon for free offer.

nu-flRT $
°;

L

o
The Ne» Art of Destroying Embarrtuting Hair

Ifyour dealer can't supply you, mail coupon

-00
JiPKG.

DELFIN, INC., Dept. 100 FREE
South Orange, New Jersey OFFER

Please send me without charge, as
a special offer, a large jar of DELFIN
Massage Cream and a six months
supply of Antiseptic Astringent; also
the dollar package of NU-ART for
which I enclose $1.00.

Name

Address
,

prestof it'toonefl City & State

F
^luffy of To-

ronto. Not a bit

ruffled, are you;
Well, you would

be if you had my job.

If you have only one
question that puzzles

you, you are lucky—like

Lindy. How do I know
all the answers to all the

questions that pour into

me from all the four

corners of the earth?

Ah! that's what puzzles

me, sometimes. Yes,
Ralph Forbes played op-

posite Renee Adoree in

"Mr. Wu". He's the

husband of the stage

star, Ruth Chatterton.

Wilrna G. "Is there

a place for you in my
little nook?" Step right

in. Thanks a lot for all

the kindly interest. Yes,

Richard Dix is as nice

as you think, and then
some. You can write

him care Paramount
Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

No, Richard hasn't been
engaged to anyone since

he moved to Hollywood.
Dare you to write and
ask him why! I don't

know.

Peaches. Whose? I

don't wonder that you
have fallen hard for

Estelle Taylor and her
big husband, Jack Demp-
sey. Your case a bit

unusual? No! Now you

(T_ Louise Broo\s up-
holding the slogan

of Screenland's
answer department.

An Answer Page of Information

Address:

Miss Vee Dee,

Screen land,
49 West 45th Street

New York City.

Bow and Esther Ralston,

Paramount Studio, Hol-
lywood, Cal. Janet Gay-
nor and Buck Jones, Fox
Studio, Hollywood, Cal.

Jolly. When the "King
of Kings" passes your
way, watch for Simon
of Tyrene. William
Boyd plays this part.

You are quite right
just go on lovin' 'em both as much as the about his wonderful facial expressions. Bill

boy friend will stand for. Very keen about is one actor with facial expressions who
'cm myself. Estelle' s hair and eyes are a does not make faces. He is in "Two Ara-
beautiful dark brown. She is 5 feet 4% bum Knights", having been borrowed from
inches tall and weighs 129 pounds. Her Cecil De Mille by United Artists for this

latest film was "l^ew Tor\". Sure, write one picture,
her and tell her all you have told me.
Estelle is under contract to United Artists,

but should be addressed care the Barbara
Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal.

Indianapolis Cutie. Alice Terry has
been working in "The Garden of Allah".
In overalls? Oh, my no! Over-time, may-

Sapulpd, of 0\la. I will hand you one.

as the soul of wit. You are it. Ruth
Roland was born in San Francisco, Cal.

She was a child actress at the age of 3 years.

Ruth has reddish brown hair and violet

eyes. You've read about violet eyes—well,

Ruthie really has 'em, they tell me. The
be. And you resemble her? You lucky co]or of Miss Vee Dce

-

S ? WeUj th
thing. Now all you need is to find a Rex have been black Work that out .

Ingram to discover you too. Good luck.

c a c n 4. m. wr ii t t i Mv Bo?inv lean. Who ever told you
i>. A. of Detroit. Well, I, tor one, know , -L . , /-K- y j- > t «. t_

„,w,, t fU„ ™ ,,•„,- p , f,,„ tv that Richard Dix was an lndianr Just be-why 1 go to the movies, ror iun. Its , , ,. , . <1CT-i \ r . >

c „ j v. n 1-1 • t cause he was so splendid in 'i he Vanish-
fine we don t all like the same pictures at V uc"- v K ,

, , T r
.i _ . •_ .r u in? American' 1 thought so. It you
the same time or the theaters would not °

write him care Paramount Studio, Cal., you
. may be rewarded. His real name is Ernest

is. You evidently agree with Sherman about ^ t, . „ , • t> ru~ i . i.:. ti j_v Carlton Brimmer. He was born in bt. raul,

hold us. They are crowded enough as it

Minn., in 1894, and is not married.
war! He certainly knew his cigars. Didn't
"The Big Parade" interest you at all? Now
I'll ask one! Why do you go to the movies?

/. of Leadwood. Mo. Elinor Faire is the

Anxious. Really, I feel as badly about wife of William Boyd. Yes, they are both

it all as you do. But it's the trend of ir> ^e cast of "The Tan^ee Clipper '. Lois

modern times. No. the genial William Moran and Lois Wilson are not married,

Haines is not married, but Charles Ray is.
though Miss Moran has been reported en-

Up to date, George Lewis is among the gaged recently. Nothing to it, say I.

un-attached. You still have a chance, if

you're not too anxious. Ginger. Wish I had a nick-name as snappy

as that. Mine is usually "Hey"! Virginia

A Valley Rose. It did, did it? If I Valli has never told me just how old she

give you all the addresses you asked for this is: but I do know she was born in Chicago,

time, you'd never write again. But these Yes, Blanche Sweet is a blonde. Phyllis

may keep you busy for awhile. The child Haver can be addressed, 3924 Wisconsin

actress, Joyce Coad, is with Metro-Gold- St., Los Angeles, Cal. Patsy Ruth Miller

wyn-Mayer Studio, Culver City, Cal. Clara at 808 Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.
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reduces waist and hips
~-tti'o tofour inches in TenDays

FASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies the marvelous

new Perfolastie Girdle that reduces fleshy hip and waist almost as if by
magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful figure you desire.

Perfolastie is entirely different from any other reducing girdle you have

ever seen— lighter in weight, cooler, more comfortable, more slenderizing.

Cool--Comfortable---Slenderizing

\ Don't confuse Perfolastie with the old ter still, with every breath you draw,

|\ style, heavy rubber garments that were with every step you take, Perfolastie

H so uncomfortable. Perfolastie is a exerts a continuous, gentle massage that

m featherweight, ventilated girdle that takes off flesh.

weighs just seven and a half ounces In an amazingly short time bulky hips

(garters included), and is full of tiny ™d waist become slim and shapely—
holes to let the skin breathe and the ^our figure regains the slender straight

. ,, ,
t •, T , • lines of youth—you look and feel years

pores function as they should. It is
f Many women have found, to

so cool, so comfortable that you hardly
their astonishment and delight, waist

know you have it on. an(j hips reduced two to four inches

Perfolastie does not bind or constrict in TEN DAYS,
the figure in any way. Bend, twist, turn, No Dieting—No Exercises
exercise as vigorously as you choose, you

will find that Perfolastie "gives" with Thmk of what this means! No more

every movement of your body. Made of wearisome dieting no more tiresome

finest quality pure plantation rubber, it
exercises no more bitter self-denial in

combines wonderful elasticity with a vain attempt to get thin. For with

extraordinary strength. Perfolastie is a Perfolastie you can now regain a slen-

product of the famous Goodrich Rubber der, youthful figure without the slightest

Co. and is guaranteed by us not to rip, discomfort.

tear or stretch out of shape. Free Booklet and Sample

How Perfolastie Reduces No mat
,

te
^
ll0W much overweight you are, no

matter what other methods of reducing you

Lon 0- experience has shown that the have tried, no matter what other girdles you

safest, surest way to reduce is through faye wom-^c Perfolastie a trial Write
* ' . . , / t £ , 11, today for interesting FREE BOOK telling
massage, which breaks up the fat cells m0T£ ^hout this remarkable girdle and picfur-

so that they can be absorbed and carried jng the many delightful Perfolastie models,

off by the circulation. also sample of Perfolastie and full details about

t-. „ . -i ,i ^,„„„-i ^ the special 5-day trial offer and Money Back
i Perfolastie reduces through massage

Guarâ tee- No ligation. Don't delay. Mail

/ k —automatic massage, it fits With glove- coupon below NOW. Address Perfolastie, Inc.,

/ ) like smoothness, closely encircling waist, Dept. 35, 225 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.
mgK hips and thighs. The instant you

,

M^m put it on vou look slimmer, for 1
Perfolastie, Inc.

it gently straightens out fleshy I
™ w. 57th St., New York, n. y.

„;w, vrm Ipno'th of line Without obligation on my part please send me FREE 1

CUlVeS, gives yOU leilgm Ol lino, B00K describing and illustrating the new Perfolastie Re- I

fj_»* helps yOU Stand erect. And, bet- I ducing Girdle, also sample of Perfolastie and special 5-day I

|
Trial Offer.

PERFOLASTIC, Inc. -

\

Dept. 35, 225 WEST 57th STREET .Address .

NEW YORK CITY I I

City _ State

.™J
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"Delightful and Exclusive. A
Breath from Enchanting Paris"

MARY PHILBIN
Universal Pictures Star

Rare Henriot Parfum
FREE $3.00 SAVING
In America, is there a young lady of beauty

who does not want added fascination? Or an
older woman who does not desire renewed admi-

ration? I think not. So now I offer you the

fascination of chic young Parisiennes. They
know, so well, all secrets of charm.

Won't you test, at my risk, my Parfum
Narcisse? You, too, will find the fragrance so

delightful. It is new in America. It gives

the personality charmante. It is refined—yet

alluring.

Watch the Delightful Results

How the ladies' bright eyes shine as they

admire the gorgeous full ounce bottle. It is

tenderly wrapped in gold-crystal paper and my
Paris seal of gold and green. Around its proud
neck hangs a gold silk tassel. All encased in

a handsome blue and gold toilette table box of

French veleur.

And the exclusive fragrance !—you will cry

:

"tres beau, truly le dernier cri!" So much
will you adore it. Watch how it attracts and
entrances your friends. Oh, you must try it.

Why wait?

Make Business Direct, Please

Other famous perfumers sell to America by
expensive methods. Last year millions of dollars

were spent to force demands. Also the stores

must have their big profits. So the costs to you
go up—up. I can save you $3.00 or more
per ounce. By dealing direct—from me to your
boudoir. I think this big saving will interest

you. So I announce my Introductory Offer
Extraordinaire to America.

No Money To Send—Coupon Worth $3.00

It is so simple to try my alluring perfume.
My special Introductory Offer Coupon (below)
is worth $3.00. Mail it to me—I send the
gorgeous full ounce bottle and package. Just
pay the postman $2.00 (plus a few pennies
postage cost). Then try as much as 50 drops.
If not delighted—or if not the most attractive
perfume you ever used—or if not equal or better
than perfumes sold in exclusive shops for $5.00
or more—then return to me in three days. At
once I will return your two dollar bill. Do not
delay. This is a short time offer only. Await-
ing kindly, I say au Revoir.

Monsieur Henriot

Europeans Please Address,
Paris Office, Rue Molitor 36

Henriot et Gie
350 Madison Avenue New York City

FREE $3.00 COUPON
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Henriot et Cie
350 Madison Ave., New York City Dept. S.

Send me, please, your $5.00 Retail Value full
ounce bottle of Parfum Narcisse. You accept this
coupon plus two dollars which I give postman on
delivery (plus few jiennies postage costs) as full
payment. I will return package after using 50
drops if not delighted—and you will at once re-
turn my money. I must be satisfied so there is

no risk to me.

Name

Street _.

City. '. _ - State

I enclose $2.00. Send prepaid with the same 50
drop trial otter.

May McAvoy lis-

tening to "The
Jazz Singer" her

next picture.

T
"^he Costello girls—all three of them

Came back to Broadway, to be wel'

corned with three cheers, a picture

premier, a gala luncheon, photog'

raphers, and—a monkey. Dolores, Helene,
and Mrs. Costello, who looks more like an
older sister than a mother, left New York
just about two years ago to seek their for-

tunes in Hollywood. You know what
happened in those two years if you have
been seeing any Warner Brothers pictures

at all. And if N. Y. didn't exactly send

out brass bands to welcome them home, it

was probably only because Colonel Lindy
happened to be in town at the same time.

Dolores is a star now, and Helene a prom-
ising featurette; and Mrs. Costello is

mighty proud of them; but not too proud
to make Dolores eat a substantial breakfast

of liver and bacon when all Dolores wants
is strawberry jam and toast. As for the

monkey—someone presented him to the

stars when they arrived, and he ruled their

temporary household at the Ambassador, as

only monkeys can do. The Costello com'
pany is made up of good troupers.

There's nothing dolorous and dreary

about the real Dolores. She only sighs

and cries for the camera. Actually, she's

younger, blonder, smaller and snappier

than you'd ever dream from her pictures.

Her eyes are a beautiful blue. She wears
smart, short skirts in place of the trailing

things her characters call for. (She does

prefer costume stuff for pictures, though.)

Her mother says Dolores has had that wist'

ful, sad look ever since she was a baby

—

but it doesn't mean anything! It means
a lot on the lot, Mrs. Costello. Dolores
has perfect poise, and she's never really

sad; she just looks that way. Yes—she

does resemble Elsie Ferguson.

Helene looks more like her dad—the

famous Maurice Costello, who was the first

matinee idol of the movies. Which means
she is a very handsome girl. She's the

younger sister, but is so self-possessed she

seems older. Black hair— and dark blue

eyes—tiny feet for which she loves buying
shoes; new shoes are Helene's hobby. And
she almost always dresses in black. Black
frock, black hat; and one day at luncheon
a beautiful black cross and chain was her

only ornament. And in case you have

heard the rumors of her engagement to

Douglas Fairbanks, Junior— Helene says

they're good friends, with no engagement
nonsense about it. And that's that.

Warner Brothers gave Dolores a lunch-

eon at the Park Lane. It was a nice

luncheon, and the guest of honor made
it even nicer by the spirit of the little

speech she made. It consisted of about

three words: "I thank you". That's our
idea of the kind of a speech movie stars

should make. It is also Dolores". She says

she always feels sorry for a movie audience

when confronted by a long-winded screen

star making a personal appearance. Stars,

she thinks, should be seen, and not heard.

The Costello sisters used to do a sister

act—-singing and dancing—-in George
White's Scandals. Some day Dolores wants
to go back to the stage—not in musical

comedy, but in drama, if she can "find a

beautiful play".

Anna May Wong gave New York its

first chance to see her in person. The
lovely little Oriental actress is a quaint

picture, with her deep brown almond-
shaped eyes, her golden-brown skin, and
her striking costumes, which she designs

herself. Even her street clothes have an

Oriental motif, with gorgeous Chinese bro-

cade fashioned with Parisian chic. Anna
May attracted attention wherever she went.

She's a smart, sensible young lady, with

only a trace of accent in her slow, measured
speech. She was deluged with offers to

go on the speaking stage under the direc-

tion of one of America's most prominent
producers; to make a picture in Germany;
to stay right in New York and be featured

—and to come back to Hollywood. Right

now she is having the time of her life see-

ing New York.

Marion Davies was in New York for a

spell—quite a lengthy vacation as vacations

go with these busy film folks. But Marion
is a daughter of Manhattan and never stays

away any longer than she can help. Not
that she loves Hollywood less, but New
York more, maybe. Now we've started

something!
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ITurned To Ice When
ITried To Talk
—But Now I Can SwayAn
Audience ofThousands/

I HAD always been painfully bashful. When
trying to carry on even the most commonplace

conversation my voice would sound unnatural
and my hands and knees would tremble. Often I
would listen to an argument among a group and
become so keenly interested that I would want to

voice my own opinion—yet timidity would keep
me silent. I never had the courage to stand up
for what I knew to be my rights—I was always
afraid of what people would
say, ridicule. Since my child-

hood I had had a secret de-
sire to appear in public, to be
active in politics— but my
shyness was so great that I

turned to ice when I tried to
talk—in even the smallest
gathering!
My inability to talk was

also affecting my business
success. I dreaded going in
and asking for a raise—

I

was afraid of any situation
that meant \ising my voice

—

having to express myself. I
didn't know how to present
the ideas which I was sure
the firm could use. I was
just a plodder, a truck horse,
capable of doing a lot of
heavy work but of no use
where brilliant performance
was required. Often I would see men who were
not half so thorough nor so hard working as I,

promoted to positions where they made a brilliant

showing—not through hard work, but through
their ability to talk cleverly and convincingly—to give the appearance of being efficient and
skillful.

In 20 Minutes a Day
And then suddenly I discovered a new easy

method which made me a forceful speaker almost
overnight. I learned how to dominate one man
or an audience of thousands—how to say just
the right words at the right time, how to win
and hold the attention of those around me, how
to express my thoughts simply and clearly, yet in
a pleasing, interesting and amusing way. In
just a few months I was able to make campaign
speeches for a local candidate—I who a short
time before had turned to ice when I tried to
parry on an ordinary conversation 1

20 MINUTES A DAY
WILL SHOW YOU

How to talk before your club or lodge
How to propose and respond to toasts
How to address board meetings
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make a political speech
How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly
How to write letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to develop self-confidence
How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will power
and ambition

How to become a clear accurate thinker
How to develop your power of con-
centration

How to be the master of any situation

Soon I had won salary increases, promotion,
popularity, power. Today I always have a ready
flow of speech at my command. I am able to
rise to any occasion, to meet any emergency with
just the right words, to approach all types of
people with ease and fearlessness. And I accom-
plished all this by developing the natural power
of speech possessed by everyone, but cultivated
by so few—by simply spending 20 minutes a

day in my own home on this

most fascinating subject.
There is no magic, no

trick, no mystery about be-
coming a powerful and con-
vincing talker— a brilliant

easy, fluent conversationalist.
You, too, can conquer timid-
ity, stage fright, self con-
sciousness and bashfulness,
winning advancement in sal-

ary, popularity, social stand-
ing and success. Today,
business demands for the big,
important high-salaried jobs,
men who can dominate others—men who can make others
do as they wish. It is the
power of forceful, convincing
speech that causes one man
to jump from obscurity to the
presidency of a great corpo-
ration ; another from a small,

unimportant territory to a sales-manager's desk

;

another from the rank and file of political
workers to a post of national importance ; a timid
retiring, self-conscious man to change almost
overnight into a popular and much applauded
after-dinner speaker. Thousands have accom-
plished just such amazing things through this
simple, easy yet effective training.

Send for this Amazing Book
This new method of training is fully described

in a very interesting and informative booklet
which is now being sent to everyone mailing the
coupon below. This book is called How to

Work Wonders With Words,__ In it you are
shown how to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness,
timidity, bashfulness and fear—those things that keep
you silent while men of lesser ability get what they want
by the sheer power of convincing speech. Not only men
who have made millions, but thousands have sent for
this book—and are unstinting in their praise of it.

You are told how to bring out and develop jour price-

less "hidden knack"—the natural gift within you

—

which will win for you advancement in position and
salary, popularity, social standing, power and real
success. You can obtain your copy absolutely free by
sending the coupon.

NOW SENT

FREE

-

North American Institute

3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 6326 Chicago, HI.
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E North American Institute, =

= 3601 Michigan Ave, Dept. 6326, E

E Chicago, Illinois. E

E Please send me FREE and without obliga-

1

I tion my copy of your inspiring booklet, E

ISoiv to Work Wonders with Words, and E

: full information regarding your Course in E

1 Effective Speaking. §

: City- State..
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BANKS
A Perfect
Gentleman

Pafhepicture
ALWAYS LOOK FOR
THE PATHE ROOSTER

DEMILLE pictures
PATH ECOMED I E3

THE MARK OF MOTION
PICTURE PERFECTION

PATH.E NEWS
PATHESERIALS



SCREENLAND
The Start of the Pathe

Romance, over thirty

years ago. omance

Pathe
A pioneer in picture entertainment

Over thirty years ago in France, Charles

Pathe used a primitive motion picture camera
to take scenes of a woman feeding chickens, a

running horse, and the like. He developed

his own films, then exhibited them to a curious

public through penny-in-the-slot machines

—

the far-off predecessors of the modern motion
picture theatre. He thus became a notable

pioneer in a business which has made the lives

of untold millions happier, and has become
one of the great industries of the world.

Pathe Produced the First

News Reel, the First

Drama and Comedy
From that day to this the house of

Pathe has been a leader. The first news

reel, the first enacted motion picture

drama and
comedy were

produced by

Pathe. It is to-

day famous for

the best news

reel—the Pathe

News—as well

as the best in

comedies and

every kind of

short subjects.

Cecil B
mi his

De Mille, master Producer,

sludm at Culver City, Calif.

The Genius of
De Mille, The
Showmanship
ofKeith-Albee,
Make aGreater

Pathe

Now for the bet-

terment of screen

entertainment, the

best brains in pro-

duction, distribu-

tion and exhibtion I

havecome together

;

Cecil B. De Mille,

whose surpassing 1

genius created the

incomparable "The
King of Kings,"

and who stands

alone as a feature

producer ; Pathe,

the leader in short subjects, and through the Pathe-Dupont

Co., a manufacturer of film, and the vast Keith-Albee,

Orpheum and allied theatre circuits, the world's greatest

showmen.

For the first time there is thus associated in one enterprise

every vital element of motion picture activity from the

raw film stock to the perfect and lavish presentation

upon the screen.

Thus is continued the romance begun over thirty years

ago. The pioneer is still the pioneer. The first is still

the first.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
35 West 45th Street, New York

PE MILLE PICTURES—PATHECOMEDIES—PATHE >JEWS
PATHESERIALS

E. F. Albee, President of the Keith-

Albee Circuit of theatres and the New
York Hippodrome, typical of the

Keith-Albee Theatres.

tVatch for the famous Pathe

Rooster on the screen.

\ i

ft means the best for yOitf

entertainment
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

"Y'OU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's FreckleCreambleaches
them out whileyou sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of

natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-

funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillmans
Freckle Cream
Removes T Whitens
Freckles 1 The Skin

The Stillman Co., Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

Send me your FREE make-up and skin treat-

ment booklet.

Name..

Address-

City - State

'^jMiit Fear
the embarrassment of objectionable

odors from

PERSPIRATION
lie") jou~body healthy & sanitary by using

,
formerly "Charm'

Destroys Perspiration Odors—A Charming Deodorant
powder that con-A superior odorless antiseptic toilet

tains No Talcum. Very beneficial to

comfort when dusted on sanitary
napkins, underwear, dress shields,

etc. Refreshing after the bath, gives

instant relief to tired, swollen and
aching feet. An indispensable toilet

requisite. Price 50c at drug and dept

this out and enclose 10c for
New York Shield Co.. 55 W. 16th St

>t. stores. Clip I

generous sample.
New York \

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,makesthem appear
tmturaUy dark, long and luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty
and expression to any face. Perfectly
harmles3. Used by millions of lovely

women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid. ELACK or BROWN. 75c at your
dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLLNE CO.. CHICAGO

ZAquid
Form

What's Doing in Times Square

Bj' Helen Ludlam

C[ Co!. Lindbergh conquered the

theatres and hotels of Broad-
way. The Hotel Astor gave
him the most picturesque
greeting.

long with the rest of the Universe,

Broadway went mad about Colonel
Charles Lindbergh. Every play-

house along the Gay White Way,
the hotels and most of the stores and res-

taurants paid tribute to the sporting young
flier with colorful decorations; French,
English and American flags wound together;

pictures of Lindy decorated with flags;

pictures of his silent partner, the Spirit of

Saint Louis. In the shop of an upholsterer

reposed a dignified Windsor chair covered

in red and cream chintz and the pattern

exhibited a bewildering number of impres-

sions of Lindy and his plane. People stopped
at nothing in their endeavor to show their

enthusiastic admiration for this twenty-five

year old lad who seemed, when I saw him.

to be taking a perfectly impersonal view of

the whole demonstration and as interested

in the people and what they were doing as

the people were interested in him.

Certain it was that for three weeks the

whole of New York was given over to the

latest about Lindy. At four o'clock in the

afternoon of the day he started for France
the screens in the Times Square section

flashed the take-off. The Roxy was perhaps
the most interesting because it had the

Movietone which recorded the cheering and
the whir of the propellor. His reception
in Washington and the amazing speech that

he made was also heard. All through the

audience people caught their breath as the

sincerity and greatness of his gesture was
realized. Reading the words on the printed

page of the newspapers had not quite the
same effect, was not understood quite as

clearly as in the darkened theatre when
Lindy stood before our eyes quietly, and in

two or three short, simple sentences joined
the hands of Europe and America in friend-

ship. Had we actually been in Washington
the effect could not have been more thrilling

I am sure. That week all conversations,
whether within the hectic confines of the
Times Square section or at the exclusive and
secluded tables at Sherry's and the Crillon,

began and ended with Lindy.
The summer heat has little effect upon

the picture patrons because of the comfort
these days in the temperature of the thea-

tres. All of the large houses and a few of
the smaller ones have installed the cooling

systems so that the crowds are as great dur-
ing the summer months as in the winter.

This week the Roxy Theatre offers

Blanche Sweet in "Singed". It has made
such a hit that it may be held over for

another week. Everyone is very happy
about it because Blanche Sweet has never
lost the little nitch she won in all our hearts.

The Capitol is showing a rousing comedy
by the name of "The Callahans and the

Murphys" with Marie Dressier, and the

Strand has "The Prince of Headwaiters"
with Lewis Stone. The Rialto is specially

proud to offer Emil Jannings in "The Way
of All Flesh".

They can make all the wise cracks they
like about the California climate but it

didn't rub the bloom off that great actor's

art.
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These Stars Outside Mean
A Good Show Inside

THE words "Educational Pictures" in the lobby mean
entertainment on the screen— an evening that cannot fall

flat. For these quality Short Features will redeem any longer

feature that might prove a bit dull to you; and they enhance
the most absorbing super-feature . . . they always make a good
show better.

Educational is the acknowledged leader of the Short
Features field ... its comedies offer the greatest line-up of

popular stars, and are the funniest of the short laugh-producers

of the day ... its prize-winning short classics and novelties are

always interesting and often inspiring ... its news reel,

Kinograms, is second to none.

Long specialized experience . . . seven years dealing in

nothing but Short Features . . . enables Educational to

provide for you the finest entertainment that is to be found in

the briefer subjects that make up "the spice of the program."
Look for the Educational Pictures trade-mark or the names
of these stars before stepping up to the box-office. They always
mean a good show inside.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.,

E. W. Hammons, President

1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

These Short Features

Always Make a Qood Show Better

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES
HAMILTON COMEDIES

BIG BOY-JUVENILE COMEDIES
DOROTHY DEVORE COMEDIES
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES

TUXEDO COMEDIES
with Johnny Arthur

MERMAID COMEDIES
{Jack White Productions)
CAMEO COMEDIES

LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE
OUTDOOR SKETCHES
by Robert C. Bruce

FELIX THE CAT CARTOONS
by Pat Sullivan

CURIOSITIES—THE MOVIE SIDE-SHOW
Produced by Walter Futter

KINOGRAMS
The NEWS REEL Built Like a Newspaper
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GRAY HAIR
Is Not Necessary

You are only as

old as you look!

Wm. J. Brandt's

Liquid

EAU DE
HENNA
Hair Color

Restorer

will cover hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that you

would not know it ever was gray. It is liquid.

One application with a toothbrush does it all.

No pack. No mess.

You get the natural color. No one will suspect

your hair has been dyed. Leaves it soft and

lustrous—no dead color—no streaks—no spots

—

just a uniform color.

ANY ONE CAN PUT IT ON
It will not rub off. It stays on several months,

Shampooing, sea bathing, sun, permanent waving,

curling or straightening iron—nothing takes it off.

You can cover any gray no matter how stub-

born or how caused. It also takes at the roots.

You don't have to fuss around for a week.

You get the color right away.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where needed. Can be

used over other dyes or where powdered hennas

have been used. Docs not break the hair. Does
not interfere with permanent waving.

Full directions in each box in English and
Spanish. Colors: Black, Dark Brown, Medium
Brown, Light Brown, Drab, Blond, Auburn.
Price $2.50. C. O. D. S2.77. In ordering please

state color desired: order through your Depart-

ment Store, Druggist, Beauty Parlor or direct

from us, give full local address.

Accept no substitute for Wm. J. Brandt's Eau
de Henna.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 265-L, 112 East 23rd St., New York
Men as well as women use Eau de Henna to advantage.

HAVE PRETTY ROUND
FACE AND NECK

Instead of unsightly hollows
RESULTS GUARANTEED

Don't let sunken cheeks.

hollow temples or a drawn,

V skinny neck keep you look-

\ ins thin, peaked, old. worn
out. Science offers you a

j sure, delightful way to put
i on flesh where you need it.

/ No dieting or tiresome ex-

ercise. Simply apply' Tif-

fany Tissue Builder. It is

a secret compound of amaz-
ing tissue building oils. It

has brought new attrac-
tive beauty to thousands.

Hollow cheeks and temples, skinny necks and
under-developed busts round out almost at once
— firm — dainty — beautiful. Crow's feet and
wrinkles disappear as tho by magic. The
soothing tissue building oils will not irritate
the most tender skin. Neither will it grow hair.

llesults guaranteed and your money promptly
refunded if you are not delighted after four
weeks' use according to directions. Price $3.00.
Send check, money order or currency and we
will send prepaid. If you prefer send no money
but pay postman $3.00 plus few cents postage
when he delivers it.

TIFFANY LABORATORIES
1134 Hanna Building, Cleveland, 0.

Be a Camera Man
Earnupto*250.aWeek

Here's YOUR chance to get into
the movies! Big pay jobs open
to camera men. You can quickly
Qualify. Fascinating work. Also
big opportunities in Portrait. Com-
mercial and News Photography.

No Experience Needed
We'll start you in Professional

Photograpliy and give you a real
Professional Motion Picture
Camera or View Camera FREE.
Famous experts teach you by mail.
Or come to our great New York
Studios. Earn while learning.

Send for FREE BOOK
No obligation. Big illustrated Booklet and JOB CHART
tell you about wonderful opportunities in all branches
of Photography, everywhere. Write TODAY.

New York Institute of Photography
Dept. 60 10 West 33rd St.. New York

HERBERT BRENON FILMS

Sonell and Son- a Book for Fans

I
think that the

director who is in

a position to
choose the story

he wants, usually turns to some
thing that, first of all, appeals
strongly to his own emotion and
experience. Second thought may
bring consideration of its box-
office qualifications— publicity value,

the casting of its

characters, novelty
of theme, accessibil-

ity of locale, etcetera,

him, however, because

df. Herbert
Brenon and
his son.

By Herbert Brenon

If the story absorbs

it reflects his view-

niary vassalage which
becomes obligatory in

providing food and
shelter for himself and

his eight year old son. His sen-

sitive spirit dreads the time when
the boy will awake to his father's

impotence and humiliation. The
youth's introspective disposition

and keenly analyti-

cal mind seem to

presage an disen-

chantment. Rigor-
ously, by every self-

sacrifice within hisdenial and personal
power, the father determines to give his son
the advantages that a changed world has,

somehow, cheated him out of, and the boy,
fortunately, grows into manhood with a true
appreciation of those sacrifices and a wor-

My first reading of Warwick Deeping's shipful adoration of the man who has made
popular novel, "Sorrell And Son" impressed them.

point on life with truth and beauty—what
the individual director regards as true and
beautiful—then he is likely to scout the

secondary considerations.

me profoundly. Here, I thought, is a beau

tiful love story—the love of a father for his

son. Certainly, this is something different.

We have been surfeited with tales of mother
love, but, for some reason, paternal affection

has never been treated, except in terms of

comedy—as though some prejudice existed

against the biological constancy of the male

animal. Paternal affection, however, is

often as profounded and patiently sacrificing

as the maternal variety, though, possibly,

the higher we go in the social scale the

more frequent is the manifestation.

In Stephen Sorrel and his son, Kit, we
are dealing with highly cultivated people.

The father, invalided out of the war, dis-

illusioned by the infidelity and desertion of

his wife, is thrown back into the economic
chaos, out of step, by five bloody years,

with his environment. There is no work
to be had in his former clerical employment,
his major's stripes have no significance in

the new order of things and he finally

comes to the embarrassing recourse of tak-

ing whatever manual labor he can find.

His proud nature shrinks from the pecu-

Stephen Sorrell eventually rises again,
through arduous mastery of the new order,
onto his former social plane, but the task
has been a wearying one and his old physical
disability is destined, in the end, to cheat
him of a complete happiness. Nevertheless,
he has fought a brave and successful fight;

he has seen his son through school and
college, to a doctor's degree, the beginning
of a great career as a surgeon. His philos-

ophy has helped the youth over life's rough
spots, out of the morass of illicit love, false

ambition and despair, into the clear light of

a sound and mature understanding.
In the end, by a subtle irony, never, I

think, equalled in modern literature, the son,

in his role as a skilled surgeon, is faced
with the heart-rending task of putting his

father—suffering from an incurable malady—out of his misery.

This, in brief, is the thematic treatment
of "Sorrell And Son". The incidents that

advance the story are appealing and often

tragic; there is a subordinate, romantic love

interest in the boy's life, and intensely

(Ccmtirtwed on page 101)
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THE CROWN DERBY

THE LIVE WIRE

RAINBOW R"^

STEPPING

"urT-MT-u/r

•

LaughLeader—Chuckle
Chief—Mirth Master!...

Now Johnny comes
marching home with
another hilarious
HINES HIT—
Enoughgagsandgiggles
and stirring thrills in

"White Pants Willie" to
knock the hot weather

cold!

A glorious glorification

of a Big Oil -and -Gas
Man—(he manned the

pumps at the swellest

Service Station in town)
—whose first white pants

proved to be the SEAT
ofa thousand troubles. .

.

AND THAT GIRL!
— well, you'd leave

home for her too!

0?

Take the Guesswork Out of "Going tc
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Dolores, 'Wen's Jour Walo
OUR sensitive little face expressed for us the wanton Charmaine

in "What Price Glory" most delightfully. In "Resurrection"

your Katusha has the power to raise you to starry heights, and

now we read that your "Carmen" is more and more wonderful

—

and we can well believe it. Shades of Montezuma and Popocatepetl! You
leave your temperamental tempestuous Mexico and find your gold mine in

Hollywood and as for friends, why, bless your heart you've got more friends

in these United States than Pancho Villa had press notices.

Te felicitamos Dolores, con la Vagina del Honor.

C[ Dolores Del Rio hav-

ing fin ish ed the
"Trail of '98" is now
living the famous role

of "Ramona", Helen
Hunt Jackson's classic

tragedy of an Indian



An Editorial by Hiot iCeen

In
a picture show you will find what you take into the theatre. If you are

interested in a hobby you will find that the screen plays with you. Experts

of every sport and every age work on the sets, and famous artists determine

lighting effects and camera angles. The archery enthusiast thrills over ' 'Aids'

\an Adventures", the doughboy over "Rookies" and the artist will long remember
the photography in "The Scarlet Letter". The animal lover will enjoy "Chang"
and the bookkeeper and everyone else "The Way of all Flesh".

Perhaps your business is selling? If so you will find in screen stories the

master touch of salesmanship

—

Suspense. When you can arouse interest, excite

desire and suggest pleasure to come, you are a salesman and in these qualities

the screen offers a fruitful field for study.

If you ever hear the movies condemned, look at who is doing it. You can

be sure that he takes very little in with him.



7he SILENT NUMBERS

ilent

' Anna Tiils-

son and a page

from the Los

Angeles tele'

phone direc-

tory.

C[ Why only a

jew of the stars

have their names

in the telephone

hook.

({ Betty Bronson
right among the

"B's". One of

our most demo-
cratic stars.

nna Q. Nilsson is superstitious about it so there

her name stays right in the list. It was in there

when she started and every phone message has

been a happy one ever since.

Bretty Bronson wants to be sure that her old chums
from Orange, New Jersey, surely call her when they come to Hollywood

Chester Conklin appeared in some pictures and some strangers called him

up. He appeared with Pola Negri and more strangers on the phone Now he

can hear his popularity grow.

(C Tsjo silent num.'

her for Ches-

ter Conklin.
His friends
can' t remew
her it after a

party gets
started.

r

Harry Langdon
li\es to answer
his phone at night

and practice fall-

ing over chairs.

It*1 ,
N -V<s -

p»Sf£.V»*

r
5l0f.
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G[ From little towns and

villages they come,

sometimes they leave

with a blessing but

oftener they start out

with only high hopes

and an extra shirt.

(CJawes Hall left

Dallas, Texas,
with a trave

ling "Kismet"
troupe.

Jesse Lasky, who needs no intr<yE
duction was sitting in his office one handsome.day when

his secretary bubbled in. She had something on her mind

Anyone could see that The astute Mr. Usky, whose eyes

are onen even in his sleep, noticed it at once. Well, what is it.

he Xd. Tve something to show you," said the sectary whom

we now know well enough to ca 1 by name: Jean Cohen,

busy this morning," said Mr. Lasky. Well said

J

e
^
n

'

^ha

IVe got to show you is going to increase your business Noted*

knows it," said Mr. Lasky, but I was born

in Missouri." Jean made a magic gesture at

the door and in stepped a young man in blue

serge and his early twenties.

Mr Lasky passed his eagle eye over the

young man, put down his cigar, dug down

into his desk, pulled out a contract-form and

C[ Jimmy and Louise

Broo\s in "Rolled

Stockings". H e

is a grease-paint

seasoned actor but

he appears a reg-

lar business man
—that's talent.

IS



spoke: "What's your name?"
"James Hall, said the youth.

"On the dotted line," said Mr. Lasky handing

him the contract.

Later Mr. Lasky said, "James Hall is the only

person Lve ever signed to a long term contract

solely on the strength of his personality and

appearance without a screen test. I figured that

anyone with so many qualities arguing his future

would succeed. IVe been more than justified in

my hunch. In the year he's been with us, his

popularity with the public has increased until

now he's the third leading man from the top in

the game " Exit Mr. Lasky smiling.

Now let's go back and get started right . . .

One dismal night in Dallas, Texas, when the

rain was beating a song and dance of the roof'

tops, a musical show dragged its weary way into

the theatre scattering its scenery, props and
trunks all over the sidewalk On one of these

trunks, a big black one, was painted the name
Marie Thompson.

Marie was a frail. The kind of kid who sang
and danced her way into the hearts of those
who were wise enough to sit in on one of her
performances

At least so thought Clin-

ton P. Brown, Dallas's uppest
and comingest young painter

. . . house, (Com. on p. 103)

James Hall was
signed by Mr.
Las\y without a
screen test.

if His next picture will be

"Swim, Girl, Swim, with

Bebe Daniels.

19



C[ Claire Windsor,

the beach blos-

som of Santa

Monica.

Q The beach houses of the

screen favorites are in

season and even the

waves at Santa Monica

are dancing to jazz.

By Grace YJngsley

"D
olores Del Rio is so lovely,

with such a pure beauty, and
C[ Rita Carewe,

daughter of

director Ed-
win Carewe,
now recuper-

ating at the

beach house

of Dolores
Del Rio.

manages always to maintain, in

an entirely effortless way, such

a fine, yet kindly and human attitude

toward people," remarked Patsy thought'

fully as we met for a moment at the party

which Dolores and her husband, Jaimie

Del Rio, were giving at their lovely Spanish home in Hollywood.
"Her manner is simply that of a perfectly well-bred woman," I answered.

"No," answered Patsy, "there is something even more than that,—there is a sort

of spiritual quality about her,—a sort of Madonna atmosphere,—and at the same

time that warm enthusiastic cordiality about her such as only the women of Latin

countries really possess in its full flavor."

"No time to philosophize or gossip!" exclaimed Rex Lease, as he dashed in and

carried Patsy off in a mad fox-trot to the music of the Spanish orchestra.

Dolores was gorgeously beautiful in a lovely shade of scarlet velvet trimmed with

bands of brilliants, and her hair was more severely coifed than usual, pulled straight

20

df Grant Withers—he's engaged
and that pr

to Alberta

oud loo\

Vaughn.



ollywood azzerie

The beach house

of Rosetta and
Vivian Duncan
has a private

soda fountain.

The braw Scotch'

man George K.
Arthur patronizes

Ro setta' s soda
fountain — it's

pee.

°f
THE DUNCANS

<C Rosetta is

Topsy, a

charming
hostess, and
always the

pep of the

party.

back into a knot on the nape of her neck, and revealing

her ears.

Dolores and Claire Windsor at the moment were form'

ing a little group by themselves, and were beauty show

enough, just those two, with their contrasted brunette and

blond loveliness. Claire confided when she came back to

the sofa where we were sitting that she and Dolores had

been talking about the exceedingly caliente character of

"Carmen", the picture which Miss Del Rio has just

finished.

"And when Miss Del Rio went into the films her hus-

band had it put into her contract that she was never to

kiss a man in a picture!" exclaimed Claire.

Patsy and I met the handsome cousin of Miss Del Rio

who has just arrived from Mexico, and who has been

doing a little in pictures very successfully. He is Carlos

Asinusolo, but as nobody ever will remember that name,

he has changed it to Carlos Amor.

"And Amor looks like a reasonable name for him,

doesn't it?" remarked Patsy, looking the young man over

approvingly.

Don Alvarado was there with his (Cont. on page 95)
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COFF aty\]]l^eydont

"By Delight

Svans

' Gloria Swan'
son fulled
Lawrence
Gray into

fame in
"S t a g e

Struck".

C[ La wr enc e

Gray's latest

is "After
Midnight".

(\Ifyou are glad to help someone else with

an introduction remember that the men

above you feel the same way— at least

they do in the screen world,

HAT is Pull?

You may think that it has

something to do with taffy. And
you may be right. What is taffy without

the pull? Like the orange blossom without the gin

—

I mean, bride; or Tom Mix without Tony; or Greta

Garbo without eye-lashes; or Nanette without Rin-

Tin-Tin; or a beach without a bathing-girl; or—say,

what is this, anyway? A guessing game? I'm serious.

I really am. I've got to find out what Pull is,

and you've got to help me. Pull yourselves

together.

If you like me, you'll pull for me. What's
that? Well, let's pretend you do like me.

You can promise not to pinch or stick out

your tongues at teacher for just a few minutes, can't you? And a
few minutes are all I need. This Pull thing has me all upset, and its
going to be thrashed out, or none of us will get a wink of sleep
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Gunboat Smith is in

"We're All Gamblers"
with Tommy Meighan.
His pull with Richard
Dix gave him his start

in "Say It Again".

tonight. Somebody
said to me the other

day: "You can't get any
place without pull." That's

what started the whole
And now I have

to figure it out

for myself, and
that's where you
come in. What
is Pull, little girl

over there in the

corner? "Pull
isn't what you
know, but who
you know"?

Well, that's

not bad. Only
don't wink



G[ Rudolph Valentino was
ever one to give a pull

up to a friend.

when you say it. And
it's whom, not who.
But we'll let that go.

Pull. Not push, or

shove. You can push around a revolving

door all day, and not get anywhere. If you
shove you may get arrested. But a little pull

can open doors and let you in. It's some-
thing you can't get anywhere without. Try to get

along without it, and see how far you'll go. We all

use Pull. It wouldn't be much of a world if we didn't.

If you don't like pull, that means you won't use it

—

you won't pull for anybody—you won't give a friend

a hand up. So you wouldn't do us any favors,

wouldn't you; and you don't like to do things for

your friends? What's that? You
haven't any friends? Well, I'm Jacqueline Logan

not surprised. Pull makes friends
was started in pic111 ,,,, , ,
tures by Johnny

and keeps them. When somebody Hines.

C[ Matt Moore—
his brothers
helped him in

and he has
\e pt up the
idea.

pulls for you, you feel like

pulling for somebody else,

and then it gets to be a habit.

Charity is an endless chain

of Pull. If Lindy hadn't had
millions of people pulling for

him, "We" mightn't have

crossed the Atlantic. If it

weren't for Pull, lots of other

screen stars besides Lindy
wouldn't be entertaining you.

And I can prove it.

You've all heard of An'
tonio Moreno. But I'll bet

you have never heard of

(Continued on page 90)
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(^Picture girls understand the

vagaries ofprimitive love.

- k At ->

f The mountain
ifpman dragged
the exquisite?

figure of the

screen star to

safety.

I
<cj^

yj
njhat girl's a menace to society!

Come on out of here James!"

said an irate fat lady some
thing past middle age to her

equally middleaged and somewhat apolo-

getic husband.

"Aw gosh Lizzie. We hardly got

here. What's eatin' yeh?" he protested

at the same time tearing his all too in-

terested eyes from the fresh young
beauty of Peggy Arden as displayed in

"The Land of Heart's Desire".

"You've seen a-plenty. Come on!"

And James went. They always do
when Ma takes that tone, no matter

what names they answer to.

Meantime the charming subject of the lady's wrath and

jealousy was hard at work in the Kentucky mountains on

her latest picture "Men of the Frontier". Eddie North-

land, the youthful director, was amazed at the energy and

intensity, amounting almost to genius, with which Peggy

depicted her character. As one of the frontier women,
beset by savages and undergoing all the hardships of that

remote period, she flashed through the scenes like a bit of

lambent flame. The rude homespun dress and poke-bonnet

were unable to dim her beauty and personality, they en-

hanced them.

"Honestly, Peggy, the stuff you're doing these days will

make a classic in films," declared Northland late in the

evening of the final day's work as, on horseback, the two

were headed for the mud-sequestered county-seat where the

company, after renovating the hotel, had practically taken

it over. "I thought I knew you, but you're not Peggy

a
'Difference

By Ernest Vaynter

Ardent, you're Elis-

abeth Calloway her-

self. Last night when
I looked at the
rushes of you leav

ing the stockade and
creeping down to

the spring, I—well,

I was in that stock-

ade myself for a few
minutes. What's got

into you?"
"Don't you see,

Eddie," she mur
mured happily,
"when we're here in

so far away from Hollywood, we are

We're working among
these mountains
almost part of that pioneer colony

the very same hills, gazing down on the same river; even

our stockade is on the exact location of the original. Why,
I bring in that bucket of water from the identical spring

where Elizabeth got it; instead of a lot of studio sets, we're

working in sets that have been there forever."

"I'm almost sorry we're through, for, whatever it is,

you've certainly had the rest of the company on tip-toes.

Coming to the rushes tonight?"

"I suppose so, but I want to turn in early; tomorrow

morning Em going to ride up to that log-drive that got

jammed yesterday. They're going to try dynamite if every-

thing else fails."

"Right-O. Wish I could go along but Ell be busy with

the cutter getting ready for the pre-view tomorrow night.

Sure s;lad we brought an entire outfit {Com. on page 76)
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SHE'S the dancingest girl in Hollywood and

her latest picture is "Spring Fever"—JOAN
CRAWFORD of course.

Photograph hy Russell Ball



<r.r.. --."i?

^K^-v^afi^^ss^s

j

Mi

o^/oif "Beautiful Still of the JMonth

NORMA SHEARER and GEORGE K. ARTHUR
in

"The Student Prince'

"While the ploughman, near at hand.

Whistles o'er the furrow'd land.

And the milkmaid singeth blithe,

And the mower whets his scythe,

And every shepherd tells his tale

Under the hawthorn in the dale.

John Milton



IOUISE FAZENDA, our leading comedienne,

d is to be all blacked up in "Ham and Eggs".

Photograph by Preston Duncan



MARJORIE BEEBE crashed into pictures in

the twinkling of an eye.

Photograph hy Autrey



C Eyes that are

spar\ling lamps

of comedy.

The audience
couldn't see how
the rabbit got in-

to the hat be-

cause they were
all busy loo\ing
at Marjorie.

By Erie Wampton

ARJORIE Beebe has a bull pup that she calls "Meno Sabe",

which, derived from the Tia Juana Anglo-Saxon "Me No
Sawy", means "It's all Greek to me".

Besides proving that Marjorie has a delightful sense of

humor, "Meno Sabe" symbolizes her short but eventful career as a screen come
dienne which should, according to early performances, lead her to the much talked

of firmament wherein motion picture stars are said to twinkle and vie with the

luster of accumulated gold. For Marjorie is not yet quite sure what it is all about.

If you haven't met Margie, you must come over to the

William Fox lot sometime. It will probably be her mail address

for some time to come, since Winfield R. Sheehan has just

cinched the continued appearance of this wholesome, drolly

humorous personality in Fox pictures by (Com. on page 100)

'((In "Ankles Pre-

ferred" Margie
made her bit stand

out li\e a high

hat on a pullet.
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FREE—£cina Jtfarion's

(\ The generous little cutie of the

Christie Comedies will send her

radio to the one who submits the

best answers to her questions.

VEN in Holly-

-A wood, a city of

' v over-night wealth
^ * and sudden fame,

there is one girl who can

well pinch herself to make

sure she is not dreaming,

—nor dead. That girl is

Edna Marion. Though
she is neither in the for'

tunate position of having

become wealthy over night

nor suddenly famous, yet

she has ascended in her

Number 3 fVs to a height

above the mob of the

struggling and the unsuc-

cessful, and there is no

telling how high she will

go. A Wampas Baby

Star in 1926, featured in

Christie Comedies in

1927, working hard, hop-

ing, and alive! Let us tell

you about it.

Three specialists looked

at her a little over two

years ago in New York

City, shook their heads

over her seventy pounds,

and said she might live

two weeks. She had gone

to High School in New
York and had even played

hookey once or twice to work as an extra on Long Island,

but all this had to stop when she became so ill. The
doctors couldn't say just what the nature of her ailment

was, but they agreed upon the hopelessness of her case.

Edna was the most hopeless of all with this depressing

manifesto from the medical men.

Picking out California as a more comfortable place to

die than New York, Edna found that something in the

climate or the surroundings made her feel better, and in

two months she weighed ninety pounds. Edna here makes

it emphatic that she does not recommend California to

everybody on the strength of her own miraculous case.

In a short time she felt so well that she wanted to go to

work, movies being the first choice. For about a year she

played in Stern Brothers Comedies, and then she was
signed by Al Christie. Did you see "Dodging Trouble",

or "Cash and Carry" or "Giddy Gobblers"? In those

Christie Comedies the blonde eye-full playing opposite

Neal Burns was Edna Marion, a ninety-eight pound young

starlet in the ascendancy, a young lady for whom Mr. Al
Christie predicts a great future, and a healthy young

actress who counts the calories at luncheon to keep those

ninety-eight pounds below the hundred mark!

And generous too. Her radio set is a beauty and she

eraciously gives it as a contest prise.
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ADIO Here are the questions—
Send in your answers.

Open to any Screenland

reader.

1—What kind of

comedy do you
like best? Why?

2—What kind of

people do you like

to see in a com-

edy? Why?

There are many dif-

ferent \inds of
humor. But there

is a strea\ of comedy
which runs through the

ma\eup of every human
being which ma\es broad
comedy situations univer'

sally ap pealing. The
Christie Comedies are not

without subtle points but

it is the particular aim of

the producers to amuse
everyone and at the same
time show on the screen

girls of beauty and come'
dians of talent.

pr 77 njhis Kemper Radio is a practical self contained so-

called portable set. Complete with loud speaker

built in and the directional loop takes the place of

antennae and ground. For the benefit of the radio

enthusiasts a description of the hook-up follows.

This is a standard five-tube set, two tubes radio fre-

quency, one detector, two audio frequency tubes, four

tubes are U. V. 199, and the fifth is a power tube. All

work on three volts on the A— and 110 on the B.

It will operate anywhere and at any time and is a beau-

tiful clear tone practical radio receiver.

Entirely self contained in a handsome leatheroid case

that will add grace to any drawing room—operating with-

out aerial or ground—weight forty pounds complete—may
be carried from room to room or closed and put in a closet

out of the way—then too, it may be taken with you in

your car. Such unique features put this set in a class by
itself as the ideal radio instrument that meets every demand
of the modern home.

Send your answers to

—

EDNA MARION
Screenland Contest Dept.

49 West 45th Street

New York City

Contest closes Sept. 15th, 1927.
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eft/AGNER Writes about

the

(\From all the studios

of Europe the artists come to

Hollywood and Lubitsch's Sun-

day evening gatherings.

C[ Carl Laemmle

Jr. adding lus-

tre to a famous
name.

C[ Maria Corda
a recent in-

9

G[ Bessie Love dances

the Hula which is

all the foreign stuff

she \nows.
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OREIGN o^EGION
of Trollywood

IN
A far corner of the Lubitsch gardens, with the moonlight sifting through

the lacedike foliage of a giant pepper tree and tracing strange arabesques

upon the velvet grass of our feet, we sat—my favorite wife and I—and

silently drank in the beauty of the scene. A heavy scent of jasmine and

oleander filled the soft night air, while from the distance came the laughter of

happy guests as they splashed in the cypress'sheltered swimming pool or danced

to muted music upon the waxed and shining surface of the

\^ tennis court. From still further off, within the brightly lighted

- salon of the great colonial house, we could hear

foreign'accented voices joyously singing their

assurance that "Fifty Million French-

men can't be Wrong." Close by,

beneath

({Lya de PutU,

of the wow
derful eyes, is

already "das
\ind" of the

German navy.

lanterns

C[ Greta Garbo-
clonic and in

John Gilbert"

.

~N.ordic, cy
'Love" with
(That's the

picture.)

Chinese

that gave a car-

to the exotic

scene, the stars of heaven looked down in pale

envy upon the higher stars of Movieland as

they strolled about or sat in little

groups upon the gaily cushioned lawn.

(Continued on page 88)

C[A party at Ernst Lubitsch'

s

garden with Agnes Ayres,
Carmel Myers and Mrs.
Lubitsch entertaining the

officers of a visiting Ger-
man warship.
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Contest of Wits for a

(MOVIE TART or

$500.00 ifyou prefer

CASH
HERE ARE THE SIX QUESTIONS

which you must answer. Your answers will prove
your mental calibre and the person turning in the

best set of answers will be selected as the winner.

1.

2.

3.

Robert Kane,
sponsor oj this

contest to find

the most able

mentality to

appear in pic
tures. His lat-

est First 7s[a-

tional release

i s "D a n c e

Magic".

If a girl goes to a party with a young man and
meets another more appealing to her should she stick

to the first or should she try to attract the second?

Which owes the greater duty—a parent to a child

or a child to a parent?

What would you do if you knew you had only ten

minutes to live?

If you helped a needy friend and a stranger who
required assistance which act would be the more
generous?

Can we learn more from foreign photoplays than

foreigners can learn from ours? State your reasons.

Should photoplays be built around stars or around

a story with a proper cast?

Address-

The Halperin-Kane Mentality Contest
c/o Screenland Magazine

49 W. 45th Street, New York City
This contest will close September 15th, 1927

The winner may choose $500 in cash, or if ambitious for a screen career, railroad fare will be forwarded
and upon his arrival in New York the winner will be given a screen test. Proper maintenance will be
supplied and railroad fare home should the test be unsuccessful.

5.

The miltgrossian letter which won the Johnny

Hmes's Saxophone was written by

MR. HENRY G. OEHLEY
462 Lindwood Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The sax was offered for the funniest letter. Johnny Hmes

is forever promoting laughter and we hope Mr. Oehley s

neighbors will enjoy the joke.

THE WINNING LETTER
Jonna Hines, Esk:— I" °n dc blender, de date.

^Avvcr^i'nce I sin you for fcefty cents Stapping Alonk, I vas himprassed witt

sax appill. Jonna, you play de pot from a Wolff in chip clodmk to parfraction.

sccont-hantt Romon Novare you shutt bicomme, noo. ,

I gass my vife don't like you, Jonna, she says you are worsateeL 1 tolt

"Iss decs nice from a frant? Jonna has mebba his faults, bot he couldn t be wo

I duz de latter antt de moutt witt vun gasture witt nspact antt prczz Irom

hability, antt jodgemen!, mebba.
Your frant,

Hymic.

Ps—I cm sorry to hear you are seek. My vife tals. me you got poizonality. If

is de trutt, Jonna, batter see it a duckter, biforre hit bicommes comics.

Hymie again.

More Ps:—Cutt you geeve Sadie a pott from yurr noo bote sin? She has sea

(vun uv dem, ennyhoc, is cork) ant a doughry uv $5000 bocks.

Me Yet.

Ps again:—Jonna, cef you dunt gceve me de sexafun, you hcv mebba a vistle

juz harp you dun't vant, noo?
Gass who.
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ere They JCearn to ]£eep

(\This remarkable story of a dreamer in

Hollywood gives the true daily life expe-

riences of an ambitious young man seek-

ing fame and fortune in pictures.

His mother must have loved his curly

head. She must have loved his soft

brown eyes. And doubtless, though

they opened first in Hollywood,
many miles away from Washington, before

she knew his baby curls were silky black, she

had him pictured in that great White House.
Before she saw how dreamy soft and brown his eyes had
come—sure she was that some day he'd be president.

But when the baby days were gone, day after day he
watched the filming of Sennett beauty comedies across the

street from where he lived. Day after day he never missed

a chance to see the funny "coppers
11

do their hop and
run, and just a block above his street his mother knew
there lived a little girl with two long braids who seemed
to fascinate the boy. His mother knew he watched her

come and go and even smiled when he informed her how
he liked that little girl whose name was Bebe Daniels and
who worked for many days on mighty sets.

Still she figured he'd be president some day, and never

once suspected that his dreams were only right in Holly-

((Henry B. Walthall
is an artist of great

reputation and his

talent is bac\ed by
a heart, generous
even to a

ent boy.

despond-

wood. He'd lived here all his life—he knew
the game. He'd seen the heartaches and the

pains, the useless, awful struggles of so many
folks. Reality was surely his regarding

Hollywood.

And yet—oh yet, behold him here in all

his faith! Behold him here in spite of each

rough rock along his road—in spite of everything or any-

thing, behold him here, a weaver of strange designs, a

singer of songs, a builder of hope—the Hollywood Dreamer.

It was eight A. M. on Argyle Street in front of a

cottage wheie tiny roses had started to bloom. Of course,

it was eight A. M. on Hollywood Boulevard but there it

couldn't possibly be as bright and clear as it was by that

cottage door. The Hollywood Dreamer was saying good-

by so excitedly to her!

"It's a bit, you know, it's a bit!" he said, "And you

never can tell exactly where it will get me. I've been

waiting for months for a chance like this! Gosh, but I'll

do my stuff, and show them I know it right. And

3 6



a "Stiff Upper Lip yy

By Dorothy Nelson

remember, Til be here at eight to give you ho
news of the newly discovered John Barrymore."

She smiled as he left, and she knew he was
"Made." His eyes were so brown and his

heart was so true!

From Hollywood Boulevard it takes about

half an hour to reach Universal City. To get inside the

studio gates is nothing short of marvelous, but once inside,

to have a rendezvous with dreams and hope is only misty

castles in the air.

He reached "The Long Chance" set. Jack Conway, the

director, already had started his day's work by moving a

chair and changing the place of a table on the set. The
clock had turned its hands to nine when Henry Walthall

hurried up before the arcs.

"G'morning, Henry"-—this fium Conway.

W, Jack"—and then
—

"Hi, Bud," to him whose

Igi'ng on this day's work.

^ was eight o'clock at night. He walked down Arglye

Street again, but, oh the pain of taking every step. Before

the cottage v »iieie the tiny roses bloomed he paused the

v„- slightest pause, and then went up the walk.

>on't you care—just tell me all about it," were her

s.

was supposed to do the scene with Walthall," he

n. "Honest, there wasn't the least thing difficult about

C[ Raymond 7<[ovarro

was only an extra

too, but he revealed

the nature then that

is still the reason

for his greatness.

the acting part for

me except that you
know I can't play

pool the way an ex'

pert can. Everything

was fine. We went
through rehearsal
great, but just as we
started to shoot the

scene a bunch of

policemen visiting
here from Detroit

were ushered on to the set. There were over a

hundred or so, and of course I got a little nerv-

ous not knowing pool so well, so when I shot at

the ball it missed by a couple of feet. And so,

after telling me everything that English can

tell, Conway said I was through, and to go."

He stopped. It almost looked as if the dreamy eyes were
hard. The pain and ache of Hollywood was there without
his even knowing quite how much the hurt had been.

"On, don't you care," she comforted. "Tell me, what
did Henry Walthall say to you?"

His eyes brightened the way she knew they would.

"Walthall put his hand up on my shoulder just like this;

and then, in the deepest voice, he said
—

'Though our pool

was called bad, they couldn't find fault with our trouping,

could they, my boy?'
"

So after all it wasn't as bad as he thought it had been.

And did she remember that slight, dark friend of his who
played and sang so well? That quiet friend he spoke of as

Novarro? Well, they had met that afternoon and Ramon
gave him good advice to visit Colonel Ford regarding work
in Rex Ingram's great production of "The Four Horse
men." Ramon was set, and certainly he, too, should find a
niche in anything so big.

"Good-night," he smiled, "You help a fellow out a lot."

"Good-night," she answered back, "You really think I do?"
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^Joseph P.

Kennedy. His
life reads h\e a
in ulti plication

table and now
at thirty-seven—a millionaire

with his own
self-made mil'

lions he gives

some beginner

a chance.

T Broadway's broiling point stands a tall

office building. High up on its sixteenth

floor sits the man who wants you for

the movies.

He rises and looks out of his windows. On the

the side he senses the roar and the conflict of Broad-
way. On the other, he glimpses the spires of Saint

Patrick's Cathedral on Fifth Avenue. On the left

the clamor and turmoil of great industries; on the

right peace and loveliness and grace. And this is

indicative of the

life of Joseph P.

Kennedy.
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This is a story of the man who entered the

moving picture business in ar 'ntirely novel

fashion. When he had ma^
the film industry was a g
when he had decided that h^

a picture producer, he didn't answ<

ments, or hunt up a friend in the trade, 01 try to bi^._

the ground floor. When he had made up his mind he

to become a film magnate, he entered from the TOr. xl°

lock, Stock ?
' J hnrrol

„t

A
a moving picture company-

wanteu
bought

By Rosa Reilly an v

enter

wor

bega



C[ Marions best part— the sort of thing she should always do.

Gjillie, C&he TOILER
(IAnd Ok How She Works.

({She's a stenog-

rapher, but she

doesn't ta\e dic-

tation from any-
body. (Marion
D av i e s and
Matt Moore)

HEAVEN helps the poor working girl—who
helps herself. If you, too, are just a

little girl trying to get along, and you
aren't getting along fast enough, don't

miss "Tillie the Toiler". Tillie will tell you just

how to work—also whom. Tillie might be called

a bread-winner, but her bread turns out to be cake.

She's a stenographer, but she doesn't take dictation

from anybody. Just let any guy get fresh with
her, and she'll teach him she's a perfect lady

—

with both fists. George K. Arthur gets fresh,

as usual; and he has to walk home from his own
roadster ride. "Tillie the Toiler" is a wonderful,

uplifting sermon to all working girls—on how
to get away with it.

Marion Davies plays the comic'Strip heroine

with considerable verve and esprit, which means
she is simply swell. It's her best part; the sort

of thing she should always do. Somehow Miss

Davies seemed to have an aversion to playing

pretty girls. Instead, she'd get her'

self up in awful costumes, so that you
couldn't tell whether she was really

funny or just funny-looking. It's

much easier to be a clown in pigtails

and big shoes than it is when you're

all dressed up. As Tillie, Marion
looks pretty and acts funny; so now
I know she's a real comedienne. She's

an ingratiating beauty all tricked up
in the latest Broadway mode. "Tillie

the Toiler" is out for gold; she even

has a heart of it. The millionaire of

her dreams requests her hand in mar-

riage, and she—but wait till you see.

All I'll tell you is that Matt Moore
is in the cast, and he doesn't play the

millionaire—that's all.

-*kji

\ / A

'

Just let anybody get

fresh with her and
she'll teach them
she's a perfect lady.

(Marion Davies and
George Fawcett)
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((A thrill a minute in this trip to old Chinatown.

Old /RANCISCO
XTRA, extra! All about San Francisco's big earth-

quake— pardon us— fire. Find out how it all

j really happened. Get the inside dope, never

before revealed!

As a special favor Til let you in on the information. If

it hadn't been for Warner Oland, that fire might not have

happened. You see, Warner took a fancy to Dolores Cos-

tello; but Dolores didn't fancy him, and so she was chased

from pillar to post on the Barbary Coast, and finally run to

ground in Chinatown. Just as Mr. Oland caught up with

her, crash—boom—zam—zowie! FIRE FIRE!!!

"Old San Francisco" is in seven reels or so; but it's the

best serial I ever saw just the same. I had to pinch myself

to make sure I wasn't back in the old nickleodeon in Fort

Wayne, Indiana, palpitating with Pearl White while that

self-same villain, Warner Oland, pursued her until
—

"Con-

tinued Next Week". It's Dolores Costello this time. She

plays a daughter of the old Spanish dons—the San Fran-

cisco branch—with haciendas and traditions and everything.

She is lovely, but mournful, and so would you be if you

had your home going to rack and ruin about you. Those
rascally politicians, Messrs. Oland and Randolf, do some
deep plotting to wrest the old rancho away from Dolores

1

dad, Josef Swickard—and I want to say right here that

Mr. Swickard is my idea of the kind of film father to have.

That white hair of his, that aristocratic air—who wouldn't

be proud to call him pop? But in spite of him things go

from bad to worse at the ranch; until first thing you know,
Dolores is up for auction in a Chinese den. And then

—you may well cover your eyes. But you'd better uncover

'em again pretty darn quick or you may miss something.

Goodness is going to triumph over evil, and you want to

be in on it, don't you? Get all your serial thrills at one

sitting. Why wait from week to week?

"Old San Francisco" offers some good trouping. Miss

Costello looks like the most gorgeous Gibson Girl that

Charles D. ever drew. And there is also the lovely little

Anna May Wong, whose Oriental charm alone is well

worth this trip to old Chinatown.

G[ Yes, Olive plays another one of those model young girls.

ECRET TUDIO

C[ The luc\y girl finds

Clifford Holland
waiting for her to

stop posing for the

wic\ed artist. (Clif-

ford Holland, Olive

Borden, Ben Bard)

(\An Open

Secret

-"n^ he Secret Studio" is old stuff in new clothes

—

and such clothes! But clothes aren't everything

-ah no. Clothes, for instance, aren't anything to

Olive Borden. Well, maybe if some of the rest

of us girls looked like Olive, we wouldn't spend so much
time on our shopping, either. Nobody knows whether Miss

Borden can act or not, and who cares? She is an opulent

eyeful, and Art has to take a back seat. Some day some

high-minded director may cast Olive as an Eskimo's sweetie

and then she will rise to great heights. Until then, every-

body's happy to see her clad in a wisp of gauze and a wistful

smile, posing for that bad artist in his secret studio in the

big city. Yes, Miss Borden plays another one of those model

young girls. But when she discovers that the artist is as

bad as she's painted, she drops everything and runs home.

Just in the nick of time, too. The lucky girl finds Clifford

Holland still standing around waiting for her to stop

posing. All he has to do in "The Secret Studio" is to

stand around and wait. And he looks very, very disapprov-

ing while he's waiting. But a disapproving look from the

handsome Mr. Holland is worth far, far more than a

wide smile from many other leading men.
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C[ Jean Hersholt is the Dave Vi/arfield of the screen.

/as The

Beacon
(\A Full House.

YOU know these lovable old men of the movies who
putter around and stick their fingers in every-

body's pie—mixing in people's business and trying

to fix things for the hero and heroine? Generally

they fix things, all right. Here, at last, after many false

alarms, is a lovable old man who mixes around and really

does some good. He putters and gets results. There's some

excuse for Jean Hersholt's Mr. Fix-it in "Alias the Deacon"

.

He makes up for all the moony old men we've had to suffer

through. The Deacon is a genuinely lovable character who
is sharp at cards but soft at heart. Edward Sloman's

direction helps to put over this home-spun hokum, while

June Marlowe, Ralph Graves, Myrtle Stedman, Tom Ken,

nedy and Ned Sparks all do their share.

Eve always admired and respected Jean Hersholt—he's

G["T/xe Deacon"
(jean Hersholt)

is a po\er wizard

such a splendid W who redeems him-

actor. But now 01 W self by aiding two

T deserving young
I can cry over g&Jgffi friends.

him. Now I

feel we are friends. He's the Dave Warfield of the films

in mingling laughs and tears. I suppose such a versatile

actor must be permitted to keep his hand in by playing
grotesque bums every so often. But Mr. Hersholt surely
should specialize in kindly, shrewd whimsical meddlers. He
does them so delightfully. "The Deacon" is a poker wizard
who redeems himself by aiding two deserving young folks.

He appears in their lives, takes up a collection, distributes

it, and then makes for the open road again, leaving pleasant
memories behind him. He's an old dear, that's what he is,

Deacon or no Deacon. He holds a good hand, but let's

give him another.

^Good, gruesome entertainment out of the Tod Browning Chamber of Horrors.

C~^7he UNKNOWN
Unstrap those arms, Lon Chaney. Do you think

you can fool us? No, Mr. Chaney. Your fans

have grown so accustomed to your tricks that no
matter what disguise you assume, some smart lit-

tle boy or girl is sure to spot you. When in doubt, it's

Lon Chaney, you know.
Have a good time at "The Un\nown"—if only to keep

Mr. Chaney company. He plays Alonzo the Armless,

who can do more with his feet than a centipede. For love

of a beautiful circus girl—Joan Crawford—Alonzo makes
the supreme sacrifice. It's good, gruesome entertainment

out of the Tod Browning chamber of horrors. It's exceed-

ingly well done, and if you enjoy getting all unnerved and
shaky, it's a treat for you. What nightmares you will

have! Then again, maybe you won't because Joan Craw-
ford brings beauty into the sordid surroundings. Joan
shows flashes of real ability, as well as displaying even
more loveliness than usual. She's an alluring figure, and
when I say figure, that's what I mean. Norman Kerry's

rippling muscles also play an important part. Norman's
and Joan's recent roles have been all to the epidermis.

Aren't the producers ever going to give their faces a

chance?

C[ If you li\e racing pictures then this is your meat.

The SUNSET DERBY
There's a limit to everything; and "The Sunset

Derby" is the limit as far as I'm concerned. Now
I love dogs, cats, and horses. I carry around

bones for dogs, catnip for cats, and sugar for

ponies. I am always doing good to dumb beasts. But I

can't, I just can't like any more pictures about the Horse
that Makes Good. Somebody must like racing pictures.

Maybe you do. If so, then this is just your horse-meat.

Sure, there's a race—several. Buster Collier is the jockey,

and Mary Astor is the fair daughter of the owner of Queen,
the famous mare, who just must win the Derby prize or

Mary and Buster and Dad don't eat. Leave it to Queen.
She'll win. She always does. She's the big sugar mama
of the movies.
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The Winner of Harold Lloyd s

~ ({"Mac" — Honorable

Mention. Owned by

L. W. McWwe,
Frederic\sburg, Vir-

ginia.

IN
the June issue of

Screen land Harold

Lloyd offered a part in

the movies to a dog, and

in response to his call many

a small pup had to look

pleasant to have its picture

taken.

Many photographs came

•in of every variety of canine

and among them was little

"Tipper" owned by Charles

Heck which was the dog

selected.

Mr. Lloyd is coming East

to finish the comedy he is

working on and expects to

take some scenes at Coney

Island and others with the

picturesque background of

New York's lower East Side.

Harold Lloyd never dis-

closes what the name of his

picture will be until it is en-

tirely finished and so the

present comedy is un-titled.

The picture which Harold

Lloyd has in mind and for

which he selected 'Tipper"

will be made following the

release of his present comedy.

Little 'Tipper" with his

bright, alert eyes may look

out at the world from thou-

sands of screens and who
knows but what he may be-

come famous as a comedian

in his own right.

Harold Lloyd wishes to

thank the many contestants

who submitted photographs

to help him in his search for

a dog and also for the many
kind expressions of admira-

tion and friendship which

were sent along with the

photographs.

AS

Q There were so many cute dogs that

besides the winner six dogs have

been selected for Honorable Mention.

({'"Tipper" First Prize $300 has been sent

to Charles Hec\, 9839 Vanderpool Ave-

nue, Chicago, III, for three wee\s salary

in advance as offered.

rrr

C[ Honorable Mention
to John Gehrmann
Jr., 3351 H- Marsh-

field Avenue, Chi'

cago, Illinois.

In the large kennels which

Harold Lloyd maintains at

Westwood, California, there

are many blooded Great

Danes and noble St. Ber-

nards and Harold Lloyd was

particularly interested in the

photographs of large dogs

which he received in this

contest. For the purposes of

the comedy however, Harold

Lloyd feels that the pert and

waggish little "Tipper" will

be preferable. Since he is

himself a devoted admirer of

the big fellows he hopes that

the owners of the big dogs

will agree with him.



CONTEST

(f "Bill" owned by
Donley D. Chard,
Pomeroy, "Wash-
ington. Honor'
able Mention.

<C Harold Lloyd is at wor\ on the doggonest
funniest comedy you've seen since Hector
was a pup.

C[ H o n or able
Mention to

Miss Dorothy
Hylan, 824
Crandall Ave'
nue, Youngs-
town, Ohio.
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ew
creeniplays

Reviewed by

Rosa Keilly

'

If you want to

see some slic\

negligees this

is your chance.

Leatrice ]oy
in "Vanity".

VANITY

V 1 (NdIS weather is no time for

I anybody to get hot under the

collar but that's just where

I registered 200 degrees fahr-

enheit when I watched the fight be-

tween the brutal skipper of a tramp

steamer and the bestial negro cook,

all over Leatrice Joy.

But I always thought Leatrice was a nice

girl, so I can't understand what business she

had down on board a tramp steamer with

a very lusty looking Captain—the night be-

fore she was to wed Charley Ray.

Naughty, naughty! But to get back

to the fight. This is nobody's

whipped cream encounter dressed

up for movie eyes. It carries a

power of menace, passion and

bestiality, whooped up to a mur-

derous crescendo. If you want to

gaze at naked passion, you'll never

get a better chance than when you

watch this negro cook with his

battered face, long knife in dirty

teeth, creep, creep, creep, nearer

and nearer until

—

over-acting and over-posturing you ever saw in your life. It would
have been a swell picture if everybody's hand had been tied—but

evidently nobody thought of this relief measure. I'm going

to send the director a ball of twine for his next effort.

However, if you want to see some of the slickest business

negligees, as Lula Belle would call them, go watch Leatrice

Joy deck herself out in her robes de chambre. Um—UMM!

THE WRONG MR. WRIGHT
Here's a little problem in screen arithmetic for you.

Put down the title
—

"The VJrong Mr Wright". Add
Jean Hersholt in the title role That's two and carry

ten thousand. What's the ten thousand

for? Why, Jean is the son of a teddy

bear manufacturer, and the detective

thinks he stole ten thousand dollars.

Any man whose father is a

teddy bear king might be ac-

cused of anything, but that has

nothing to do with the problem.

Next add Dorothy Dcvore.

Make it a good figure, for

that's what she has. You'll

have to add at least 212

<C "The Wrong Mr.
Wright" is a

merry-go-round of

comedy with ]ean
Hersholt handing
out the laughs.

But— somebody
slipped up fear-

fully in the direc-

tion. Of all the

(( In "Vanity"
Leatrice Joy
starts plenty

of trouble.

for Walter Heirs.

|
W That's pounds avoirdupois.

Comes from plenty of food and
a lotta laughter Subtract one

for that bit of philosophy.

The problem gets a little complicated here Enid Bennett
has to subtract a confession from Jean Hersholt. At so much
per diem she is hired to make Jean admit that he subtracted

the ten thousand in a manner that no mathematician would
think of subtracting. Now at so much per diem how many
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diems would a girl like Enid have to vamp a man
like Jean Hersholt to subtract the aforesaid sub-

traction confession from him?

Til have to help you out there. Since Jean

Hersholt is always Mr. X the unknown quantity,

he does a little rapid calculating himself and

vamps Enid Bennett.

Multiply that by two for comedy complica-

tion. It's five reels so multiply it by five again.

No, there are no answers in the back of the

book, but Ell tell you what the total is and see

if you are right on "The Wrong Mr. Wright".

It all adds up to a merry-go-'round of comedy.

Class is dismissed. You just have time to make

the matinee.

THE CLOSED GATE
If you want a new kind of entertainment

for some guests the afternoon "The Closed

Gate" opens in your town, organise a Tear

Party. Just give each guest

an extra handkerchief, get

them to the theatre, and

after that your cares as

hostess will cease. "The

Closed Gate" is a

sure fire tear duct

opener, the sort of

picture that gets you

all choked up and lets

you weep whole-
heartedly and un-

abashed. Your Tear

Party can't help being

a success.

You will get all

wrapped up in the

boy and his mother.

The boy is Johnny

<3[ Aileen Dee, Earle Foxe and Margaret
Livingston in "Slaves of Beauty".

((The boy in "The Closed Gate"
is Johnny Harron and he has

something of that indescribable

pathos his brother Bobby so

richly possessed.

Harron and he has something of that indescribable quality

his brother Bobby so richly possessed—that pathetic, wistful

longing for the beauty and love that always seemed just

out of his grasp. Bobby, gone but unforgotten, used to

remind me of flowers that were sunshine-started and never
quite bloomed, and candles that could not seem to give out
all their light. Gosh! I'm gulping now

C[ This \ind of a picture

ma\es you wish jor a bron-

cho instead of a brougham.
Fred Thomson and Wil-

liam Courtright.

Anyhow, that's what "The
Closed Gate" does to you. The
mother whose death bed is a

wheel chair; the father you'd like to shoot;

the boy driven from home, and throwing him-

self into the war to die and forget Then
shell shock and loss of memory. He can forget.

But he cannot die. The nurse—Jane Novak.
The pitiful little romance that finally

What? Still crying? Everybody else is, too,

so it's all right

"SILVER COMES THROUGH"
Whenever I see Fred Thomson and his horse, Silver, I

wonder the automobile business doesn't take a skid. This

kind of propaganda makes you feel like owning a broncho

instead of a 1927 brougham Yes sir, Silver on the silver

screen makes you wish for one of those balloon tired
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saddles and the open
spaces where Fred
Thomson is Fred
Thomson.
Silver comes through

in this picture, as the

title indicates, and

what he comes
through is plenty.

The last dramatic bar-

rier he has to take is

a race, with the pos-

session of ranch,

money and honor de-

pending on him. It

wouldn't be fair to

tell you what hap-

pens. But I can say

this: a race is oats to

Silver, and how he

knows his cereals!

There's a scene be-

tween Fred Thomson
and a mountain lion.

But "scene" is too polite a term. Fred Thom-
son has to fight this one bare handed. Not
meaning to be sacrilegious, but Fred was never
cut out to be a Daniel in the lion's den. They
just love to eat this lad.

They ought to write a song about Fred and his horse
and call it "Silver Treads Among the Gold." He can have
my money at the box-office any time, even though I usually
see him in a projection room.

SLAVES OF BEAUTY
Now I'm no Oracle of Delphi.

Nor do I pretend to forecast the

future. Nevertheless when I saw
"Slaves of Beauty" I couldn't

help doing a .little pre-

dicting. There is a girl in

this picture who has the

dash of Clara Bow, the

slumbrous quality

of Dolores Cos-
tello, the innate

finess of Lois

C[ "Horse Shoes" is clever,

risque and has Monte
Ban\s and jean Arthur
in the cast.

Moran and a lot of

characteristics pecul-

iarly her own. And
I make so bold as to

state that I believe

this young woman

—

Sue Carol by name

—

is destined to become
a great star— if she

keeps her feet on the

ground.

Olive Tell plays the

lead in this new film

with the most hack-

neyed of themes. It's

one of these opuses

about the wife who
tires of her comfort-

able and untidy hus-

band and steps out

with a clothes-horse,

one-third man, one-

third woman, and
one-third insect. This

Two romances en'

rolled in this film.

Robards who loves

Miss Faire and Rin
who falls for 7\(a-

nette. Rin -Tin -Tin
and Virginia Browne
Faire.

role is inimitably played by Earle Fox. Olive

Tell is one of the most distinguished women
on the screen. She has real magnetism—and

that saves the picture, which she carries along

to a real climax. It takes her daughter, Sue Carol, so to

speak, to make an honest woman out of the mother.

It's an engaging little production, this film. Nothing

grand or deep or passionate. Just delicious amusement,

gracefully executed with Herbert Holmes and Margaret

Livingstone contributing some first class work.

TRACKED BY THE POLICE
Hurry up with the breakfast dishes and dust around the

living room—and make it snappy. A holiday is declared

for the day. Rin-Tin-Tin, Nanette, my old favorite, Tom
Santschi, my new favorite, Jason Robards and Virginia

Browne Faire are all in town.

Now don't kid me—because I'm daft on Rin. Why
shouldn't I be. He's the only male in existence that hasn't

destroyed some woman's illusion. As Ursula Trent says

in W. L. George's book—it is worse to lose your ideal of

a man than it is to lose the man himself. And all jests

to the one side, that's why Rin has a lot of friends among

the females—and not only the canine femi-

ninity, either.

This is one of the best of Rin's pictures.

He and his master, Jason Robards, are

working on an irrigation dam. Robards is

in charge of the construction work and it's

up to Rin to keep his eyes open for any

bad actors that might be around.

There are two romances enrolling in the

film—Robards who loves Miss Faire, and

Rin who falls for Nanette. And Rin does

his stuff so well you might think it

was his first courtship.

If you like a good dog picture, don't

miss this. For Rin has many a human
actor left at the post.

HORSE SHOES
Do you like to read those incom-

parable little stories of de Maupas-

sant's—clever, short, and not bad

—

but just a little along the risque line?

What happens? A-ha! See the pic

ture! Monte Banks at his funniest.
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ALICE WHITE is the latest flapper type,

ii 1928 model, next in "American Beauty".

Photograph by Russell Ball



breaking into the M. G. M. Studio.

Photograph by Ruth Harriet Louise



GOOD Luck! GERTRUDE OLMSTED
looking at you over her left shoulder.

Her next is "Buttons".

Photograph by Russell Ball



CLARA BOW who represents to most of us

what we mean by "IT" or Sexcess in Art.

Photograph by Eugene Robert Richee



TAGE COACH
Conducted by Morrie Ryskmd

Photograph by Florence Van Damm

C[ Genevieve Tobin and Holbroo\ Blinn in a clever and
sophisticated comedy called "The Play's The Thing".
The excellent acting adds greatly to the pleasure of the

evening.

<l Jane Cowl and
Phillip Meri-
vale in "The
Road To
Rome", one of
the best plays

of the season.

Photograph by
White Studio

T

Photograph
by Wide

World Studio

"Peggy-Ann"

J/^S/NJHis last month was a dull theatre month—at

least, in the sense that few new things opened
on Broadway. So, thought we, why not go and
see some of those good shows that you missed?

Well, that sounded like a good idea, no matter where
it came from, and if there's anything we are receptive

to, it's a good idea.

Whereupon, we decided that we ought to go and see

"Peggy-Ann". True, we had looked in on the second

act some time ago, but that was merely a dancing act.

Surely, we thought, all the wit and humor and irony

and brilliance that Allison Smith and Frank Sullivan

and Alexander Woollcott discovered in the performance
must be in the first act.

So, accompanied by Groucho Marx, we went. Harpo
came along at the last minute and had to pay for his

seat, inasmuch as he was not sitting with a critic. Still,

the notices the show got made Harpo feel that his $4.40

would be well spent.

Well, boys and girls, de gustibus non disputandum est.

Which is Latin (we do like to show off occasionally)

for what's your meat is my poison. We sat through a

first act that brought nary a snicker from us. But, we
thought, maybe we are just one of those disappointed

authors who can't give credit to anybody else. Maybe
it is a good show. We looked at Groucho. He looked

a trifle pale. At intermission we went out into the

lobby.

"Is this the show they raved about?" asked Groucho.

"It is," we replied.

"What have I ever done to you," he asked, as a tear stole

down either cheek, "that you should do this to me?"
A tear stole down our either cheeks. "Nothing," we

confessed.

At this moment Harpo, the silent, noted for never saying

a word, burst upon the scene. He was

Helba Huara is foaming at the mouth and had the look of

one of the red' a desperate man. He had a knife in either

N^ntirfs ain"
hand, and a revolver in the other.

is^still going As he saw us, he hurled both knives, and

strong. killed six innocent {Com. on page 102)
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COMING FILMS
Paramount Studios

Esther Ralston In "The Glory Girl"
Adolphe Menjou in "A Gentleman of Paris"
Douglas MacLean in "Soft Cushions"
Fred Thompson in "Jesse, James"
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton in

"Fireman Save My Child"
*Clive Brook, Evelyn Brent in "Underworld"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Norma Shearer, Lawrence Gray in "After
Midnight"

Tim McCoy in "Foreign Devils"
Marion Davies in "Quality Street"
William Haines in "Spring Fever"
Ramon Novarro, Marceline Day in "Romance"
Greta Garbo in "The Divine Woman"

First National Studios
Charlie Murray, George Sydney, Sam Hardy

in "The Life of Ililey"

Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall in "The Crystal

Cup"
Harry Langdon in "Patchet"
Ken Maynard in "lied Holders"
Johnny Hines in "White Pants Willie"
' Dick Barthelmess in "The Patent Leather Kid"

Universal Studios
'Raymond Keane, Barbara Kent in "The Lone

Eagle"
Malcolm McGregor, Lya de Putti in "Buck

Private"
All Star Cast in "We Americans"
Jobyna Ralston, Charles Ray in "Belly's A

Lady"
*Pre-Showing on following pages.

F. B. O. Studios
*Lois Wilson, George K. Arthur in "The Ging-

ham Girl"
Tom Tyler in "Tom's Gang"
Ralph Ince in "South Sea Love"
Natalie Kingston, Bob Steele in "Mojave Kid"

Warner Brothers Studios
Irene Rich in "The OutpOtV
Al Jolson in "The Jozz Singer"
May McAvoy in "Slightly I'scd"
Monte Blue in "Across the Atlantic"

Fox Studios
Charles Farrell, Greta Nissen in "Prince Fazil"
Nick Stuart, Sally Pbipps in "Gentlemen Pre-

fer Scotch"
Janet Gaynor in "Two Girls Wanted"

(J Two Souls Tied

Round a Single

Cookie.

C[ Having read a boo\ "How to

Succeed", Johnny bids good-bye

to Mary and heads for the Big
Town. (Lois Wilson and George
K. Arthur)

C[ Mary as\s Bartlett to

give John advice
about "H.ew Yor\—
he does and how!
(Jerry Miley, Hazel
Keener, Lois W:!son,
George K. Arthur)

C[ Mary fears her
coo\ie business

is all dough.

Directed by David Kir\land

Mary Thompson Lois Wilson

John Cousins George K. Arthur

Letty O'Day Hazel Keener

Harrison Bartlett Jerry Miley

i&tfS&t* s9"8
ĉ

oe (jingham Cjirl
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Q The Whir of Wings Keeps Pace with

the Beat of a Woman's Heart.

C[ Billy, a hero in his

own imagination,
meets Mimi who
ma\es his heroism
real. (Barbara Kent
and Raymond Kcane)

Directed by Emory Johnson

Lieut. Wm. Holmes . Raymond Keane

Mimi Barbara Kent

Capt. Richardson ... Tsftgel Barry

Sven ]ac\ Pennic\

<C This is just another

flight to the boys.

(Barbara Kent, Ray
mond Keane and the

boys)

C[ Love is so fragile

a thing that to \eep
it one must give it

freedom.

%he
Pre'Showing of

Lone e
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Q The Drums of the Under-

ivorld Beat for Hatred,

Lust and Bloodshed but

Love Slips in Anyway.

C[ Feathers' fine na-

ture is as yet un-
awa\ened to the
horror of her
surr oundin gs.

(Evelyn Brent)

C[ "Feathers"—the belle of the

Underworld and a string of
admirers. (Clive Broo\, Larry
Semon, George Bancroft and
Evelyn Brent)

Directed by

Joseph Von Sternberg

Weasel
Feathers
Bull . .

Slippy .

Clive Broo\
Evelyn Brent

George Bancroft

Larry Semon

<£ The powerful
gang leader
chained at
last. (George
Bancroft)

n

G[To rescue "The
Bull", Feathers and
"The Weasel" ta\e
a desperate chance.
(Evelyn Brent and
Clive Broo\)

({"The Bull" realizes

that "The Weasel"
will he a great asset

to his gang. (Clive
Broo\ and George
Bancroft)

Pre'Showing of rwor
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C[ Pasteboard
monarch of

all he sur-

veys. (Wil-
liam Haines)

Success having gone to his head, ]erry is

about to propose to Allie when she tells

him her father has had a financial crash.

(William Haines and Joan Crawford)

"

Jerry never misses a chance to flirt

with a pretty girl. (William Haines,
Betty Sandford)

Directed by Edward Sedgwic\

Jack Kelly . .
.'

. William Haines

Boss Waters
Allie Monte
Tewksbury .

George Fawcett

Joan Crawford

George K. Arthur

Spring Fever
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(\Virtue Runs off the

Track a Bit But
Reward Runs After It.

({ Hardwor\ing little Mary
finds her sister's easy ac-

quisition of $1000 food for

thought. (J^orma Shearer

and Gwen Lee)

Directed by

Monta Bell

Mary
l^orma Shearer

Joe Miller
Lawrence Gray

Mazie . Gwen Lee

({After months of
saving Mary and
Joe compare ban\
notes. (T^orma
Shearer and Law
rence Gray)
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Q[ Wherein Success Hangs

Upon a Pair of White

Pants.

'Willie thin\s that if he only had a pair

of white pants Helen would not consider
him just part of the scenery. (Johnny
Hines and Leila Hyams)

Willie's (Johnny
Hines) chance to

step out comes at

last.

Directed by
Charles Hines

Willie Bascom
Johnny Hines

Helen Charters
Leila Hyams

Philip Charters
Henry Barrows

Judy . Ruth Dwyer

Mista\en for a polo

player, Willie has to

ma\e good. Does
he? He does and
everything, (fohnny
Hines and Leila
Hyams)

Pre-

Showing °s White Pants Willie

6?



ALL DRESSED UP -

ante

G^As the early days of fall

dress the trees in brilliance

and the movie stars in

beige, Laura, the Lovely

One, selects a crepe de

chine.

C[A simple sport out'

fit made af pencil

blue crepe de chine

trimmed with metal

braid in many colors.

The dress, which is

in two pieces, has a
s\irt made with side

plaits between rows

of wide braid and
an overblouse with

round collar trimmed
with braid.

Taura La Plante is the

best argument the

j screen champions
^* have put out yet on

the moot question. -— Does
Hollywood set the fash-

ions for New York or does

Fifth Avenue dictate when
flounces shall rule or dresses

be replete with plaited skirts?

Perhaps Laura La Plante wears them in a way that makes lines

of beauty, for Laura is no slouching flapper. Her poised little

body and proudly carried blonde head give an "air" to mousseline,

C[ Laura La Plante

wears a pretty
negligee made of
pale blue gear'

gette crepe and
real lace.

crepe or chiffon. And another reason for that happy

"See-my-new-frock" expression of Laura's is that

she is off on a belated honeymoon and Mrs. William

Seiter must carry on the very swagger rep of little

dimpled Laura.

And so to the couturiers and their creations,

While this is the day of the sport clothes of charm-

ing simplicity and of lovely dance dresses the screen
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(( Laura feels that the

dress, the white fox
and the dimples
would all be wasted
without the finger

waved bob.

stars delight in negligees of simple lines and rich lacy

textures. The very latest on Hollywood boulevard is

the more general use of taffeta, stiff satin, moire and

milliners velvet, the appearance of flare and the de-

parture of the drooping effect.

' This smart sum'
mer suit consists

of an Eton jac\et

with 0. scalloped

edge and a plait-

ed s\irt, also
scalloped on the

bottom. The
jac\et is worn
over a blouse
made of white

crepe with tiny

fluted ruffles and
pin tuc\s.

A beautiful afternoon gown
made of printed chiffon in

shaded rose. Her broad
brimmed hat is an imported

, j|

hemp straw.

One may hardly be
blamed for the casualness

of the glimpses one gives

to the famous screen
smiles when the new-
frocks appear. The season

shows a return to the

fuller and the softer rip-

"Vy pling effects. This fulness

is the vogue for the latest

models. At the sides, over'

lapping plaits give the free

movement of grace but re'

tain the straight silhouette.

Plaits are everywhere and
more varied than at the

beginning of summer
when the nestlings were
watching the strollers.

They are now being eyed
by the old birds, and I

don't mean robins.
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(\The Whispers of the

Stars Blow Many a

Little Ship to Harbor.

^his girl is a genius, she has every'

thing that makes for success on the

screen, I am proud to have known
her.

11

As the dry, unassuming voice of Joseph M.
Schenck uttered these words, Rosetta Duncan,
the irrepressible Topsy, stood before an en'

vious multitude, separated only by the foot'

lights of Hollywood's most gorgeous—but one

—motion picture palace.

It was the first night of her first picture,

"Topsy And Eva' . Rosetta and her beautiful

By
Martin

Martin

Ch at te r

> OLL
sister, Vivian, stood side by side

To be acclaimed a genius by the

in pouring most of the milky way
is a serious matter.

We all applauded. Rosetta gi£

on the stage,

man who has succeeded

of stars into one bucket,

jgled her famous giggle.

"Say," she asked

pertly, "Where's
Norma?"
Mr. Schenck

looked uneasy. "In

Paris."

"Great!" Scut-

tling across the
stage, Rosetta
threw her arms around the as-

tonished producer's neck and
kissed him with a resounding

smack.

It was the biggest laugh of

the evening.

The entire introduction of the

cast following the picture was
full of clowning. WTien Rosetta

and Vivian made their appear-

ance, ushers

((Atlas Barthel-

mess holding

his whole
world.

brought up a

ten-foot high
tribute from
the florist, in

CC Douglas Fairbanks

in "The Gaucho"
which means "cow
boy" in the Argen-
tine. 'Hot to be

confused with drug
store type and we
don't mean maybe.

the shape of a horse-shoe.

It was wrapped in crackly

green tissue and bore a large

placard: "To Rosetta and
Vivian, from Dolores and

Jaime Del Rio, Claire and
Bert Lytell, Mary and Edwin Carewe."
With delighted shrieks the Duncans ripped off the

tissue ... a roar from the audience ... it was
a vegetable horse-shoe, a row of carrots, a row of

spinach, a row of onions, a row of beets.

Before the laugh died the Duncans grabbed off

a handful of carrots and stood calmly eating them.

It was the most spontaneous part of the enter-

tainment. The picture itself was short of clever

gags and there was a good deal of criticism of the

makeup of Rosetta Duncan—black-face on the

screen is seldom satisfactory. Nearly everybody in

the audience agreed that the picture was constructed

too much like a stage play, and gave the Duncans
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no real chance to get

across their personality in

the different medium.

I hear that Mr. Schenck

made Rosetta Duncan a

handsome offer to do more

comedies, but that she re-

fused unless her sister,

Vivian, also was signed.

Vivian, by the way,

photographs beautifully.

Many people thought that

Schenck gave too little

credit to her in his cur-

tain speech. ({Their first fan magazine picture:—
From left to right, top to bottom.

John Morris, Purdue; D. C. Cassidy,

Georgia Tech; John Stambaugh,
Chicago; Leland Wilcox, Michigan;

Edward Karges, Northwestern; War-
ner Smoot, Northwestern; Richard
Clendenin, California; John West-
wood, Princeton; Thomas Denton,
Michigan; and Stuart C. Knox, Tale.

From nine colleges they have been
chosen to wor\ in First Rational
Pictures.

Speaking of blackface,

Warner Brothers is ex-

perimenting with it exten-

sively. Louise Fasenda is

doing a black-face picture

and Al Jolson is to retain

his famous makeup in

some of the scenes of "The

Jazz Singer."

I saw a screen test of

Jolson at a party the

Warner Brothers gave him following his performance at a downtown
theater.

In this test the singing comedian was not in black face. A scene

*was introduced "cold" to an audience who received it with little en-

thusiasm. Such tests, however, are not fair to the player, especially

when he is new to the screen.

Jolson returns to Hollywood as soon as he finishes the San Francisco

run of his play to take a belated flyer at the films.

As he himself remarked he won't lose anything even if he is rotten,

for "the money is in

I 1the bank"

After seeing the
1

i

ten college boys that
j

First National has

brought to Holly-

wood to test them
,

out as screen mate- 7

rial, I can't help t

from wondering SL —
whether the com-

pany could not have

examined one-fourth

as many extras and

found four times as many good

prospects.

The handpicked selection of

the enrollment of most of the

best known colleges in the

country arrived in Hollywood

this week to attempt to scale

the heights of screen fame.

Whatever their luck in the

scaling, they will live here at

the expense of First National

and receive a salary for the summer in

addition. If any prove satisfactory they

will be offered contracts.

I cast my vote for some of the ten who
were chosen when their screen tests were

shown here during the First National Con-

vention.

I saw the ten at a studio luncheon on

the day of their arrival and two of them

C[ Buster Collier, Constance Talmadge, Buster Keaton and
Natalie Talmadge Keaton have a leaning toward comedy.

7

C[ Lars Hanson in

"The Wind''.
Lillian Gish's
leading man is a

Norse of another
color.

looked like possibili-

ties; John West-
wood, of Princeton,

who won first place

in the voting con-

test, and Thomas
Denton of Michigan.

Denton is almost

Lincoln Steadman anda dead ringer for

was selected for his comedy possibilities.

Undoubtedly he has them. Moreover he has
more natural poise than any of the other
applicants.

The newcomers had my sympathy at the

luncheon which must have been something
of an ordeal. All the writers sat at small tables

while the ten, with a few studio executives, sat at

a long table, where they might be inspected.

They got their first taste of film work the same
afternoon with Richard Barthelmess in "The
Drop Kic\".

I heard a still cameraman say: "Oh, they'll

be all right when they get a civilised haircut and
different clothes."

If I remember correctly, he wore checked
knickers.

(( Hatli Barr—First

National's find. Today I was talking with Marion Aye, one
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of the Wampas baby star graduates, who has just returned from the

Atlantic City trip made by a special car of film stars, as part of a Holly-

wood pageant.

Despite the financial failure of the trip, Marion tells me that the stars

had a good time. Ben Turpin and Jack Hoxie, who was accompanied by

his horse, were the most popular members of the group with the people

along the way, she

said.

This probably was

due to the willing-

ness of the two to

entertain a little.

Turpin had a

speech which, while

it probably grew a

little monotonous to

his companions, al-

ways drew a big

laugh. At each stop

Ben would appear

on the platform and

address the crowd

:

"I came into this

town cock-eyed and

Tm going to leave it

cock-eyed ... in

fact Tm cock-eyed

now."
Marie Prevost and

Marguerite De La
Motte were also

among the better

known players on

the trip. Marie went
on to New York to

see the shows.

MP

is

Hollywood is nat-

urally agog over the

approaching mar-

riage of Vilma
Banky and Rod La

Rocque.

It is due to hap-

pen now in two
days. As most of

the details will be

broadcast far and wide through other

sources I have sought to find a few

facts from a little different angle.

There is, for instance, the wedding

cake. The biggest to date in Los An-
geles, it will be. Four feet in diameter

and three and a half feet high.

Rod and Vilma are following out all

the old superstitions about marriage.

The cake will contain a ring and a

thimble. Rod will lift his bride over

the threshold when they return to his

house and Vilma will throw her wed-

ding bouquet.

There is a great scury on at the shop

of the designer of the gowns of the

brides-maids. Working at top speed,

the staff there will not complete the

gowns until tomorrow night, only

eighteen hours from the time of the

wedding.

Rod's bachelor dinner took place

last night at his home. Those present

were Cecil B. De Mille, best man;

Leila Hyams
will be in
"The Bush
Leaguer" with

Monte Blue.

3

C[ "Quality Street" is where Irish fancy
crosses personality avenue.

Samuel Goldwyn, Donald Crisp, Ronald
Colman, Harold Lloyd, Jack Holt, Victor
Varconi and George Fitzmaurice.

June has broken the ice and screen lovers

are more confidential.

Adolphe Menjou and Kathryn Carver,
who long have denied their engagement,
announced it to me this month, together

with some of their plans.

They will be married next May and both
will continue their screen work in Holly-

wood until Menjou's contract with Para-

mount expires. As this will not be until

two and a half years, it is a little early to

give out the information, I suppose, but

Adolphe told me he plans to go abroad
then and make pictures.

He has just built a new home in the

hills. As Adolphe aptly describes it, "It

is not a motion picture set, it's a home."
There is a lot of common sense in this

apparently worldly man. He says he is

satisfied with his contract, is saving his

money and is not worried about the bugaboo

f 1

(\ Molly O'Day, Sally O'Keil and Isabella

O ls[eil—three movie daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Js[oonan. What's in a name?
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of salary cuts because he believes that as long as he can keep up his

box-office value he will be worth big money to the producers.

"The only thing to do in this business," he told me, "is to save while

you're on top, because your popularity must be comparatively short."

—o

—

Lloyd Hamilton, long known as "Ham" in the comedies, was
married this month in Santa Anna to Irene Dalton, a Hollywood
film actress.

It seems that this has been a month
of engagement rumors. Probably the

most reliable one concerns Helene Cos-

tello and Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

Leaving here for New York, Helene

is said to have worn Doug Jr.'s ring,

and he is said to have confessed to

friends that the marriage wears.

When approached directly, Doug Jr.

said he couldn't deny it and referred

everybody to Helene. As she is at

the moment 3000 miles away we are

still guessing.

—o

—

There is also the fact that Leatrice

Joy and F. Richard Jones are seen

much together at Hollywood affairs.

Jones now is directing Douglas Fair-

banks, but until recently was a comedy
supervisor at the Hal Roach Studio.

He was with Sennett for many years.

] Sixteen jounces, one
pound" — Kathryn
~M.cGuire and her iron

horse, "reductio ad
absurdam,"

Oh yes, Leatrice says no, no, no.

But then everybody has heard that a woman can say

no to one person and yes to another.

—o

—

I wonder, along with the rest of Hollywood and a good
many people outside of it, whether there really is any

romance between the

prim Lillian Gish and

<C Irene Rich and George Jean Nathan.

the camel that We were thrown in-

helped her ma\e to a furor only yester-
"The Outpost". d b the t that
His name is ,

' ' r
,

"Luc\y Strike'. tneY were t0 be mar '

ried within a few
weeks.

As it happens, Nathan is in Santa

Monica, where Miss Gish has a home,
and they have been seeing each other.

But, if we can believe them, these

phenomena are only due to coincidence

and sweet friendship.

—o

—

I meant to say, when discussing Doug-
las Fairbanks Jr., that he didn't deserve

the disappointment of having the lead-

ing role opposite Corinne Griffith taken

away from him.

"The Garden of Eden" would have

(
been a big opportunity for him, had not

one of those production storms suddenly

arisen with the result that when the

clouds had dispersed director Hobart Henley had departed

together with most of the cast, including Doug. Jr.

Lewis Milestone, who has just finished making a very

funny comedy, "Two Arabian T^lights", will take up the

megaphone after the story has been operated on, I am
told.
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C[ George Bancroft

and Chester
Con\lin.

"Music that gentler

on the spirit lies.

Than tired eyelids

upon tired eyes
"

J

Bj/ Marion ofYiollywood

on't someone please tell me what there is about a wedding that

thrills and thrills me so? Do all we fair sex quite agree and think

a wedding's great? The other day a big he-man out here announced
disgustedly to me that every woman anywhere on earth would

walk a hundred miles to find a wedding day. Of course she would, and bless

her for her romance-loving soul! And while the blessings are in order, let's

bless Rod and Vilma for a wedding absolutely and entirely complete. A church,

a matron of honor, bridesmaids, ushers, best man and all. It's the day before

the fatal time while I'm writing this, and tonight I met Rod in his yellow Rolls.

Buddy Rogers is the new leading man
for Mary Pic\ford in "My Best Girl"

from a Kathleen J^orris story.

C[ Mary Brian in

"Shanghai
Bound".

Honest, he looks exactly the same as ever—the same broad smile, the same

hello as many times before. I'll bet there's almost a: much excitement in his

home as there is at the beauteous bride's, because sister Monique is being

gowned like a queen for the role of a bridesmaid. A wedding is great, and I

can't get away from the fact that I like 'em almost as well as the day when
young Junior is christened!

# # *

7\"ote to Boh Fraser—In case you are still pondering deeply and trying to
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figure out who it was

waved to you from a

beautiful shiny flivver

that day as you sat on

the porch of the Mas-

quer's Club—-'twas me.

I know you didn't

know who it happened

to be, but it was like

you to wave just the

same without having to

know. You for me

—

me for you, and I'm

happy to call you my
friend, Bob.

come down the Boulevard and tell me if my ears were hear-

ing true and what I'd say to you out there in this regard.

So Doug agreed, and came, and told me lots of words, but

still I know no more than when I put the question to him
bold as bold could be: "Are you
and Helene Costello engaged and
when are you to be married?"

spryly up speaks me. "Why, ask

Helene," says Doug, knowing full

well that little Helene was safely

on the train, bound New York
City way. "What does your

* *

Doug Jr. hadn't come a-visiting me for quite some time,

when all of a sudden somebody told it around that he and
Helene Costello were fixing it up to become engaged. Good
gracious, that was beyond my belief, and to the phone I

hied myself and begged friend Doug to jump into his car,

C[ Rod La Rocque,
Vilma Ban\y and
the wedding bells.

Rod is showing
Vilma the house

J

that goes with
the ring.

C[ Warner Baxter in f

"Drums of the

Desert" and he
objects to "hoss

operas"!

Vollmoller, author of "The Miracle", Mary, Ernil

]annings, Doug and Director Milestone.
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Ruth Roland and

Ben Bard arriving

at a first night of

"Topsy and Eva"

at Sid Grauman's
Egyptian Theatre

ask again. "Oh, ™d H]ad °f iu

Mother thinks
Helene is great,"

beams Doug, "she thinks Helene is

great.
1
' This tells me nothing more than

I had known before! Pull your chairs

up close and—shshhhh—never breathe a

word of this! They may be engaged

but Td not think of betting a solitary

thing that they'll be getting married

very soon. And I've not much faith

in things that take a long, long time to

consummate.
* * *

All the way from Sunnyside, Mon-

tana, teacher's been visiting Gary Cooper

on the Lasky Ranch set this week. Yes,

Mrs. Johnston's here, and telling things

on handsome cowboy Gary when he

learned his ABC's
from her. A smart

young shaver youth'

ful Gary was, but

always drawing wild

west Injuns on his

C[ Douglas McLean
exhibiting to the

frail his boat
"Faith" with the

twin motors
"Hope and
Charity

7
'.

slate and letting lessons

go until another time.

How nice a thought,

this letting lessons go.

If that's the way young
Gary was, I do salaam

to him and wish him
lots more wishes than

I otherwise have done!

Lessons — brrrrr; In-

juns—whoopee, great!

At last I've found
that Rin-Tin-Tin is just

like other bouncing
dogs in spite of all his

famous name! They
took him out to film

some scenes in a little

California town called

Lancaster, about eighty

miles from Hollywood. The cam'
eras were set, the action all rehearsed,

when like a shot our juvenile was gone.

Across the field he went, faster than
ever he ran in any scene to save a help-

less maiden in distress. For three long

hours he was gone, and though it isn't

nice to tell on Rin, I'm tickled to death that the frightened little

cotton-tail escaped Rin's anxious grasp. One thing, though—I'd

surely sing with glee if Rin some day could catch the man who
on our way from Lancaster ran over a bit of a pup and didn't

even stop to see how much of harm he'd done. I'd have Rin
pounce upon his back the way he docs to heartless villains in his

films, and then next time perhaps that man would understand

about a dog.

'Rose Host— she

stowed away in a
ship at a Jsjeu;

Yor\ doc\ to get

to Hollywood.
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SCREENLAND

C[ Junior Coghlan in one of
the beautiful scenes from
"Colleen".

Now He's in a 'Position to Help You
(Continued from page 39)

that out on him at the tender age of twelve
months, he would have grasped the money
instanter, and before his second birthday,

he would have returned it to her with one
hunderd percent interest. For from the

day he was born, Joseph P. Kennedy, Irish-

man and Catholic, had an uncanny flair for

finance. He seemed always to realize that

before power can be achieved, money must
first be accumulated.

Let's take a look at Joseph P. Kennedy
to-day—the net results of thirty-eight years

of progressive living. He is just leaving his

office and stepping into his beautiful foreign

car. What strikes you immediately is his

distinction. Many men are handsome in a

hardy, animal way. But this man is dif-

ferent. He is tall, slim, blonde. His carriage

is that of an athlete. His eyes are those
of an humanitarian. But these points are
not the characteristics that draw you. What
stands out all ov.er him is magnetism. He
has a smile that would make a pawnbroker
turn philanthropist.

To-day Joseph P. Kennedy is many times
a millionaire. And he began life just like

you and I did—with nothing. But "his

riches are not his greatest accomplishment.
For at the age of thirty-eight he is the
father of seven lusty children and he has a
wife whose youth and beauty are a challenge
to every woman. (Yes, it's the same wife
he started out with.)

In addition to all this, and besides being
President and Owner of Film Booking
Offices Pictures Corporation, Mr. Kennedy
is recognized internationally as a financial

genius—with extraordinary powers of or-

ganization and conservation. Whenever a
national calamity happens—wars and floods
and epidemics—you will find Joseph P.

Kennedy behind the scenes, holding the
nation's wrist in his fingers, revitalizing its

diminishing pulse by counsel and admonition
as to the best way of making one dollar

do the work of five.

Perhaps when you go to your father and
say: "Dad! I want to go to New York.
I want to try my luck in the picture busi-

ness," he will look at you aghast. Because

wrong as it is, many fathers and mothers

feel that film actors and screen executives

are not the sort of people with whom they

wish their children to be associated. For
that reason, as well as many others, I want
to introduce Joseph P. Kennedy to you so

that you and your family may realize that

the film business today can point with jus-

tifiable pride to innumerable men and
women, whose moral fibre, intelligence,

talent and humanity are inferior to none
in the world. Study this man's life care-

fully and then you will understand— as

every one in the trade does—that Joseph P.

Kennedy is one of the worthiest and most
representative of men—in this or any other

profession.

Born in East Boston, Massachusetts, on
September 6th, 1888, the son of P. J. Ken-
nedy, former State Senator, little Joe spent

his early days on the water as his home was
along the shipping docks. As the boy grew
older he attended the Boston Latin School.

And after hours he helped his father in his

office. All this time Joe had made up his

mind to go to Harvard to specialize in

finance. But this wasn't easy of accom-
plishment as there were others in the family
who needed consideration. And four years

at Harvard require a deal of money. But
Joe knew what he wanted far ahead. When
the time came for him to enter university—1908—he had the money ready—money
he had earned and saved after school hours
and during the summer vacations.

Joe Kennedy passed through these four
years at Harvard as he did everything else—brilliantly. And he left behind him at

that University the reputation of being a
financial wizard. After his graduation with
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honors in 1912 he entered the employ of
the State of Massachusetts, afterwards be'

coming a bank examiner. Only two years
later he was elected President of the Colum-
bia Trust Company of Boston, thereby win-
ning the distinction of being the youngest
bank president in the United States. This
same year he married—and a brilliant mar-
riage it was, too—Rose Fitzgerald, daughter
of John F. Fitzgerald, former Mayor of

Boston. But unlike most brilliant marriages,

there was room at this beautiful ceremony
for love as well.

And now, how shall I tell you about Rose
Fitzgerald? We all realize what a difference

it makes in a man's career—the woman he
marries. I can best describe her by telling

you the following: Once I lived in Ireland.

On the sea. As I looked out from my little

house I could see the forts of Camden and
Carlisle, not far from the cove where Sir

Francis Drake hid from the Spanish
Armada. All day long fishermen would
stand on the tiny beach at the foot of my
house and cast for salmon. And in the

evening, I would hear the lap, lap, lap of

many oars in the waves. The young men
and women from Queenstown would be

coming out for a row on the water. The
sun would still be in the sky for night

never seems to come to summer Ireland.

Outside of my little drawing room win-

dow, the white hawthorne stood—unearthly

in its virginal beauty. A skylark would
take one last flight high up into the air,

singing a song of exquisite beauty before

the evening star would come to dim the

loveliness of his music. Far away the

chimes on St. Coleman's Cathedral would
ring out a verse—some ancient Gregorian

chant. And from the sea would float in

the old, old songs of the lovers: "Masushla",
"I Passed by Your Window", "My Snowy-
Breasted Pearl". And then "the day would
faint into the evening's arms . . . and die

as mildly as the aged sleep."

That is the background, the essence, the

bone and sinew of Rose Fitzgerald—the

lyric woman who offsets the clamor and
conflict of Joseph P. Kennedy's business

world with her peace and loveliness and
grace.

When the war broke out, Charles M.
Schwab was looking around for somebody
to handle the finances of the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corporation, at Fore River,

Quincy, Massachusetts. Joseph P. Kennedy
was selected and was made assistant general

manager and put in charge of fifty-five

thousand men.
Just then the devastating, world-wide

influenza epidemic broke out. And the

Fore River workmen were not exempt.

Hundreds fell ill in a single day. And
among the sick and the dying, Joseph P.

Kennedy went, turning army barracks into

hospitals; providing doctors, nurses, medi-

cines, books and magazines—all the neces-

sities and many of the comforts of life.

Nor did he discriminate between his own
workmen and any other unfortunates who
happened to fall under the scourge. Every-

body in Quincy who was unable to look

after himself was cared for by Joseph P.

Kennedy, and scores of lives were saved.

A few years later this extraordinary

Joseph P. Kennedy with his financial genius

and his conservative banking background
personally entered the moving picture busi-

ness. This was astounding!

"Why?"
Because it was. Many bankers are glad

to lend their hundreds of thousands at a

nice fat rate of interest and let somebody
else take the risk of losing it making pic-

tures. But not one other banker, to my
(Continued on page 102)
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Oh! What a Difference
(Continued from page 24)

to develop the

picture as we
make it. Well,

here we are; see

you at dinner," as

he assisted her to

dismount.
The following

morning Peggy,
for what would
probably be the

last time, rode
alone along the

rutted, muddy
road; unless some-

thing wrong
should appear at

tonight's preview,

to which the whole
countryside had
been invited, no
further retakes
would be neces'

sary and the com-
pany would be
leaving immediate-

ly. Spring vi-

brated through
the air; trees were budding, green grass had
begun to show on the hillsides, overhead

a robin chirped and flitted about gaily.

The river, swollen by the melted snows
and the rains, had, within a week, become
almost a torrent. Peggy, halting, gazed

down at the crew of lumberjacks busily en-

gaged in breaking the huge jam which had
been forming for the past two days.

A crowd of bushy-headed, huge-chested,

nimble-legged men, swarmed over the sway-

ing pile. Balancing and aiding themselves

with peavies, they leaped from log to log,

swaying precariously as the timber lurched

under the impact. Occasionally, amid
shouts of derisive laughter, one of the red-

shirted men went overboard and was
snatched back to safety by his more agile

comrades. Peggy clapped her hands in de-

light as two men, simultaneously leaping to

a freely-floating log, began to birl it with

their long-spiked boots. Faster and faster

the log whirled, the men turning and twist-

ing, each endeavoring to throw the other

into the icy water. Before either could

accomplish his purpose a warning shout

came from the boss of the drive:

"Look out boys, there she goes!"

The key-piece had been located and dis-

lodged, with a grinding roar the jam broke
and timbers began to turn end over end,

leaping into the air as the workers, darting

from log to log, scurried shoreward. Barely

a hundred feet the mass moved when an-

other jam began to form; the lumber-jacks,

peavies in hand, raced back to the fray:

furiously they tugged, wrenched and swore,

the mass remained immovable.
Peggy regretfully urged her horse forward,

it might be hours before this second im-

passe was conquered.
Turning into a wooded sideroad, she

allowed her mount a free rein, he could go
in but one direction, straight ahead. The
rugged scenery, the beauty of the freshly-

washed hills tugged at her heart; the only
negative note in the whole effect was the

homes of the people and the women in

them. Almost invariably the same: A
rough log or hand-hewn board hut with a

garden-patch close by; in front, lounging
on a stump or leaning listlessly on the

tumble-down stake-and-rider fence a man,

C[ Director David Kir\land and Mrs.
Kir\land in the study porch of
their lovely Hollywood home.

surrounded by an incredible number of

dogs. In the rear, sometimes hoeing in the

garden, sometimes stooped over a wash-
boiler, a furtive-eyed, faded woman in cheap
calico, and tugged at by an appalling num-
ber of partly-naked, tow-headed children.

The years of marriage were plainly indicated

by the stepladder-like brood.

"They certainly believe in letting the

women do the work here," muttered Peggy
angrily. "Lord! There's not a man in the

world I'd—good morning, Josh," recogniz-

ing a tall, lanky, drooping-mustached man
who had worked on the location as an extra.

"Mornin', Miss Peggy. Right smart day,"

he added, fondling the ears of a huge hound
which had leaped against him playfully.

"Very nice indeed," replied Peggy.
"How is your wife this morning?" as she

noticed a tired-looking woman seize a hoe
from the side of the house and, followed

by half a dozen youngsters, start for the

garden.

"Well," he meditated carefully, filling his

mouth with a stupendous handful of tobacco,

"I reckon Sarah's right peart; she ain't com-
plainin'—leastwise no more'n gen'ly. Seems
like women ain't what they used to be.

Now my maw, she'd hoe or plow a five-acre

corn patch 'fore
"

"Are you coming to the show tonight?"

broke in Peggy angrily.
" 'Lowed to; me'n the oldest boy can

likely make it to come."
"Your wife, too?"
"I reckon not; don't just see how Sarah

could make out to get there. They's such
a passel o' work, an" time she gits through
her hoein' an' cookin' supper an' feedin'

the hoss an' puttin' the younguns to
"

"What are you going to do today?"
snarled Peggy, maddened at the casual way
in which these men treated their women

—

mere beasts of burden.
"Hadn't just got around to figgerin' out

what I would do today: I kinda had a

misery in my back an' been restin' up since

I got through workin' on that picture. I

might go fer a piece in the woods an' see

'f I can't get a few squirrels; I hearn as

how the fish done
started to bite
some, and I

might
"

"If you don't

bring your wife to

that show tonight,

I'll see that you
don't get in," de-

clared Peggy. "It's

a shame the way
you use her."

"Why, Miss
Peggy, she
wouldn't care
none to go to one
o' them shows."
Have you asked

her?"
"Ask her!" His

tone showed fath-

omless amazement.
"Hell, no, ma'am!
I don't never ask

her no place; why,
we been married
goin' on twenty
years," as if that

clinched the argument.

"Just remember what I said: if your wife
isn't with you tonight, you don't get in.

Let that oldest boy look out for the other

children tonight."

"But Miss
"

"Bring her or no show for you," as,

chuckling silently at the man's muttered
disgust, she started back down the road.

As Peggy rode past the jam she observed
a man carrying a box marked "dynamite"
out to the center of the huge pile; evi-

dently the jam was about to be broken
but, filled with malignant thoughts toward
mankind in general, she passed waiting to

see the result of the explosion.

A few hundred yards below, and around
a turn, the road sloped down until it ran

almost level with the river. Even now the

rising waters were lapping at the edge of

this road, occasionally breaking through to

the center, forcing Peggy to hold her mount
close to the hillside. Abruptly from just

above sounded a deep rumble as a mass of

water-soaked rocks and dirt began to slide

toward her. The horse, filled with spring

vigor and alert for just such opportunity,

throwing his head forward, snatched the

reins from the girl's hands and bolted down
the road. For a minute he held to the

center, then with a snort leaped into the

current simultaneously with a terrific ex'

plosion from up the river.

Peggy held her seat for a few seconds

but, as the horse began to struggle furiously

threatening momentarily to overturn, she

hurled herself clear and struck out for the

shore. Suddenly she became conscious of

a numbing pain in her right arm and re-

membered the sharp wrench when the horse

had jerked free.

"Steady, old top, steady; you can make
it with one arm," she muttered, noticing

that, in ever-increasing numbers, the freed

logs were shooting past. One, headed di-

rectly for her, she dodged by an abrupt

and painful change of course; another, by
diving. But it was merely a matter of time

—suddenly the logs ceased shooting past.

Glancing up stream, she saw that another

jam had formed, but instinct told her that
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Gives Your Hair

Extreme Loveliness
Makes Modern Styles of Hair Dress Most Attractive

4
Brings Out All the Natural Life, Wave and Lustre,

Gives that Wonderful Gloss and Silky Sheen

which makes Your Hair so much admired.

THE simplicity of the bob, and the
modern styles of hair dress, make
beautiful hair a necessity.

The simple, modern styles of today are
effective ONLY when the hair itself is

beautiful.

Luckily, beautiful hair is now easily ob-
tained. It is simply a matter of shampooing.

Proper shampooing makes it soft and
silky. It brings out all the real life and
lustre, all the natural wave and color and
leaves it fresh-looking, glossy and bright.

Proper shampooing, however, means more
than just washing your hair—it means thor-

ough cleansing.

The hair and scalp are constantly secret-

ing oily, gummy substances, which catch the
dust and dirt and cause the hair to become
coated. This coating dulls the hair and there-

fore hides its life and lustre. It covers the
natural color and beauty of the hair and pre-

vents it from showing. To
have beautiful hair you
must prevent this coat-

ing from accumulating.

This cannot be done
with ordinary soaps not
adapted for the purpose.
Besides, the hair cannot
stand the harsh effect of

free alkali which is com-
mon in ordinary soaps. The free alkali soon
dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle and
ruins it.

That is why thousands of women, every-
where, use Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo.
This clear, pure and entirely greaseless

product brings out all the real beauty of the
hair and cannot possibly injure. It does not
dry the scalp or make the hair brittle, no
matter how often you use it.

A Simple, Easy Method

IF you want to see how really beautiful
you can make your hair look, just follow

this simple method.

First, wet the hair and scalp in clear, warm
water. Then apply a little

Mulsified cocoanut oil

shampoo, rubbing it in

thoroughly all over the

scalp, and all through the

hair.

Two or three teaspoon-

fuls will make an abun-

dance of rich, creamy
lather. This should be rub-

bed in thoroughly and
briskly with the fingertips,

so as to loosen the dandruff
and small particles of dust and
dirt that stick to the scalp.

After rubbing in the rich,

creamy Mulsified lather, give
the hair a good rinsing. Then
use another application of

Mulsified, again working up
a lather and rubbing it in

briskly as before.

After the final washing,
rinse the hair and scalp in at

least two changes of clear,

fresh, warm water. This is

very important.

Just Notice the Difference

YOU will notice the difference in your
hair even before it is dry, for it will be

delightfully soft and silky.

If you want beautiful, well-kept hair, make
it a rule to set a certain day each week for

a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This regu-

lar weekly shampooing will keep the scalp

soft and the hair fine and silky, bright,

glossy, fresh-looking and easy to manage

—

and it will be noticed and admired by every-

one.

You can get Mulsified cocoanut oil

shampoo at any drug store or toilet goods

counter, anywhere in the world.

A 4-ounce bottle should last for months.

I" Mail This Coupon and Try it FREE 27-M-730
"1

THE R. L. WATKINS COMPANY
1276 West 3rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Please send me a generous supply of "Mulsified" FREE, all charges
Paid. Also your booklet entitled "Why Proper Shampooing is BEAUTY
INSURANCE."

Name

Address.

City or Town Stale..

In Canada address. THE R. L. WATKINS CO.. 402 Wellington St. West. Toronto. 2-Ont.

MULSIFIED COCOANUT OIL SHAMPOO
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those red-shirted men would have it broken
before it had time to solidify. Keeping
cool, she struggled valiantly but a griping
cramp in her left leg slowed progress

—

with a gasp she went under; rising to the

surface, she flailed the water with evcr-

sveakening arms, again she went under

—

again rose and struggled — became con-
scious of a deep peace, a desire for rest—she suddenly felt herself being snatched
into a small skiff which shot back toward
the shore, reaching safety just as a grind-
ing, tumbling, snarling mass of logs swept
down stream.

In a daze she accepted her rescuer's arm
and stumbled up the trail until they came
to a rock where Peggy swayed an instant
before collapsing. When she regained
consciousness, a few minutes later, she was
lying on a huge, home-manufactured bed,
through chinks in the side of the mud-
plastered log cabin she could sec the play
of sunlight. With a smile at her weak-
ness, Peggy sat up, observing, for the first

time, her rescuer who was fanning her
with a huge turkey wing.

"Lord A"mighty!" gasped the mountain
woman, "It"s a woman! I shorely thought
you was a man with them knee pants an*
coat an' hat. I reckon you're a picture
woman," she added suspiciously.

"Did you pull me out?" asked Peggy
eagerly, appraising the other.

The mountain woman was clad in a cheap
calico dress, even more faded and torn than
was customary in that region. Her black hair

was piled in a huge unkempt topknot, her
one time delicate features were worn and
lined, hands rough and chapped, feet en-
cased in unshapely men's shoes. As to her
figure, even the expert Peggy could form
no appraisal, so shapeless was the worn but
clean dress. With surprise, the rapidly-

recovering victim of the mishap noticed
that about her neckband the woman' wore
a tiny piece of pale blue ribbon; her only
ornament except for a brassy ring.

"You a picture actor?" again asked the
rescuer. ,

Why yes, I'm with the company down
the river."

"Sakes alive! I thought so. Don't you
want to take your clothes off to dry?"

"I believe not, thank you. I'm used to

getting wet," smiled Peggy sitting on the

edge of the corn husk mattress.

"I want to thank you for pulling me
out," continued Peggy, "you certainly know
how to handle a boat."

"Lord, child, that ain't nothin"! When
a body's pulled their man's trout-line every

mornin' for nigh ten year, they oughter
learn how to handle a skiff," she declared

bitterly. "My lands, what purty hands you
got— face too," she added hesitatingly.

"You live in Hollywood?"

"Most of the time."

"Is it as wicked as folks say it is?"

"What folks?" bridled Peggy, instantly

on the offensive.

"Why, we had a (ravelin
1

preacher come
around about a year gone an' he said Old
Satan had done moved to Hollywood."

"Had he ever been there?"

"Lord no, child! Takes a powerful heap

o' money to get out there, but he'd read

in the papers about it. Powerful preacher,

Brother Insley was: he said ev'body in

New York an' Hollywood believed their

gran'-paps was monkeys, an' he said it

wa'ant so, leastwise his'n. Land sakes f

he ever saw you! He said no one but bad
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women an' picter women cut their hair off

short an' painted their faces."

"Have you ever seen a moving-picture?"

asked the grateful but irate Peggy.

"Honey. I'm twenty-five years old an'

I been married nigh ten of 'cm, an' mostly

I ain't never seen nothin' but hills an'

hollers. The settlement's ten mile from

here an' I don't get there hardly none at

all cep'n once'n a while with my husband

on court-days. I had a hankcrin' to see

one o' them pictures but I reckon it costs

too much an'd take a lot o' time. An'
the Lord only knows where I'll eat an'

sleep after Monday, much lessen spend

money on projeckin' around," she added

dejectedly.

"Why, what's wrong?" queried Peggy, all

sympathy.

"Abe Tattersall, he's my husband, says

he's goin' to git a divorce from me Mon-
day, an' the Lord only knows what'll

become o' me."

"What's the reason?"

"He says I'm triflin' an' worldly-minded

because I sent for a book an' a picture for

the house. But I reckon he's just tired o'

me, I can't work like I used to. Abe used

to be mighty good to me, ev'y oncen a

while he'd do some o' the hoein' an'

plowin'."

"What book and what picture?" asked

Peggy with visions of exotic books and

lurid paintings.

"Lord, child! How'd I know which ones

them Chicago people was goin' to send, I

told 'em I wanted purty ones. I used the

money I'd been savin' for three years, but

the book an' picture ain't got here yet.

Abe said he coulda used that money to

buy another hound—he's got seven now."

"Have you any children?" asked Peggy,

determined that never again should this

woman who had saved her life want for

money.

"Nary a one; they all died."

"Oh, I'm so sorry. But don't worry
about the future; I'll see that you're taken

care of."

"Took keer of! Honey, you don't know
these hills; when a woman's man divorces

her, she just ain't nobody no more. Won't
nobody talk to her none, won't nobody
take her in their house; she's worse'n a stray

dog. They ain't— but there's Abe now,"
she declared peering excitedly down the

path and jumping to her feet. 'An' me with

dinner not set out, an' he always wants it

on time."

Then a sudden realization broke on

Peggy; the woman loved her husband even

yet, and, like the stray dog she had men-
tioned, fawned under his hand while she

cringed.

"When did he decide to divorce you?"
queried Peggy as she assisted in placing

on the crude table the few cracked, mis-

mated dishes.

" 'Bout two months gone; he worked
down on the picture for a couple o' days

an' then come home a rarin' an' snortin,

he—dinner's just ready, Abe; time you
wash up it'll be all set out. Miss
Miss

"

"Ardent— Peggy Ardent," supplied the

star.

"The mountain woman's eyes grew wide
with amazement as she introduced Peggy
to her husband. As he strode through
with a bare nod and began splattering in

a tin pan in the back yard, the woman
added frankly:

"That preacher said you was the worst

woman in Hollywood; said you was just

the same as a— a—," she paused uncer-

tainly while Peggy nodded her head
wearily.

"I know, I know, but even preachers
aren't always right."

As the husband re-entered the room,
Peggy gazed at him from under lowered
lids. Suddenly she recalled; he was a man
who, because he was a descendant of the

original Tattersall, one of the pioneers, had
been given a part in her picture. He had
worked a few days and then, after a furious

tirade against the movies, had walked sourly

from the location. Peggy wondered now
if it might not be possible that his sudden
wrath against pictures had come from a

comparison of his own wife with the movie
girls.

"Good morning, Mr. Tattersall," smiled
Peggy, extending her hand. "You see, I

remember you— and your wife saved my
life this morning."

"I hearn them loggers tellin' about it an'

I reckon Liz'd done better 'f she hadn't
drug you out," he growled. "If I'd knowed
what I was doin' I'd never worked them
two days I did. They said the picture

was about my great-grandpap an' they
wanted me because I looked like him. Just

as soon as I seen they was goin' to have a

lot o' indecent stuff I left."

"Why, there wasn't anything indecent

that I saw," declared Peggy, determined to

keep her temper.

Even to the prejudiced Peggy's eyes the

man had a certain unpolished attractive-

ness; tall, lean and lithe, he reminded her

of a picture of a panther about to spring.

His black, unkempt hair bristled belliger-

ently; his lips compressed and his grey

eyes glittered malignantly as he glared at

Peggy-

"Nothin' indecent, huh? I reckon hug-
gin' an' kissin' an" such goin"s-on ain't

indecent: an' them clothes you got on

—

no one but a
"

"Just a minute, Mr. Tattersall," inter-

rupted Peggy softly, "not only are you
very much mistaken, but you are very rude,

also very ignorant, apparently, of your own
ancestors. I have been reading quite a lot

about this country and its pioneers. Once
when your great-grandfather was away
hunting, his wife had a terrible dream
about him. She got out of bed at midnight
and, dressed only in pettycoat and shoes,

walked two miles through the snow to where
he and a bear had had a fight. He had
killed the bear with his knife, but in its

last struggles the bear had got to him and
hugged him, tearing him almost to pieces.

His wife, your great-grandmother, used

almost her entire clothing to bind up his

wounds before she put him on her shoulders

and brought him to the stockade. She
arrived almost naked, no one thought any
the less of her for that; it's the principal

reason her name has been handed down
as one of Kentucky's heroines."

"You leave their names outen it," snarled

Tattersall. "She had to do that; they

wasn't no other way."

"Exactly— and in the movies we wear
what our business requires. Too bad you
didn't inherit some of your great-grand-

father's traits with his looks."

" F you was my wife, I d larrup you
ontil you got in decent clothes," he
growled, pushing back from the table and
starting for the door. Half-way he swung
around. "Liz!" he barked, "I'm goin'

down to the settlement an' I don't know
when I'll be back. 'F I ain't back here,
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MEN

Frank P. Walsh
former chairman Na-
tionalWar.Labor Board

HERE is an explanation of suc-

cess, with some weight of sci-

entific authority behind it, and yet

practical enough to be useful to

everybody. We all realize the im-
portance of being physically fit. Few of

us, however, understand that it is equally,

if not more important to keep fit

—

men-
ially; to strengthen those particular mental
faculties in us that may be weak or unde-
veloped, just as we build up parts of the

body that do not function properly.

It may seem difficult to do this. In fact,

it has been proved to be quite easy, by
means of a system of scientific mind-train-

ing that has been used successfully by hun-
dreds of thousands of people, in every walk
of life. Among them are many of the most
celebrated personages in the world. For
lack of space, only a few of these notables

are shown here. These men, and many
others like them, not only advise that
this method of keeping mentally fit be
followed. They practise what they preach!

Big and Little Men

All of us are born with exceptional men-
tal capabilities. The real difference between
the great and the obscure, between the out-

standing success and the self-condemned
failure, is that one develops and makes use

of his mental faculties; the other allows

these faculties to remain unused and un-
developed.

The average man—the little man—prob-
ably does not use one one-hundredth of his

mental powers. His very senses are dulled

by lack of use. He does not see nor hear a
fraction of what goes on around him. He
doesn't know how to reason properly. His
powers of attention are completely un-
trained, and his memory, therefore, is like

a sieve. He is altogether lacking in any
power of sustained concentration. When his

mind is not a blank, it flits from one in-

choate idea to another. Finally, he has no
Will-Power, for seldom in his entire life has
he used this God-given faculty. As a result he
has become like putty in the hands of clear-

thinking men who do know what they want.

Are such people fore-ordained to failure?

Not if they have the intelligence to realize

President, The Pelman Institute of America

their condition, and the "gumption"—there

is no better word—to do something about it.

The Rise of a Great Idea

About twenty-five years ago, in England,
a movement was set on foot to enable the

average man to put to use in his own life

some of the truths the science of psychology
had discovered, especially with regard to

the training of particular faculties.

The movement became known as Pel-

manism, after the man who originated this

simple and sane idea. It was not taken up
by faddists, but (strangely enough to some
people) chiefly by those who would seem to

have needed it least—by men and women
who were already highly successful.

Slowly Pelmanism spread—and then,

with ever-increasing swiftness, to every
corner of the civilized world. Today over

600,000 individuals, in every walk of life,

from ruler to peon, have made use of this

remarkable system of mind-training.

How to Exercise Mentally

Exactly what is Pelmanism? A great

many people, knowing nothing of its scien-

tific background, still think of it as some-
thing hard to understand, obscure and
somehow "unnatural." The fact is (as ex-

plained) it is nothing but the principles of

psychology, developed into an understand-
able system that can be used by anyone to

develop his own particular mental faculties.

This is done under the direction of a staff

of expert and trained psychologists. Its pur-

pose, in particular, is tostrengthen thosemen-
tal faculties which are undeveloped in you.
It does this, mainly, by means of exercises.

The various muscles of your body develop
only because you use them. The more you
use them the better you can use them. Cease
using them, and soon they become powerless.

It is no different with your mental faculties.

By means of simple and fascinating exer-

cises, done intelligently and in moderation,

undertheguidance of expert instruc-
tors.youfind yoursenses sharpened,
you find it possible to observe more,
to remember more easily, to attend
more keenly, to concentrate more

deeply, to reason more logically, to imagine
more vividly and, above all, to strengthen
your will-power! You live a fuller and
happier life in every way.

Finding Yourself

There is no space here to tell of the
unnumbered cases of people, who had given

themselves up as confirmed failures, and
then found that all that was the matterwas
some undeveloped, untrained, unused men-
tal faculty— that was easily and quickly
strengthened by a few simple, natural, easy
mental exercises! It is interesting to note
that those who are helped in this way
usually describe the change, enthusiastic-

ally, as "at last finding themselves."
.

If you are interested in knowing more
about this remarkable system of keeping
"mentally fit"; if you feel, like the notable

men pictured here, that you are using but a
fraction of your mental capacity—you are

invited to send for a brochure which de-

scribes Pelmanism more in detail. It gives

many striking examples of what Pelmanism
has done for people.

This brochure is called, "Scientific Mind
Training." If you wish to have a copy, send
the coupon below, or write a letter. Your
request will involve you in no obligation.

Address, The Pelman Institute ofAmerica,
71 West 45th Street, Dept. 169, New York
City. Approved as a correspondence school

under the laws of the State of New York.

The Pelman Institute of America
71 West 45th St., Dept. 169
New York City

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has ac-
tually done for over 600,000 people. Please send
me your free book. "Scientific Mind Training. *•

This places me under no obligation whatever.

Name ......

'

Address „

City State-



FOUR Latest Broadway

DANCE H ITS
on TWO 10-inch Double-Face Records

HERE THEY ARE

HALLELUJAH
(from "Hit the Deck")
Fox Trot, Vocal Chorus

SO BLUE
Waltz, Vocal Chorus

MY BABY and ME
Fox Trot, Vocal Chorus

CRAZY WORDS,
CRAZY TUNE

Fox Trot, Vocal Chorus

DO not send a penny. Just
mail the coupon below.

Here is an offer you cannot
afford to miss. The four big-
gest dance hits of today—the
mostpopular tunesonBroad-
way, on the radio, and in

ballrooms — FREE. These
records are electrically recor-

ded, playedby wonderful jazz
orchestras. Brand new ten-

i nch records. Why we make
this offer: We offer these four
latest dance selections free in

order to introduce and pop-
ularize our new PHONIC Reproducer. Millions of

National records have already been purchased ; users

say they are equal in every way to 7 5c records. The

kew Phonic Reproducer
Makes an up-to-date phonograph

out of your old one
Now at last you can say
goodbye to the squeaky,
nasal, rasping, metallic
tone oi your phono-
graph. Now you can
have the beautiful, nat-

ural, lull-rounded tone of the expensive new machines
which are startling the world. You need not buy a new
phonograph if you have an old one. The reproducer is

the HEART of any phonograph—and the new PHONIC
reproducer makes your old phonograph like an entirely
new one. Based on the new PHONIC principle. Makes
you think the orchestra or artist is in the same room.
With each new Phonic Reproducer we will include the four latest

dance hits described above. The new Phonic is only $3.85. Over
25.000 of them sold at that price, so the free records really mean
a big discount. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed—money bock if
you want it. Mail coupon now, before this offer is withdrawn.
Send no money. Address NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS, Inc
Dept. 59 327 West 36th Street, New York.

TRY it 10 days FREE

Send No Money

Send no
money

Mail
Coupon

V
V

w
r/

S NATIONAL
Jr* MUSrCf LOVERS, Inc.A Dept. S9

, 327 West 36 St.
r New York

Please send me a New PHO-
NIC reproducer fur — .

f (give name of Phonograph)
+ I will pay the postman S3. 85 plus

S few cents postage. Also include the
jr four Latest Dance Hits FKEE, as ad-/ vertised. If I am not satisfied after trial,

will return your reproducer and records
* within ten days and you guarantee to refund/ my money.

/ Name fc

^^Address .

/ City. State.
/ Outside U. S.!S4- 10. Cash with order.
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you be at the court-house Monday mornin'
an' we'll get them papers fixed up. You
hear me?" and she nodded her head
numbly.

Mrs. Tattcrsall slumped into a bark-bot-

tom chair, with head buried in her hands
she swayed back and forth, moaning like an
animal in pain; an occasional tear trickled

between her rough fingers.

"Look here," begged Peggy, "Isn't there

something I can do for what you did for

me today?"
"They can't nobody do nothin'," wailed

the mountain woman. "I thought maybe
Abe was just tryin' to worry me, but he
shorely means it. Oh Lordy, he'p me!"

"You're not helping things any that

way," declared Peggy decisively. "Have
you done anything at all to keep your
husband?"

"I work like a dog all day an' I get

down on my knees an' pray everynight."
"Huh! That's not praying— that's beg-

crincr

"It's the only way I know how to pray,"
she whimpered.

"Used to be the only way I knew, but
an old negro taught me how to pray prop-
erly. About two weeks before Christmas
he began to pray each night: 'Oh Lord,
send a turkey for this nigger', but up to

Christmas Eve it hadn't come, so he changed
the prayer around just a little. He said:

'Oh Lord, send this nigger for a turkey'.

He had a twenty-five pound turkey on his

table for Christmas dinner. That's the way
you've got to pray; do a little something
yourself."

"I'll do anything to get Abe back."
"Atta boy! If you do what I tell you to

do you'll have him back. Now come along
with me just as you are."

"Where to?"

"Town."
"Lord, I couldn't! Abe'll be there."

"That's my ace in the hole. Do what I

tell you if you want that Christmas turkey.

Get a wiggle on."
The woman hurried into the one side

room, returning a few minutes later in a

faded black dress and muchly-beflowered,
cheap hat. Barefooted, in one hand she

carried her practically new shoes in which
were jammed a pair of black cotton stockings.

Gee!" muttered Peggy. "If that's the

best she can do maybe I've taken on too
much of a job." Aloud she said, "All
right, Mrs. Tattersall, put on your shoes

and stockings and we'll light out; it's two
o'clock now and it will take us three hours
to walk to town. Hurry up."

"I'm ready," announced the other.

"How about your shoes?"
"I'll put 'em on when we get nigh to

town."
"Why?"
"I can't afford any more so I got to

save these."

"Put them on," ordered Peggy. "I'll give

you a pair of mine at the hotel."

Shortly after five o'clock the two women
entered the hotel. Since the picture com-
pany had made it their headquarters the

lobby had become infested with an unusally

large number of hangers-on. These chuckled
and nudged each other as Peggy and her

companion forced their way through the

crowd. As they reached the hallway,

Northland the director, with his head cam-
eraman, emerged from their joint room.

" 'Lo, Peggy!" called Northland. "Good
Lord! What's happened to you?" as he
noted her bedraggled appearance.

"Nothing much; had a long walk and
got wet. Say, Eddie, send the hair-dresser

and the head wardrobe woman to my room."
"Right-O. You certainly need 'em.

Who's your friend?"

"Never mind; she is my friend—that's

enough. Hurry those two women up."
"All right. Want to go horseback rid'

ing about six o'clock? Preview's not until

eight-thirty."

"Nope—other fish to fry. Won't even
see you at dinner, but I'll be at the pre
view with bells on."

Peggy's suite consisted of two rooms; one
for a general lounging and reception room;
the other for her bed-room, dressing-room
and the storage of part of her extensive
wardrobe. In one corner of this latter room
had been installed, at the picture company's
expense, a huge bath-tub with instantaneous
hot water attachments. Through the outer
room the two women hastened, the hill

woman's eyes opening wide with amazement
as she noted the mass of feminine trappings
and toilet articles.

"My Lord!" she whispered in an ecstasy
of delight. "It's just like a five-an'-ten-cent

store I seen in Winchester ten years ago."
"Very much," agreed Peggy. "All right,—undress and get in the bath-tub; that's

the first step of your prayer for turkey."
"I don't gen'ly take a wash all over till

late Sat'dy night."

"Never mind that; get behind there and
undress; throw those clothes you have on
out here; I'll have some others ready for
you when you get through bathing. Hurry,
I've fixed the hot water for you," as she
shoved the mountain woman behind the
curtains. "We haven't any too much time
as— all right, Nanette and Estelle," as the

hair-dresser and wardrobe woman entered
the outer room. "Sit down, I'll be with
you in a minute." Peggy was opening
trunks, slamming bureau drawers, digging
into her closet. Presently the bed was a
mass of multi-colored feminine garments,
some of them overflowing to chairs and
floor.

"Ain't you no soap?" called a voice
plaintively from the tub.

"Certainly, there are three kinds in the
holders, use any of them."

"Can't see none."
"Maybe— why, here it is," as she peered

between the curtains.

"Gsodness me! Is that soap! It smells

awful purty. Must be brought-on; I always
make my own, use bacon-rinds, ashes an'

lye an' then put some tan-bark in to make
it strong. Mighty nigh takes the hide offen

a body when you first start washin' all over
in the spring time."

"I should think it would," chuckled
Peggy from the closet. "Here are some
underclothes and stockings for you. Hurry
now, I want Nanette and Estelle to size

you up before I dress you.

When, a few minutes later, the moun*
tain woman, clad in pink silken undergar*
ments, emerged from the inner room ten
years had rolled magically from her shoul'

ders. The three movie women were deep
in consultation. They used terms of whose
very existence the mountain woman had
never dreamed of. But even Madame
Estelle shook her head almost in despair as

she gazed estimatingly at her prospective

victim.

"Mon Dieu!" she gasped. "And it is

that I must make into a salon queen!"
Nanette, the hair-dresser, after a careful

appraisal, announced firmly: "The wind-
blown bob," and firmly grasping shears and
comb she started for the mountain girl who,
half-dazed by the softness and sheen of the

undergarments, had seated herself nervously

on the edge of a chair.

"You mean you're goin' to chop the hair

offen my head?" she asked feebly.

"Nothing else but," grinned Peggy.
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He Clipped This Coupon

Dept.
4-A A i«r

'

a
-Estate

CHARLES F. WORTHEN

And Made $8,500 in 17 Weeks!
C. F. Worthen. deserves success.

When he read our ad in the Amer-
ican Magazine, he was wise enough
to answer it.

He clipped the coupon. He got

our free book. He followed its in-

structions. Now he is out of the rut

of routine work and poor pay. Now
he has a splendid business of his

own. Now he is making more money
than he ever thought possible.

If you want to do what Worthen
did, send for this remarkable book
of business success. Learn the secret

of his success. Use our money-mak-
ing system. Begin at home. In your
spare time. No capital—no experi-

ence— no special ability needed.
Start now. Free book tells how.

Success Without Capital,
Experience or Education

C. F. Worthen is not the only one
we have put on the high road to real

estate success.

Hundreds of ambitious men and
women—young and old—have fol-

lowed our instructions and are now
i

Own a new business of our own. Be a Real
Estate Specialist. Begin now in your spare time.
Our new book, giving full information and positive

proof of amazing success, mailed free.

reaping rich rewards—in business
for themselves—independent—pros-

perous—happy.
Mrs. Evalynn Balster, a widowed

Chicago school-teacher, with three
children to support, made $5,500
Iter first deal, using our amazingly
successful real estate sales system.

"Bill" Dakin, of Buffalo, N. Y., worked
in a steel mill before lie got his copy of
this free book. Now he is a successful
Real Estate Specialist. Owns his own
business. Has a new automobile. Making-
more money than he ever dreamed he could.

E. G. Baum, ill and discouraged, past
50, lost his job as a bookkeeper. Sent for
our free book. Made $8,000 his first year
in real estate.

H. D. Van Houten, Passaic, N. J., for-

merly a grocery clerk, got our free book,

followed our advice, and did a gross busi-

ness of over $100,000 Ms first year in real

estate.

But we have no more room here to tell

you about the many remarkable stories

of amazing business success that are com-

ing to us from readers of our free book.

So, send for a copy of it today. Don't

be skeptical. Don't say, "It's too good
to be true." Don't cheat yourself. It

costs nothing to learn the truth. So mail

the coupon now.

Our Book Costs You Nothing
If you had to pay $10 for this book, and

take a whole day off to read it, it would
pay you to do so. But you don't have to

do that. You get the book for nothing if

you mail the coupon promptly. And you
can read it in thirty minutes. And we
guarantee that you will find it the most
fascinating book of business opportunity

and business success you ever read.

Get this book at once. Learn what it

has done for others. Learn what it can

do for you in the way of business suc-

cess— independence— big earnings— cash

profits.

Others who have sent for this book have
revolutionized their business lives—climbed

out of the rut of obscurity—built substan-

tial business of their own—made more
money in a week or a month than they
formerly made in a whole year of hard
work.

Perhaps this book will do as much for

you.

It costs you nothing to find out!

American Business Builders, Inc.

Dept. 29-JJ, 18 East 18 St., New York.

Mail This for Free Book!

Real Estate is the biggest thing on earth. More
than half the nation's wealth is invested in it.

Ten million properties are now for sale, rent or
exchange.

American Business Builders, Inc.

(Authorised Capital, $500,000.00)

Dept. 29-JJ, 18 East 18 St., New York.

Please send me—without cost or obligation—a copy of your book
which shows me how to get into real estate, without capital or ex*

perience, and make more money than I ever made before.

Name

Address

(Get this Free Book! Blame Yourself if You Don't!)
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I Actual photograph of Miss Martin's hair after
* finger waving with Slip-On Wavers at the pho-

tographer's studio. Observe the large, loose waves,
the smooth, close line of the coiffure. These are the

identifying marks of the perfectly executed finger

wave—fashion's most sought-for effect.

O Actual photograph of Miss Martin's hair after

™ marcel waving with Slip-On wavers at the pho-

tographer's studio. Notice the perfectly formed marcel,

with the deep undulations and smooth, uniform contours

that mark the work of the most skilled professional

waver.

Marvelous NEW Device

Beautiful
iT last the perfect waver is yours—and the perfect wave!

/•-Simpler than anything you have ever known. Speedier!

Results unbelievably lovely. Be the first to delight your

friends with this truly professional wave—done at home,

whenever you want!

You have never seen anything like it. You
have never known an invention so amazingly
ingenious—so unbelievably successful. From
now on your hair can have always—week in

and week out—the loveliest wave imaginable,
without the aid of a professional waver—with-
out the bother of waving appointments—without
the appalling expense of professional care.

You do it yourself! At home. In just the

few minutes it takes you to dress. And the

result is beyond your highest dreams. Your
hair, no matter how difficult you have always
found it to wave, to keep in wave, has the
loveliest, deep, perfectly formed wave imaginable—marcel or finger wave—whichever you prefer.
The new Slip-On Wavers give either.

Anyone Can Now Have the Famous New
Finger Wave— Or a Perfect Marcel,

If Preferred

Which will you choose? The lovely marcel,
with its sweeping curves, its deep, undulating
line that frames any face so softly and so be-
comingly? Or the sensational new finger wave,
New York's most popular style, the large, smooth,
flat wave that gives your head such a beautiful
shape, that gives the hair the appearance of
sophisticated, smart grooming that marks the
up-to-the-minute woman ?

You can have either. And with the same
simple, marvelously simple device—the new
Slip-On Wavers. Can you imagine such good
fortune? Can you believe that no matter where
you may be, no matter how far from a beauty
shop, you yourself can produce a marcel or
finger wave that the most skilled professional
would be proud to own?

You've Never Seen Such Simplicity

—

Such Perfect Results

Don't attempt to judge the Slip-On Wavers
by anything else you have ever known. Don't
imagine for a minute that because your hair
has been difficult or impossible to wave that
the Slip-On Wavers are not meant for you.
You are the very one to whom they will be the
most astounding revelation. You are the very
one who will discover new and undreamed-of
beauties in your difficult locks.

It's the very simplicity of the Slip-On Wavers
that makes their amazingly beautiful results so
surprising. It doesn't take a lot of work on
your part. It doesn't take a lot of time. You
do it without the help of anyone—in just a
few moments—not more than five minutes at

most—and you appear as soon as your dampened
locks are dry with a wave that is perfect!

On In a Jiffy— Waves While You Dress
There's nothing at all to it. You simply

tie the bands on your head, slip the wavers in
place, slide one forward, the next one back,
catching each one in place at the end, and give
your slightly dampened hair time to dry. Then
you slip the Slip-On Wavers off—and behold

!

The loveliest wave you have ever seen. Softly
undulating in smooth, sweeping waves about
your face, every wave perfectly formed, deeply
accented, exquisitely lovely. You can't imagine
such unfailing perfection ! You can't believe
that the most inexperienced person can produce
a wave of absolutely professional beauty.

All Your Waving Expense Ended
Every woman complains bitterly of the ap-

palling expense of keeping her hair beautifully
groomed. Every woman will tell you that her
waving expense is greater today than it has
ever been. You know yourself that unless you
are constantly paying out money to hairdressers,
unless you give your hair the most constant
attention, your friends all accuse you of "let-

ting yourself go," of not caring for your
appearance.

Could anything be more unfair? No woman
wants to look ill-groomed. Yet few women can
afford to be paying out money every few days
for professional waves. Most women compro-
mise somewhere. Many have rebelled against
the ruinous hot iron—many have resorted to

other waving methods—equally disastrous. Hosts
and hosts of women and girls have attempted
to keep their own hair in wave, at an appalling
expenditure of lime and effort, and with results
that everyone will admit are far short of

satisfying.

No More Ruinous or Make-Shift
Waving Methods

Now all this dissatisfaction is ended. Now
the day of the hair-ruining, pocketbook ruining
waving methods is gone—'the day of make-shift
waving methods is over. From now on your
hair will look lovelier than it lias ever looked—
and with less attention than it has ever re-

ceived I

Every- day will see you with a perfect wave—and no one will dream that you do it your-
self—at home—just whenever you wish, just
whenever your hair needs it. Think what a
load it will be off your mind to know that you
can have the loveliest, most becoming wave you
have ever known all the time.

Last-Minute Invitations Find You With
A Perfect Wave

How many times you have been dismayed on
receiving a last minute invitation to a dance
or a party, because of your straggling locks.

How many times you have stayed home simply
because your hair wasn't presentable, or have
gone to a party feeling miserably uncomfortable
because you weren't looking your best.
Now no invitation can dismay you—no occa-

sion find you unprepared. What if you have
been riding hatless in the wind all afternoon
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3 Actual photograph of Miss Allyn Martin's

hair before waving with Slip-On Wavers
at the photographer's studio. Note how straight

her hair naturally is.

\3ifc.>„L... __^:„i^. . J

4 Slip-On Wavers in place on Miss
Martin's hair. This actual photograph,

taken in the photographer's studio, shows
how the Slip-On Wavers are placed to give
the newest and most popular wave among
fashionable women—the famous finger wave.

5 Slip-On Wavers in place on Miss Martin's
hair. This photograph, taken at the pho-

tographer's studio, shows how the wavers are
arranged to give a marcel. With a slightly
different arrangement, the wavers produce a
perfect finger wave.

Gives Amazingly

Wave in Thirty Minutes
and your locks have lost all wave. What if

you have been working in a hot kitchen and
the curl has all disappeared from your hair.

In no longer time than it takes you to bathe
and slip into fresh clothes your hair will be
waved again, and you will be ready to join the

crowd—looking your very loveliest. Can you
imagine such utter convenience as the Slip-On
Wavers offer—such security as their use affords!

No Woman Need Ever Again Have
Straggling Locks

Perhaps you are one of countless women who
have given up waving altogether, because of.

appalling cost in time and money. Perhaps
you have thought that your hair was too stub-

born ever to take a wave. You have new joy
in store for you. From now on you, too, can
have the nattering beauty of softly waved locks

framing your face and the new loveliness which
only becomingly waved hair can give.

No matter how busy you are—no matter how
little time you have to give to your hair—

a

perfect marcel or finger wave can be yours.
It's only a matter of minutes to adjust the
Slip-on Wavers. It doesn't require the slightest

experience, the slightest skill. They are unfailing.

Their very ease of adjustment, their amazing
simplicity alone make them the one perfect means
to new hair loveliness.

Give Your Hair A Chance To Regain

Its Lost Beauty
If your hair is burnt and uneven from ruinous

hot irons, if it is dry and harsh and dead from
other ruinous waving methods, here is a chance
to Restore its lost beauty. Just a few weeks'
freedom from disastrous waving methods and
you will begin to see the marvelous change the

Slip-On Wavers make. All the life and beauty
will begin to come back—and the soft, silky

luster will reappear. Your hair will become once
more the beautiful, thick, lustrous crown of

glory that it was before you tortured it with
hair-ruining waving methods.

Trains the Hair Perfectly After
A Permanent

If you have had a permanent, you will want
to start in immediately using the Slip-On
Wavers. In no time at all you can train your
permanently-waved hair into the loveliest wave
imaginable, getting the full benefit of the per-
manent wave, without any kinkiness of unkempt
look which spoils the untrained permanent.

Try the Slip-On Wavers— At Our Risk—
and Let Your Mirror Decide

If there is the slightest doubt in your mind of
the results—if it seems impossible to you that
any waving method could give such perfect,
unfailing lovely results—try the wavers at our
risk. Slip them in place. Leave them on long
enough for the wave to set. Then take them
off—and look in your mirror. You will scarcely
be able to believe that such an utterly, lovely,

perfect, smooth, deep wave can be achieved so
easily.

Look at the waves pictured here, in this
advertisement. Notice how straight the hair
was before the wavers were put in place. Then
look at the results] And ask yourself if you
could have a lovelier, more becoming wave, a
more truly professional coiffure than the Slip-On
Wavers give

!

And remember, you can get results just as
good—or better. Don't wait another day to
enjoy the convenience, the economy, the won-
derful beauty which the Slip-On Wavers offer.
Sit right down now and fill out the coupon
which will bring you this wonderful new free-
dom from hair problems, this amazingly suc-
cessful new way of having always the loveliest
wave you have ever known I

Your Money Back If They Aren't Even
More Wonderful Than You Dreamed
So sure are we of your absolute satisfaction

with Slip-On Wavers, that we make this uncon-
ditional offer: If you are not completely, un-
mistakably satisfied with the results, if your

marcel or "finger" wave isn't even lovelier,
smoother, more lasting than you had dreamed
possible, simply send the wavers back to us and
we will return your money without argument.

Our Great Introductory Offer

That you may be one of the first to enjoy
the benefits of these remarkable wavers we are
offering them to you at a special low introduc-
tory price of $2.97 plus a few cents' postage—

'

a price that barely covers the cost of making,
packing and advertising. Take advantage of
this great offer immediately. Don't wait another
day to enjoy the wonderful benefits of these
sansational wavers.

Send No Money — Just Mail the Coupon
Even at this special price, you need not risk

a penny. Just sign and mail the coupon. When
the postman delivers your wavers in a few days,
you simply give him $2.97 (plus a few cents'
postage). If you don't find results far beyond
your expectations, if you don't have a lovelier
wave than you have ever known, all you need
do is return the wavers to us. We will refund
your money promptly and cheerfully. Be one
of the first to take advantage of this special
introductory offer. Fill in and mail the coupon
today I

ROSEMARY HOUSE
Illinois at LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111.

j
COUPON

1 Rosemary House,
I Illinois at LaSalle St., Dept. 6",

j
Chicago, III.

b
Gentlemen:

B Please send me as quickly as possible your Slip-On
Wavers. I agree to deposit $2.97 (plus postage) wita

B the postman when he makes delivery. If the wavers
do not give me a wave with which I am delighted

1 I will return them within five days and you are to

| refund the purchase price without argument or delay.

1 Name

^ Address „. ~ - —

.

1 City _ State
• NOTE: If you expect to be out when the postman

I
comes, enclose $3.10 with your order and the

I Slip-On Wavers will be sent postpaid.

Notice to Readers—A Chicago representative of this magazine and many others witnessed a
demonstration of Slip-On Wavers and vouch for the successful results in beautiful waves
obtainable with them.
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"A NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS"

READ THIS FREE OFFER!
Worry no more over your "terrible" skin and com-

plexion! Forget your failures with lotions, clays, creams,
powders, massage, steaming pots and "coverings."
Throw away your rubber masks, plasters, and beauty
makeshifts. Because—here's where you get a new,
true skin! Your blackheads, pimples, large pores,

freckles, tan, sallow complexion, surface wrinkles,

blemishes, and signs of approaching age, go, definitely—"because they're OFF I"

Most astonishing discovery in the history of beauty
culture. All explained in an amazing free book called

"Beautiful New Skin in 3 Days." Learn how to do
what eminent doctore have charged enormous prices

for. Make your own skin and complexion the envy
of all who behold it. Send your name and address
only—no money!

MAKE YOUR FACE YOUR FORTUNE!
Hundreds of men and women are now doing it them-

selves—in the quiet of their own homes—without the
knowledge of their most intimate friends. They come out
with a new, soft, velvety, clear, spotless, youth-like skin
on face, neck, arms, hands or any part of the body
where a new skin is desired. The method is abso-
lutely harmless and easy. It's astonishing—almost be-
yond belief. Send now—the book is absolutely free

to readers of this paper. Address, Marvo, Book Dept.,
63-J, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BUNIONSM
CAN you believe your eyes? Note this

actual photograph. The same de-
monstration on your feet; free if it fails.

Pedody ne the marvelous new solventcon-
quers bunions—the pain stops almost in- ,

stantly — Actual reduction of the en- /
larged growth starts so quickly your J|
next Dairofshoescan be a size smaller.

Trial FREE
Just send your name and ad-
eems, and the full treat- ^ Note
men c guaranteedtobring £; This
ompVte results may be 4 Vhoto
yours totry.Writetoday. •wwaP^^^wF
KAY LABORATORIES, D't E15, 180 N.Wacker Dr., Chicago, III.

to beautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

S:>:flniTpTnOSE dWUSTER
SSpsSi 'S SAFE, painless, comfortable.

Speedy, permanent results guar- i

anteed. Doctors praise it. No
i

GoldM^dal metal to harm you. Small cost.

Won 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET BirooL-una

ANITA CO.x Dept. K-69, Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

MIDGET NAME CARDS
THE LATEST NOVELTY 50c. Per Book

Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, size

l^x-?4. in genuine leather case. Choice

of black, tan, green or red. A perfect

name card. Name in Old English type.

Price complete 50e. Send stamps, coin

or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed

or money refunded. Azmti Wanted.

MIDGET CARD SHOP
MARKET SQUARE HARRISBURG. PA.

^f^to be

LUCK
UUoney, Happiness, Wealth, Success

Jin Love, Business and Games are

fconfined in this LUCKY SIIEIK
'RING. Get your share, by wearing
this Luck Sheik Ring, made of

Sterling Silver. Unique design: set

with four colored stones. SEND NO
MONEY. On arrival pay postman

Only $2.-10. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Honey Refunded.

EAGLE NOVELTY CO., Dept. 53. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Within half-an-hour the diabolic deed
was finished, the once huge top-knot lay a

shimmering mass in the sheet which had
been placed about the girl; another hour
and the marcel wave was finished. The
victim ran a wondering hand over her head
and gasped: "Let me have a peek in the
lookin'-glass!"

"Not yet," declared Peggy firmly. "Wait
until we give the word. All right, Estelle,

do your stuff now."
Mesdames Nanette and Estelle had been

brought at banker's salaries from their

Parisian establishments to take charge of the

hair and wardrobes of the more important

of the International's stars. On one occa-

sion Schultman, the production manager,
after he had observed the result of their

combined technique, had declared:

"Moses and the prophets! Give those two
the skeleton of a crow and they'll bring you
back a full-grown, strutting peacock."

It was almost eight o'clock before, clad

in a bewildering changed-to-fit, array of

Peggy's, the reconstructed girl was permitted

to wonder as to the identity of the spark-

ling-eyed, clear-skinned, red-cheeked creature

who gazed back at her so radiantly from
the full-length mirror. Silver slippers and
stockings, a rose silk, not-quite-knee-length

dress, caused the three god-mothers to shriek

joyously at the transformation.

"My Lord, is it me!" whispered the

amazed girl. "Abe'll kill me, but it's wuth
it," she declared defiantly. An instant

later, gazing at the brevity of her skirt she

announced: "She's too short, though, it's

got to be let out some."
"Nonsense, child," declared Peggy, danc-

ing attendance on her protege. "I once

heard Eddie Northland say that he had seen

lots of skirts too long, but never in his life

had he seen one too short." But the

mountain girl was vainly endeavoring to pull

the skirt over her knees that somehow had

remained pretty.

"It's got to come down," declared the

new beauty decisively, and on this point

she proved adamant.
"Ain't I goin' to wear no hat?" queried

the girl as she and Peggy started for the

door.

"Yep, but not on your head; here, carry

it in your hand to keep from feeling awk-

ward. My dear, you're the most exquisite

thing that this town ever saw," declared

the star with all the pride of a creator in

the created.

"Lord above, save me! Who's the new
one?" The girls heard a subdued whisper

from the crowd in the lobby followed by:

"Well, I'm damned— it's Abe Tattersall's

woman— wait till he sees her!"

As they stepped from the hotel door,

Peggy saw the tall, lean Abe in the rear

of the crowd. For an instant he stared

unknowingly at his wife, abruptly his mouth
flew open and his eyes opened wide with

astonishment and anger. Suddenly he started

through the mob, shoving right and left.

"Goddlemighty, let me git to her!" he

yelled, but Peggy hurried her charge into

the waiting, flivver which shot down the

street.

"I'm shorely a goner now," wailed

Peggy's companion.
"Bet you're not. Get 'em mad first and

it's easy to get 'em interested afterwards.

Stop at the picture-house, Joe," to the

driver.
" Now drive out into the country a little

way, Joe," she directed when instructions

at the box office had been given. "Take it

easy, lots of time."

"Ain't we goin' to see the picture?" asked

her protege.

"Not all of it, just the best part.

With Peggy carefully estimating the time,
she and her companion returned to the
theater shortly after nine o'clock.

"All right?" she asked the usher as he
hastened to her side.

"Sure is, Miss Peggy; had a hard time
doin' it, but I kept two empty seats right

alongside Abe."
In the semi-darkness the two women took

the pre-arranged empty seats by the side of
Abe Tattcrsall, so deep in the drama being
depicted on the screen that he was unaware
of the identity of his neighbors.

Suddenly Abe Tattersall leaped to his

feet with a wild yell: "Run, girl, run, the

damn' Injuns is after you, run I
!"

sinking back bewildered and abashed as his

wife clutched him with a harshly-whispered:
"Don't make a tarnal fool o' yourself, Abe!"

"Uh, it's you," he snarled, and only the

's-s-s-h' of the neighbors quieted his angry
outburst. "I'll see you after while," he
added menacingly as he again turned toward
the screen.

Now the film-scene shifted to the interior

of the stockade, where Abraham Tattersall,

pastor and quondam doctor for the pioneers,

were bending over a wounded girl. His
wife stood at his elbow handing him the

surgical instruments. A few minutes later

the film showed this same Abraham Tatter-

sall as, heart-broken and weary, he, with

two children, followed the tiny procession

which was escorting this dearly loved wife

and new-born, but shortly-lived, baby to a

crude churchyard.

From all parts of the house came audible

sniffs, the masculine predominating, with

low-spoken comments of "Pore things"

—

"My, they had it powerful hard in them
days."

Peggy, watching closely, had seen Abe
Tattersall's hand creep toward his wife's;

abruptly, conscious of his action, he snatched

it away. A minute later, his hand again

sought his wife's, now it remained there.

Before the scene was finished he had one
arm about her waist, the pther in front of

CT Dolores Del Rio and Ralph

Forbes in a scene from "Trail

of '98".
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I Scoffed
at this new way to learn French

"-until I found it was easy as A-B-C

I WAS never so nervous in all my life as

I was the night when I took Jacques

Lebault to my home to dinner.

Jacques Lebault was a French banker.

He controlled a large part of my company's

foreign business. The vice-president of my
firm asked me if I would mind entertaining

Lebault.

"I shall be delighted to entertain him," I

replied. But no sooner were the words out

of my mouth than I realized I was letting

myself in for a difficult time. For Lebault

knew only a smattering of English.

"While escorting the Frenchman to my
home, I discovered to my horror that he

spoke even less English than I expected.

My heart sank. How could we carry on a

conversation? I knew only a little French

that I had learned in high school.

I did my best to talk to Lebault. But
every minute the conversation grew more
strained—more halting. When I thought

of my wife who was waiting at home to

greet us, I grew panic-stricken. She had
never spoken a word of French in her life

!

What would she do?

"Hello, Frank," was my wife's cheerful

greeting.

I smiled nervously. My heart beat fast

as I introduced Monsieur Lebault to her.

The Frenchman bowed low and kissed my
wife's hand in true European style.

"Ah, Madame," he said, "enchante de
faire votre connaissance!"

My Big
Surprise

Imagine
my astonish-

ment! Im-
agine my
amazement!

My wife answered Monsieur Lebault in

French

!

"Je sius tres heureuse de vous voir,"

she said.

My eyes opened wide. My jaw dropped. I

was so surprised that you could have knocked
me down with a feather I

To my further amazement, my wife continued
to talk French with Monsieur Lebault. All dur-

ing dinner she chatted away—gaily

—

easily—as if French was her native lan-

guage. The Frenchman was delighted.

As for me, I said nothing. I went
through the dinner in a com-
pletely dazed state of mind. I
could scarcely believe my ears.

I thought I must be dreaming 1

When Lebault departed he was
all smiles. "Merci, Madame!
Merci, Monsieur I" he cried,

thanking my wife and myself
for our hospitality. It was easy
to see that, due to

my wife's ability

to speak French,
he had thoroughly
enjoyed himself.

The instant my .

wife and I were alone I
started firing questions at

her.
"Janel" I exclaimed ex-

citedly. "Where on earth did
you learn to speak French ?

Why didn't you ever tell me
you knew French?"

Jane laughed. "I kept it

a secret because I wanted
to surprise you," she replied.

And then she told me the whole story.

"Do you remember that advertisement I

showed you a few months ago?" she asked

—

"that advertisement for a new kind of French
course?" I paused in thought. Then I nodded.
"Why, yes, I believe I remember," I said.

"Do you remember how you scoffed at it?

—

how you said it would be foolish to try to learn
French without a teacher?" my wife continued.

Again I nodded.
"Well, Frank," said my wife, "I hated to give

up the idea of learning French. And it didn't
cost anything to see what the course was like,

so I decided to send for it.

A New Way to Learn French
"Honestly, Frank, the course was wonderful—so simple—so easy I It's called the At-Sight'

method. It is a method of learning French re-
cently perfected by the Hugo Institute of Lan-
guages over in London.

"The authorities of the House of Hugo have
condensed all their knowledge of language in-

struction—their years of experience in teaching
French—the secrets of their wonderful method—into a course of lessons which any one can

study at home!"
Then Jane showed me the French

course. "You can see for yourself
how easy it is," she said.

Jane was right. As I looked at
the lessons, I realized that here
was aii entirely new way to

learn French. The method
was absolutely ingenious

—

so clear—so simple. I be-
came so much interested in
the lessons that I decided
to study them myself.

It was easy as A-B-C
learning French this new
way. The "At-Sight" meth-
od required no laborious

exercises—no tiresome rules—no dull class-room
drills. It was actually fun learning. I didn't
study much—just a few minutes a day. And in

a short time I was able to speak French—read
French books and magazines—and understand
French when it was spoken to me.

Try It 5 Days Free
This story is typical. You, too, can now learn

French at home—quickly, easily, pleasantly—just
as thousands of others are doing by the cele-

brated Hugo "At-Sight" Method. Twenty-four
fascinating lessons, carefully planned. The most
ingenious method of learning French ever dis-

covered. Whole generations of language-teaching
experience in all the leading European cities are
behind this French course.
The wonderful thing about this simplified Hugo

method is that it makes you your own teacher.
At home—in minutes that might otherwise be
wasted—you learn phrase by phrase, sentence by
sentence, to speak the language correctly and well.

We shall be glad to send you the complete
course FREE for 5 DAYS, so that you may see
it and judge for yourself. Within the free exam-
ination period you have the privilege of returning
the course without cost or obligation, or keeping
it as your own and sending only $2 as a first

payment, and thereafter $2 a month until the
full price of $12 has been paid.
You are the judge. Simply return the course

within 5 days if you are not fascinated and de-
lighted with it. If you act promptly a valuable
French-English Dictionary, containing 45,000
words, will be included without additional cost.
We urge you to clip and mail this coupon,

today. Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-809,
Garden City, New York.

r
Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-809,

American Representative of Hugo's
Language Institute of London,
Garden City, New York.
Please send me the Hugo "Freneh-at-Sighf Course in 24 lessons

for tree examination and include the French-English Dictionary. Within
* *t

ys
»
I

.
wi11 either return the course and dictionary or send you $2at that time and $2 each month thereafter until $12 has been paid.

Name

Address

City..„ _ state _

Occupation

"1

|
5% discount for cash with order.
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ENTERTAINING AND

INSTRUCTIVE BOOKS
The Romance and Reality of Film Life Is

Reflected in the Books Listed Below

IF you arc interested in photoplay

writing, screen acting, directing

or production, the books listed below

will be of great interest. Each book

is handsomely bound in gold deco-

rated cloth cover and will be deliv-

ered anywhere in the United States

at prices mentioned; Canadian and
foreign orders extra for shipment

and duly.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Klumph)

Tells what the opportunities are and the

training required. This work was developed

through the valuable assistance and advice of

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mae
Murray, William S. Hart, and other distin-

guished screen stars, directors and experts.
PRICE — $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter Milne)

Of special interest to those in or intending

to enter this field. The author, a well-known
critic, was a member of Scenario and Produc-
tion Department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration. This work contains data about Wil-

liam C. DeMille. Rex Ingram, Cecil B. DeMille,

and other famous directors. . PRICE—$3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. O'Conor Sloanc, Ph.D., LL.D.)

The enormous growth in number of motion
picture theatres lias created a large and in-

creasing demand for operators. It is an inter-

esting, good paying field and requires but a

short" time to qualify as a projector. This book
includes the fullest details of practice.

PRICE—$5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
(By William Lord Wright)

The author was formerly Editor for Pathe
Exchange, and Universal. The book is a thor-

ough and authoritative presentation of this

lucrative field for writers. Every year new
writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pic-

tures and how and where to submit your ideas.

PRICE— $3.00

SCREENLAND (Book Dept.)
Desk 5

4Q W. 45th St., New York, N. Y,

SCREENLAND
his eyes. Finally, as the lights flashed on,

announcing the end of the picture, he re-

moved the arm from about his wife and
eyed her suspiciously.

"You'd better come on home now," he
said, but Peggy noticed his voice had not
the arrogant, confident ring of old.

"Oh, no. You're wife's going to stay

with mc until after her divorce. Then
when we return to Hollywood she'll go out
there with me." Peggy added wickedly, at

the same time checking with a look the

anticipated gasp from the mountain girl.

"Hollywood!" thundered the enraged
Abe. "Hollywood! My wife a picture

actress? Not by a damn sight."

"Why not Mr. Tattersall?" asked Peggy
sweetly. "You have said yourself that your
interest in her is at an end. She must look
out for herself now—and what can a

divorced woman do in these hills? Nothing.
In Hollywood a whole new world opens out
its arms to her. She is a picture type

—

good features—wide apart deep brown eyes

—a face with character and beauty. At'
ready my director has her in mind for our
next story." At this point in the drama
Peggy was forced to put a reassuring arm
about the trembling girl whose gaze was
riveted upon the face of her husband. The
expressions that chased themselves over his

rather handsome countenance were too many
and too varied to catalogue. But a slow
red was gradually mounting toward the roots

of his hair and Peggy hastened on to get

in all she had to say before the storm broke.

"You know," she said softly, "your wife
saved my life. She got to me just in the

nick of time, and it seems that I came into

fier life just at the right moment to save

her happiness."

It was all Abe could stand.

"She comes home with me," he stormed.
"Divorce! I ain't goin' to divorce her.

Think I'm goin' to hev my wife a picture

actress? No sir. What d'yuh think I'd do
without a woman? I never aimed to divorce

her anyway. Just teasin' her some. An'
she ain't goin' back on the vows she made
me nuther. No sir, home she comes," and
he made a defiant if awkward gesture

toward his wife.

Even Peggy could not have hoped for

anything better than what happened next,

for the mountain girl seeing her husband's
big, somewhat dirty hand outstretched

feared it would rumple her borrowed finery

and drew away. She thought only of pro-

tecting her friend's dainty gown, but Abe
read into the involuntary gesture another
meaning—one unflattering to himself. His

"So this is Hollywood!" I said at last,

with a trite effort of humor.
"It's Beverly Hills!" loyally replied my

inspiration, "The most beautiful spot in the

most beautiful town in the most beautiful

state in a beautiful world!"

"Our papers call this particular spot the

German Embassy of the Kingdom of

Kinema," I added.
"German?" replied the observant one.

"It's the Embassy of Cosmopolis. Listen to

the Bable of tongues—English, French,

German, Spanish, and that—I think that's

Hungarian they're talking over there."

"Do you realize how really few Germans
we meet at the Lubitsch parties?" she went
on
—

"Vilma Banky, Charles Puffey, Lya de

Putti, Victor Varconi, Maria Korda—Hun-
garians, all! Pola is Polish, Greta Garbo
and Lars Hanson are Swedes, Paul Stein

eyes opened in absolute wonder, then nar-

rowed with determination. "You don't
want me to touch you huh? What's the
matter with yuh?"

This was Peggy's cue again. "Well,
Mrs. Tattersall's coming home with me to-

night anyway," she said firmly. "What
her future course will be she will have to

decide herself. But I think she would like

a little time to think things over and then
decide. Am I right Mrs. Tattersall?" And
somehow the mountain girl had the strength
and wisdom to gulp "Yes, you be right

Miss Ardent. I don't want to do nothin"
in a hurry."

"So she's coming home with me," Peggy
went on blithely. "And tomorrow if you
want to see her you may call—sometime in

the afternoon. But you must tidy up a bit.

"You mustn't shame your wife at the hotel

by coming in the slovenly state you now
are in. Must he Mrs. Tattersall?"

Again the mountain girl rallied. "No
Abe," and her voice was a little firmer this

time. "If you're allowin' to see me to-

morrow you'll hev to fix up some " And
then the two girls left a sadder but wiser
Abe standing dejectedly on the sidewalk.

But later in Peggy's rooms the mountain
girl burst into a storm of sobs. "I should
hev took him when I had the chanct," she
wailed, but Peggy who knew her arithmetic

chuckled happily. "Don't you worry my
dear. You will have him fast enough be-

fore tomorrow's sun sets, and in his Sunday
suit."

Then she sat at her desk and wrote
rapidly for a moment Mrs. Tattersall's

eyes opened wide with amazement when
the bit of paper was thrust into her hands.
"What's this?" she asked, but when she

saw the sum made out to her on the check
she was still more amazed, and tried to

return it.

"Keep it. my dear," and Peggy's voice

was so sincere and so humble that the

mountain girl hesitated. "It's only a week's

salary for me and you won't be able to

keep the upper hand with Abe if you aren't

independent. This will help you to be.

Never tell him that you have it, but when
the going gets a little rough, as it will again

perhaps, just you remember that in the

bank you have something to fall back on
and talk up to him fearlessly. You are to

keep all these clothes and when I get to

Flollywood I'll have others made for you.
This is what you must remember—keep
Abe guessing—always."
And she did.

and Capt. Conti are Austrians, while our
handsome young friend, Ramon Novarro,
talking so soulfully over there to Helen
Lubitsch, is Mexican. Why, Jannings,

Hans Kraley and the Laemmle boys are

about the only Germans here tonight—be-

sides the sailor lads from the German war-
ship. And by the way. let's go over and
see how they are making out with their

little movie heroines."

Yes, as the most famous German in

Movieland, Lubitsch is expected to enter-

tain all the notable travelers from the

Fatherland, and his party this night was in

honor of the officers and cadets—they cor-

respond with our Annapolis boys—of a

visiting German warship.
And what a glorious time these hand-

some well-mannered lads were having beneath
the formal restrictions of their rigid naval

The Foreign Legion of Hollywood
(Continued from page 33)
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^ttch him make a fool

ofhimself~Iheardsomeonewhisper

thenIstartedtoplay/
IT "WAS the first big party of the sea-

son and the fun was at its height.

The room fairly rocked with laughter as
Jim finished his side-splitting imitation of
a ballet dancer.

Tom, who was giving the party, turned
to me and said, "And now our young
friend here will give us his well-known
imitation of Paderewski!"

Instantly all attention centered upon
me. Feigning reluctance, I made as if to

beg off, but was forthwith dragged to

the piano. Admonitions of "Come on, old

timer, do your stuff !

"—
"Don't be bashful !

"— came
from all sides.

They expected me to do
my usual clowning—but I

had a surprise up my sleeve

for them. Just as I was
about to begin, I heard
someone whisper, "Watch
him make a fool of himself

—why, he can't play a note!''

They thought I was going
to give them my one-finger

rendition of chop-sticks. But
instead I swung into the

opening bars of "The Road
to Mandalay"—that rollicking soldier-song of

Kipling's. You should have seen the look of

amazement that spread over their faces. This
was not the clowning they had expected 1 Then
Tom began to sing. One by one they joined
in, until soon they were all crowding around
the piano, singing away at the top of their lungs.

Once started, there was no stopping them.
Song after song was loudly called for and as
loudly sung. Each time I wanted to stop play-

ing they'd beg for "just one more." My little

surprise was certainly going over bigl

Piano
Organ
Violin
Drums and
Traps

Mandolin
Clarinet
Flute
Saxophone
Cornet

It was almost an hour before they let me get
up from the piano. Then a deluge of questions

:

"How in the world did you ever do it?"

—

"Where did you study-"
—"When did you learn

to play?"—i"Who was your teacher?"—"How
long have you studied?"—"Let us in on the
secret, will you ?"

How I Learned to Play
"One at a time please," I begged, "I'll tell

you all about it. To begin with, / didn't have
any teacher."

"What I Say, you don't expect us to believe
that, do you?"

"Sure thing. But I don't blame you for not
believing it. I wouldn't have myself. As you

know, I've never been able to
play a note. But I always liked
music, and many a time when
I was pepping up a party with
my clowning I would have given
anything in the world to be able
to sit down at the piano and
really play.

"But it never occurred to me
to take lessons. I thought I
was too old, for one thing—and
besides, I couldn't see my way
clear towards paying an expen-
sive teacher—to say nothing of
the long hours I'd have to put
in practicing.
"But one day I happened to notice

an advertisement for the U. S. School
of Music. This school offered to
teach music by a new and wonder-
fully simplified method which didn't
require a teacher, and which cost
only a few cents a lesson.

"Well, boys, that certainly sounded good to me,
so I lost no more time but filled out the coupon
immediately and sent for the Free Demonstration
Lesson. When it arrived I found that it seemed even
easier than I had hoped.

"Right there I made up my mind to take the
course. And believe me that was the luckiest decision
of my life! Why, every lesson was almost as much
fun as playing a game! Almost before I knew it I
was playing simple tunes. And I studied just when-
ever I pleased, a few minutes a day in my spare time.
Now I can play anything I like—ballads, classical
numbers, jazz. Listen to this!"

With that I snapped right into a tantalizing jazz

Pick Your Instrument

Cello
Harmony and
Composition

Sight Singing
Ukulele
Guitar
Hawaiian Steel

Guitar
Harp
Piccolo

Trombone
Voice and Speech Culture
Automatic Finger Control

Piano Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String

or Tenor)

number. No wonder they kept calling for more and
more! All evening I was the center of a laughing,
singing, hilarious group. And it's been that way at
every party I've attended since.

You, too, can learn to play this

easy way
This story is typical. Over half a million men and

women have already learned to play musical instru-
ments through the U. S. School of Music system.

First you are told what to do—then a picture shows
you what to do—then you do it yourself and hear it.

No private teacher could make it clearer.
One of the reasons for the quick results is that

learning music this way is such fun. Instead of wait-
ing a year before playing tunes—you learn by playing
tunes. You play simple, familiar melodies by note
right from the start.

You learn at home in your spare time and without
a teacher. You study when you please—and as much
or as little as you please. There are no tiresome
scales—no laborious exercises. You learn twice as
fast—three times as fast—as those who study by old-
time plodding methods.

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
Our wonderful illustrated free book and our free

demonstration lesson explain all about this remarkable
method. They prove just how anyone can learn to play
his favorite instrument by note in almost no time
and for just a fraction of what old slow methods cost.

I: you really want to learn to play—if new friends,
good times, social popularity and increased income
appeal to you—take this opportunity to make your
dreams come true. Sign the coupon and send it be-
fore it's too late. Instruments supplied when needed,
cash or credit. U. S. School of Music, 3229 Bruns-
wick Bldg., New York City.
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U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3229 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
offer. I am interested in the following course;

Have you above instrument? _

Name — -

Address - :

City _ .'. State
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PolksReference Book
and Mailing List Catalog
Gives counts and prices on over 8.000
different lines of business. No matter
what your business, in this book you
will find the number of your prospec-
tive customers listed.
Valuable information is also given as tohow you can use the mails to secure
orders and inquiries for your products
or services.

Write for Your FREE Cony
R. L. POLK & CO., Detroit, Mich.

Largest City Directory Publishers in the World
Mailing List Comnilers—Business Statistics

Producers of Direct Mail Advertising
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Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketingof the Short Story,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; EditorofThe
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

150 page catalog free. Please address

The Home Correspondence School
Established 1897

Dept. 25 Springfield, Mass.

DR ESENWEIN
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PIMPLES
Cleared up—often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,

eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
simply send me your name and address today—no cost—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100.000 cases—used like toilet water— is simply magical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor by telling your
friends; if not, the loss is mine. WRITE TOD4Y
£.S. G1VENS, 411 Chemical Bdlg., Kansas Cityjo.

BOW LEGS AND
KNOCK -KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris In.
visible Limb Straightener for Men,
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for Actual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE,
Section K, 1032 Loew State Bldg

Los Angeles, Cal.

SupQrfluoujHAIR'allGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 red stamps for

Free Booklet
We Teach Beauty Culture

P. J- MAHLER CO.. 39-B, Mahler Park. Providence. R

LUCK FOR ALL
Money, Happiness, Wealth, Success in
Love. Business and Games are con-
fined in this LUCKY ORIENT RING.
Get Tour Share 1 SEND NO MONEY!
On arrival pay postman ONLY 98c.
Send strip paper for ring size. Satis-
faction guaranteed.

EAGLE NOVELTY CO.. Dept. 52, PROVIDENCE. R. I.

etiquette! Though they spoke no English

whatsoever they would walk right up to the

girls of their choice, bow stiffly from the

hips, and then after circling them around
the court until the music stopped they
would bow stiffly again and in the most
disconcerting way walk off leaving the poor
things flat and fluttering.

"Too bad," said Ernst to a group of the

girls gathered on the sidelines waiting to

be bowed to by one of the uniformed gods,
"—too bad they can't speak English."

"But they ought to know," replied Patsy
Ruth Miller with a twinkle in her big black

eyes, "that some things are the same in all

languages."

"And we're all jealous of Claire Wind-
sor," piped up little May McAvoy. "She
seems to be the greatest favorite of us all."

"Ah, but she's blonde," smiled Ernst

teasingly.

"So German gentlemen have the same
preferences?" asked Carmel Myers. "Well,
let's see if we can't charm them some other

way." And bringing forth her ukelele she

sang them something in their native tongue
that caused the whole German navy to

gather en masse around the young, joyous
vamp.
Not to be outdone, Bessie Love then went

out upon the broad expanse of the cleared

tennis court and danced a hula as only this

youngster can do it. But, alas, the result

was not at all as we expected, for the navy
boys gulped, and standing rooted to the

spot blushingly glanced at one another and
then at their hosts.

"Why, bless me, they are shocked!" ex-

ploded Florence Vidor to the grinning
Ernst.

"Maybe—yes," replied Lubitsch, "But
they are on their way to Honolulu and
that's where they'll learn their grass skirts.

Then they'll wonder why they blushed at

Bessie."

When at last the sailor boys returned to

their ship, each trying to conceal the buttons

he had lost to the souvenir-hungry girls,

we joined the inevitable little group of

stay-lates that always gather round the piano

in the great salon. Ernst played, and when
Ernst plays, he plays with all the healthy

dynamics he puts into his work. And
Ramon Novarro sang, and when Ramon
sings—especially his Spanish songs—every

feminine heart goes pitti-pat, nor do the

rooster-minded males feel jealous, so electric

is Ramon's boyish charm.

As I lolled back among the cushions in

the far corner of the rich, red library

wherein Lubitsch conceives his photoplays,

and contemplated the framed caricatures the

world's great artists had made of my famous
host, I thought of the extraordinary changes

that had come to him in his brief residence

in his adopted land.

Leaving Germany as the greatest director

on the continent, Lubitsch arrived in Holly-

wood five years ago knowing no one nor a

word of English, but with his usual dc
cisiveness this black-haired, vital man—who
looks more like Napoleon than any French'

man—set to work to acquire both. Insisting

upon immediate and complete Americaniza-
tion. he took out his first papers, rented a

house, employed a staff of American servants

—all but the cook!-—and by deliberately

avoiding too many German contacts both he
and his beautiful young wife mastered
English within three months.

That accomplished, he next bought a

handsome house among the beautiful estates

of Beverly Hills to which came not only

his new-made American friends, but the

hosts of foreigners who are constantly flock-

ing into Movieland, until now the Lubitsch

home with its great house, spacious gardens

and large staff of servants has become the

social center of the most cosmopolitan artist

colony in America.

Sunday night is homenight at this ren-

dezvous of the homeless foreigners—a night

reserved for old-world friends, and among
them there is sure to be a sprinkling of new
arrivals who have not yet acquired a word
of this new language. But if there is one
American in the group, Lubitsch insists that

everybody speak English. "For," he says,

"it is better for them, and it wouldn't be
kind to our American guests if we all spoke
in foreign tongues."

"But, Ernst," asked Agnes Ayres with a

twinkling smile, "why don't you ever invite

these foreign noblemen who come to Holly-

wood in such droves?"

"Well," replied Lubitsch. with his quaint

accent, "we don't take those fellows as

seriously as you do here. In Europe nowa-
days, your barber is a baron, the floor-

walker is a count, and every chorus girl

has her prince. If they were artists we'd
have them here. But if they were artists,

they'd forget to be princes.

Thus it will be seen that Lubitsch is

also an "ambassador without Portfolio."

"Pull' —Continued from page 23

Enrique de Cruzat Zanetti. Yet if it hadn't

been for Mr. Zanetti, you wouldn't be see-

ing Tony on the screen today. It was like

this. When Tony was a lad in Spain, he

used to dream about coming to America.

Just like Columbus. But Tony didn't have
a ship. All he could do was to dream.
And then one day a traveller came to

Tony's little village. He was Enrique
Zanetti a lawyer from New York. He took
an interest in the bright, ambitious boy,

and learning Tony's ardent desire to come
to the new country, he offered to bring the

young Spaniard back with him. Tony found
himself riding the high seas on the way to

the land of promise. Once here, he shifted

for himself, eventually landing in the pro-

fession he preferred to all others—acting.

Maybe you think Mr. Zanetti isn't proud

of him! There is a sequel to this story,

and it happened just a few months ago.

Antonio Moreno, the screen star, accom-

panied by his wife, went to Madrid on

their recent European jaunt. There they

encountered Tony's former patron, and
their joy at the meeting was mutual. And
Tony urged the man who had helped him
to join the Moreno party on a visit to

Tony's mother. Senora Ana Monteaguda,
in "that little Spanish town". Probably

there's nothing in Zanetti's well-filled, suc-

cessful life that has repaid him as well as

the help he gave Tony Moreno.
That's what I mean by Pull. Sometimes

it's someone the general public never heard

of who gives embryo genius its chance.

There's the Hollywood boarding-house

keeper with the big heart. Among her

roomers was a little girl trying to get into

pictures—just one of the thousands of little

girls in Hollywood. Another paying guest

happened to be an assistant director who
worked in one of the big studios. All the

little girl wanted in Ae world was to be
able to get past the eagle-eyed gate-keeper

at that studio, so she could get a place in

line in front of the casting director's win-

dow. The landlady introduced the little
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WHY GO TO BED WITH YOUR
FACE GREASY WITH CLEANS-
ING CREAM?

WHY APPEAR ON THE STREET
WITH A SHINY NOSE?

EW and Amazing Cream—
EFACE —reaches all three

skin layers, the foundation of beauty.

Last month, perhaps, you were excusable, not this month

since "Eface", used by actresses and dancers for beautify-

ing their faces and bodies, has become available to the

general public.

"Eface" is excellent as a powder base—ideal as a cleanser

—

and absolutely eliminates blackheads. It's new, revolution-

ary and wonderful!

Sheer, Low-Necked, sleeveless evening gowns— the new

sleeveless tennis togs— and bathing costumes just about

to burst into Summer popularity—demand that your body

be exquisitely white, soft, and lovely.

You'll find Eface is miraculous as a cleansing and whiten-

ing cream— and even more wonderful as a powder base.
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Petropalm Corporation, Dept. 1-A, 21 Washington St., New York, N. Y.

Enclosed one dollar

for which send
tube of EFACE.
for which send a Jtyme ..Address.
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To Lovers of
Diamonds

I
offer you the opportunity of

a life time.

Reputed to be the largest cut

white diamond in the market,
weighs over

23 carets
and is declared to be as perfect

and pure white diamond as can
be found anywhere.

This mammoth jewel has been
in our family for seven years
and I am now the sole owner of

it. A jewel which makes the

wearer the center of attraction

no matter where or on what
occasion it may be worn.

If you want to be the owner of
this large diamond and cash in

on the publicity that the owner-
ship and wearing of such a
stone brings with it and are
financially responsible or have
financial backers you will be
given the opportunity to exam-
ine this wondrous jewel, and
can have it appraised by your
own jeweler if you wish no mat-
ter where you may be located.

This jewel is fit for a Queen.
It is mounted in white gold and
attached to a white gold neck
chain.

Would like to hear from actors

or actresses or Society folks

who would like to own a
diamond of this size.

You can buy this wonderful
diamond a lot cheaper of me
than you could a similar sized

stone of any one else if there

was another diamond of its size

on the market. Having no need
for it I want to sell it quickly
at a reasonable price for cash.

Would like to hear from inter-

ested parties.

Address:

OSCAR STEIN
701 Leader Building

Cleveland, Ohio

I have lived in Cleveland foe many years; have

been in the Magazine business for over 25 years,

can furnish Al bank and business references.

girl to the assistant director; the little girl

was piloted through the gate. And the
little girl got a job, and then a better job.

Today she's a star. Through "Pull". What
else can you call it? Her success is the big-

gest thing the boarding-house keeper ever

did.

There's an employee of a picture com-
pany, working in the "branch office" in

Chicago. He's puffing out his chest these

days, as well he might. You wouldn't know
his name if I told you. But take my word
for it, he's a good picker. One night

about two years ago he went to see a

musical revue in the Windy City. There
were two girls in a special number who
sang and danced. Immediately he thought:
"Great screen bets!" just like that. He
didn't know the girls from Eve; never even
heard of them before. But after the show
he obeyed that impulse and sent a wire

to his big boss in New York. The wire

said something like this: "There are two
beautiful girls in show here who would be

sensations on the screen. Suggest you
arrange to have tests made of them." The
message was so enthusiastic and so urgently

worded that the boss, although he was a

little amused at such importunity on the

part of an employee who was supposed to

have nothing to do with the production
end of the business, wired back: "All

right. Give 'em a chance." Those girls

were—still are, in fact—Dolorrs and Helene
Costello. They didn't know it at the time,

but it was Pull that put them over. A
man who'd never seen them before went
out of his way to boost them. The right

kind of Pull!

If you're not big enough to help some-

body, then you're too small to ask somebody
to help you. The "big" people are never

too big to ask help—and they're always

ready to pass it on. The spirit that asks

for help is the same spirit that is eager to

give it. Doug Fairbanks, for instance, is

never too rushed to stretch out a helping

hand. He gave Wallace Beery the part of

Richard the Lion-Hearted in "Robin Hood"
—Wally's best part up to that time. Beery

had never attempted any role like it before;

but Doug said: "I'll help you put it over"

—and he did. And then Wally turned

around and almost stole the picture!

Douglas and Charlie Chaplin both ex-

tended friendly aid to Josef von Sternberg,

that young stormy petrel of direction. The
two famous stars took up the cause of

von Sternberg's picture, "The Salvation

Hunters", and used all their influence to put

it over. If it didn't exactly get over, it

wasn't the fault of the boosters. And their

pull shoved Joe right into the limelight;

and now he has a steady job with Para-

mount. He's written a story which Emil

Jannings will act in soon.

It was Charlie who gave George K.
Arthur his chance. The Chaplin "pull"

made it possible for George to come to this

country and aided him time and again

before George crashed the studio gates.

Arthur was well-known in England, where
his characterization of "Kips", in a pic-

turization of H. G. Wells' novel, was very

popular. But England isn't America, as

any school-child will tell you. And if it

hadn't been for Charlie, we might have
been deprived of Arthur's antics over here.

On one of Chaplin's trips abroad, he met
George Arthur and recognized the young
man's ability. On the back of a card

Chaplin wrote a hearty recommendation of

the British actor. Armed with the card,

and fifteen dollars, George came to America.
Fifteen dollars is soon spent, but a boost

from Charlie Chaplin lasts forever. Look
at Georgie now!

Pull is the chance we give our friends to

show their heart power. Ben Lyon is al-

ways taking a chance like that! He pulled

Sam Hardy into "Seven Wives of Blue-

beard" and other Lyons pictures. And now
he's boosting Richard "Skeets" Gallagher.

The amiable "Skeets" has already arrived

as a musical comedy favorite, but if it

hadn't been for Ben's pull, it might have
taken him longer to put himself over in

films. According to Ben the Booster, how-
ever, Skeets is all set to knock 'em cold in

"For the Love of Mi^e".
When Richard Dix gave Gunboat Smith

a part in one of his pictures, he knew
very well he was depriving himself of a

darned good athletic trainer. Gunboat was
Richard's physical culture expert, sparring

partner, and pugilistic pal. But Gunboat
was also a great screen bet—absolutely

unique, in fact, as you know if you have
seen him. Instead of hanging on to his

trainer. Rich shoved Mr. Smith into a good
part and a golden opportunity. Gunboat
is now earning a princely salary in place

of a trainer's "wages". And Gunboat is

still making good as an actor. Richard
had to get another trainer, but he's Gun-
boat's sincerest fan. There's Gregory La
Cava, too. He directed a slapstick sequence

in a Dix comedy, and it was so good that

Richard insisted upon La Cava as his next

director. You know what that team can

do by this time.

Valentino practically pulled Richard Dix
into pictures. While Richard was a stock

company matinee idol, Rudy, then a rising

star, saw him and urged, him to try films.

Richard took the tip; and Rudy was the

proudest fellow you ever heard of later on
when he could say to Dix: "What did I

tell you?" Richard turned right around

and encouraged George O'Brien when
George—just an extra—wanted to give up
and go back home. Richard would make
him promise to stick it out a while longer.

"You're sure to get the breaks sooner or

later," he'd tell him. And did George do
it? George did.

It was Matt Moore who helped Johnny
Hines into pictures. Matt is always doing

little things like that. The quiet, shy

Irishman of the famous film family isn't at

all quiet or shy when it comes to boosting

others. He took Johnny along with him
to the old Victor Studio, where the first

thing Johnny knew he was playing a lead

opposite Florence Lawrence. Matt also is

chiefly responsible for Lewis Milestone's

directorial prominence. Milestone was a

more or less obscure director when he was

handed the job of putting Matt through

the paces of a picture. The two of them,

star and director, came to New York to

take street scenes. One day in the actors'

rendezvous, the Lambs Club, Matt met

Tommy Meighan, who wanted a good direc-

tor—and wanted him bad. "I've got just

the man you want," said Matt Moore: and

he dragged Milestone in to meet Meighan.

Milestone was engaged on the spot to direct

a Paramount feature. It left Matt alone

in a big city without a director; he had to

shoot all the exteriors himself. But what

did he care? Milestone's success was more
important.

Johnny Hines pulled a half a dozen

pretty girls into pictures. He gave Dorothy
Mackaill. Billie Dove. Jobyna Ralston. Doris

Kenyon. Norma Shearer, and Jacqueline

Logan a chance, when they were struggling

for a foothold on the little old ladder.

Bebe Daniels is a regular little Miss

Columbus. She loves to discover promising

talent and pass it on to the world. She

began soon after her own beginning in

pictures. When she was playing opposite
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bt quite Sick
yet

quite W&ll
"By "Rosemary Morgan

The personal story of a woman who never
was really sick, yet always ailing, always too

tired to enjoy life
—and how she made herself

into a virile, vital being ofyouth and health

MY story is the old, old

story that so many
women have to tell. It is

the tale of my downward
progress from health to

sickness, from happiness

to sorrow. It is the road

many women have trod

and the road many more
are destined to tread. It Rosemary

is to these women I want to tell my
story, that they may save themselves
from untold suffering.

"Not so many years ago I was a
young, buoyant and carefree girl,

aglow with glorious good health.

Filled with life and energy, I was in-

tensely interested in tennis, golf and
all sports. I was on the go all day
and ofttimes late into the night, yet
always fresh as a daisy in the morn-
ing. I never gave a thought to my
health—it took care of itself.

"It was while I was still in splendid
health that I met and married my
husband. We were supremely happy.
He was just as fond of sport as I and
together we spent joyous hours on the
tennis court and golf links and in the
round of social activities. It seemed
life could hold no more. I was the
happiest girl alive.

"Then came the crowning joy. Our dear
little baby was born and my cup of happiness
was filled to the overflowing. I was blessed
with everything a girl could wish for.

"But I found shortly that the care of baby
took so much of my time that I was unable to

resume my former active life. However, I

consoled myself with the thought that as soon
as Junior was a little older I would again take
up my busy life.

Morgan

"Time went on and I failed

to again get in touch with my ac-
tivities and social duties. I sat
around the house, reading, sew-
ing or taking naps. As a result

of this sedentary life I took on
weight. I grew stout and flabby,

my figure lost its girlishness and
though still young in years I be-

came old in body. All this

happened so gradually I scarcely

noticed it. Then I began to be
troubled with headaches, back-

aches, indigestion, constipation, and a host

of minor ills. I grew sluggish in mind and
body and always had 'that tired feeling.'

I was on the downward path to real sickness,

serious illness.

"My health began failing rapidly. I was al-

ways ailing, yet never sick enough to call a doc-

tor. Always in a run-down condition, yet
never actually forced to remain in bed. I was
not quite sick—yet not quite well. I never
went out, never danced any more and was
satisfied to sit home and resign myself to a life

of illness and sickliness. I made a few spas-

modic efforts to do something about my con-
dition. A visit to the doctor proved I had no
organic trouble but the various pills and tonics

I took proved of no benefit.

"Then, one evening, I saw Annette Keller-

mann on the stage—a perfect specimen of

health and beauty. I knew she was much
olderthan I, for I remembered seeing her—a full-

grown woman—on the stage when I was a little

girl. I wondered how she kept her marvellous

figure and looks. Here I was—an old woman
before my time and here was she, young as a

girl of eighteen. The next day I saw an
ad such as this in a magazine telling of Miss
Kellermann's book, 'The Body Beautiful.' I

wrote for this free book, and it truly led me to

youth again. I took Miss Kellermann's in-

struction and in a few months was my own
self again.

"I again took an interest in life. I lost

weight and soon had my youthful figure back.

My eyes, once cloudy and dim, became bright

and clear; my headaches, backaches and con-

stipation disappeared. I became the healthy!

happy girl I once had been. And how wonder-
ful it is to be healthy and young! Oh, if only
the thousands of women who are suffering the
pain and discomfort I once suffered could only
profit by my example, and get Miss Keller-
mann to help them out of their troubles, then
this story has not been written in vain!"

Annette Kellermann, in the book Rosemary
Morgan tells about

—"The Body Beautiful"
—sent absolutely free on request to any
woman, tells exactly how she transformed her-
self from a cripple and invalid into a woman
world-famous for her health and beauty. Any
woman by devoting only fifteen minutes a day
to her methods can obtain a perfect figure,

neither too stout nor too thin, mould each part of
her body to graceful, youthful lines; can ac-
quire a clear, healthy complexion, and can
overcome weaknesses and physical troubles
that many women suffer from.

If you would like to have a copy of Annette
Kellermann's new book, write for it. There is

no charge or obligation. Miss Kellermann in-

vites you to write a letter or mail the coupon
below. Do it this minute—it may be the be-
ginning of a new kind of health and happiness
for you. Address, Annette Kellermann, Suite

249, 225 West 39th St., New York City.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN,
Suite 249, 225 West 39th St., New York City

Dear Miss Kellermann: Please send me, entirely
free of cost, your new book, "The Body Beautiful."
I am particularly interested in Reducing Weight.

Body Building.

Name-

Address

City. State . .

.

Kindly print name and address.
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Read These Fascinating

Question andAnswer Books
And Acquire a

High School Education
YES, just twelve compact books of volumes is so little, and payable on such

fascinating' questions and answers, convenient terms, that it is within reach
Read them, enjoy them— and you of everyone. By taking- advantage of

will have the equivalent of a four year this offer, this training costs you a total

High School Education! You can use them of only $15.85, payable on easy monthly
at parties, like a game. Every terms,

moment you spend with these

books, alone or with others,

will be a moment of sheer

pleasure. You learn without
trying this new, easy way.
All the fun of the cross word
puzzle and the question and
answer games are combined
with worthwhile knowledge
that will fit you for a better

position and a larger income.

SUBJECTS
COVERED

English
French
Spanish
Algebra
Ancient History
Economics
Literature
Modern History
Biology
American History
Latin
Physics

FREE EXAMINATION
Before you pay a penny,

see for yourself how easy it

is to acquire the equal of high

school training this new, easy

way. The coupon will bring

you the twelve famous Home
Study Books to examine free.

Keep them and enjoy them
for 5 days. Then decide. No

obligation. Simply mail the

coupon. Tear it out now, before you turn
the page.

12,000 High School Teachers Use n*b no

These Books
Principals, teachers and students use

them in their school work. Students pre-

paring for college entrance find them
invaluable.

Each book covers one subject—boiled

down m-p^ented in a deliohtfullv easv S4 a month for three months, a total of $15.S5.aown, pieseuieu m a ueii^nnuiry c<ts>
(f|ote . H yQu prefer fQ take adrantage of the 10(-,c

Series of questions and answers. casn discount, remit $14.27 after examination.)

Now it is possible to master all the Xame
subjects covered in the regular high school

course in this easy, rapid and economical A<Mress

way. The price of these twelve handy Town State

f

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU
31 Union Square. Dept. I9!i. New York City.

Gentlemen: Send me. for FitEE EXAMINATION, the
12 famous Home Study Books, containing the High
School Course. Within 5 days I mil either return
tlio books or remit $3.S5 as first payment and then

Harold Lloyd in the Roach two-reclcrs, she
brought a girl-friend to the studio one day
and asked that she be given a chance. The
girl was Marie Mosquini, who's been doing
well ever since. But Bebe's bright par-

ticular protegee is Diana Kane. Diana is

Lois Wilson's sister, you know, and Bebe's
best friend. Bebe saw no reason why Diana
shouldn't be a hit in pictures, and persuaded
her to try. To make it ear/, she made a

place for her in one of the Daniels come-
dies. Bebe and Diana are both pretty
brunettes, and it isn't altogether usual for

a girl star to introduce another girl of the
same type of beauty into her own films.

I never heard of anybody but Bebe doing it.

Gloria Swanson helped to promote Larry
Gray from an assistant director to a lead-

ing man. And Gloria's new leading man,
John Boles, also bows to Miss Swanson as

his discoverer.

Ralph Ince apparently likes to "pull"
for his sisters-in-law. I'm sure Director
Ince won't mind if I remind you that his

sister-in-law was once Anita Stewart. I

say "once" because Anita's sister Lucille

isn't Mrs. Ralph Ince any more. But when
she was, and Anita was just a kid. Ralph
gave the little sister-in-law the lead in a

Vitagraph two-reeler, "The Wood Violet".

If you're an old-timer you'll recall the hit

Anita made. But don't admit it.

Now Ralph Ince has put a new sister-

in-law into his films. The new Mrs. Ince is

Lucilla Mendez, a beautiful Broadway
dancer. Lucilla's little sister. Jola, came out
to the coast to visit, and Ralph gave her
a screen test, which was so satisfactory that

she plays the lead in "N.ot for Publication".

Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver were
rival beauties in Mack Sennett comedies.

But they happened to be good friends, too.

Marie left comedy for drama before Phyllis

did; and she was a long way ahead in

stardom before Phyllis deserted the old com-
edy lot. What did Marie do? She used
the pull she had earned to put Phyllis in

an important role in a Prevost picture.

Both girls were in "Up in Mabel's Room",
in which Marie was the official star. But
instead of crowding each other for close-

ups, the blonde beauty set off the brunette,

and helped the picture to success.

Of course, you know that Blanche Sweet
discovered Sally O'Neil. Or maybe you
heard that it was Mickey Neilan. Well,
it seems that Blanche really spotted Sally

first and called her husband's attention to

the dainty Irish girl. Erich von Stroheim
saw Roy D'Arcy in a musical comedy,
"The Clinging Vine", in a Los Angeles
theatre. D'Arcy had never done any screen

work, but "Von" used his influence, and
D'Arcy got the part of the crown prince in

"The Merry Widow/'. Norma Shearer

ushered her girl friend, Gwen Lee, into

the M-G-M Studio by way of a part in

Norma's picture, "Lady of the N,ight".

Gwen is now a member of the stock com-
pany. Edwin Carewe met Dolores Del Rio
down in Mexico City, her home town; and
he used all of his directorial pull in Holly-

wood to make her a success in pictures;

while Mrs. Carewe exerted all her social

pull to make the Mexican belle feel at home
in the film capital. Now Dolores is a star,

and they're all happy.
Harold Lloyd is starring another come-

dian, Edward Everett Horton, in a series

of comedies. King Vidor gave Jimmy Mur-
ray his opportunity. Richard Barthelmess

had his start in films through "Pull".

Nazimova gave him his first part, in "War
Brides ', quite as much because she was a

friend of his mother's as because of her

faith in young Richard's acting ability.

And it was "Nazzy" who gave Patsy
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Ruth Miller her opening — a chance in they know. And that's not all.

"Camille". I could go on, and on, and on. But
June Mathis pulled for the unknown by now you are sold on Pull. Pull and the

young Italian, Rudolph Valentino, until he world pulls with you—and for you. If

was given the lead in "The Four Horse- you don't believe it after all these examples,
men". As for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and try it over on your own taffy. And I

Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,—ask their dads; hope you stick to it.

At the HollywoodJazzerie
{Continued from page 21)

9?

beautiful wife. It was such a blow to Patsy

to find out that Don was married!

We all danced in the big, charming living

room,—except Joseph Schildkraut, who

The Duncans are famous for their joyous
jazzeries.

The house had been quite cleared of fur-

niture except for some comfortable chairs

came, but who sat on the stairway and and solas - and there was a room at the top

gazed with a look of tolerant amusement of the cottage, made mostly of glass and

on us foolish beings stepping about below! screens, and fitted with curtains, which can

Elise Bartlett, his beautiful young wife, who be used as a sleeping porch or a sun parlor.

The Duncans were using it that afternoon
for a sort of lounging room, where guests

looks so much like Norma Shearer, and
who has just gone into pictures following

a long stage experience, was there too, but were served^ delicious punch, and they had

was more democratic, and danced once or

twice. But they left early, as "Peppy,"
(her pet name for her husband) had to

work next day.

Johnny Hines did a very funny dance
for us, after which he put a napkin over

his arm, brought us a plate of food, and
explained in his own funny, kidding way,

—

"I get $5" extra for doing this!"

Billie Dove looked just too decorative

in a long, white, filmy gown with many tiny

ruffles, sitting in a great easy chair beneath

the soft light of a tall lamp.

even installed a soda-fountain for the

occasion!

"A dream of my childhood come true!"
exclaimed Gertrude Olmsted, who had come
with Robert Leonard, her husband. "I

always thought, when I was little, how won-
derful it would be to have your own soda-

fountain right in your front parlor! And
I remember making a small boy who said

he was in love with me promise to put a

soda-fountain in our house before I would
consent to be engaged to marry him."

In the afternoon a lot of the guests went
swimming, hopping right off the end of the

Vivian Duncan, who has just finished wharf belonging to the Duncan house. Betty
playing Little Eva in "Topsy and Eva," was
there with her fiance, Nils Asther, but

Rosetta Duncan, her sister, who played Topsy
in the film, was ill, so she couldn't come.

But anyway, Vivian played the piano, and
Vernon Rickard, who used to play on the

stage with Vivian and Rosetta, sang.

Edwin Carewe, Mary, his wife, and his

Blythe and Mabel Normand looked so nice

in their bathing suits that everybody de-

clared they should live in them.

At seven everybody was hungry, and a

buffet .supper was served to each guest,

wherever he or she chanced to be, whether
in the house or out on the little wharf,
which is furnished with comfortable wicker

daughter by his former marriage, Rita chairs and settees. After supper, there was
Carewe, were all there, Rita looking very

charming in a long, blue, tight-bodied and
floating-tulle-effect skirt. She had been ill,

and Dolores Del Rio had taken her to the

seaside for a few days.

Victor Varconi brought his charming lit-

tle Hungarian wife, and he danced a lot,

but she did not, as she is still suffering

from heart trouble.

Harry Crocker as usual did not let the

party sag for a moment. He and Vivian

Duncan and Johnny Hines put on some
funny little sketches, mostly impromptu,
which brought down the house, so to speak.

Only Johnny would improvise lines which
broke up Harry and Vivian so they hardly

could work.
Harry danced a lot with Betty Morrison,

to whom he was once reported engaged, and
we all wondered if they had made up again.

Dolores Del Rio danced for us,—one of

those unearthly, beautiful, exquisitely grace-

ful Spanish dances which she learned in

Spain, while one of the Spanish guests

played the mandolin for her.

When Patsy and I left, Patsy declared

she never in her life had had her hand
kissed so often in one evening.

"But thank goodness, I remembered to

put some of my very best perfume on my
hands!" she exclaimed.

"Imagine owning your own little private
wharf, right in front of your own little pri-

vate beach house!" exclaimed Patsy.
The Duncan Sisters were having a party

at their beach house at Santa Monica, and
if there was anybody from the film roster
who wasn't there, I can't think who it could
have been!

dancing in a tiny circular hall, and close

_I_tL.l_ fi .ii jfc 1

C[ Julanne Johnston, next with
Charlie Paddoc\ in "The
All American".

M. G. M/s

It Pays to

Read the Stars

A valuable prize

is waiting forYO\J I

COME on', fans—make your "star-

gazing" pay! Find out how well

your eyes and your memory work
together—and profit by proving that

you know your astronomy!

The star-gazing game is fun in itself

—

and a large cash prize awaits you for

playing it. Here's hoping your eyes,

wits and memory serve you well! If

they do, the prize is yours.

These are the rules of the contest:

Elsewhere in this magazine, you will

find a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer adver-

tisement. Study the pictures of the

stars shown there and write a list of

their names. Name your favorite star.

And, in 8 words or less, write a suitable

slogan for each star. (As, for example:

"Lon Chaney—the man of a thousand

faces.")

The person sending the most correct

list of names, with the set of slogans

found best in the opinion of the judges,

will be awarded $100 and an auto-

graphed picture of his or her favorite

star.

The fans sending the 50 next best lists

and slogans will all receive autographed

pictures of the stars they mention as

their individual favorites.

M-G-M reserves the right to use, in

any way, any or all slogans submitted,

paying $5 for each slogan so used.

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of
paper and mail to Competition Editor, 3rd
Floor, 1540 Broadway, New York. All an-

swers must be received by September 15th. Winners'
names will be published in a later issue of this mag-
azine.

NOTE: If you do not attend pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion picture

magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant
will be awarded a prize identical in character with
that tied for.

Winners of the Pringle-Cody

Contest ofJune

VIRGINIA KRISLE
1108 Wood St., Texarkana, Texas

C. H. USSERY
Box 24. Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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When Company Comes
YOU will be proud to be able to serve with this beautiful Gold

Initialed Berry Set! It will be given to you as a REWARD for

sending us only one yearly subscription to Screenland at the regular

price of $3.00.

The only condition is that the subscription be a new one and to an

address other than your own. Buying these beautiful sets direct from

the factory enables us to make this liberal offer and do it in order to

stimulate every reader of Screenland to get us another subscriber.

If we gave you the amount of cash which a single Berry Set costs us you

could not buy it anywhere for the same amount. By accepting the Berry

Set as a reward you will be getting a useful as well as beautiful gift

—

one you will cherish and be proud to show your friends and neighbors

visiting you.

Send us one yearly subscription to Screenland at the regular price of

$3.00 and to an address other than your own and we will send you as

a reward this useful and beautiful 7-piece Gold Initialed Berry Set

postage paid. Guaranteed to please you and all your friends privileged

to view it. The bowl measures 9 inches in diameter and 2V2 inches deep.

The nappies measure 5 inches in diameter. They are of a beautiful pink

tint, gold rimmed, beautifully decorated with floral and bird design.

Your initial in Gold on each piece add to the charm of the set. You
must see this set to appreciate its great beauty!

Be sure to state the initial you want on your set.

PLEASE USE THIS COUPON

PUBLISHER, SCREENLAND
49 West 45th Street,

New York City.

Herewith $3.00 for one year's subscription to Screenland sent to the

following:

Name r

Street & No ".

City State -~--~

As a reward for sending you this new subscription you are to send me postage

paid a 7-piece Gold Initialed Berry Set.

Name

Street & No

City State

Send me a set initialled, letter

communion it had to be, there was so little

room.
We met Patsy Ruth Miller with one of

her beaux, I really forget which one; Elise

Bartlctt and Joseph Schildkraut, Mabel Nor-
mand and Lew Cody, Lars Hanson, George
K. Arthur, Jack Warner, Rosita, the Spanish
dancer, who has just been signed by United
Artists, Monte Blue, Jane Winton, Lupino
Lane, Bryant Washburn, Claire Windsor,
Nils Asther, William Barry,—who is en-
gaged to Rosctta Duncan,—May McAvoy,
Norma Shearer, Louise Fazenda, Constance
Talmadge, Eileen Percy, Lois Weber and
Captain Gantz, Johnny Hines, Prince
Troubctskoy, Jetta Goudal, Dolores Del Rio,
Billie Dove, Leatrice Joy, Belle Bennett,
and just scores of others.

Estelle Taylor and Jack Dcmpsey were
there a little while, but Jack is in training
for his fight, so he never stays late at night
anywhere.
"And Estelle is getting her beauty sleep

therefore, and looking wonderful," re-

marked Patsy.

Greta Garbo came with Mauritz Von
Stiller, which made us believe that perhaps
Greta's engagement to John Gilbert really

is off.

A little later on many of the guests
motored over to Ocean Park, to take in the
joys of the Midway, including the Fun
House. Billie Dove hurt her foot in the
Fun House, so she doesn't enjoy it so much
any more.

It was really a show within a show, down
there at Ocean Park, with all the sight-seeing

crowds and all the patrons of the merry-
go-round, trip-through-the-clouds, etc, stop-

ping their own merrymaking to watch the
Duncan guests have fun.

I cannot imagine a prettier sight, nor a
more wonderful one, than a dozen of the
film stars including Billie Dove, Dolores
Del Rio, the Duncans, Claire Windsor, and
some others, joining arms and romping down
the wharf singing, "The More We Get
Together!"

Claire and Dolores had their dresses

ruined, however, taking in those awful so-

called amusements in the Fun House.
"I do hope that the Duncans don't forget

to ask us to their next party!" declared

Patsy, as we travelled homeward. "The
Duncans are among the few people who have
really discovered what fun is!"

C[ Ben Lyon and Pauline Star\e

tripping the light fantastic in

"Dance Magic".
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FREE!
Send for it!

you accept ^jvec ^

the current issue of the

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB NEWS?
HAT'S the "book-of-the-month" this month—and why? This

fascinating little publication will tell you. It is part of the

service given by the Book-of-the-Month Club to its subscribers.

Send for the current issue. It discloses what book the judges

of the Book-of-the-Month Club selected this month as' the "book-of-the-

month/' gives their interesting reasons for the choice, and also extremely

illuminating reports upon other new and important books. The judges

of the Book-of-the-Month Club are: Henry Seidel Canby, chairman;

Heywood Broun, Dorothy Canfield, Christopher Morley and William

Allen White.

Over forty thousand of the most notable people in the country use

the service of the Book-of-the-Month Club. It absolutely prevents you
from missing the new books you are anxious to read, which now happens

so frequently. It also guarantees you against dissatisfaction with any book

you accept. Yet this service—unique, valuable and convenient though

it is

—

does not cost you one cent. You pay only for the books you take,

and the same price as if you got them from the publisher himself—by
mail. Find out how this convenient service works. Mail the coupon

below. The current issue of the News will be sent to you, free, and also

the interesting story of how this service operates and what it does for you.

Henry Seidel Canby Heywood Beoun
Chairman

Dorothy Canfield Christopher Mobley William Allen White

The Selecting Committee of the Book-of-the-Month Club

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc. 71-J
218 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

Please send me without cost, the current issue of
the Book-of-the-Month Club News, and also
tell me how your service operates. This request
involves me in no obligation to subscribe.

Name .

Address .

City State
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How To Develop

The Bust

T
There IS a Way!

HIS BEAUTIFUL WOMAN learned the se-

cret. Her story is interesting. It will solve

your problem, no matter what your age or

the cause of your flat figure.

"It is almost two years since 1 first

used The Rational. 1 am happy to say
that the results are permanent, for my
development is just the same and my
figure is even better than ever. 1 do
appreciate so much what the Rational
has done for me. I have proven that

any woman can have a beautiful bust if

she will only use the Rational. Friends

envy my perfect figure."

How Dorothy Stahl brought her figure

back until it is even more perfectly

developed than ever, is what every un-

developed girl or woman will want to know.
If you wish to learn how she produced the beautiful development shown in her photograph, write

Us at once. All this charm of perfect womanhood can be yours—all the beauty and captivating grace

that is your birthright—all the artful, delicate allurement that makes you first a woman—God's
Masterpiece—Man's Idol. You can be made perfect in your witching beauty.

This method is within the reach of every woman. It can be used in the secrecy of your own room.
If not delighted with results in 30 days, your money is cheerfully refunded. There is no other

method as safe, effective, harmless and sure

Send your name and address today, enclosing 4c stamps, if you wish this information sent under
scaled postage. We will send surprising photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlarge-
ment by this method, all sent under plain wrapper.

THE OLIVE COMPANY, Dept. 30, CLARINDA,IOWA, U.S.A.

Goitre Can Be Cured
Dr. Rock, the eminent goitre specialist has

treated goitre for nearly a quarter of a century
and within the last year has made a remarkable
discovery which has aroused intense interest.

Every reader of this paper who suffers of goitre
should write at once for his free book in 2 colors

which tells of this new discovery and also how
to treat goitre at home without danger or dis-

comfort. Absolutely free— just write. Dr.
Rock, Drawer 300, Box 737, Milwaukee, Wis.

w Y/~Vr& OR DRUG HABIT

jIJOR c
N
u

o

reiV orever or

Full treatment sent on trial.

Can be given secretly in pri-

vacy of home. Guaranteed to banish
lorever all desire for whiskey, gin,

wine, home brew, moonshine, opium, morphine,
heroin, paregoric, and laudanum. Costs $2.00
if cures, nothing if fails. Save him from Poison.

STANDARD LABORATORIES
Sta. N-31 BALTIMORE. MP.

TINY NAME CARDS
THE LATEST THING. Handy card case and
your name on 50 perfect little De Luxe name
cards 50c. Size lYt x 2-Vi inches. Your address

<TSs&$£*K. printed also, 15c extra. Send
»§*S^S&§»»£| stamps, coin or mom order.

Agents Wanted.

THE DE LUXE COMPANY
236 West 55th St., Dept. 705, New York, N. Y.

PIMPLES
Blackheads, Redspots, Oily or Shiny Skin, Enlarged Pores,
Eruptions and other blemishes cleared quickly. Results will

amaze you. Don'tgiveop hope now. End your Skin Troubles.

Thousandsof Stubborn Cases overcome after all other meth-
ods failed. Let me prove it. Send no money. Simply your
name and address for "Free Book". See for yourself what I

have done for others. Write. The Book is absolutely Free.

DOROTHY RAY,646N.MichiganAve.,Suite 736.CHICAGO

Write theWords for a Song
WE COMPOSE MUSIC Our Composer Wrote Many

Song Hits

MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY
236 West 55th Street Dept. 178 NEW YORK

Hosiery ^lingerie FREE /
GIRLS: Write for details of our Club Plan of purchas-
ing guaranteed High Grade Silk Hosiery and Lingerie
at prices much lower than in stores. Form a Club of
seven and set S10 worth of Hosiery aod Lingerie FREE!
ECONOMY CLUB SALES CO., Dept. H, BROCKTON, MASS.

Banish Pimples
By Using

Cuticura
Soap to Cleanse
Ointment to Heal

Try bur new Shaving Stick.

GOOD NEWS
Beginning with this September number
of Screenland you can effect a saving
of 50c by subscribing for one year to

Screenland. Twelve copies comprising
a year's subscription can be bought
from month to month of your news-
dealer for 25c a copy $3.00 for the

twelve. By paying $2.50 at one time
you will get a copy once a month de-

livered, to your door by the postman.
The magazine is mailed to subscribers

so as to reach them on the 5th day of

each month simultaneous with the ap-

pearance of the new number on the

news-stands.

A year's subscription to Screenland
makes an ideal gift to a friend or rela-

tive. As each copy is received it is a
constant reminder of the thoughtfulness
on part of the donor towards the

recipient.

If you are in a quandry as to what to

give for a birthday or a Christmas gift

do not overlook a year's subscription

to Screenland as an ideal gift, one
certain to be appreciated.

Your news-dealer will accept your sub-

scription for $2.50 and will forward it

to us for you or you can mail it direct

to the publishers of Screenland, 49 TV.

45th St., New York City.

WEDDINGS
Beautiful Raised Letters- No Costly Plates. Low Prices

QUICK SERVICE. 50 Announcements$6.50-Invitations.etc.

Send for Samples-The Metro Craftsmen, 100 W.40thSt.,N.Y.

"The Breakfast Club is getting more and
more popular as a place in which to hold
parties, isn't it?" demanded Patsy. "I sup-
pose it is so handy, in case they want to
stay late, to be right there for breakfast."

Kathleen Key was giving a party there,

one lovely moonlight night, and we found
the guests gathered under the big sycamore
trees, having supper at long tables, or danc-
ing on a platform where there was a colored
jazz orchestra.

It was a Hard Times party, with everybody
dressed cither in calico or in funny overalls,

except Kathleen Key, our hostess, who
looked utterly charming in an old-fashioned
dress of the period of 1880 or thereabouts,

with long skirt, tight waist and big bustle.

"The public never would recognize its

idols, would it?" remarked Patsy, as we
caught sight of Mildred Lloyd, Harold's
wife, arrayed in striped overalls, and romp-
ing like a kid, while the beautiful Gertrude
Olmsted was dressed in a calico gown and
pinafore. Harold Lloyd himself sat sedately

on the side-lines chatting with Jack Warner,
who came dressed in a Nat Wills tramp
make-up and looking very funny indeed.

Ivan Lcbcdeff. who has just signed with
Cecil B. De Mille, was there in evening
clothes, looking very distinguished.

Raymond Keane was amusing in overalls,

and the Duncan sisters wore plain gingham
dresses. Afterward they dolled up in a

funny burlesque Florodora outfit, and gave
a hilariously comic take-off on the famous
sextette number.

"I'd manage to have a couple of birthdays

a year if I were Estclle, and had a nice

husband like Jack Dempsey to give me
parties, and a nice place like this big Party
House to give them in," vouchsafed Patsy.

Jack Dempsey was giving Estelle Taylor,

his wife, a surprise party on her birthday,

and everybody had been told to bring a

rose-bush in lieu of any other sort of present,

because Estelle is planting a special rose-

garden.

"That was cute of Jack, wasn't it?" re-

marked Patsy. "He didn't want people to

spend a lot of money on presents, and he
knew they would if he didn't specify some-

thing, and here a lot of the guests have
brought rose-bushes and slips from their own
gardens."

The side-verandah, when we arrived, was
full of stacks of rose-bushes.

We met Lenore Ulric as we entered, and
had a little chat with her. She will go back

into pictures if she can find just the right

story she said. . She looked very charming.
Constance Talmadge came with Buster

Collier, whom everybody thinks she will

marry before long; and Norma Shearer

dropped in alone, looking as exquisitely

lovely as ever.

"There are so many important people

here that you simply can't see the party

for the guests!" exclaimed Pat, as we found

our way upstairs to remove our wraps.

Upstairs we found Patsy Ruth Miller,

Louise Fazenda, Rosetta and Vivian Dun-
can, Edna Murphy and a lot of other girls.

And downstairs, when we descended with

them we found Monte Blue, John Miljan,

Marie Prevost, Mervyn Leroy, and a score

of others.

After supper we all went over to the

Party House mentioned above,—a sort of

Old English lodge situated on the big

grounds of Jack's home,—where we found

a huge room with a fireplace at one end,

furnished with comfortable chairs and

lounges and a big dance floor.

Mervyn Leroy, to whom Edna Murphy is

engaged, is a splendid dancer, even though

he is a writer, and Patsy remarked that she
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is awfully glad, because Edna never should

marry a man who could not dance, she is

such a splendid stepper herself, and does

so love it.

Monte Blue and Louise Fasenda impro-

vised a very funny spring song dance, buries'

quing the classic, at which everybody roared.

Jack Dempsey is in wonderful condition,

and everybody is hoping that he will fight

Tunney again,—and win!

"David Kirkland seems to know just

as well how to direct a party as he does

a picture!" exclaimed Patsy.

The Kirklands live in one of those houses

built on what Bill Nye used to call an

"upright lot,"—viz., on the side of a Holly-

wood hill. There are three or four floors,

with the rooms, most of them, on different

levels,—all very charming and intriguing

to the imagination.

We met Grant Withers and his fiance,

Alberta Vaughn, and Jerry Miley and Lois

Wilson, May McAvoy, Henry Victor and

others.

Dorothy Devore was there, looking

prettier than ever, and telling us of the fact

that she was happy about returning to the

screen. She was with her nice husband,

Wylie Mather.
George K. Arthur amused everybody by

telling us how the only thing that was sus-

taining him in his picture career was the

hope of some day wearing high heels in a

picture and thus being able to look down
on the heroine and call her "little woman!"

Dorothy Devore gathered a group around
her and invited us all to dinner, explaining

that she and Wylie own four lovely dogs,

and that if we didn't like her and Wylie
we would be sure to like the dogs!

We had a little chat with Barbara Ben-

nett, daughter of the noted stage actor,

Richard Bennett, who is back in Hollywood
for another picture after having been away
some time.

The beautiful Olive Hausbrook was there,

and we found her one of the most charming
girls in filmdom. Somehow we had never

met her before.

Maurice Costello doesn't go out much to

parties, I think, but when he does he is

always the favorite beau of the evening,

being very handsome, charming and mag-
netic. His hair has turned snow-white, and
is most becoming.

That cute Sally O'Neil was there, and
Mel Brown and his wife, Edward Everett

Horton, Lilyan Tashman and Eddie Lowe.
After supper everybody danced in the big

living room to the music of the colored

orchestra. Mrs. Kirkland put Mr. Kirkland
into circulation, with the result that we all

had a nice dance with him.

HOTEL AND TRAVEL HOTEL AND TRAVEL

'CC R^x Lease—he just signed a five year
contract. You will see him in "Not"
For Publication".

tthelBreakers
ATLANTIC CITY

WjJE

Whereyo^^ec^
= .Comfortable Beds
^uiywd Meals-

Smiling Service
Pleasant Surroundings
Reasonable Rates

JOEL H1LLMAN
President

&lamac Ifyotd
Broadway and Seventy-First Street

New York City

The perfect selection when visiting
the Metropolis

8
600 Rooms each with bath,

shower and servidor

JS

Renowned CONGO ROOM & Aerial
Balcony, Coolest Place in Town

!

"Because oflocation it is an deal summer hotel
iJMany garages nearby—plenty ofparking space

8
TARIFF MODERATE

Hat? ^Management
Wire at Our Expense for Reservations-!
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CENTRALLY
LOCATED HOTELS

in Important Cities

ALWAYS A ROOM WITH PRIVATE BATH
er-^Cl Fot $ 3.00 pet day

Oeer ParW^^ii ' announcingtheDuncan Chain.
Florida
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OPPORTUNITIES
Rate 20c a Word-— Forms Close 10th — Two Months Preceding Issue

HELP WANTED
IF YOU ARE A WOMAN who would like to

earn $25.00 to $50.00 per week in your spare
time doing some advertising work for me write

today and get full information about the Wonder
Box. I have the best little money maker in

captivity. Tom Walker, Dept. 186W, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS
NATURAL WAY RELIEF FOR PROSTATIC
TROUBLES—No apparatus—no drugs. My

patients use it very successfully. Full instruc-
tions $2.00. Dr. H. A. Stockdale, 412 Panama
Bldg., Portland, Ore.

SECRET SERVICE BADGE, Credentials and
Year's Membership $2. Money back if not

satisfied. Continental Secret Service System,
Box 81E, Waukegan, 111.

COUNTY REPRESENTATIVES for Credit Re-
porting. Either Sex. WESTERN CREDIT

INDEX, 270 Lankershim Building, Los Angeles.
TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no

pay. $1.50 if cured. Remedy sent on trial.

Superba Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.
MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qualify

for forest ranger position. Start $125 month,
cabin and vacation

;
patrol the forests, protect

the game; give tourists information. Write
Mokane, Dept. M-40, Denver, Colo.

BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent paying work.
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New York.

COME TO COLORADO Hunting, Fishing, Rec-
reation, Packtrips. Write for dates and par-

ticulars to BAR C RANCH, PAGASA SPRINGS,
COLORADO.

A Babv In Your Home11 BS\A KfJ 111 1 \J \A I 11 V 111 V
Thousands of copies of a new book by Dr. II. Will

Elders arc being distributed to women without cost.

Everv woman who wants children should read this book
and learn all about STERILTONE and its wonderful
etfect in constitutional weakness. Many things are
unfolded that the average woman has never been told
before. For Free Bool: send NO Money. NO Obliga-
tions, simply name and address to Dr. 11. Will Elders,
17 Ballinger Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

AGENTS WANTED
#75 WEEKLY. MAN OR WOMAN WANTED

with ambition and industry, to distribute

Rawleigh's Household Products to steady users.

Fine openings near you. We train and help you
so you can make up to $100 a week or more.
No experience necessary. Pleasant, profitable,

dignified work. Write today. W. T. Rawleigh
Co. Dept. NY-8553, Freeport, 111.

$30.00 A DAY GUARANTEED TO WORKERS
taking orders for GOODWEAR tailored-to-

measure clothes at sensational new low price.

Tremendous assortment Virgin Wool fabrics.

Biggest cash commissions paid daily and special

cash bonus besides, makes ours best-paying line

in America. $25.00 Sales Outfit Free. Exclu-
sive Territory. Write at once to Dept. 170,
GOODWEAR Chicago, Inc. 844 West Adams,
Chicago.

LEXINO CARD GAMES. Fun knockout. Easy
education. 50c. Guaranteed. LEXINO, 1216

Colusa, Berkeley, Calif.

DANCING
HERMANN & DEMUTH

SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS
1658 Broadway Phone

Wp,y Vnrlr PirelA 10^10HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA HAT. Latest
Movie Star Sensation. Men and women

wanted in every county. FREE SAMPLE.
Enclose addressed envelope. 5621 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

DON LENO
Ass
b'r MARIE LOUISE

ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston. Tango, Stage. Toe, Classic
and Technique. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray. Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes. Her-
man Timberg. Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

AGENTS—NEW PLAN, makes it easy to earn
$50.00 to $100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct

to wearer. No capital or experience needed.
Represent a real manufacturer. Write now for

FREE SAMPLES. Madison Shirts, 562 Broad-
way, New York.

SONG AND POEM WRITERS
SONG POEM WRITERS—Send for proposition.

Ray Hibbeler, D14, 2104 N. Keystone Av.,
Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes even7 evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
236 West 55th St., Dept. 102, New York.

WRITERS
#1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand. Established 1917. Send manuscript
for free criticism. Booklet on request. Universal
Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monies Bids:., Hollywood, Calif.

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines. Argen-
tine Tangos, Parisien Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes,
Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS
1658 BROADWAY Room 603 CIRCLE 7933

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR offers Criticism. Sales

Service, Collaboration, Coaching. (Recom-
mended by Editors.) Laurence D'Orsay, Box
2602-E, San Francisco.

INSTRUCTION
GRAPHIC SHORTHAND increases stenogra-

pher's pay. Employers praise it. Fastest
system known. Writing speed almost unbeliev-
able. Details free to interested inquirers.
Graphic Shorthand Institute. 4722 Avenue M,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

TUI A pll A ip A New York's well known
l'i.f»\*n/\ll\r\ professional Tango dancer.

Connected with the best
society clubs and theatrical circles. Original
Argentine Tango and Waltz for ballroom and stage.
Spanish, Adagios, Grecian, Russian, Apache, and
Oriental. Acts staged and produced, routines per-
fected. Positions procured. Social evening classes,
including Tango; special classes for girls. Per-
sonal artistic instruction.

Tel. Susquehanna 7330 B'dway and 77th St.

FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED BULL PUPS $15.

Bulldogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

COLLECT MOVIE STAR PHOTOGRAPHS

—

Postcards 50c dozen. Trial 10c. Portraits

50c. Big list favorites. BELMONT SHOPPE, CHICAGO
Sc-21, Downers Grove, Illinois.

Professional Stage Dancing
HOME STUDY COURSES: Buck and Wing, Soft Shoe.
Waltz Clog. $1 Each. 3 for $2. Send M. O.. stamps,
check, currency. ..HARVEY THOMAS. 59 E. Van
Buren St.. Chicago. Classes. 10 for S10.NEW METAL, DANCING TIPS, $1.00 PER PAIR.

Beautiful 23 carat white diamond for sale.

Page 92 of this issue tells you all about

this wonderful buy.

Margie's Magic
(Continued from page 29)

a long term contract.

Eight months ago Marjorie started her
"dramatic" career by handing billiard balls,

water pitchers and what not to a magician
in vaudeville.

"I would draw a magician!" lamented
Margie, as she reflected upon her expc
riences.

As a matter of fact, Meno Sabe and
Margie started their dramatic careers to'

gether, for he, too, was in the act. Only,
Meno Sabe was then just Pat. It was a
characteristic bit of indiscreet activity that

earned him his odd sobriquet.

For six weeks Margie, in a chic maid's
costume that hid none of her charm, grinned
a saccharine grin at audiences three times
a day, while Meno Sabe—nee Pat—did the

clever bit of business of pulling at the coat
tails of the magician as he swallowed billiard

balls, annoying him beyond words, pre-

sumably, and eliciting loud guffaws from a

gullible audience. Then
"Well, it was in Denver", explained

Margie, on the set where she was playing
a comedy part in "Colleen" with Madge
Bellamy. "And it was the first show at

night. The house was full—and I think

Meno Sabe must have been, too, or he never
would have acted the way he did I had
just handed Mr. Magician a high silk hat

and the wand that he brought that he
brought everything out of from a mushroom
omelette to a Russian sable coat.

"The magician stirred the inside of the

hat with this thing that looked like a flute

and—lo and behold he drew forth a rabbit,

just as he had done three times a day for

six weeks. Then he let the rabbit down
and it scampered across the stage I don't

(\ Dainty Anna May Wong whose next

picture is "The Chinese Parrot".
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know what got into Meno Sabe. He knew
that rabbit as well as he knew me, but he
cocked his head, wagged what is left of his

tail and — zip!

"Lickety-split he went after that rabbit

—

off the stage—up the aisles—and out of

the theatre, while the audience yelled.

"I bawled him out. 'Don't you ever do

anything like that again—savvy?' He just

looked at me quite proudly and showed
that he didn't savvy at all, so I changed

his name.
"That ended our dramatic careers so far

as the spoken stage was concerned, but we
didn't mind. Neither of us could ever

understand why they called it the 'spoken'

stage, anyway. We never uttered a word
during the entire six weeks."

Marjorie had been a clownish mimic in

her childhood days in Kansas City, where

she was born nineteen years ago. So, back

in Hollywood, she turned to pictures as a

possible career.

Marjorie's sense of humor proved an

asset from the start. Without it she would
still be handing billiard balls to some other

magician. Instead, she found a job as an

extra at the F. B. O. studios and that was
that. Three months more and another

chance. It was a two reel comedy, "Hey
Taxi!"

"The name appealed to me," said Margie,

"I hadn't ridden in a taxi in a long, long

time."

Margie stood out in "Hey, Taxi!" as she

is bound to stand out in any picture if she

has the slightest opportunity. More two
reelers at Universal and then, as if she had
waved the wand of the magician who fired

her, the big chance came. She was sent for

by James Ryan, casting director of the Fox
Studios. The part was "Flo" in "An\les
Preferred" and she got it. She also got a

long term contract as the result of her work.

In "Rich, But Honest", her following pic
ture, she did even better, attracting the

attention of many critics by her tom-foolery

as the department store sales girl who goes

on the stage and, through her awkwardness,

makes a hit as a comedienne.
"It seems as though once the ball of luck

started rolling it has just kept on going",

says Margie. "Now, if I can keep Meno
Sabe out of the way I think everything

will be all right. What that pup couldn't

do to a motion picture set with all the maze
of scenery and wires and props is nobody's

business.

"I prefer comedy to drama for two rea'

sons. One is that I've never had and dra-

matic training—except for that tragic affair

of Meno Sabe and the magician—and the

other is that, well, I haven't exactly what
you'd call a dramatic face."

Marjorie is a red head. She has hazel

eyes and a jovial, whimsical disposition that

carries -with it the impression that she hasn't

a care in the world. She is—what shall we
say—inclined to plumpness. That is, she is

5 feet 3% inches and weighs 120 pounds.
"You know," she says, "weight is one of

my problems. I laugh too much, I think.

When I was on the road I used to eat in

Child's where they had all the calories

figured out for you and printed on the side

of the menu. After you had eaten five or

six thousand calories you were supposed to

stop. I had to quit eating there. It was
too hard eating and adding. I always was
rotten at Arithmetic, anyway."
Now, in Hollywood, Marjorie does a lot

of swimming to keep the figure in proper
trim. It is one of her hobbies, as is danc-
ing, and between the two she manages to

combine pleasure with necessity. She is an
avid reader of modern literature and drives

a Buick.

"But, to get back to pictures", said

Margie, "After all I have gotten my chance
within less than a year after I started. I

know some girls who have been trying for

three and four years to break out of the

extra ranks. Things have moved so swiftly

in the last three months that I have been
dazzled. Really, I don't know yet what
it's all about." And Marjorie Beebe's eyes

looked out of their corners with her own
irresistible humorous charm.

A Book for Fans
(Continued from page 12)

dramatic episodes involving the erring mother
and Kit's matriculation as a surgeon, while

a generous sprinkling of quiet humor has

not been overlooked. The thing that makes
it all real, however, is the indelible charac-

terization—the careful investing with real

flesh and blood, of all the persons in the

story. And that is the thing that so few
stories accomplish. We are asked, alas too

often, to believe in tailored mannikins whose
individuality is delineated by sub-titles, their

emotions illustrated by "camera angles".

I chose "Sorrell And Son" chiefly because
it rings true, because it says something worth
while, because it leaves a reader feeling a

little better than before he read it, without
knowing exactly why. The editor of

Screenland said something in a recent

comment on Mr. DeMille's excellent picture,

"The King of Kings", which, I think, hits

the nail on the head. He remarked that

"the greatness of a story lies in its invisible

spirit, in the thing unseen". That, I be-

lieve, is everlastingly true! We directors

are given fulsome credit when we succeed
in putting over a good picture, but our
chief function has been, merely the faithful

translation of a story or play to our medium.
That thing unseen—that touch of spiritual

elevation or inspiration, whatever it may be

—is what makes a picture great. It is a

privilege to be able to handle a story that

one feels possesses - invisible quality. I

have handled three such in my time:

"Peter Pan", with its plea for eternal youth,

delicately wrapped in poetic fantasy; "Beau
Geste", with the glorious overtone of exalted

sentiment in its theme of brother love,

overshadowing its brutal realism; and now,
"Sorrell And Son", a great love story of

the greatest love.

People have told me that "Sorrell And
Son" could not be made into a picture; the

hero doesn't rescue the heroine from the

villiany clutches and receive his reward in

a ten foot fade-out. They said the same
thing about "Beau Geste". As far as stories

are concerned, I believe the public is ready

for new formulae. I think the old hokum,
with whatever polish and artistic technique,

has been done to death .

I am making "Sorrell And Son" in even
iirmer faith than I did "Beau Geste" because,

as I said in the beginning, it appeals strongly

to my own emotion and experience. I

happen to have a son of my own and I

know there are millions of fathers in this

land with sons of their own and millions of

wives, who are aware of similar attachments
between their husbands and sons as existed

between Stephen and Kit Sorrell. A large

percentage of those millions has enjoyed and
been uplifted by Mr. Deeping's fine story.

I only hope they and millions more may find

my picture of that story as uplifting and
enjoyable.
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Are YouHungry
ForAdventure

Popularity...

BigPay?
THEN CHOOSE
AVIATION!

ARE you a red-blooded,
. daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-
dustry—the greatest ad-
venture since time began
—the greatest thrill ever
offered to man?

Think what Aviation offers you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. » And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited!
Aviation i3 growing so swiftly that one can. hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Com-
mercial Airlines aud airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing mil-
lions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.

Become An Aviation Experts
Get into this thrilling

profession at once while
the field is new and
uncrowded. Now— by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
you need to get started in
the Aviation Industry at
home, in spare time. Ex-
perts will teach you the
secrets andfundamentala
of Practical Aviation

—

give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this
remarkable method is al-
most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!

Send coupon for our new
free book, just out

—

Oppor-
tunities in the Airplane
Industry. It is vitally in-

teresting, reads like a ro-
mance and tells you things
about this astonishing pro-
fession you never even
dreamed of. Write for

your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Avenue Dept. 6326 Chicago

PICK YOUR JOB!

Airplane Instructor

Airplane Engineer

Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler

Airplane Mechanician

Airplane Inspector

Airplane Builder

Airplane Salesman

Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor

Airplane Motor Expert

Airplane Designer

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave.. Dept. 6326, Chicago. III.

Without any obligation, please send me your 1

I FREE Book, Opportunities in the Airplane
J

. Industry. Also information about your
I Course in Practical Aviation.

Name

Address

City

Af/e.. I

State.
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Only *2.00

for this

Encyclopedia

of

MOTION PICTURE
FOLKS

Charles Donald Fox

has compiled

. . . always at your hand the

things you"d like to know about

your favorites.

Real, romantic and authentic ac-

counts of 242 stars—illustrated.

It is written in a brief concise

manner, and will improve your

"talking knowledge" of the stars

—and who isn't talking about

them these days?

Fill out the coupon below and

MAIL IT TODAY!

' Screenland Book Dept. Desk 5 '

| 49 West 45th Street

. New York City.

Gentlemen:

I I enclose $2.00 in full payment for my |

I copy of FAMOUS FILM FOLKS.

' Name I

] Address 1

SCREENLAND
Now He's in a Position to Help You

(Continued jrom page 75)

certain knowledge, has ever bought a film be inspired by the efforts of their ancestors
company outright, giving up all his banking who created and cherished the Great Mo-
conncctions and himself gone into the busi- lion Picture Art.

ness of producing films. In building up this energetic Film Book'
Everybody in the trade was dumb- ing Offices of his, Mr. Kennedy has realized

founded. "What" they said, "a rank out' the importance of surrounding himself with
sidcr going into the business of producing assistants of the highest possible calibre,

pictures—without any actual experience!" He has striven to bring worth while people

It was laughable. It was ludicrous. And into his industry. Through his continuous
they all sat back waiting for Joseph P. to efforts many Harvard men have become
make costly and foolish mistakes. But he affiliated with film producing. And for the

didn't. Nor will he. Everybody under- same reason that he has influenced Harvard
estimated first, the depth of Mr. Kennedy's alumni to enter his organization, he is with
financial genius; second, his uncanny or- Screenland' s help combing the United
ganization abilities; and third, (and most States in order that the best type of Amcr-
important of all) the power of his person- ican boy may have a start towards success,

ality as an individual. This then is the man, who, in memory
Instead of bankrupting his company, of his own struggle is willing to give you

Joseph P. Kennedy has fostered Film Book- a hand up. A lot of people—when they
ing Offices into as progressive a company reach the top—forget the shaky little ladder

as there is. And he has only had his hands by which they climbed. But not Joseph P.

on the wheel two years. Wait another five Kennedy. He stands on the heights of the

and see what happens. This man knows world—and holds out his hand to you.
what he wants and goes out and gets it. This contest is only open to young men

Joseph P. Kennedy has taken his adopted but you girls must not be disappointed for

profession far more seriously than many a your chance will come very soon. What
man born in it. Realizing the need for Joseph P. Kennedy has done, others will

competent information regarding the execu- do. And it won't be long before some
tive end of pictures, Mr. Kennedy has eminent film executive will offer you the

caused Harvard to inaugurate a series of same chance that Mr. Kennedy is giving

film lectures. These have been inculcated Screenland's boys.

in the Harvard course of Business Adminis- I always used to love the biographies of
tration. Famous picture directors and Alexander the Great and Caesar and Napo-
executives journey to Cambridge, Massa- Icon. I used to think it inspired me to

chusetts, in order that from their talks all achievement to read their lives. But now,
men taking this course may have prime and I hope it is not heretical to say so, I

instruction regarding the business of pic- would much rather hear, talk about or write

ture making. of the Joseph P. Kennedys of our great

Nor did Mr. Kennedy's efforts stop here, industry.

Believing in this industry—just as every It's harder to conquer the city of New
man has to believe before he can bring his York in this year of our Lord nineteen
efforts to anything like a successful conclu- hundred and twenty-seven than it was cen-

sion—Joseph P. Kennedy has so arranged turies ago for Caesar to gird on his sword,
it that each year twelve of the season's best stride out and overwhelm the hordes of
films are chosen by a celebrated committee. Helvetians.
These pictures are then hermetically sealed In this age, Joseph P. Kennedy carved

and locked up in a vault at the Harvard his career through supreme ability. And
library so that the coming generations may what one man can do, all can do.

The Stage Coach
(Continued jrom page 57)

bystanders. Then he fired the revolver.

Well, by this time the reserves had been
called out. But the whole situation was set-

tled when your correspondent, with the wits

that he always carries with him, even when
he is wearing plus-fours', took Harpo.
Groucho and the reserves over to see the sec-

ond act of "Merry-Go-Round" at the Klaw. second man in us

"The Second Alan"

There is, for one, Alfred Lunt, in as smooth
a performance as he has ever given. There
is for two, Lynn Fontanne. There is, for

three, Earle Larimore. And there is, for

four, Margalo Gillmore.

There is an explanatory note to the pro-

gram, which gives the clue to the title. The
and there's one in us

even if you haven't got him—is the cynical,

calculating guy who watches with a cold
Utterly undiscouraged by our reactions to interest the genuine emotions and reflexes

"Peggy-Ann", we went to see another show of the first. When the first guy, under the
that had been touted highly. "The Second influence of a beautiful moon and an even
Man" is the name of it, the Theatre Guild more beautiful gal, says in so many words,
is the producer, and S. N. Behrman is the "I love you", the second man is the guy
author. And there aren't many better who says, "You're a cock-eyed liar, and you
shows on the boards. know it."

It has dialogue that can_ stand up fairly Lunt plays
well with that of the late Oscar Wilde. It

is witty, sparkling and civilized. It is the
sort of talk smart people wish they could
talk. And yet, coming from the brilliant

cast we saw, that talk never sounded as
though it were anything but spontaneous.
Which is a tribute to the company the
Guild engaged.

Well, you will ask, who is this company?
Well, we reply, we are glad you asked.

the part of the first and
second men. He is a wise-cracking, second-
rate author, a little too worldly to quite let

the sincerity of the first man in him win out.
Then there is the lady he loves, and the
lady whose wealth he loves. And then
there's the fellow who has no second man at
all, who thinks straight and shoots a little

less straight.

A^ fine, light and yet searching comedy.
Don't miss it.
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One of the Boys That Ran Away
(Continued from page 19)

not landscape. "Clint", as his familiars

called him, bought a ticket and sat down
front that night and every time Marie pulled

her line Clint's Adam's apple ran up and

down inside his collar, and his eyes and

mouth would open wide enough to swallow

Marie, the foots and the wood set in front

of which she worked. As the show went on
Clint forgot the foots and the wood set . . .

forgot everything except the idea that was

fast taking root in his mind that with Marie

at his side for inspiration, he could paint

Dallas into something that would out-art

anything that was ever hung in the salons

of Paris.

After the show, Clint worked his way
back along the alley and crashed the stage

door. For the first time in his life Clint

was sitting on the top . . . and he felt about

as comfortable and easy in the head as a

man at his first Woman's Club Luncheon.
But Clint had something to say to Marie.

He was deadly in earnest and the strangest

thing about it was that Marie was tickled

silly to hear it. Nobody but Clint and
Marie knows exactly what it was Clint said

to her that night, or the next, or the next.

It probably wasn't very original. Maybe the

same old story not as well told, but what-

ever it was Marie listened attentively and
when the show left town, it had to get some-

one to do Marie's turn. She stayed and
became the little wife of one of Dallas's best

and biggest open air painters.

Clint and Marie settled down, and along

in the proper course of events, little Thelma
came and then followed Jimmy, a snub-

nosed, pie-faced little rascal whose sole pur-

pose in life seemed to be the lapping up of

oatmeal, milk and the mother talk that seem-

C[ Esther Ralston s next picture

is "Heaven Help the Wor\'
ing Girl".

ingly goes in one ear and out of the other.

But enough of it stuck and reached the

right spot, for Jimmy took on form and a

grin that was worth miles of muddy-going
to see. Marie must have put the right stuff

in Jimmy's breakfast food. If you don't

believe it go and see Jimmy in one of his

pictures.

If you will remember, the little mother
was a dancer, so it quite 'followed that

Jimmy began to shake a leg as soon as he
recognized it from his other limbs, and as

soon as he began to find his lungs Marie
polished up his squaking till it began to

sound like a Musical Morning at the Ritz,.

Next he was taught to stand up and deliver

"The Village Blacksmith" and other such
recitations that go into the making of young
American Orators. Jimmy was coming on.

He didn't know where he was headed but
he was on his Way.

Just when Jimmy was stepping out at his

best he got his first jolt. His little mother
died and Jimmy lost not only his first teacher
but the best friend a boy may ever hope to

have.

It made a complete upheaval in Jimmy's
career. His father couldn't keep up with
his painting and take care of three children—Little Marie had come along just after

Jimmy—and the painting just had to be
done. Jimmy, in consequence was farmed
out to his grandfather who owned a ranch
a couple of hundred miles away; not far

as distances go in Texas, but the point is:

Jimmy .suddenly found himself without the
gentle companionship of both parents which
is as near orphanage as a kid can be forced
up against at ten.

Jimmy now went to school but he never
forgot his mother's early training in the
three R's of stagecraft: Elocution, vocali'
zation and the rythmic slinging of a nimble
pedal. After school Jimmy used to sit in
the gloaming, glooming over the great career
that now seemed about as easy for him to
reach as a million dollars.

But Jimmy was only waiting till Time was
ready to give him his cue.

Three years rolled along, as years will,

and Jimmy got word that his father had
married again and wanted him home. So
Jimmy went back to Dallas and attended
a Military Academy where boys are taught
to fight the battle of life as well as their

neighboring country. But Jimmy always
found time between class hours to patter
with his feet, keep his voice oiled and his

ear cocked, as well as his gun, to hear his

cue . . . and along about this time it came.
Jimmy always knew what was going on

at the theatre. His was a wise and well

trained nostril. He could pick up the scent

of grease paint before a company reached
the railroad station . . . He used to sneak
out the back door, slip down to the theatre

stage door and go on in a song and dance
number on Amateur nights. And there
wasn't the least doubt that Jimmy enjoyed
the hand clapping he got in the theatre
infinitely better than he did the hand slap-

ping he got on the seat of his trousers when
. he met his father waiting for him at the old

homestead. . . But despite these physical

discouragements, Jimmy went back every
Friday night. You can't keep a good actor

out of the theatre. Like Love you may shoo
him out of one show but he'll come riding

in on the next one and although Jimmy
took his father's chastisement he never neg-
lected to take his curtain calls.

Ben Dale received

$200 for this

drawing
You might have made it

Ben Dale is one of the best known commercial

artists in New York. You see his work in all the lead-

ing magazines. You perhaps know many of the ad-

vertisers who pay him large sums for his drawings.

Ben Dale always had a natural talent for drawing,

yet he has not always been the great artist that he is

today. Time was when he scarcely could draw a

straight line—when he knew less about the correct

handling of line and wash and color than you do
right now.

But he worked and studied, and "drew and drew"
as he puts it, until he trained his hand to put down
on paper the dream pictures that he saw so clearly

in his mind.

All of his great creative ability might have been

wasted without the right kind of training—without

hard work.
If you have a natural talent for drawing, you have a

priceless gift that is given to but few men and women. By
all means take steps to 'develop it before the years fly by
and it is too late.

Write today for the new illustrated catalog describing
the art courses of the International Correspondence Schools.

You will And the booklet interesting and helpful. It may,
perhaps, be the means of changing your whole life.

International Correspondence Schools <

Box 2368- D, Scranton, Penna. i

Without cost or obligation, please send me your j
new illustrated Art Catalog. I am checking the ^
subject in which I am most interested: 4

Magazine and Book Illustrating
Commercial Art QShow Card Lettering

Cartooning and Caricature Handicrafts Designing
Newspaper Illustrating DIndustrial Designing
Cover Designing Interior Decoration

Name

Address

.

Grow Taller
Science has found the way to
add inches to your height. No
need to envy and look up to
the big fellows. No need to
have the disadvantages of the
little man. This course makes
it possible for you to be on a
level with your fellow men.
Course is easy, inexpensive and
results sure. Mail coupon for
free information today!

L. GLOVER
Dept. 173, 70 Bulkley Ave.
Sausalito, Calif.

Without any obligation to
me, send me full informa-
tion on how to grow taller.

Name
Street

City
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Ivory-wfiite
in 3 Days!

I have the honor to announce the

most important beauty discovery of the

age ... a wonderful new-type lotion

that clears the skin of every blemish and
makes it as smooth and white as ivory.

Every woman who wants a glorious

complexion can now have it in three to

six days.

NOW...aNew Kind of Lotion
Skin Whitener

NOW you can have the smooth, flawless
complexion you have always longed
for . . . the exquisite white skin you

see only in famous beauties. The kind of

skin that powder cannot give! The skin it-

self must be soft, smooth and white. My
marvelous discovery now gives you this strik-
ing complexion in just three to six days. It

smooths the skin to soft, silky texture. It

whitens the skin to ivory whiteness.

Freckles and Tan Vanish!
All trace of freckles, tan, blackheads,

roughness and redness disappear almost as if

you had wished them away. Never before
have women had such a preparation! Mild,
gentle and guaranteed safe and harmless ! Ap-
ply it in just three minutes at bedtime. Every
woman should have it. There is not one com-
plexion in a thousand that will not be clearer,
smoother, more radiant through its use.

Test It . . . Whiten Your Neck
Test this preparation on your arm, hands, or

on your neck where the skin is usually much
darker than on the face. See what an amaz-
ing improvement three days make. Use my
Lotion Face Bleach any way you like for six
days. Then, if you are not simply delighted,
I ask you to let me refund your money.

Large Bottle...Low Price...Guaranteed!
Send no money—simply mail coupon. When

package arrives pay postman only $1.50 for
the regular large-size bottle. Use this won-
derful cosmetic six days. Then, if not de-
lighted, return it, and I will refund your
money without comment. Mail coupon today
to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM, Dept. SC-8,
25 W. Illinois St.. Chicago.

GERVAISEGRAHAM
JjptiOlt FACE BLEACH

mm mmt m mmm ma mmm mmm m mmm nw l mmmm n^z

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM.
Dept. SC-8 5SS W.Illinois St., Chicago.

Send roe. postage paid, one Lotion Face Bleach. On arrival,

I will pay postman only SI. 50. If not delighted after six days'

use I wilh return it and you will at once refund my money.

Name

Address

SCREENLAND

Along the way of Life there is always least as a critic. He had time to watch the

a cross road. Sometimes it's a funny little antics of other actors. He learned about
crooked lane . . . again a gay boulevard mummers from them.
brightly lit. You never can tell which is the From the Strand he moved around the

way for you. There ought to be one of corner to the Globe, this time as an actor

God's traffic cops stationed there. It would in "Chin Chin". Next he mixed with the

make life so much easier. Vaudeville elite and went out in two small

Jimmy's loomed up one dark night when plays "Bud Wise" and "Hilda" and little

he was thirteen. It crossed the Dallas Rail- by little the rough edges were polished

road Station. Otis Skinner rode into town smooth by the friction he roused with his

with "Kismet" and Jimmy was one of Dal' public, and his friends back stage. The raw
las's first citizens to welcome the company, recruit was fast being groomed into a sea-

I wonder if Jimmy knew then that there's soned trooper.

something in the word "Kismet" that bore In 1915-16 he landed in the Ziegfeld fol-

to him a mystic meaning? lies . . . that kindergarten for the Movie?,

Jimmy was standing at the train when he and mixed it with such fast players as Ann
saw a woman with two heavy bags. Up Pennington, Mae Murray, Ed Wynn, Leon

stepped Jimmy and the woman knew by the Err°l and W - C. Fields who more or less

smile he threw at her that she need have had something to offer the young man in

nothing to fear . . . just as Mr. Lasky the way of stage deportment,

later recognized the smile that wins . . .
°ne of the most peculiar irrelevancies in

and Jimmy got a job that night selling the Jimmy's career is the fact that he tried

book of the play in the lobby. Jimmy several times to break into the Films. When
pulled down four to five dollars a night; he was with "The Passing Show" in Cali-

his first real salary, and in his seventh fornia he was given two screen tests but

heaven, he thought he had reached the the keen eyes of the Producers gave him

pinnacle . . fame and fortune. Here the gate . . . they couldn't see him for a

was indeed the life of Riley. But Jimmy nickle s worth - Again in New York, War-

wanted to act and when the show left town, ner Bros - Save him a chance but they didn t

Jimmy went with it playing his first big part; llkc him enough to offer him sufficient to

a beggar Hindu boy without a line. But buy cigarettes. Universal to.ok a shot at

his run was shorter than Kismet's . . .
hlm but they too couldn't quite get the

the blood hounds caught up with him at
ldea of putting any real money up on him.

Richmond, Virginia, and brought him back A11 of which only goes to show whether

to school and the further development of his Mr
- Lasky knows his business or not.

education. Today Jimmy has played in six or seven

But it was too late. Jimmy was all broken pictures. His first was with Bebe Daniels

out with the fever of the footlights; a dis- in "The Campus". After that you may have

ease for which there is no lasting cure. He seen him or you may yet see him, (depend-

stayed at home but his heart was on the ing on whether you live in a city or in a

road and finally after a brief struggle, his village) in "Hotel Imperial", "Stranded in

father acknowledged himself beaten and Paris", "Love's Greatest Mistake", "Senor-

Jimmy was permitted to follow his hunch. »&*"> "Rolled Stockings" and "Ritzy", and I

The skiis were under his feet. He could am led to believe that he will soon be filmed

scale the heights or bump the lamp-post in "Swim, Girl Swim" playing opposite (or

at the foot of the hill. He knew by this against) Bebe Daniels for the fourth time,

time where he wanted to go and that's as This picture, by the way, also enlists the

much as any man, woman or actor can ask nautical services of Gertrude Ederle, the

the gods to tell him. human gold fish who crossed the English

Jimmy stayed home only long enough Channel under her own power,

to get re-acquainted with his own house Jimmy Hall is really a find. His good
number when a road company playing looks are an asset. By that I mean that it

"Everyvvoman" booked Dallas and when it doesn't hurt him to look handsome. He
hit the trail again it had absorbed Jimmy wears clothes as if he'd been born all dolled
who doubled as a newsboy and an altar up and his general deportment on the screen
boy . . . one foot in the gutter, the other is as unconscious to him as if he'd never
on the altar but both really in paradise. been on the stage. At the same time his

Ever since then Jimmy has been in and development is so satisfactory you'd think
out of the theatre . . . mostly in. He's he spent all his time in a dark room,
done everything from transportation man to All of which would give you the impres-
headliner. His first part in New York was sion that I like Jimmy Hall . . . well, I

as an usher in the Mark Strand Theatre do. Go and see him and if you don't agree
where he got considerable experience, at with me, I'll never speak to you again.



WHO ARE THEY?
WIN A

VALUABLE PRiilE

SEE PAGE 95

The Big Parade of Stars
in the year of

THE BIG PARADE
and BEN HUR

LIONJ&WS TH&MqAU^
STARTING WITH SEPTEMBER

Your leading theatre will show these pictures:

3 LON CHANEYS 1 RAMON NOVARRO 4 WILLIAM HAINES
6 TIM McCOYS 2 JOHN GILBERTS, 3 MARION DAVIES
1 LILLIAN GISH 3 NORMA SHEARERS 2 JACKIE COOGANS
2 GRETA GARBOS 5 COSMOPOLITANS and MORE, MORE.
3 KARL DANE- GEORGE K. ARTHUR 3 AILEEN PRINGLE — LEW CODY

!' AND GREAT SPECIALS—INCLUDING:
"The Crowd" "The Cossacks" "The Garden of Allah"

(King Vldor) (John Gilbert) (Rex Ingram)

"Rose-Marie" "Mile, from Armentieres"

^
^ ^ "Napoleon" "Body and Soul"

r

'In Old Kentucky"
Also M. G. M. Junior Features, including
M. G. M. News, Hal Roach Comedies
M. G. M. Great Events (in Technicolor)

and M. G. Ml. Oddities

/ BEN A
I HUR

J

METRO-GOLDWYN-M



HAVE

Camel is as good as the sea is wide

BOUNDLESSLY deep is the quality of

Camel. Its cool, smooth smoke is as

tasty and fragrant, as restful and friendly

as an ocean plunge. Modern smokers,

educated by experience to the quality of

tobaccos, have made Camel their favor-

ite. In worktime and playtime, Camel is

the most loyal smoking companion any-

one ever had.

The choicest Turkish and Domestic

tobaccos tell in the smoking. Expert

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COM

blending has its part in making Camel

the finished masterpiece of cigarettes. In

creating Camels no cost or care is too

great to make them the fittest and finest,

regardless of price.

If you don't yet know Camels, you

are invited to complete taste satisfaction.

Camel is the smoking friend that will

never fail you. It's first in this modern,

particular age.

"Have a Camell"

PANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.

© 1927





GOLDEN HAIR NEED NEVER DARKEN
WHEN your golden locks begin to lose their youthful brightness and

their freshness begins to fade, remember that Marchand's Golden

Hair Wash will quickly bring back all their natural charm and beauty.

It also can be used to transform dark hair to beautiful auburn and chest-

nut hues.

Marchand's is not a dye and its use requires no particular degree of skill.

Results are secured quickly, easily and safely, and are not affected by wash-

ing or shampooing. Marchand's Golden Hair Wash has been a favorite

with French hairdressers in New York for over thirty years.

MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR

WASH
Write for free booklet, "The Care and Treat-

ment of the Hair".(Write name and address

on the margin of the advertisement). Address:

Charles Marchand Co., Dep't E, zzo West
4znd Street, New York.
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HICO, worker in the Paris sewers,

and DIANE, broken-spirited waif

of Montmartre—these are the

lowly characters whose shining romance
provides the theme of "Seventh Heaven,"

adapted for the screen from Austin Strong's brilliant

stage success! The tale ofhow, through high courage

and a sublime faith, Chico leads his Diane from

the depths of despair to the very "seventh heaven"

ofhappiness is one of the loveliest and most touch-

ing stories ever filmed!

The fame of the two young players who are featured

in this picture has spread comet-like thruout the Nation
and has placed them in the front rank among screen stars

through the sheer genius of their performance. The wist-

ful, appealing beauty of Janet Gaynor will haunt you like

a pleasant dream. She has won all hearts by her tender,

deeply emotional portrayal of Dia?ie; Charles Farrell gains

new heights in his impersonation of Chico, that "very re-

markable fellow" who always looks up, never down.

Don't miss "7th Heaven"! It is the kind of picture you
will want to see over and over again! It is one of a suc-

cession of great pictures—memorable pictures—which Fox
Film Corporation is now presenting at leading theatres.
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<f Dolores Costello posed

on two afternoons to

Miss Par\hurst for the

portrait on the cover.

<£ Screenland is pub-

lished on the 5th of
the month preceding

date of issue.

October, 1927 "The Spirit of the Movies"

N D
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came dawn #9

^ A shipwreck, a desert isle, the lovers falling headlong into each other's arms , . „

"came the dawn." This, with variations, was the formula for the movie of

yesterday.
Cfl

It won't do today. It's a new, thinking, discriminating age—an age that

demands color, beauty, the new, the unusual. And finds all in Paramount Pictures.

CJ Out of the beaten path. Keyed to this fast paced, brightly colored world.

As far removed from the "came the dawn" era as the railroad is from the stagecoach.

|| Paramount Pictures in the modern manner. See them at the best theatres.

You'll be thrilled as you never were before

!

f CHANG"
Merian Cooper & Ernest Shoedsack's daredevil
melodrama filmed in the jungles of Siam.

The story of a boy, a regiment, and a nation.

"THE ROUGH RIDERS"
Victor Fleming Production. With Noah Beery,
Mary Astor, Charles Farrell and George Bancroft.

The one-piece college comedy gem.

"SWIM, GIRL, SWIM"
Starring BEBE DANIELS. With Gertrude Ederle
and James Hall. Clarence Badger Production.

ft

A new comedy team—a rollicking railroad roar!

TELL IT TO SWEENEY"
Starring CHESTER CONKLIN and GEORGE
BANCROFT. Gregory La Cava Production.

Zane Grey action-thriller of the Old West.

"NEVADA"
With Gary Cooper, Thelma Todd, Phillip Strange
and William Powell. Directed by John Waters.

The world's greatest actor in his greatest picture !

"THE WAY OF ALL FLESH"
Starring EMIL JANNINGS. With Belle Bennett,
Phyllis Haver. Victor Fleming Production.

The empress of emotions in her greatest role

"BARBED WIRE''
Starring POLA NEGRI. With Clive Brook and
Einar Hanson. Erich Pommer-R. V. Lee Prod.

From the Bowery to the Ritz !

"WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS"
Starring THOMAS MEIGHAN. With Marietta
Millner. James Cruze Production.

The exquisite aristocrat of the screen

ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER 99

. Starring FLORENCE VIDOR. Frank Tuttle
Production.

Grim, relentless—so real it hurts !

reSTARK LOVE 5

Karl Brown Production of primitive life and love
in the Great Smoky Mountains of Tennessee.

If it's a Paramount Picture, it's the best show in town

^Pammount ([Pictures
Produced by Paramount Famous Lasky Corp., Adolph Zukor, Pres., Paramount Bldg., N. Y. C.

TRADE „ » * * »
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A step toward the

Real Scenario

Money
with

FRANCES MARION
America's highest paid

screen writer.

Miss Marion has written

thirteen scripts for Mary
Pickford, a half dozen for

Norma Talmadge, and in

the past year has done the

screen versions of "Stella

Dallas," Winning of Bar-

bara Worth," "The Scarlet

Letter," and The Wind."
She has seen too many "Min-
nie Flynns" come and go

before her to miss any of

the high spots in their singu-

larly similar stories. She has

made practically every one

of the characters in her novel

so faithful a portrait of an

actual "movie" celebrity that

many readers will guess the

identity of each before they

have read three chapters.

The title of Miss Marion's
book scarcely portrays its

excellent qualities.

An associate editor of
Screenland, after reading

this book said: "It has the

true atmosphere of the Mo-
tion Picture Studios and
should interest every screen
fan."

This book is in its 4th
edition.

It offers more insight to the
screen than any current book.

Write for Frances Marion's
success: MINNIE FLYNN.

Screenland Book Dept. (Desk 5)
49 West 45th St.

New York City

For the enclosed $2.00 please send
me a copy cf "Minnie Flynn."

Name

Address

1 1 1 mi 1 1 in 1 1 1 1 1 1 ( M 1 1 iturii 1
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An Answer Page of Information,

Address: Miss Vee Dee
Screenland Magazine
49 West 4?th Street

New York City

new Reader.
i

Wel- a double, way down in Dallas?

You'll admit Miss Vee Dee is

some little detective, when I

tell you that you have the

same favorites in pictures—and
you use the same brand of

Charles Farrell, George O'Brien

come! Yes, there's tf. Dorothy Sebastian.

the mat, right there. an angler without

Don't step on it. an angle.

Drop that big load that's on
your mind. What's one inch
more or less between friends? To tell the stationery

truth, Teddy, I never measured the girls my- and Olive Borden are working at the Fox
self; but my records show that Doris Kenyon Studios, Hollywood, Cal. Alice Terry can
is five feet, six inches tall and weighs 125 be addressed care Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
pounds. Frank Morgan is on the stage and Studios, Culver City. Cal. Vilma Banky
as far as I know, has no picture plans. may be reached through Samuel Goldwyn

Productions, Culver City, Cal. Harry
C. M. of Dallas. No, I would not say Langdon, First National Studios, Burbank,

that it is impossible for m,e to give you the Qa]

addresses of all the movie stars; but suppose
we compromise with a few this time. Margie. Sure, I'll be glad to give you
Dorothy Sebastian and Greta Garbo are the information when you ask so sweetly,
both with the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Speak right up, then read the answers in
Studios, Culver City, Cal. Ann Penning- your faV0nte department. Belle Bennett
ton is on the stage as the star dancer of can De reached at Samuel Goldwyn Pro-
George White's Scandals. Adolphe Men- ductions. Culver City. Cal. Constance
jou is reported engaged to Kathryn Carver, Bennett is not in pictures now. She is

who plays opposite him in "Service for married and retired; her name is Mrs.
Ladies". Write him at Paramount Studios, pnuip piant [n pr ivate life. Richard Dix
Hollywood, Cal. may De addressed Paramount Studios,

D i c v u i j „ .i • Hollywood, Cal. Jack Mulhall, First Na-
rdil/ 5. i ou have asked me something „- ',. r> L i r> i nxii

.< . • r i- t» . -c t .i .° tional otudios, Durbank, L.al. Malcolm
that is out ot my line. But it I thought , ^ c , tt ,, ,

t j .i
, t-j McGregor, 6043 Se ma Ave., Hollywood,

I was as good, as you think you are, I d , -n i
• ci c i

be at the top ot the ladder, in no time
Assurance, Paul, is a grand thing to have
a lot of. When you have saved enough
money to carry you through many months
of trying to crash the gates of the studios,

on the west coast—well, go to it; my best

wishes go with you, Paul.

Cal. Pauline Starke is a free lance now,
but was last with Robert Kane Productions.

U. S. Painesville, Ohio. Sound your A.
Every body in tune? All right, let's go.

Colleen Moore is with First National Stu-

dios, Burbank. Cal. Charles (Buddy)
Rogers and Bebe Daniels can be reached at

Ruth of Cleveland. How can I give Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

you a picture of Miss Doris Kenyon when
I haven't one myself? She is not doing San Francisco Girl. Sorry I can t give

any picture work at present, being very you 'he home addresses of the stars you

busy as Mrs. Milton Sills and the proud ask for
>

but whY w"011
'

1 their studl° ad '

mother of Milton Junior. I'll let you know dresses suffice? Elinor Faire and William

if she decides to make more films. I miss B°yd can be reached at the Cecil De Mille

her, too. Studios, Culver City, Cal. Betty Bronson
at Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Elizabeth of Texas. Have you a twin or (Continued on page 103)
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irdle

reduces waist and
-two tofour inches in TehDays

FASHIONABLE women everywhere are praising to the skies the marvelous

new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hip and waist almost as if by
magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful figure you desire.

Perfolastic is entirely different from any other reducing girdle you have

ever seen— lighter in weight, cooler, more comfortable, more slenderizing.

/ 1 Cool— Comfortable— Slenderizing
i

Don't confuse Perfolastic with the old ter still, with every breath you draw,

style, heavy rubber garments that were with every step you take, Perfolastic

so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a exerts a continuous, gentle massage that

featherweight, ventilated girdle that takes off flesh.

weighs just seven and a half ounces In an amazingly short time bulky hips

(garters included), and is full of tiny and waist become slim and shapely—
holes to let the skin breathe and the your figure Regains the slender straight

. ,. i i j T , • lines of vouth—you look and feel years
pores function as they should, it is "

i\r i, * i +1
, „ . .

i , , younger. Many women have found, to
so cool, so comfortable that you hardly

their astonishment and delight, waist
know you have it on. and hips reduced two to four inches

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict in TEN DAYS,
the figure in any way. Bend, twist, turn, No Dieting—No Exercises
exercise as vigorously as you choose, you „,,.,-, ,

will find that Perfolastic "gives" with Think of what thls means! No more

every movement of your body. Made of wearisome dieting, no more tiresome

finest quality pure plantation rubber, it
exercises, no more bitter self-denial m

combines wonderful elasticity with £ vaitt attempt to get thm. For with

extraordinary strength. Perfolastic is a Perfolastic you can now regain a slen-

product of the famous Goodrich Rubber ^er, youthful figure without the slightest

Co. and is guaranteed by us not to rip, discomfort,

tear or stretch out of shape. Free Booklet and Sample

How Perfolastic Reduces No matter how much overweight you are, no
matter what other methods of reducing you

Long experience has shown that the have tried, no matter what other girdles you

Safest, Surest way to reduce is through ha
J
e ™m-give Perfolastic a tnal Write

' i-ii i 1 1 j? + n„ today for interesting FREE BOOK telling
massage, which breaks up the fat ceils more about tMg remarkable girdle and pictul̂

so that they can be absorbed and carried ing the many delightful Perfolastic models,

off by the circulation. also sample of Perfolastic and full details about

Perfolastic reduces through, massage ?Si*S5 2S—automatic massage. It fits With glove- coupon" below NOW. Address Perfolastic, Inc.,

like smoothness, closely encircling waist, Dept. 35, 79 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

hips and thighs. The instant you

put. it on vou look slimmer, for ' Perfolastic, inc.

Jr it gently straightens ou1 fleshy I

79 Madison Ave- New York
>
N

-
Y -

W „„ TOpC rrivpa imil lpno-th nf line Without obligation on my part please send me FREE I

|
Mr .

ClirveS, giveb yUU Ibil^lll UX line,
. B00K describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Re- I

QtjP^ helllS VOU Stand erect. And, bet- » clucing Girdle, also sample of Perfolastic and special 5-day I"^
I Trial Offer.

PERFOLASTIC, Inc. *- - -

\

Dept. 35, 225 WEST 57th STREET .Address
,

NEW YORK CITY I I

j

City State

|



Miss Grace Hayes

If you could

try them all!

IF you could try every lipstick made, you
would discover why thousands of smart

women are now using TANGEE.
You would find TANGEE a lipstick that's

different from all the rest— that changes

color, as you put it on, from orange to blush-

rose—and blends with your complexion . . .

A lipstick that gives you the envied loveli-

ness of Youth's own glow—and is perma-

nent and waterproof!

Try them all, if you wish . . . but try

TANGEE today!

Tangce Lipstick SI, Tangce Crime Range SI,

and Tanrjce Rovge Compact 70c, the same color

magicfor the checks. Prices25chighcrinCanada.

Dept. 156 I _ . .

The George W. Luft Co. AM V^feVJ
417 Fifth Ave., New York .1

Please send me the trial "Tangee Beauty Set,"
including Lipstick, Creme Rouge, Rouge Com-
pact, Day Cream, Night Cream, and Face Pow-
der. I enclose 20 cents to cover cost of mailing.

Name _

Address

GRAY HAIR
IS NOT NECESSARY

You are only as old as

you look!

Wm. J. Brandt's
LIQUID

EAU DE HENNA

Hair Color Restorer

will cover hair in 10 to 30 minutes so

that you would not know it ever was
gray. It is liquid. One application

with a toothbrush does it all. No pack.

No mess.
You get the natural color. No one

will suspect your hair has been dyed.

Leaves it soft and lustrous—no dead
color—no streaks—no spots—just a

uniform color.

ANYONE CAN PUT IT ON
It will not rub off. It stays on several

months. Shampooing, sea bathing, sun,
permanent waving, curling—nothing takes
it off.

You can cover any gray no mattar how
stubborn or how caused. It also takes at
the roots. You don't have to fuss around
for a week. You get the color right away.

Wonderful For Touching Up
You can put it on just where needed.

Can be used over other dyes or where pow-
dered hennas have been used. Does not
break the hair. Docs not interfere with
•permanent waving.

Full directions enclosed. Order through
your dealer or from us. State color desired

:

Black, Dark Brown, Medium Brown, Light.
Brown, Drab, Blond, Auburn. Cash with
order, $2.50. C.O.D. $2.77.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 665-M 112 East 23rd St., New -York

SCREENLAND
Hooks for FANS

C[ Marceline Day as

Seraphina the hero-

ine of "Romance".

a PICTURE
rom "Romance

By Marceline T>ay

~y ery often acquaintances endear

themselves to you by introducing

you to a person who becomes a

ife long friend. Have you not

had this experience and finding your new
friend delightful, pleasantly remembered the

acquaintance who brought about the intro'

auction?

Yet personal introductions are not the

only pleasant ones. There are also those

friends who give you an introduction to

books and to authors. I shall never forget

the kindly lady who introduced me to Kip-

ling and "The Jungle Books".

In high school I was once in study period

when I saw one of the boys in the class

severely reprimanded for reading a novel

when he should have been studying. The
novel was so absorbing that almost before

he had taken the strenuous "bawling out"

from the teacher he was found with the

novel once more open on his desk. This

time he was sent to the principal and as

I left for home he was sitting there in his

office waiting dejectedly to receive his pun-

ishment.
"I wouldn't mind waiting," he said as I

passed the door, "if I only had the book
with me."

Such interest in a novel piqued my curi'

osity and I asked him what he had been
reading. "Conrad, of course," he said.

I had never heard of Conrad before and
he promised to show me the book. It was

"Romance" by Joseph Conrad.
"May I borrow it?" I asked.

Fortunately for me it was Friday and I

had the next day in which to read it, else

I, too, might have found myself in the

principal's office.

Perhaps I was too young at the time to

realize the wealth that lay in Conrad's style.

Yet that must have impressed me, too. The
story wrapped itself around my heart. The
spirit, the dash, the fire of that novel! The
characterisation of the tempestuous Juan
Riego! The pride and dignity of the hero-

ine, Seraphina! The pattern of the gaily

painted scene! The beauty of the love story!

All these combined to transplant me to

another world.

Later I read other books by Conrad. I

remember a breathless, exciting day when I

found myself absorbed in "Typhoon" and
a later day when I found "The Nigger
of the Narcissus". Then a perfectly charm-
ing day when "The Point of Honor" held
me.

However, "Romance" was my first love.

It was my introduction to Conrad and it

will for me, in spite of what the critics

might say, remain his best.

I feel that I have been entrusted with a

great responsibility—that of creating the

screen Seraphina. It may be too big a one
for me, yet if wanting to do it well means
anything I have at least taken the first

important step.
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Ifrey said IwasThrough
That I Never Would Amount To Anything

—But I Came Back Strong—Almost Over Night
HAD just called a number and was

,
waiting for the connection, when sud
denly I realized that I was listening

in on a conversation in our own office.

Instantly I recognized the short, barky
voice of the Chairman of the Board, fol-

lowed by the smooth, silky tones of the

Vice-President. I started

to hang up, when I caught

my own name— and in-

voluntarily I paused to

listen.

The Vice-President was
talking. "Let's send Saw-
yer out to Denver to

settle that strike," he

proposed.
"Sawyer?" boomed the

Chairman. "Man alive, he

can't say five words with-

out blushing. He'd be

taffy in the hands of

those brainy diplomats.

He's so wishy-washy he's

actually afraid of his

own voice. That man's
through — he'll never

amount to anything now
—he can't carry on a decent conversation, let

alone dicker with a shrewd crowd like those

birds." '

Dazed, I slumped down in my chair—trembling

with shame and disgrace. They had said I was
through—at 43—'the best years of a man's life 1

And all because I couldn't chatter like a magpie
couldn't spread the old oil like a bond sales-

man! I had always been conscientious, hard

•working and loyal—but how little these things

question of the big positions—the new training you 'can quickly shape yourself into an

What This Course Teaches You
How to talk before your club or lodge
How to address board meetings
How to propose and respond to toasts

How to make a political speech
How to tell entertaining stories

How to make after-dinner speeches
How to converse interestingly

How to write letters

How to sell more goods
How to train your memory
How to enlarge your vocabulary
How to overcome stage fright

How to develop self-confidence

How to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your will-power

and ambition
How to become a clear, accurate

thinker
How to develop your power of con'

centration
How to be the master of any situation

count when it's

real money.
Of course I had drifted—expecting each year to bring

me the big chance. Just lately I had realized that 1 was
getting along in years—to that time of life when a
man must make good—now or never! And then to
hear that I was through—that I was definitely ticketed
a failure 1

But I would show them "yet—I resolved not to accept
the verdict—to prove that at my age I could still de-
velop the ability to use words to win—that I could

learn to talk fluently, forcefully
and cleverly. I would not only
make myself a good talker—but
I would be the best in the whole
organization!

In 20 Minutes a Day
And then like magic I discov-

ered a new, easy method which
made me into a self confident,
aggressive talker—an easy, versa-
tile conversationalist—almost over
night. I learned how to say just
the right words at the right time,
how to win and hold the atten-
tion of those around me, how
to express my thoughts simply
and clearly, yet in a pleasing,
interesting and amusing way. I
also acquired the ability to speal;
in public. My self-consciousness
and timidity began to vanish.
And then I decided it was

about time to stage a come back
—to let the Chairman know his
verdict would have to be set

aside. At the next staff meeting,
I made a pithy, vigorous, witty
speech, telling why I thought we
should reorganize the credit de-
partment.
Everyone was amazed—and T

could actually see my stock go
up in the eyes of the Chairman. I was not at all
surprised to have him send for me a few days later
and offer me the managership of the Omaha branch—he said as a reward for my hard work—but I knew
better—it was because I had learned how to dominate
one man or an audience of thousands—the secret of
convincing, forceful speech.
No matter what work you are now doing, now what

may be your station in life; no matter how timid and
self conscious you now are when called upon to speak,
you can quickly bring out your natural ability and
become a powerful speaker. Now, through an amazing

outstanding, influential speaker, able to dominate one
man or five thousand..
This new method of training was developed by one of

America's eminent specialists in Effective Speech.
Through this wonderful training he has raised thousands
from mediocre, narrow ruts to positions of greater
prestige and wider influence, simply by showing them
how to bring out and develop their own individual,
undeveloped abilities.

In 20 Minutes a Day
This new method is so delightfully simple and easy

that you cannot fail to progress rapidly. Eight from
the start you will find that it is becoming easier arid

easier to express yourself. Thousands have proved that
by spending only 20 minutes a day in the privacy of
their own homes they can acquire the ability to speak
so easily and quickly that they are amazed at the
great improvement in themselves.

Send for This Amazing Booklet
This new method of training is fully described in a

very interesting booklet which is now being sent to
everyone mailing the coupon below. This booklet is

called. How to Work Wonders With Words. In
it you are told how this new, easy method will enable
you to conquer stage fright, self consciousness, timidity,
bashfulness and fear—those things that keep you silent
while men of lesser ability get what they want by the
sheer power of convincing speech. Not only men who
have made millions, but thousands of others have sent
for this booklet and are unstinting in their praise of
it. You are told how you can bring out and develop
your priceless "hidden knack"—the natural gift within
you—which will win for you advancement in position

and salary, popularity, social standing, power and real

success. You can obtain your copy absolutely free by
sending the coupon now.

North American Institute
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6327, Chicago.

! North American Institute.
,

| 3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 6327, Chicago. 1

f Please send me FREE and without obligation,

I my copy of your inspiring booklet. How to Work I

I Wonders With Words, and full information re- .

1 garding your Course in Effective Speaking.

[ Name 1

I Address I

City.. State..
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VALENTINO
AS I KNEW HIM

fy S. George UHman

\i'ith at; i n L rod uc

.

or.

by O. O. Mclntyrt

New York

'""pHIS human document by the

intimate friend of the lovable

Valentino is being offered by

Screenland, probably for the

last time.

Eminent critics speak of this

book as "almost a divine portrayal

of one of the greatest adven'

turests of the screen.
11

There were many things said

and written about Valentino in

the last few years of his life, and

after his death, that did him great

injustice. This book has been

written primarily for the purpose

of setting at rest those rumors.

Offered by Screenland at

$2.00 prepaid to any address in

the United States and Canada.

SCREENLAND Book Department, Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send me a

copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

Name

Address

(f "J^o matter where
you do your hunt-

ing," says Louise Lor-

rain, "you come bacl{

to Broadway for
applause.

By

Helen Ludlam

round this season \JJ
of the year
Broadway takes

on the look of a

general country store around
about eight o'clock in the eve-
ning when all the boys, young
and old, congregate to spin their

yarns and smoke their pipes and
indulge in a good old gab-fest.

For this is the time when all

the road shows have returned, summer
stock actors have arrived and winter stock
actors have not yet left town; vaudeville
tours are just in the making and the Broad'
way shows, the goal of every actor's heart,
are in the thrilling state of accumulation.
You cannot take half a step without jog'
ging into a little knot of two or three actors
and interrupting a conversation something
like this. "Why hel-lo darling! Put it

there old boy! When did the troup get
in?" Then general hand shaking, jovial

back slapping and giggles and squeals from
the fair sex. These little once-a-year side-

walk conversations are often the only times
the children of ' Thespis meet. The year's

news is told in a few drawling sentences
most of them ending with a half anxious,
"What d'you know?" For no actor is en-

tirely comfortable until he has "signed on
the dotted line" for the following season.
If he is lucky enough to do this early in

the summer he can retire to his ideal vaca-

tion-land, but if he is not lucky, and alas,

there are many such, these sidewalk meet-
ings are, for him, many and oft. They go
stringing along all through the hot summer
until fall when the carefully creased trousers

are perhaps a little frayed, the "He!-lo
there," not quite as hearty as it was. These
are Broadway's tragedies and many a suc-

cessful actor shudders at the sight of them,
as though pushing back a ghost that fol-

lowed too closely on his path. No matter
how self confident he may be there lurks

deep in his heart a secret fear that occa-

sionally springs into terrifying proportions.
He is never sure of his luck. For acting

is an emotional business and there are few
actors who are not superstitious. That is,

they were in the old days before motion

pictures came to their res-

cue. Acting before the

camera is not quite such

an emotional job as acting

before the footlights. I

suppose because the actors

know that if the scene is

N. G. they can always
have another try. Then
too the cameras, lights,

ladders and general para-

phenalia of the studio make it more me-
chanical. Behind the footlights they face

a multitude of people that have paid their

money to be amused. There is no going

back. If the scene is going to be played

it has to be done then and there, and the

strain of a first night is a nightmare to

every artist. For some every night is a

"first night". When Tomasso Salvini was
playing here in Othello a lady went back

stage to meet him. She was surprised to

find the great actor a few minutes before

his entrance pacing up and down in the

wings like a caged lion. At the end of

the act she asked the artist why he had
been so violently agitated, "Madame," he
said. "I walk me into him!"
On the screen we have had performances

that are as great as ever the stage can boast

of but the appeal is different, the technique

is different and the strain not so great on
the player. Then too, the whole life is

more normal. Work is done during the

day and often in the open air. The studios

on the West Coast are light and well ven-

tilated—far different is the theatre whose
stage and often whose dressing rooms never

see the light of day.

The difference between the screen and
stage technique struck me several years ago
when I watched the taking of a rather emo-

tional scene in "Two Little Wooden Shoes"

.

The star was Shirley Mason. She was
playing a peasant girl who had fallen in

love with a young artist. Some malicious

gossip informed her that the young man was
only playing with her, having a wife al-

ready. The heart-broken girl stumbles into

her room and falling on her knees buries

her face in a scarf the boy had given her.

(Continued on page 97)
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WHY GO TO BED WITH YOUR
FACE GREASY WITH CLEANS-
ING CREAM?

WHY APPEAR ON THE STREET
WITH A SHINY NOSE?

EW and Amazing Cream—
EFACE — reaches all three

skin layers, the foundation of beauty.

Last month, perhaps, you were excusable, not this month

since "Eface", used by actresses and dancers for beautify-

ing their faces and bodies, has become available to the

general public.

"Eface" is excellent as a powder base—ideal as a cleanser—

and absolutely eliminates blackheads. It's new, revolution-

ary and wonderful!

Sheer, Low-Necked, sleeveless evening gowns— the new

sleeveless tennis togs— and bathing costumes just about

to burst into Summer popularity—demand that your body

be exquisitely white, soft, and lovely.

You'll find Eface is miraculous as a cleansing and whiten-

ing cream— and even more wonderful as a powder base.

iiiiiilllililliiillllliiilimmiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Petropalm Corporation, Dept. 1-A, 21 Washington St., New York, N. Y.

Enclosed one dollar

for which send
tube of EFACE.
for which send a J<[ame - Address.
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How Folks

Qrow Thin
Folks do grow thin, as you know. Excess

fat is not nearly so common as it was. But
so many do it by abnormal exercise and
diet.

The modern way is Marmola Prescrip-

tion Tablets, based on many years of scien-

tific research, here and abroad. They act

to correct the cause. People have used them
for 20 years, and reported the results to

others. You see the results in every circle.

Almost everyone has friends who can tell

them.
The use of Marmola requires no abnorm-

al exercise or diet. One simply takes four

tablets daily until the weight comes down
to normal. The results are healthful, and
many other benefits accrue.

You should learn this fact, as millions

have done before you. Watch the reduc-

tion, watch the gain in vitality. You will

be amazed and delighted.

Do this now, for your own sake. Excess
weight is usually unnecessary. It is a
blight. Learn how easily you can over-

come it, and how the reduction lasts. Go
try Marmola now.

Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at $1 per box.
If your druggists is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.

prescription tablets

VAe Pleasant Way to%duce

UGLY
HAIRS— Gone

Forever!
Hundreds of hairs removed

with their roots in less than
a minute! NU-ART, the new
scientific preparation, is far in

advance of temporary surface
hair removers. Permanently

destroys the growth by gently
lifting out the roots until they

cannot return. Safe. Rapid. Harm-
less. Thousands of women are
using it. Formulated by a physician.
Guaranteed. Only Si. 00. Ask your

dealer or send coupon for free offer.

nil-flRT si
The Net Art of Datroyiug Embarraaing Hair.

If }our dealer can't supply you, mail coupon

TJELFIN, INC., Dept. 101 FREE
South Orange, New Jersey OFFER

Please send me without charge, as
a special offer, a large jar of DELFIN
Ma6sage Cream and a six months
supply of Antiseptic Astringent: also
the dollar package of MU-AKT for
which I enclose $1.00.

Name

Addre6S

tot it'anonelt City & State

Louise Lorraine

hunting for a
director.

ell, if Snookum's Mama
didn't come to town! No,
she didn't bring Snookums
with her. He had his fling at

the big city last month. She came all alone

for a vacation. After all, being the mother
of the screen's foremost babystar does

become a bit fatiguing at times, and she felt

she deserved a rest.

The real reason she and Snookums didn't

take their vacation together was because

Snook's real mother wouldn't let him. You
see, Ethelyne Clair plays his proud parent

in pictures only. In real life Snookums is

mothered by another lady, while Miss Clair

is a very young, beautiful, and peppy actress.

What's more, she isn't even his screen mama
anymore. She's going .to be a full-fledged

star in five-reel features, as a reward for

being such a good girl in the short comedies.

Universal is proud of Ethelyne, who's only
eighteen, with big brown eyes, auburn hair,

and a gorgeous figure for a one-piece bath-

ing-suit. She looks like the Mabel Nor-
mand of the old Sennett days. Atlanta,

Georgia, is her home-town, and she's only
been away from it for two years.

Mr and Mrs. Reginald Denny sailed for

their native land— England— for a short
vacation. It's Reg's first trip home since

he has been a success in pictures. And
what a reception they gave him over there!

He and Mrs. Denny were both well-known
on the British stage before coming to
America to seek their fame and fortune.
And did they find it? Ask Carl Laemmle;
he knows.

Colleen Moore and Company Present,

Three Weeks in New York, or, How a

Famous Film Star Spends her Vacation.

The "and Company" includes none other

than Colleen's husband-manager, the hand-
some, jovial John McCormick; and Colleen's

actor-brother, Cleve Morrison. Cleve, by
the way, wishes in the future to be known
as Moore, like his celebrated sister. The
three of them struck town in the hottest

weather since oh, well, since the last hot
spell; and one torrid evening it occurred

to Cleve that the only way to keep cool was
to buy a yacht. Inasmuch as he's a cham-
pion swimmer and diver, aquatic ideas come
naturally to him. Colleen and John thought
it over, and the first thing they knew,
found themselves the proud possessors of a
yacht, which, however, they persist in

referring to as "the boat."

The name of the craft is the "Co-Jo"

—

the Colleen-John, see? It's seventy feet long,

and "she" requires a crew of five to manage
her. Colleen was so excited over the acqui-

sition that she insisted on doing all the
shopping for it herself. In case you are
no more familiar with the requirements of
yachts than we are, we'll have you know
that brand-new yachts have to be furnished
just like houses; and so Mrs. John McCor-
mick spent most of her vacation purchasing
linen and mosquito netting and such prosaic

things for the Co-Jo.

The McCormicks, with brother Cleve and
Richard Rowland, the general manager of
First National Pictures, sailed away on "the
boat" for a six-weeks cruise, planning to dis-

embark at New Orleans and take the train
home to California. It was, said Colleen,
the first real rest she's had in nine years.
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PENCIL POINTED PEN

HheTerfedm-itingInstrument
GREATESTVALVEEVER OFFERED

$1000 REWARD
to anybody who can prove

that these testimonials were
solicited by us.

Inkograph has proven so satis-
factory and has elicited consider-
able favorable comment am
enclosing money order, please
send me three more. T. J.
Trow, Traveling Claim Agent,
Joplin, Mo.
The Inkograph fully justifies

all claims you make. I own a
Waterman but Inkograph is far
preferable. Frank R. Sargent,
Oakland, Calif.

You have one of the best
writing instruments I ever used
regardless of price. I use the
lowest grade stationery and
there is never a blot or scratch
because of its round smooth
point. It is a wonderful inven-
tion. L. H. Orley, Albano, Va.
Oh boy, I am tickled skinny

to have the Inkograph, it's a
darling. I can now make carbon
copies in taking orders and send
original in ink to factory instead
of a penciled sheet. It surely
flows over the paper as if it was
grease instead of ink. No
trouble at all and a thing I

could not do before to trace
straight lines very fine and
clean. No smear, no muss of any
kind. It's just great. E. A.
Simms, Jersey City. N. J.
My Inkograph is the smooth-

est writing instrument with
which I have ever written. That
is saying a lot. I am a teacher
by profession. 1 have a $7.00
pen and another that cost more
than the Inkograph, but Inko-
graph is better than either. It
is the greatest improvement in
writing instruments since the
Babylonians recorded their
thoughts on clay tablets with a
triangular pointed reed. John
R. Atwell, Chadwick, N. C.
My Inkograph is the first and

only writing utensil I ever owned
that I can use with pleasure.
To be without it for any time
would upset my business day.
It has always worked perfectly.
I have never had any difficulty
with it. Arthur L. Fox, Center-
vine, Mich.

I am a bank teller, have used
all kinds of fountain pens but
can honestly say for my work I
never found a pen so easy and
tireless to write. You can pick
it up any time in any position
and write immediately and all
numbers and words will be the
same. Try and do it with any
other pen. My buddies all
agree that it is best for our
work. O. R. Morley, Allen-
town, Pa.

Delighted: It writes bully

—

you have invented a pen that is

perfection. It is so much more
rapid than my $9.00 fountain
pen. I wish you abundant
success. S. L. Carlton, Aurora,
111.

I am very well pleased with
my Inkograph. It is just what
I have been looking for. I have
had several ink pencils but noth-
ing like the Inkograph; it writes
like the point was greased and it

makes no difference what kind of
paper, it is fine for shipping tags.
S. T. Jarrett, Harrisville, W.
Va.
The Inkograph is all that you

claim it to be. Enclosed find
order for two. Robert Heller,
Craigsville, Pa.
The Inkograph, I am

.thoroughly convinced, is the
best writing instrument I have
ever used. It is sure, sane and
clean and always ready to use.
I am very well pleased with it.

J. E. Rampton, Pensacola, Fla.

NEVER before has any^manufacturer of a standard writ^
ing instrument which is guaranteed to give perfect sat-

isfaction, offered you so great a value. Remember, the^

Inkograph answers the purpose of both pen and pencil com-
bined. Its point is fehaped like a fine lead pencil point and^
writes with ink free and easy^without a miss, skip or blur.^

The steady uniform flow of ink actually improves
handwriting. Won't blot, scratch, leak or soil hands.

You who already possess a standard fountain pen
will find the Inkograph a most valuable addition to
your writing equipment, for it will do everything
any fountain pen can do and many very important
things which it is impossible to accomplish with
any fountain pen, fat any price.

Combines the Best Features
of both pen and pencil, minus the weak points ofi

both, plus improvements not found _5n either.

The lead pencil smudges, the point breaks and
its writing soon is obliterated. Most fountain
pens skip, scratch, flood, clog, leak, blot, soil

hands and clothing. The old stylographic ink.

pencil dries up, balks, blots, _
writes heavy,

flows unevenly and is never reliable. The Ink*
ograph feeds as fast and uniform on the
20th. page as it did pa the first

Cannot Leak

AGENTS
Sell Inkographs, make bigger profits,

more sales, without investment.

Quicker commissions, popular prices,

no competition. Send for an Inko-

graph or write for special sales plan
Booklet.

ao
your

Not the tiniest drop of ink wilt spill,

although one filling is sufficient to write
thousands of words. Will write oa any
quality of paper.

Makes 3 to 4 Carbon
Copies

at one time with original

ink. Bear down as hard as
you like without fear offending,
spreading, injuring or distorting

its .14 Kt. solid gold point.

Are you a salesman?—use
Inkograph,

m
make put

orders in ink and retain

duplicate for_ your records.

Do you wish. %o ^keep
a copy of your private
correspondence & ^ use
aa Inkograph. Do you
do office work which
requires clear carbon
copies?—use an Into
graph. Dp you make
out bills or sales
slips?—use aa Inko
graph and make
permanent prighv
al ia ink with,
carbon copies.

,Vou can per.

mit any one to
Write with your
I nko graph,
for no^ style
of writing
can affect
the Inko'
graph point
as it will
a f ou

n

tain pen.

Draws
Lines to

a Ruler
Without
smearing ,

emudging or
blurring the
paper. Writes
with any color
of ink.

Requires
No Blotter

The ink dries as fast
as you write, because

the flow is fine,

and uniform.

Patent

.

Automatic Feed
Prevents clogging.

_ JJo
complicated mechanism to
clean or get out of order. A

year's guarantee certificate
with full directions accom-

panies each Inkograph and is
your absolute! protection.

An Instrument'of
Refinement

In appearance, quality, workmanship
d material it is the equal of writing,

instruments which sell for a great deal
more. It's beautifully highly polished

finest quality of black, hard rubber, it's
14 Kt. solid gold point and feed, safety
screw^cap, self-filling lever and clip make
it an instrument of distinctive elegance and
refinement. Each Inkograph is designed
and finished to please the eye and fit the
hand of all.

YouWho Are DissatisfiedWith
Your Fountain Pen

Try the Inkograph—remember, all we ask you
to do is try it, for if it does not prove thor-
oughly satisfactory and if it is not handier and
does not write
smoother and is
not far superior

to any fountain
pen you ever
owned, whether it
cost $5, $6, $7 or $8,
return the Inkograph
to us and we'll refund
your money—no ques-
tions asked.

143-147 CENTRE ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

That hard smooth round
ball-like point,which glides
with ease over the coarsest
paper and makes possible
writing in ink as rapidly
as with the softest lead
pencil.
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Received my Inkograph. Am
surprised to know how well I can
write with it. The Inkograph is
a wonderful little writer, it's my
friend now for good penman-
ship. I am writing this letter
with it; can you tell the differ-
ence between Inkograph and
pen letters? I Can is my answer.
C. R. Fuller, Patterson, Mo.

I received my Inkograph with
which I am writing this letter.
I have purchased at least one
dozen ink pencils. Yours seems
to be the only one that gives
perfect satisfaction. I believe
you have solved the problem
of the perfect writing instru-
ment. Dr. Richard T„
McLaury, Dunkirk, Ind.

The Inkograph is truly the
best pen I ever had the pleasure
to use barring no price or make
of pen, after I take into con-
sideration the high price E
usually paid for a Parker, or a
Waterman pen, I cannot see
how such a low priced pen as
the Inkograph can be put on the
market and give such unusual
service. Harvey L. Winston,
Brentwood, Calif.

In making out local requisi-
tions, it is necessary to make an
original and two carbon copies
on very heavy paper, and the
Inkograph does this twice as
well as the hardest indelible
pencil, and is much neater and
the original is much more
legible. Wm. L. Fortney,
Placerville, Ia.

Your Inkograph is everything
you state. It is just wonderful.
So send me two more. Arthur
Ollcott, Tucker, La.

Gave pen thorough tryout.
Enclosed find sample of work I
have to perform. Have been
using pencil. Never got entire
satisfaction. Hard pencil makes
original too pale and soft pencil
makes poor copy. I am highly
pleased. S. M. Cooper, In-
quiry Division, P. O., South
Bend, Ind.

I found the Inkograph all you
represent it to be and I was very
well satisfied with it. I made a
great mistake when I bought the
Inkograph, as I did not take out
Loss or Theft Insurance on the
pen, for the pen is gone. I am
writing this to ask that you send
me another Inkograph by re-
turn mail, charges C.O.D. I
can recommend the Inkograph
very highly to anyone who needs
a pen which will stand up under
very hard usage. George B.
Moore, Columbia, Fla.

It sure has improved my hand
writing— I never took home any
medals for penmanship but I can
almost read my own writing
since I got this pen. M. F.
Johnson, Medina, Wis. W

I want to thank you for the
return of my Inkograph pen,
which you repaired for me. I
feel rather lost without thia
pen in my pocket. I prefer it to
any pen I ever carried principal-
ly because of the ease with which
one can write with it, not having
to be careful whether you slide
the pen to the North, East,
South or West, it flows freely in
all directions. Wm. B. Brown,
New York, N. Y.

Received my Inkograph and
same is filling a long-felt want.
Kindly send two more of the
same style by parcel post collect
as soon as possible. Theodore
Priestley, Akron, Ohio.

I bought one of your pens a
year ago. You sure build the
best pen on the market to my
notion. Frank R . Ellsworth,
Fargo, N. D.

I wouldn't take $5.00 for the
pen I am writing this letter with.
I have a good fountain pen but
don't write any more with it. I
am proud of the Inkograph and
that I can say this to you and
mean every word of it. R. H.
Wilson, Beckley, W. Va.

SAME
SIZE

AS

$7&*8.75
I FOUNTAIN PENS

Stationery Stores, Drug Stores,
Department Stores, etc., send for
our catalog and trade prices.

SEND
'NO MONEY

that's

. Your name and address are suffi-

cient. Pay postman $1.50, plus
/postage on delivery. When remit-

tance accompanies order, Inkograph
/ will be sent postage prepaid. If within
/ten days the Inkograph does not prove

satisfactory return it and we'll refund
/your money without further correspond-

ence. It is because we are sure the Ink-
* ograph will meet your requirements to
' perfection that makes it possible for US to
» make you so attractive an offer.

This Coupon Properly Filled Out 1% cfs s
.

Send it today and procure one of the New Improved Inkographs
on a 10-Day Free Trial, with no strings tied to it. If you prefer
smaller size with ring on cap to be carried on watch chain or
ladies' soutoir, mark X here

INKOGRAPH CO., Inc., 143-147 Centre St., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: You may send me your Inkograph. I will pay-
postman $1.50, plus postage on delivery.

Name . . .

Address

.

City State
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

YOU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's Freckle Creambleache9
them out while you sleep. Leaves the

skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face

rejuvenated with new beauty of

natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-

funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

Stillmans
Freckle Cream

Whitens
Tl\e SKin

Removes T

Freckles 1

The Stillman Co., Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

Send me your FREE make-up and skia treat- g
ment booklet-

Name..

Address-

City .State

Be a CameraMan
Earnupto*25QaWeeK

Here's YOUR chance to get into

the movies! Big pay jobs open
to camera men. You can quickly
qualify. Fascinating work. Also
big opportunities in Portrait, Com-
mercial and News Photography.

No Experience Needed
We'll start you in Professional

Photography and give you a real

Professional Motion Picture
Camera or View Camera FREE.
Famous experts teach you by mail.
Or come to our great New York
Studios. Earn while learning.

Send for FREE BOOK
No obligation. Big illustrated Booklet and JOB CHART
tell you about wonderful opportunities in all branches
of Photography, everywhere. Write TODAY.

New York Institute of Photography
Dept. 60 10 West 33rd St.. New York

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY,makes them appear
naturally dark, long end luxuri-
ant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty

and expression to any face. Perfectly

harmless. Used by millions of lovely

women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

uid BLACK or BROWN. 75c at yout

dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBEULINE CO.. CHICAGO

Liquid
For;

June Mathis, the celebrated scenario

writer, died suddenly of a heart attack

while attending an evening performance of

a play in a New York theatre. She is

survived by her mother, who was with her

at the end, and her husband, the director

Balboni. One of the most gifted as well

as best-beloved figures in the entire film

world, Miss Mathis is sincerely mourned by

many. She was associated with First

National Pictures, and was one of the two

or three most highly paid women writers in

the industry. Perhaps her best-known work

was the scenario of Ibanez' "Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse". She was also

chiefly responsible for the discovery of

Rudolph Valentino, who rose to fame as

the young hero of the war drama. Although

the star, Valentino; the production manager,

Maxwell Karger, and the scenarist, June

Mathis, are no longer acting on life's stage,

their masterpiece, "The Four Horsemen",

will continue to thrill thousands for years

to come. Their fame has not died with

them.
* * *

While in New York Colleen gave a tea

party at the Plaza—the nicest party given

in these parts for a long time. Music, and

dancing, and distinguished guests—besides

the most gracious of hostesses. Did you
know that little Colleen has quite a reputa-

tion as a hostess in Hollywood? She has

an inimitable way of making folks feel at

home, and she always seems to be having

such a good time herself. June Mathis,

Daniel Frohman, Florence Straus, Richard

Rowland, and Thyra Samter Winslow were
among those present. Mrs. Winslow, whose
latest book of short stories, "People Round
the Corner", is a best-seller, got her first

job as a newspaper reporter from Colleen's

uncle, Walter Howie, a well-known editor,

who was at the party, too. Mr. Howie
helped Colleen to fame by introducing her

to David Wark Griffith, who offered her a

job in the movies. Colleen was as thrilled

at meeting Thyra Winslow, who's one of

her favorite authors, as any movie fan would
be at meeting Colleen.

Charles C. Burr, who is the manager of

the company that produces the Johnny
Hines comedies for First National, was
present as a special representative from
Hollywood. He was in town just long

enough to line up the screen rights to some
stories and plays for his star before singing

again "California Here I Come!"

That cute little trick, Lya de Putti, was
here to help New York live up to its repu-

tation as the greatest summer resort in the

world. Lya says it is; and she should know,
for she has lived in such world capitals as

Paris, Vienna, Buda-Pest, and Berlin. And
Manhattan, says the beautiful little con-

tinental star, beats 'em all. In fact, Miss

de Putti can't stand it away from New
York town for very long at a time. She
likes Hollywood all right—for work. But
for real living, interest, amusement, recrea-

tion—give her little old N. Y. Atta girl!

She makes a picture in California, then

jumps on a train for an eastern vacation of

three weeks or so. She stays just as long

as business will permit, and there's not much
in New York that she misses. There is no
other picture star we can think of right

now who enjoys life as much as Lya. She
has a childlike interest in everything—and
by the way, we want to go on record as

saying that we don't believe this European
girl is a day over twenty-two. And she

looks even younger in her simple sports

clothes, low-heeled slippers that were made
from Mary Pickford's own model, and her

new coiffure. The de Putti tresses, you
must know, are now drawn back over the

world's tiniest ears and permitted to curl

naturally around her neck. Bangs in front.

It's very effective. Did you know that Lya
is one of our smallest screen stars? She's

not quite five feet high.

She's free-lancing now, having completed

two pictures for Universal: "The Midnight
Rose" and "The Buc\ Private"—in the

latter playing her first comedy role. She'll

make at least one more picture for this

firm. We can't help thinking that if Lya
were to get the breaks in parts that suit her

piquant personality, she will give the other

foreign girls a lun for their popularity.

But so far she has been miscast to the

limit, playing far-fetched "vamps" as remote

from her own youthful, sparkling person-

ality as Billie Dove is different from Greta

Garbo— and you'll agree that is some
different!

sji j£e if.

Ralph Ince, his wife, Lucilla Mendez,
and his sister-in-law, Jola Mendez, all came
east to make exteriors for the new Ince

picture. For Lucilla it was a home-coming,
for she was one of Broadway's favorite

dancers before she deserted the gay white

way for marriage and Hollywood. She's

a dazzling brunette, and little sister Jola

looks like her. Coney Island was the par-

ticular scene of the Ince atmosphere shots.

The company spent several days working
in the seaside amusement park. What
would the movies do without good old

Coney, anyway?

Jean Arthur, the charming little girl who

G[ Frankie Darro and his pal "Beans"

waiting for their turn to perform

in "Moulders of Men".
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made such a hit opposite Jack Mulhall in

"The Poor A[ut", was in town for a time.

New York is home for Jean, because she
attended school here before the movies
called her. She has had comedy training

which will be of value to her in essaying
more serious roles. Keep your eyes on Jean.

Two young men who make a living pub-
licizing motion pictures have stepped right

out into another field. The result is a

musical comedy revue "MerryGo-Round"

,

now running in a New York theatre. The
proud authors are Howard Diets, the bril-

liant young advertising and publicity man-
ager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Morrie
Ryskind, the equally young, if not younger,
press agent who also conducts the Stage

Coach department for Screenland. One
of the numbers in their revue is a little

burlesque on the old-time western movie
melodrama. All in fun.

Esther Ralston, one of those exiles to

Hollywood when Paramount moved out
west, came back for a vacation "between
pictures". "The gorgeous blonde", as her
bosses bill her—and if any girl was ever
gorgeous, and a blonde, surely it's Esther

—

brought her sense of humor and her hus-

band with her. Blondes are not supposed
to have a real sense of humor, but Esther

has. Her husband is George Webb, who
became her manager before Esther was a

star and who has been managing her ever

since much to their mutual satisfaction.

They have been married now—why, it must
be almost two years. And happier than
ever. You can tell to look at them.

That young Scotch-Englishman who is

such a riot in Metro-Goldwyn comedies,
arrived in town to see the sights and to

let the town see him. George K. Arthur
talks and dresses like an Englishman; but
he was born in Scotland—and an exceed-
ingly good scot, too. (Scot—scout. Now
laugh.) George is in perpetual good
humor, it seems; and he's always playing
practical jokes on his fellow-players out in

California. He didn't play any here that

we heard of. He was too busy having
interviews, talking over the radio, and
what-not. Also, busy dodging young ladies

who have seen him on the screen as half

of the comedy team of Arthur and Dane,
and who, glimpsing George on the street,

would cry, "There's that cute little George
K. Arthur!" George has a pretty wife and
baby in that little gray home in the west.

Pauline Starke went to Europe for a

vacation and—oh, yes—to do a little shop-
ping on the side. Pauline is a free-lance

now, so she can take little pleasure jaunts
like that whenever she feels like it.

Have you ever wondered what has hap-
pened to Susan Fleming, Screenland's
"Don't Worry" Girl? You haven't been
seeing her in any pictures lately, have you?
There's a reason, and to Susan it seems a
good one. She has returned to her first love,

musical comedy. She's one of the bright
and shining lights in Ziegfeld's lavish show,
now running in Manhattan, "Rio Rita".
When Paramount moved west, Miss Fleming
decided she couldn't tear herself away from
New York—it's her home, where she lives

with her parents. And along about that

time came the tempting offer to. adorn the
new revue with her sparkling presence. So
Susan said goodbye to pictures. But per-
haps she'll be back some day.

Rare Henriot Parfum, Free $3°° SAVING

Laura La Plante Mary Philbin
Universal Picture Stars

IN America, is there a young lady of beauty who does
not desire added admiration ? I think not. So now

I offer you the fascination of chic young Parisiennes.
They know, so well, all secrets of charm!

"Won't you test, at my risk, my Parfum Narcisse?
You too, will find the fragrance so delightful. It is

new in America. It gives the personality charmante.
It is refined—yet alluring.

Watch the Delightful Results
How the ladies' bright eyes shine as

they admire the gorgeous full ounce
bottle. It is tenderly wrapped in gold-

crystal paper and my Paris seal of

gold and green. Around its proud
neck hangs a gold silk tassel. All en-

cased in a handsome blue and gold
toilette table box of French veleur

paper.

And the exclusive fragrance!—you
will cry: "tres beau, truly le dernier

cri!" So much will you adore it.

Watch how it attracts and entrances

your friends. Oh, you must try it.

Why wait?

Make Business Direct, Please
Other famous perfumers sell to America

by expensive methods. Last year millions
of dollars were spent to force demands.
Also the stores must have their big profits.
So the costs to you go up—up. I can save
you $3.00 or more per ounce. By dealing
direct—from me to your boudoir. I think
this big saving will interest you. So I an-
nounce my Introductory Offer Extraordinaire
to America.

No Money To Send—Coupon
Worth $3.00

It is so simple to try my alluring per-
fume. My special Introductory Offer Coupon
(below) is worth $3.00. Mail it to me—

I

send the gorgeous full ounce bottle and
package. Just pay the postman $2.00 (plus
a few pennies postage cost). Then try as
much as 50 drops. If not delighted—or if
not the most attractive perfume you ever
used—or if not equal or better than perfumes
sold in exclusive shops for $5.00 or more

—

then return to me in three days. At once
I will return your two dollar bill. Do not
delay. This is a short time offer only.

_ Awaiting kindly, I say au Bevoir.

Monsieur Henriot
Europeans Please Address,
Paris Office, Rue Molitor 38

Henriot et Cie
350 Madison Avenue, New York City

FREE $3.00 COUPON
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Henriot et Cie
350 Madison Ave., New York City Dept. S2

Send me, please, your $5.00 Retail Value full ounce
bottle of Parfum Narcisse. You accept this coupon

plus two dollars which I give postman on delivery (plus
few pennies postage costs) as full payment. I will return
package after using 50 drops if not delighted—arid you
will at once return my money. I must be satisfied so
there is no risk to me.

Name _ _

Street _ „

City state

I enclose $2.00. Send prepaid with same 50 drop
trial offer. ,

~
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CT The off stage

pleasant face of
Germany's and
now America's
greatest actor.

annings

Into
the ash-can with smug respecta'

bility and with hollow shams. Such
is the way of the world—The Way
of All Flesh. Emil Janmngs has

lived out for us the lesson of his great

picture. He came to America after his

films "The Last Laugh" and "Variety"

had stirred us to frenzied clamor. His

first picture here is the story of August
Schiller but it is more than that for it

is a picture of a survival when adulation

and flattery called from every car seat.

Here is the proof that Jannings is the

great artist alone with his art and secure

from enticements. In this bedraggled

character he creates a soul

clutching at your emotions,

and he fills you with a chok-

ing joy at the beauty of un-

selfish love. Thanks to Emil

Jannings we realize the screen

is greater than the printed

word and that we honor our

page by printing hereon this

sincere tribute to him.

These faces tell the story of Emil
Jannings in "The Way of All

Flesh". In the hand of the old

derelict is the self satisfied ban\
cler\'s face, next is his expression

as he sees the enchantress. He
shaves as she dictates and con-

tinues his spree. Then the awak-
ening and finally the terrifying

realization.
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C[ Marie Dressier, Lawrence
Gray and Sally OJ^eil in

"The Callahans and the

Murphys".

ersonality—
An editorial By ~Elzot Keen

NCE in a while Marie Dressier makes a film. The
movies go along on that until they are about up to

Marie's standard and then she makes another mark
for every player to shoot at. "Why!" perhaps you
exclaim, "Marie Dressier plays only low comedy

parts", and that's just what we were waiting for.

Look at her face in this scene and say if you have ever

seen a tenderer or lovelier expression. Her rapturous look is

uplifting; the greatness of her personality is behind it, giving

it life, charity and love.

That may be low comedy, but to some of us that is true

beauty.



here do we stand now:—

F we were to take a bird's eye view, or "Lindy Loo\'\ at the

movies to-day we would learn that
I

A LL the screen world is expectantly awaiting Erich Von Stroheim's forthcoming film

.."•The .Wedding March". Von always over shoots and cuts. The picture is now
assembled in fortyfour reels. It may possibly be released as two pictures or he may get

it down to twelve reels for one release. Anyhow we know it will be a great picture.

H' I 'HE BIG PARADE" is the most successful picture ever made and many war-

films have come to the screen in consequence. "What Price Glory", the play,

began the war craze and in screen form is carrying on. "Wings" is the latest "epic"

of the A.E.F. and perhaps the last big war picture, although Barthelmess in "The
Patent Leather Kid" has a war story.

PVERYONE is looking forward to two great

love pictures

—

"Love" with Greta Garbo
and John Gilbert and "The Magic Flame" with

Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman.

A/IARY PICKFORD is busy with "My Best

Girl" and that's good news. Douglas

Fairbanks is well along on "The Gaucho"

.

Charlie Chaplin is not yet able to finish "The
Circus" but he will one day and again take his

place as our greatest comedian.

TT'S the young ones who particularly attract our

attention and of all the young men Richard

Arlen and Charles Farrell are outstanding. Arlen in

"Rolled Stockings'" and in "The Blood Ship" was
on Broadway in The Paramount Theatre and The
Roxy Theatre at the same time, which is the first

time any leading man has done that. Farrell's

work in "Seventh Heaven" is still being seen by
housefulls. His next is "Bride of the T^ight".

CPEAKING of "Rolled Stockings" which was a college picture recalls the flood of
college sports pictures of last year. Red Grange, in "One Minute to Play", William

Haines in "Brown of Harvard", Richard Dix in "The Qudrterbac\" . They were all

good. This year Dick Barthelmess and a lot of real college boys are making "The
Drop Kic\" . William Haines has made "Spring Fever". He was a Marine in "Tell
It to the Marines" and is at * work on a picture about West Point. Also William
Boyd is working at West Point on "The West Pointer". He
has just made "Two Arabian Knights"—a doughboy picture.

/"\NE bit of news that will please everybody is that Phyllis
^""^ Haver has been featured in "Chicago" . Her work in "The I**

Way of All Flesh" with Tannings is great. You can't speak of the movies without
mentioning Tannings. He is making "Hitting For Heaven". The Rialto Theatre
with "The Way of All Flesh", the Strand with "Tartuffe" and the Cameo with "Passion"
are helping New Yorkers to see Jannings.

TTHERE is great interest in Dolores Del Rio although only "What Price Glory" and
"Resurrection" have been shown. "Carmen", "Trail of '98" and "Ramona" are

coming.

/~\F all the girls showing promise, making
good and carrying on, little Janet Gay-

nor right now is at the top of the heap.

"Seventh Heaven" is simply delightful. Her
next is "Two Girls Wanted".



By Delight Evans

(i[ Lois Moran is one of

the daintiest screen beaw
ties, still she has the

round jaw typical of

prehistoric women per'

haps li\e Eve herself.

C[ The picture players have the

physical characteristics of cave

men, does this explain why

they jeel the primitive emo-

tions so deeply?

G[The Heidelberg
man 50,00"
B.C. u> o u I

have screened

well.

JUST let yourselves go

—

right back to the Primi-

tive. I have it on no

less an authority than

Professor Phineas Twitch, fa-

mous expert on the early life

of Man—and Woman, espe-

cially Woman—that the far-

ther back you can let your-

selves go, the more fun you'll

have. The Professor—just call

him Phin for short; he'll love

it—has made a life-long study

of primitive customs and costumes, and he says there's simply nothing

like them. He invites you, right here and now, to go over them with

him; and the first one that can light a cigarette with two stones, or even

with a patent lighter, wins. Go!
There—doesn't that prove that primitive man was more intelligent

that modern man? If you put a 20th Century product out in the woods
without matches, without knickerbockers, without even a barrel, could

he keep himself warm? Well, hardly. Take the primitive man, now,

C[ The modern
professorial
oval is of very
little use in a

picture studio.

C[ Clara Bow even has the inherited

power to awa\en the wild untamed
spirit hidden in each of us.
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C[ Jacqueline Logan's eyes were
developed through centuries

of jungle life when dayiger

crept along her trai

CfWhat long forgotten

memories stir beneath

Fay Lamphier's leopard

s\in when she feels

again a trusty club.

says the Professor—or take the primitive woman; oh, go

ahead, Professor. (He just wants to be coaxed.) There,

now—we'll take primitive woman. Most of them could

keep warm anywhere, he says, with or without the aid

of matches. This was one feature that made life so exciting in

the early Pleistocene period—and perhaps late Pliocene. The
ladies were not only warm; they were hot.

"Cro-Magnon Mama—Don't you try to (Com. on page 9i)
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NGLISH

hour for Miss

Lya de Putti in

her apartment when
the telephone rang.

Her charming secre-

tary answered it.

"Here you are," said

she, "she wants ' to

tell you how sorry

she is to have kept

you waiting."

I took, the receiver

and in my clearest

and most resonant

tones said: "Yes?"
"Oh," Miss de

Putti explained and
even that
monosyllable
sounded for-

eign on her
lips.

"V en are
photogra ph
picksure, are

vasting time.

Dot I are hat-

ing, it are not?

"So I can home
stay," she explained.

"It var better if the

day before."

"Aren't you com-

ing at all?" I asked.

"You are com-

ing," she answered.

"No, Ho, NO," I

cried YOU are com-

ing. YOU."
"No," she said

without raising her

voice in the slight-

est. "You are not

coming, yes?"

A moment went
by. A moment of

frenzied fear. She

was turning me
down. I had made
an appointment with

her for lunch. I

couldn't fathom her

twisted English and
my Hungarian
wasn't worth the

C[ Lya de Putti

is one of th

tabloid sizes, b

if you saw "Var
will recall her

dimensions. He
as sna\y as fa

lah's and her rages surg

hot across the screen li\e

blazing meteorites.

coulI assured her I

matter.

"Oh my Gott," said she, "You are not

so sure?"

"Sure as the seven hills of Rome," I

cried. "I'll wait till the crack of doom.

I'll wait till the crack of ice, if needs must."

"Mans are not like vomans who are affected," she

assured me.

"Notwithstanding," said I, "I will wait till the Nile

freezes over. I'll wait till you get here if it takes

till Witsun."

a has taught us

the universality of
emotion and the all

embracing quality of
love in any tongue.

"Ich liebe dich" or

"Je vous aime" are

all right with us when
Lya loo\s li\e this.

goulash it was writ-

ten on.

"YOU," I shouted.

"Call op any
more," she said quite

quietly and rang off.

20



An Interview wtf
By

George Mitchell

C[ Her English is

not so good yet,

but we claim her
as our own for
she best of all

spea\s the lan'

guage of the

screen.

Editor's Note: Do you remember the

charm Doris Keane radiated in "Ro-

mance" with her bro\en English? There

is something about it that adds a piquant,

helpless touch to loveliness and,

when that loveliness is li\e Miss

de Putti's, the pride of two con-

tinents, her personally con-

ducted flow of language and
surprising inflections set her

apart as a lovely creature of ex-

ceptional charm and exotic

beauty.

"It doesn't matter/''

I said and then, real-

ising that she was gone,

I hung up and
muttered to

myself, "It
doesn't mat-
, 11

ter.

"She'll be
with you in a

<J( Lya de Putti in a scene

with Kenneth Harlan is

a thrilling, vivacious

coquette.

minute," said she.

"But," I cried.

And with that

Miss de Putti came in,

bounded in with the

radiant smile that is

worth a million dollars.

I understood later that

(Cont. on page 92)



9ooliri

({Harold Lloyd,
Ronald Colman,
Donald Crisp,

Samuel Gold-

wyn, Cecil B.

De Mille, Vic-

tor Varconi,
George Fitz-
maurice and
]ac\ Holt help

to tie the \not.

E ARE certainly keeping the fish up
late in this part cf the Pacific!"

exclaimed Johnny Hines whimsi'

cally, as he turned another bunch
of Roman candles loose in the Fourth of July

sky, from the little pier in front of the Duncan
sisters' beach home at Santa Monica.

"Fountains" and "flower-baskets" and other

fire-works were popping up all along the circle

of the bay, from Bebe Daniels' house, from
Norma Talmadge's and Carmel Myers' and Pola

Negri's and Jesse Lasky's houses along the beach,

while the myriad lights of Venice twinkled from

the roller-coaster and other concessions away
down the beach.

But I'm really away ahead of myself. Be-

cause Patsy and I had come down the day before

with Johnny to the Duncan's house, where they

were giving a two-day party.

We arrived on Sunday, we found all
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Q One marriage ceremony in Hollywood that was "For Keeps"

The love match of Vilma Banky and Rod LaRoque.

By Grace KJngsky

\3i <C Mr. and Mrs. Rod
LaRoque upon
their wedding day.

They have the best

the guests gath- ,| wishes of their

ered either on the 1 many shadow ad-

beach or on the

tiny pier which
runs right out 4

from the front of

the house, and which is outfitted with comfortable chairs

and swinging hammocks.
Many of the guests were in bathing suits down on the

beach.

Claire Windsor had brought three bathing suits with

her, in order to have one to match every mood, Gilbert

Roland declared. We liked her best in a sky'blue one

with silver scales embroidered on it, in which she suggested

a very lovely mermaid. She is too feminine to go in for

the two-piece bathing suits of trousers, belt and shirt.

Bert Lytell was there, and the two seemed as de-

voted as ever, although since that time Claire and
Bert have agreed to disagree.

For the time being, though,

they splashed together in the

waves merrily or sat close

together on the sand chatting

like lovers.

"Don't tell me that the

Madonnadike Dolores Del

Rio is going to put on a

bathing suit!" cried Patsy

in horror.

She did, though—a real boy's bathing suit, too, but she

let us down easily, really, by wearing a beautifully em-
broidered mandarin coat over it at first.

Don Alvarado, Gilbert Roland and Jaimie Del Rio

chattered together in Spanish a lot, and gallantly toasted

everybody in Spanish from the punch bowl on the veranda.

An Italian organ grinder showed up all of a sudden
on the beach and those brightly imaginative spirits, Harry
Crocker, Jaimie Del Rio and Lloyd Pantages, seised the

Italian's equipment, monkey and all, and traveled over to

the Beach Club next door, where they performed before

the crowd and gathered a collection to buy a new outfit

for the monkey—something like ten dollars—with which
they returned in high glee.

The Duncan sisters had to dash off to do their show in

Hollywood, but they returned in time for the buffet supper,

which was served to you, wherever you happened to be.

After supper Johnny Hines, Eddie Carewe and Charles

Rogers built a beach fire, Eddie, in his red bathing suit,

hopping about to stir it up, looking like a benevolent

Mephisto. Johnny said that he had lighted the fire with

his cigarette lighter, and that it was the very first time

that it had ever lighted anything.

George Fisher was there. George used to play opposite

Mary Miles Minter, you remember and in Ince features.

Lately he has been in Australia, making a big film called

"For the Term of His T^atural Life," which is a story of

the old convict life in the antipodes.

George and Sylvester Stokes, who is a very rich young

man who has just come west to go into pictures, toasted

marshmallows for such of the young actresses as were brave

enough to risk a pound or two in added weight to their

fair young forms.

A group shortly gathered around Bessie Love and

Charles Rogers, where in the firelight, Bessie was twanging

her ukulele and singing.

Bessie was wearing socks instead of stockings, which

looked very chic on her, but which would have been hard

for anybody else to get away with without looking a bit

too daring.

Rita Carew and Betty Morrison flitted about flirting

with everybody, and Johnny Hines kidded about, getting

off his jokes and insisting that he (Cont. on page 90)
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Simon Legree
Gets HIS

Q Uncle Tom Is Getting

Fan Letters Now.

By George Spencer

CfiNJo Uncle Tom
without blood
hounds.

^nIO the theatre-goers
' today, the mov-

lg picture is . . .

aside from the or-

chestra, organ, or piano

. . . Silent Drama. But
the moving picture in the

making is anything but

silent!

We walked through B
Stage up at the Universal

Studio where they are at

work on "Uncle Tom's
Cabin' , and pushed our nosey nose through a little

canvas door that bore a large placard, saying, "No
visitors allowed", and stepped into the interior of an
old-fashioned country store. That is, one-half of

it was old-fashioned country store ... a long

counter, row on row of canned goods, sacks of

potatoes, scales, a round-bellied, cast-iron wood'
stove, and near it a table and two chairs. Per-

fect! But the other half was anything but an
old-fashioned country store, or any kind of a store

for that matter . . . Two cameras, standing

close together; Kleig lights, spots, suns; camp
chairs filled by well-fed directors, assistants,

camera-men, a few negroes in rags and make-up,

a script girl and God knows who else.

We looked past the cameras and took in each

detail of the country store. An old hick stood

behind the counter, dusting it with a red flannel

shirt. In one of the chairs by the old stove, sat

a huge man with a black beard. He wore a large patched

mackinaw. In a fat red mit he held a poker hand and
glared across the table at his poor little partner who was
only half his size. The little man wore square-rimmed
glasses, stocking cap, a scarf wrapped tightly around his

thin neck and a long green-black overcoat. A pile of chips

lay between them on the table.

The director, Harry Pollard, mumbled to his assistant

and the assistant numbled to the prop man and the prop

man shouted lustily . . .

"Stop your hammers!"

A shrill whistle. Lights flickered, blinked, and flashed

on with a hum . Somebody shouted, "WIND!" Three

C[ James
in the
storm e

light.
aero-plane motors behind the set started off with

a crack and a bang.

"Snow ready?" yelled the lusty prop man, and

there came back on the "wind" an affirmative shout. Then
we heard above the din, the baying of three blood hounds

somewhere out of sight. And, because we were near, we
heard a rusty violin and an accordion bravely starting

up a Sousa march, trying for all they were worth to outdo

the "wind" and the dogs.

The director stood up, looked about him once or twice,

and shrugged his shoulders. He pressed one free hand

to an ear and with the other hand held the megaphone

to his lips.

"Ready? Everybody! All right, ACTION . . .CAM-
ERA! Throw down your cards, Tom. Now make 'im

show his . . . that's it. Ready (Cont. on page 98)
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^Most "Beautiful Still of the <JMonth

A SCENE FROM ^e Worldly Hope wen set their Hearts upon
Turns Ashes—or it prospers, and anon,

(tjy V L M Lii{e Snow upon the Deserts dusty Face
De&U S&uYeUY Lighting a little Hour or two—is gone.

Omar Khayyam



YOUTHFUL SALLY BLANE in "Shootiri

Irons" is so quick on the draw that the first

thing you know she'll be drawing packed

houses.

P/iotograp/i by Eugene Robert Richee

SSCREEXLAKD



tfTOVE" is the picture fashioned from the

-L* classic "Anna Karenina". JACK GIL-

BERT and GRETA GARBO are very happily

cast and you can take that as you wish.

Photograph by William Grimes



DOROTHY MACKAILL started the craze

for slimness. Her real name is Sil O'Wet.

"The Crystal Cup" is her next picture.

Photograph by Russell Ball



Heart

C[ Clara s next picture is "Hula"

—

this

explains the Honolulu flight.

C[ Clara Bow,
Chester
Con\lin, rol'

er s\ates,
bloomers
and comedy A
all to help.

C[ Clara Bow dams the Mis-

sissippi and helps the

victims.

hen the flood suffer-

ers fed and helped by
the Red Cross get

settled enough to take

up their normal lives and go to the

movies to see Clara Bow, let them
give the little girl a hand and a

hearty one. Clara Bow and Ches-

ter Conklin as Red Cross workers

used their talents to sell papers for

the cause.

Clara would let no one pass

without contributing his bit, and
Chester Conklin, with his thick

glasses, couldn't ever seem to be

able to make change at all. And
all Hollywood
smiled and loos- q- Clara Bow is

ened up. beginning wor\

It's always the on "Red Hair"

way; people who ^ n
EUnor

are kind get loved.
yn '
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William Haines Offers

Q Here's a chance to

have your own movie

show! This camera out-

fit will be sent to the

one who writes the best ..

i> fan letter.

6VERT0HE has seen William
Haines in "Slide Kelly Slide

11

,

"Tell it to the Marines
11

or

one of his many other pictures

and almost everyone has a defi'

nite opinion about him. Write
clearly and cleverly what you
thin\ of this irrepressible young
man and if your letter is the best

from the standpoint of sincerity

and originality this valuable gift

will be sent to you.

Address—WILLIAM HAINES
c/o ScreeNLAnd Contest Department

49 West 45th St., New York City

Contest closes October 15, 1927

HT HAVE just had the thrill of my life—for I've become
a picture producer. Not only was I able to bawl out

a director for the first time in my film career—and
show him how it felt to take a little direction himself

—but I felt the thrill of creating a picture for the first

time—and solved a difficult problem of entertaining the

boys at the country club, all in one fell swoop. Which
isn't bad for a young fellow trying to get along.

It all happened this Way—over at the country club I

belong to, every fellow has to arrange a little entertain-

ment every now and then for the gang. Usually a play,

with some of us acting—or a musical skit forms the basis

of the program. I had an idea that an amateur movie

might be a novelty.

I talked it over with the head of the laboratories at the

S3«R

I G[ William Haines ta\'

ing a moving picture

with the Pathex au-

tomatic movie camera
which he has offered

to the readers of
Screen land.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, where I work. He agreed
that it would be a novelty—but asserted that it would cost

a lot of money.

"But," he added, "Why do it with professional apparatus

and foot a big bill. They make little cameras that take

small film.'"

Such was my introduction to my Pathex outfit. Mr.
Nicholaus, in the laboratory, ordered an outfit for me, and
it all came in one box—a little camera no bigger than a

kodak, with a clockwork motor to make it go, a little
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You HIS OVIE

({ William Haines
ta\es a movie of
Robert Leonard,

the great direc
tor, and gives

him some snap'

py orders.

Ernest Torrence
poses for Wil-
liam Haines and
how!

projector, a film splicing machine, and all. The film,

a narrow strip of tape, came in little light proof maga'
zines that slipped into the camera much as a kodak
roll slips into a kodak—not a bit more complicated.

The first problem was to find a villain—and about

that time Ernest Torrence sauntered by, on the way
to his stage. I elected him.

"You're the villain!" I told him and pointed the

camera. "All you gotta do is look off, past me, very

angry, and gnash your teeth." So I got him.

Chaney had to put on a little makeup—because his

contract won't let him pose before any camera straight

—not even for a country club show—but with a few
streaks of paint he made a tolerable villain. When
Bob Leonard, the director, happened by, I did a few
feet of him as a juvenile—and bawled him out plenty

as a bum actor. It was my first chance to bawl out

a director—but as director of my own film it was my
pleasurable prerogative.

AMERA
CC The outfit consists of I Pathex cam,'

era, automatic drive and 1 Projector

complete with lens, lamp, motor
and accessories.

CCA print of
the film that

William
Haines too\

is included
and six un-

exposed neg-

ative films.

I".
' William Haines and the

projector which is in-

cluded in his offer.
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everly Hills is a

respectable com-
munity entirely

surrounded by
Los Angeles. Surrounded

and menaced! Hollywood
to the east, mountains to

the north, Culver City to

the south and the beaches

to the west. Twice we
have been attacked by
vulgar, high' pressure real'

tors in their efforts to

make us come in to the

overgrown Metropolis of the Great Southwest, and twice

we have voted them to defeat and chagrin. In fact, so

annoying is our rough neighbor that Doug Fairbanks has

urged building a wall around the town to keep out boot-

leggers and burglars, realtors and rubber-necks from the

boulevards and back-alleys of Boostburg.

So proud are we of our beautiful homes, magnificent

trees, well-paved streets, bang-up schools, as well as our

efficient fire department and the niftiest police in the

country, that these threatened assaults upon our independ-

ence have thrown us together in a great common cause

of mutual protection. Beverly Hills is a town of 100%
citizenship and with Will Rogers as mayor, we defy the

world to make us join anything we don't want to.

It is sometimes thought that the 'movies'—horrible word!

—are a bunch of light-headed dim-wits who have capitalized

their dimples, but don't know what it is all about. That
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(Si At the Chamber
of Commerce ban-
quet: Douglas
Fairbanks outlin-

ing a plan for
Greater Beverly

Hills. Mrs. Pick-
1

}ord, Mary, Fred
T^iblo, Enid Ben-
nett, A. C. Hee-

\

gaard and others

applaud.

they live gloriously, but let Rotary run the town.
If you subscribe to that popular notion, you should

attend some of our civic doings. They'd be a revela-

tion to you.

Last week, for instance, we had a Chamber of

Commerce banquet at the Beverly Hills Hotel which
showed whether or not actors can be citizens. Fred
Niblo presided as toastmaster, and take it from an old

traveler, Fred can make most of these convention toast'

masters appear like the Drummers' Joke Books they

sell on trains.

Of course, the usual bunch of bankers, lawyers

and merchants spoke, but it was (Cont. on page 102)

'C[ Harold Lloyd and his

fellow citizens of Bev-
erly Hills.
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allComes Out in tk

tre "the Dunes" bro\e
all records playing in

their own act at that

house for twelve con-

secutive wee\s.

-^here are two girls in Hollywood
who could tell you something

about the secret of success.

"Oh spare me," you may an-

swer. "I can't save any money; my
salary barely stretches round to next

pay day.

Neither did theirs at first, when they

began their original and unique invest-

ments. They had little money and few clothes, and no

way of displaying their talents but in draughty, barny old

houses in small towns, but they began at once making

deposits—deposits in the bank of kindness. And one day,

to their amazement, they Woke up to cash in on plays,

clothes, bookings, songs and fat bank rolls.

Now you've perhaps guessed by this time that the two

are none other than the Duncan Sisters, Rosetta and Vivian,

who, by the way are as inseparable as the rose and the

bud. They have saved as large an account in the Bank
of Hearts as they

have in the Banks

of Finance— and

it is a well known
fact that they are

rated at the mil-

lion mark.

But dollars are

soon spent, while

their deposits in

C[ A charming and
unusual trait in

the sisters is their

total lac\ of pro-

fessional jealousy

and this ma\es
their team wor\
almost perfect.' _^ . ..... „^

Topsy and Eva Duncan, whose hearts

are as loyal as their humor is genuine.

the Heart Bank will last, accumulating compound interest,

piling up sky high. Here's their secret. If by a kind action

you make a deposit each week in the heart of a friend,

some day you'll have an income of happiness that all the

currency in the world could not buy, bigger than you
could ever spend. How do the little "Dunes" make their

deposits? Like this!

When Fred Stone's show "Tip-Top" w-as touring the

country—one bitter blizzardy night the company had a

sleeper jump out of Toledo. One of the little dancers in

the company melted into her upper berth trying to forget

a toothache. While the rest of the company went to bed
and to sleep she managed to control her sobs, but as the

car grew colder and the pain more intense she burst into

tears. Little Rosetta and Vivian scrambled out of their

berths and down the aisle trying to locate the cry of

distress.

After much supressed giggling and falling over each

other, they found the suffering girl. Several members of

the company were awakened by this time, and Rosetta,

who had taken charge of the situation, had located a hot'

water bottle.

"Now for some boiling water—there's nothing like a

hot-water bottle for the toothache—ask Jake how I fixed

her up."
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WASH Say the

C[ Madame Keeler so

believed in and loved
the Duncans that she
made all their co;-

tumes gratis during
their early struggles.

C[ The Duncan Sisters

at their beach home
at Santa Monica are

startlingly unli\e the

stage girls they have
shown the world.

("Jake" being Vivian's nickname
—"Hyme" is Rosetta's.

They are called "Jake and Hyme" by all their pals.)

To get hot water at that hour when a train was plowing

through a blizzard was a problem. The conductor, the

(porter, even the brakeman came to Rosetta's persistent

ringing of bells and calls.

"All the water am frozen—ain't going to be no diner

on until seven
—

" the sleepy porter turned away.

While the rest of the group discussed the impossibility

of heating some water Rosetta fled down the aisle, hot-

water bottle in hand. She ducked into her berth and re-

appeared looking like "Puss in Boots"—wearing her Russian

boots, which by the way she Wore several years before the

other girls in America adapted them, her rain coat and
a tam.

"Where are you going, Hyme?" Vivian scrambled after

her. Through seven cars of snoring weary troopers, through
the smelly smoker, right on to the engine ploughed Rosetta.

The train had come to a standstill; the engineer and fire-

man were so busy they did not see the little figure climbing

into their "sanctum sanctorum". Suddenly Hyme's hoarse

voice was heard above the roar of the steam.

"Say, Buddy, I've got to have some hot water to fill this

bottle—there's a girl back there dying of the toothache."

The engineer took the hot-water bottle in his hands,

put the nozzle of the steam exhaust (Com. on page 86)
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G[ Victor McLaglen
and Dolores Del
Rio illustrate in

"What Price
Glory" the gen'

eral idea of the

costume.
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5TARTBD
(\It is a fine compli-

ment to little Renee

that her costume in

'The Big Parade"

has become so pop-

ular.

,
aptain Palmer told of

seeing the retinue of

the King of the Fiji

Islands—sort of a Big

Parade of the South Seas—as

it passed single file and what
impressed him was, that as the

King led the way he stumbled

over a piece of drift wood, and
that each of his followers faith'

fully tripped over the same
obstruction. When one failed

to do so he was set upon by all

the others as one who tried to

be greater than the King.

Perhaps the peasants of

France to-day do not dress a-la-

Renee, but one thing is certain

they do on the screen, and we
are very glad of it for no other

reason than that this costume

Renee Adoree asMelisande leads

the Big Parade of smoc\s.

will always bring to our mind one of the most touching characters

in all pictures.

"The Big Parade" has been playing on Broadway so long that

Renee and her blouse are one of the best known sights of the town.

When all records fall before an attraction and it

still goes merrily on there surely are good reasons,

and not the least of these is the fetching little breath

of France, Mademoiselle Renee that John Gilbert

and all the rest of us fell in love with.

It has already played 1,115 performances at the

Astor Theatre.

C[AiIeen Pringle

and her puc\er-

ing string in

"Body and Soul"
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CAN A RELIGIOUS

MOTION PICTURE
CURE THE SICK?

By Rosa Rezlly

DECORATIONS FROM 'THE KING OF KIKGS"

N Africa the game trails are worn down into the veldt like

giant ruts. No one animal made these but many upon
many through the centuries. Why? Because the trail led

to the water hole.

The motion picture has, through twenty years grown
more and more important, more perfect, more a part of

our life. Why? Because this art is leading us to Beauty
and to Truth, to Religion and to Faith. When Herbert

Brenon made Peter Pan he made the pathway of Beauty
plainer to others. When John S. Robertson made "Sew
timental Tommy", De Mille the "Ten Commandments",
Fred Niblo, "Ben Hur", and King Vidor "The Big
Parade", they too were blaring the trail.

It has always been this way; that a man first comes to believe, then he develops an
art to express his belief. Where there is no religion there is no art, but where there

is truly an artist, he will find his moments of grandeur in the expression of his religious

convictions. The savage's tom-tom was an obeisance to his gods. The earliest of

primitive dances was a form of worship; the paintings of the primitive painters were
to glorify the beauty of the Madonna.

So through all the ages; and today the motion picture follows this fundamental law.

Motion pictures have reached their highest stage in telling the story of Christianity.

In "Ben Hur", in "The King of Kings", in the "Miracle Man", this new art reveals

again the ancient truths; these truths that no man may measure, but to which all

men must bow.

Ctil
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The ordinary man and woman in this jazz; age is quite as much a part of God,
presumably, as the robed ascetic in his cliff'top monastery during the Middle Ages.

Miracles can happen today as surely as they did two thousand years ago.

At the Shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes in the Hautes-Pyrenees of France where in

1858 the Virgin Mary was said to have appeared, there still are cool waters in the

ancient Grotto where the diseased, crippled, and blind drag their weary bodies, and
because of the depth of their faith, their convulsed limbs are straightened; sight is

returned to eyes that were sightless, and they go back to their homes whole and
rejoicing.

The same is true of St. Anne de Beaupre, a town at the mouth of the St. Anne
River at Quebec. Every year miracles take place there. Many hopelessly afflicted

ones come there to touch the relics of St. Anne, kept in the church, and because they

believe, they are restored to health and happiness. And so it is throughout the world.

Some are cured by reading in the Bible the story of the Life of Christ. Some are

cured through listening to the words of inspired teachers. "What things soever ye

desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.

Your Father knoweth what things ye have need of before ye ask HirrT\

The art of printing was first used to give the messaged Bible to the world. The
Motion Picture, as mighty an art as printing, in the film "The King of Kings"

>
has

told again the story of Christ. No one denies the power that the printed word of the

Bible has exerted throughout the ages. No one may doubt the uplifting force of the

mighty oratorios of Handel. Michael Angelo's famous canvas of the Sistine Madonna
has for centuries turned the thoughts of man toward beauty. Wherever and under

whatever circumstances the artist has attempted to describe the glorious beauty of the

Life of Christ with his art, he has given to the people another way to come closer to

the Force which is the author of our being.

And since the story of the Life of Christ awakens through these other arts a realize'

tion of the power to cure the sick, there is no doubt but that this, motion picture of

the Life of Christ also is one with the other arts.

The word "photograph" is from the Greek. It means to "write light". "The King

of Kings' , a moving photograph, may have the power to write light into the lives of

those who watch its wonderful story unreel. To contemplate this thought is to be

filled with amazement. Can it be possible that the lowly movie show may be the

shrine which today will bestow peace upon the troubled, and health upon the sick?

This is such an unusual thought that one's personal opinion upon a question affecting

so many religious sects is of little value. I will tell you therefore what various well-

known people in our country think.

Father Martin Scott, one of the most eminent Jesuits in the United States, sat in

the parlor of the college of St. Francis Xavier at 30 West Sixteenth Street, New York.

To look at him you realize instantly that his daily round is in reality an imitation of

the life of Christ. Tall, slim, active, with the light of true asceticism in his keen, gray

eyes, he spoke, and I listened to his quiet voice:

"The King of Kings is the best film I ever saw. It will achieve more good than

hundreds of sermons."

From this cloistered spot, through the busy city I went, up to the Federal Council

of the Churches of Christ in America. I asked for Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, the

President of this Council, but found he was in Europe. However, I learned that

before he sailed, speaking over the radio one evening he said:

"The King of Kings is the best motion picture in the world today . . . It is a

picture no man, woman or child should miss seeing." (Com. on page 86)
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The Merry Wives of Whoozis, Marie Dressier, and Polly Moran, carry the picture to hilarious success.

QThe Callahans and the

(\Irish Stew MURPHYS
nd no fooling about that stew. The Irish make the

best stews; take that any way you want to. In

"The Callahans and the IsAurphys" , Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran play a pair of nice,

respectable Irish matrons who go on a spree. They sit

under the spreading maple tree and lap up beer. If there's

any funnier scene in pictures, I want to see it, as soon as

I've sewed the buttons back on that burst off when I was
laughing at "the gurrls". "The Callahans and the

phys" is a regular rough-house most of the time, and you'll

enjoy every minute of it, b'gorra! And by the way, one

refreshing thing about it is, there's not a single slab of Irish

dialect in the sub-titles, which are the best that Ralph
Spence ever wrote, faith an' be'jabers.

There's a story somewhere—oh, yes; Kathleen Norris
and Frances Marion wrote it. Sally O'Neil and Larry
Gray are the lovable lovers; while good old Eddie Gribbon

and the few dozen kids add to the general merriment.
But it's the Merry Wives of Whoozis who carry the

comedy to hilarious success. Marie Dressier and her pal

Polly are the best comedy team on the screen—now, hold

on; I'm not forgetting Dane-and Arthur and Beery-and-

Hatton—the best team of their sex. Innings for vimmings!

No—there are no Abies in this Irish paradise. Everything

is corn-beef and cabbage—just a real Irish holiday. And
it'll take all the sons of Erin on the police force to keep

the crowds in order waiting to see the Callahans and the

Murphys fight it out.

C[ It certainly is.

FAST and Furious
Q Or, Barbara Worth Wins Again

F
^ast and Furious" certainly is. It's the best com-

edy Reg Denny has turned out in a long time.

How that boy ever came to be named Reginald

is beyond me. Perhaps it's one of those good

old British customs. Anyway, he's lived it down. He's a

fast and furious comedian, that's what he is. He must have

been practicing home nights. In his early comedies, he

merely made faces. Now he's a scream, a riot, and a howl

—aD in his own nice way, of course. Every gesture he

makes is good for a grin. Yes, Mr. Denny, you've arrived.

Oh, that's all right. Don't mention it.

Wait, wait! There's more to come. Besides all the

amusement afforded by a burlesque auto race, "fast and

Furious" also offers The Winning of Barbara Worth.

Barbara Worth is the name of the girl who plays opposite

the star. She is a winner, and she proves it here. I pick

her to keep right on winning.
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C[ This picture provides some appealing moments.

AN rjkower
(\And a Little Woman

fl[ You'll get a \ic\ out

of Richard on his

way to save Peaceful

Valley isn his Big Six

tractor.

((All very satevepost, but

Richard and Mary ma\e it

seem almost new.

The thrilling climax enables

the hero to ma\e good in

a big way. Richard Dix
and Mary Brian.

H, dam! Well, there is a dam iri

"Man Power'; not only that, but it

bursts. But then, you know that

without being told. Whenever
there is a dam in a picture, it's bound to bust.

It furnishes the thrilling climax, enabling the hero to make good in

a big way. I'm not saying I didn't get a kick out of Richard Dix on his

way to save Peaceful Valley in his Big Six tractor; I did. And so will

you, whether you give a darn about the dam or not.

"Man Power" is a pleasant picture until those old mountain streams

begin to swell and run all over. I liked the first part best. It provides

some appealing moments between Richard, as a factory hand, and Mary
Brian, as the owner's daughter. All very satevepost, but Richard and

Mary make it seem almost new. If you must know

—

he goes to work
in her dad's tractor plant, where his experience in the late tank corps

stands him in good stead. The excitement when the dam bursts is as

nothing compared to the suspense of whether or not he's going to get

his girl. It only goes to show that man power isn't worth much without

a little woman.
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fl[ A picture that should please the feminists, and their boyfriends.

TEN j^odern Commandments

Q Women's Tights—1 mean Rights

J^w-^en Modern Com.'
mandments" shouldT C[ Esther Ralston, the

most luscious chorus

girl who ever \ic\ed

up .her heels.

Cecil

think

Re-

please the feminists;

it should also please

their boy-friends. For it sticks

up for women's rights; and it

also shows lots and lots of

chorus cuties in pretty tights. No, it isn't a

De Mille picture, no matter what you might

from the title. It's a Dorothy Ar^ner picture,

member "Fashions for Women", Esther Ralston's first

starring film? It was Miss Arzner's first directorial

effort, too. And now the Arzner-Ralston combina-

tion is one of the best.

"Ten Modern Commandments" are "Get Your
Man, Get Your Man, Get Your Man, etc., etc." It

takes you back-stage of a musical comedy and shows
you how the wheels go round—well, call 'em wheels

if you want to. Esther is the most luscious chorus

girl who ever kicked up her heels. All for the sake

of the boy friend, that nice Neil Hamilton, she takes

a job vamping Arthur Hoyt, only to be misunderstood.

But don't worry. A girl like Esther

can't possibly be misunderstood

very long. The finale includes love

and kisses for all. These little

girls, Esther and Dorothy, de-

serve a big round of applause.

Here's handing it to them.

({All for the sa\e

of a boyfriend,
that nice J^eil

Hamilton, Esther
ta\es a job vamp-
ing Arthur Hoyt.

SfS ft

C[ To the tune of "Get Your
Man, Get Your Man, Get
Your Man".
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C[ Virginia. Valli, always beautiful, now blossoms into a high-powered personality.

to ove
qc o. d.

Imagine being paid to love George O'Brien! Well, it

makes a good story, anyway. And a very good little

picture. "Paid to Love" has an amusing idea, able

direction, and the co-starring team of George O'Brien
and Virginia Valli. You can't ask for much more. It's

laid in those dear, quaint Balkans, with O'Brien as a

bouncing boy prince. Here's something else for you to

try over on your imagination—George playing a Balkan
prince. Not that he doesn't look gorgeous in that uniform
but the famous O'Brien biceps darn near burst the royal

buttons. An Irish grin is no handicap for a prince though;

you'll like your George in this, see if you don't. Virginia

Valli plays a hard-working French girl who undertakes to

teach the woman-shy prince the game of love—and gets

G[ Miss Valli is as Irish

as Mr. O'Brien but

she ma\es a most
alluring French vamp—and he is stunning
as a Bal\an prince.

paid for it. She does, and he does, in spite of all that

William Powell, suave and elegant as ever, can do to stop

'em. Miss Valli is as Irish as Mr. O'Brien, but she makes

a most alluring French vamp. She's always been beautiful;

now she blossoms into a high-powered personality. One
of the most piquant persons on the screen, Virginia has

been playing nice, refined parts far too long. She's nice

and refined, all right; but she's so much, much more. If

the Virginia Valli of "Paid to Love" had burst upon us

from foreign shores, she'd be hailed with huzsas. As it

is, she was born in Chicago, and has been in our midst ever

since. But what's to prevent our sending up a few sky-

rockets for her just the same? Ziss—boom!
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C[ A good act and it all ends much loo soon

Twelve MlLES Out

(J Cases, Cases, Cases

Jack better. He's

"Widow" again, as

the

the

IF
YOU have a terrible case on John Gilbert,

see "Twelve Miles Out"—and learn all

about cases from him. (And what's in

em.) Jack deals in cases, of one kind and
another—hooch, mon.

I don't know when I've liked

burn-'em-up boy of "The Merry
rum-runner of "Twelve Miles Out". Fresh, arrogant, ruth-

less, but with that hint of something sad about him—oh,

girls, doesn't it just get you? Ahaha, you're blushing! I

thought so. It does get you. Well, you won't be lone-

some. Every time Jack grabs a girl and kisses her, it's with

a sort of savage reluctance, as much as to say: "This hurts

me more than it does you, dearie." When he's all at sea

with Joan Crawford—that scene in the cabin, you know

—

you'll forget all about the other boys you have been

writing fan letters to, and go right back to John Gilbert.

C[ Fresh, arrogant, ruth-

less, hut with that

something sad about
him, John Gilbert was
never more li\able.

Not that I blame you.

It starts in Spain, where John, and Ernest

Torrence, as the rascally Red McCue, are rivals

in love and in business. John always gets the

girls, but once in a while Red puts something over on him.

Their final clash comes at sea, where John is cruising with his

cases, including Joan, who came along not for the ride, but

because she was kidnapped. Melodrama twelve miles out

—and wow! John proves he is a gentleman before he is a

bootlegger before he's through, in several scenes which show
some of his genuine, pre-war brand of acting. If the star

were anyone but Mr. Gilbert, Ernest Torrence would have

stolen the picture. As it is, they're co-stars. Meet Gilbert

and Torrence, the Boy Bootleggers, assisted by such dainty

misses as Joan Crawford, Paulette Duval, Eileen Percy,

and Gwen Lee. They put on a good act, and it all ends

much too soon. Another round, please!
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(f An adult drama, very well done

SINGED

F^OR
the grown-ups, not the kid-

dies. (Just try to keep them

from sneaking in, just try.)

"Singed" might just as well have

been called "Broiled", "Burned", or

"Roasted", because the title has little or

nothing to do with the story—which is

an adult drama, very well done. It

offers Blanche Sweet her first real chance

since "Anna Christie" to exercise her

interesting ability. Blanche has an ut-

terly unique personality and technique;

she's always fascinating. She plays one

of those western dance-hall queens with

crude ways but heart of gold. You've

met "the notorious Dolly Wall" before;

but probably you have never seen such

exciting things happen to her. She

helps "her man"—in this case played by

Warner Baxter—to wealth and fame,

and then finds herself about to be cast

off for a younger, unsinged girl. But

C[ She helps her man to fame
and wealth—then finds her'

self about to be cast off for

a younger, unsinged girl.

Blanche Sweet and 'Warner
Baxter.

does Dolly stand

for it? You know Dolly well enough
to know that what she does about it is

to raise a great, big row. She shows
him just how it feels to be a little

singed; but how she shows him you'll

have to see for yourself, for that's what
makes "Singed" somewhat different from
all the other pictures about Maisie

LaTour—I mean Dolly Wall. Of the

type of drama known as gripping, sym-

pathetic direction puts it over. In the

rather innocuous role of the "society

girl" who poaches on Blanche's prop-

erty, you'll see Mary McAllister, who
was once a child actress and is still an
actress and not much more than a child.

But Mary is growing up into a very

smart and charming young lady. What's
more, she's one of the few who can play

"Society girls" without being too re-

fined. Mary can be depended upon
never, never to crook her finger in the big banquet scene.

C[ fannings is the one actor in the world who can achieve characterization without the aid of ma\e-up and crutches

G~7artuffe
(J Moliere in the Movies

~"\7"0T a new piece of French pastry. But you'll eat

it up all the same, or I don't know my Jannings.

^\ Here's the one actor in the world who' can
^ achieve characterisation without the aid of a

make-up kit and a couple of crutches. All he does to put

over the character of a horrible hypocrite is to build a

bump on his head and cover it with a wig. He doesn't

wear a false nose or black out any of his teeth. But his

face is as different as the face you see in "The Way of

All Flesh" as my face is different from Greta Garbo's.

(And that, kiddies, is the real story of why I never went

in the movies.)

Moliere created a sensation when he wrote "Tartuffe,

the Hypocrite". But that was quite some time ago, I un-

derstand. The screen version will not revolutionize the

motion picture industry, but it will help a little to advance

it artistically, if only because it is the first time any director

ever dared to do Moliere. F. W. Murnau, who made
"The Last Laugh" , is still laughing last. He is responsible

for the screening of this tale of the loyal wife who resorts

to. subterfuge, whatever that is, to cure her husband of a
blind devotion to a pious scoundrel played by Herr Jan-
nings. It's rather delightfully done with the aid of a
modern prologue and epilogue. It presents the movies

1

greatest character actor (name on request) in a repulsive

but interesting role; and furthermore it introduces us to

Lil Dagover, the loveliest and subtlest screen actress left

in Europe—it must be her own fault. And I'd like an-

other chance to gaze on one Andre Mattoni, who appears

all too briefly. Andre is but a youth but he seems to have
considerable possibilities. Maybe when he grows up his

folks will let him come over to see us sometimes.
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C[ It's wonderful how painless modern education can be

OLLED TOCKINGS
Q They Roll Their Own

C[ This picture is a great ad for

the co-ed college. Richard
Arlen, ]ames Hall, Louise

Broo\s and David Torrence.

D On't think you'll see a stocking show, or even a

shocking show. There's not a single shot of a

pretty girl rolling her own, socks or ciggies. In-

stead, "Rolled Stoc\ings'' is a corking college

the best that's ever been filmed—about the rah-rah

As a title says, it's won-
Look at

story

boys and their little girl friends

derful how painless modern education can be.

Louise Brooks.

Yes, this picture is a great ad for the co-ed college.

Since it's never too late to barn, most movie fans will

form in line now for next term. Louise, James Hall, and
Richard Arlen are a trio who'll teach you some things

you never learned at your school. Dear old Colfax has

more handsome boys and pretty girls than a professor can
shake a stick at. They don't go around waving pennants

all the time, either. They know how to have their ponies

and ride 'em, too. It's a great life. Live and learn.

Hall and Arlen play brothers—as different as night

from day, or as freshman from senior. Richard makes the

crew, while James merely makes all the co-eds—makes

them happy for a while and then dashes away to keep a

new date. The gay, irresponsible brother makes love while

Richard shines (with good, honest perspiration, as stroke

oar of the crew.) Louise is the prixe. Never did a heroine

have such a choice to make. All around me, when Louise

was spurning first one and then the other brother, girls

were moaning: "If you don't want him, I want him".

It's the boys' picture—a toss-up between Jimmy and

Dick. I think Jobyna Rakton's husband wins by a stroke.

Look at the inspiration he gets at home! This young Mr.

Arlen resembles a statue of a young Pan; he behaves in

a natural, rugged way. Yes—he'll roll right to fame with

"Rolled Hose."
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CC An excellent vehicle for the languorous charm of Dolores Costello

~^?he HEART of

(\Just a Big-Hearted Belle

HP?
I n

IHE Heart of Maryland" was just made for

Dolores Costello. No, it wasn't, either; it was
made for Mrs. Leslie Carter. But Dolores is the

ideal Maryland Calvert, suh, of the younger
generation. It takes a lot of pull to swing from that old

bell, and Dolores has it. You saw the good old play, didn't

you. You didn't? Oh, I beg your pardon. Of course you
didn't; how silly of me. I didn't, either. On the other

hand you must have sat on Great'uncle Ernest's knee when
he told all about it, and in that case you know it's the

story of the southern belle wooed and won by a little blue

boy. Torn 'twixt love and duty, when her northern lover

escapes, Maryland clings to the clapper of the bell that

should sound the warning to the Confederates, and saves

the day for the hero and the Union. Just break that news
to mother, will you?

Just the same, the David Belasco play stands up for

itself. It has romance and intrigue, and it's an excellent

vehicle for the languorous charms of Miss Costello. (Not

so languorous, at that, when she swings on that bell.)

She is well supported—the belle, not the bell—by such

({Dolores is

the idea] Mary-
land Calvert,

suh, of the
younger gener-

ation.

sterling actors as Jason Robards, Warner Richmond,
Erville Anderson, and Carrol Nye. Especially, as far as

I'm concerned, by Carrol Nye. He may not be as sterling

as the others, but he rings true to me. Carrol plays the

heroine's brother; but oh, how I'd like to see him play

the heroine's boy friend!

({Throw away the plus-fours hoys, and ta\e the ice cream trousers out of camphor

tte ants ILLIE

^hrow away those plus-fours, boys, and take your

ice-cream trousers out of moth-balls. From now
on, white pants will be de rigeur for sports of all

sorts; and I'm sure you'll want to keep right up
with the dernier cri. (The French is just stuck in to fool

you. Don't pay any attention to it.) In other words,

Johnny Hines steps out as a fashion expert in "White
Pants Willie". He also exhibits something pretty new and

nifty in the line of animated jokes. There are lots of

fresh, clean laughs in his latest—as nice and fresh as

those pants.

Seems that Willie Bascom believed in learning his busi-

ness from the ground up—he worked at changing tires in

a garage. But on the side the bright boy was an inventor,

and all he needed was a chance to show off his magnetic

bumper and at the same time, his beautiful, spotless

trousers. But when he was mistaken for a famous polo

player he proved he was no snob by getting on a horse

and playing polo as it was never played before. The game

and the girl are his, and his home-town celebrates by turn'

ing out in white pants to a man, while the girls just turn

out in white. That polo game is good for a dozen hearty,

he-laughs; while a scene at a soda-fountain will bring out

all the girlish giggles. Leila Hyams is a pretty heroine,

and Johnny is not only funny—he also proves himself an

ingratiating guy. And wait till you see his goose! No,

it isn't cooked. Fooled you again!
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j 'evMar,
WHAT YOU MUSTDO TO APPLY FOR
THIS JOB '.— Write a letter stating your experince if

any, and your qualifications: Tell, briefly,

something about yourself and your

ideals. The job will be given to

the applicant who, judged by his

letter, ap-

pears to be

best fitted

for the posi-

tion.

(C The jury that

will decide the

selection of the

candidate ivill be

composed of
Cecil B. De
Mille, Peverell

Mar ley, Eliot
Keen.

rr

Tev

By

Charles

West

'NjfERY-
THING
was m
eadi-

ness for the
filming of the

terrify'
ing earthquake

at Calvary—

a

part of Cecil B.

DeMille's vivid
biblical produc-
tion, "The King of Kings".

The action had been rehearsed by the two thousand
players; the seventeen cameras were focused from various

angles; the wind machines and lighting-arcs had been
tested. Only the final check-up of the scores of illuminat-

ing units was necessary before actual camera work com-
menced on this tremendous scene.
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({Cecil B. De Mille

conferring with
his young protege

Pev Marley, a
genius at pho-
tography.

High on a platform was Cecil B. DeMille, and beside

him a dark-haired youth, Peverell Marley, chief camera-

man. They looked down on a scene of twenty centuries

ago, faintly visible in the blue-green light of Cooper-

Hewitt banks.

"Hit 'em!" ordered young Marley. The chief electrician

at his side spoke into the mouthpiece of a portable tele-



Q Cecil B. De Milie's chief camera-

man wants an assistant and Mr.
De Mille gives this opportunity

to some Screenland young mam

ARE YOU THE MAN FOR THIS

WONDERFUL CHANCE?

A small salary ($30 wee\ly) will be paid

for a period of eight wee\s with all traveling

expenses, but for the right man there is a

clear road ahead to a $15,000 yearly salary.

C[ Cecil B. De
Mille gives his

orders : It is

Pev's business

to "get it".

Address—PEV MARLEY
Screenland Contest Dept.

49 West 45th Street

New York City.

Contest closes October 15th, 1927.

C[A typical day in Pev
Marley's life. Thousands
of men on horses just

for a photograph, and
all the responsibility of
ta\ing it rests upon the

cameraman's shoulders.

phone, and instantly the massive set was flooded with light Marley peered through the finder of his camera at the
from nearly 300 sources. Peverell Marley had worked scene spread out before him—armored soldiers of Rome,
most of the night before superintending the placing of richly gowned Pharisees, ragged beggars, priests, merchants,
those lights—huge "sun-arcs", tiny "baby spots", rows of and children, on a rocky hill, with the walls of old Jeru-
"scoops", "broads", "seventies", "eighties" and "rotaries" salem m the distance. A few minor adjustments of the—each with its "gobos" to protect the cameras from the powerful arc-lights by some of the scores of electricians

gleam of direct light. in the super-structure of the big (Com. on page 101)
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CREENPLAYS
Reviewed

Rosa Reilly

C[ Jeanne Morgan in the

hand of the desperados

of "The Great Train
Robbery". An old story

with an entirely new
angle.

C[ Reginald Denny and
Barbara Worth in

"Fast and Furious".

Reggie is funnier

than ever and twice

as handsome.

HERO ON
HORSEBACK

I'll
open the pot" says

Hoot Gibson, "for

one cow."
"I'll stay," drawls

Sagebrush Pete.

"Me too," puts in Navajo
Charley.

"Say, that's right too steep for

me," pipes up the timid soul in a

([Hoot Gibson, the

"Hero on Horse-
back", catches one

thin little voice. "Now if you'da of the ban\ rob-

opened for a couple sheep I could 'a
bers.

stood by."

"We don't want no pikers in this

here game," says Hoot. "One cow or nothin'."

"Oh all right, all right. Have it your way!"
Hoot Gibson in this new picture of his plays the part

of a cowboy with a fatal mania for cards. Animal by
animal he gambles his ranch away—until he's stony broke.
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But at life's darkest moment in

comes an old fellow he had staked

and Hoot finds out he is a half

owner in a

—

But wait! I can't be giving the

story away like that. You already

have the idea that Hoot, his last

cow gone, is a beggar on horse'back.

But the title of this picture is "Hero
on Horsebac\." And that goes.

The picture is from a tale by
Peter B. Kyne—a good steer on any
jcow film.

THE CIRCUS ACE
Come see the Balloon Ascension!

Come see the Balloon Ascension!

Out at the Fair Grounds! One
Nickel. A half a Dime! Step this

way! Watch that Dainty, Dashing,

Diving Diva, Miss Natalie Joyce,

make a Mar-Vel-Ous, Stu-Pen-Dous
Parachute Jump! Out at the Fair

Grounds! One Nickel. A half a

Dime! Right this Way, FOLKS,
to see the Hair-Raising EEEEEE-
Vent of the Century!

Tom Mix knew something when
he was making his new picture

"The Circus Ace". Every spring

the circus comes to New York and
plays to capacity at Madison Square

Garden. Which just goes to prove

Ken Maynard, Dor-
othy Dwan and Billy

Butts in "Land Be-

yond Law". Ken at

his best and bravest.

C[ Tom Mix and 7\[at-

alie Joyce in "The
Circus Ace". Ton
get the thrill of the

Big Show in this

picture.

that New York isn't made up of

cosmopolites but of folks with the

small town instinct still strong in

their breasts. But somehow a Madi-
son Square Garden circus is not a

circus. You don't get the thrill of

the Big Show when it's under a

roof. It has to be under a tent.

And that's just what Tom Mix
understood so well. Many a circus

film has been a terrible flop because
the director and the actors didn't

get the FEEL of a real circus into it.

Did Tom Mix do it?

Say! When you sit there and
watch the Circus Ace you can
actually smell the menagerie and
hear the calliope.

To be sure it's only a one ring

circus, with one elephant, and one
lion. But there's a boxing kangaroo

which is worth all the clowns rolled

together when it comes to laugh-

getting. And when Tom Mix starts

his tricks there's more action in this

one little show than you'd find un-

der many a Big Top. Tom jumps,

climbs, rides and shoots, winding up
in a tremendous climax when he

lassoes Natalie Joyce off the back

of a stampeding elephant. Some
girl she is, too! A real athlete!

Take a bag of peanuts along when
you see "The Circus Ace" because

you'll find (Continued on page 82)
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Olive
((cThe Joy Girl"

oft, sad
music was
drifting
through the

screens that enclosed

Allan Dwan's set at

the Fox Studio.
Through the mega-

phone came the di'

rector's well ' modu-

lated voice outlining

the scene to Olive

Borden, who had
come east especially

to make "The joy

Girl".

"This is where
you come home dis-

illusioned after your

marriage,
1

'' he was
saying. "You pause

at the door, ashamed,

saddened. Cry a lit'

tie, but quietly. Just

let your eyes fill."

His tone was mat-

ter of fact, and he

spoke with the assur-

ance of one who
knows the ability of

the person with
whom he is dealing.

Olive, he had found,

was not one of those

dumb but beautiful

automatons who
must be conjoled and
persuaded into every

mood.
Olive had proved,

in two short weeks
of work, that she

was a good trouper

who did everything

adequately and with-

out fuss. He had
found her sensitive,

full of perception,

and every subtle
shading of emotion

had been mirrored

in her delicate face

and expressed by her

graceful gestures

THE FASCINATING STORY OF

The Girl Who By
Beih

O'Shea

C[ A Borden the hand
is worth two in the

swing.

with a "rightness"

that is the joy of

every director's

heart.

So now he was
telling her to cry.

The electricians

stood waiting for the

call of "Lights".

THc camera men
stood ready to grind.

The orchestra swung
from "Pale Hands"
to "Absent" and
from "Absent" to

Tosti's "Goodbye",

yet no tears welled

to Olive's eyes. For

the first time since

the production had

begun, she stood un-

certain, embarrassed,

and did not do as

she was told.

Dwan stopped the

music with just a

trace of impatience

in the wave of his

megaphone, though

his voice was courte-

ous as he asked : "Is

there any special

music you would
like played for

this?"

Olive shook her

head.

Really, he was
thinking, this was
unnecessary. Was
she going to develop

temperament after

all? He knew her to

be a finished actress

with perfect screen

technique, and here

she was behaving
like a scared little

amateur doing her

first bit. Perhaps she

was ill. Maybe to-

morrow — he sug-

gested

(Cont. on page 99)
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THIS is the first photo of OLIVE BORDEN
ever taken NOT showing the prettiest legs

in pictures.

Photograph by Autrey ^



ESTELLE TAYLOR is in training for the

great Griffith-Napoleon picture. She will

weigh in at 120 lbs. ringside.

Photograph by Kenneth Alexander



LOUISE BROOKS the collegiate type of

Paramount next takes her graceful walk

through "The City Gone Wild" with Thomas
Meighan.

Photograph by Eugene Robert Richee
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HER success as Maime in "The Way of All

Flesh" has won for PHYLLIS HAVER
stardom in ''Chicago' '.

Photograph by Irving Chidnoff
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AGE COACH
Conducted by Morrie Kyskmd

Reviewed in This Issue

"THE MATING SEASON"

"ALLEZ-OOP"

"THE MANHATTERS'

Photograph by
Nickolas Muray

Photograph by
DeBarron

C[ "The Circus Princess"

has many enchantresses

but Desiree Tabor holds

her own.

Mating Season"

"ELL, you can just imagine our sur-

prise and enthusiasm when we
heard that "The Mating Season"

had Lillian Walker in it. Because,

Lillian Walker was really our first crush.

Even as a kid, we were pretty sure to fall for

a blonde, and when the blonde was a movie
star by the name of Lillian Walker, and had
lovely dimples, there was nothing else to it.

We were hers—forever.

But the other night we found out that

"forever" was really a long time. Because

we saw the first act of "The Mating Season",

and it was just terrible. Lillian didn't have much to say,

and we couldn't help wondering how we had ever really

given her our heart. Of course, it was only one of our

CC One of the con

hither girls'

"Broadway," Molly
Ruardel.

and all that, but a

simply nothing is

and Act III.

hearts—and in cur day, we have
given away practically millions of 'em
—but still we had given her one.

She is still blonde. But the first act

of "The Mating Season" could net
have made the world anything but
blue.

So, when the lights went up, we
looked at our program and discovered

that it said, "Act II—same as Act I."

Well, we know when we've had
enough, so we picked up our hat and
stole softly into the night, leaving

Lillian behind. Because love is love

man is either a man or a jellyfish; and
going to get us back to see Act II

(Continued on page 80)
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COMING FILMS
Paramount Studios

Clara Bow in "jRed Hair"
Pola Negri in "Sunkissed"
Kmil Mannings, Fay Wray in "Hitting For

[leave
n"

* Douglas McLean, Sue Carol in "Soft Cushions"
Adolph Menjou in "A Gentleman of Paris"
"Thomas Meighan in "We're All Gamblers"
Bebe Daniels in "She's a Sheik"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Renee Adoree, Ralph Forbes in "Rose Marie"
*Lon Chancy, Barbara Bedford in "Mockery"
William Haines in "West Point"
John Gilbert, Jeanne Eagles in "Fires of

Youth"
Lillian Gisb in "The Enemy"
Marion Davies in "The Fair Co-Ed"
Sally O'Ncil, Molly O'Day in "Lovelorn"
Marie' Dressier, Polly Moran in "Bringing

l']> Father".

First National Studios

Richard Bartheliness in "The Drop Kick"
Johnny Hines in "Borne Made"

* Mary Astor, Gilbert Roland in "Rose of the
Golden West"

Maria Corda, Lewis Stone in "The Private
Life of Helen of Troy"

' Milton Sills, Mollie O'Day in "Hard United
II aggerty"

Billie Dove in "America n Ileauty"

Universal Studios
*Marian Nixon, Anna May Wong, Edmund

Burns in "The Chinese Parrot"
Reginald Denny in "M ih-A-M"mute Love"
Laura La Plante in "Thanks For the JSugoy

Hide"
George Sidney in "Tlte Cohens and Kellys in

Paris"
Raymond Keane, Barbara Kent in "War

Eagles"

Warner Brothers Studios
Dolores Costello in "The College Widow"
May McAvoy in "Slightly Used"
Irene Rich in "The Desired Woman"
Louise Fazenda, Myrna Loy in "Ham and

Eggs"
Mon.te Blue in "Across the Atlantic"

Fox Studios
George O'Brien, Virginia Valli in "East Side

West Side"
Dolores Del Rio, Virtor MeLaglen in "Carmen"
Janet Gaynor in "Too Girls Wanted"
Charles Farrell, Greta Nissen in "Bride of

the Night"
Lois Moran in "Publicity Madness"
Olive Borden in "Pajamas"

Pathe-DeMille Studios
William Boyd, Bessie Love in "Tlie Welti

Pointer'
Phyllis Haver in "Chicago"
Beatrice Joy in "The Angel of I! roail nog"
Rudolph Schildkraut, Junior Coghlan in "H<VP

in Hock"

United Artists Studios
Gloria Swanson in "Sadie TAomvson"

*Mary Pickford in "My ltesl Girl"
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Gnncho"
Gilda Gray in "The Devil Danrer"
H. B. Warner in "Sorrell and Son"

*Pre-Showing in this issue

C[ Maggie (Mary Pic\ford) rules the five

and ten cent store and Joe (Charles wV£&&'-$$$k
Rogers) \neeh before his queen.

, '•
:

5

1§HS!8e8Sj

C[ The Cinderella girl finds a million dollars

worth of love behind the counter where

there is nothing over ten cents.

rm_ „_ , M,. r,. 1„^W ^^BBl G[ Ma g g i e (Mar y JB
Pic\ford) the big

pot and pan girl

from 'Woolworths. Wb

i \^WB^^^tmm Directed by Sam Taylor

Maggie Johnson. . . . Mary Pic\ford
GC Maggie (Mary Pic^

J0E MERRILL Charles Rogers
ford) instructs Joe MlLLlCENT Avonne Taylor
(Charles Rogers) _ , rT , _ J

,

the new stoc\ boy. Mr. MERRILL .... Hobai t Bosworth
MP""i.^;r.-| anA th ey fau in ;ove pA Johnson Lucien Littlefield

^^J^ Fr

"T"
e oMy ^Best Qirl **^UJ^
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Showed that

tsther

<£ Posed especially for SCREEN'
LAND by Esther Ralston.

C[ Esther's personal

preference was a

lovely evening
coat with a white

fox collar vastly

becoming.

HERE has never been a time

within the memory of man that

women didn't deck themselves

up one way or another and that

men didn't get just as great a

kick out of it—if they didn't

have it to pay for," said Esther

Ralston one afternoon when we
were walking down Fifth Ave
nue on what started out to be

"strictly a window-shopping
tour".

"Yes," said I, "And some

people might snort at that idea

and they might even trumpet

at the suggestion that all who
wear clothes were first led to do

so in a spirit of make believe

—

pretending to be something they

were not. At first that is."

"Then as time went on a few

people began to think it was in

the cause of decency," Esther

laughed merrily, "I tell you! .

the fun, and the trouble, began in earnest then.

Even in this day and age hundreds of people a year

die in the fields of South America because a few
mistaken souls have made the natives self conscious

about their bodies and insist upon their wearing

clothes; with the result that when the daily rain

comes their clothes get wet and take some time to

dry, and shortly thereafter they contract malarial

fever. In the old days the rain soon dried off on
their naked bodies under the brilliant sunlight that

followed and all was well. Incidentally it is said

that with the advent of clothes immorality among
the natives has grown apace. But that is neither

here nor there."

"No," bubbled I, "The fact remains that we do

wear clothes and revel in them. I've never been to

Paris but the shop windows there couldn't possibly

be more aggravating to the feminine mind and de'

vastating to the pocket book than the windows in

our own New York. It is villainous the way they

get them up. And try and pass 'em! Gosh! Look

at that!"

They took me home in an ambulance but I think

Esther bought the whole window.

aIston
SOMETHING ON SOLOMON
D ALL HIS GLORY

C[ Everything about this coat is new—from its

material of Paris velour to the trimming of
Paris imported \id in stenciled ejfect.
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1

eldom have

I enjoyed

an after-

noon's gOS'

sip more than one

recently with
Karl Brown, one

time Jim Cruze's

cameraman, but
more recently di'

rector of "Stark

Love", a simple

story of the Ten-

nessee mountains,

acted by the
m o u n t a ineers
themselves.

Naturally
Brown's achieve-

ment is no longer

stop press news,

for his picture
has been hailed

in East and West,

G[ Irene Rich finds beauty
everywhere because she

ta\es it with her.

C[ Virginia Gray as Little Eva, the first part

played by many great actresses.

but there are many interesting angles to it which
seem to me worth repeating.

First was the incongruous spectacle presented

by five men from Hollywood with several cam-
eras, reflectors and make-shift lights, penetrating

to the base of The Big Smokies on the borderline

of North Carolina and Tennessee, in the hope

By Martin Martin

of persuading
the natives to ap-

pear in a motion

picture.

To understand

the irony of this

you must visual-

ize the country; a

backwoods land,

nearly as savage

as it was two cen-

turies ago, inhab-

ited by a sus-

picious folk many
of whom had
never heard of a

motion picture or

of Hollywood,
and most of
whom were con-

nected with the

manufacture and

sale of corn whis-

key; a country of

three products, corn, pork

and whiskey; a country

where ordinary laws are

reversed—where hogs ran

wild and vegetables were
fenced in; where the
women cultivated fields of

C[ Gary Cooper as

panion picture to

Beau Sabreur
"Beau Geste'

a com-
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n on a forty-five or fifty degree slope;

3 ..ere no representative of the law had pene-

trated for going on eight years; where sus-

picion of strangers was bred in the bone and

where ignorance was the heritage of all.

But where raw drama abounded.

Brown humorously recounted a conversation

he had with one of the most notorious of the

moonshiners of the district.

"A slick haired dude from Knoxville," com'

mented the old man, "had the nerve to tell

me my liquor would be better if I aged it.

But he was lying, because I let it set two

weeks and tasted it and there warn't any dif'

ference at all."

In complete harmony with moonshining,

there prevailed in the district hardshell Bap-

tist doctrines along certain lines. Brown's

first attempt to cast the feminine lead

in his picture met with the following

rebuff from an outraged father: "My
daughter do play-acting? I'd rather

see her dead!"

Finally the director had to go to

Knoxville for his leading woman, Helen

Mundy. He found her in a drug store

having a soda with her friends. The
boy, who played opposite her, he found

visiting in Nashville. The two heavies

G[Rex in "Wild
Beauty" going

to the P. O.
for his fan
mail.

were imported from the neighboring Kentucky
mountains. The rest of the cast were drawn
from the natives of the district around Robins-

ville, North Carolina.

One of the principal feminine members of

the strange troupe, though in her middle thir-

ties, had never left the farm on which she

was born.

Brown told me he had to conceal the plot

of his story by juggling the scenes so that the

Kentucky heavies would not suspect they were
being depicted in an unfavorable light.

All actors were paid $30 a week in order

that no envy might be roused.

Emotional scenes, declared the director,

were comparatively easier than casual entries

and exits; likewise close-ups were much less

difficult than long shots. The untrained cast

found it impossible to time their work to-

gether, he said.

In every scene, Brown declared, he played

opposite the actor, just out of camera range,

to distract his attention

((Sally Rand and from the camera.

"G v. el fee" an Not until he reached
English bull dog , T it- 1 j-j tj

-reading from New York did Brown see

left to right. a single foot or what he
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yet. He will only say that there are many regions within the boundaries of our
own state which are just as isolated as the scene of "Star\ Love", and that there

is a world of material for similar expeditions.

—o

—

Recalling my conversation with Brown brings me in mind of another I had
this month with Ray Griffith about "Chang", a similar picture.

I say similar because "Chang", though taken in Siam and containing many
thrilling encounters with wild animals, is of the same general school, and em-
ployed native actors.

Ray Griffith was propositioned by Lasky to accompany the makers of "Chang"
to Africa where a new picture was to be shot.

In case you haven't seen it, "Chang" told an intensely dramatic story of the

struggle of a Siamese family against the menace of the jungle.

Ray tells the following anecdote with one of his ironic smiles: "I was informed

by an official of the company that they had decided to give the makers of 'Chang'

a 'story
1

to work with this time."

Ray says the only thing he could think

of to say was: "God forgive you."

I wonder how many who saw "Chang"
1 had a similar reaction to mine. What

was the outcome of the struggle between

the mother goat and the leopard, and

between the water buffalo and the tiger,

both of which ended in a chemical

C[ Chester Con\lin prepares

for his next picture. He
is to co'Star with W. C.

Fields.

C[ Josephine Dunn shows her pretty

dress. She earned the money in

"Swim. Girl Swim".

was taking in a projection room.
I was very keen to know what

effect their experience as actors

had upon these people; whether,
like ninety-nine out of a hundred
of their more civilized neighbors, they would start a trek

to Hollywood.
Brown said no. Helen Mundy was brought to New

York because she was considered a genuine find, and her
screen tests confirmed this. But she didn't like motion
pictures—she hated New York and she would work only
when she felt like it, which wasn't often. So she was
released and returned home.
The boy, Brown tells me, is in Auburn University now.

The two Kentucky heavies returned to their homes and
the rest of the cast sank back into the former monotonv
of their existence.

I also was keen to know what Brown would do next.

The picture was his idea and I thought he'd have another

bv now. But if he has, he doesn't want to reveal it as

fadeout.

Ray Griffith

saw the uncut

film and told

me. The gallant

nanny goat was
finally downed
and the buffalo

proved an easy

mark for the
tiger.

(\ Alice White with her arms a-\imbo

Certainly loo\s a cute little bimbo.

The amazing scene where a herd of wild elephants

thunder right over the camera was a bonafide shot taken

from a pit covered with heavy logs. By the time the last

elephant had passed over, I am told, there remained but
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<v logs in place. A few more of the giant pachyderms and
would have plunged into the pit crushing the operator of

the camera.

—o

—

Speaking again of Ray, he has a little Irish terrier, which every

morning, at seven o'clock, stands barking at the door to be let out.

As soon as a servant opens the door the terrier makes a bee-line

across Ray's lawn and disappears through a hole in the hedge.

On the other side he dashes across a driveway to a winding
road where he soon overtakes a stoutish man, wearing sweater

and golf trousers. Briskly the two ascend the road for their

morning exercise.

The man is Cecil B. De Mille, who is Ray's neighbor.

De Mille, by the way, has had a piece of hard luck this month,

a disastrous fire did $200,000 damage to

the picturesque lot of the producer in

Culver City.

The fire started on a ship set and Chinese

street, which was first used in the "Yankee
Clipper" and since has been refurnished

for Richard Dix in "Shanghai Bound" and
most recently for "The V^rec\ of The Hes-

perus". The last company had left the set

only a couple of hours when the fire started.

This blaze was extinguished, apparently,

at a loss of only $20,000, but a smoulder-

ing spark ignited another set shortly after

the fire department had left and the major

conflagration followed.

Wedding bells have rung this month
for three Hollywood couples: Jane Winton
and Charles Kenyon, Renee Adoree and

C[ Charlie Ray next
in "Kid Gloves".

((.Sally BUne of Para'
mount and her sister

Loretta Young of First

'National.

William Sherman Gill, and Helen Lee
Worthing and Dr. Eugene Nelson.

Jane, as she is familiarly known to

Hollywood, took about a year to make up
her mind to marry but when she did she
didn't waste any time. She said yes one
night and the following morning at nine
was married. As the couple hadn't even
had time to secure a wedding ring, Jane
used that of her mother.
Her husband, Charles Kenyon, is a

scenarist at Universal. He also is a well
known play-wright, having first achieved

distinction in 1911 with "Kind-
ling" in which Margaret Illing-

ton starred.

The impetous Renee Adoree
married her merchant husband
after a courtship of two weeks.
Mrs. Walter Mc Graill at-

tended the bride while Thomas
Meighan was best man. The
ceremony was a civil one, being
performed right across the hall

from the marriage license

bureau.

Helen Lee Worthing stepped
from the Follies to motion pic-

tures, suffered a breakdown and
during a subsequent serious ill-

ness was attended by Dr.
Eugene Nelson. There followed
a courtship and now Miss
Worthing is the doctor's wife.

Likewise there have been
several flurries about engage-
ments. Dorothy Revier's ap-

parently is the only authentic

one. She says she will be mar-
ried in November to Charles

Schoen Johnson, wealthy club-

man, who formerly was the hus-

band of Katherine Macdonald.

(Continued on page 84)

({Billie Dove—
and Lloyd
Hugh es in
"The Stolen
Bnde".
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By Marion

of

Wollyivood

Dic\ Barthelmess, an able sea'

man behind the mast on board
"The Drop Kick".

ver since I was old enough to talk and have a bunch of "scraps" with
darling little sister, I remember "Gram" announcing to my puglistic

|ly self that

"Birds in their little nests agree and
'Tis a shameful sight to see

Children cf one family

Turn out and chide and fight."

And now, right out of a clear sky, we're having a fine old time out here

in Hollywood "chiding and fighting" about salaries and such, and Gram
ought to be here to recite her little piece. There's no question but that

some money has to be saved somewhere, but just exactly where, is what
the trouble's all about. No matter what else happens, it has given us all a

chance to tell everyone else our own personal opinions cf how a picture

should be made, and it has let us all orate cn how we'd run a studio. And
you know, there really is an awful lot of satisfaction in that. The only

thing I'm sore about is that they didn't make a personal appearance affair

out of the actors' meeting at the Writers' Club. Can you imagine about

a thousand stars, leading men, featured players and leading ladies—all the

biggest names in the motion picture industry—getting to-

gether without kleig lights on the sidewalks and all around

the place so that the rest of the world could come to

admire? Talk about openings! This would have made even

Sid Grauman's "King of Kings" Chinese opening look

C[ Barbara Kent
makjng a per-

sonal spear-
ance.
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C[ Charley Chase illustrates what is

meant by concentration as he reads

the Congressional Record at the

Hal Roach Studio.

meek and unobtrusive. No, there wouldn't be a chance of my list'

ing the names of the folks in that actor's meeting at the Writers
1

Club—the only way would be for me to have you name one after

the other, fast like, and if you did just strike on one or two who
weren't there, I'd be a person most surprised.

Page Bill Tilden! Page Bill Tilden! Holly-

wood calling on behalf of the whole industry

to settle a big dispute once and for all. We
of Hollywood, Mr. Tilden, would like to have

you come out here and referee a tennis match
between that

1

'butter'n egg man" Mr. Sam
Hardy, and that chap who lives across the

street from me—Mr. Cyril Chadwick. For'

BHL_
'C[ Big Boy, the hobo

blan\et stiff of the

Educational lot.

' When Emil ]an-

nings made "Hit-

ting for Heaven"
some babies and
their mothers
helped him.
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ever and ever arc they playing tennis

together. I meet Mr. Chadwick

—

"Well, Cyril," says I, "who won the

match today?" "My dear, my dear,"

fond Cyril answers me, "Need you ever

ask who wins the match each day?" I

walk down toward the Boulevard, and
there I meet the butter'n egg man who
plays tennis daily with the moving pic-

ture papa cf Peter Pan. "Who won
the match today?" I ask of Sam. "Who
won? Who won? Who always wins

has won again today"-—and Sam walks

on! Now, Mr. Tildcn, won't you please

hop on a train and come direct to Holly-

wood? We'd like to settle who's the

tennis champ of Highland Avenue before

the winter rains come on and keep us
guessing all next year!

* * *

You can't blame Dick for thinking

Mary Hay's the cutest kid that ever

lived. She's such a little tike, and just

chuck full of the thing that Elinor Glyn
has once in a while referred to as "it."

Mary's Daddy has bought her a house
on the beach just a couple of doors

J

C[ ]anet Caynor wears

the trousers on the

lot but she is only

a little girl to her

mother.

0[ Farina \nows wher-

ever grins grow into

smiles and chuc\les

explode into laughter.

away from Henry King, Junior, aged almost four. Mary, of

course, does call to play, and I would ask that you hear the line

of young Miss Barthelmess.

"Why, howdy do, Hen'y King, darlin'. How you feelin' to-

day? How are the folks?" and around young "Heny's" neck go
two plump arms, and on his cheek a nice resounding kiss is placed.

If Mary knows her stuff as well in fifteen years or so, the "broken
hearts of Hollywood" will be entirely along her smiling, wicked
trail. No wonder Dick adores his baby girl!

%L % 3s

That Harry Langdon has named his new comedy "Three's A
Crowd," doesn't interest me half as much as Harry with his

sketching pad and pencil. Did anyone ever tell you that Harry
h an artist with his trusty right hand? He certainly is, and I

want to tell you a great big secret on him. Sh-h-h— sh-h-h!

He can never talk to anybody on the phone without the rest of

us knowing immediately who is on the other end. Unconsciously,

he uses the telephone pad for sketching paper, and before he
realizes what he has done, there's a picture drawn of the person

who's on the other end of the wire. And the funniest part of

it is that Harry can't help himself. We "kid" him about it, and
then he stops for a couple of seconds,' but in two more seconds

his pencil is hard at work, and pretty

soon you see the face of his business

manager, his casting director or some
friend appear on the telephone pad.

Personally, I get an awful lot of fun

out of watching Harry telephone.
* * * -

We talk a powerful lot about how
hard it is to make the grade in Holly-

wood. Of course it is, but is there any
kind of game that's worth a dime where

hardness doesn't enter in with just about

the same degree of pain and work? I'm

reminded of all this in connection with

the ten college boys who came to Holly-

wood via a contract with First National.

With them was a college youth who
came without a contract

—
"on his own".

I met him when he first came out at a

party First National gave to introduce

the ten young contract college youths to

movieland. He was full of pep, eager

to get started, and with all the promises

he had from directors I think he figured

he'd be playing leads before the month

was out. I met him again a month ago,

and things were looking just a trifle black.

Yesterday he hailed me in my flivver

on Cahuenga Pass. Well, to make a

long, long story short, he doesn't like

the picture game; he's tired waiting for

the break and is going back to school

this fall to finish up his course in den-

tistry. Of course I didn't laugh

—he couldn't wait. While lots

of us out here can wait for years

and years, and then as sure as

fate the break does come no mat'

ter what the gloomy ones have

said, to others days may seem a

C[ Myrna Loy. Alan Crosland
and Audrey Ferris making
"The Jaz^ Singer".

long, long time. It only goes to show that you're

the only one who knows how long you'll stand

the wait before you gain the end that's deep down
m your heart. (Cont. on page 76)
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BOSS SAYS TO WRITE
ADVERTISEMENT ON
THE BIG PARADE
OUGHT TO BE EASY

BUT IF | TELL
THEM ONE TENTH
OF THE TRUTH -

IF I TELL THEM THIS PICTURE
HAS NEVER HAD A SINGLE
ADVERSE CRITICISM AND HOW
ENTHUSIASTICALLY IT

HAS BEEN RECEIVED
BY THE PUBLIC AND
PRESS OF THIS
AND OTHER
COUNTRIES — I

<

THEY WILL THINK THIS A LOT
J

OF HOOEY. OF COURSE IT ^
WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO

exaggerate THE BIG PARADE
IN AN ADVERTISEMENT. BUT

THE MORE I THINK
ABOUT IT THE
SMALLER I FEEL-

3

1 P '
I EVEN START TO

tell them all the
facts they'll walk
out on me . | guess
i'll just tell, them
one big significant
thing and call

IT A DAY -S

IT'S SIMPLY INCREDIBLE THE
WAY IT HAS BEEN APPLAUDED
AND REVIEWED AND WRITTEN
UP AND DISCUSSED AND
EULOGIZED. IT'S BECOME AN
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTION
ALMOST -

/

1 L

THE BIG PARADE
RAN FOR NEARLY TWO YEARS ON
BROADWAY, THE WORLD'S RECORO
"FOR ANY MOTION PICTURE —
AT &1.22 PRICES, AND NOW

,
IT HAS BEEN RELEASED FOR. /
GENERAL EXHIBITION FROM

COAST TO COAST -

AT POPULAR
PRICES

THE BIG PARADE
TT TILL be shown by the most progres-
* » sive theatre in your town soon after

SeptemberlOth at popular prices . No Ameri-
can man, woman or child can afford to miss-

THE BIG PARADE
Starring John Gilbert

with Renee Adoree
Story by Laurence Stallings Directed by King Vidor

METR0-GOIDWW-M4QlER
National Release "Ben Hur" October 8th

$

Tie Hat
filled with Dollar Bills

*
Answer King Vidor's

Six Questions

OUR daily mail at the studio

shows that there are millions

of movie fans who not only see

pictures but are surprisingly well-

informed as to the actors, even down
to the minor characters. Here are

six question's about The Big Parade
and its actors, which will test your
powers of observation and memory.
To the author of the best set of
answers from a man I will send
$50.00 in cash and the famous tin hat
worn by John Gilbert in The Big
Parade. To the writers of the next
50 best sets of answers from men,
Renee Adoree will send an auto*
graphed copy of her latest photo-
graph. To the author of the best

set of answers from a woman I will

send $50.00 in cash and the wooden'
shoes worn by Renee Adoree in the
same picture. And to the writers of
the next 50 best sets from women
John Gilbert will send an auto-
graphed copy of his latest photon-

graph. May the best man— and
woman—win.

Six Qiaestioms!

j What character in The Big Parade practically
* reacts a part of her own life history for you?

2 What does John Gilbert win and what docsa
he lose in The Big Parade?

Q What was the doughboy's nickname for the
type of bombs thrown by Germans in the

famous shell-hole scene?

A What do you consider the most' impressive" scene in The Big Parade and why? (Not over
100 words.) .

(

r What former California University football
•J star plays a prominent role in The Big Parade?

/T What was Slim's (Karl Dane) first impression
V upon meetingJames Apperson (John Gilbert)
for the first time? Did he, or did he not, change
his opinion?

Write your answers on one side of a single sheet
of pap:rand mail to Competition Editor,
3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway, NewYork.
All answers must be received by Oct. 15th. Win-
ners' names will be published in a later issue of
this magazine.

Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself. you.
may question your friends or consult motion
picture magazines. In event of ties, each tying
contestant will be awarded a prize identical in
character with that tied for.

Winners of the George K.
Arthur — Karl Dane
Contest of July—
KALISTA HOOD
Davidson, N. C.

VAHEY ARAMIAN
224 South Lincoln Street

Chicago, 111.

Autographed pictures hive been
sent to the next 50 prize winners*
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You can have a

Beautiful

Complexion

Amazing

new Method Rids Skin

of Blemishes in 1 5 Days

Your skin may be marked with a thousand blemishes.

But don't give up hope. If you have pimples, black-
heads, red spots, white spots, oiliness or several of a
dozen other horrid disfigurements, you CAN get rid

of them. Quickly, tool My method has helped count-

less hundreds, after other methods hopelessly failed.

Because MY method goe? right down to the roots of

[rouble. Positively nothing else like it. Let me
PROVE, absolutely FREE, that I can give you a clean,

clear skin, velvety smooth beyond even your fondest

dream. Read what thankful thousands say about my
Method.

Both Men and Women
Marvel at the

Sureness of My Method
TRUE day I have not one."— Mr.

"It has done all you said S. M., Connecticut,
it would."— Mrs. N. C, jfj 15 DAYS
Texas. "Nothing else did any

GONE good. Your method cleared

"My complexion is now mv complexion in 15 days."
smooth and white. The —Miss M. S., Ohio,
pimples on my forehead are BLACKHEADS
all gone."— Miss E. C, BROWN SPOTS
Virginia. "My face and arms are

IN ONLY A WEEK cleared. The blackheads
"One week ago mv face and brown spots are all

was full of pimples. To- gone."—Miss F. S., Iowa.

CD 1717 BEAUTY

r iviiiH book
Explains the Dorothy Ray method. Shows how, without
plasters, masks, lotions, salves, oils, creams, diet, appa-
ratus or medicine, my method takes away the blemishes
and leaves in their place, a skin of startling beauty.
PROVES it the quickest, surest way to a gorgeous
complexion regardless of how bad your skin is now.
Sent absolutely FREE. Doesn't cost you a cent. Mail
coupon for it NOW.

DOROTHY RAY ^^lA
J

MAIL THIS NOW — |

Dorothy Ray.

I
646 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 73A, Chicago.

I
Send me your FREE Book. "The Complexion

I Beautiful". I understand this docs not obligate |

j
me i:\ any way.

^

J

Addrees - j

I

To-n _ Slate
^

€[]ac\ Conway, director for M G M with
his wife and sister-in-law. Mrs. Conway,
left, and her sister Lenore are the daugh'
ters of Francis X. Bushman.

They Say — Continued from page 74

Lost—somewhere between Hollywood and
San Francisco—one handsome, happy youth

called "Rich", whose doting mother named
him Richard Dix. Along with Rich is

Pvich's English "Scotty", pal, valet and sec-

retary all in one. They finished Rich's

"Shanghai Bound", and then, vacationing,

they vanished without a single word to all

the pining female sex of Hollywood. So
you folks on the road—if you should come
across two handsome youths with hearts as

free as free can be, don't tell a soul you
know their whereabouts, but let them stay

away until they feel again the old, inevit-

able call of Hollywood. Somehow we always

do come back to her!

Sylvanus Stokes, Junior, a wealthy boy
from Newport's gay society, has come to

Hollywood to try his luck in motion pic-

ture work. And the funniest part of it is

that Sylvanus has come to take it seriously,

and he's sure that big things wait for him
out here. He has been here a few weeks
now, and already he has had a lot of extra

work to do. He wants to do extra work
until he learns his movie a b c's, and by the

first of 1928 he feels he'll be ready for

Merton's "bigger and better" things. At
least if he does nothing more, he'll prove
to folks "back home" that he is just as

serious with Hollywood as Hollywood is

serious with everyone who comes and makes
an honest try.

:|< :|: £

I really hate to tell this to you folks,

but Lawson Butt and Rags refuse to pass

my house again. Maybe I should correct

that last and say that Rags has vowed he'll

never pass my house again. Rags is a

beauty of an airdale pup, and I can't remem-
ber any time when Lawson Butt went down
the street without the silly Rags. But yes-

terday—ch, yesterday, an awful, awful

thing occurred! My Peter Pan, (who's shyly

changed her name to "Peterina" Pan), has

reared a handsome family of little maltese

Pans, who play around the porch. Poor
Rags—he passed too close, and 'ere he knew
the chance he took, a mama puss was on
his back scratching deep and pulling out
his hair. And now, you see, I cannot pass

the time of the day with Lawson Butt, my
friend of many moons, because the wise

eld Rags won't take another chance on
Tcterina's wrath.

The biggest question of the month has
been whether or not Charlie Farrell and
Greta Nissen have listened to the call of
youth and made themselves a bride and
groom. At one time it was absolutely
rumored around that they were really mar-
ried, and then a little later everybody said

it wasn't true. Now, though both Charlie
and Greta deny that they are married, no
one knows exactly what to think. If they
did take a trip to Riverside (that seems to
be the popular wedding town), they ought
to let us know so that we can send in

usual wedding gifts.

Big babies and small babies; fat babies
and thin babies; pretty babies and (shh-hh)
homely babies—but BABIES. That's what
have been on the Paramount lot these last

two weeks, working with Emil Jannings in

his new picture. You never saw such a
crowd of little imps, with every mother
thinking hers the prize of all the bunch.
It's the strangest thing the way each mama
tries to have you pay attention to her darl-

ing baby girl or boy. And then on the

set! Emil Jannings was supposed to take
four of them in his arms at once. First

one began, and in about two seconds more
the air was simply laden down with baby
cries. Then, mama would come, take back
the infant prodigy, and from the way those
cries turned off you'd think some sort of
button had been pushed. Once all sixteen

were going furiously, and work had to

cease until things quieted down. But as

far as I'm concerned, I had an awful lot

of fun!

The happiest thing of the year has come
to Hollywood this month. We welcomed
home, we welcomed to the studio, our
"Grand Old Man of the Screen." It's the

first time in many a long, long day that

Theodore Roberts has been at the studio,

and it's a much longer, harder time since

he came without his wheel-chair. To be

sure, he used a cane or two, but that didn't

matter much. He was back, on his own
good feet, and we didn't feel ashamed at

the misty tears that somehow wouldn't stay

back. Welcome home, Grand Young Man
of Our Hearts, welcome home! We'll be
happiest when you get the grease-paint on
and take your old accustomed place among
your friends.
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Gives Your Hair

Extreme Loveliness
Makes Modern Styles of Hair Dress Most Attractive

Brings OutAll the Natural Life, Wave and Lustre.

Gives that Wonderful Gloss and Silky Sheen

which makes Your Hair so much admired.

THE simplicity of the bob, and the
modern styles of hair dress, make
beautiful hair a necessity.

The simple, modern styles of today are
effective ONLY when the hair itself is

beautiful.

Luckily, beautiful hair is now easily ob-
tained. It is simply a matter of shampooing.

Proper shampooing makes it soft and
silky. It brings out all the real life and
lustre, all the natural wave and color and
leaves it fresh-looking, glossy and bright.

Proper shampooing, however, means more
than just washing your hair—it means thor-

ough cleansing.

The hair and scalp are constantly secret-

ing oily, gummy substances, which catch the
dust and dirt and cause the hair to become
coated. This coating dulls the hair and there-

fore hides its life and lustre. It covers the
natural color and beauty of the hair and pre-

vents it from showing. To
have beautiful hair you
must prevent this coat-

ing from accumulating.

This cannot be done
with ordinary soaps not
adapted for the purpose.
Besides, the hair cannot
stand the harsh effect of

free alkali which is com-
mon in ordinary soaps. The free alkali soon
dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle and
ruins it.

That is why thousands of women, every-
where, use Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo.
This clear, pure and entirely greaseless

product brings out all the real beauty of the
hair and cannot possibly injure. It does not
dry the scalp or make the hair brittle, no
matter how often you use it.

A Simple, Easy Method

IF you want to see how really beautiful

you can make your hair look, just follow

this simple method.

First, wet the hair and scalp in clear, warm
water. Then apply a little

,

Mulsified cocoanut oil

shampoo, rubbing it in

thoroughly all over the

scalp, and all through the

hair.

Two or three teaspoon-

fuls will make an abun-

dance of rich, creamy
lather. This should be rub-

bed in thoroughly and
briskly with the fingertips,

so as to loosen the dandruff
and small particles of dust and
dirt that stick to the scalp.

After rubbing in the rich,

creamy Mulsified lather, give
the hair a good rinsing. Then
use another application of
Mulsified, again working up
a lather and rubbing it in

briskly as before.

After the final washing,
rinse the hair and scalp in at
least two changes of clear,

fresh, warm water. This is

very important.

Just Notice the Difference

YOU will notice the difference in your
hair even before it is dry, for it will be

delightfully soft and silky.

If you want beautiful, well-kept hair, make
it a rule to set a certain day each week for

a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This regu-

lar weekly shampooing will keep the scalp

soft and the hair fine and silky, bright,

glossy, fresh-looking and easy to manage

—

and it will be noticed and admired by every-
one.

You can get Mulsified cocoanut oil

shampoo at any drug store or toilet goods

counter, anywhere in the world.

A 4-ounce bottle should last for months.

Mail This Coupon and Try it FREE 27-M-730

THE R. L. WATKINS COMPANY
1276 West 3rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Please send me a generous supply of '"Mulsified" FREE, all charges
Paid. Also your booklet entitled "Why Proper L'hampooing is BEAUTY
INSURANCE."

"I

I

I

I Name. -

I ...

I

I

Address -

City or Town Slate

In Canada ailJ.-css. THE JR. L. WATKINS CO.. 4C2 Wel'.ineton Ct.. West. Toronto. 2-Ont.

)

J

MULSIFIED COCOANUT OIL SHAMPOO
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Vacation Means Recreation and Pleasure
Give your mind a VACATION by reading some good books NOW!
These books are light reading, yet extremely interesting. Many of

them have been made into movies which gave us some of our greatest

SCREEN SUCCESSES. Old Ironsides, The General, Camille,

Resurrection, Beau Geste and others are just a few of these great

books that you should not deny yourself the pleasure of reading!

Order any one for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

LA 60HEME
By Marie Cooudoi iujk

LA BOHEME
An appealing story based
on the famous opera

RESURRECTION
COUNT LEO TOLSTOY

RESURRECTION
Tolstoy's genius at

its best

BENWJR

BEN HUR
The book which was
translated into every

language!

The King of Kings

Camille (Norma Talmadge Edition)

Beau Geste

Resurrection

The Show (John Gilbert Edition)

Aloma of the South Seas

Ben Hur
Bardelys the Magnificent

Captain Blood

Seventh Heaven

Sea Hawk
Scarlet Letter

Quo Vadis

Romola

Sparrows

Stella Dallas

Old Ironsides

The Black Pirate

Ten Commandments

Tess of the Storm Country

Twinkletoes

Volga Boatmen

White Sister

Moby Dick (Sea Beast)

If I Were King (Vagabond King)

The Bat

Sinntrs in Heaven

Robin Hood
Scaramouche

Cobra

Covered Wagon
Clansman (Birth of a Nation)

La Boheme

If Winter Comes

Within the Law
Return of Peter Grimm
Reckless Lady

Music Master

THE KING OF KINGS
Carries a message of the

highest spiritual appeal

SCARLET LETTER
Hawthorne's Masterpiece

BEAU GESTE
A remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE (Book Dept.) Desk 5

49 West 45th Street, New York City.

I enclose $ for which please send me ...

Name

Address _ ; -

I suppose you've witnessed the terrible,

terrible deeds of that awful, dastardly,

wicked. William Powell. Brr-rr-rr-I shiver-

my-timbers at the thought of him. At least,

I'm supposed to shiver'mytimbcrs at the
thought of such a villainous soul. But it

can't be done, particularly after the way he

signs his photo for the girls in the cutting-

room.
"To my favorite playmates,

In my favorite playground.
Playfully yours,

Willie."

William, William! Methinks the only
time you ever will be serious is when you
are choking some poor devil on the silver

screen.
* * *

Over First National way they tell me
that Colleen Moore and her John are yacht-

ing it back to Hollywood on a brand new
boat they purchased in New York. And
after they get it here they are going to

take the first two letters of their names and
christen the boat the "Cojo." Do you see

how it is? "Co," which is part of Colleen,

and "Jo," which is part of John. Could
there be a more appropriate name than
that?

* * *

These two Ziegfeld Follies fellows who
have started the whole world questioning

—

"Oh, what did you want to bring that

up for?" have got to answer to Paramount
for being the cause of making "Tell it to

Sweeney" finish three days over schedule.

That little rascal, Chester Conklin, has the

dialect down pat, and every time Director

LaCava told them to go through a scene,

Chester drawled
—

"Oh, what did you want
to bring that up for?" You can imagine
how the nonsense spread around the set.

One day, right in the midst of a scene,

George Bancroft spoke his lines, and pain-

fully, Chester answered
—

"Oh. George, what
was the idea of bringing that up now?"
It simply ruined the shot, of course, but

we laughed till we cried and had a glorious

time.

While I'm writing this, Rod and Vilma La
Roque are still away enjoying that most
marvelous of things—their honeymoon. The
house where Rod will take his bride on
their return is off the beaten path of where
I go to visit all our studios, but for some
reason which I can't even explain to my-
self, every few days I find myself going

off my road and down the quiet street

where they will live. No—I can't explain

it to myself, but I guess it's the feel of

romance in the sunshine 'round the place.

It sort of gives you promise of so many
pleasant things to be.

sfc 4s

There's a big fellow around Hollywood
—an Italian—whose name is Bob Angelo.

I've known him for years, and he's bucked

this old game and starved through his

struggles for many a long, weary day. Just

picture him "hoofing it" from studio to

studio; imagine him finding casting windows
"closed" year after year, with the good
parts "all set". But Mr. Kind Fate has at

last been true to his fighter—to the man
who wouldn't and didn't give up, and as

I write this Bob Angelo is "sitting on top

of the world, just rolling along." Bob has

been signed to a long-term contract by
Mr. C&cil Blount De Mille, and if he doesn't

make good then I miss my guess. Thanks,
M-r. De Mille, from me, personally, because
when you do a little thing like signing up
another one my hopes renew, my smile

re-smiles, and the world is a peach of a

place to live in!
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It Was the Greatest Shock of

My Life to Hear Her Play

—how had she found time to practice?

^^"yr~\ yELL, Jim—I told you I had a

\^\/ surprise for you!"
* ™ She beamed, at her husband,

delighted to see how surprised—and
pleased—he was.
And I was astonished, too. Quite

casually she had gone to the piano, sat

down—and played! Played beautifully

—

though I had never seen her touch a piano
before. I didn't even know
that she could read notes.

Neither of us could conceal

our curiosity.

"How did you ever do it?"

her husband asked. "When
did you find time to prac-

tice?"

"A nd who is your
teacher?" I added.

"Wait, wait !

" she laughed.

"One question at a time.

I have no teacher, that is,

no private teacher, and I do
my practicing between
dishes."

"No teacher?"
"No—I learned to play

the piano an entirely neiv way

—

without a
teacher. You see, all my life I wanted to play
some musical instrument, and the piano appealed
to me most. I thought I'd never learn how
to play it, though—for I haven't much time to

spare, and I thought it would take long, long
hours of hard work and study. And I thought
it would be expensive, too."

"Well, it is hard work, and it is expensive,"
I said. "Why, I have a sister . . .

"

"I know," she laughed, "but / learned to
play the piano through the new simplified
method. Some time ago I saw an announce-
ment of the TJ. S. School of Music. It told
how a young man had learned to play the
piano during his spare time, without a teacher.

Which Do You Want
to Master in a

Few Months?

I found that thousands of others had learned

to play their favorite musical instruments in

this same delightful, easy way, and so I de-

cided to enroll for a course in piano playing."

"But you didn't tell me anything about it,"

Jim said.

"Well, you see, that was my big surprise.

Ever since I received my first lesson I've been
practicing by myself—during the day while

you've been away at business. I turned my
spare moments between housekeeping and shop-

ping into something pleasant and profitable."

"If you planned to surprise
me—you've certainly succeeded,"
said Jim.

Piano
Organ
Violin
Piccolo
Clarinet
Flute
Harp
'Cello
Guitar

Voice and
Automatic

Hawaiian Guitar
Drums and Traps
Mandolin
Harmony and
Composition

Sight Singing
Ukulele
Trombone
Cornet
Saxophone
Speech Culture
Finger Control

Piano Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-string or

Tenor)

Learn to Play at Home
This story is typical. There

are thousands of men and
women who have turned their

spare moments into valuable
time. In hours that would
otherwise be wasted, they have
learned to play their favorite
musical instruments through the
TJ. S. School of Music.

Are you letting priceless mo-
ments slip by when you could
be learning to play some musical
instrument—easily, quickly ?

You simply can not go wrong.
First you are told how a thing
is done, then by illustration

and diagram you are shown
how, and when you play—you hear it.

Thus you actually teach yourself to become
an accomplished musician right in your own
home. Without any long hours of tedious prac-
tice. Without dull or uninteresting scales you
learn how to play real music from real notes.

Here is your chance to become a good player—quickly—without a teacher. The TJ. S. School
of Music will make you a capable and efficient

player. Many of our pupils now have positions
with professional bands and orchestras.

Demonstratioir Lesson FREE
Half a million people have already taught

themselves to play their favorite instruments
right in their home. To prove that you, too,

can learn music this fascinating way, let us send
you our free book, "Music Lessons in Your
Own Home," which fully explains this remark-
able method. We will include also our Free
Demonstration Lesson.

Mail Coupon Today

Remember—it is not too late to become a
capable musician. If you are in earnest about
wanting to play your favorite instrument—if

you really want to gain new happiness and
increase your popularity—send off this coupon
at once. Forget the old-fashioned idea that
"talent" means everything. Read the list of
instruments to the left, decide which you want
to play, and the TJ. S. School of Music will do
the rest. At the average cost of only a few
pennies a day! Act NOW. Clip and mail this
coupon today, and the fascinating free book and
Demonstration Lesson will be sent to you at
once. No obligation. TJ. S. School of Music,
32210 .Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. School of Music,

32210 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Please send me your free book "Music Lessons in

Your Own Home" with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane. Demonstration Lesson and particulars of your
offer. I am interested in the following course:

Have you above instrument?..

Name

Address

(Please Write Plainly)

City- State..
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ENTERTAINING AND

INSTRUCTIVE BOOKS
The Romance and Reality of Film Life Is

Reflected in the Books Listed Below

IF you are interested in photoplay

writing, .screen acting, directing

or production, the books listed below

will be of great interest. Each book

is handsomely bound in gold deco-

rated cloth cover and will be deliv-

ered anywhere in the United States

at prices mentioned ; Canadian and

foreign orders extra for shipment

and duty.

SCREEN ACTING
(By Inez and Helen Klumph)

Tells what the opportunities are and the
training required. Tiiis work was developed
through the valuable assistance and advice of

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Colleen Moore, Mae
Murray, William S. Hart, and other distin-

guished screen stars, directors and experts.
PRICE — $3.00

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTING
(By Peter Milne)

Of special interest to those in ov intending
to enter this field. The author, a well-known
critic, was a member of Scenario and Produc-
tion Department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. This work contains data about Wil-
liam C. DeMille. Rex Ingram, Cecil B. DeMille,
and other famous directors. . PRICE—$3.00

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
(By T. O'Conor Sloane, Ph.D., LL.D.)

The enormous growth in number of motion
picture theatres has created a large and in-

creasing demand for operators. It is an inter-

esting, good paying field and requires but a
short time to qualify as a projector. This book
includes the fullest details of practice.

PRICE—$5.00

PHOTOPLAY WRITING
(By William Lord Wright)

The author was formerly Editor for Pathe
Exchange, and Universal. The book is a thor-
ough and authoritative presentation of this

lucrative field for writers. Every year new
writers achieve fame and fortune. Complete
information on how to write for Motion Pic-
tures and how and where to submit vour ideas.

PRICE — $3.00

SCREENLAND (Book Dept.)

49 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

SCREENLAND
The Stage Coach

"Allez-Opp"

The New York reviewers fell on "Allez-

Oop" and smote it, hip, thigh and sinew.

They took the sketches and music and
knocked them for a goal.

But on attending the second night, we
found that things were not as bad as they had
been painted. There is a little more swank,
we, alas! admit, in being a first-nighter:

but by and large, we second—and there-

after-night guys get often a better idea of

the show. There is a first night enthusiasm
for something good that is so infectious that

the beholders scatter adjectives as though
they were numberless. The second nighter,

as a general rule, finds that a show de-

serves not all the boosts, nor, on the other

hand, all the maledictions that have been
heaped on it.

J. P. McEvoy did the sketches, and Mac
had the handicap of "Americana" upon him.
Everything he did has been judged (not
consciously, perhaps, but nevertheless defi-

nitely) by the swell job he made of "Ameri-
cana". It is true the sketches of "Allez-

Oop" had not the snap, the punch, nor

the speed and humor of Mac's previous

stuff. On the other hand, very evidently,

while Mac didn't do par, he tried to do a

more lowbrow job than he had done before.

He was, whether influenced by the fact that

the new piece would play at Earl Carroll's

or not, helping to round out a dance show.
The music came in for a panning, too,

because of the "Americana" touch. Phil

Charig had done the music for "Why Do
Ya Roll Those Eyes?" and "Sunny Dispo-
sish" in "Americana". Ergo, the score

which Charig did with Richard Myers, was
razzed—comparatively. Well, again, part of

the indictment is true. On the other hand
—though the songs in "Americana" were
never done as well as they deserved—the

composers and the lyricist get very little

help from the cast of "Allez-Oop" in sell-

ing their stuff. Practically nobody put a

number over.

Most of the songs were given to good-
looking girls who could dance. Evelyn
Bennett, one of our grand dancers, insists

on singing some four numbers; and even
Evelyn's twinkling toes and nimble knees

— Continued from page 57

don't make up for the lack of a voice.

Cliff O'Rourkc has a fine voice, but he sings

a song called. "Where Have You Been All

My Life?", a piece evidently intended to be
done with lightness and buoyancy, as

though it were an aria from "Aida". Or,
as though it were "The Curse of an Aching
Heart." Bobby Watson and Esther Howard
did put over a not-so-grand song called,

"What Did William Tell?" They put it

over because they played it for everything

in it—and then added their own person-

alities.

Viewed as a dancing show, and not as

a Menckencsque picture of American life,

"Allez-Oop" will do. The dances, the girls

and the costumes are the best part of it.

Which is probably just what the producers

intended.

"The Manhatters"

There is an intimate musical review, "The
Manhatters", now playing at the Selwyn.

having moved uptown from Greenwich Vil-

lage. Dave Bennett was called in to stage

the dance numbers and give it a professional

air. Dave done noble, but the fact remains

that the show still belongs in the Village.

It is adequate, but it is really thrilling.

You don't walk out, but you are not en-

thralled. Somehow, in the Village, with no
pretense of being anything but glorified par-

lor entertainment, it would have remained

a merry thing.

There is one Jacques Cartier, however,

who does put the thrills into it with two
corking solo dances, exceedingly well posed.

He manages to get into an esthetic per-

formance some of the thrill of a fifty-yard

run through a broken field. How he docs

it, we do not know. All we know is that

he has something akin to magic in his

dancing.

Lots of the youngsters of the "Garrick

Gaieties" and "Americana" are to be seen

here. Dorothea Chard, who has to say

some very silly things, is the Bailieff, but

Dorothea still looks so cute that you almost

forgive her. Doris Vinton dances well.

Eleanor Shaler clowns and dances and does

both exceedingly well. But to Jacques Car-

tier—who has the sense to appear only

twice, once in each half—go the honors.

THE WINNER OF THE CONTEST FOR
MARIE PREVOST'S FITTED BAG IS

Alfa W. Junge,

Braddock, North Dakota

whose letter shone with sincerity and whose worshipful attitude

toward dainty Marie was made utterly convincing by flashes of droll

imagination and a pathos lacking in all self-consciousness.

Screenland is very happy to have had a hand in helping Marie
Prevost to find this little friend and is glad to convey to Miss Junge
Marie's personal gratitude for so staunch an admirer.

The fitted bag has been sent to Miss Junge and with it goes our
best wishes. It makes us very happy to know that SCREENLAND
reaches and pleases just this sort of girl and we join Marie Prevost

in expressing our pleasure in sharing with her this adventure.

•

1
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Preti

DOES it need any argument
to convince you that if your
Will were stronger your

position in life would be a great
deal different from what it is

today?

You would have more wealth and
material comfort, more recognition

for the special aptitudes you un-

doubtedly possess; more responsibility

and power among your associates;

more respect from your immediate
family and friends and from the

world at large.

Occasionally there have been times

when momentous decisions had to be
made—decisions that affected the en-

tire course of your career. How often

have these occasions found you vacil-

lating and indecisive. You couldn't

"make up your mind." So you
wavered, helplessly, until usually some
other person, or some circumstance,

decided the matter for you.

'

]STo—it surely needs no argument
to convince you that a strengthened

will-power would completely alter the

circumstances of your life—and in-

evitably for good!

Are People Born Weak-
Willed?

But can you strengthen your will-

power. You would like to be a per-

son of strong and decisive will-power. Who
would not? But people, you have been

given to understand, must be born with

this rarest of all gifts. Since no fairy

godmother seems to have endowed you

with it at birth, you are fated (you may
think) to be a wobbler all your days.

This is the belief of most people, and
yet nothing could be farther from the

truth. Will-power is a faculty of the

human mind, and it can be trained Wee

any other faculty. In fact, it is very

quickly susceptible to training.

The truth is that indecision—weakness
of will—is due to a very obvious condition.

Those who suffer from it seldom use their

will-power. From childhood on they have

been trained, abominably, to let others do

their deciding for them. This fine quality,

the backbone of character has been

thoughtlessly trained out of them, instead

of in them. There is only one way to

strengthen your will power, it is

—

to use it

!

If your legs were kept in splints for

a year, and the splints were then removed
and you were placed upon your feet, you
would sink to the ground under your own
weight. Those particular muscles, unused

for so long, would be unable to hold you
erect.

Exercising the Will
The way to strengthen your will is

through "mental exercise," just as the way
to train your muscles is through physical

exercise. This simple and sane point of

view is the basis of the movement known
as Pelmanism. It coincides with the dic-

tates of common sense, and at the same

ttute America

T. P. O'CONNOR
"Father of the House of Commons"

KNOWN the world over as "Tay-Pay"

—

T. P. O'Connor is one of many world'
famous figures in Europe and America who
are ardent Pelmanists, who not only advise

others to use this system of scientific mind-
training, but who themselves practice what they
preach! Princes, generals, admirals, statesmen,
captains of commerce and industry, authors and
artists of world-wide renown, are numbered
among the advocates of Pelmanism. "Tay-Pay"
says: "Not one person in a thousand who
takes this training but will find it a distinct

benefit as many thousands have before him.
1 '

time is completely in accord with the most
advanced findings of Psychology.

Everybody knows of the great advances
that this science has made within the last

fifty years. In that period we have dis-

covered more about the way the human
mind operates than was known in the pre-

ceding fifty centuries. About twenty-five

years ago, in England, a movement was
set on foot to utilize these discoveries of
the psychological laboratories in our every-

day life. This movement became known as

Pelmanism, after the man who originated
this simple idea, and who did more than
any other to bring it to success.

Scientific Mind-Training
Its basic principle—as explained above

:—is that of "mental exercise." It shows
you, not only how to strengthen your Will

by means of exercises, but also your
memory, your power of concentration, your
attention, your reasoning, your observa-

tion, your senses. It aims, in short, to

keep you "mentally fit" ; to strengthen what-
ever mental faculties that have become

weak within you through disuse.
These "exercises," incidentally, are
done under the direction of a staff

of university-trained psychologists.
They are prescribed in moderation,
and are extremely interesting to

carry out. Without doubt this is one
reason for the extraordinary results
that are often obtained.

By means of these simple and fas-
cinating "exercises," you soon find
your senses sharpened

;
you find it pos-

sible to observe more, to remember
more easily, to attend more keenly, to

concentrate more deeply, to reason
more logically, to imagine more
vividly, and, above all, to strengthen
your will-power. Instead of drifting
with circumstances, you begin to gain
control over your life. Instead of

being completely influenced by other

people., you begin to do the influ-

encing.

Seeming Miracles Explained
This seems to promise the miracu-

lous. As a matter of fact, there is no

so-called miracle of modern science

more commonplace than the rejuvena-

tion of individuals under this system
of scientific mind training. It has
made over anew the lives of unnum-
bered people. Over 000,000 individu-

als, in every walk of life, in every corner
of the globe, from princes to peons, have
now been benefited by this remarkable sys-

tem of mind-training.

There is no space here to tell of the
many fascinating stories of what it has
done. If, however, you are interested in
this movement, send for a brochure called
"Scientific Mind Training." It describes
Pelmanism in detail and contains many
almost unbelievable stories (all of them
substantiated by records) of how its fol-

lowers have benefited in the most tangible
way.

If you wish to have a copy, send the
coupon below or write a letter. Your
request will involve you in no obligation.

It will be left to your considered judg-
ment, after reading some of the revela-

tions in this book, whether you can afford

to lose the benefit of such a training for
yourself. Address, The Pelman Institute

of America, 71 West 45th St., Dept. 1610,
New York City.

(Approved as a correspondence school

under the laws of the State of New York.)

THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
71 West -loth St., Dept. 1610, New York City

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has
actually done for over 600,000 people. Please send
me your free book, "Scientific Mind-Training."
This places me under no obligation whatever.
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FOUR Latest Broadway

DANCE H ITS
on TWO 10-inch Double-Face Records

DO not send a penny. Just
mail the coupon below.

Here is an offer you cannot
afford to miss. The four big-
gest dance hits of today—the
most popular tunes onBroad-
way, on the radio, and in
ballrooms — FREE. These
records are electrically recor-
ded, played by wonderful jazz
orchestras. Brand new ten-
inch records. Why we make
this offer: We offer these four
latest dance selections free in
order to introduce and pop-
ularize our new PHONIC Reproducer. Millions of
National records have already been purchased; users
say they are equal in every way to 75c records. The

mew phonic Reproducer
Makes an up-to-date phonograph

out of your1 old one

HERE THEY ARE

HALLELUJAH
(from "Hit the Deck")
Fox Trot, Vocal Chorus

SO BLUE
Waltz, Vocal Chorus

MY BABY and ME
Fox Trot, Vocal Chorus

CRAZY WORDS,
CRAZY TUNE

Fox Trot, Vocal Ckorua

TRY it 10 days FREE

Send No Money

Now at last you can say
goodbye to the squeaky,
nasal, rasping, metallic
tone of your phono-
graph. Now you can
have the beautiful, nat-

ural, full-rounded tone of the expensive new machines
which are startling the world. You need not buy a new
phonograph if you have an old one. The reproducer is
theHEART of any phonograph—and the new PHONIC
reproducer makes your old phonograph like an entirely
new one. Based on the new PHONIC principle. Makes
you think the orchestra or artist is in the same room.
With each new Phonic Reproducer we will include the four latest

dance hits described above. The new Phonic is only S3. 85. Over
25,000 of them sold at that price, so the free records really mean
a big discount. Satisfaction absolutely Busranteed—mon.y 6ac/c ifyou want it. Mail coupon now. before this offer is withdrawn.
Send no money. Address NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS, Inc.
Dept. 59 327 West 36th Street, New York.

Mail
Coupon

/
f/

r/

, NATIONAL
S MUSIC

/ LOVERS. Inc.

Bept. S3
, ' 327 West 36 St.
< New York

.
.r Please send me a New PHO*

NIOr^r«li,.M f„.
/ (give name of Phonograph)

I will pay the postman S3. 85 plus/lew cents postage. Also include the
four Latest Dance Hits FREE, as ad-/ vertised. If 1 am not satisfied after trial,y ,

will return your reproducer and records* wilhin ten days and you guarantee to refund/ my money.

/ Name ....„...„„

* Address

,
/ City State

f Outside U. S.tSl. 10. Cash with order.

New Screenplays Continued jrom bag

yourself reaching for them when the Big
Show, the B-e-e-eG Show starts off!

The Gingham Girl

Try this on your sewing machine: Take
three yards of pink and white gingham

—

one for the tight little bodice and two
for the wide short skirt. Then go down
to the racquet store and buy some nice

stiff white organdy and make you a crushed
sash with a broad flaring bow. There you
are! The latest little creation on Fifth

Avenue! And a one hundred percenter for

drawing masculine crowds.

How do I know about the allurements

of gingham?
Ah! That's a long story!

Along about the year nineteen hundred,
my oldest sister was getting ready to be

married. She had on her lovely white

dress and was just fixing her veil. My
father was up in his bedroom exchanging
his everyday alpaca coat for a swallow tail.

Down in the dining room my mother was
slicing Virginia ham, nice and thin. When
—all of a sudden—I took a premature
notion to come into the world. The ham
slicing was stopped, the swallow tail was
dropped and chaos entered the wedding
party. Nobody has even yet forgiven me
for choosing that inappropriate moment to

come into existence, the youngest of eleven

children.

And since that date my life has been
cast in the midst of marrying and giving in

marriage. And after watching nine sisters

being wooed and led to the altar, I know
a little bit about feminine tactics.

Nine times out of ten a crisp pink and
white or blue and white (according to the

complexion) gingham dress will change a

confirmed misogamist into a passionate Cas'

anova. There's just something about dainty

gingham. It has sex appeal. And when
even a misogynist sees a girl decked out

in one of these fetching gowns he can't

help but wonder how she will look in front

of his gas cook stove. And after that, the

rest is easy.

David Kirkland knew all this when he

directed his new picture "The Gingham
Girl." And if you want to see a sweet

romance— delicate, sensitive and wistful,

don't overlook this film which gives Betty

Francisco, the gold digger, the dramatic

chance of a life time.

The Great Mail Robbery

A tortuous arm, with clammy, snake-like

fingers, slides into the dark sleeping car!

Stealthily it feels its way around, searching

cautiously. CRACK. PING. CRACK.
CRACK. CRACK! The whine of many
bullets make articulate the heavy darkness.

But too late! For the slimy fingers emerge,

clutching tightly a thick wad of gold certi'

ficates. And the GREAT MAIL ROB-
BERY is under way.

If you believe the pointed-tongued critics

of this world, they will tell you that there

are only seven jokes in the universe; that

there are no more than seven themes on
which a story may be written: and that

from the time of Gregory the Great clear

down to Irving Berlin, nobody has been
able to capture over seven melodies on
which to base musical compositions.

That same theory certainly holds good for

movie plots. Years ago the first "long"
(It was 400 feet in length) picture to be

filmed was called THE GREAT TRAIN
ROBBERY. It marked a milestone in the

e 51

history of moving pictures. And you've
seen this same basic train robbery theme
used for a film many, many times in your
screen-loving career. But now along come
two boys—Peter Milne and J. Hawks and
give this old story an entirely new angle. By
the freihness of their own imaginations they

turn a hackneyed plot into one of the most
exciting pictures you could ever wish to

see. Machine guns! Tear bombs! Every
conceivable weapon of modern outlawry is

employed in this masterfully handled film

—which because of its vitality and unusual
handling wins my vote for the best picture

I've seen this month.

Not for Publication

"If you want to see a good picture, take

in '7\(ot for Publication' ", my sister Mm
said to me the other day.

Now Min is a funny girl. She went
abroad once on one of those $3.98 Buy-
Your-Own-Beer student tours. And ever
since she can't see any film that hasn't got

a hero with a Teutonic name and hair cut.

So I kind of steer clear of her suggestions.

But when she added:
"Ralph Ince is in it",

That decided me. And off I went.

A lot of people think Ralph Ince is twins

because he is always directing pictures and
playing a couple of roles in them at the

same time. In "N.ot for Publication" he
was satisfied to direct it and play only one
part in it.

It must be a great thing to marry into

a movie family. Ralph, as you know, mar-
ried Lucille Mendez, who used to be on
the stage in New York. And it is evi'

dently a happy marriage because now
Lucille's little sister. Tola, gets a chance at

acting and she does a good job, playing
the part of Ralph's sister, in the picture.

And a cracking fine film it is, too! Its

reporter hero, Rex Lease, is out to expose
the political boss, Big Bill Wellman (Ralph
Ince) when he discovers that Big Bill is not
so bad—and his sister is wonderful! What's
a fellow to do in a case like that? Between
honor and love. That's the idea.

Rex gets himself out of the predicament
and wins Tola, of course, but . Go see

how Ralph Ince worked it out. It's a great

pictorial scoop!

Land Beyond the Law
To keep your ACTION arteries from

growing hard and cold — give them an
energy cocktail—go see Ken Maynard in

his latest

—

'Land Beyond the Law."— Ken
Maynard, the Ridin' Fool, is guaranteed to

crowd more action into fewer feet of film

than any other cowboy alive.

There's plenty of drama, both tragedy
and comedy, in ordinary domestic life. We
all know that. But how about action?

That's what we all crave. And about the

only excitement most of us get is cutting

the grass, or changing a tire on the family

bus or planting a few gentle geraniums.
The art of lusty living seems to have gone
out with the buccaneers. Let's revive the

Joie de vivre. Let's give ourselves a

vitality aperitif. Let's watch Ken Maynard
in his magnificent moments, try to breathe
while the mad cattle stampede their way
across the rugged frontier, and try to keep
from cheering when that dauntless Maynard
disconnects a wagon from a pair of wild

galloping horses and rides them astride on a

thrilling chase after the Oklahoma cattle

rustlers.
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Wanted Your— Services
As a Real Estate Specialist

Make big Money—I made $100,000 in less than 5 years. Learn how
I did it. Use my successful system. Begin at home—in your spare
time. Make money my way. Start now. Free book tells how.

Are you in the same hole I was in?
Are you stuck in the rut of hard worJc

and poor pay?
Are you dissatisfied with your job, your

income or your prospects?
Are you having a struggle to make both

ends meet?
Are you putting up with the crumbs of

life while others are getting all the calce?

Then you are the man I want to talk to.

Listen!

"When I made up my mind to get started
in the real estate business, in my spare
time, I was receiving a salary of $100 a
month.

I was doing work I was not fitted for
and which I thoroughly disliked.

I was living in a gloomy boarding house,
wearing cheap clothes, striving to keep out
of debt, and getting mighty few of the
good things of life.

In less than two years after I started
to specialize in real estate, I was making
nearly one thousand dollars a month. And
in less than five years, I cleaned up a net
profit of over one hundred thousand dollars.

To get the whole story of my success in
real estate, and how you, too, can succeed,
write at once for my free book "How To
Become a Real Estate Specialist." It con-
tains my history and your opportunity.

Follow in My Footsteps
If you want to learn the secret of my

success—if you want to use my money-
making methods—if you want to follow
in my footsteps—this is your chance. And
now is the time to get started.

I have studied real estate conditions in

this country very carefully, and my investi-

gations convince me that the next ten

years are going to be banner years for

real estate.

Furthermore, my experience satisfies me
that there is no better business to get into.

It is more healthful than most indoor jobs

—you can start in spare time—you can
begin with little or no capital—it does not
require years of study like medicine, phar-

macy, dentistry, law, engineering, elec-

tricity architecture, etc.—the beginner is

paid the same rate of commission as old-

timers—the business is practically unlimi-

ted—it is estimated that there are thirty

million properties in the country and that

ten million of them are always on the

market—it is a permanent business, not
affected by fads or fashion—it is con-

stantly growing as population increases

—

it puts you in touch with the best people

—it is a dignified, pleasant and worthy
occupation with great possibilities for big

profits.

If you want to make big money as a
Eeal Estate Specialist—if you want to use

my amazingly efficient system—let me hear

from you at once. I will send you

—

with-
out cost or obligation— my free book,
which fully explains how you can get
started—in your spare time—just as I did
—in a new kind of real estate business
that is as far ahead of the old, inoss-

Put Your Name Before the World

covered methods of the average real estate
agent as the automobile is ahead of the
ox cart of our forefathers.

What Others Are Doing
As positive proof of the success of my

modern methods, read the following brief
extracts from some of the letters that come
to me from those who are using my scien-
tific system—following in my footsteps

—

making money my way:
"It may astound some to know that I

have made between $8,000 and $10,000
over a three-month period, which may be
directly attributed to your splendid Real
Estate System." — A. W. Fosgreen, New
York.

"One year ago my husband died, leav-
ing me as the breadwinner for a daughter
and mother. Have paid all my bills and
Lave supported my family, thanks to your
wonderful instructions which showed me
the way."—Mrs. C. L. Reeves, Ohio.

"I was a Ford salesman earning $300 a
month. Your Real Estate System increased
my earning power 200%. I now own a
Chrysler Sedan, up-to-date office equipment
and have increased my bank account."

—

Alfred JV Bennett, Mich.

"Your system is wonderful. Without giv-

ing up my job as stationary engineer I
made $900 in three months in my spare
time."—Matthew J. Stokes, Penna.

"Without your Real Estate System I
would still be making $35 a week instead
of around $200 as a starter."—E. K.
McLendon, Ore.

"I have sold many thousand dollars

worth of Real Estate and have deals pend-
ing that will go beyond $300,000 mark.
Owe all my success to your comprehensive
System."—Carrie Marshall, Miss.

There isn't room her for any more such
letters, but send for my free book, "How
to Become a Real Estate Specialist." It

is filled with stories of success. And it

makes plain how you—too—can use my
money-making methods to build a profit-

able independent business of your own

—

just as others are doing.

Act Promptly
Investigate this splendid business oppor-

tunity at once. Learn how easy it is to

follow my methods and get big money for

your services as a Real Estate Specialist.

The business needs you. It offers rich

rewards for trained men.
So, mail the coupon now—before you lay

this magazine aside— and receive, with-

out cost or obligation, a copy of my new
book, "How to Become a Real Estate

Specialist." From it you will learn how
you can use my successful system to make
money my way—how you can get started

right at home—in your spare time—with-

out capital or experience—and establish

yourself as a Real Estate Specialist, in a
high grade, money-making business of your,

own.
Be prompt! Your opportunity is here,

and now. "Wise men act while sluggards
sleep." Write your name and address on
the coupon and mail it at once to Ameri-
can Business Builders, Inc., Dept. 29 KK,
18 East 18 Street, New York. You will

then have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have opened the way to a profitable

business career for yourself as a Real
Estate Specialist.

American Business Builders, Inc.,

Authorised Capital $500,000.00

Dept. 29 KK, 18 East 18 St., New York

Send me—without cost or obligation

—

your free illustrated book, "How to Be-
come a Real Estate Specialist."

Name

Address

City state
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Enhance the nat-
ural beauty of
your eyes with
An nbeolutely harmless preparation for re-

touching itml beautifying eyebrows, eyelashes,
beards t.n<l huir. KOT A DYE. Prepared in all

shades. Meyer's Mascarillo has been Stand-
ard frr over 60 years. For sale

at Drug and Dept. Stores or
sent on receipt of St.00. Six
generous samples sent on re-

ceipt of

CHARLES MEYER. 21 EAST 12th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Mascarillo

10.

Pleasant and Profitable

Employment

Previous experience not neces'

sary. Any woman or man with

spare time on his or her hands

can turn such spare time into

money. We want representa-

tives in many additional towns

and cities throughout the Coun-

try to represent our Subscrip-

tion Sales Department.

Do not delay. Answer imme'

diately and be the first one in

your territory.

A request on a post card ad'

dressed to E. P. Frenz, drew
lotion 'Manager, Screenland

Magazine, 49 W. 45th St.,

New York City, will bring you

full particulars.

GRAY HAIR
NO HYCf New. radically different. For
111/ U I La Men and Women. Applied
to scalp—not hair. Quickly restores original color
by replenishing color-gland in hair root. Results
GUARANTEED. No after-grayinn at the scalp as" ctedlthe hair gTows. Not affeetetfby washing or waving.
Daintily scented. Beneficialtoscalp. Ends dandruff.
Not greasy or sticky. Won't stain scalp. No one will know you use it.

FRF?" TRIAI ' Don't confuse Youthrny with dyes. Get th Q
I llbb IIBINkl facta. Then test YOUTHRAY at OUR RISK.
Write today for Free booklet and FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Ray Laboratories, 646 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 217 Chicago

OU CAN OIL PAINT

.

now for free illustrated, dook. i-it.iuiu.Ai, siix'

STUDIOS. Dept. AS. 2926 Broadway, Chicago, 111.

Strength, color, passion, action, love,

hate—all these lope across the screen with

a terrible intensity that leaves you gasping

and breathless—declaring that this is life

and this is love and this is Ken Maynard
at his best and bravest. Yip!

Fast and Furious

Fast and Furious! Yes, sir, that's our

Reggie, funnier than ever, and twice as

handsome. You see it's this way. Reginald

Benny as an actor alone is good enough
to fill up a theatre twice as big as the old

Roman colosseum. As an actor ALONE,
I said. But when you take into considera'

tion that he not only played the leading

role in "Fast and Furious" but wrote the

story also, well, now I ask you, how's that

for talent? And added to everything else,

he's gotten a little thinner in the face since

his illness which makes him perfect so far

as I am concerned.

Just imagine the fix he's in. Ever since

a motor car mix-up, Denny can't stand even

to see an automobile. Anything faster than

a hearse is too speedy for him. Just the

sound of a horn is enough to throw him
into a convulsion. And, as luck would
have it, to win the girl in the case he is

forced to drive an automobile in a big race.

Fast? Furious?

You've guessed it. And you'll be furious

if you miss it.

Postscript: I would like to stick in a little

postscript here, if you'll give me the kind

permission, to tell you about two or three

pictures I've seen that you ought not to

miss. Just for your convenience, I'll list

them this way:
IF YOU LOVE DOGS: Silverstreak in

"Where the Trail Begins" is your

meat;

IF YOU'RE HUNGRY FOR A
WESTERN: Try Fred Humes in

"Range Courage". He gives a cap-

able performance.

IF YOU'RE STAGE STRUCK: You
can see a fine picture of chorus life,

realistically directed in "Backstage."

CC Fay Wray is growing
up in "The Wedding
March".

Chatterfrom Hollywood—continued from pa?

I had the pleasure this month of seeing

Kenyon Clarence Sills, infant son of Milton

Sills and Doris Kenyon, who is, I believe,

the first incubator baby of filmdom.

Despite this handicap, the little fellow

had grown sturdily and now looks as large

and strong as any other baby.

The Sills have just moved into their new
Spanish home which adjoins the old house

on the estate. All the shrubs are estab-

lished, as the place is an old one. thus

giving the Sills a great advantage over

their fellow stars who must start land-

scaping as they build.

On the day of my visit, Sills was en-

gaged in buying some fine old Roman pot-

tery from an antique collector. The two
of them were discoursing rapidly in French,

of which Sills retains the mastery from his

old professorship days.

Disappointment is universal in Hollywood
that the reported engagement of Douglas

Fairbanks Jr. and Helene Costello was to

say the least, premature.

Helene returned from New York this

month, accompanied by Dolores and their

mother, and she told me just yesterday she

was not engaged to anybody. Doug Jr.

and his mother are good friends of the

family and have been for some time, she
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said, but she has no idea of getting mar-
ried for a long time yet.

Another sensational engagement report

met with denials from both Greta Nissen

and Charles Farrell, who, the story went,

were about to be married in Riverside.

I was talking to Charlie on the set the

other day and he laughed: "I sent the

following wire home," he said. "Dear
Papa: am getting famous. Have been en-

gaged three times this month and married

once."

According to Charley he is one juvenile

vho is not going to get married for a long

time.

Here is a startling bit of information.

Charles Farrell drives to the studio in a
flivver. He is the only star to have done
that in my memory except Adolphe Menjou.

By the way Farrell. Janet Gaynor and
George O'Brien all are reported to be in

serious arguments with William Fox on the

subject of salaries. George O'Brien is said

to be heading for Europe with the idea of
staying there for a while.

By the time this is printed another baby
is expected to be occupying the nursery
with Sally Ann Carewe, daughter of Edwin
Carewe, the director, and his wife, Mary
Akin.
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I Scoffed
at this new way to learn French

—until I found it was easy as A-B-C

I WAS never so nervous in all my life as

I was the night when I took Jacques
Lebault to my home to dinner.

Jacques Lebault was a French banker.

He controlled a large part of my company's
foreign business. The vice-president of my
firm asked me if I would mind entertaining

Lebault.

"I shall be delighted to entertain him," I

replied. But no sooner were the words out

of my mouth than I realized I was letting

myself in for a difficult time. For Lebault
knew, only a smattering of English. ,

"While escorting the Frenchman to my
home, I discovered to my horror that he

spoke even less English than I expected.

My heart sank. How could we carry on a

conversation? I knew only a little French
that I had learned in high school.

I did my best to talk to Lebault. But
every minute the conversation grew more
strained—more halting. When I thought

of my wife who was waiting at home to

greet us, I grew panic-stricken. She had
never spoken a word of French in her life!

What would she do?

"Hello, Frank," was my wife's cheerful

greeting.

I smiled nervously. My heart beat fast

as I introduced Monsieur Lebault to her.

The Frenchman bowed low and kissed my
wife's hand in true European style.

"Ah, Madame," lie said, "enchante de

faire votre connaissance!"

My Big

Surprise

Imagine
^ my astonish-

» ment!
a g i n e my
am a z ement

!

My wife answered Monsieur Lebault in

French ! i

"Je suis tres heureuse de vous voir," I

she said.

My eyes opened wide. My jaw dropped. I

was so surprised that you could have knocked
me down with a feather 1

To my further amazement, my wife continued
to talk French with Monsieur Lebault. All d

ing dinner she chatted away—gaily

—

easily—as if French was her native lan

guage. The Frenchman was delighted.

As for me, I said nothing. I went
through the dinner in a com-
pletely dazed state of mind. I

could scarcely believe my ears.

I thought I must be dreaming I

When Lebault departed he was
all smiles. "Merci, Madame!
Merci, Monsieur 1" he cried,

thanking my wife and myself
for our hospitality. It was easy
to see that, due to

my wife's ability

to speak French,
he had thoroughly
enjoyed himself.

The instant my
wife and I were alone I

started firing questions at

her.
"Jane!" I exclaimed ex-

citedly. "Where on earth did
you learn to speak French ?

Why didn't you ever tell me
you knew French ?"

Jane laughed. "I kept it

a secret because I wanted
to surprise you," she replied.

And then she told me the whole story.
"Do you remember that advertisement I

showed you a few months ago?" she asked

—

"that advertisement for a new kind of French
course ?" I paused in thought. Then I nodded.
"Why, yes, I believe I remember," I said.

"Do you remember how you scoffed at it?

—

how you said it would be foolish to try to learn
French without a teacher?" my -wife continued.

Again I nodded.
"Well, Frank," said my wife, "I hated to give

up the idea of learning French. And it didn't
cost anything to see what the course was like,

so I decided to send for it.

A New Way to Learn French
"Honestly, Frank, the course was wonderful—so simple—so easy! It's called the 'At-Sight'

method. It is a method of learning French re-
cently perfected by the Hugo Institute of Lan-
guages over in London.

"The authorities of the House of Hugo have
condensed all their knowledge of language in-

struction—their years of experience in teaching
French—the secrets of their wonderful method—into a course of lessons ichich any one can

udy at home !"

Then Jane showed me the French
course. "You can see for yourself
how easy it is," she said.

Jane was right. As I looked at

the lessons, I realized that here
was an entirely new way to

learn French. The method
was absolutely ingenious

—

so clear—so simple. I be-

came so much interested in

the lessons that I decided
to study them myself.

It was easy as A-B-C
learning French this new
way. The "At-Sight" meth-
od required no laborious

exercises—no tiresome rules—no dull class-room
drills. It was actually fun learning. I didn't
study much—just a few minutes a day. And in
a short time I was able to speak French—read
French books and magazines—and understand
French when it was spoken to me.

Try It 5 Days Free
This story is typical. You, too, can now learn

French at home—quickly, easily, pleasantly—just
as thousands of others are doing by the cele-

brated Hugo "At-Sight" Method. Twenty-four
fascinating lessons, carefully planned. The most
ingenious method of learning French ever dis-
covered. Whole generations of language-teaching
experience in all the leading European cities are
behind this French course.

The wonderful thing about this simplified Hugo
method is that it makes you your own teacher.
At home—in minutes that might otherwise be
wasted—you learn, phrase by phrase, sentence by
sentence, to speak the language correctly and well.
We shall be glad to send you the complete

course FREE for 5 DAYS, so that you may see
it and judge for yourself. Within the free exam-
ination period you have the privilege of returning
the course without cost or obligation, or keeping
it as your own and sending only $2 as a first
payment, and thereafter $2 a month until the
full price of $12 has been paid.
Tow are the judge. Simply return the course

within 5 days if you are not fascinated and de-
lighted with it. If you act promptly a valuable
French-English Dictionary, containing 45,000
words, will be included without additional cost.
We urge you to clip and mail this coupon

today. Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-8010,
Garden City, New York.

Doubleday, Page &. Co., Dept. F-8010,

American Representative of Hugo's
Language Institute of London,
Garden City, New York.

Please send me the Hugo "French-at-Sight" Course in 24 lessons,
tor tree examination and include the French-English Dictionary. Within
5 days I will either return the course and dictionary or send you $2
at that time and $2 each month thereafter until $12 has been paid.

Name _ J _

Address

City
, State

Occupation ...

5% discount for cash with order.
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"Les Resultats Sont

Absolument Merveilleux*

Wrote One
Happy Woman
You can preserve
or regain a -youth-
fully slender fig-

ure easily through
this really delight-

ful and simple
treatment. Re-
moves superfluous
flesh without violent excr

cise, dieting or dangerous
drugs. Simply a course of

luxurious perfumed baths
taken in your own home.
Popular among French
leaders of fashion. Intro-

duced to America by a
woman of social promi-
nence. For sale by drug-
gists, department stores,

hairdressers, beauty spe-

cialists, etc. If your dealer
does not carry Clarks Thin-
ning Salt we will gladly
supply you direct.

THE ORIENT CO.
North Wales, Penna.

REDUCED

nteresting

Booklet
"The

Charming
Figure"
sent on

request.

(CLARKS THINNING SALTS)

SEL AMAIGRISSANT CLARKS
On sale at such stores at Altman, Stern. Gimbel, Macy,
T'ark & Tilford in New York; Jordan Marsh & Co..
Boston; Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; Strawbridge &
Clothier, and Evans, Philadelphia; Halle Bros. Co.,
The Mav Co., Cleveland; Joseph Home Co.. Pittsburgh;
D. H. Holmes Co., New Orleans; S. Kann Sons Co-
Washington.

How To Work Wonders With Your

SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND

A.

Give me just 60 minutes and
I'll unlock the floodgates of
that vast reservoir of mental
power — your Subconscious
Mind. Note the immediate ef-

fect on your business, social
and everyday life.

By DAVID V. BUSH
VAST reservoir of mental

. energy! A huge storehouse
of brain power! That's the
subconscious mind. You've got

it. Your friends have it.

Everyone has it. But not one
in a thousand knows how to

use it.

In GO minutes I can show you exactly how to awaken
your subconscious mind—how to harness it—bow to

make it work for you—how to make it solve problems
—how to make it remember things—how to use its

vast creative powers to boost your success and double
your money-making ability.

In my book. "Functions of the Subconscious Mind,"
I tell just what the Subconscious Mind is—just how to

reach it—just how to control it—just how to get the

most out of it. It's simple as -A. B. C.

ONLY 50 CENTS
Write today for this amazing book of more than 100

pages, "Functions of the Subconscious Mind." Send
only 50 cents in full payment. If you are not delighted,

return the book within 5 days and your money will be

instantiv refunded.

DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Dept. T-6010, Chicago, III.

OR DRUG HABIT
Cured Forever or

No Pay.

Full treatment sent on trial.

_ Can be- given secretly in pri-

vacy of home. Guaranteed to banish

'forever all desire for whiskey, gin,

wine, home brew, moonshine, opium, morphine,

heroin, paregoric, and laudanum. Costs $2.00

if cures, nothing if fails. Save him from Poison.

STANDARD LABORATORIES
Sta. N -31 BALTIMORE. MD.

SKIN-TROUBLES
ANDRE'S ACNE CREAM is Guaranteed for
all Skin Troublesnomatterhow severe or chronic.

Bring-s immediate results. Quickly ends Pimples,

Blackheads, Eruptions on face or body. Enlarged
Pores, Oily, Shiny and Itching Skin. Eczema, Psoriasis,

Scales. Crusts, Pustules. Lightens Freckles, softens and
whitens the skin. Full particulars FREE. Write at once.

ANDRE &C0..4029 Cottage Grove Ave., Suite 520 .Chicago

Can a Picture Cure the Sick?
Continued from page 39

Then to the Mother Church of Christ

Scientist in Boston, I looked for an opinion.

And R. F., one of the Editors of the

Christian Science Monitor, wrote as follows:

"The King of Kings will bring close to

the people of this day and generation a

clear and eloquent testimonial of the heal-

ing ministry and message of the Nazarene.

The intense significance of Jesus's solitary

stand for Truth comes forth; and from then

on, until the final glory of Easter morn,

there is only the growing wonder of His

mighty work."
E. H. Sothern, noted Protestant Epis-

copal layman and America's finest classical

actor makes his contribution:

"The image breakers are ever busy and

it is timely for such a picture as The King
of Kings'. I was very much affected by
the picture . . . The whole story was
treated wich dignity. It is a good thing in

these busy and victoriously material times

to have this story proclaimed so eloquently."

Father John J. Wynne, noted theologian,

Editor of the Catholic Encyclopaedia, Doc-

tor of Sacred Theology of the Catholic

University makes this important statement:

"... All alike, those who conceived

and wrote the play, those who acted in its

production, those who provide for its per-

formance and those who witness it, pay a

tribute to Christ which must win not on]y

unlimited success but untold blessings."

Dr. John A. Marquis, Head of the Pres-

byterian National Missions, proclaims this

picture "the most impressive thing I have

ever seen."

Robert H. Robinson, Past Grand Master

of Free and Accepted Masons of the State

of New York, says:

"The King of Kings is wonderful, thrill-

ing, soul-stirring and awe inspiring, and
altogether a stupendous production . . .

For many years I have been a student of

the Life of Christ and His teachings and
have often tried to visualize the very scenes

which the picture portrays so graphically.

But never before have I been able to grasp

the vision which I received when viewing
'The King of Kings.'

"

Thomas Edward Potterton. D.D., Presi-

dent of the State Convention of Univer-
salists feels:

"The King of Kings is one of the great-

est films I have seen. That it will make
a profound impression throughout the land

I doubt not. It induces reverence, proper
self-thought, loyalty to the Christ and the

enlarging sense of Christian Brother-

hood ".

Mrs. Walter Willard. Chairman of the
State Federation of Pennsylvania Women,
says:

"The good that this picture, so reverently

directed and shown, will do can never be
accurately calculated. As a religious theme,
it is the world's most inspired sermon."
When you have seen this picture you

will feel the presence of something greater

than you are; something that once healed
the sick, gave sight to the blind, bound up
the broken-hearted, and fed the hungry
multitudes. It is this something that has
given vitality to every art and has raised

the motion picture at last to the glory of

the service of God.

It All Comes Out in the Wash
Continued from page 33

to the neck of the bottle, and bellowed

out in the most luscious of Irish brogues,

"Mollie, the faithful old engine has never

had a request to be a wet nurse before,

but by gollies, little girl, anyone in the

world would be glad to go to hell for you!"

It had taken him just two minutes to fall

for Rosetta's dynamic personality.

Now you know as well as I do that

Rosetta made a love deposit that cold win-

ter's night in the heart of that little dancer

that has born fruit and flowers of love and

loyalty beyond words.

Tell me, friend reader—have you ever

studied some one that you really loved?

Someone that the world held as a success

because they had a lot of money—or be-

cause their name was always in print—or

in electric lights? Have you ever tried to

analyze their success? How and why they

had attained that lofty goal for which men
battle—yes, with as much suffering and as

many scars as any war is guilty of—have

you ever figured this out? Well I have.

For two years, day and night, when play-

ing with the stage production of "Topsy
and Eva", I studied the "Adorable Dun-
cans". I watched them carefully and I

analyzed them. And though I give Rosetta

full credit for a certain genius of catching

lovely whistly melodies out of the air, and

Vivian equal credit for a gift of real musi-

cianship to play, arrange and actually

orchestrate such song hits as their undying

"Remembering"—and I give them praise

and admiration for their beauty, and style

of singing, and I believe Rosetta is on the

way to being the world's greatest com-
edienne, still, I do not feel that is as much
these natural gifts that has made for their

success as it is the applying of all their

talents to this greatest of all gifts, the gift

of loving, that has made and will con-

tinue to make the Duncans famous.

There is one friend of Hyme's and Jake's

that stand at the head of a long army of

"Duncan fans." Her name is Madame
Katherine Keeler— the designer of every

costume either of the girls has ever worn.
Back in the days when the Duncans were
very poor and felt swell in a ten-dollar

dress, they saw a production of Henry W.
Savage's. One set of costumes took Rosetta's

eye

—

"Gee. I'd like to see the guy that designed

those costumes," Rosetta sang out loudly.

"Let's go and ask the manager who it

was," said Vivian, always ready to help

Rosetta along with her praise of some-

one's work.

"The guy" turned out to be Madame
Keeler. She has never forgotten two little

girls who came down to the big sewing

room and said,

"Gee, we think you are wonderful—if

ever we have any money you'll have to

make costumes for us!"

But the Duncan's didn't have to wait to

have money—the very first vaudeville dates
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Speak French, German, Spanish

or Italian in a Short Time
1EARNING to speak, y% —v within eight to twelve

j read and write a ( I 1 weeks you will find your-

„
-

. , \ / »•* self able to speak a foreign
foreign language may 1 f language more fluently

seem the most difficult \ A
1* 1»,» 1>41.,>4t+ \ than those who have stud-

of tasks. \ J!\^XkK\\\X\\1 \ ied it for years in the toil-,

„ \ I some "grammar first" way.
You may feel that it IS Every Pelman Language Course is taught under the absolute I This is 310 exa° oeratioil

impossible for you to learn 1 agreement that if, after completing it you are not entirely 1
"Fnoland where this*

, „. ' j. 1 j I satisfied with your ability to read, speak and understand the 1 -"l HillgiailU, Wlieie tins
except alter years OI naia language, your tuition will be refunded instantly upon demand. wonderful new method Was
study, which you do not

g (Signed) I originated, tens of thou-
care to undertake. J B c McCtjlL0CH; I sands f people have found

Yet here is an agreement President, The Pelman Languages Institute, Neiv Torlc City I that it makes foreign lan-.

that, not only can you learn guages astonishingly easy

French, Spanish, German to learn. In America this

or Italian in YOUR OWN HOME, by an excellent start toward learning one or success was at once duplicated. This is by

MAIL but that you can learn it very all of them! far the most practical and sensible way to

quickly. It is this remarkable fact that lies at learn French, Spanish, German and Italian.

The trouble with every other method of the basis of the wonderful success that has
Sen(J yor pree ftook

teaching foreign languages is that your come to the Pelman Language Courses, A free book) yours fm. the asking) sWg y(m
mind is cluttered up with a mass of trans- wherever they have been tried. wnat a real cultural benefit, what, a wonderful

lations, rules, exceptions to rules, gram- means for pleasure, it is to have another; lan-

ii I „ «JsU««». ™triMtP dptnils Learn as Children Do guage at your command. This book actually
mar, and dozens of othei indicate details. showg you that you can read> at sightj a page

The Pelman method is so different, so just like a child learning to speak, you of the language you decide to learn. It shows

much simpler, so much more PRACTI- do not bother at first about grammar. In- why it is possible to make the agreement that

CAL that there is no basis of comparison. stead, you learn from the very first les- ^shfrTtSe, ^yot 2S3S
A Striking New Idea son now to use tne language itself. When Hon, or it will cost you nothing. To send for

tr • + i „i„«„Y.«.mr t,aw nrincinle you can speak, read and understand others this book places you under no obligation. No
Here is the revolutionary new pnnciple

then—and then onlv—vou eet the
salesma» ^ ca» on you. Mail the coupon

of the Pelman Method in a few words: jeadi y, tlien and tnen only you get tne at once

t tri ri v „„„i, p„,,m.„ Q^QT.ici! ar,a knowledge of grammar you need m a new,
In English, French, Geiman, fepanish and S 5 1 'The Pelman Languages Institute
Italian there is a great body of words simple way. e -s
iuaiictu. nicic « a t, "j

. Approved as a correspondence school under
(reaching up into the thousands) which Suppose, for example, that you have de- thc laws „f the state of New yorl .

are practically identical in all these tongues, cided to learn French. (The Pelman
Suite L-1610, 71 West 45th St., New York City

If you were asked to read a French, method works just as simply with other _ _ _ _L
German Spanish or Italian newspaper, languages.) When you open the first les- I _ _ .

Iwcmiaii, tj^au-iviL rr „ . Pplman mfthnrl vnn will hp The Pelman Languages Institute B

vou would probably give up without mak- son or tne reiman metnoa you win oe I
6 6

L r tZ .ttenm Yet as a matter of fact surprised to see not a single word of ex- ,
Sulte Ll61 °. 71 West 45th St., New York C.ty

vnn alrfSv knoJ a very We number planation in English. But you soon realize I
p fease send me full information about the I

you already Know a veiy laige iiumuci i & j Pelman System of Language Instruction.

of the words you would meet with. You that no English is necessary. You find | 1

would recognize most of them "at sight." that you already know enough French i Name .

Others you would be able to guess correctly words to start—and you can easily dis-
A<WreM

from the way they fit in with the words cover the meaning of the unfamiliar 1
" l

you know French words by the way they "fit in" | City State 1

t, n • n £ -u +„+„n„ ;^ovov,+ with the ones you recognize at sight. I I am interested in
|

Really, instead of being totally lgnoiant „,.-,. 1
I } French £ } Spanish [ J German £ J Italian

1

of these four languages, you already have By means of this revolutionary system, ______ __ _ _ _1
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SavesHose

Prevents stockings from
wearing out and staining
at the heel, and shoes
from rubbing or slip-

ping at the heel.

The cup-shaped center, shown above, an exclusive

feature of this device, does it.

Think of the saving alone it will mean
to you by preventing your hose from wear-

ing out at the heel, and the satisfaction of

no longer having their delicate color ruined

by stains at the heel! Dr. Scholl's Nu-Grip
Heel Liner insures all this and more—it

stops the slipping and rubbing of shoes at

the heel, thus making them more comfort'

able to wear.
Made of soft, velvet-lilte rubber. Easily attached

to the inner lining of the counter of shoes. Made
in colors to match shoe linings—white, black, tan,

champagne. Price 30c per pair. Sold in shoe,

drug and department stores. Buy a pair for each
pair of your shoes.

DzScholVs
Nu-GripHeel Liner

1 11 EndYour
FEARS Hours

Give me five days and 1*11

prove to you that I can give

you real courage — courage
that wins — courage that

crushes all obstacles. I can
give you Grit and Gumption
enough to fight your weight
in wildcats.

By DAVID V. BUSH
The Man Who Destroyed Fear

Are you afraid of people ?

Are you afraid of your
superiors ? Are you afraid
of Public Opinion ? Give
me 48 hours and I'll prove
I can banish all your fears—now and forever.

Don't be a cringing, crawling imitation of a
man. Brace up . .. . Throw your shoulders
back . . . Stick your chest out! Show folks
who you are. Show folks you've got a good
opinion of yourself and they'll respect you and
look up to you.

Grit and Gumption Win
You must see this book in which Dr. Bush gives

his secrets of real, he-man couraEe. It is called
"Spunk." You can't read it without a quickening of
your pulse—without a new surge of red-blooded courage.

This book is declared to be the masterpiece of Dr.
Bush, who has astounded throngs in America's greatest
cities and shown thousands the one wav to health, pros-
perity and happiness. Write for this amazing book to-
day. Send only 50 cents in full payment. If you are
not delighted, return the book within 5 davs and your
money will be instantly refunded.

DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Dept. K-60I0, Chicago, III.

BOW LEGS AND
KNOCK -KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris In-
visible Limb Straightener for Men,
Women and Children—Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for Actual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.

ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE,
Section L, 1032 Loew State Bid

Los Angeles, Cal.

DAVID BUSH
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they had, Madame Keelcr bought the

materia] and made their little rompers.
Even when the "Topsy and Eva" company
opened, it was Madame Keeler who sup-

licd some of the rarest material that she

had bought in China, to make one of the

set of chorus costumes for the "California

Belles" whose fame is nation wide. Right

now Madame Keeler is designing all the

costumes to be used in the film version of

"Topsy and Eva". The real attention and
love that the Duncans show Madame Keeler,

besides the high compensation that she is

awarded for her truly great talents as a

designer, is only another example of the

interest that accumulates from these deposits

made in the "Bank of Hearts".

The spirit that the Duncans have of al-

ways praising another artist, of taking time

to meet someone whose work they have
enjoyed—or of sending a wire of congrat-

ulations to some one who has put some-
thing over—is a rare gift. Their respect for

an artist—good or bad—is shown by the

way they watch any performance. If they

are at a ball game, a prize fight, or a

theatre they never speak or rustle about

attracting attention to themselves. An ex-

ample of what Rosetta thinks of anyone
who talks when an artist is entertaining,

is to be seen in this little anecdote:

At the famous little Aladdin Inn just

on the border of the San Francisco China-

town, the entire Topsy and Eva company
were assembled for a little party after one

of the performances during their run in

that City of the Golden Gate. Among the

many guests were Peggy Hopkins Joyce,

Belle Bennett, Claire Windsor, Lillian Gish,

and many other picture stars; and the usual

number of "cinema nobility"—among them
a Count of some Latin extraction who was
breezing about all evening, clicking his heels

and bending in the middle at the slightest

provocation. When the entertainment began
the Count draped himself among the bright

lights—Rosetta, however, sat across the room
at the end of the table where the guests

had just finished their midnight lunch. The
first number on the' evening's programme
was the always loved "Road to Mandalay",
sung by one of the men in the "Topsy and
Eva" company. The baritone sang brilliantly

throughout the first verse; then the Count
decided he had listened long enough so he

started an animated conversation with his

neighbors. Rosetta, from the other end of

the room, glared with eyes that would have
pierced the darkness of the catacombs; but

she failed to attract the Count who con-

tinued to compete with the artist. The
louder the artist sang, the louder the Count
talked, Rosetta leaned over to the table,

picked up a Parkerhouse roll, and hurled

it right at the Count. She pitches like a

boy—so her aim caught the surprised man
right on the jaw. "The Road to Manda-
lay" was finished by the singer without

competition. Rosetta went to the Count
later and said, "I am sorry I hit you, but I

wanted you to stop talking and that was
the only way I could draw your attention.

In America it is the height of rudeness to

talk when an artist is doing his best to

entertain you."

The Count wilted! And the baritone has

never forgotten this. He spent a year in

Europe and I believe he told every artist

he ever met in Italy and France about the

little American star who hurled a bun in

his defence. Art has no nationality so

they all admire Rosetta and damn the

Count even though he may have been of

their country!

The Duncans have two other gifts, which
mingled with their gift of Love Deposits

makes for a great trinity of traits that lead

to success. They have a marvelous sense

of humor; they can turn the most serious

situation into a joke, and laugh out loud

when their hearts are sorely hurt. And
last but not least, they have forgotten to

grow up. I mean this literally. They are
still children and will always remain such.

They can play "going to Jerusalem" in and
out of the chairs, with as much pep and
joy as children ten years of age. They can
ride bicycles and go "belly wopping" down
the snow-covered hills of White Plains

where they own a beautiful home. They
can think and laugh and play with the

same spirit as they did when they were
poor little children in California's orange
grove playgrounds.
When I am with the Dunes my mind

often wanders to that little poem by
Katherine Blake, and I say it to myself
this way:
"Would you learn the road to Laughtertown

"O ye who lost the way,
"Would ye have young hearts though your

hair be gray?

"Come learn from the little Dunes
to-day

"Come sing their songs, and play their play,

"And catch the lilt of their laughter

gay,

"And follow their dancing feet as they stray,

"For they know the road to Laughter-
town

"O ye who have lost the way!"

Ramon T^ovarro reciting "You may be

the ocean to some fo\\s but you are just

Bromo Seltzer to me."
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Dave the best new books come
to your home by mail ~

one a month like a magazine/
Find out how the Book-of-the-Month Club

service will prevent you from ever again miss-

ing the new books you are anxious to read.

jlGAIN and again you miss out-

standing new books that you are

anxious to read. Through over-

sight, or because you are busy,

you just simply "never get around

to them." Take the Book-of-the-

Month Club service (it does not cost you one

cent!) and this will never again happen.

You may be as busy or forgetful as you like.

Once a month, a good new book will be handed

to you by the postman

—

a book about which you

will have received a report and, which you have decided

you do not want to miss. You have a month in

which to enjoy it, and then another outstanding

new book (which again you have decided you
want to read) is handed to you. Thus, without

effort and unfailingly, you at last get and read the

new books you are anxious to read.

Not only do you always, in this way, keep
abreast of the best books of the day

;
you become

actually one of the first readers cf the important

new books (instead of missing them altogether,

as you have so often done in the past). They
come to you on, or shortly after, the publication

date of the publisher.

Moreover, in addition to the ones you want
to read, you are kept authoritatively informed

about all the important new books. Instead of

reading the new books at haphazard, or not at

all, you are able to choose your reading with
intelligence and discrimination.

Another remarkable feature of this service is

that, whenever you accept a book upon the rec-

ommendation of the Book-of-the-Month Club
selecting committee, you are guaranteed against

dissatisfaction. If you do not like it, ycu may
exchange it for some other book you do prefer.

Finally—and this is most surprising cf all to

many people—this unique and convenient service,

with all its unquestioned benefits, does not cost

you one cent! There are no fees, no dues, no extra

charges of any kind. You pay only for the booksyou
receive, and for them exactly the same price as if

you got them from the publisher himself—by
mail.

In its first year of operation, over forty thou-
sand cf the most notable people in the country,

in every line of endeavor, subscribed to this

unique service. Do you not owe it to yourself,

at least to find out whether it will not, in your
case too, insureyou against missing the new books
you are anxious to read?

Send for our booklet, which describes in detail

how simply and satisfactorily it operates. Your
request will not obligate you to subscribe. Mail
the coupon below for our pros-

pectus, and also for a free copy of

the current issue of the Book-of-the-

Month Club News.

FREE! Send for the

current issue of the Book-

of-the-Month Club News

This fascinating publication tells you
what our Selecting Committee has chosen

as the next "book-of-the-month." It

gives the judges' reasons for their choice.

It also describes other important new
books—just out—which our Selecting

Committee recommends and from which
subscribers may choose, if they so desire.

These interesting monthly reports cost

subscribers nothing! Send for the current'

issue. See how simply this system works,

and how unfailingly it enables you to

keep up with the best new books. Mail
the coupon now.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc. 7-1-K

218 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me without cost, the current

issue of the Book-of-the-Month Club News,
and also your prospectus. The request involves
me in no obligation to subscribe.

Name
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The Shade Paris is

Raving Over!

LIPSTICK

V Created for
Mary PhiIbin.
1/wVerSrj/S/or

Mary Phllbln says: "The
Phantom Red Lipstick
and Rouue are the finest

1 ever used. The 'Phan-
tom Brow' is wonderful!"
Waterproof — Stays on!

A perfect color, blending
with any complexion.
Send this adv. and 12c.

for Beautiful sample
MIDGET Lipstick. An-
other 12c brings Kcn-
erous sample of PHAN-
TOM ItltOW. for eye
lashes and brow.

Carlylc Laboratories

54 Dey St. (23) N. Y. C.

Perfect Summer
Vacations a

RermudA
m*?only2 days fromNew York JL JL
*' Average summer temp. 77°.

A "different?' vacation with
the charm of a trip to Europe

8 day tours

—

s97
and up, including every expense for
steamer, hotel and side trips. Longer
tours in proportion.

Two sailings weekly to a quaint for-

eign land on the transatlantic liners

FORT VICTORIA
FORT ST. GEORGE
with glass-enclosed decks fordancing

A happy sea voyage and a real vaca-
tion with all sports.

THE ST. GEORGE HOTEL,
where gaiety and life are centered , of-

fers superb facilities. An addition of
40newrooms with bath [75 roomswith
bath in all] has just been completed.
The St. George now accommodates
comfortably over 200 guests. Every
luxury, an exquisite setting. Large
tiled swimming pool. Responsible
courier accompanies guests on all
sight-seeing trips. Rooms and meals
from $6.50 per day up.

For illustrated booklets and
reservations write

FURNESS
BERMUDA LINE
34Whitehall St., NewYork

or any authorized agent

^y^to be

BF.FORt-AFTf.il

eautiful
proportions—

while you sleep!

llflrilTft nOSE dPJUSTER
]

is SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guar- j

anteed. Doctors praise it. No]
Goldljedal metal to harm you. Small cost,

y/on 1923 Write for FREE BOOKLET
ANITA CO... Dept. L-69, Anita Bldg., Newark. N. J.

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS
Clear your complexion of pimples. blackheads,
whiteheads, red epots, enlarged pores, oily ebfn
and other blemishes. I can give you a com-
pltxion soft, rosy, clear, telvety beyond your
fondest dream And I do it in a few daua. My
method ia different. No cosmetics, lotions,
salves, soaps. (Jay, efntmente, plasters, band-
ages, masks, vaporfprajs. massage, rollers or
ctber imp'emerts. No diet, do fasting. Nothing
to take Cannct injure Ire most delicate akin.
Send /Or my Frte Bookltt.*. You are not obli-
gated. Sertd 7i0 money. Just get the facts. ,

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 737, Chicago

Write theWords for a Song
WE COMPOSE MUSIC Our Composer Wrote Many

Song Hits

MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY
236 West 55th Street Dept. 178 NEW YORK

"NO Foolhi' " —Continued from page 23

always tried out his gags first in a crowd
to see how they would go.

Gilbert Roland made himself fascinating

to everybody as usual, without half trying.

Everybody wonders why he doesn't fall in

love, and hints that he is—with a very

important star.

Inside the house the Kisco Brothers, who
have been with the Duncans for simply ages,

in all their shows, were playing for the

dance, and a few were dancing, including

Lena Molina, under contract to Cecil B.

De Mille, whom we haven't seen much of

on the screen, but who I believe will make
her mark when she gets a chance, she is

so distinctive. She is a German actress, but

looks quite French, and has a quick and
amusing wit at her command, together with

a funny little dialect which is most fasci'

nating.

Nobody went to bed until ever so much
o'clock, and even then Johnny Hines and
Don Alvarado serenaded us from the beach,

while some of the girls were suddenly in-

spired to hop out of bed and play charades.

The house did not prove large enough
for the crowd that was to remain all night,

and Johhny Hines gallantly insisted on
wrapping himself in a blanket and sleeping

on the sandy beach. He wasn't even peev-

ish next morning, either, but even helped
the cook prepare the coffee.

Then he set off a fussilade of firecrackers,

which awakened everybody.
Everyone made a rush for the toast and

eggs next morning, the sea air making them
hungry, and then everybody got into bath-

ing suits and hopped into the sea.

Don Alvarado's pretty wife was there, but
didn't go in swimming, so Don taught Claire

Windsor to swim in the ocean, beyond the
breakers.

"I'm just sure," confided Patsy, "that
Claire learns to swim regularly every sum'
mer!"

It being the Fourth, everybody was set-

ting off fire crackers right and left.

But the long festivities of the day before
told on us all, and pretty soon groups of
bathers began to come out of the water
and slump down on the beach, quite pepless.

Nothing seemed to daunt our hostesses,
the Duncan sisters, however, even though
they did have to celebrate the Fourth by
giving two performances in Los Angeles.
Of course Nils Asther, who is engaged

to Vivian, and William Berri, who is en-
gaged to Rosetta, were there, all attention
to their fiances when their fiances were
around. Nils was shortly to go to Europe
with a picture company, and so he and
Vivian naturally spend all the time they
can together.

When the sisters returned from Los
Angeles in the evening, we began setting
the fire-works off. Nils and Vivian were
in one of the swings on the pier, and Claire

Windsor interrupted their loverish dreams
with a bunch of fire-crackers set off beneath
them!

Rosetta insisted on setting off all the big-

gest fire works pieces herself, and they made
a great display.

Rita Carew, still full of pep, and Lloyd
Pantakes, wanted to run off to Venice to
ride on the roller-coaster, but there was a
singular lack of enthusiasm on the part of
the rest of us, and by twelve o'clock not
a guest of the big party remained.

Oh, I forgot. Gloria Swanson, who was
invited to half a dozen beach parties, showed
up for a few moments, but had so many

parties to visit that she could only remain

a little while.

"I'll just bet if George Washington could

have forseen that he was making this country

safe for Hollywood people, that he would

have been even gladder than he was for

what he did!" exclaimed Patsy, as we drove

along the beach road homeward—a road

still illumined by the rockets.

Patsy and I haven't much time to remi'

nisce, but there were some awfully amusing

things happened at the wedding and recep-

tion of Rod LaRoque and Vilma Banky

—

just as they always do at any specially

important occasion, I suppose.

"I'll just bet," said Patsy, "that when
King Arthur's Knights of the Round Table

came home from the big tournaments, the

principal thing they thought of was getting

their armor off so as to scratch the ant

bites on themselves!"

So it really isn't surprising that a lot of

funny little things happened at the wedding,

even if it was awfully impressive.

For instance, Vera and Ralph Lewis sat

right in front of us in church, and Vera
turned around and said, "Why is it a per-

son always feels hotter in church than any-

where else?"

Whereupon, Vernon Rickard, who is

going to do Vitaphone stuff for Warners,
because he not only has a gorgeous voice

but also is an actor—where was I? Oh,
yes, Vernon answered: "Oh, it's one's con-

science, of course!"

Everything was really beautifully ar-

ranged, and Vilma looked to lovely for

anything in her long veil.

"But that veil!" exclaimed Patsy, rem'

iniscently, as we drank tea at the Biltmore

a few days ago. "I hear it worried Sam-
uel Goldwyn dreadfully. You see, by some
oversight one little detail was omitted. That
detail was the placing of a carpet for Vilma
to walk on from her carriage to the door.

Mr. Goldwyn caught sight of that veil on
the point of being dragged, so he just

grabbed it and rolled it up!"

"And Bebe Daniels tells me," related Patsy,

"that she forgot and left her bridesmaid's

bouquet on a table in one of the vestry

rooms, so that when the procession was
ready to start, she had to stumble right

over the bride and everybody to get it."

Everybody was at the wedding, of course

—the Barrymores, Eddie Lowe, Lilyan Tash-
man, Greta Nissen, Charlie Farrell. Janet

Gaynor, Harold Lloyd, Lila Lee, Douglas
MacLean, Raymond Hitchcock, Anna Q.
Nilsson, James Hall, Ronald Colman, and
just scores of others.

Everybody got a chance to say hello to

the bride and groom over at the Beverly

Hills Hotel, where the reception was held.

"I saw simply hundreds of orchids piled

up in one place," said Patsy, "but I didn't

see anybody get any, though I think one or

two of the girls asked for them."
"Oh, Mr. Goldwyn brought me one," I

said.

We met Mildred Davis, who had been a

matron of honor, and she said that her
dress was so wide that Harold Lloyd
couldn't sit inside their town-car with her,

when they drove over from the church,

but had to sit outside with the chauffeur.

We met Mrs. Douglas MacLean, who said

that Douglas had kissed all the bridesmaids

and matrons of honor, so she was trying to

find the best man to kiss him!
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CjrowTfes gww^Eyelashes
Eyebrows like this in30days

By Lucille Young
America's most widely
knownBeauty Expertfor
fifteen years. Beauty Ad-
viser to over a million

•women.

The most marvelous discovery has
been made—a way to make eye-
lashes and eyebrows actually grow.

Now if you want long, curling,

silken lashes, you can have them

—

and beautiful, wonderful eyebrows.

I know that women will be wild to

put my new discovery to test. I

want them to—at my risk. Doubt
all you want to. It does seem im-
possible, I know. Everything here-

tofore has failed. But my search of
years has at last disclosed the secret.

So now I say to women that no
matter how scant the eyelashes and
eyebrows I will increase their length
and thickness in 30 days—or not
accept a single penny. There are no
strings attached to my guarantee!
No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes!" New
growth or no pay. And you are the

sole judge.

Proved Beyond the Shadow

of a Doubt

Not just a few, but over ten thou-
sand women have proved that my
wonderful discovery works—proved
it before this, my very first adver-
tisement, appears. I have from these

women some of the most startling
, , ,

voluntary testimonials ever written, lashes and eyebrows. Now you can 5,5ShS^Wr^^ S^teJSfe
I print a few of them on this page, have this beauty-impart to your ^sponsive ?o TcenaTa Tare ing" dtnt^

loveliness this greatest of all Single found that this ingredient must be applied
charms. ln an entirely new way. There is a secret

-r, , , T . . r • trr t t
about my discovery—but no mystery. It

^J\eSUltS Noticeable Itl a tveekl accomplishes its remarkable results just
as nature does for those women who

In one week—sometimes in a dav Or Possess beautiful eyelashes and eyebrows.
T 1 . +1

—

t i .... —— — .i

cNpw Eyelashes and Eyebrows can be made to grow.
My new discovery MUST accomplish this, or its cost

isoill be refunded in jull. Over 10,000 'women have
made the test. I have the most marvelous testimonials.

Read a few here. I have attested before a notary pub-
lic, under oath, that they are genuine and voluntary.

And I have sworn to their genuine-
ness before a notary public. Please

note the first testimonial—an amaz-
ing statement that my discovery
actually produced hair on the fore-~— -— t--~-— '— *

—

\~ -----
nnt-ire the effect Vmi I know that I have given to women the

head, as well as growing eyelashes two—you notice tne enect. xou wbh of their hearts_made the most as_

and eyebrows Every one of the merely follow simple directions. 1 he tounding beauty discovery yet recorded,

wnmen who have tried mvdisroverv eyelashes become more beautiful— And I have waited until I was sure beforewomen wno nave tried my discovery >
silken fringe The darlino- o-^enng it to the world at large. The more

did SO on my guarantee. And not a "Ke a sllw;n lrl
.
n
&/f-

xn
.

a
*?;

. A;?g than ten thousand women who have tested

single one has reportedfailure. On the llttle upward curl shows itself. 1 he my discovery have been my regular patrons.

eyebrows become sleek and tract-

able—with a noticeable appearance
of growth and thickness. You will

have the thrill of a lifetime—know

You Can Have Proof
At My Sole Risk

contrary all have been wildly en-
thusiastic.

What My Discovery Means
to Beauty

To fringe the eyes with long, curling,

natural lashes—to make the eye-
brows intense, strong, silken lines! own marvelous virtue the advantage discovery is $1.95. Later the price will be
Think of it. All the mysterious, al- of darkeners. But it does so without regularly $5.00.

luring charm of veiled eyes, the messiness and artificiality. It gives
witchery and beauty only one worn- the effect, but itself, cannot be

detected.

that nil \?mi hwe. +r> Hr> i'= ram; r.n<- Remember.
.
.in 30 days I guarantee re-that all you have to do is carry out

sults that will not only deUght> but
use Ot my discovery the allotted amaze. If your eyelashes and eyebrows do
time. And there is instant beauty, too; not actually grow, if you are not wholly

for my discovery combines with its H^^&S^X^ my

an in a hundred now possesses in

full. Merely darkening the eyelashes
and eyebrows is a poor substitute.

It helps. But what you really desire

with all your heart, what every
woman longs for is this marvelous
beauty of naturally luxuriant eye-

Send No Money With Order

oAn Entirely New, Scientific

Principle

For years, I have sought my discovery

—

tried thousands upon thousands of ways.
But they were the ways others have tried.

I, like others, failed utterly. Then I made

Send no money . . . simply mail coupon.
When package arrives, pay postman only
$1.95 plus a few cents postage. Use my
wonderful discovery for full 30 days.

,

Then if not delighted, return it and I
will refund your money without com-

^ment. Mail coupon today to Lucille #
Young, Lucille Young Building, A
Chicago, 111. S

Dear Miss Young: I have just
used your Eyelash and Eye-
brow Beautifier and have re-
ceived good results. Further-
more, while I was applying it
to my eyes, I thought I'd put
it on my forehead at the side,
to make a dip. I continued to
do so and was astonished one
day when I saw that there
actually was hair on my fore-
head. I will have a natural dip
on my forehead.

Luretta Prinze,
1952 Cudaback Ave.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Dear Lucille Young: I am
more than pleased with your
Eyebrow and Eyelash Beau-
tifier. My eyelashes are grow-
ing thick, long, and luxurious.

Miss Flora J. Corriveau,
8 Pinette Ave., Biddeford, Me.

Dear Miss Young: I certainly
am delighted with the Eye-
brow and Eyelash Beautifier.
I notice the greatest difference
and so many people I come in
contact with remark how
6ilky and long my eyelashes
appear to be.

Mile. Hefflefinger.
240 W. "B" St., Carlisle. Pa.

Lucille Young: I have been
using your Eyelash and Eye-
brow Beautifier Method. It is
6urely wonderful.

Pearl Provo,
2954 Taylor St., N. E.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Dear Friend: A million or
more thanks to you Mis9
Young. I am greatly pleased.
My eyebrows and lashes are
beautiful now. I will praise
you to all my friends and I do
not need to speak that praise—my appearance tells the tale.
Naomi Otstot, 5437 West-
minster Ave., W. Phila., Pa.

My Dear Friend: Your eye-
lash and eyebrow beautifier is
simply marvelous. The longer
I continue to use it the better
the results. People are asking
me how I do it. All I say is, "I
owe it all to 'Lucille Young."'
Frances Raviart, R. D. No. 2.

Box 179, Jeannette, Penn.

w
f Lucille

Young,
# 74 A Lucille Yonng

Bldg., Chicago, 1U.

.# Send me yournew
f discovery for grow-

ing eyelashes and
eyebrows. On arrival

I will pay postman only
$1.95 plus a few cents post-
age. If not delighted, I

will return it within 30 days,

Screen Stars, Actresses, Society
women and professional beau- 4>*w,„

,
r .11 jT Name

ties please note. You are vitally

interested in this discovery, f St. Address..

and you will at once refund
my money without question.

2709 S. Wells Street, J
Chicago, Illinois

,# City State

NOTE: If price of $1.95 sent with order, postage
will be prepaid.
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How to Get What
You Want

A new and amazing force which
is bringing to thousands the

things they want — so quickly

and easily as to be astounding!

What do you want most in

life—n home of your own—

a

college education—a brilliant

and successful career—a trip

to Europe — an automobile,
health, happiness and love or
success in any line ? David V. Bush

Dr. Bush—America's most famous practical

psychologist and lecturer—has helped thousands
of men and women to realize just such desires

as these—through VISUALIZATION.

What Visualization Is
Visualization is one of the most potent forces

in life—yet not one person in a thousand knows
how to use it I It is an amazing pow er that can
he harnessed in such a way as to bring you
things you never dreamed could be yours. Just
as Dr. Bush has proved time and again that

proper visualization will actually make desires

come true

—

he will prove it in your own case!
In his book, "Rules for Visualizing," Dr. Bush

tells you exactly how to use this gigantic force—exactly how to apply it—exactly how to make
it work for you. In simple language he reveals
to you the secret of getting what you want. This
amazing book will prove a gold mine to you

—

yet its cost is

Only 25c
Don't delay! Get what you want in life! Realize

your greatest ambitions! Send for this remarkable
book TODAY. Enclose 2? cents stamps or coin.

Address: David V. Bush, Publisher, Dept. N-6010,
225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

'These Amazmglu Beautiful Blue While CORODITB Gems
match the scintillating beauty of GENUINE DIAMONDS. They
baye the same gorgeous blazing flash and dazzling play ot
living rainbow lire. Standing the terrific Acid Test of di-
rect comparison. Lifetime experts need all their experience
to see any difference. PROVE THIS YOURSELF.
MAKE THIS TEST Y!

ear a CORODITE and a genuineiimul. lliu icon Diamond side by side on the same
finger for seven days. If you and your friends can tell tho
difference send it back, you won't be out a single penny.
lhatsfair enough. If you keep the ring the price printed
here is all you pay. No installments. Remember CORODITES
alone have the same Sacet cutting as Genuine Stones.
A. Ladies lgt. Carved Basket Ring/Platinum effect - $3.36
B. Ladies 1 Ct. Pierced Filigree 4 Post Ring. Plat, effect S3.64
C. Ladies H Ct. Basket Ring, Blue Syn. Sapphire sides $3.94
p. Ladies 1 Ct. Bridal Blossom Hand Chased Solitaire $2.48
E. Mens 1 Ct. Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Shell Ring . $3.48
F. Mens 1 Ct. Massive Carved Hexagon Gypsy Ring - $4.16
Corodite Gems are mounted in Hand Chased and Engraved
rings reproducing in exact and ifaithful detail the most modern
high priced and fashionable Platinum Diamond Creations.
SEND NO MONFY KecP ?our aioney right at home. Just

.
iiiuiin een(j Dame a(jdress stating which

ring you want and size as shown by slip of paper fitting end to
end around finger joint and your ring will come by return mail.
Deposit price plus a few cents postage with postman. You donot risk a penny as our guarantee to refund your money
is attached to every ring we sell. SEND TODAY. Est. ISIS.
E. RICHWINE CO., Dept. 16 19 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

PIMPLES
Cleared up—often in 24 hours. To prove
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The Queen's English Continued from page 21

she had been telephoning to me from down
stairs.

"Ah," I said "There you are."

"Can I dis you give?" said she graciously

offering her hand.
I took her hand and returned her smile

with one of my own which, for beauty,

considerably underated hers.

"You are sitting?" said she.

"I am not but will," said I suiting the

action to the word and plunging at once
into my duty.

"What do you think of our tall build'

ings?" I asked as a starter.

She threw me a gypsy smile: "Ven mans
and vomans are marry," she answered "De
vomans are not like mans iss. He are vork
in the day all She are affect somsing for

beautiful making. It are so?"
"Then you think, from what you've seen

of life, that marriage is not so successful?"

I asked her.

"Ven are sitting," she answered, "Can
talking."

She put a long tapering finger on my
arm and I didn't feel so easy in my mind.

"Mans are not like the womans who are

affect," said she. "De mans are vear all

day de business and de vomans are for

dressing von hour, two fifty. Are hotsy,

totsy evrasing," she laughed a rippling

laugh full of merriness. "Ven in Holly-

wood I are vorking. I am de automobiles
learning to driving. Ven the driving are

not so goot, not can driving goot. In de

street von ladys are I pushing down. De
vomans are vit me angry. Bot I are speak-

ing English so I to her say 'Totsy Totsy'

and are so quick away driving."

"I understand," I lied. "But tell me,
do you enjoy your work in pictures here

better than in Europe?"
"De vompire," she exclaimed quite easily.

"De vompire always are get de mans. Bot

he are quick avay to some telephone and

are forgetting all about."

"Aha," said I. "Then you like to play

vampire parts better than . . .

"

"Oh yes," she said. "Ven I are playing

in Budapest, Mister Goldwyn are to me a

telegram 'Coming quic\ to Paris.' He are

telegram. I are excite. Ven I are in Paris

coming, Mister Goldwyn vant for I am
vompire playing. Bot I are like to play

nize vomans."
"Nize baby," said I if a little jocularly.

"No," she exclaimed. "I are re-fuse

Mister Goldwyn."
"Do you like Hollywood better than you

do New York?" I next asked.

"I are not so intelgent, bot I are not
dumbull," she answered.
"What I mean is," said I, "Do you like

the people in Hollywood any better

than . .
.?"

"You be not so sure," she said.

"Perhaps," I answered ambiguously.
"Here are sometimes yes and sometimes

not so goot," she said.

"I see," I said. "Six of one and sex of

the other."

"Bot, no," she said.

"What I want to know is," said I, "Do
you like European or American men
better?"

"It are in America vonderful big," she
told me.

"Taller, you mean?"
"Oh my Gott," she exclaimed, "Only

motch more vindow."
'Windc
"It are vonderful," she agreed.

"Do you mean buildings, or men?"
"You are me joking," she said laugh-

ingly. "Are not so big the ice?"

"No," I hastened to assure her. "My
drink is cold enough." Then seeing the

error of my ways and hastening to regain

my lost advantage, I added:
"I think your eyes are adorable . . .

but your nose ..."
"My noce it are for the distinction,"

said she and she turned on me her beautful

broadside— the broadside that I would
guarantee to sink a thousand battleships.

"The nose have it," I said.

"Oh my Got," she said laughing full

heartedly, "Dis Henglish linguidge are

hotsy totsy."

"How many languages do you speak?"

I asked remembering that most foreigners

speak three or four.

C[ Viola Dana in "The Winds
of Chance" puts the sea in

Cinema.
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"Once I TooWas
Weak and Ailing"

The Story of

Annette Kellermann

As Told By Herself

MANY people will be sur-

prised to hear that as a

child I was so deformed
' as to be practically a

cripple. I was so weak, so puny,

that I was considered an invalid. I

was bow-legged to an extreme

degree; I could neither stand nor

walk without iron braces which I

wore constantly. My mother put

long skirts on me, down to my
ankles, to hide my bow legs and

braces.

No one ever dreamed that some

day I would become famous for the

perfect proportions of my figure.

No one ever thought I would become

the champion woman swimmer of

the world. No one ever dared to

sjuess that I would be some day

starred in great feature films, such

as "A Daughter of the Gods," "Nep-

tune's Daughter," etc. No one ever

dreamed that I would some day

travel the world over, appearing on-

the stage, at great universities, on-

lecture platforms, explaining my
methods of acquiring and maintain-

ing perfect health and a perfect

figure. Yet that is exactly what has

happened.

I relate these incidents of my
early life, and my present success

simply to show that no woman need

be discouraged with her figure, her

health, or her complexion. The

truth is tens of thousands of tired,

sickly, overweight or underweight

women have already proved that a

perfect figure and radiant health

can be acquired in only fifteen

minutes a day through the same
methods that I myself use, the
methods which have kept my health
perfect, and my figure at exactly
the same proportions during the

past fifteen years.

I invite any woman who is inter-

ested to write to me. I will gladly

prove to you in 10 days that you
can learn to acquire the body beau-
tiful ; how to make your complexion
rosy from the inside, instead of

from the outside ; how to stand and
walk gracefully; how to add or re-

move weight at any part of the

body
;

hips, bust, arms, shoulders,

chin, limbs, waist, abdomen ; how
to be full of health, strength and
energy so that you can enjoy life

to the utmost; how to be free from
colds, headaches, neuralgia, nervous-
ness, constipation, weak back, and
the many other ailments due to phy-
sical inefficiency; in short, how to

acquire perfect womanhood.

Just mail me the coupon below
or write a letter and I will send
you, at once, my interesting, illus-

trated new book, "The Body Beauti-

ful." I will also explain about my
special Demonstration Offer. Just
send the coupon or letter now. Do
this at once, before my present sup-
ply of free books is exhausted.
Address.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN
Suite 2410

225 "West 39th Street New York City

free of cost your new book "The Body Beau-

|
tiful." I am particularly interested in

—

[
Reducing Weight Body Building

I Name
' Kindly print name and address

I

Address

I City State..
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"For me are New York more as Holly-
wood," she answered.

"More?" I querried.

"Oh my Gott, yes," she said, "More
voluble."

"More entertaining too, I'll warrant."
"More warrant and more voluble," she

insisted.

"But tell me," said I speaking as clearly

as I could so that she too might be forced
into the same channel, "What is your next
picture to be?"
"And vat interesting peoples," she said,

"Are vondcrfull in the time after Variety.

I be not the peoples are necessary. Look
me! Dc part are not to me the type. Not
so type to me."

"I liked you immensely in the picture,"

I assured her. "I feel that if you could get

another such part here in America, it would
go over like a shot."

"When I like not somsing, it var not to
me making goot. De picksure to doing are

de book. Vat Universal there are de book
four or five times changing. By August
first it are ready so they are not time

losing."

"Don't you think perhaps that the book
or story is the most important element in

pictures?" I next asked her.

"The peoples begin to like five or six

year to like me," she said. Only in years

one.

"

"Perhaps you are right," I agreed.

"Only in years one," she repeated as if

I hadn't heard nor yet understood.

"Only in years one, I are for some
sing big."

"I understand," said I gallantly. "I

understand thoroughly." Then as if I hadn't

I asked "You mean?"
"The picksure will be not come out be

Novembar. You can't do big picksure to

do."
"Probably you haven't given the matter

sufficient thought," I suggested.

"So fine she like it," said she, "Wit
John Gilbert the smiling are nice."

"Yes I liked him too," said I. "He's a

good actor."

"First are de book, second are de direc

tor, third are de actor," she declared. "I

am doing dis bot nussing are remember of

me."
"Yes," I agreed, "A good book that fits

your type, then a good director and
then ..."

"I go it in the blond hair bot nussing

remember of me," she said, "I sink Greta

Garbo are picksure in."

"You like her then, do you not?"

"Ven I are going to first op and down,
I are getting to valk not so straight. It

var looking like I vas too motch drunk-

ing," here she walked dizzily about the

room and finally sunk down in a chair.

"I see," said I, "You mean the tall build-

ings?"

"Ven I not like somesings, I go at in

de sleep, so."

By which I ihink she meant to convey
that when she didn't like a thing, she was
bored to sleep.

"You are bored?" I asked.

"I are somesings," she said.

"Don't you think it might be of great

publicity value to you if you would talk

over the radio?" I asked her.

"And do this once after anosser?" she

asked.

"Once or twice would scarcely be enough
to get your public used to your remarkable

vocabulary," I thought.

"Look me." she said seriously piercing

me with her million dollar lamps. "Look
me."

I did the best I could without wincing.
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"The part is not so type to me . . .

not so type," she said.

"But your public," I cried, "They would
be charmed to hear you. It seems a pity

not to share this delightful visit with you;

to hear your voice and so forth. You
have great charm, vocal charm. I am not

joking. It is a great privilege to listen

to you . .
."

"For the man's face," she said, "It are

nussing. I looks for the ice and for the

character. Ven I am beautiful seeing, I

can't eating."

"You mean, when you are watching
something beautiful, you forget to eat?"

"It are so," she admitted. "Vomans face

to me are lovely to seeing. Bot ven it

are mans face it iss beautiful not so goot."

"Beauty is but skin deep," I blah blahed.

"Ven he don't spoke goot," she went
on and I Was sorry I had interrupted her,

"To learning Hinglish in the ears, this is

nussing. Ven are really goot spoke, I have
change to theatre success is coming quickly,

sor

"Maybe you're right after all," I agreed

"But once you do get over with the Ameri-

can public, you may be assured

"You will have somsing?"
"No, no," I said rising, "I must out

going. To me all are vork not playing.

('My God,' I thought, 'Am I falling for this

brand of English?' I must stop this tangle-

footed, web-tongued manner of speech. I

must be strong and able-bodied. I strug-

gled with my fast-waning mother tongue.)

"I mean to say," I continued, "When you
are me to speaking, I. am valking like to

me are druking de feet. Miss de Putti, for

the love of Mike," I gasped. "Ven to

me
I picked up her hat and my stick, a

parasol and a lace fan and beat it for the

elevator. There arrived, I opened the door

and shot down through the shaft, yelling

as I hurtled:

"Mass de Lya, you to me so charming
are, I can't writing."

Do They Belong in Caves?
Continued from page 19

two-time me!" was the popular song of the

day. The most popular outdoor sport was
played with clubs. The Cro-Magnon Man
chased his Mama in and out of caves and
when he caught up with her it was—wham,
sock, zowie, bang! And then dawn came.

Homo-Primigenius is superior only to

G[ Marian 7\ixon in her next

vehicle "Out all Night."

Pithecanthropus and even to Homo heidel-

bergensis. But Homo Hollywoodis is su-

perior to all of them. From remnants of

prehistoric man found in alluvial deposits

it appears practically certain that the whole
bunch would have made good in the movies.

They were so—so primitive. Take Cro-

Magnon Man, for instance. Or let the

Professor take him; he ought to be used to

it by this time. The Cro-Magnon Man
was of great stature and strength. The
type, which is supposed to have inhabited

south-western Europe at the end of the

Magdalenian epoch at the close of the

Pleistocene, to say nothing of the obscene,

were marked by the most dolichocephalic

of crania, elongated at the back, with low
faces and orbits. But they didn't let this

discourage them; they just went on being

themselves. And some high old times they

had, too, in spite of their low faces. Mrs.
Cro-Magnon was a sweet armful, if we can

believe all we hear. According to the gos ;

sip of the time, she was well-rounded and
well-grounded. The screen stars of today,

when they pass the acid test of the cameras,

and find that all their curves are in the right

places, may well say: "(Cro-Magnon)
Mama, I owe it all to you." Thanks to the

efforts of the early Woman, those great, big

beautiful eyes that gaze at you so sweetly

from the screen are placed in such perfect

juxtaposition to the rest of the features

that the ensemble meets the critical approval

of the cameras. And this is how it came
about:

When Cora-Magnon and the other girls

would be out gathering berries, they had
to keep one eye on the berries and with the

other keep glancing over their shoulders

to see if they were being followed. They
couldn't be too careful—yes, they could,

too. Because sometimes they didn't see a

thing, and would have to go home alone

with their berries, practically cross-eyed by
this time. But other days their luck would
be good, and their backward glances be
rewarded by the sight of a brace of cave-

boys descending upon them from the rear.

What would happen then is none of our
business, says the Professor. (He's a little

touchy sometimes,) The point is, that from
peering first over one shoulder, and then

over the other the cave-girls developed
Wide-Eye, or Baby Stare. Gradually this

will make your hair
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Again He Betrayed

How Little He Knew
IT wasn't the first time—it had happened

so often. A little tell-tale mistake—

a

blunder in knowledge that people took
for granted he knew. At clubs, dinners,
conferences—always when he most wanted
to make an impression — some careless,

obvious mistake revealed him.
Nothing is more embarassing than to

display ignorance about some subject upon
which every educated person is expected to

be informed. Don't let lack of education
humiliate you; don't allow yourself to be
handicapped in business or social life.

Is Lack of Education
YOUR Handicap?

Did you miss the advantages of an
education? Are you self-conscious about
meeting cultured, worth-while people be-

cause you know you cannot talk about the

things they talk about? Are you chained
to a dull, low-pay job while others step up
to big positions and handsome salaries,

just because they have MORE EDUCA-
TION?
You need no longer suffer from this

handicap! Now you can have the educa-
tion you missed. You can put yourself on
an equal footing with others. You can
enjoy the same advantages, the same
opportunities. And without taking a day
from your present occupation. In just

your spare time at home—a half hour or

so in the evening—you can acquire the

essentials of a complete High School Edu-
cation.

You can do it quickly — easily. Read
about the wonderful plan that makes learn-

ing as interesting as playing a game!

A. High School Education at Home
No laborious study! No tedious heavy

reading! Just read fascinating questions
and answers. It's fun! This entertaining
method teaches you every high school sub-
ject. The full, four-year course is con-
densed into just twelve handy-size books.

All the non-essentials are left out

—

every unnecessary word is omitted. You
get just the things you want to know,
boiled down into the briefest and simplest
form. You read a question and then its

answer. That's all there is to it. Your
curiosity is aroused, your interest held.

Once you start reading these famous ques-
tion and answer books, you can't stop. You
ro on and on—and almost before you real-

ize it, you will have acquired a high school
education in all these important subjects:
English, Ancient History, Physics, Econ-
omics, Biology, Algebra, Literature,
French, Spanish, Modern History and
American History.

Used by 12,000 High School
Teachers

Principals, teachers and students in
High School all over the country use these
unique High School Home-Study Books in
their daily work. They are praised by the
highest educational authorities for their

simplicity, clearness and thoroughness.
Invaluable to students preparing for col-

lege entrance examinations.

Greatest Bargain in Brain Power
Ever Offered!

Never before has it been possible to obtain
a high school education in so easy and rapid a
way, and at so little cost. The price of these
twelve handy volumes, embracing a complete
high school education, is less than you probably
fritter away in spending money in a couple of
weeks. By taking advantage of this sensational
offer, your high school education costs you a
total of only $15.85, payable on easy monthly
terms.

Pay Nothing Now
Before you pay a penny, see for yourself how

easy it is to acquire
high school training this
new, easy way. The jgwm
coupon will bring you
the twelve famous Blue jg

Books to examine free
Keep them and
enjoy them for
5 days. Then de-
cide. No risk; no f&SS!
obligation. Simply 6§^^iJ>£g8$8£M
mail the coupon.

'

"
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Tear it off now, be-
fore you turn the
page. -

High School Home Study Bureau, DeptT 1910
31 Union Square, New York City

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU. Dept. 1910,

31 Union Square, New York City.

Gentlemen: Send me. for FREE EXAMINATION, the
12 famous Home-Study Books, containing tiie equivalent
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as first payment and then $4 a month for three months,
a total of S15.S5.

(Note: If you prefer to take advantage of the 10<7o
cash discount, remit $14.27 after examination.)
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manifested itself in the physical phenomenon
of the far-apart optics, so much in favor to-

day. If a girl's eyes aren't sufficiently far

apart, her face doesn't photograph and her

life is ruined. The farther apart those little

windows-of-the-soul happen to be, the far-

ther the girl will get in the movies. And
you know how far that is. Plenty of ber-

ries, too.

Yes, the Cro-Magnon was the perfect

screen type. Those big, broad shoulders;

nice, round faces, and everything. Oh,
girls—doesn't it remind you of Norman
Kerry? Homo Sapiens may be all right

—

with the accent on the sap; he may belong
to clubs, but can he swing 'em? But Homo
Primigenius, now—there was a boy for you!
He certainly knew his way around. He was
the first club-man. His address-book looked
like the Washington Monument. He knew
how.
He never wasted his time sending flowers

or taking his girl out to look at the latest

stone-pictures. No matter what he wanted
—a wife or a wart-hog—he just went out
and got it. Sometimes he did a bit of work
with his Indian clubs on the way: but any-

way, he brought home the bacon or the

baby every time. He was smart. Norman
Ketry must have learned technique from
him to use in "Annie Laurie".

When Cassius X. Cro-Magnon came
across a dame he fancied, he didn't hesitate.

He grabbed her. Of course, after the con-

quest his ardor sometimes cooled. Then
the following scene might be staged: "Dar-
ling," whimpered Mrs. C. "Mrs. Ugh-Ugh
has two of the prettiest new black eyes this

morning, and I haven't got any. You
d-don't Move me any more!"

Sock! She gets her black eyes, all right

—and how she loves it!

That grab-'em-and-sock-'em technique is

just as good today as it ever was. John
Gilbert. Billy Haines, Charlie Farrell have all

used it to good effect. Cavemen all. What
is it that registers more than anything else

on the jumping jellos? Primitive emotions:

nothing more and nothing less, and it's

enough. The same hugs and hisses, the

same clutches and curses, coos and kicks

—

just as good today as they ever were.

It takes a lot to make a dinosaur laugh,

according to Professor Twitch: but there

was mirth in jungle town the day that Man
first lost his pants. Nice, refined comedy
didn't get over so well with primitive

audiences. The funniest thing that could

happen to anybody then was to sit down
hard on a hot kettle, get kicked in the

excitement, and then to lose his fur trousers.

A hippopotamus skin will be presented to

anybody who can think of anything fun-

nier on the screen today.

Homo neanderthalensis may have been
vulgar but I bet he was pretty funny—and
so is your old Wallace Beery.

Eve was just a primitive girl. Probably

she wasn't much bigger than Clara Bow or

Lya de Putti. She didn't give a fig-leaf

for conventions; she didn't know any elks.

But when you think what she started—

!

Didn't she raise Cain, though—a very able

girl. Now Clara and Lya and Louise seem
to be carrying on.

And there was Cleopatra, too. True,

she didn't happen along until several billion

years later, but better late than never, you
know. She has been a model girl ever since.

Not a perfect 36; more like a perfect 14.

Yes, Cleo was a Misses Size Siren. She
had to stand on tiptoe to bite Marc
Anthony's ear. In order to gain admittance

to the presence of Julius Caesar on one
occasion she rolled herself up in some
blankets and was carried in on the shoulder

of a slave, who refused to accept any tip.
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Just a little mite, Cleopatra; but oh, what
big eyes she had, and what big ideas! She
also had twins, but whose business is that?

What I'm driving at is that styles in sirens

haven't changed much. It's still the split'

pint soubrette that knocks 'em cold. There
are exceptions to every rule—Greta Garbo.
But look at Janet Gaynor and Louise
Brooks and Clara Bow and Lya de Putti

and Marie Prevost and Sally O'Neil and
Alberta Vaughn and Lois Moran—all little,

but oh my. A little vamp is a dangerous thing.

Professor Twitch, in his famous tome,
"Why We Behave Like Boobs", has brought
to light some other fascinating points. If

we would only take a tip from the Eocan'
thropus, he says, we would learn something.

Maybe so; but I'm not taking any chances.

I prefer to take my tips from the Homo
Hollywoodis. He still observes the good
old customs. He woos his fair lady by
deeds, not dose. He's the quarterback on
the football team who makes the touch-

down that saved the day for dear old Hale.

Or he's the stroke-oar on the crew; or he
wins the hundred-yard-dash on the dot.

He does something. He shows her. He's
a caveman in modern dress, and he always
gets his girl. His clubs may be night-clubs

but he uses the same technique. She gets

her man, does the cave-girl in modern un-

dress, with the same simplicity that Mama
Magnon used. Screen stars just have to

exhibit primitive emotions to make good.
Our friend, the Professor, calls upon

physiology craniology, psychology, arch-

aeology, sociology, demology. ethnology,
morphology, embryology, ecology, anthrop-
ology, and somatology to prove his points;

and if you want to, you can listen to him
while he explains it all. But I know better.

I know he is only Lon Chaney trying out
a new set of whiskers. Besides, I have a

date to go to the movies to' learn all about
primitive emotions from them.

What's Doing in Times Square
(Continued from page 8)

A close-up of the scene had been shot once
but neither Miss Mason nor her director

were satisfied with it. They talked it over
again and then Shirley walked slowly to

the set and stumbled to her knees before
the chair over which the scarf was hung.
No one seemed to be paying the slightest

attention to her. The director glanced over
the script, the cameraman adjusted his cam-
era at a different angle and the electricians

examined their lights. Shirley sat quietly

for a few minutes, her face half buried in

the scarf, the finger of one hand tracing an
aimless pattern on the arm of the chair.

Tears glistened in her eyes. For a minute
she was perfectly still, then the hand that

had been tracing the pattern made a slight

gesture. Instantly the director said quietly,

so as not to disturb the tempo of the scene,

"All ready boys. Lights. Camera. All

right Shirley." And the" scene was over
before I got through being surprised over
the comfortable way things could be done
in the movies.

Yes the movies have their own charm
but I often wonder how a seasoned actor

who has for one reason or another stuck

to the "Legitimate", who knows every trick

in the bag and still doesn't own a Rolls

Royce, feels when he looks full in the glare

of a Broadway sign and reads the name
of a young thing not out of her teens. A
child who doesn't know what acting is all

about, whose triumph may be but a season
unless she learns, who has only her youth
and her beauty to offer; yet there she is,

the darling of the people and a Star on
Broadway.

1DareAnyone
to FailNow/*
Says theManWhoHas

StartledAmerica
Clearly and simply David V. Bush now shows
how easy it is for the average man to get any-
thing he wants by simply applying these amaz-

ing new principles of success

Hj DAEE ANYONE to fail now," says
I Dr. Bush. "I dare anyone to apply
* these amazing new principles without

gaining quick success and lasting happiness.
"I'll teach you to smash all obstacles!

I'll teach you to blast your way to suc-
cess! Just let me reveal to you my amaz-
ing new methods of getting what you want
and I'll stake my reputation that you
simply CAN'T FAIL!"

These are Dr. Bush's
own words—his own great
message to the American
people.

In his famous lecture
tours over the United
States and Canada, Dr.
Bush has met thousands of
people. He has lectured
to millions. He has come
in direct contact with all

classes of men and women
from the greatest thinkers
and benefactors of man-
kind to the lowest, even
criminal types. It is for
this reason that Dr. Bush
knows people. He under-
stands human nature to the
core — its strength, its

weaknesses.

Dr. Bush's Great
Teachings Revealed
In a Single Book
In his great book called "You Can," Dr.

Bush speaks his clear, human message
direct to YOU. He tells you just what
you want to know. He tells you just how
you can overcome timidity, fear and self-

consciousness. He tells you how to develop
will power, how to grow brains, how to
find yourself and your work. He tells you
how to reach the subconscious mind, how
to use suggestion and auto-suggestion, how
to reach your goal no matter how far dis-

tant it may seem.
Dr. Bush gives you secrets that will

enable you to forge ahead with amazing-
strides—he tells you exactly how to make
the start, how to keep going, how to
branch out. lie puts success right within
your grasp. Achievement actually seems
easy to men and women who follow his

wonderful teachings. He will inspire you,
uplift you, give you a great new surge of
self-confidence.

You will feel your powers doubled

—

trebled! You will feel giant forces awak-
ening within you—new life—new hope

—

new strength. You will laugh at obstacles
that once seemed insurmountable. You will

toss aside such hindrances as worry and
fear and timidity. The barriers that once
barred your path will become stepping-
stones to your success!

And when Dr. Bush promises you suc-
cess, he does not mean merely spiritual or
ethereal success. He means material success—success in dollars and cents. He means

DAVID V. BUSH
America's Foremost
Author-Lecturer on

Practical Psychology.

wealth, power,
fame— all the
luxuries, all

the rewards
that your
brains and
ability entitle you to have.

You Can Be Sure of Success
Do not fear. Do not doubt. Do not

hesitate. If you are an
average man, in average
health and of average in-

telligence, there is abso-
lutely not one good reason
why you cannot achieve
your life's ambition, no
matter what it may be.

Once you know and apply
his principles, Dr. Bush
dares you to fail, and he
means what he says.

Dr. Bush's secrets of suc-
cess have been put into a
great new book called,

"YOU CAN." When you
read this splendid work
you will be amazed at your
own blindness. New truths
will dawn on you. Old
truths will strike you with
new force. You will say
to yourself as thousands
have said, "How simple it

all is! Why didn't I see it
all before?" You will say, as Dr. Bush said,
"I dare anyone to fail after reading: and being
inspired by these splendid principles!"

Examine the Book Free
No description can begin to give you even an

idea of the startling truths explained and proved
in this wonderful book. The very first page
will be a revelation to you, just as Dr. Bush's
lectures have been a revelation to keen, thinking,
analytical minds in every city.

Mail the coupon. This remarkable book will
be sent at once. Read it for five days. Think
about it. Consider the wonderful teachings. At
the end of that time if you find it the most
inspiring, the most valuable means to obtain
health, wealth and happiness, send us only $3 50
which, as you will realize, pays only foa. the cost
of printing, advertising and distributing the
book Otherwise, return the book itself within
five days and you will not owe a penny. But
begin to enjoy the benefit of this new force at
once. Mail the coupon today. DAVID V. BUSH,
Dept. Y-6010, 225 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago, 111.

DAVID V. BUSH, Publisher. Dept. Y-6010,

j 225 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

| Please send me a copy of "You Can" on approval. 1

. I agree to remit $3.50—or remail the book in
'

| five days.

Contents of this Book

How to overcome failure, hered-
ity and adverse environment.

How to make the start

How to find your work
How to grow brains
How to find yourself
How to strike your stride
How to go to the top
How to branch out
How to buck the line, brace

up, and win
How to use suggestion and auto-

suggestion
How to reach the subconscious
mind

How to develop Will Power
How to be a "go-getter"
How to overcome timidity, fear

and self-consciousness
How to be a success as a sales-

man, artist, author or busi-
ness man

How to come back
Where there's a will, there's

20 ways
How to make opportunities

1

Name

| Address

I

1
I City S tate

'

' (Remittance from foreign countries and U. S. I

Possessions must accompany all orders.) §
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OPPORTUNITIES

Rate 20c a Word — Forms Close 10th — Two Months Preceding Issue

HELP WANTED
COUNTY, STATE AND CANADIAN Represen-

tatives, either sex, for credit reporting. No
samples to carry. Nothing to sell. No dull

seasons. Liberal drawing account. Western
Credit Index, 270 Lankershim Bldg., Los Angeles.

MISCELLANEOUS

KEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK, qualify
for forest ranger position. Start $125 month,

cabin and vacation
;

patrol the forests, protect
the game; give tourists information. Write
Kokane, Dept. 11-40, Denver, Colo.

BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent paying work.
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169

East 83rd Street, New York.

AGENTS WANTED
SALESMAN SELLING TO MEN: We have side

line for you that will sell along with any line
you may now be handling and make more money
for you, provided you are now selling to men.
Get full facts at once. Address Salesmanager,
844 West Adams, Dept. 205, Chicago.

HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA HAT. Latest
Movie Star Sensation. Men and women

wanted in every county. FREE SAMPLE.
Enclose addressed envelope. 5621 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

SUCCESS LETTER. How to accomplish your
desires $1.00. Francis Modricker, Jr.. Win-
throp, Mass.

]mi\'T ];i<; OPKKATKl) ON FOR APPENDI-
CITIS. Receipt 95 cents postpaid. H. L.

Leddy, McKinney, Texas.

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no
pay. $1.50 if cured. Remedy sent on trial.

Superba Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.

LEG PADS

"LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS; DEFY
Detection. Rubber Busts, Figure Reducers,

Patented Face Lifters, Wigs, Opera Hose,
Theatrical Supplies. CAMP, S-246 Fifth Ave.,
New York.

DANCING

AGENTS—NEW PLAN, makes it easy to earn
$50.00 to $100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct

to wearer. No capital or experience needed.
Represent a real manufacturer. Write now for

FREE SAMPLES. Madison Shirts, 562 Broad-
way, New York.

WONDERFUL NEW BATTERY COMPOUND
charges instantly. Eliminates old method.

Batteries $6.20. Antifreeze, better than Alcohol.
Radiator Cleaning Compound. Other long
profit specialties. Mickman Co., St. Paul, Minn.

SONG AND POEM WRITERS

DANCING— FULL INSTRUCTIONS— $1.00.
STEWART'S, 3446 NORTH THIRD ST.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HERMANN & DEMUTH
SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

1658 Broadway Phone
New York Circle 10319

SONG POEM WRITERS, address Hibbeler,

D14, 2104 N. Keystone Av., Chicago.

SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
236 West 55th St., Dept. 102, New York.

WRITERS

£1250 FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by an
unknown writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.

We revise copyright and market. Located in the

heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the

demand. Established 1917. Send manuscript
for free criticism. Booklet on request. Universal
Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR offers Criticism, Sales

Service, Collaboration, Coaching. (Recom-
mended by Editors.) Laurence D'Orsay, Box
2602-E, San Francisco.

DON LENO
Ass

bfd MARIE LOUISE
ESTABLISHED 1905

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston, Tango, Stage, Toe, Classic
and Techniciue. Strictly Private. Formerly dancing
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray, Lillian Lorraine,
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes, Her-
man Timberg, Jimmy Hussey and others. Students
prepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville. Posi-
tions secured for graduates. Booklets on request.

117 WEST 48th ST. Bryant 1194 NEW YORK

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual instruction in social and modern dancing
from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. — Classes every evening
Booklet on request Phone Academy 1581
2786 BROADWAY (near 107th St.) NEW YORK CITY

FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED BULL PUPS $15.
Bulldogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

COLLECT MOVIE STAR PHOTOGRAPHS

—

Postcards 50c dozen. Trial 10c. Portraits

50c. Big list favorites. BELMONT SHOPPE,
Sc-21, Downers Grove, Illinois.

STRIPED BACKED racing turtles $4.

dozen. WEBB Protection, Kansas.

INTEREST TO WOMEN
GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING and Picot-

ing Attachment. Fits any sewing machine.
60c prepaid or C. O. D. Circulars free.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

A Baby In Your Home
Thousands of copies of a new book by Dr. H. Will

Elders arc being distributed to women without cost.
Every woman who wants children should read this book
and learn all about STERILTONE and its wonderful
effect in constitutional weakness. Many things are
unfolded that the average woman has never been told
before. For Free Book send NO Money. NO Obliga-
tions, simply name and address to Dr. II. Will Elders,
17 Ballinger Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE
Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines, Argen-
tine Tangos, Parisien Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes,
Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it 'over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS
1658 BROADWAY Room 603 CIRCLE 7933

MACHAIRA New York's well known
professional Tango dancer.
Connected with the best

society clubs and theatrical circles. Original
Argentine Tango and Waltz for ballroom and stage,

Spanish, Adagios, Grecian. Russian, Apache, and
Oriental. Acts staged and produced, routines per-

fected. Positions procured. Social evening classes,

including Tango; special classes for girls. Per-
sonal artistic instruction.

Tel. Susquehanna 7330 B'dway and 77th St.

CHICAGO

Professional Stage Dancing
HOME STUDY COURSES: Buck and Wing, Soft Shoe.
Waltz Clog. $1 Each. ?, for $2. Send M. O., stamps,
check, currency. ..HARVEY THOMAS. 59 E. Van
Buren St., Chicago. Classes. 10 for $10.
NEW METAL DANCING TIPS. $1.00 PER PAIR.

WhereSimon LegreeGetsHis
(Continued from page 24)

outside the door there? ... All right
come in! Look over at the door, Tom!
Jump up!"

The door at the back of the store swung
jn. There was an increasing roar of aero-
plane engines mixed with the wild yappings
of the blood hounds as they dragged into
the room, at the end of their leash, two men
wrapped in furs and covered with snow.
There was a flurry of snow and the door
was forced shut with a bang . Having
stamped the snow from his feet the taller

of the newcomers strode over to the men
at the table. He twitched nervously at his
mustache. He frowned a mighty frown,
;md boomed out ..."

"Did you see an old negro pass this
way?"
The dogs went on baying, the camera

went on clicking off feet of film, the engines
raced, powerful lights hummed, but above
it all the poor director shouted through his
megaphone.
"NO, No, no, no, noooooh . . . Stop

. . . CUT!"
The assistant shouted, "SAVE "EM . .

Hold the snow ..." and there was
instant silence. The camera stopped click'
ing, the lights blinked out, the engines
purred to a halt, the musicians cut the
march in the middle of a bar . . . Even
the dogs, realizing that their acting was no
longer required, stopped their yapping.
The director dropped down in his chair.
"Brush that snow off your coats the min'

ute you get in the door. When they come in,
Tom, drop your cards and face them; that
gives Frank a chance to do the business
with the chips . . . Now, let's do that
again, and remember ..."
We had seen ... or rather heard

. . . enough. It was a hot day even for
Hollywood, and we craved a lemonade.
We slipped out through the canvas door
and headed for the ice cream counter. As
we passed out of the huge barn-like build-
ing, we heard again the yappings of the
dogs, the roaring of the engines, the squeak-
ing of the violins, and that poor director's
megaphonic growls.
And thus, hour after hour, day after day,

go on the noisy preparations for . . .

The Silent Drama.

([Doris Dawson, a Christie
Cutie.
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TheJoy Girl

(Continued from page 52)
"I can't cry, Mr. Dwan," she blurted

out suddenly. "I'm terribly sorry, but I

just can't cry. I've tried to before. When
I feel like crying, I only get hysterical and
angry. I'll have to look sad instead."

So that's how the scene was taken.

Later, in her dressing room, she told the

story. It began back in her earliest child'

hood when her father died, and she went
with her mother to live in the big house in

Virginia which had been her mother's girl'

hood home. Mrs. Borden had been a Shields

—one of the best known families in Dublin
which sent seven sons to America, one of

whom became a famous general in the Civil

War.
They had settled in the south, but Olive's

mother had married a northerner—a Borden
from Massachusetts. From her, Olive in-

herited all the dreams and emotional quali-

ties of the Irish, but from her father, she

got the strength and determination to make
her dreams come true.

Mrs. Borden, with the pride of all true

southerners, was eager to give her daughter

the best education possible, so the tiny bank
account dwindled steadily through the early

years when Olive was sent to an exclusive

convent in Baltimore.

When she came home, more money went
for party gowns, and to meet the ever

increasing demands of social life in a south-

ern town. It's an old story, but always

a tragic one—this valiant attempt of an

aristocratic family to keep up with the tra-

ditions of earlier, prosperous days.

Olive felt the tragedy keenly, and though
she laughed and danced happily enough
through the lazy, southern days and eve-

nings, she never could escape the sinister

shadow of poverty that always hovered
close at hand.

One morning, she declared quite sud'

denly that she was going to work for a liv-

ing, and was going to start at once.

Her mother, sewing on a pink crepe

party frock that Olive was to wear that

evening, looked up in consternation.

Olive work? At what? There was
nothing she could do. She had been

trained in the southern way—to make a

good wife, and manage a lovely home.
What chance would she have in a world

of work?
Olive didn't know what chance. She

only knew that the butterfly existence had
ended forever.

It was nearly a week later that the Holly-

wood plan was conceived. Olive thought

that she'd like to be a motion picture act-

ress, and if others could do it, she could

do it too.

They reached the coast in 1922 just at

the time when the moving picture industry,

sadly in need of financial backing, was pass-

ing through the most trying period of its

history. Many of the producers were bat-

tling desperately for their existence, and

some of the best known actors in America

were idle. The "extra people" were on

the edge of starvation, and it was an "extra"

that Olive had hoped to become first.

Day after day, she did the weary round

of the casting offices, and day after day,

the Borden finances reached a more pre-

carious state.

"Let's go back home", said her mother.

It was on a night when Olive had come

in with her dark eyes tragic, and her slim

shoulders drooping
1 from ' weariness. But

she hadn't cried.

"None of our people have ever given

Can You Tell?
Look over some of the ads in this magazine. What's wrong with them-

—

can you tell? There is something wrong with every ad—no advertisement
is perfect. Sometimes it is the words used in the headline. Sometimes
it's the illustration. Sometimes the ad is too crowded. Again the wrong-
publication may have been selected—these are a few of the fascinating-
problems confronting every advertiser. And the man or woman with ideas
and opinions who can help solve these problems is being paid startling-

big money.

Millions upon millions of dollars are being spent every month in news-
paper and magazine advertising—to say nothing of the many millions

spent in mailing out catalogs, sales letters, circulars, house organs, and
broadsides. And nearly every advertiser admits that his advertising and
sales literature do not pull anywhere near the business they should

—

that there's tremendous room for improvement.

Get Into Advertising
ADVERTISING is easy to learn— tlie page-Davis School of Advertising is

l especially under the right guidance, offering you!
Can you imagine anything more fascinat-

t
,-

ing than taking just an idea and develop- Mail Coupon for FREE Book
ing it step by step into a finished adver- Simply send the attached coupon and we
tisement, or a completed sales campaign? wjn maji you a remarkable booklet called
And that is the sort of practical work jjow f jyin Success in Advertising which
done by the students of this famous school, tells you how you may now quickly learn

The amazing growth of the Page-Davis advertising during your spare time at

School of Advertising (founded 1896) and home. It tells about the many opportuni-

the success of our graduates is undoubtedly ties open to you in this fascinating-

due to our unique and practical method of profession—how to develop your ideas and
instruction. No text books whatever are realize big money for them in advertising,

used. From the start you are given prac- Remember that sending the coupon does
tical advertising work to • do, just as 110t Obligate you in anv way. Then get
though you were employed in an adver- it iu the very first mail—it may be the
tising department. Every step of this means of putting you in the big money
work is supervised and directed by experts. ciaSs almost over night.

Make Your Day Dreams Page-Davis School of

Come True Advertising

If tomorrow you were offered the price- 3601 Michigan Ave. Dept 6327

less opportunity of going into a prominent Chicago

Chicago Advertising Agency for a year, to [~™ ~~
™ ~ —

learn the business from beginning to end
,
IZ^VT' mU™°—and you knew that every day your every ' Chicago

step would be guided by experts—and you I Please send me your free booklet How to
|

knew that a sincere interest would be , YU
\
Success ™ Advertising— and full par-

, , -. . , | ticulars regarding your Course in Modern
taken m your progress, and you also knew Advertising. I am not obligated.
that you would be given real helpful I Name .—

|

coaching when and where you needed it—
j 'gireet

you would jump at the chance, wouldn't
state

you? And that is substantially just what |
'

'J
"\_ _

"""""

|
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STUDEBAKER
The Insured Watch

Sent

DOWN
Direct from
Factory

ou Save 30% to 50%
An amazing offer! Just $1.00 down brings you the
famous 21 Jewel Studebaker Watch direct from

„ factory. Balance in easy monthly payments. You
save fully 30% to 50%. Lowest prices ever named
for equal quality. Send coupon below for catalog

of Advance Watch Styles and full particulars.

This amazing offer enables you to pay for your watch while
wearing it. Studebaker Watches have 21 Jewels, genuine
rubies and sapphires. 8 adjustments— for heat, cold, isochro-
nism and five positions. Insured for your lifetime! Insurance
Policy given FREE1 Ladies' Bracelet Watches, Men's Strap
Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry also sold direct to you at
lowest prices and on easy monthly payments. Open a charge
account with us. Send the coupon.

WRITE for FREE CATALOG
The coupon below will bring you a copy of our beautiful,

new six-color catalog showing 80 magnificent, new Art Beauty
cases and dials. Latest designs in yellow gold, green gold
and white gold effects. Exquisite thin models. 12 size and 16
size. Buy a 21 Jewel Studebaker Insured Watch direct from
the maker— save big money and pay for it in easy monthly
payments.

Special Limited Offer: WatchChain Free
For a limited time we are offering a Magnificent Watch Chain
Free. To all who write immediately we will include particu-
lars of this astounding special offer. This offer is limited.
Send the coupon at once—before it expires,

STUDEBAKER WATCH COMPANY
Directed by the Studebaker Family— three-quarters of

a cen tury offair dealing

WATCHES DIAMONDS JEWELRY
Dept.W-834 ' South Bend, Indiana

Canadian Address: Windsor, Ontario

Save on
Ladies' Bracelet
Watches and Strap Watches
for Men. Both are sold on
the easiest kind of payments I

Mail Coupon at Once While This Offer Lasts
m • mmm • • am a am »m •n
J Studebaker Watch Co. Dept. W-8?4 South Bend, Indiana J

Ftease send roe your free catatog I I ]

of Advance Watch Styles and de- c

tails of your Cil.00 down offer. 1 1 ]

[

Please send me free
caralo)7 of Jewelry and
Diamonds.

Name .

Street or R.F.D..

UCity State .
e mmm • mmm m imn c mam • an • mam aM
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Short-Story Writing
A practical forty-lesson
course in the writing and
marketing of the ShortStory,
taught by Dr. J. Berg Esen-
wein, famous critic and
teacher; Editor of The
Writer's Monthly.

One pupil has earned over
$5,000 writing in his spare
time—hundreds are selling
constantly to the leading
publishers.

ii 150 page catalog free. Please address

I The Home Correspondence School
I Established 1S97

H Deiit. 25 Springfield, Mass.
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Sore Eyes
Gone Forever

For 132 years Dr. Isaac Thompson's Eye Water has
been relieving sufferers from eye strain, pink eye,

granulated lids, red eyes and other disorders. For
132 years this celebrated formula has been endorsed
and recommended by druggists and physicians. Thou-
sands upon thousands of people have used it with
remarkable results. If you suffer from any of these

distressing ills, get a bottle of this famous medicine
to-day and banish eye troubles forever. At most
good druggists or send 35 cents for 50 treatments.

J. L. THOMPSON SONS 8C CO., 159-H River
Street, Troy, N. Y.

DR. ISAAC THOMPSON'S
EYE WATER

up yet", she said, "and let's not be the

ones to start. Let's stick it out until the

panic blows over."

That evening they planned the great

business venture which they confidently

hoped might tide them over. Mrs. Borden,
back in Virginia, had been famous for her

skill at candy-making. They rented a little

shop, and Olive presided behind the

counter, while her mother reigned in the

liny kitchen behind the scenes.

It was a good idea, and at home, with

friends to rally round and lend their pat-

ronage, it might have succeeded. But Holly-

wood Boulevard has seen many candy shops

come and go and has remained as indifferent

to them as to the heartaches of its ever-

shifting populace.

The candy shop failed—and still Olive

didn't cry.

To make it worse, Mrs. Borden fell ill,

and the last of their savings went to pay a

doctor.

Then their luck changed. It began when
Olive was hired for four days work at the

Lasky Studio at five dollars a day. Then
came a chance in comedies.

A long while afterward, when she was
making "3 Bad Men ", the Fox director,

Jack Ford, told her that he had seen her

way back in those comedy days and pre-

dicted that she would some day become a

great actress.

"I wish you'd told me so then," she

said, "but perhaps it's just as well you
didn't at that, for if anyone, except Mother
had given me any encouragement at that

time, I probably wouldn't have survived the

shock."

The turning point of Olive's career came
when Emmett Flynn chose her to play

opposite Tom Mix in "The Tan\ee Senor".

Her work in that led to a long term con-

tract with Fox.

But even that "break" hinged on her

inability to cry. It seems that she had

a manager, a confident young man in whose
possession was a screen test which she felt

was a very bad one. She had requested

him to destroy it, but disregarding her wish,

he submitted it to Mr. Flynn, instead of

arranging to have a new one taken. The
result was just what she expected. The
director said "She won't do."

As she learned the verdict, she turned

on her manager, registering, in all sincerity,

all the pent-up anger and disappointment

she felt at another much needed opportunity

thrown away. Yet she spoke softly, with

restraint—and there were no tears in her

eyes. She didn't cry! As she turned away,

Mr. Flynn called her back. "I think you'll

do after all," he said. And she did do

—

very well indeed.

Since then, she has been featured in nine

productions and it is believed by those who
have watched her work, that her screen

future is well assured.

People feel in her a spiritual force—

a

thrilling kind of unhappiness scarcely to be

distinguished from esctasy — that is

strangely incongruous with her dark, child-

ish face and alert reckless figure. She com-

bines the beauty of youth with an instinctive

understanding which is usually acquired

only with the years.

Directors have found her remarkably ver-

satile, which also is unusual in one so young.

In the gorgeous, glittering gowns of "Fig

Leaves", she achieved a mature dignity and

poise; in "3 Bad Men" she was an irres-

ponsible gypsy; in "Yellow Fingers" she was

sensuous, alluring, and in "The Monkey
Tal\s" winsome and gay.

Only in one point does she fail, and in

that she fails completely, as Allan Dwan
discovered in "The Joy Girl". Olive Bor-

den can do anything at all but cry.
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Pev Marley Offers You a Job
Continued from page 49

stage, and Marley turned to Mr. DeMille.
"All set, chief."

Director DeMille picked up the micro-

phone through which his directions were
broadcast, and gave the word to start the

cameras on one of the most awesome and
photographically difficult scenes ever rec
orded for the screen.

"From the paths of the past", says a

Hindu proverb, "are moulded the streets

of the present". And the early paths trod

by Peverell Marley certainly have played

their part in bringing him to the peak of

his profession as chief cinematographer for

Cecil B. DeMille.
Eleven years ago, when motion pictures

were still in swaddling clothes, "Pev"
Marley began his career as a camera-man
by manufacturing a still camera. A dis-

carded lens, which prompted the idea, a

cigar-box, some wire, and a great deal of

adhesive tape were his materials, and after

a few days of effort the job was completed.

A connoisseur of cameras might have critic-

ized the appearance of young Marley's con-

trivance, but not the quality of the pictures

it took.

From that day Pev Marley has been

a "nut" on photography. During his four

years in Hollywood High School he spent

most of his spare time experimenting with

different types of cameras, various qualities

of chemicals and printing paper, and pro-

duced several remarkable photographs. His

work was exhibited several times in art dis-

plays, and some of his- studies received

wide publication in rotogravure.

Upon his graduation from High school

Marley had determined on his career—he
intended to become a motion picture pho-

tographer. Having lived for years in the

center of motion picture production, he was
familiar with the various companies and
producers, and he aimed high. Armed
with a dozen selected photographs he had
taken, he set off for the office of Cecil

B. DeMille, to ask for a job in the "movies".

d[ Dorothy Sebastian wearing a

patchwor\ jac\et, which ex-

plains where the quilt went.

Mr. DeMille was busy, but consented to

look at the photographs. They were sent

in, while Marley waited anxiously outside.

In five minutes a secretary came out and
asked Pev to step inside. Although sur-

prised at the youth of his visitor, Mr.
DeMille discussed photography with him
for some time. Before he left the studio

Marley had landed a job as a camera-man's
assistant.

Well-informed in the rudiments of pho-

tography, it did not take Marley long

to pick up the fine points of camera work.

From a "slate-holder", or assistant to second

camera-man, Marley soon graduated to first

assistant. While a second assistant, he had
held up the "slate" after each scene, and
the cameras exposed additional footage on
the number held up. The rest of his job

was moving the cameras about when there

was a change of set-up, running the tape-

measure out to the center of focus, chang-

ing magazines of film on the camera of his

boss, and generally making himself useful.

The first assistant has more interesting

work. He has the responsibility of keeping

on hand a supply of loaded magazines, and

if he misjudges the amount of the day's

"shooting", he sometimes must load addi-

tional magazines during the day. When
"light tests" are made, which are short

pieces of footage exposed to determine the

quality of the lighting effects, he must
immediately develop and print it, and take

it to the chief camera-man. He keeps

track of the amount of film stock used,

and sees that the cameras are in good
mechanical condition.

Marley earned his first opportunity to

grind a camera within a year, when he was
entrusted with fourth camera on a large

scene. He remained with the Cecil B.

DeMille production company, and by the

time the great producer had started work
on "The Ten Commandments" , he was
grinding second camera. In the final print

of this super-production Marley's negatives

were decidedly conspicious by their number
and quality.

The natural result was that Marley be-

came a first camera-man, and filmed the

first picture produced at the DeMille Studio

when it was established almost three years

ago. He handled the photography on Cecil

B. DeMille's first production as an indepen-

dent, "The Road to Yesterday" , and divided

the honors on "The Volga Boatman" with

Arthur Miller. "Three Faces East" and
"Silence", both exceptional for their pho-

tography, were filmed by Marley, and then

he was selected for the responsibility of

being chief camera-man on "The King of

Kings", Jeanie Macpherson's biblical story.

The wide comment caused by Peverell Mar-
ley's work on this stupendous production

is abundant evidence of his ability.

Appreciating the advice and encourarge-

ment he received when new to the pro-

fession, Peverell Marley is quick to help

newcomers who show interest in their work.
When he started at the DeMille Studio he
gave a job to a young man as an assistant

to the second camera-man. Largely through
the schooling he received from Marley,

James McBride is soon to take over a

second camera at the DeMille Studio, hav-

ing developed into an able photographer.
Peverell Marley is a personable young

man of twenty-five. He is attractive in

appearance, and might have been as suc-

cessful before the camera as he has been
behind it, had he chosen to be an actor.

Neededin
Aviation!
T)0 you love adventure? Do you want to make big
L-' money? Although aviation is still in its infancy
thereisa crying-demand for men withcourage, nerve,
and self-reliance—ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

Amazing Opportunity in
the Airplane Industry

Yes, as yet, aviation is in its infancy, but now is

the time to get in. In the
automobile industry and
in the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at
thestart. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.
Think how much avia-

tion has progressed in the
last few years. Commer-
cial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-
cessful both in Europe
and America. Great men
predict that in the near
future there will be air-

freight lines— organiza-
tions as large as our rail-

roads are today. AVIA-
TION IS NEW. It
clamors for every young

PICK YOUR
JOB!

Airplane Instructor

Airplane Engineer

Airplane Repairman

Airplane Assembler

Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector

Airplane Builder

Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor

Airplane Motor Expert

Airplane Designer

Be an Aviation Expert
The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual worfe.

Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach you
the basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. MeNaughton, Chicago, says. "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the student gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide you carefully through
your training. They Belect the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start you can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do you want'; Aero-
nautical Instructor, Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman, Aeroplane Repairman,
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation Book FREE
Send coupon below for our new FREE book

just out entitled, Opportunities in the 'Airplane
Industry. It is interesting and instructive. Get
yours before edition is exhausted.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 6327 3601 Michigan Avenue Chicago

|
' ___—.-)

, AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
I Dept. 6327, 3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago I

[ Without any obligation send me your free
|

book Opportunities in the Airplane Industry,
I also information about your Home Study [

I
Course in Practical Aeronautics.

[ Name Age
j

[ Address
|

I City. .'. .._ _ State I
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Only $2.0°

for this

Encyclopedia

of

MOTION PICTURE
FOLKS

Charles Donald Fox

has compiled

. . . always at your hand the

things you'd like to know about

your favorites.

Real, romantic and authentic ac

counts of 242 stars—illustrated.

It is written in a brief concise

manner, and will improve your

"talking knowledge'
1

of the stars

-—and who isn't talking about

them these days?

Fill out the coupon below and

MAIL IT TODAY!

I
1

1 Screenland Book Dept. Desk 5 1

| 49 West 45th Street

. New York City. .

Gentlemen:

I I enclose $2.00 in full payment for my ]

|
copy of FAMOUS FILM FOLKS.

I Name J

I 1

I
Address ]

I ]
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SCREENLAND
Mummers' Roost

the 'movies' who stole the evening. And
not merely because they were celebrities

—

Beverly Hills is used to celebrities— but

because they had something to say .

Doug Fairbanks, for instance, though he
punctuated his talk by a joyously cxhuber-

ant wit, got down to brass tacks and told

his fellow-townsmen of some civic observa-

tions he had made during a recent trip to

Europe. He painted a marvellous picture

of a city dedicated not at all to business,

but to good health and beauty. And he

pointed out how we could make Beverly

Hills the most notable city in the world.

There were a good many out of town
guests that night, and they were visibly

impressed to see Doug in a new role. An
actor knowing about such things! Really,

it was quite remarkable!

But when Mary got up, they relaxed,

and in their rooster vanity settled back in

a most condescending way to contemplate

her beauty and listen to her prattle. Bang!

In her first sentence, she had them sitting

up, and as she got under way and dyn-

amically drove home her points, they were

out on the edges of their chairs, staring

at the young crusader like startled cod-

fish.

For Mary is a crusader—a crusader for

trees! Mary thinks trees, talks trees, and
grows trees—a subject upon which she has

become a great authority. Let anybody
telephone in that some astigmatic realtor is

'clearing the property' of fine old trees,

and Mary will leave a million-dollar pro-

duction to go out and stop the outrage.

But before this hard-boiled bunch, the

young champion of our trees did not grow
sentimental or 'artistic'. She was talking

to business men, and she talked business.

She pointed out the commercial value of

trees. She showed how the extraordinary

value of Beverly Hills real estate was rooted

in her gorgeous trees, and though we have

some 40,000 trees planted in our parkings,

she pleaded for more trees, and then still

more trees.

When she sat down, cheers went up.

Her subject and its intelligent treatment

were a surprise to the outlanders, and
instantly she was bombarded by the visiting

representatives of every Chamber of Com-
merce in Southern California to come and
address their town. And at last reports she

was still doing it.

The next big surprise to the sniffy visitors

—- and some of our own people — who
thought the movie folk have no interest

except themselves, was Conrad Nagle.

Called upon from the crowd to say a few
words, that rather ministerial young man
stood up, bowed, smiled and then starting

off in a low, beautifully modulated voice,

he launched forth into a rhetorical display

of verbal pyrotechnics that put the visiting

Rotarians and Kiwanians on their backs.

He told them that this was the first time
in the history of the world that the actor

had taken root. Heretofore, a gypsy, he
had at last realized his dreams of owning
a home and functioning like butchers and
bakers and candle-stick makers. He asked
them to forget that he and his kind were
curiosities to be pointed out to the sight-

seers, and plead to be accepted as a citizen,

willing and anxious to take part in the
civic affairs of the town. He was imme-
diately elected to the directorate of the
Chamber of Commerce.
A few nights later, Milton Sills addres'

sed the Mens' Club of Beverly Hills and
he told them a lot of high-brow things that

- Continued jrom page 33

they had never known before. Stage actors

are pretty much alike, for they have always
been actors. But movie actors come from
every walk in life.

With nearly all the leaders of the motion
picture industry now living in the unique
and independent little City of Beverly Hills,

and with the biggest of them beginning to

take active interest in local affairs, we shall

soon behold a great civic phenomenon—

a

city of the first class run by artists rather

than merchants.

Then, perhaps, we may have to build

Doug's wall around the place—not to hold

us in, but to keep the gang out.

Here is another good one on a bunch of

'society people' who are rather inclined to

think of our movie girls as a bunch of

dumbdoras. We were playing one of those

foolish memory games where the first per-

son, a well known 'realtor', started by say-

ing: "I went to Chicago, and in my suit-

case I had " The next person, a

banker's wife added: "a pair of purple

pajamas." The next one, a big bond bro-

ker, repeated this and added: "——and a

diamond studded bath mitt". The next, a

Christian Science practitioner, repeated all

of this and added: " and a tube of

public library paste." By the time the game
had gone around the circle one had to

remember some thirteen articles in perfect

sequence. Yet only two people dropped
out.

But the second round began the slaugh-

ter, and by the third time there were only
three contestants left, a big producer, a

banker and a movie girl. It was very
amusing to have the black-eyed movie girl

holding out against such superior brains.

At twenty-six the producer flopped! The
race was then on between the banker and
the 'Dora'. The banker beamed tolerantly.

Twenty-seven, twenty-eight. Gee, but the
list was getting long and the banker began
to breathe nervously, while the movie girl

rattled off the long catalogue of articles

like a train despatches At thirty-one the

banker stopped, wheezed, turned purple
with embarrasment and had to give up
ingloriously. Bebe Daniels remained un-
defeated!

Doras? Well, they're not so dumb.

GT Warner Bur\e, who signed on a long
dotted line for Paramount—five years.
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Ask Me— Continued from page 4

Sally in our Alley. Somebody's dream
girl—are you? Well, you know the answer
to that—I don't. Marceline Day, Eleanor
Boardman, Joan Crawford and Sally O'Neil
can be reached at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal. Louise Brooks
at Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Madge Kennedy is not making pictures

now. William (Buster) Collier Jr., First

National Studios, Burbank, Cal. Vilma
Banky can be addressed care Samuel Gold-
wyn Productions, Culver City, Cal. Joan
Crawford, Constance Bennett and Sally

O'Neil were the three sprightly girls in

"Sally, Irene, and Mary".

Eddie B. of LeRoy. Many thanks for

your greetings and good wishes. You like

Tom Mix and his horse Tony? And you
wish Tony knew about it too? Well, let's

get some of this admiration across to Tom
and I'm sure, the good scout that Tom is,

he will tell Tony. Why don't you write to

Tom at Fox Studios, Hollywood, Cal.?

Mary E. of Jersey City. Do I think you
are right? Ah! that's the question, do I.

Now to be very confidential, Norma Shearer
says she is riot engaged and I might add,
she says she is not married either. Yes,
Gloria Swanson attended the opening of

the Roxy Theatre in N. Y. City, showing
her picture, "The Love of Sunya".

Patsy of St. Louis. You are right, the

first time—there's only one Lon Chaney;
"man of a thousand faces," he may be
stern looking, but he is really a very gentle

person. His home is Colorado Springs,

Colo. Would you ever think he had been,

at one time, an interior decorator? He was
so! But his "natural hankering to be an
actor," led him to the screen. I have heard
that he is a famous cook

—
"he only cooks

when the spirits moves him," says his wife,

"but you ought to taste his roast duck!"
He has a grown-up son. You can address

him at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Cul-

ver City, Cal.

Mabel. "Ain't it awful?" No trouble

at all, but do you know, you never told

me just which one you were? Buck Jones
was born in Vincennes, Ind. Allene Ray

C[ James Gleason, author of "Is Zat So?"
ma\es his screen bow in "Kid Gloves'

starring Charles Ray.

first saw the light of day, in San Antonio,
Texas. Wallace MacDonald was born in

Mulgrave, N. S., Canada.

Greta X. So I'm a gift to all you movie
fans? For goodness sake! Now I'll have to

work harder than ever to keep up with that

title. But then you meant to be kind,

didn't you? Louise Brooks is the wife of

Eddie Sutherland. She is twenty years old.

Clara Bow is 21 years old. She is not mar-

ried. Lawrence Gray was born July 27,

1899. He has not joined the ranks of

benedicts; in plain language, he is not
married.

Unconscious. Smelling salts, please! No,
the Torrence you saw is not Ernest Tor-
rence of "The Covered Wagon" fame, but
his brother David, who is also a well-known
character actor though not so well known
as Ernest, if you follow me—and please do.

Charlotte. Serious? No, let's not be
serious; how can I handle a stack of brand
new questions, and be serious? And then
I have two eyes and not just "half an eye"
and believe me, they are pretty darned
good ones, at that. Ronald Colman was
born February 9, 1891, in Richmond, Sur-

rey, England. He has very dark brown
hair and eyes, is 5 feet 10 inches tall and
weighs 165 pounds. He is not married.

Some of his pictures are "Beau Geste,"
"Dar\ Angel," "Winning of Barbara
Worth," "J\[igfit of Love" and "The Magic
Flame."

Alberta Vaughn Admirer. She is a cute

little thing, isn't she? She plays the lead

opposite Dick Barthehaess in "The Drop
Kic\," a First National picture. Why don't

you drop her a line and tell her a few of

the nice things you think about her, then
wait for the postman's ring, or is it whistle?

Her address is 248 South Oxford Ave.,

Hollywood, Cal.

T. L. M. of Corpus Christi College, Cam.'
bridge, England. Are there any other in-

habitants in Hollywood besides movie stars?

Yes, heaps and heaps of folks. Constance
Talmadge, Laura La Plante, Vera Reynolds
and Colleen Moore are among the very
attractive girls in the movies; and when I

get to talking about Hollywood's beautiful

stars—well, there's no end to the way I

rave.

Miss Griffith's One Admirer. You mean,
one of the many thousands of Corinne's
admirers. There, that's more like it! She
was born in Texarkana, Texas. She has
lovely blue eyes and brown hair, is 5 feet

4 inches tall and weighs 120 pounds. She
is married to Walter Morosco. Yes, she
used to belong to the old Vitagraph com-
pany. A few of her earlier pictures were:
"The Last Man." "Love "Watches," "Miss
Ambition," "The Girl Problem," "The
Un\nown Quantity." Corinne is one of
the loveliest girls on the screen and a very
popular one.

Just Baxter Gaines. You are dead wrong
about that! I am not a bit hurt. In fact,

haven't had a letter from Chile, South
America, for some time. John Roche is

playing in "Uncle Tom's Cabin" for Uni-
versal. John Boles with Gloria Swanson
as leading man. Charles la Roche is now
in vaudeville. Lawrence Gray and Clive
Brook are with Paramount Studios, Holly

V.S II< s*» ...

Go to High
School at Home
You can secure a high school education

right at home by studying the splendid new
courses recently prepared by the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools.

These courses are equivalent to the courses given

in resident high schools. They have been specially

arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a busi-

ness position, or to make up the education they

missed when forced to leave school too soon.

The College Preparatory Course, the High School

Commercial Course and the High School English

Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,

modern and U. S. history, physiology, literature,

geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,

shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, adver-

tising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American busi-

ness law, corporation finance, money and banking,

business and trade economics, etc. A diploma is

given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you will

make rapid progress because you will be in a class

by yourself and you will study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping

you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of

life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly

send you interesting free booklets describing the High
School Courses of the International Correspondence
Schools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2369-D Scranton, Penna.

Without coat, please tell me how I can qualify for tho
position or In the subject before which I have marked
an X:

O College Preparatory Course
High School Commercial Course
High School English Course
High School Vocational Course
High School Agricultural Coursa

Business Management Salesmanship
Industrial Management Advertising
Traffic Management Better Letters
Business Law Show Card Lettering
Banking and Banking Law Stenography and Typing
Accountancy (incl'g C. P. A.) Business English
Nicholson Cost Accounting Civil Service
Bookkeeping Railway Mail Clerk
Private Secretary Common School Subjects'

Spanish French Illustrating Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering Q Architect

Electric Lighting Architects' Blueprints
Mechanical Engineer Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Draftsman Architectural Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice Concrete Builder
Railroad Positions Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Operating Chemistry O Pharmacy
Civil Engineer Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapping Airplane Engines
Metallurgy Navigation
Steam Engineering Agriculture and Poultry

Radio Mathematics

Name
Street
Address

City State

// you reside in Canada, send this ooupon to the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

Clear Yonr Skin

With

Cuticura
Soap to Cleanse
Ointment to Heal

Absolutely Nothing Better

BIG WEEKLY ISSUES
t

of The Pathfinder, Amer-
ica's liveliest, most unique, most^^

entertaining weekly magazine. Full of
humor, information, news events, pic

' tures, special features, best fiction. Once y
1 THE PATHFINDER you will never do with

' out it. Send your name and 10 cents IMMEDIATELY!

10
THE PATHFINOER, Dept. G-95 WASHINGTON, D. C,
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Skin Like IvoryI

Now a New Kind of Facial

Creme Brings Amazing New

Results, or Your Money Back.

Whitens Smoothes Banishes Reduces

yonr skin out lines freckles pores

Skin like ivory! No freckles ... no
blackheads ... no more fine lines . . .

cleared of every tiny imperfection and
smoothed to flawless texture . . . 60ft,

Bupple, creamy-white! Do you want such,

superb skin beauty? Then try one jar of
new-type facial creme. . . .

GervaiseGmhamBeautySeart

A Complete Skin Treatment
Not a cold cream . . . not a bleach cream

. . . not a skin food, you may expect Beauty
Secret to surpass them all. In this one creme
I have succeeded in blending the best beauty
helps ever known . . . and I have multiplied
their benefits. Now expect new things from your
facial creme!
Beauty Secret has the power to whiten the

skin a new, safe way, and nothing is more
wonderful than a milky white complexion.
This is but one benefit. Freckles steadily fade
out. Blackheads dissolve completely. Another
amazing tendency of Beauty Secret is to re-
duce coarse pores to smoothest, finest texture.
Beauty Secret not only cleanses the skin . . .

it stimulates, tones, firms. Tonic oils impart
a supple elasticity that in the greatest degree
smooths out fine lines and crowsteet. Now,
for the first time, a complete facial cream.
Now results that you can reany see!

POSITIVE GUARANTEE
This six-fold creme costs very little more

than the most ordinary cleansing cream. I
am introducing Beauty Secret in double size
jars at only $1.50—not only an amazing creme
but an exceptional value as well. Use it as
you would any cream for one or two weeks.
Then, if not more than delighted, I will refund
full price for the asking. Send no money.
Simply mail coupon below, and when the pack-
age arrives pay postman only $1.50. Mail
coupon today to (Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 10-SC 25 "W. Illinois St., Chicago, Illinois.

(Canadian Address: 67 College St., Toronto, Ont.)
.......... ........ MAIL NOW
(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM,
Dept. 10-SC 25 W. Illinois St.. Chicago.

Send me, postage prepaid, a double size jar
of your new Beauty Secret. On arrival, I will
pay postman only $1.50. If not delighted I
understand you guarantee to refund my money.

Name.

'C[Loretta Young hangs her nice

new hat in the First Rational
Studio.

Address

wood, Cal. William Haines with Metro'
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.

E. A. S. of Pittsburg. Your friend from
Naples, is quite the kidder. In my short

life, I've learned, not to believe all you see

and just some of the things you hear. For,

none other than our own Wallace Beery
is to play the part of "Louie" in "The
Big Sneeze", adapted from the stage ver-

sion of "Louie the XIV".

Bright Eyes. Thanks for your kind
words. I'd love to help you solve your
problem, but it's not in my line. If I

knew how to get in the movies, I'd make
a dash for them myself. Ramon Novarro
was born in Durango, Mexico. He is not

married. Ramon's ambition, so I have
heard, is to be a singer. In fact, he's a

singer already, though it's only his avoca-

tion right now. Too bad we can't hear

him, isn't it? Louder, Ramon.

Elizabeth, Memphis. Now I ask you,

who does not like Fred Thomson? He is

one of our most popular stars. Born in

Pasadena, Cal., on April 28, 1890. He
is married to Frances Marion, the scenario

writer. Fred has been in pictures since

1920.

Tu'o Little Maids. Home-mades? Sure,

Mary Philbin, Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix
and Neil Hamilton receive their own mail;

but I can't say if they personally answer
all of it. You see, these stars are so busy
twinkling, it may be many moons before

they shine on you. But cheer up. You
never can tell about stars.

Lois of Texas. Would I like to hear

from a silent reader? You can bet your

best bucking bronco, I would. Just say

all the nice things about Screenland, you
want to. See if I care! Jack Hoxie is a

broth of a boy, to be sure. He was born

in Oklahoma, was raised on a cattle ranch,

was a champion cowboy, and won several

championships as trick and fancy rider of

horses. He is 6 feet high and weighs 198
pounds; has brown hair and blue eyes.

He's married.

Dorothy, Santa Anna. Glad to oblige

you. Lya de Putti is with Universal Studio,

Culver City, Cal. Isn't she the cute little

thing? Don't feel too downcast because you
can't hear her talk. Lya's accent is in her
eyes, and such eyes!

Anita. For the first time? Well, don't

let it be the last time. Billie Dove is Mrs.
Irvin Willat. "The Tender Hour" fea-

tures Billie Dove and Ben Lyon. Ben Lyon
happens to be in Europe as I write this,

vacationing, accompanied by his mother and
sister. Marilynn Miller is also abroad

—

said to be selecting costumes for her next

musical comedy. Oh, yes—and it's rumored
she is seeking a divorce from Jack Pickford.

Lois Wilson is not engaged to anyone.

Inquisitive. Oh no, not bold! I wouldn't
want to call you that. Just curious. So
glad you like my name; I'm fond of it too,

or I would have changed it long ago. You
needn't think I haven't had my chances,

even though I'm not a movie star. Billie

Dove weighs 115 pounds; Marie Prevost,

123 lbs., and Mae Murray hasn't told me
for some time. But Mae doesn't weigh
very much—and I should think after her

African lion-hunting, she'll weigh even less.

Charles W. Jr. Clara Bow is 21 years

old. In her junior year at the Girls' Bay-

ridge High School, Brooklyn, she won a

magazine beauty contest; and later went
into pictures. It may interest you to know
she handles any make of automobile and
never has so much as scratched a fender.

She can be reached at Paramount Studio,

Hollywood, Cal.



Only One Way You Can Get
This Remarkable Pen

You must try it FIVE days
before you can keep it

!

"Real
Writing
Mileage
at Last"

Equal to Any $7 or $8.75
Pen in Quality

Superior to Any Pen at
Any Price in Performance

Only Way to Get the Postal
"Buy Through One Who Owns
One"— or Mail Coupon Below:

Actual Size
Men's Model
at Left

<7°
V_JHE man who invented this amazing pen consented

to let us sell it only under one condition—that we work
out a plan whereby the price would be within the reach
of every one, instead of selling it at $7 or $8.75, the price

of other pens of equal quality.

Of course, it was impossible to sell thia remarkable
pen through the stores. Their profit alone on a $7 or

§8.75 pen is more than what you actually pay for the

POSTAL RESERVOIR PEN. And so we decided to let

Uncle Sam do the selling for us—through the United
States mails.

The Pen That Says "Fill Me
Up!" Before It's Empty

The POSTAL RESERVOIR PEN (named POSTAL because it

is sold by mail only) is distinctive in design and contains features
which are not found in any other pen. It is transparent, so you can
always see when it needs filling. It is self-filling—employs an entirely

new method, the easiest ever devised. Holds 3 to 4 times more ink
than any other self-filling pen. Manufactured from same materials
as used in highest priced pens. Never before have so many improve-
ments and refinements been combined in a single, handsome, smooth-
writing, never-clogging pen that you will be proud to own and delighted

to use.

How to Get the Postal Pen
\ SEND NO MONEY

^ Simply fill in and mail the coupon. Do not send a penny!
V When you get your Postal Pen, you will also receive

^ 5 post cards, each worth 50c on the purchase price
Postal ^ of another pen. Every Postal Pen owner finds

Pen Co., that his friends admire his remarkable pen and
• ^ ask where they can get others like it. You
iPc *j ^ can easily sell your premium post cards
Uesk ZfU, for 50c each and earn back the full price

41 Park Row, of your pen. You do not have to sell

Wo,., Vr>rlr Citv the cards—dispose of them any way
rxew iortt. v-n-y ^ yQu wish_whatever you make on

Please send me one them is yours to keep.

Postal Reservoir Pen.
and five special Premium H//»Vf
Post Cards which I may give %. LJUIX I VYU.lL
away or dispose of at 50c each. % f\ £ £
I will pay postman $2.50 upon leaf KJ I T
receipt of the pen. If after 5 days'

use I desire to return the Postal Pen, ^ dtld IVlCLll
you agree to refund purchase price. ^
Send me the model I have checked. Cmmrtn

Men's size. Women's size. ^ *~>UUfJUll

V NOW
Name

v̂
Address

City State ^
If you live outside the United States send International

Money order with coupon

You

Can

See

Right

Through

This

'

Pen!

No Other
Fountain Pen

Like It

!

Read These Remarkable Postal
Features

It Is Transparent—You can always see exactly how much ink
you've got. Can't run unexpectedly dry.

It Is Unbreakable—You can even step on it without injuring
it. A wonderful pen for lifetime service.

It's the Smoothest Writing Pen You Ever Saw—Big, solid,
14-Karat gold point, tipped with the finest iridium.

It Is Self-filling—The easiest of all pens to fill.

It Holds 3 to 4 Times More Ink Than Any Other Self-
filling Pen—Fill it once a month—and get real "writing mileage."
And Remember—The materials and workmanship are guar-

anteed to be equal or superior to those found in any other pen,
whether sold at S?, S8.75 or more.

Five Days 9 FREE Trial!
Send for your POSTAL Pen NOW. State whether

you want men's or women's model. Use it five days
and if you are not delighted with it, return it and your
money will be promptly refunded. You are to be the
sole judge. Compare it with any pen at any price.
Remember the price is low only because our sales policy of
manufacturer-to-user eliminates all in-between profits, com-
missions and handling. Send the coupon NOW and learn
what real fountain pen satisfaction is!

Postal
RESERVOIR PEN

POSTAL PEN CO, INC, 41 Park Row, Desk 270, New York City



Turkish and domestic tobaccos

LUCKY STRIKE
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"It'S tOaSted-No Throat Irritation -No Cough.










